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FIRST REPORT
. OF THE CANADA COMMISSIONEIRS.

CoPY of a DEsPATcH from the Lower Canada Commnissioners to Lord Glenelg.

My Lord, Quebec, 30 Jan. 1836.
ON the saine day on which we transmit to your Lordship a Report to which

one of our body has been able to give only a qualified assent, we think it due
both to your Lordship and ourselves, in this unamimous communication, to
assure you that we are satisfied that every deliberation and inquiry has been
conducted with fairness; and that whatever want of unity may exist in our
views, is attributable to an honest difference of judgment, and not to any cause
that should disturb the harmony with which our duties in this province ought
to be discharged.

We enclose extracts of súch parts of the minutes of our proceedings as relate
to the differences of opinion which have arisen in respect to this Report.

We have, &c.
(signed) Gosford,

The Lord Glenelg, Chas. Edw. rGrey,
&c. &c. &c. Geo. Gipps.

FIRST REPORT.

MAY IT PLEAsE youR LoRDsHIP, Quebec, 23 Jan. 1836.
i. WE the undersigned Commissioners for the Investigation of Grievances

affecting His Majesty's subjects of Lower Canada, in what relates to the
administration of the government thereof, have the honour of making to your
Lordship our first Report.

2. We understand that your Lordship has already been informed by the
Governor-in-chief of the reason which retarded the meeting of the Provincial
Legislature until the 27th of October. Your Lordship is also aware that in the
address delivered on that occasion, his Excellency remarked that he had
come into the province not me-ely as its Governor, but also as the head of
a Commission, of which he described the general scope and objects. This state-
ment appears to have given rise to some debate in both bouses of the legislature,
on the supposition that they were called upon to enter into some sort of formal
relation with the Commission. It was argued that the Governor was the only
authority with whom the Council or Assembly could communicate, and that to
take notice of any'other might compromise their rights and dignities ; and the
consequence of this reasoning was, that in the answer to the speech from the
Throne, the Confmission was fot referred to at all by the Assembly, and by the
Legislative Council was only alluded to in a very general and indistinct manner.
The opinion thus acted upon appears no more than consistent with the views of
His Majesty's Government. We never understood it to be wished that the
Commissioners should be competent to hold any direct intercourse with the
Legislature; and even should they, for some reason which we cannot anticipate,
desire to make any communication to either House, such communication could
be made by the Governor, while the real and main object of their employment
would remain as it is now, merely to prosecute certain inquiries, and to report the
results to His Majesty's Government. For this purpose the course adopted by
the Cotincil and Assembly does not offer to us any obstacle. Several members
of each legislative body have evinced their readiness to afford the Commissioners.
any information in their power; and we believe that it was only in their public
capacity, from a tenderness for the privileges of the bodies to which they belong,
that they exercised a caution which does not at all interfére with the satisfactory
discharge of our duties.

3. We have thought it right to say thus much· in explanation of a circum-
stance of which, at a distance, the importance might be exaggerated, or the true
intention and effect misunderstood. .We would now request your Lordship's

attention
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attention to the following extracts of the speech delivered by the Governor at
the opening of the session. First, in the portion of the speech addressed to the
Assembly, it was said,

" I have received the commands of our most gracious Sovereign to acquaint
you that His Majesty is disposed to place under the control of the representatives
of the people, all public monies payable to His Majesty or to his officers in the
Province, whether arising from taxes or from any other Canadian source, but
that this cession cannot be made except on conditions which must be maturely
weighed, and that to arrange such conditions for your consideration is one of the
principal objects of the Commission with which it has pleased His Majesty to
charge myself and mny colleagues. Our inquiries into this subject shall be
pursued with unceasing diligence, and the result shall be submitted with àll
practicable speed to His Majesty's Governnent; and I hope in a session té be
holdet in the ensuing year, I shall be able to lay before you proposals for a satis-
factory and conclusive arrangement." Next, in addressing th3 Council and
Assembly jointly, it was observed, " Qf the Commission of which I have spoken
to you, it will be the first and most urgent duty to prepare with deliberation and
the utmost care, and yet without delay, the heads of a Bill for giving up to the
appropriation of the House of Assembly the net proceeds of the hereditary
revenue, and to prepare it in such a form that it may be acceptable to the
various authorities whose sanction it may require, or under whose cognizance it
may come. In what form precisely this important concession may be finally
made, it would now be out of place to discuss, but it will be neçessary that two
points should be secured : First, that the management of the sources of that
revenue of which the proceeds are to be appropriated by the House of Assembly,
should be reserved to officers of the Crowu, whose accounts will be open to the
inspection of the Legislature of the Province; Secondly, that a provision should
be made for the support of the Executive Government, and for the salaries of
the Judges, by an adequate civil list,"

4. The Governor further requested the House of AssembJy to discharge the
arrears which are due for the salaries of public officers and for the other ordinary
expenditure of the governmeut, and to provide for the inaintenance of the publie
servants pending the inquiries of the Commission, adding, that should they
place the government in this position, the surplus Crown Revenues which might
afterwards accrue beyond the payments to which they were permanently liable,
should not be applied to any purpose during the inquiry, except with the assent
of the Assembly. His Excellency also stated that he was commanded to ask of
the Assembly repayment of the advance of 31,000 1.,. issued from the military
chest in the year ]834.

5. Upon this request for the means of liquidating all the arrears due. by the
provincial government, although it lias been before the Assembly for more than
three months, no definitive step has yet been taken, but we feel that we cannot.
with propriety defer any longer our First Report.. We do not indleed conceive
that His Majesty's Goverunient would relinquish before the . decisipn of the
legislature be known, the ouly fund within the province. from, which the*Crown..
can discharge any part of the large arrears which in. the last two years bave
accumulated, and are now due for the service of the governmerrt, or .can, repay
advances which in some instances have been made by publie servants. from their
own means, or refund to the military chest the loan which was.made fron it by
authority of His Majesty's Government; but as soon as all questious connected
with those arrears shall be settled, it will probably be desired to lose 'n:titne in
determining on the contemplated cession of the right of appropriating-the casual,
territorial and hereditary revenue. We therefore proceed to state, without fur-
ther delay, the conditions we would annex to the measure.

6. First, we attach great weight to the principle which your Lordship bas
been pleased to lay down, that the management of the Crown lands is a part of
the executive authority that could not with any propriety or advantage be

. assigned to a legislative body. His Majesty's Government, .we ;doubt not,
would be willing to adopt any gencral and salutary rule igalelatd to ensure
a proper discharge of this important function, and it will be. otir.Aty, in a future
report, to point out any improvements that may.seem to us practicable-in the
mode of managing the hereditary revenue, and disposing of the wild lands and,
forests. But ve think that it should be a clause of the Bill giving up the
revenue. and should ailso be distinctly pointed out in the message proposing it

te
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to the Legislature, that the entire management of the Crown property is to
remain with the Executive, and that all the expenses of that management are I
to be deducted before the proceeds are given over to be appropriated by the
Assembly, though a promise might be added that accounts should be laid before
the Legislature yearly.

7. If an example were requisite of the necessity for the provision we have
just mentioned, it would be found in the case of the Jesuits' estates. When the
right of applying the proceeds to purposes of education was ceded to the
Assembly in 1831, there was no declaration of the extent to which the adminis-
tration of the property was reserved to the Crown, or the power retained of
deducting the payments with which the estates had been previously charged;
and we fnd that a temporary Act to regulate the management of them, as well
as the salaries of the officers charged with that duty, was passed by the Legisla-
ture, and received the Royal Assent in 1832, and that another Bi, having the
same effect, is now in progress in the Assembly. We allude to these measures,
not with the intention of condemning them, for we have not thought ourselves
called upon to examine their merits, but merely to show that in reserving the
right of the Executive to manage the Crown lands, the condition cannot be î
too plainly stated.

8. The next topic we would notice, is the Civil List, to be applied for in giving
up the appropriation of the Crown revenues. In considering this question we
have not f'ailed to bear in mind your Lordship's observation, that the amount of
a proposai ought not to be measured by the value of the revenues surrendered,
nor the transaction to be in any way viewed as a matter of i4argain, but that we
should rather endeavour to point out those objects for which, on the highest
grounds of general utility, His Majesty is bound to secure a permanent provision,
before divesting the Crown of funds which His Majesty may be considered to
hold in trust for the public .good. If we were to proceed on the principle of
demanding an equivalent for what is given up, it bas been maintained by some
of the parties who have given evidence before us, that we ougbt to claim credit
for all which was. at the disposai of the Government before 1831, and.which,
but for the passing of the Act 1 & 2 Will. Iv. c. 23, would now constitute an
annual sum little short of 60,000 1. But we wish to establish a c'ivil list on the
single ground of publie advantage, and in this point of view the amount of
the revenues conceded is indifferent, for whether they be large or whether
small, the sum which ought to be secured to the Government remains the same,
and the surplus ought to be left to the Assembly in the one case, as much as the
deficiency ought to be supplied by them in the other.

9. Having set aside, therefore, the notion of equivalence for what is given up,
we have found. that independently of some intermediate arrangements, par-
taking of the nature of both, there are two ruling principles on which a civil
list might be proposed. According to one, the object would be to place all the
principal departments of Government in such a position that their business
could be carried on without any material inconvenience, notwithstanding a stop-
.page of the supplies ; according to the other, the object would be confined to
guaranteeing some of the chief functionaries of Government against being
affected in their pecuniary interests at the pleasure of the popular branch of the
Legislature. The independence to be secured ini the one case might bc charac-
terized as political, in the other as personal, or such as would insure individuals
against being biassed by sordid motives in the discharge of difficult and occa-
sionally unpopular duties. Amongst the plans not going the full length of either
of these views, it has beén suggested, by one of our own number, that permanent
appropriations ought to be made for all those functions of Governmentof which
the necessity is on all hands admitted to be permanent and invariable, whilst it
might be left to the Assembly to make annual appropriations, either in the
whole or in part, for all charges less obviously necessary, or of more fluctuating
character; and it is said that thus the Government would not be free from
considerable inconvenience on any occasional refusai to make further appropri-
ations, while yet the country would be saved the extreme efils attendant upon
the measure i its present unlimited operation. We-have not, however, agreed
to proceed upon this basis ; and of the two principles previonsly laid down, we
have adopted the second, because we think it níore conformable to the spirit of
the free institutions which, in imitation of her own, Great·Britain bas bestowed
upon Canada,.more consistent with the former proposals made on the same -

0.3. B subject,
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subject, and therefore more agreeable to the sense. which public nien in *this
Province have learned for some .years past to attach to the words " civil list."
If under that term we were to include a provision, not only for the salaries of.
a great number of pub]Hc officers, but also for the contingent expenses of the
departments of Government, we feel that our Report would be a surprise to
those before Nwhom its propositions must in the first instance be brought in the
Province, and that the scheme would be denounced as a departure, not only from
the recommendations of the Committee of 1828, and from the proposal of Lord
Ripon in 1831, but also from the spirit and meaning of the declarations made
by the Governor-in-chief at the late meeting of the Legislature. We do not
vish your Lordship to understand that a very large permanent appropriation
iould not be acceptable to several parties in the Province; on the contrary, it
will be seen that many witnesses who appeared before us strongly urged such
an appropriation. But even by its advocates the measure appears to us to be
chiefly uplield as one of expediency, peculiarly recommended by the harassing
distractions of party in the Province, and not as an arrangement suited to any
ordinary condition of affairs. If on such grounds as these, an extreme necessity
should ever induce an application for the means of carrying on the adminis-
tration, for a while, without the aid of an annual vote, we think that the demand
ouglit to be advanced distinctly, and on its own merits, and not bc veiled under
a name which in all late proceedings in this Colony, bas borne a far more limited
signification.

10. With this explanation of the reasons by which we have been guided, we
beg to submit to your Lordship's approval the civil list, of which a schedule is
annexed.-(Appendix, No. 8.)

1l. In accordance with all former projects of the same kind, we have not
stated the Governor's salary at more than the existing rate of 4,5001. per
annum; but we leave it to your Lordship to consider whether, if he have none
but his civil emoluments, a larger amount should not be appropriated to the
occupant of that exalted situation.

12. As the existing salary of a member of the Executive Council is 100 l. per
annum, and as the full number of the board appears in practice to have been
considered nine, we have inserted a sum, not to exceed 900 L., to provide for this
department of government, but we shall have occasion to make an early report
to your Lordship on the subject of the Executive Council generally, and we may
then find it necessary to subnit new arrangements, which would. materially
affect the suitableness of the provision now proposed.

13. The Civil Secretary appears to us an officer eminently fit to be included
among those whose salaries should be permanently provided for. The propriety
of his being able to state his opinions fearlessly on all petitions addressed to the
executive government, the close and unreserved connexion he must have with
the Governor in the daily conduct of business, and, we must add, the conse-
quent necessity that lie should be brought into the Province with the Governor,
so as to ensure his being a person in the entire confidence of the head of the
administration, all conspire to point out this public servant as one whose remu-
neration should not be precarious, but vho should feel that he enters, without
bazard to his pecuniary interests, on his arduous and responsible duties. We
also propose that for his department alone, 500 1. should be secured for some of
the smaller, but more urgent contingencies, of which the payment could not be
postponed, and therefore would probably require to be disbursed by himself, out
of his ovn means, were they not otherwise provided for.

14. Another officer, -whose salary lias been comprised in some former schemes
for a civil list, is the Provincial Secretary. He has charge of an important office
of record, but as there is nothing in his functions of a discretionary nature; we
do not see any reason to recommend that the payment of his services should be
more securely provided fori than that of any other officer in the Province.

15. We cannot hesitate to advise that a great part of the remuneration of the
Attorney and Solicitor-general should be placed beyond the reach of an aniual
vote.- Besides the' generally anxious nature of their duties, they are in this
Province, to a far greater extent than in England, public prosecutors, having the
conduct wvithout exception of every criminal case brought into the superior
courts; and they are moreover charged vith the. peculiarly delicate -duty of
delivering.opinions on Bills, which, after they have. passed two branchess of the
Legislature, are presented to the Governor for his approval. If in addition ·to

thé
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the difficulties with which they are at any rate beset, it were determined to
expose them to*pecuniary uncertainties cf considerable amount, or to leave them
open to the effects of political animosity, the decision would be contrary, as we
conceive, to the plainest maxims of sound policy and good government. We
therefore recommend that in addition to the law officers' salaries, which together
amount to only 500 1., a sum of 1,800 1. should be secured towards their further
remuneration so long as the present system of paying them by fees shall be con-(
tinued. We are willing to leave any surplus of their claims above the foregoing
amount to be provided for by an annual vote, because in fluctuating expenses of
this nature, even where the officer is one whom it is niost important to exempt from
dependence on a popular body for the main bulk of his income, we still think it
unexceptionable, and we may even say salutary, that some part of his, charges
should be voted by the Assembly, and thus ensure a yearly revision of the whole,
sufficient to restrain any increase of them to au excessive amount.

16. Besides the. provision for the expenses of the officers of the Crown, many
vitnesses have insisted on the necessity of demanding thiat a sum shall be per-
mnanently secured for the support of gaols, the expenses of sheriffs and coroners,
and generally for all the expenses incurred in the conservation of the peace. It lias
been urged as a further reason for the measure, that there are no county or local
rates, as in England, for the payment of any of these charges,· and that at the
present moment there is not, nor has been for the last three years, any secure pro-
vision even for the maintenance of the prisoners in the common gaols; large sums
being nov due both at Montreal and Quebec, either to the sheriff or to the
tradesmen who have supplied the gaols with what has been .required for the
inmates of them. After the fullest consideration, we are not prepared to recon-
iuend any permanent appropriation under this head. In addition to the general
reasonls which we have already given for not burthening our civil list with
charges which have never.in the Province been contemplated as coming under
that name, as the same lias been understood since the Committee of the House
of Commons in 1828, we would observe that the conservation of the peace is a
matter wvhich so peculiarly and directly concerns the inhabitants of the country,
that the duty of providing for it may safely be left to the representatives of the
people, and ought not in our opinion to be taken out of their hands. Should
they consider that the end will be best attained by a permanent grant, it will be
competent to them in this, as in other cases, to make one;. but as the Govern-
ment can have no greater interest.in it than the people, we do not sec why it
should expose itself to the undeserved suspicion, such as might possibly arise,
of its proposing the grant with any exclusive view of its own; indeed we doubt
whether, even for the ease and tranquillity of the Executive, it is so expedient as
is assumed, to reduce to the utmost possible degree the evils to be incurred by
a stoppage of the supplies : for there would then be a risk that the measure would
be resorted to on less urgent occasions; and the inconvenience of it might
become restricted to the officers of the government instead of affecting the
country at large. The general confusion to be apprehended in England from a
stoppage of the supplies, is perhaps the .chief reason vhy it is so seldom thought
of; but in Canada it would be long before any but the officers. of governnient
would experience the effects of a refusal of the usual. legislative grants, were it
not for the very expenses now under consideration, by which the unpopularity
of the measure, if hastily adopted, would soon extend to every dwelling in the
country.

17. With respect to the duration of the civil list, we are of opinion that it
should not be permanent, but be limited either for the King's life, or for a- fixed
term of years, not less than seven. The first- period is recommended by the
usage of the United Kingdom, and would preclude a question which might
otherwise. arise, whether a longer terni, affecting not merely His Majesty, but His
Majesty's heirs and successors, could be established by -any less authority than
au Act.of Parliament; the second period has the advantage of being more
definite, and thus of allowing at its termination a more leisurely and deliberate
revisal of existing arrangements than at the close of an uncertain length of
time. On the çwhole we are disposed to prefer the nomination. of a term 6fyears
properly limited, but should the duration of the King's life be more agreeable to
the Provincial Legislature, we see *no conclusive reason.why it should not be
assented to. We would not recommend that any ixed term should exceed ten
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S see Evidence of
E. Bedard, Esq.

years, or be less than seven, far less that the cession of the revenue should be
perpetual or irrevocable.

18. In the preceding suggestions for a civil list we have -not included the
judges' salaries, because we think that they may most conveniently be provided
for mn a separate measure; of vhich, however, it would be necessary that the
enactment should precede the completion of the other arrangements connected
.with the cession of the Crown revenues. We believe that hitherto there has
been an extensive concurrence of opinion in favour of rendering the judges
independent alike of the Crown for the tenure of their office, and of an annual
vote for the receipt of their emoluments. We also apprehend that the propriety
of allotting to them some suitable retired allowance when incapacitated by age
or infirmities, has been generally perceived and admitted. The real difficulty
in making these higli and important functionaries independent, is to name, the
authority by which they shall be removable in case of misconduct. For although
there appears to be in the Province a wish for a tribunal to decide not only on
accusations against the judges, but against all public officers except the
Governor, the differences between the two Houses of the Legislature present,
we are sorry to say, great obstacles to the execution of the plan.

19. The example of Great Britain would recommend the Council to be made
the tribunal, and a Bill for the purpose passed both houseýf~flie Provincial
Legislature in the session of 1831-32; but the dissensions between them have
since become so much more rooted, that there is little prospect of seeing the
measure again agreed to; and, as there is no probability that the Assembly will
grant permanent salaries to the judges until a court be appointed before which
they may be tried, it follows that a failure in establishing such a tribunal mav
involve the failure of our wlhole plans of adjustment. Adverting to these
circumstances, and feeling that on all subjects it ouglit to be our endeavour to
suggest measures which, besides being salutary in themselves, should be likely
to meet the concurrence of the several authorities by 'whom they must be
enacted, we thought it our duty to bestow a patient and impartial consideration
on such plans as have come under our notice, for enabling impeachments to be
,determined otherwise than in the Legislative Council. We would not indeed
in any case have been prepared to advise that the Council should not have the
like jurisdiction; but, if some other unobjectionable court could have been
suggested, it miglit have been admitted as an alternative to which the Assembly
should have the option of resorting.

20. The first project which we would bring before your Lordship, is one
that was intended to be founded upon certain resolutions on the independence
of the judges, introduced into the Assembly at the beginning of this session,
but subsequently withdrawn. The mover of these resolutions explained to us his
views in person†. His design was, that the Judicial Committee of His Majesty's
Privy Council should be the tribunal for the decision of impeachments brought
against the judges by the Assembly of this Province, but that such security
should be taken for impartiality and justice in the previous inquest before that
Ilouse, as to dispense, in his opinion, with the necessity of taking any more
evidence, and to enable judgment to be given upon a view of the proceedings
held upon the original inquiry. By the Bill, which was framed in order to
accomplish these purposes, it vas provided, that upon. the receipt of any report
of a Committee of the House, or any petition containing charges against a judge,
there should be a call of the whole House to consider wliether the alleged
matter, if true, were sufficient to support an accusation; and that, if the decision
were in the affirmative, 24 members should be chosen by ballot, afterwaids to.
be reduced by challenges and other modes of procedure to 12, the members so
chosen to be sworn; that the House should nane a chairman to preside over the
other 12, and also an agent to conduct the accusation ; that full notice should be
given to all parties concerned, both for the accusation and the defence, ,ith
permission to be present during the whole of the investigation, and that they?
should respectively be required to send in lists of their- witnesses, to. which no
addition should a terwards be allowed except vith the consent of the louse;
and that if after these precautions the result should be to fAnd that thiere was
sulicient matter of accusation, the whole louse shouldbe sùmnmoned to consider,
the report previously to its being acted upon; and that supp'sing iÏ adopted by
the House, copies of the whole proceedings,. inch'fding -reports, evidence and,
every documnent, should be furnished to the Gvei'ni* foi',ntran'sission to His'
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Majesty's Privy Council, together with articles of impeachment preferred by the-
Assembly according to the usual form. At this stage of the business, it would
have been lawful for the Governor, upon an address from the Assembly, to
suspend the accused judge from his functions, and the judge would thercupon
be deprived of all emoluments, unless he signified his intention of demanding
from the Privy Council its final judgment on the charges-against him ; in which
case be should continue to receive bis official income during one year from the
date of the address for his removal, and during such further time' as, upon any
address from the Assembly for the purpose, the Governor might think proper to
sanction. Such are the outlines of the Bill which it was proposed to bring for-
ward this session, with a viëw of establishing the means of deciding on accusations
against the judges.. We 'understand that it was given up principally on accounît
of the opposition which its author.found reason to expect to the restrictions it
would have imposed on the exercise of what the Assenibly considers its present
undonbted right to prefer accusations. The Assembly is now at liberty to address
the Crown for the removal of a judge without going through forms so nearly
approaching those of a trial, and it seems doubtful whether it would part with
any of this power, even by a law vhich in other respects might appear calculated
to give additional force to the accusations of the House. Your Lordship -will not
fail to observe, that although fHis Majesty in Council would nominally be the
tribunal for impeachments, the accused party would merely have the option of
resorting thither in case lie should not acquiesce in the result of the investiga-
tion conducted in the Assembly. The judges would in fact be removable on an
address of the Assembly, with only an appeal to the Privy Council. Thus a
practical decision would be taken ln the same body which originated or adopted
the charge, and the plan would comprise in itself the evils incident to mixing
the characters of judges and accusers.

21. As a less objectionable plan, it has been suggested, that a committee of
the Assembly rnight take informations and examinations analogous to those
,taken before a magistrate in ordinary criminal *roceedings, and that sworn or
certified copies of the proceedings of such a coxinmittee of the Assembly, up to
the stage when the accusation bas taken the form of articles of impeachment,
should be transmitted through the Governor to His Majesty in Council ; that it
should then be competent to lis Majesty in Counci cither to stay the pro-
ceedings or to appoint a commission, consisting of not more than five persons,
nor less than three, one of whom should be either a judge or a barrister of 20
years' standing, either at the English or Canadian bar, to try within the
Province the facts of the accusation ; and that upon the conclusion of this
investigation, if unfavourable, it should be lawful for His Majesty in Council
either to remove the party accused, or to set aside the judgment of the com-
mission, or to refrain from passing any sentence or issuing any process thereon.
This course of proceeding would have the advantage of providing a regular
tribunal, and of not blending the functions of judge and accuser. On the
other hand, however, the plan would be attended with some expense and delay;
and we apprehend there might be some jealousy on the part of the legal pro-
fession here as to the introduction of a barrister froni England; and that the
Legislative (ouncil might be expected to object to any measure vhich should
remove from them to another tribunal the trial of impeachments.

22. Another expedient might be derived from the precedent of the Impérial
Statute 26 Geo. 3, c. 57. According to the provisions of this Act, 26 Peers and
40 Members of the House of Comnmons are required to' be chosen every session
for the trial of offences committed in India, in order that from the names thus
appointed, there may be selected by ballot (subject to a certain number of
challenges, both from the prosecutor and the accused) five Peers and seven Com-
moners, to try and determine any particular cause which may arise during the
session. It is much to be feared that in this Province such a mixed court would
be affected by the dissensions which prevail between the bodies out cf which it
would be selected ; and that the diflrence of the sources from which the judgeswould be taken, would give rise to comparisons by others and jealousies
amongst themselves, by no means conducive to the character or efficiency of any
tribunal.

-23. H{aving thus closed our enumeration of the principal plans *hich have
been suggested for the constitution of a court .to decide on ipéachments,. it
now remains for us to submit our conclusions on the subject. Although we will
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not deny titat the Legislative Council is in soine respects deficient in the
qualities requisite in a court of justice, the reasons in favour of it appear to us

so strong, that ve must prefer it to any other court which could be devised for
the trial of public officers. It is recommended for the purpose by the analogy
of Great Britain, and by the sanction which it did once obtain from the whole
Provincial Legislature, before political differences ran so high as they do at
present ; and whatever imperfections might bc alleged against it, we are per-
suaded that, in the main, it would answer the ends of substantial justice. W
have, therefore, come to the opinion that the Legislative Council ouglit to be
invested with the power of deciding upon accusations against the judges, aad
against ail public finctionaries in the Province, except the Governor. We have
already observed that we should not have seen any insuperable objection to the
establishment of another court, to be likewise competent to try impeachments:
but after the best consideration we can give to the subject, we confess that we
cannot venture to state any preference amongst the various expedients wc have
above described for this purpose, or to recommend any one of them as eligible.
We content ourselves with having laid before your Lordship all the suggestions
which have cone within our view, leaving it to His Majesty's Government to
decide whether any of themi be fit to be adopted.

24. If ail attempts to erect a court for the trial of impeachments should fail,
it miglt still perhaps bc possible to' obtain a permanent appropriation for the
judges' salaries, provided the Crown should consent to divest itself of its present
power to dismiss a judge by mere act .of the prerogative, and should retain only
the power of dismissal on an address from one or both Houses of the Legislature.

25. lu order to complote ail the information we can afford on the present
subject, ve must acquaint your Lordship, that it appears once to have been ield
that the Legislative Council night be enabled to try an impeachment by
commission from the King, without tJie authority of an Act of the Legislature.
On the 2d of March 1818, Mr. Justice Foucher. being under accusation from
the Assembly, a message was sent down to the two fouses of the Legislature,
signifying the pleasure of the Prince Regent, that the adjudication of the case
should be left to the Legislative Council. This communication was not acted on,
for reasons which we cannot state, as the correspondence on the subject between
the Secretary of State and the Governor lias not been left on record. On the
8th of February 1819, another message on thesame subject was transmitted by
the Duke of Richmond to the Council, announcing that instead of a trial by that
body, some further investigations, of a.less formai kind, were to be made in the
Province, and the results to be sent to England for decision. Upon this the
accusation seems to have been abandoned by the Assembly, and Judge Foucher,
after having been two years under suspension, was restored to the exercise of his
functions. During the progress of this case the judges of the Court. of King's
Bench at Quebec delivered an opinion, of which we enclose a copy (Appendix,
No. 9), to the effect that a commission from the King would suffice to - enable
the Council to try an accusation, without any Act of the Legislature constituting
them a court for the purpose. We are not aware of any objection to the
correctness of this opinion, but we fear that it does not break the chain of
difficulties we have pointed out; for if the Assenibly refuse to grant permanent
salaries to the judges until the establishment of a tribunal agreeable to its own
views, its objections will certainly not be less to the Council appointed by. com-
mission than to the Council appointed by Act of the Legislature, for the trial of
impeachments, and it w'ould easily be able to render such a court inoperative
by refusing to bring its accusations before it.

20. Besides the essential point of rendering their remuneration and tenure of
office certain, there are some other provisions, which in the province have been
thouglit necessary to the independence of the judges, and on which we will
briefly offer our opinion. We see no objection to an express exclusion, by law,
of the judges from the Assembly and Legislative Council, and from the
Executivé Council. The Canada Coinmnittee of 1828 would have permitted
the chief justice to retain his seat in the Legislative Council,. nor 'are we
prepared to condemi that opinion, but seeing that a Bill for the exclusion of ail
the judges was carried in 1834 in the Council by a large majority, and in the
Assembly unanimously, and that its confirmation lias since been carnestly, peti-
tioned for by parties who cannot be suspected of hostility to the second branch
of the Legislatu e, we caunot say that w'e feel any objection, wliich this general

consent
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consent of opinion might..not-be cousidered to outweigh. Should, therefore, the
Bill passed for the purpose in 1834 not be previously confirmed, we think· its
provisions might be introduced into the general measures contemplated by this
Report. It is essential, however, that the incapacity of the judges to be
nembers of the Legislative -or the Executive Council, should be confined to

those actually on the bench, for we hold it most desirable that retired judges
should not be debarred from sitting- in the Legislative Council, or among the
confidential advisers of the Governor, where they would bring knowledge and
attainments not perhaps to be found in any other class of persons in the
Province; and at the same time, having fixed and permanent allowances, could
not be objected to on the ground of dependence.

27. Having thus stated our views on the subjects of a civil list, the independ-
ence of the judges, and a court for the trial of impeachments, we would beg to
draw your Lordship's attention to the schedule annexcd to this Report (Appen-
dix, No. 7), for a statement of the charges at present borne upon the Crown
revenues, and of the expenses incidental to the collection of them. Those which
are fixed or permanent are contained in the first division of the schedule, and
amount to 2,950 1. 17 s. S d. They may al], we conceive, be comprehended as
expenses of management, excepting the pensions to the amount of 550 1. per
annum, of whiich we shall offer more particular notice presently. The expenses
in the second division of the sehedule, amounting on an average of three years
to 1,353 1. 2 s. 2 d., are of a fluctuating character; they seem to belong to the
head of management, with the exception of the last entry of 62 L. s s. 10 d. for
the expenses of sending special messengers to New York. Setting aside this
item, we apprehend that the remaining services, now defrayed from the Crown
revenues, must continue to be paid from that source for the present, thougli we
may hope they will in soine rneasure be reduced by un improved systei of
management.

28. With respect to the pensions above alluded to, every consideration of
justice concurs with the rule vhich your Lordship has prescribed for our guid-
ance, in recommending that their maintenance should be absolutely stipulated
for. We could not propose that His Mjesty should relinquish His revenues,
without reserving a provision for the claims to which they had previously .been
made liable, and we cannot but share your Lordship's hope that this condition
will meet with no opposition, when it is considered that the amount of the
charge to be continued is small, that it will be constantly diminishing, and that
although Dis Majesty demands security for the interests of those individuals to
whom the Royal bounty is already engaged, He divests Himself of every means
of hereafter rewarding public merit, except by aid of the liberality of the
Assembly. For the same reasons which require that the pensions should be
secured prospectively, it will be þrýper that if any of them should be in arrear
at the time when the Crown revenues are about to be given up, they should be
eitlher discharged or guaranteed before the cession takes effect.

29. Ià addition to the pensions expressly charged upon the revenues now to
be given up by the Crown, a claim has been preferred by Mr. Herman Ryland,
a very old servant of the public in this Province,· for a retired allowance of
67 1. 10 s. a year as treasurer of the Jesuits' estates, which was granted to him
out of that property on the abolition of his office a few years ago, but has not
been voted by the Assembly since the proceeds of the Jesuits' estates were placed
at their disposal for purposes of education. .Mr. Ryland has been since the year
1804 in receipt of ê pension of 300 1. per annum, bestowed upon him for his
general services, and he also continues to occupy the situation of clerk of the
Executive Council, with emoluments amounting to about 630 i. per annum, but
the allowance granted out of the Jesuits' estates has not been granted by the
Assembly since the revenue arising from that' property passed under their con-
trol. It is not necessary for us to review the grounds of the. original grant of
the pension, nor to consider how far the Assembly, in the absence of any stipula-
tion for it, was called upon in equity to continue the payment of Mr. Ryland's
allowance out of the Jesuits' estates; it is enough for us .to observe, that as the
Crown granted that allowance by a despatch from the Secretary of State in as
binding and valid a manner as the generality of pensions or retired allowances
in this Province, we can only attribute it to inadvertence that it was not secured
vhen the monies from w*hich it was payable were given up; and we therefore

submit to your Lordship that in parting with the only other revenues remaining
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at His Majesty's disposal, this allowance may be added to the other charges of a
like'nature, borne upon the saine fund. We also recommend, for the same
reasons, that a retired allowance to Mr. George Ryland of 45 1. as secretary of
the late board for managing the Jesuits' estates, should be secured.- The addi-
tion of these two items vill increase the charges for pensions and superannuations
on the present Crown revenues from 555 l, to 667 1. 10 s.

30. The cession of the proceeds of the Jesuits' estates to the Assembly has
given rise to another sort of claim, vhich likewise has been brought under -oar
consideration. The Asse1nbly, in the Bill of 1833, which vas rejected by the
Council, inserted only 100 1. instead of 200 1. as the salary to each of the masters
of the free grammar schools of Quebec and Montreal, and at the same time
required them to instruct 20 additional free scliolars, thus entailing, as it is
alleged, the necessity of keeping an assistant at the expense of the masters, at the
same moment when their remuneration is diminished by one half£ The Rev.
Mr. Burrage, master of the sehool at Quebec, lias addressed us upon this.subject.
However we may regret any effect which the proposed reduction May have on
the expectations witlh which the present holders of the situations quitted England,
ve do not sec that there is in this case any such record of an engagement on

the part of the Crown as would justify us in recommending the deficient part of
the salary to be charged upon the Crown revenues before they are given up.

31. We may take this opportunity of mentioning that we have received from
Mr. Ogden a representation of his claim to large arrears due to him for his
services as attorney-general. We have acquainted Mr. Ogden that we think it
would be premature to enter into the particulars of his case until the decision of
the Assembly shall be known respecting the general application for arrears made
to them at the commencement of the present session, comprising, amongst
others, this very demand; but we added, that should it again be rejected, we
should be prepared to consider the subject, and that we do not conceive that any
Report of ours in the meanwhiie will have the effect of diminishing the funds
fron which the claini could be satisfied after investigation. This intimation we
made because, as we have already stated in paragraph 5, we take it for granted
that the Crown revenues will not be given up until either all the arrears due to
the public officers for past services be paid, or at least ail questions connected
with them be settled.

32. As it is only intended to concede the net proceeds of the Crown revenues,
we. think there should be a clause providing that all rights and powers of His
Majesty over the Crown property, except only the monies arising therefrom,
shall remain entire. By the general words of such a clause would be effected
(and we think that the attention of the Assembly should be expressly drawn to
it in any message communicating the measure) the necessary reservation of the
power of endowing parsonages; of allowing the usual indulgences in land to
military and naval settlers, so long as the practice shall.be continued by Govern-
ment; of completing any existing engagements towards militiamen; and of
making whatever corrections or alterations may at any future time be neces-
sary in the boundaries of the Province. We also recommend the insertion of
words reserving all the rents and profits of lands kept for military or naval
purposes, or ield by any nilitary or naval department. Your Lordship .will
observe by the Evidence *, and by a Memorial which we have included in the
Appendix, that the Trustees of the Royal Institution brought before us.a claim
that 'the Crown should not deprive itself of the means of granting theni an
endowment of land. The general reservation which we have.just recommended
of His Majesty's rights over the Crown lands would, in, strictness, comprise this
power; but we apprehend that such a grant would be viewed with great jealousy
by the Provincial Legislature; and we cannot help thinking that the Royal
Institution should be left to be assisted by the Assembly, vhici we believe has
always shown itself liberal in encouraging the promotion of education.

33. It is necessary to- consider whether the measures recommended by the
Report can be made law by a provincial statute, or will require an enactment of
the Imperial Parliament. It seems, in the first place, to be pretty clear that the
words of the 31st Geo. 3, c. 31, s. 42, apply to this case, inasmuch as a concession of
the whole proceeds of the sales of waste lands certainly relates to and affects the pre-
rogative of granting the vaste lands, and, consequently, that if a Provincial statute
is to be passed, it must be laid before both Houses of the Imperial Parliament for
30 days, before the Royal Assent can be given to it, and that it will be subject to

the
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the other provisions of the section we have quoted. There are some.words, low-
ever, in the Act 1 Will. 4, c. 25, which seem to us to make it questionable whether
an enactment of the Imperial Parliament is not necessary for establishing the
right of any permanent appropriation by the Provincial Legislature of the
hereditary revenue; we mean the words in the second section of that ,Act:
" The produce of the hereditary casual Revenues arising from any droits of
Admiralty, or droits of the Crown, and from all surplus revenues of Gibraltar,
or any other possession of His Majesty out of the United Kingdom, and from
ail other casual revenues arising eitier in the foreign possessions of His
Majesty or in the United Kingdoi, which shall accrue during the life of His
present Majesty, shall be carried to and made part of the consolidated fund of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland."

It is enougli for us to have stated these questions. The Crown law officers
will, of course, be able to give His Majesty's Ministers advice respecting the=,
which would make it more than superfluous to offer our own.

34. We have now stated the conditions we should think necessary in giving
up the right of appropriating His Majesty's casual, territorial and hereditary
revenue, and we have offered such remarks as have occurred to us upon the
mode in which the measure should be carried into effect, but in order to render
our Report complete, it appears desirable that we should present the best view in
our -power of the extent of the cession that is to be made. By a return from
the inspector-general of accounts (Appendix, No. 1), the average amount of the
casual, territorial and hereditary revenue, exclusive of receipts from the North
American Land Company, is shcwn to be 10,600 1. 16 s. 10 d.; and this revenue
we conceive to be an increasing rather than a decreasing .one. The payments
from the Land Conpany during the next nine years will amount to 54,000 1.
In addition to the revenue above-mentioned, we have to remark, that the
appropriation of several other funds will, by the measures in contemplation, be
vested more absolutely than heretofore in the Provincial Legislature, inas-
mucli as it was ànnounced, in a passage we have .already cited from the
Governor's speech, that His Majesty was disposed to relinquish the control of
ail public monies payable. to His Majesty or His officers in the province, Vhether
arising from taxes or any other Canadian source. Under these comprehensive
terms must be included:

• First, The permanent .aid of 5,000 1. per annum given to the Executive
Government by the Provincial Act 35 Geo. 3i, c. 9. The application of this
sum in detail would, no doubt, belong to the representatives of the people in
any year in which they provided for the exigencies of the public service ; but
failing such provision by them, the Government has always heretofore held
itself entitled to make use of the .money, by virtue of the words of general
appropriation contained in the Act under which it·islevied.

This right will now be renounced.
Secondly, The -procceds of ·two Provincial Acts, 41.-Geo. 3, c. 13 & 14,

permanently appropriated to the administration of justice and support of the
civil government. The average.amount'of· this revenue, by a return which we
have obtained of all the permanent .appropriations. in the province (Appendix,
No. 2), appears to have been 5,995 i. 16 s. 2 d. Of. this fund, as well as of.the
one first mentioned, the Government will no lougèr .be able to make any .use,
unless under a special grant from the Assembly.

Thirdly, The produce of certain customs'.duties, raised under Imperial Acts,
passed in. the early .part of the reign of His Majesty George the Third, and
now remitted to England, as likewise the .King's share ofi all customn-house
seizures and. penalties, also now. remitted to England ; the average amount of
the proceeds appearing, by a return from -the collector of customs (Appendix,
No. 3), to be 414 1. 14 s. 2 d. per annum. -.

From circumstances which have. already occurred, we apprehend that should
there, on investigation, appear to be a iet profit from the.post-office, the amount
of it will also be claimed by the Province. The post-office in-all the North Ame-
rican Provinces bas hitherto been conducted as an imperial administration, regu-
lated by the Acts of 9th of Anne, c. 10, and 5th Geo. 3, c. 25, and we understand
that from Upper and Lower Canada, sums to the amount of about 94,000 1.
have been remitted to England during the last 13 years, by thé deputy post-
inaster-general. From this sum, however, some portion ought to be deducted
.ou account- of the expense of the Halifax packet, though there would be.

.. 03. . · difficulty
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difficulty in fixing the amount, especially as it may be alleged that the principal
correspondence with England is carried on by way of New York, and that the
Halifax packet is used for scarcely any purposes but those of the Government.

The subject of the post-office is one that has of late years been m'uch
agitated both in Upper and Lower Canada, and an enactnent, founded on the
Imperial Act of 4th Will. 4, c. 7, has recently been proposed to all the
legislatures of British North America, but bas not yet been adopted in any of
them ; and a distinct measure, originated here, is now before the Assembly of
this Province. In the uncertainty that pervades everything relating to tbis
question, we do not think we can do more than express our opinion that, should
the arrangements we propose be carried into execution, the legislature of Iovver
Canada will claim any net profitthat may be shown to arise from the adminis-
tration of the post-office within the Province.

We have already adverted to the necessity of expressly excepting from the
proposed cession all rents and profits of lands held by the military or naral '
departments, such as rents arising out of lands under charge of the Board.of
Ordnance, and particularly the rents and profits accruing from the GrenvIl1e
Canal, as well as any revenues that miglit be derived from the seigniory of
Sorel, which is a property at the confluence of the rivers Richelieu and St.
Lawrence, purchased for nilitary purposes in the year 1780, with money drawn
from the British treasury.

The vhole revenues, therefore, which will be affected by the measures that aroe
proposed, may be stated as follows:.

£. sd.
1. Casual, territorial and hereditary revenue, exclusive of Land

Company (Appendix, No. 3), on an average of thiree years,
ending October 1834 - - - - - - - 10,600 16 10

2. Land Company for the next nine years (Appendix, No. 1), a
sum at the rate of - - - - - - - - 0,000 - -

3. Permanent aid under 35 Geo. 3, c. 9 (Appendix, No. 2) - 5,000 - -
4. Proceeds of Local Acts 41 Geo. 3, c. 13 & 14 (Appendix,

No. 2), on average of three years, ending October 1834 - 5,995 16 2
5. Cuslom-house duties and penalties and seizures now remitted

to England (Appendix, No. 3), on average of four years,
ending 5 January 183a - - - - - - - 414 14. 2

ToTAL - - - £. 28,011 7 2

Exclusive of the profits, if any, to be derived from the post-office.
In order to furnish a further idea of the extent of the sacrifices not only pre-

sent but prospective, which will be made by the projected cession, we also annex
a list (see Appendix, No. 4), as far as the same can be made out, of all the de-
scriptions of property belonging to the Crown in Lower Canada, as well as of the
rights of the Crown, which though they are at present unproductive, may in.
the course of time become sources of revenue, and to this are added returns
(App. Nos. 5 & 6) of the quantity of lands at the disposal of His Majesty, both in
the settled districts of the Province and in the portions which are not yet sur-
veyed or inhabited.

35. For your Lordship's further assistance in considering this Rewrt, we
have appended a statement, derived from one which was made by the . iver-
general up to the end of 1834, of the net revenue. of the Province during ten
years, and of the expenditure for the support of Government, incluing the
expenses of the Legislature. Your Lordship will observe that there has always
been a considerable sùrplus, which we understand has been applied by th.e
Legislature to general purposes, chiefly the encouragement of education and the
promotion of internal improvements.

We have the honour to be, your Lordship's most obedient humble Servants,
(signed) GosFoRD,

CHAS. EDW. GREY
GEo. Gipps.

I have -fExed ny signature to this Report, subject to a btatement of ny difference of opinío,4
which has been delivered to the Secretary, to be entercd on the minutes, and which, it lias been agieed,
thall go home vith the Report.

(signed) Cegs. Edw. Gre.
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Sir Charles Grey desired to make the following Entry on the Minutes.

A STATEIE1T of Sir Ckarles ,Grey's Difference of Opinion upon some Points
of the First Report of the Commissioners.

i. I .i in the main recommendation of the Report, namely, that the net
proceeds of the hereditary revenue of the Crown in Canada should be carried,
as in England, to the general account of the permanent revenue, and should be
appropriated by the representatives of the people, with the concurrence of the
other two branches of the Provincial Legislature. I go even beyond what is
expressed in the Report, in recommending that laws should be made for
regulating, not only -the management, but, .witlh certain conditions, and under
the guardianship of the Crown, the disposai also and conversion of some of the
sources of that revenue; a subject which will very soon occupy the consideration
of ail the Commissioners. But these steps may be fatal if they are taken
vithout permanent appropriations being secured to the extent which is necessary
to enable the ordinary executive and judicial powers of the Civil Government to
be exercised without dependence upon annual votes; and my opinions have
been formed entirely upon the supposition that the wliole of the arrangements
are to be for a limited period only.

2. The concession of the hereditary revenue, including the procceds of the
sales of wild lands (of which procceds I should recommend the interest only to
be annually expended) is the last step upon whici the Crown can pause before
entering upon a new state of affhirs. I believe it to be possible, even yet, to
find in the remaining rights of the Crown in Lower Canada, resources out of
which the executive and judicial government might be sustained. If they are
given up without obtaining permanent appropriations sufficient for the main-
tenance of the ordinary Civil Government, the Crown must either .yield to
every future demaud of the Assembly, whether reasonable or not, or must ask
the Imperial Parliament for a revenue wherewith to govern the Province. The
concession, if made in this mauner, so far from being a healing or quieting
measure, would cast upon the arena.a heap of new subjects for contention ; and
the Government, in its destitute state, would be less able than ever to control
the strife. 'In whatever way the concession may be made, the management and
disposal of every item of the hereditary revenue and rights of the Crown is
sure to be claimed by the Assembly, either as a direct attribute of the repre-
sentatives of the people, or as a subject on which it is their privilege to advise
the Executive, witli an expectation that their advice will always be foUowed.
If such claims are, in any case, to be firnly, though calmly resisted, the Govern-
ment ought not to be dependent upon the claimant for its very existence.
I mean no offence to the House of Assembly; but only that the prevailing
party in it entertains q sincere, though, in my opinion, a mistaken con-
viction, that as representatives of the people they are constitutionally entitled to
have, in every thing, their own way.

3. I object both to the principle and to the amount of the Civil List which
is proposed in the paragraphs of the Report, from paragraph 8 to i6;
and in the Appendix, No. 8. The ,amount, including salaries of judges, is
19,175 1. a year, whereas the ordinary .annual expenses of the executive and
judicial brauches of the Civil Government are not far short of 40,000 i.; and,
with the provision made by the Report, the Goverument would be as incapable of
existing without the annual votes of the Assembly as if there were no Civil
List at ail.

4. The principles on which the proposal is stated to be made, appear to me
to be erroneous, and at variance with those of the British Constitution. low-
soever the tern 'Civil List' may have been misapplied, its proper meaning. in
our constitution, according to my understanding of it, is not merely the pro-
vision which is made for His Majesty's houseliold and privy purse, but all the
·permanent appropriations for those functions of civil, as distinguished from
military government, whieh, on ail hands, are admitted to be necessary, and
which are made permanent and stable, because it is generally acknowledged
that they cannot. be suspended or left in a precarious or uncertain state, or
dependent upon annual votes, without mischief to the people.

5. Consistently witli this understanding of the constitutional principles of
0.3. c 2 · a Civil
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a Civil List, but embarrassed by foregone transactions, I propose, in existing
circumstances, as a condition precedent to any concession of the hereditary
revenue, that permanent appropriations should be made by the Legislature to an
extent which I will state, for the present, only in round numbers.' The last and
most important item is one which, in England, there is no occasion to provide
for by a Parliamentary vote; but, in Canada, it has always been paid out of the
general revenue, until the recent stoppage of the issues of that revenue ; and
there is not the slightest probability at present of its being provided for by
district or county rates. I wish further to remark that the following list is
formed upon the supposition that the expenses of managing, collecting, receiving
and accounting for the revenue, as provided in the Acts establishinr duties of
customs, and as they are now payable out of the gross proceeds of Crown or
waste lands, would be independent of the Civil List.

£. sd.
1. For salaries to the Governor and to some other executive .

officers - - - - - - - - - -

2. Towards the contingent expenses of their offices - - -
3. Towards the expenses of Crown prosecutions and lawsuits at

the instance of Government - - - - - -

4. Salaries of judges - - - - - - - -

5. Towards the expenses of superior courts and circuits - -
6. Towards the expenses of the common gaols, and of the general

conservation of the peace throughout the Province - -

TOTAL - - -

8,500 - -

2,000 - -

1,500 - -

10,000 -

2,500 -

6,000 - -

30,500 - -

I believe this to be scarcely sufficient for the existence of the executive and
judicial branches of Government. To enable them to act with any freedom and
convenience, or to enable the Government to obtain any supplies for miscel-
laneous services, or public charities or improvements, it would still be constantly
necessary to keep up a good understanding and kindly feeling with the repre-
sentatives of the people; and I should wish that necessity always to exist. The
amount proposed by me is less than what has been recommended by any of the
persons from whom the Commissioners have taken evidence upon the subject of
a Civil List. It is less than what His Majesty's Ministers suggested to Lord
Dalhousie before 1828. It is not more than what was recommended by the
Committee of 1828, nor than what was demanded by Lord Ripon; for both
Lord Ripon and the Committee intended that in addition to what they required
as a Civil List, the Crown should retain those proceeds of hereditary revenue
vhich are exhibited in this Report as the main subject of the proposed con-

cession. It is less even than the advance which it was found necessary to make
from the military chest, in aid of the Civil Government, in 1834, and which
was all expended upon the arrears due for the service of the Civil Government
in one year, 1833. There is no item of expenditure covered by it which was
not sanctioned by a deliberate and distinct vote of the Assembly in 1825. It
will not escape the observation of His Majesty's Ministers, though it was not
distinctly in evidence before the Committees either of 1828 or of 1834, that in
the recent disputes as to public monies in Lower Canada, there has been no
question about raising any new taxes upon the people, nor indeed about any
supplies at all, properly so called; that the- permanent revenue arising almost
entirely from duties of import, or from the property oi droits of the Crown, is
more than four times as much as I have proposed for a Civil List, and more
than three times the ordinary expenditure of the executive and judicial Govern-
ment, and that there bas not for maùiy years been a session inwhich the Assembly
lias not divided amongst niscellaneous objects, and principally of its 'own
selection, twice the amount of public money which it has appropriated.to the
service of the executive and judicial branches of Governnent.

6. Upon all that is said as to the independence of ·the judges in the
paragraphs of the Report from 18 to 26, I have only to remark, that I
consider it to be one of the very first objects of all wise legislation, that
the administration of justice should be unbiassed; and that nothing coùld
be more destructive of that object, than to expose the judges more •than

they

See Appendix,
'No. .
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they are at present exposed, to .loose accusation and irregular attacks;
and that i do not think a popular assembly can, in any way, be made a fair
tribunal for the trial of facts. My suggestion would be to make tie judges
removable by His Majesty, in three ways, for inisconduct. 1. Upon- the con-
current addresses of the two Houses of the Legislature. 2. Upon an accu-
sation by the Asseibly, and an inquest by a commission froin the Crown.
3. By an impeachment by the Assembly before the Legislative Council, and
a trial by a select number of that body, to which it should be reduced eitier by
ballot or votes amongst themselves, or by the counsel for the prosecution and
defence striking names alternately froin a list of the whole. Our Report does
not express auy opinion as to the salaries or pensions of the judges, but all the
evidence we have received, is to the effect that their present salaries are not too
large. It is understood, however, that a reduction of them is to be proposed in
the Assembly, which, from thé best information I can obtain, would be injurions,
and would not be likely to last, but in its temporary operation might have the
effect of driving some of the present judges from office.

7. The sudden abandonnient by the Crown of all right to grant pensions for
services, unless with the concurrence of the Assembly, will be felt as a hardship
by soine of the older public servants, who,. in the state of dissension into whIiicli
the Province lias fallen, can scarcely flatter themselves that they will be favour-
ably regarded by the Assembly. We are aware of one case in whiclh the period
of service has been 43 years.

8. I wished the Report to have been withheld until it could be ascertained, as
it is likely to be within a fortnight, whether the Assembly will vote the payment
of the arrears due for the service of the Civil Government. Our recommenda-
tions on the subject of the hereditary revenue will now be divided and broken
into several reports, and it will bc less easy to obtain from them a consistent
view either of the subject itself, or of vhat we advise. The necessity of
subjoining these compressed and imperfect statements of dissent, forces me
reluctantly to augment this inconvenience. As the only means in my.power of
remedying it, it is my intention as soon as possible after the decision of the two
Houses upon the arrears and estimates is known, to put upon the minutes of our
proceedings a full and uniform statement of the measures whiclh, in my
opinion, it would be desirable to adopt,'accompanied by the draft of a Bill;
and in the mean time, I abstain from noticing some points in the Report of
minor importance, on which 1 cannot entirely agree with my colleagues,
remarking merely, that. with a view to the precluding of future disputes,
I attach some consequence to two matters. First, that the right of altering the
bouudaries of the Province should be reserved. Secondly, that, in reserving
the rights of the Crown to those sources of revenue of 'which the proceeds are
now to be given up, attention should be paid to the words of the Imperial
Statute of 1st Geo. 3, c. 1, s. 10.

(signed) C. E. Grey.

Trfe extract from the minute of the proceedings on the 30th of January
1836.

(signed) T. Fred. Elliot, Secretary.

Sir George Gipps stated, that in consequence of the Remarks which had just'
been entered on the Minutes by Sir Charles Grey, it was his desire to place
on record the following explanation of his opinions on some of the points
therein adverted to.

1. In the remark, No. 5, it is stated that every witness examined on the sub-
ject of the Civil List, recommended a larger one than that which the Commis-
sioners have adopted ; but it is not stated that the same witnessés .aeknowledged
they saw no probability of getting a Civil List such as. they desired, except by
the intervention of the Imperial Parliament. Supposing, for argument's sake,
such intervention ever to become desirable, it.could not, I presume, be resorted to
except as an extreme measure; and I would ask whether in that point of view
it could*be demanded by His Majesty's Ministers, on a refusal from the Assem-
bly, to make so extensive a permanent grant as that proposed in the remarks?
or whether it would not be muci more likely ·to be obtained, and much less
obnoxious, if it were made to follow the rejection of the nioderate demand

0.3. +- . s-4 siggested
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suggested in the body of the Report. The Comnissioners, I would here observe,
did not examine any witnesses for the purpose of showing that the Asseinbly is
disinclined to an extended Civil List, because the fact seemed sufficiently known
to them, from the proceedings of that body, without calling evidence to prove it.

2. The financial affairs of Lower Canada have, in my opinion, advanced to a
state in which no middle course can be adopted with any prospect of success.
The experiment must, I think, be made of carrying on the Government by means
of annual appropriations, with the exception, that is to say, of charges of the
nature of those contained in our proposed Civil List. Should the experiment
ihil, the British Parliament will not be less- competent to. interfere afterwards
than now; and whilst I wish not prematurely to convey any opinion of my own
on the expediency of the measure, I presume it will not be denied by its adv.o-
cates, that so grave an exercise of authority would come with a better grace, and
with no diminished effect, if preceded by proofs of a desire to avoid it. It'should
moreover, I think, be remembered that the House of Assembly never absohitely
refused to provide for the wants of the Government, until (in 1834) the means
of defraying*their own contingent expenses were denied them.

3. With reference to what is stated in the saine remark, No. 5, respecting the
Committee of 1828, and the Civil List proposed in 1830 and 1831 by Lord
Ripon, I would observe, that in my opinion it was not with any intention- of
making the Local Government independent of annual appropriations that the
Committee abstained from recommending the cession ot the hereditary and
territorial revenues; but most probably (seeing the parenthetical manner in
which they dismniss the subject) from an impression -that to change the appro-
priation, would needlessly disturb an existing usage considered by them of little
moment; and, that Lord Ripon did not look to the funds of the Crown as a
means of rendering the Government independent of annual grants from the
Assembly, is clear, from the purposes to which he intended to apply them ;
whilst it is equally certain that the reservation of these revenues was the prin-
cipal, if not the sole, cause of the failure of the arrangements recommended by
his Lordship.

30 January 1836. (signed) GEo. Girs.

True extract from the minute of proceedings on the 30th January 1836.

31 January. (signed) T. Fred. Elliot.

Lord Gosford then made the following Entry.

I HAVE considered the different points connected with this Report, with a view
to a practicable measure in this country. If higher terms than those stated in
this eport be required, I see no use in submitting them, here; the only mode,
in my mind, by which they could be accomplished, vould be by at once having
recourse to the Imperial Parliament.

(signed) GOsPORD.

True extract from the minute of proceedings on the 30th of January 1836.

(signed) T. Fred. Elliot, Secretary.
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Appendix, No. i a. RETURN of ail Sus paid into the Hands of the Receiver General on account of the HEREDITARY,
CAsUAL and TERRITORIAL REVENUE of Lower Canada, in the Years 1832, 1833, 1834, and
1835.

Sources For the Finaucial Year, ending 10th Octuber.
from wlience the Revenue

is derived. 1832. 183. 1834. 1835.

s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

i. Quints (a) - - - 232 1 - 99 3 - 2,175 13 1 1,366 17 8 à

2. Lods et Ventes((b) - - 1,819 17 9 2,356 3 3 1,762 6 8 .976 8 8-

Remarks.

(a) Seigneuries or lands held " a titre de fief"' are subject to a duty or fine to the King of one-
fifth of the purchase-money on every alienation by sale; and this duty is called a, " quint." It ia
liable, however, to a deduction of one-third, or 33 ý per cent. on voluntary sales, and one-fourth or
25 per cent. on forced or sheriff's sales, if paid within three months from the time of sale. Neaily
ail the lands on the banks of the St. Lawrence are held " a titre de fief," and consequently subject
to thie. duty.

(b) Under the head " lods et ventes," it is common to include ail payments to the Crown on
account of lands held under it " en roture," or " a titre de cens," though "lods et ventes" are
propeilv the mutation fine of one-twelfth of the purchase-money due to the Crown, as often ai such
lands are alienated by sale. These lands are also sometimes said to form the " censive of the King,"
and they consist principally of lots of building land in the town and suburbs of Quebec. " Lods et
ventes" are also subject to the same rate of deduction or reniision as on " quints," if paid within
three months of the tiue of sale.
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Sources For the Financial Year, cnding 30th October. Appendix, No. i a.

from wherce the Revenue
is derived. 1832. 1833. 1831. 1835.

s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

3. Commutations of Te. s2 16 - 1,897 3 11 68 8 - 725 17 5
nure (c) - - -

4. The King's Posts (d) - 1,o8o - - 1,080 - - 1,080 - - 1,080 - .

5. Forges of St. Maurice () 900 - - . - - 675 - - 450 - -

6. King's Wharf(f) - 162 3 10 208 7 11 23 17 Il 23 17 Il

7. Water Lots(g) - - - 12 7 23 13 - .68 15 1 65 Il 7

8. Fines, Forfeitures . and)
Seizuresýh) - -J

9. Jesuits' Estates () - -

1o. L.and Fund (/) - - 2,700 - - 2,430 - - 2,700 - - Accounts not

11. Timber Fund (k) - - 3,o8 11 1 1,350 - - 3,817 16 8 yet made up.

12. British North American - 6,ooo - -
Company (1) - -j

£. g,986 2 3 9,444 1 1 18,371 17 5 4,688 13 3 4

Remnarks.

(c) These are payrnents made under the Imperial Act 6 Geo. 4, c. 59, for the commutation of
tenures " a titre de fief," or " a titre de cens" into the tenure of free and common soccage.

(d) This is an annual rent paid by the Hudson's Bay Company for certain trading posts within
the province of Lower Canada, the occupation of which secures to them the exclusive right of
fishing, hunting and trading over a vast extent of country between the settled lands on the north
bank of the St. Lawrence and the territories which the Company possess by charter. The lease
ivill expire in 1842.

(c) This is a property near the town of Three R ivers, leased to Mr. Matthew Bell, at 4501. per
annum. The rent is only paid up to the end of 1833; and on the new lease which commenced,
for 1o years, in 1834, there will be a deduction of 671. 10S., it having been agreed that that surn
shall be credited to the Jesuits' estates, a part of the property having belonged to the Jesuits.

(f) 'Ihis property consists of two lots (both in Quebec), one of which is held on a lease which will
expire in 1841, at the yearly rent of 231. 17 s. 11 d.; the other on a lease of 30 years, from biay
1833, at 2251. per annum. On this latter lease no rent bas yet been paid, an indulgence having
been granted to the tenant in conbideration of the large outlay that he Las made on the property.
The rent, however, is recoverable, being only delayed, not remitted. In 1841 the rent of
231. 17s. 11 d. will cease, or rather, become merged in the larger rent of 225/.

(g) These lots are situated in the towns of Quebec, Three Rivers and William Henry. They
ought to produce 150 1. per annum; but the rents on the old grants on leases appear seldom to
have been collected.

(h) Fines, forfeitures and seizures are in some cases payable to the King, and in others are secured
by local Acts to the appropriation of the Legislature; and in consequence of the difficulty of
distinguishing between them, nothing has of late years been credited to the Crown revenue t'rom
ibis source.

(i) The net income of the .esuits' estates, after deducting the charges of management, is about
1,500/. sterling per annum; but the proceeds since 1831 have been placed a, the disposal of the
Legislature, foi the purposes of general education.

(k) The Land Fund and Timber Fund commenced to be productive only in the year t828, when
gratuitous grants of lands and gratuitous licences to cut timber were discontinued. These funds
have alvays been considered as entirely at. the disposai of the Crown; whereas the Crown was; as
to its other revenues, supposed to be bound by a pledge given in 1794,.to .expend.them only for
purposes connected .with the administration ofthe Gcvernment.

.On account of the -mportance which has thus become attached to these funds, a separate return
is given of each, much more in detail thian the present. (Sec No. i b.)

() )As .yet only o.ne payme.nt ·has been inade by the North 'Afimrican Land Company; but,
.according to their. agreement, the sum of 54,000 L 'will be due from then for the next'aine years,
bearing an interest of four percent.·

Quebec, 15 Dec.1835. (signed) s. Car,-.nspecýtor-General P. P. Accouains.
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Appendix, No. 1 b.

L.i ND FOND.-ABSTR ACT of tle liln.r-Y r..tir.v AccouaTs of hhe Com:s siîon of Cniown LANos in Lower Canada,
between the ist day of January 1S32 aud thie 30th day of June 1835.

1.

Ilalf-year

ending

1332-June 30
- ])ec. 31

1833-June 33
- Dec. .11

1834-June 30
- Dec. 31

1835-June 33

2.

Nuinber
of

'1*01î'sliîpý.
in vlhicli Sales

were inade.

Number of

Acres Sold.

Lots.
11,925J 131

9,187 59
10,389 66
32,180 78

14,1811 70
28,9281 212
26,404 138

il. 12. 13.

A mount Amount
collected inn colleced inthe course ofcolcein tecusof

the Ilalf-year th e c u s e of the lalf year
on account of the llaIf-year for the

Rent on account of Reemption offor Lands on Quit ltents. Quit Retin o
LCase. Quit Rit.

.s. d. £. s. d. . . .
si 8 3 172 15 101 78 18 1

O 16 5 ,292 13 3 17, 5 -

21 S 10 198 - 2 89 7 2
72 0 5j 202 19 9 88 6 3

- nil - 193 6 7 53 3 1
76 2 3, 87 4 6¾ 11S19 1

. nil - 308 2 7 120 9 4

4. 5.

Average Amount
'rice per

Acre. of the Sales.

a. d. f. s. d.
5 - ¾ 3,790 16 1l i
à 2 2,377 5 1 1,
4 8. 2,463 9 73
3 I¾ 5,085 il 9
4 51 3,171 15 8
3 2 .1,64r7 19 6

2 91 3,670 8 8§

G.
Remitted to

Half-pay Oiers
on account of

Pulchtases
made by them

under thc
Regulation of the
Ist Au L. 1S31.

f. s. d.

14. 15, 16.

Total collected Contingent Amount paid
in the course Fxpenses in the
of te couf-ear, deducted lîy the course of the

o ie a Co:nmissioner llalf-year
the Amoint of bfoe by the
Couns o tle Monies are CommissionerCon S, 13. brought to to the Receive

account. General.

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.
1,514 11 91 128 5 8 800 - -
1,440 4 5 244 15 - 2,200 - -

1,149 14 -4 137 12 2 1,000 - -
2,2S7 5 SI 135 2 6 1,700 - -

1,:1-15 4 9 139? 2 9 1,21>0 - -
1,821 13 9 159 - 1 ,800 - -

1,74815 - 20G; G 3 1,000 --

7.

Ilemitted to
otier Persons

under
special Autlhority

fi om the
Governor or

Secretary ofState.

. d.
- nil -

- nil -

436 16 8
- nil -

- nil -

218 8 -

- nil -n

17.

Balance
remainig in

the Ilands fthe
Commissioner

nt the end
of

the Half-Year.

£. s. d.
1,0030 13 21

56 2 7

55 7 11i
507 il 2

508 19 .14
359 8 Gi

276 17 U¼

8.

Amouint paid

by the Purchaser

at the

Time of Sale.

f. s. d.
695 10 5
448 1 5i

343 3 4
1,032 7 71

568 8 7
992 19 5j

812 - -¾

9.

Amount
collected in the

course of
the llalf-year
on account of
former Sales.

£. s. d.
485 19 1¾
456 8 3S
497 14 S?,
291 5 8

530 6 6
546 8. 4½
508 3 --1

.1~~
18.

Amount of
Instalments and

Quit Rents
unpaid, though
actually due to

the Commi5siner
at the end

of the Year.

s. d.
- nil -

1,431 14 8

- nil -
3,418 14 1½

- nil -
5,060 19 4

5,917 9 9

19.

Amount of

Instalments

accruing,'thougli

not due, at the

end of the Year.

£. s. d.
- nil.
3,538 11 0

- nil -

5,033 10 1
- nil -

G,233 8 51.

10,601 1 5¼.

10.

Amount
collected in the

course of
the lalf.year

for Interest on
Instalments
not paid up.

- nil -
- nil -

- nil -
- nil -

- nil
- nil .

- nil -

20.

Amount
of Capital

outstanding on
Quit Rent,

or lnterest at
Five per Cent.

£. s. d.

.-47 5-.
--

'Total of the Outstanding Debt due to the Crown for Land, being the Amount of Colunns 18, 19, 20 - - - £. 41,023. 16. 3A.

TIMBER FUND.-ABSTRACT oF the Ytns.y AccouNr of the Coal.iasstoscn of Cnuws LANDS and SURvEvon-GENEnA, of Woons and FoRlsrs in
Lower Canada, between the lst day of January 1832 and 31st day of December 1634.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.
Number of

Licences granted Number of Amount

YEAR ENDING .0 un 'timber Oak Timber. Red Pine. Wlhite Pine.
on the Saw Logs. of the Sales.,Vaste Lands o!

the Crown.

Feet. Feet. Feet. £. s. d.
31 December 1832 - - 45 35,271 525,323 411.190 88,400 3,840 7 -
31 December 1833 - - 22 1,190 347,50G 152,950 5,000 1,574 7 4
31 December 1834 - - 32 612 929,054 78,750 72,754 4;649 19 3

8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.

Amount Total collected EXpense Arount paid Balance Amount ofAmount paid collecieil in the in the course of of Collection, in the course o! Bemanceg on Amoeunpaio! Amount of
colle n the cour deducted before the Year by the remainig on Duties unpaid, Duties accruinget Year the Ya' the Mne Comsier Hand though actually thou h flot
on account o! beig Amount of teMonires Commnissioner atteen ! due ta.tUý-" thnhe1 o

Tlime of Sale. o a Colums 8 & 9. are brought ta ta the at the end of actuay due.
Account. ReceiverGeneral. -te Year. Commissioner.

£. sc. £. s. d. . d. £. s. d. . s.d. £. s.d. £. e. d. £. s. d.
450 - - 2,396 12 8 2,846 12 5 193 - - 2,842 18 6 3 13 i1 1,079 18 8 2,310 8 4

f 13 17. 7 2188 13 4 1,107 14.89‡ 10 2 1,388 18 1 1,482 8 6 - nil - 1,500 - - overpaid 2

2,897 16 4 1,434 17 8 4,332 14 - 216 5 7 4,012 0 9 307 12 10 1,753 7 - -3,835 4 2

Total Debt to the Crown:
Land Fund - -

Timber Fund - .
£.41,023 16 31

5,588 il 2

46,612 7 Si1

Total of the Outstanding Debt to the Crown
for Timber-- - - - - £.5,GS8 il 2

Quebec, l (signed) W. B. Feélon,
3 Dec. 18 3 5.j Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Appendix, No. 2. Appendix, No 2.

Quebec, 18 Decerberi835.
RETURN of all PERMANENT APPRoPnIATIOs made by the Legislature of Lower Canada.

ACTS F U ND S AVERAGE
of the out of ihich the Monies are payable, of Three Years,

Legislature. and Purpuses for which the Appropriation is made. ending looct. 1834.

33 Geo. 3, c.8.

35 Geo. 3, c. 9.

36 Geo. 3, c. 9.

41 Geo. 3, C. 13.

41 Geo. 3, c. 14.

4 5 Gco. ., c. 12.

55 Geo. 3, c. 10.

2 Geo. 4, c. 7,

Duties on wines permanently appropriated to the payment of
the salaries of the officers of the two Houses of Assembly,
and contingent expenses of the same:

Collected in 1832 - - - - £.3,420 1 10
Ditto - 1833 - - - 4,471 15 6
Ditto - 83 - - - 3,337 18 Il

Permanent grant towards further defraying the charges of the
administration of justice and support of the civil government
witlin the Province, charged on certain additional duties on
4 goods, wares and merchandize" - - - -

Ass"ssments on public buildings, dead walls or void spaces of
ground belonging to Government, for making repairs and
altering higlways and bridges, payable out of any unappro-
priated monies:

Paid in 1832 - - - - - £.407 Il 9
Ditto 1833 - - - - - 316 16 il
Ditto 1834. - - - - - 287 19 7J

Duties on licences for billiard tables, permanently appro-
priated towards the supporr of the Government of the Pro-
vince, and the contingent expenses thereof:

Amount collected in 1832 - - - £.67 10
Ditto - - - 1833 - - 45 - -
Ditto - - - 1834 - - - 78 15 -.

Certain new duties on the importation into the Province of ail
manufractured tobacco and snuff, permanently appropriated
towards the further defraying the charge of the civil govern-
ment of the Province:

Amount collected in 1832
Ditto - - - 1833
Ditto - - - 1834

- - £.5,912 19
- - 6,174 1

- 5,709 2

Duties and fines authorized to be levied in the River St. Law-
rence, and applied to the improve:nent of the navigation of
the same:

Levied and applied in i8.i3
Ditto - - - - 1833
Ditto - - - - 1834

- - £.3,252 3
- - 3,067 Il
- - 3,518 7

Annuities granted to nilitia-men wounded in the late war with
the United States, payable out of the unappropriated funds
at the disposal of the Legislature:

Paid in 1832 - - - - - £.330 15 -
Ditto 1833 - - - - • 418 10 -
Ditto i834 - - - - - 425 5 -J

Duties on steam-boats, authorized to be levied on the River
St. 'Lawrence, and applied to the improvement f' the navi-
gation of the same:

Levied and applied in 1832
Ditto - - - - 1833
Ditto - - - - 1834

- £.36o 7 11
- 504 13 6
- 392 7 9J

5 Geo. 4, c. 33. Fees and expenses of returning-officers at elections:

Amount in 1831 - - - - £. 46 1o 2

Ditto - 1832 -- - - - 524 13 51
Ditto - 1833 - - - - 316 12 9
Ditto - 1834 - - - - 3,439 7 -

N.B. The average is here taken for foui years, as a general
election usually occurs once in tlat time.

£. s. d.

3,743 5 2

5,000 - -

337 9 5

63 15 -

5,932 *1 2

3,279 7 5

391 10 -

419 3 -

581 15 10

(continued)
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ACTS FU NDS AVERAGE
of the out of which the Munies are payable, nt Three Years,

Legislature. and Purposes for which the Appropriation is made. ending 10 Oct. 18S4.

6 Geo. 4, c. 8. Fees to the clerks of the ciYil courts of King's Bench or Pro- £. s. d.
vincial Courts, for the duty of preparing and digesting
returns of births, marriages and burials, for the purpose of
ascertaining the annual increase of population :

Amount paid in 1832 - - - - £.51 6 -
Ditto - - 1833 - - - - 7 17 6 61 16 -

Ditto - - 1834 - - - - 126 4 6j

9 Geo. 4, c. 63. Pension to widow of the late Hon. Alexis Caron, payable out
of any unappropriated mones - - - - - 75 - -

1 Will. 4, c. 16. Perpetual annuity to the Roman-catholic Bishop of Quebec,
for the acquisition of the episcopal palace at Quebec and of
the ground thereunto attached, for the public uses of the
the Province, payable out of any unappropriated monies - 1,000 - -

1 Will. 4, C. 48. Pension to the widow of Frederick Rolette, late captain in the
provincial navy on Lake Huron, payable out of any unappro-
priated monies - - - . - - - - 75 - -

TOTAr, Sterling - - . £. 20,960 3 -

(signed) Jos. Cary, Insp. Gen. Prol Accounts.

Appendix, No. 3. Appendix, No. 3.

STATEMENT of DUTIEs collected at Quebec and Montreal, under the Iniperial Acts
4 Geo. 3. c. 15, and 6 Geo. 3, c.,,52; showing the Sums remitted to England in the Years
ending 5 January 1833, 1834, 1835 and 1836.

YEARS.

To 5 Jan. 1833 -
- - 1834 -

-- - 1835 -

- - 1836 -

Duties Levied
ider the Acts

4 Geo. 3, c. 15, and
6 Geo. 3, c. 52.

2,323

1,733

1,'287

1,105

Sums Remitted to
the Receiver-General

in England on
account of those Duties.

Amount of Incidents
paid

from those Acts.

£. s.

321 19

472 19

675 19

>714 14

Sums paid on
Accouut of Salaries

from those Acts.

271

1,541

360

410

• Note.-The incidents are only made up to the 10th October last.

STATEMENT of Sums remitted to England, on Account of the Kings Share of Seizures and
Penalties, in the Years ending the.5th January 1833, 1834, 1835 and 1836.

YEARS.

To 5 Jan. 1833 -
- - 1834 -

- - 1835 -

- - 1836 -

On Account
of Seizures.

£. t, d.

76 16 7
26 13 -

93 12 10

145 8 4

On Account
of Penalties.

s.

4 17 5

(signed) HJ Jessopp, Coll'.Customs, Quebec, 7 Jan. 18!%.6.
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Appendix, No. 4.

STATEMENT, as far as the same can be made out, of all the Sources, whether at present
Productive or Unproductive, from which a Revenue may accrue to the Crown in Lower
Canada.

.-- The wild lands and forests of the whole Province.
2.-The grant to the British North American Land Company.
3.-The King's dornain, in the restricted sense in which that term is used in the Pro-

vince; viz.-
(a) Droit de quint.
(b) Droits de lods et ventes.
(c) Cents et rentes, and other seignorial dues.
(d) The King's wharfs.
(e) Commutations of tenure under the Imperial Act 6 Geo. 4, c. 59.

4.-The King's posts.
5.-The forges of St. Maurice.
o.-The water lots.
7.-Fines, forfeitures and penalties.
8.-The aids granted by the provincial Àcts 35 Geo. 3, c. 9, and 41 Geo. 3, c. 13, 14.
9.-The Jesuits' estates.

i.-The daim of the Crown to the seigniory of Montreal.
i.-The claims of the Crown to the beds of tide rivers, and to the land between higb and

low water-mark.
12.- Certain rights reserved out of seigneuries, and out of the grants of wild lands in free

and common soccage, such as gold and silver mines, the right of making roads and of
cuttin .timber for public purposes, together with certain other rights which are known
or understood to exist in the Crown, but which are not productive; such as the droit
d'aubain, the right to forfeitures of land and to escheats.

13.-The seigniory of Sorel, the site and garden of the castle of St. Lewis, at Quebec, and
the Government-house at Montreal.

14.-The forts, barracks and lands under the charge of the Board of Ordnance, or any
other military or naval department.

15.-Certain droits of Admiralty.
16.-Certain duties levied under Acts of the British Parliament of a date prior to the

14 Geo. 3.
17.-One-third of all custom-house seizures.
18.-The post-office.

Appendix, No. 4.

Appendix, No. 5.

STATEMENT exhibiting the actual Condition of the WAsTz LANDS of the CROwN comprised within the Surveyed
Districts, including the Reservations set apart for the Support of a Protestant Clergy, as they appear on the
26th day of December 1835.

DISTRICT. COUNTY.

Montreal - - 1 Ottawa - -

Two Mountains

Terrebonne -
Vaudrieul -
Lachenay -
L'Assomption
Berthier -

TOWNSHIP.

Litchfield - -

Clarendon - -

Bristol - - -

Onslow - - -

Eardley - . -

Hull - - -

Wakefield - -

Templeton - -

Buckingham - -
Portland - - -

Lochaber and Gore -
Grenville and Aug -
Hannington - - -

WVentworth - -
Chatham. - -

Abercrombie - -
Newton and Aug -
Kilkenny - -

Rawdon - - -

Kildare and Aug -
Brandon - - -

D 4

Quantity of Surveyed Land,
subdivided into Lots,

now remining Vacant and
Disposable.

Crow:. Clergy.

33,654 6,421
24,409 7,342
35,114 6,030

6o0 1,876
19,713 5,870
10,050 8,117
54,215 9,035
33,939 9,021
16,700 8,785
11,000 2,140
14,071 5,515
16,526 5,550
40,050 7,898
35,194 7,158
3,400 1,300

In dispute
1,804 2,344

10,775 7,235
1,500 8,500

1,300 3,490
8.005 7,980

Extent of
the*

Part remaining
Unsurveyed

ins
each Townsbip,

16,8oo

41,325

.46,200
11,200

- - -0

Total of Vacant
and Disposable

Land,
including the

Reservations for
the Clergy.

40,075
48,551
41,144
43,801
25,583
18,267
63,250
42,960
25,485
59,340
30,786
22,076
47,948
42,352

4,700

4,148
18,oo
20,000

4,790
21,105

(continued)
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COUNTY.

Beauharnois

Missisquoi -

Stanstead -

Montreal - - I Shefford

- St. Maurice - -

- Port Neuf - -
Quebec - -

Sayvenay - -

- Drummnond - -

Nicolet - -

- Sherbrooke - -

- Megantie - -

TOWNSIIIP.

Montreal -

St. Francis -

Quantity of Surveyed Land,
subdiviced into Lots,

now remainiug Vacant and
Dispoable.

Crowis. C lergy.

Hinchinbrooke -
Hemmingford - -
Stanbridge - -
Dunham - - -

Sutton - - -

Potton - - -

Bolton - -

Stanstead - -
Hatley - - -

Bamston - -

Barford - -

Farnhîam - -

Granby - - -

Milton - - -

Siefford - - -

Brome - - -

Stukely - -

Roxton - -

Ely - - -

Hunterstown - -
Caxton and Aug -

Alton - - -

Stoneham - -

Tewkesbury -
Seltrington - -

Upton - - -

Acton - - -

Grantham -
Wendover and Gore
Simpson - - -

Wickham - -

Kensey - - -

Durham - - -

Aston and Aug -
Horton -
Bulstrode -
Stanfold - -

Warwick - -

Arthabaska - -
Tingwick - -

Chester - - -

Ham and Aug -
Maddington - -
Blandford - -

Shipton - - -

W'endover - -
Melbourne - -
Brompton - -

Orford - -

Stoke - - -

Ascot - -

Compton - -

Eaton 1- - -

Dudswell -
Newport - - -

Weedon - - -

Clifton - -

Hereford - -

•Auckland - -
Bury - - .
Somerset - -
Nelson - -
Halifax - -
Leeds - - -

Ircland - - -

Inverness - -
Wolfestown - -
Thetford - - -

Broughton - -
Trinrg - - -

Shenley - - -

Durset - - -

2,093
1,700
4,825

4,168

31 ,80o
33,900

2,593

3,458
8,963
4:487
1,948

319

1,722
- 1,255

15,352

774
24,430

7,682
12,867
2600
4,760
6,583
7,16o
7,578
7»22 1

17,034
16,437

9,6oo
4,200

28,400
2,200

8,400
16,300

32,8,31
5,412

Extent of
the

Part remaining
Unsurveycd

in
each Tuwnship.

1,170

8,075
4,785
5,375
8,533
3,028

7,981
5,205
3,475
2,617

6oo

6,142
2,968
3,200

7,147
2,935
2,713
1,566
3,000

400

44.3

8,700
9,100
3,189

3,975
2,508
4,551

450
478
971

5,450,
6,441
8,416

320
5,281
8,136

8,400
2,000

8,154
8,400

32,190
3,481

420

8,294

9,703
4,477
5,116
8,725
6,ooo
2,61o

4,060
2,644
1,000

ooo600
200
400

8,400
6oo
200

5,869
6,819
7,600
4,103
7,900
3,500
9,000

31,000

7,900
8,800
5,309

10,6c5

DISTRICT.

Total of Vacant
and Diàpusablc

Land,
including tse

Reservations for
the Clcrgy.

1,170
8,075
6,878
7,081

13,358

3,028
7,981
5,205
3,475
2,617

600

6,142
2,968

3,200
7,147
2,935
2,713
1,566
3,000

400

4 ,611i

40,500
43,000

5,782

7,433
11,471

9,038
2,398

797
8,082
7,172
7,696

23,768
1,094

29,711
15,818
21,267
21,110
12,914

14,983
56,150
32,259

7,641

8,294
9,703
4,477
5,116
8,725
6,ooo
2,610
4,060
2,644
1,000

Goo
200

400
8,400

600
200

22,903
23,256

7,600
4,103

17,500

7,700
37,400
33,200

16,300
25,100
38,140

16,037

16,510

16,8oo
24Y200

- - -l

Tirce Rivers

Quebec -

Three Rivers

St. Francis -

Quebec -
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Quantity of Surveyed Land, Extent of Total of Vacant
subdivided into Lots, the and Disposable

DISTRICT. COUNTY. TOWNSHIP. now remaining Vacant and Part remnining Land,
Disposable. Unsurveyed including the

in Reservations for
Crown. Clergy. each To*wnship. the Clergy.

Quebec - - Beauce - - Frampton - - 2,800 6,432 - - - 9,232
Cranbourne - - 27,985 9,103 - - - . 37,088
Watford - - - 10,717 1,787 - - - 12,504
Jersey - - - 1,030 1,036 - - - 2,066

Bellechasse - - Buckland - - 10,850 4,201 15,400 30,451
Standon - - - 20,072 4,700 - - - 24,772
Ware - - - 1 9,703 5,529 - - - 25,232
Armuagli -- - 44,455 9,300 - - - 53,755

L'Islet - -- Ashford and Aug - 14,896 2,178 57,498 74,572
Lessard - - - 5,408 - - 8,112 13,520'

Kamouraska - Ixworth - - - 300 1,400 51,000 52,700
Woodbridge - - 11,o66 - - 34,460 45,526

Rimouski - - Matane - - - 63,537 10,600 - - - 74,137
St. Dennis - - 31,169 5,103 - - - 36,272

Gasp' - - - Cap. Chat - - 5,800 1,200 64,291 71,291

999,976 568,099 408,916 1,976,991

(signed) William B. Felton,
Quebec, 26 December 1835. Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Appendix, No. 6.

AN ESTIMATE of the Quantity of WASTP LANDs in the Province, Unsurveyed, of the Quantity fit for Cultivation,
of the Forest, and Quality of the Timber.

On vrhich

Side of the

St. Lawrence.

North

South

North

District.

Montreal -

Quebcc -

I Dittc• -

Quebec, 26 December 1835.

Deseriptive Oitline of the Tract.

-In the country north and east of
the Ottawa, from the rear of
Grenville, to .a point about too
miles above the falls of the
Chaudiere, in Hull, extending
back from the surveyed track
about 30 miles.

A strip of land lying in the rear
of the present townships, on the
margin of the above lescribed
tract, with the average depth
of three-fourths of a township,
or 7 1 miles, making about 15
townships.

The country on the River St.
John, comprised within the dis-
puted territory.

In the rear of the seigneuries,
south of the St. Lawrence, on
the average depth of half a
township, or five miles, by a
length of about go miles.

The Saguenay country surround.
ing the Lake St. John.

Quantity

of

Waste Land.

About 4,500
square miles.

5,000,ooo

Unknown -

- - Supposed
about

2,000,000

Estimated
Qntiity of

Waste Land fit
for Cultivation.

Unknown -

. 208,000

- - Climate
supposed to
be too severe
for wheat.

Quality of Timber.

- - Principally pine, of
two sorts, red and
white. Extensive lum-
bering operations are
carrying on this tract.

- - Mixed timber; some
white pine, spruce and
hardwood.

-- Spruce and white
pine.

- - Principally spruce
timber.

Spruce.

(signed) • William B. Felton,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Appendix, No. 7.

Quebec, December 1835.

RETURN of PAYMENTS, of a Permanent Nature, charged upon the LAND and TIMBER FUND.

NATURE OF THE PAYMENT. Amount.

j 1-...............I

CRowN Co.IMissioNERs' DEPARTMZNT:

Salary - - - - - - -

Per centage on sales; average of three years
ending October ioth, 1835 - - -

Salary of an assistant in the office - -

Resident Agent for Emigrants:

Salary - - - - - -

Assistant - - - - - -

Messenger and clerk - - - -

Office rent - - . - . -

Travelling expenses, not to exceed - -

Boat hire-- -- ditto -

Postage - -- -- ditto - -

Printing-. - --- ditto - -

Stationery - - - - ditto - -

Commission of Escheats:

Salary of commissioner - - -

Clerk - - - - - -

Contingencies, taken on the average
three years . - - -

Pensions:

Nr. Amyot - - . · -

Mrs. Livingston - - -

Miss Arnelia De Salaberry - -

Niss Adelaide De Salaberry - -

ToTAL

of

s• s. d.
6oo - -

210 - -

250 - -

400 - -

100 - -

40 - -

30 - -

50 - -

25 - -

10 - -

12 - -

10 - -

450 - -

135 - -

78 17 8

- 400-

- 50 -

- 50 -

- 50 -

.- - £. Sterl

Gencral Amount.

£. s. d.

1,00 - -

677 - -

663 17 8

.550 - -

ing 2,950 17 8

STATEMENT of the Circumstances (as far as they can be ascertained) under which the Pensions
in the above Return were granted, and the presumed Age of the Persons now holding them.

i. Mr. Amyot.-This is the same amount as was formerly allowed to Mr. Amyot for salary as
provincial secretary, and converted into a pension, in conformity.with His Majesty's warrant, dated
28th January 1S8. Age, .

2. Mrs. Livingston.-This pension was granted to Mrs. Livingston, as widow of the late Captain
Ransey Livingston, formerly of the Indian department in Canada, by the King's warrant, dated
29 th January 1828. Age,

3. Miss Amelia De Salaberry.-1. Pensions granted by the Secretary of States despatch of 22d
> June 1828, as daughters of the late Hon. Lieutenant De Sala-

4. Miss Adelaide De Salaberry.-J berry. Ages,

(signed) Jos. Cary, Inspector-General P. P. Accounts.

Authority
faT the Charge.
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RETURN of CHARGES incurred in the Management of the CRowN PROPERTY, or for Miscella-
ncous Purposes, which, not being otberwise provided, are now paid out of the Land and
Timber Fund.

Average of the
Authority• NATURE 0F TEE PAYMENT. Tree Yearsending

loth Oct. 183.

Surveys of Crown Lands: £. s. d.
Amount in 1833 - - - £.1,435 4 1

Ditto - 1834. - 899 3 7 1,026 19 5
Ditto - 1835 - - - - 746 10 9J

Fees on gratuitous grants of land paid to the provincial
secretary, and to the Attorney.general:

Amount in 1833 - - - - £. 200 6 3
Ditto - 1834 - - - - 24715 61 263 13 11
Ditto - 1835 - - - - 34.3 - J

Expenses of sending special messengers to New York:
.Amount in 1833 - - - £.36 11 3
Ditto - 1834 - - - - 38 5 - 62 8 to

Ditto - 1835 - - - - 112 10 3

TOTAL - - - £. Sterling 1,353 2 2

(signed) Jos. Cary, Inspector-General P. P. Accounts.

To the foregoing charges will have to be added, as by the 29 th paragraph
of the Commissioners' Report, the following retired allowances, viz.:

H. Ryland, esq. - - - - - - - £.67 10 -
G. Ryland, esq. - - · - - - - 45 - -

TOTAL - - - £. 112 10 -

Appendix, No 8.

CIVIL LIST to be proposed in giving up the Appropriation of the Crown Revenues to the
Legislature of Lower Canada.

23 Jan. 1836.

Governor's salary - - - - - - - - - -

Salaries of executive councillors, at oo l. per annum each, not to exceed -
Salary of civil secretary - - - - - - . - - -

Appropriation towards contingent expenses of civil secretary - - - -
Salary of attorney-general - . - - - - - - - -

Ditto of solicitor-general - - - - - - - - -

Appropriation towards the contingent bills of the Crown law officers - -

TOTAL - - -

Appendix, No. 7

Appendix, No. 8.

£. s, d.
4,500 - -

900 - -

500 - -

500 - -

300 - -

200 --

1,800 - -

8,700 . -

• This charge will of course be subject to revision on any substantial alteration of the Execu-
cutive Council.

Besides the preceding Charges, it will be necessary to provide, in the measure on Judges'
Independence, for the following Salaries and Allowances, now received by the Judges.

Chiefjustice of Quebec - - - - - -- - -

Ditto - of Montreal - - - - - - - - - -

Six paisne judges - - - - - - - - - - -

Resident judge at Three Rivers - - - · - - - - -

Ditto - at St. Francis - - - - - - -

Ditto - at Gaspê - - - - - - - - -

Judge of vice-admiralty - - - - - - - - - -

Circuit allowances for'15 circuits, at 251. each, exclusive of four circuits in the
district of Gasp, for which the Assetnbly have always declined.to make a
grant - - . - - - - . . - - - - -

TOTAL - - -

1,500
1,100
5,400

goo
500
500
200

375 - -

10,475 - -£.
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Appendix, No. 9.

Appendix, No. 9. OPINION of the Justices of the Court of King's Bench at Quebec ,on the Competence of
the Legislative Council to try by Commission the Accusation against Mr. Justice .Foucher,
January 1818.

To his Excellency Sir John Coape Sherbrook, G. C. B., Captain-general and Governor-in-
Chief in and over the Provinces of Lower and Upper Canada, &c. &c. &c.

May it please your Excellency,
IN obedience to your Excellency's commands we have taken into our consideration the

draft of the commission prepared by His Majesty's Attorney and Solicitor-general to enable
the Legislative Council to hear and determine the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
Assembly against Mr. Justice Foucher; and. having also taken into our consideration the
despatch of Earl Bathurst, which, on the part of his Royal- Highness the Prince Regent,
directs that the charges preferred by this impeachment against Mr. Foucher shall be left
to the adjudication of the Legislative Council. The references which have been thereupon
made by your Excellency to His Maj esty's Executive Council, and to the Attorney, Solici-
tor and Advocate-general, and their respective answers and reports thereon, we are upon the
whole of opinion that a commission under the great seal of this province, conformable to the
draft prepared by the Attorney and Solicitor-general, and submitted to us, is the proper and
the legal course for carrying the commands of his Royal Highness the Prince Regent in this
behalf into effect..

The subject upon which your Excellency, by your reference, bas been pleased to call for
our sentiments, is one of novelty and very great importance, and as we conceive it to be our
duty, for these reasons, to lay before your Excellency the grounds of the opinion which we
submit, we shall, with your permission, proceed to state them.

The introduction of the criminal- law of England into Canada was one of the effects of the
conquest of that Province by His Majesty's arms, and its establishment was confirmed by
the. I1tlh clause of the British statute 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, commonly called " The Quebec
Act," in these words: " Whereas the certainty and lenity of the criminal law of England,
and the benefits and advantages resulting from the use of it, have been sensibly felt from
an experience of more than nine years, during which it has been uniformly administered;
be it therefore enacted, 8&c. that the same shall continue to be administered, and shall be
observed as law in the province of Quebec, as well in the description and quality of the
offence, as in the method of prosecution and trial."

The criminal law of England and the criminal law of Canada is therefore one and the sane
system, and in this system the following are clear propositions: viz.

That an impeachment is an accusation for some criminal offence, and that a commoner
x Fourth Commentaries, cannot be impeached for any other offence than a misdemeanor'.
259, woodeson's Lec- Tfhat all judicial jurisdiction emanates from the Crown, and that all judges must thereforetures, vol. 2. 601. derive their authority from the King, mediately or immediately 2.
vacon AbcP. gr1, nt.og That the King by his prerogative may erect what courts he pleases for the due adminis-vo.4 p 7, .>eoa- r ztive D. tration of the law, and in what place he pleases5, especially where no jurisdiction exists for
3 Comyn's Digest, Pre- the trial of the offence for which he erects his court-; it being however provided that he can-
rogative D. 28. vol. 6, not by his commission establish a court in derogation of any of his superior and permanent

4 ourthInstitutes,104 tribunals5, nor empower a court erected by his commission solely to proceed in any other
3 Leach Hawkinsp.33. way than according to the common law0 .
0 Coke's Reports, 9, p. That therefore in all courts of criminal jurisdiction erected solely by tha King's commis-
118 b; Lord Sanchar's sion the trial must be by jury; that is to say, that in such courts the same persons cannot
Case, 3 Leach Hawk. by the commission be authonized to decide both the law and the fact; on the contrary, that
6 Second Ventris, 33; in courts so erected a part must alone decide the law, and a part must. alone decide the
Hobart, 63; Fourth In- fact; Ad questionem juris respondent judices, ad questionem facti respondent juratores, is a
stitutes, 165. general and fundamental maxim of the common lawT.7 Jenkin'sCenturies,7th As these propositions are equally principles of law in England and in Canada, it would
edition, 'p. 2 s, fol necessarily follow, if the state of things and of facts in both countries were the same, that
Reportssth part, 155 a. the result of them, when applied in practice to a case of impeachment, -would alsoin-each be
Astry's Charge, p. 4- the sane. But the state of facts and of things in England and in Canada being essentially

dissimilar, the result in the latter differs from the result in the former.
In England every impeachment by the Commons must necessarily be tried in the-fHouse

of Lords, and no commission (not even a commission for the appointment of a Lord 'High
Steward) is required to enable that august body to take cognizance of such accusations. .

But this is the case in that kingdom, because the House of-Lords is possessed'of an-inhe-
rent j udicial j urisdiction, which it derives from the Aula Regis, of which the "Barones

8 Bacon's Abridgments, Majores " were a constituent part'.
1.53, fol. edit.; Gil' And as this jurisdiction is exercised by that body upon the ground of immemorial'usaae,bert's F rum Romantim, which-'
pp.2 & a 8; Reve's . which presupposes a law by which it has been vested in that Hous'e, to which the Sovereign
of the English Law, vol, has given his assent, or a grant of some description from the Crown, made under the autho&
2, pp. 61, 62 & 63, &c. rity of some law to warrant it; it is a jurisdictiori emanating either mediately or*iinmediatelyfrom the Crown. The Iouse of Lords therefore sits as a court of law as well as a legislative

body. It is in fact the supreme tribunal of the kingdom, " the court of the King in Parlia-
ment." And during the session it liolds and exercises an original jurisdiction over all accu-

sations
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sations for misdrmeanors preferred by impeachment against any of Ris Majesty's subjects, Appendix, No. g.
and over all accusations for felony preferred by indictment aganst its own members, with a
general appellatejurisdiction in error as exercised by the Aula Regis0 . 0 The Authorities under

The exercise of that part of the royal prerogative which authorizes the King " to erect «No-8.
what courts he pleases for the due administration of the law, and in what place he pleases,"
bas therefore in England been rendered not only unnecessary, but has been and yet is limited
by the erection of the Aula Regis, and the inherent jurisdiction of the House of Lords which
bas proceeded from that erection.

It is because the King cannot by bis commission " establish a court in derogation of any
of his superior or permanent tribunals " that no commission has been issued in England for
the trial during a session of Parliament of any impeachment.

The supreme tribunal of the House of Lords, 4 the court of the King in Parliament,"
opens with every session, and continues open until the Parliament is prorogued, and during
this period no other court could or can, under the authority of any commission issued by the
Crown for the trial of any impeachment, be opened or sit for that purose. If it were other-
wise, such a commission would derogate from the King's superior and permanent tribuñal of
the .ouse of Lords, and its operation would be in direct opposition to the established maxim,

in præsentia majoris cessat potestas minoris'°. 10 p. 3, s Fo the
But from these facts it does not follow that an impeachment by the Assembly of Lower mAua Regis in particu-

Canada cannot be tried in that province under the authority of the King's commission in the lar.
Legislative Council during a session of the Provincial Parliament, or that it can be tlhen and
there tried witbout a commission. It is true that during the recess the Assembly being pro-
rogued, is in the same situation that the House of Commons are during the recess in ng-
land. And as, in consequence of a prorogation, neither the House of Commons in England,
nor the Assembly in Canada, can during the recess appear to prosecute in any court, no com-
mission has been or can be executed in any interval of this description either in England or
in Canada; but with respect to the period of the sessions during which the Assembly of course
can appear to prosecute, if it be true that in England it is the peculiar inherent and exclu-
sive jurisdiction of the House of Lords, which prevents the exercise of the royal prerogative,
and the issuing of commissions for the trial of impeachments during a session; and if it be
also truc that the Legislative Council are not possessed of the peculiar inherent and exclu-
sive jurisdiction of the louse of Lords (which we shall proceed to show), it must unavoid-
ably follow, until it is proved that there is some other legal impediment to the exercise of the
royal prerogative in this respect, that the King may in this province issue a commission for
the trial according to law of persons charged with misdemeanlors by impeachments exhibited
by the Assembly. In consequence of the general principle which we have stated, and which
in Canada, if there be no such inherent jurisdiction in the Legislative Council, is unlimited,
viz. " that the King by his prerogative may erect what courts he pleases for the due admi-
nistration of the law, and in what place he pleases, especially where no jurisdiction exists for
the trial of the offence for which he erects his court," a principle distinctly recognised by the
17th section of the Quebec Act, 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, which enacts, " That notlhing herein con-
tained shall extend, or be construed to extend, to prevent or hinder His Majesty, his heirs
and successors, by his or their letters patent under the Great Seal of Great Britain from
erecting, constituting and appointing such courts of civil, criminal and ecclesiasticaljurisdiction

ithin and for the said province of Quebec, and appointing from time to time the judges and
officers thereof as His Majesty, his heirs and successors, shall think necessary and proper for
the circumstances of the said province,". and particularly applicable to the state of the pro-
vince in which no jurisdiction exists for the trial of offences charged against individuals by
the impeachments of the Assembly.

We admit that if an impeachment by the Assembly be tried in the province, it must be
tried in the Legislative Council, for as an impeachment is an accusation on the part of the
entire Commons of the province, all persons resident therein, except the Governor and the
members of the Legislative Council, are obviously parties to the prosecution as accusers,
and cousequently incompetent to try". But we say that, inasmuch as the Legislative "SettheStatutc2Ed.
Council is not possessed of the inherent jurisdiction of the House of Lords, His Majesty by 3, c. 3, stat. 5.
his commission, in the nature of a commission of Oyer and Terminer, may and must enable
the Legislative Council to take cognizance of, and to determine the articles of impeachment
exhibited against Mr. Justice Foucher by the Assembly.

And this appears to us to be warranted by the course pursued in England to enable the
House of Lords to take cognizance of matters which it ought to decide,Ibut which, for want
of its inherent jurisdiction at the time such course is required, it cannot otherwise take
cogizance.

We have stated that in England no commission has ever been or could be issued for the
trial during the session of Parliament of any impeachment or indictment, nor of any impeach-
ment during a recess ; and we have also stated the causes why commissions have not at such
times respectively been issued for these purposes ; that is to say, because during the session
the inherent jurisdiction of the House of Lords defeats the commission, and because during
the recess the Commons cannot appar to prosecute.

We have now to observe, that when these causes do not exist, the House of Lords, even
in matters of its own proper cognizance, docs sit by virtue of the King's commission. We
allude to the various cases of Peers who have been tried in the recess upon indictments for
felony, which being at the King's suit are prosecuted by the Attorney-general.. who can at
all times appear for that purpose. In these instances the Lords have always sat under the
autbority given by the commission issued for the appointmient of the Lord Hligh Steward,

O.3. Er a1 which,
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Appendix, No. 9. which, says Mr. Justice Foster, " is but a commission in the nature of a commission of Oyer
__ _ and Terminer'."

Foster, p. 14. Conseq.uently, as in England, a commission for the trial of a Peer indicted for felony may
issue in the recess, because in that interval the inherent jurisdiction of the House of Lords
does not exist to prevent it, and the prosecutor can appear to prosecute; so in Canada, by
parity of reason, a commission may in like manner be lawfully issued for the trial of a sub-
ject in the Legislative Council dunng the sessions, impeached by the Assembly, because in
Canada during the sessions there is no jurisdiction existing in the Legislative Council to
prevent it, and the Assembly, who are prosecutors, can then appear to prosecute. •

We proceed now to show that the Legislative Council are not possessed of the " peculiar,
inherent and exclusive jurisdiction of the House of Lords under which that House takes
cognizance of impeachments without a commission."

And as this is a point upon which His Majesty's Attorney and Solicitor-general, and ail
the judges agree, we shali state our remasons for our opinion on this. head more succinctly
than we otherwise should have done.

We hold this opinion,
1. Because the judicial authority of the House of Lords is derived froin the Aula Regis,.

and not from its legislative character.
2. Because, by the letter of the statute 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, the Legislative Council is consti-

tuted a legislative body solcly, and is not invested with any judicial authority.
a. Because, according to the principles of the coristitution, the legislative and judicial

powers are distinct and inconsistent with each other, and as such should be vested in differ-
ent bands, so that judicial power orjurisdiction in eitber House of the Provincial Legislature
cannot be inferred by implication froin the statute 31 Geo. 3, c. a1.

4. Because the Legislative Council have solennly and unanimously resolved, " That the
riglt of hearing and determining impeachments exhibited in this province, by the people of

1Printed Journah of this province, is not vested in the Legislative Council".
the Legislative Couneil, Upon which we may be permitted'to observe, that it is a resolution similar to that of theanno 18"' Pi' House of Lords in 1330 upon the case of Simon de Beresford and other commoners, who

having been, " at the King's suit," then recently tried by the Peers of the realm for treason,
it vas by thei resolved, " That though they had for th,: time proceeded (at the King's suit)
to give judgment upon those that were no Peers, hereafter these judgments should not be
drawn into example or consequence, so that they should be called upon tojudge others than

"4th Hatsell, 67. their Peers, contrary to the law of the land'". Upon which Sir Matthew Hale has observed,
in his " Jurisdiction of the House of Lords," " that it was certainly as solemn a declaration
by the Lords as could be made, less than Act of Parliament, and is as high an evidence
against the jurisdiction of the Lords to try or judge a commoner in a criminal·cause (at the
suit of the King) as can possibly be thought of; 1st, because doue by way of declaration to
be againist law; and 2dly, because it is a declaration by the Lords in disaffirmance of their

" Hale's Jurisdiction of own jurisdiction 1.
the Fouse of Lords, c. à Because in cônformity to the principle of the above retolution of 1814, the Legisiative

u, 928,. Council, in the case of Mr. Justice-Foucher, have confirmed their previeus declaration, by
their address to bis 'Royal Highness the Prince Regent, in which they pray that the articles
of complaint against him exhibited by the Assembly may be heard and determin'ed in due
course of justice in the Legislative Council, "under such commission as his Royal Highness
shall see fit to issue for that purpose; with such powers and limitations as to his Royal

.Printed Journalof Le- Highness shall secm meet.""
8 pp. counc , an°o Lastly, Because the Assembly by impeaching Mr. Justice Foucher, not to the Legislative.

Council, but to the King, and b their address prayino, " That the authority of Ris Majesty's
Government" may be interposei in such way as in tUe wisdom of his Royal lighness the

" Printed Journals of Prince Rea-ent may appear necessary for bringing him to justice", the Legislative Council,theAssembly, an. 1817, by their -aove-mentioned resolution and address, and the Crown, by its commission em-P. 30. powering the Legisiative Council to take cognizance of the impeachment of Mr. Justice
Foucher, jointly put a construction upon the constitutional Act, 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, to this
effect, viz., that no judicial power was given by that Act to the Legislative Council, but that
such power may be given by commission from the Crown, and that the inherent jurisdiction
of the House of Lords is not vested in that body; which, if less than an Act of the Pro-
vincial Parliament, is at least a joint Parliamentary declaration by the three branches of the.
Provincial Legislature, not only as to the effect of the statute 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, but as to the
ability of the Legislative Council to try, without a commission, and to try with a commission
from the Crown, but little, if at ail, inferior to a declaratory statute.

The draft of the commission submitted to us provides for the same course of proceeding-
under it in the Legislative Council as is pursued in England in the House of Lords, when
the Peers sit for trials by virtue of the Kin.es commission, and not of their inherent juris-
diction, and this we take to be correct. The Quebec Act has declared, " That the criminal
aw of England shal be observed in this province in the method of trial," which implies of
course that there must be a jurisdiction legally competent to any method of trial whiclh may
happen to be proposed before that method can be adopted. Where there is no jurisdiction
there can be no trial whatever, and where the jurisdiction in which a trial may be had is not
competent to a particular method of trial, that particular method of trial cannot be pursued,
because as to it there is no jurisdiction. If, therefore, the Legislative Council have not the
inherent jurisdiction of the House of Lords, there can be no trial before them, according to
the course of that inherent jurisdiction ; for as the principle does not exist, the accessory
cannot folow; but, on the contrary, if an offence cognizable in the Legislative .Council be

brought
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brought to trial in that House under a commission from the Crown,*it follows, as we con-
ceive, that since the law of England is to be observed in the method of trial, the coure of
proceeding must be such as is used in England on trials in the House of Lords, when that
House is not in the exercise of its inherent jurisdiction, but sits for trial by commission from
His Mtajesy ; and this again is strictly conformable to the principle which we have stated,
viz., "That in all courts of criminal jurisdiction erected by the King's Commission, the trial
must be by jury, that is to say, that in such courts, the same persons cannot by the com-
mission be authorized to decide both the law and the fact; on the contrary, that in courts
so erected a part must alone decide the law, and a part must alone decide the fact."

For althougli each Peer of the House of Lords, when that House is in the exercise of its
inherent jurisdiction, possesses the extraordinary power (derived from the Aula Regis) of de-
ciding both the law and the fact; yet when it sits for trial under the authority-of the King's
commission, the power of deciding the law is vested exclusively in the Lord High Steward,
and the power of deciding the fact exclusively in the rest of the Peers. And this division of
powers is the principal eÎfect of the commission submitted to us.

We do not apprehend it to be necessary for us to enter further into the consideration of
this part of the subject before us ; and to what we have said, we shall only add, that your
Excellency being empowered by His Majesty's Commission under the seal of England to
erect such courts as you may see fit to erect, with the advice of the Executive Council, your
issuing of the commission in question with such advice, under the great seal of this province,
appears to us sufficient. The court thus constituted will mediately be erected under the
great seal of England, and by His Majesty, in whom the Quebec Act, as before observed,
recognizes the prerogative of erecting under the great seal of England, such courts an he
may see fit to eiect in Canada. o

We beg leave to refer to two reports of Sir Philip York and Sir Clement Wearg, and of
Sir Dudley Ryder, by which this part of our opinion appears to be fully corroborated'".. It
may, however, be more expedient that it should be issued under the great seal of England,

All which is nevertheless most respectfully submitted.

Quebec, January 1818.

Appendix, No. 9.

"Sec cintnme. op n -mvoi.1, p.222;

(signed) J. Sewell, Chief Justice.
01. Perrault, J. B. R.
.Edw. Bowen, J. B. R,

Appendix, No. 10.

APPLICATION from the PRESIDENT of the ROYAL INSTITUTIOx for theAnvAencEmsyr
of LEARNING.

Province of Lower Canada.
To His.Majesty's Commissioners of Inquiry, &c. &c. &c.

TnE undersigned having been authorized by a resolution of the corporation of the Royal.
Institution for the Advancement of Learning, " to bring- under the consideration of 1IhMajesty's Commissioners of Inquiry the necessity, before the Crown lands or revenues
thereof are surrendered to the Provincial Legislature, of reserving to the Crown the power ofiakng endowments out of those lands or revenues for the support of the grammar school»*of Royal foundation heretofore established in this province, and in aid of the private endow-
ments of M'Gill college, at Montreal, and for the future extension of that establishment-
or the foundation of a university or other sufficient collegiate institutions in the province, inconformity to the Royal promise, recited in the preamble of the School Act of 1801," re-spectfully submits to His Majesty's Commissioners a statement of the grounds on which theboard, of the Royal Institution solicit the attention of the Commissioners to this subject.The claim or expectation of a Royal endowment out of the Crown lands in this provincefor institutions of education, may be stated as resting on the pledge contained in a commu-iication of the Royal intention to this effect, made by.the governor of the province to tUeProvincial Legislature, and recited in the preamble of the provincial statute of 1801; onthe measures whici were shortly after taken by the Provincial Government, in pursuance ofthat promise on the fulfilment of a like pledge, given nearly at the same tine, for the benefitof the iwhabitants of Upper Canada, who accordingly now enjoy the advantage of such anendowment; on the fact, that in all the other North American Colonies such an endowmenthas been granted by the Crown ; on the establishment of the Royal grammnar school atQuebec and Montreal, with a provision for the salaries of the masters, out of the revenuesof the Jesuits' estates; on the incorporation of M'Gill's college, under a charter from theCrown, with the declared intention on the part of Ris Majesty's Government at one period,to assign the revenues of the Jesuits' estates in aid of the private foundation of that institu-tion ; and on the total absence of any other means or resource by which the inhabitants ofthis province, speaking the English language, can hope to see an institution established towhiclh they could send their chsldren for instruction in the higher branches of education.

The promise of an endowment in land conveyed by the message referred to in the Act of1801, and the measures adopted by His Majesty's Government, and by the government ofthe province in cousequence thereof, were stated by the Royal Institution, in a memorial tothe Earl of Dalhousie in 1826, and as a member of the board has by their requert plawcd
0.3 4 befoe
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Appendix, No. 10. before 1-lis Majesty's Commissioners a copy of that representation, it is unnecessary for the
undersigned to state the terms of that pledge or the nature of those measures.

It may bc proper, however, to observe that the Act of 1801 was passed for the establish-
ment and regulation of free lands and other institutions of Royal foundation of a more
enlarged and comprehensive nature ; and that it is under that Act that the corporation of
the Royal Institution Uas been established and bas received the devise and bequest under
the will of the late Mr. M'Gill, of Montreal, under which M'Gill college has been
chartered by the Crown; under this Act many elementary schools were established and
provided for out of the public revenues ; but no measures ivere taken for creating the corpo-
rate body contemplated by the Act, or for establishing schools for-the higher branches of
education until 1815 and 1816, when His Majesty's Government ordered that the Royal
Institution should bc organized, (with a view in particular to take advantage of the bequest
of Mr. M'Gill, who died in 1813,) and directed that the funds of the Jesuits' estates should
bc applied to the erection of a college under that bequest; and in the year 1816, masters
were engaged and sent out from England, who were to have charge of Royal grammar
schools, then directed to bc established at Quebec and Montreal, with a suitable provision
out of those estates.

These measures which were considered as the first steps towards the execution of the
promises made by the Crown to assign an endowment for education, were followed by the
incorporation of M'Gill college, under a Royal charter in 1821, of which the Royal
Institution are the visitors; but it was not until 1829, that after a long course of litigation,
the Royal Institution came into possession of the landed property and buildings near Mon-
treal, devised by Mr. M'Gill,. nor was it until a few months ago that the judgment was
obtained before His Majesty in his Privy Council for the sum of 10,000 i., also bequeathed
by Mr. M'Gill in trust for the Royal Institution. This legacy, though, now amounting,
with the accumulated interest, to 22,000 1., is manifestly insufficient, without the aid of
further endoiment, for the establishment and maintenance of a university, as contemplated
by the testator, or even of a single college.

It is desirable also that inferior academical institutions should bc maintaineà, as nurseries
for those of a higher description; but the grammar schools established by His Majesty, in
Quebec and Montreal, have been left without support since the revenues of the Jesuits' estates
were transferred to the management of the Legislature, without any reservation in favour of
those establishments, or for the protection of the teachers whom His Majesty's Government
iad engaged and sent from England to preside over them; the salaries of the masters were,
in 1832, reduced by the Assembly to a sui totally insufficient to enable them to provide
the requisite assistance in their schools, without which they cannot apply themselves to the
principal object of such institutions, instruction in classical and mathematical knowledge ; and
there is no reasonable ground to hope tbat any relief will bc afforded to the teachers, or any
effectual support to the schools, unless His Majesty shall, in his justice and bounty, secure-
a provision for them out of his land revenues, at least equal to that,'upon the promises -of
which the establishments were originally formed.

It would also bc highly desirable that similar provision should bc made for institutions of
the saine description at Three Rivers, and in the eastern townships.

In the neighbouring provinces of North America, the Crown has provided, either in land
or in money, or in both, for the endowment of colleges and institutions of education. In
Upper Canada 550,000 acres were set apart, in 1798, for the support of a university and
grammar schools, but of this reservation the university of King's College at York bas re--
ceived an endowinent of 226,000 acres, besides a royal grant of 1,0001. per annum from
the territorial revenue, and the minor college and grammar school at York are endowed
with 65,000 acres, and a portion of the revenues of the other reserved lands, togetier with
a grant of 1,oool. from the territorial revenue, and a tract of 195,000 acres has been as--
signed for the endowment of grammar schools in the other districts of the province.

In Nova Scotia, a college was chartered by the Crown in 1803, and received a grant of
1,000 . per annum from His Majesty's Government, with an endowment of 20,000 acres of
land, and further grants to the extent of 16,000 acres have been made for other institutions.

In New Brunswick, the college at Frederictown receives an annual grant froni the terri-
torial-revenue of 1,1001. per annum, and has been endoived with 5,000 acres of land, and a
valuable estate in Frederictovn, and in every township in the province grants or reserva-
tions have been made (anounting now to 20,000 acres), and continue-to bc made as town-
ships are laid out, for the support of schools, vhile such provision has been made for educa-
tion in the neiglibouring British colonies, and while the establishments for the education of
that part of the population of this province vhich is of French extraction, and of the
Roman Catholie persuasion, are extensive, and supported by large endowments, (which,
thougli originally derived from private donations, have been secured by capitulations granted
by tle Crown, or have been left by its indulgence in their possession), the other inhabitants
of the province feel the want of the same advantage. It is truc that the seminaries here
alluded to are nominally open to all classes of the population.; but it is an undoubted fact,
that an almost universal and insuperable reluctance appears to exist among those classes- to
avail themselves of the means of instruction thus. afforded to their youth' and that the
instances of young persons of that description being educated in those seminaries have been,
and are exceedingly unfrequent, in proportion to tlie number who have been sent out of the
provincè for education. Independently of this consideration, the range of instruction in one
of those semiharies is necessarily limited by particular circumstances, and in neither of thei
is an education afforded, eithier founded on the principles , or conducted in the manner
to which, whether from prejudice or enlightened choice, -those who bclong fo a different

class
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class of the population would give a decided preference; and the same observation applies, Appendix, No. 20.
and will, it is believed, long continue to apply to other seminaries of more recent origin,
which have been founded with the most praiseworthy zeal by the Roman Catholie priest-
hood, aided by annual grants from the Legislature, in those parts of the province inhabited
by a population of French extraction.

Circumstances in the political condition of this province, to which the undersigned is
desirous not to advert in a more particular manner, but which can neither be wholly kept
out of sight, nor their influence changed (as he believes), except in a long lapse of time,
render it improbable that any permanent establishment or encouragement can be expected,
except from the Crown, for such institutions in the higher branches of education, as would
be acceptable to that part of the community deriving its origin from the mother country.

It is at once an evidence of the state of things which bas been here described, and of the
strength of the feelings and prepossessions from which it has originated, that persons who
have been desirous of giving their cbildren an enlarged and complete education, have been
obliged to send them out of the province, either to Great Britain or to Upper Canada, (since
the establishment of collegiate institutions there,) to Nova Scotia, or even to the United
States of America; and it is a fact, that at the present moment there are, at a private insti-
tution for classical education, in the State of Vermont, 19 young persons from this province,
o~r the adjacent parts of Upper Canada (chiefly belonging to the most respectable families of
British origin), who have been driven to this resource for the better education of their chil-
dren, in consequence of the absence of any well-endowed and established seminary in this
province.

The Royal Institution are aware that it does not belong to the duties of His Majesty's Com-
missioners to set apart endowments for education from the Crown lands; but they have
drawn the attention of the Commissioners to the subject, in the apprehension that, by the
measures which the Commissioners are now framing for surrendering the Crown lands or the
revenues thereof to the Provincial Legislature, the Crown will.be hereafter precluded, as in
the instsnce of the surrender of the Jesuits' estates, from exercising any power of providing
for the important object out of its territorial possessions, unless such power be expressly,
and in terms reserved to it, or a sufficient provision previously assigned.

(signed) Andrew William Cochrane,
Quebec, 24 December 1835. President of the Royal Institution.

To His Excellency, George, Earl of .Dalhousie, &c. &c. &c.

The Petition of the Royal Institution for the Advancement of Learning,

Most respectfully sheweth,
That in the preamble of the provincial statute of the year 1801, under which this cor-

poration bas been constituted, it is stated that " His Majesty had been graciously pleased
to sigrnify his Royal intentions that a suitable proportion of the waste lands of the Crown
should be set apart, and the revenues appropriated to those purposes " for the accomplish-
ment of which this corporation bas been erected, and that your petitioners cannot but con..
sider this explicit, public and solemn declaration of the Royal purpose as carrying with it
a pledge peculiarly strong, as the Act in which it is found was reserved by the Provincial
Government for the sigification of His Majesty's pleusure thereon, and was then brought
under the special consideration of His Majesty's Government before it received His Majesty's
final sanction.

That your petitioners, having also referred to sundry documents lodged in the office o!
their secretary, find that on the 11th November 1801, his Excellency Lieut.-Governor
Milner informed the Executive Council that His Majesty, " being desirous to afford all
possible encouragement to his province of Lower Canada, in carrying into execution an
object of such importance as the instruction and education of youth, had signified to him,
tlirough his Grace the Duke of Portland, his Royal pleasure that lie should, upon con-
sulting His Majesty's Executive Council, report in what manner and to what extent it would
be proper to appropriate a portion of the Crown lands or revenues arising therefroni for this
purpose ;" and that his Excellency referred this matter to a conmittee of the whole council
lor their report thereon.

Tliat the report under this reference was·approved in council on the 27th June 1803, by
the Lieut.-governor, who informed the board that, according to the directions given to him
through the then Secretary of State, lie should transmit the same for His Majesty's Royal
pleasure. In the above report, a copy of which is lodged with the Royal Institution, the
Committee of Council recommend an appropriation from the waste lands ofthe Crown to the
extent of 16 townships, partly for the general purposes of supporting public schools
ibroughout the province, and partly for the endowment of a college.

That it appears from a despatcl, dated 9th September 1803, (a copy of which is also
lodged with the Royal Institution,) that His Majesty was graciously pleased to approve of
the appropriation of a quantity of land for the foundation o two seminaries, one -at Quebec
and one at Montrea!, on the scale recommended by the council, namely, for an endowment
to the extent of 20,000 acres for each school.

That at the time when the said report of cotuincil was made, and His Majesty's approval
-thereof notified by Lord Hobart, the average value of ordinary land in the province appears
to have been about 2 s. 6 d. an acre, but that since that period not only has almost the

0.3. F whole
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Appendix. No. 10. whole of the valuable waste land of the Crown in accessible situations in the province been
preoccupied and granted to private individuals, but the value of all waste lands has so
greatly diminished, that a grant to this corporation even to the full extent then approved by
His Majesty's Government, would be still insufficient for the gencral purposes intended.

That your petitioners have reason to believe, that at the present moment it is only in the
leased Crown reserves that means could be found by His Majesty's Government, without
great detriment to the general interests and improvement of the province, of making a grant
that would at all be eflèctual for promoting the purposes of education, or fulfilling, even to
a limited extent, the gracious intentions of His Majesty.

That 276 lots of the Crown reserves are now under lease, amounting in all to about
55,000 acres, or about one fiftl of the quantity, or one third of the nominal value of the
endowment which His Majesty's Government in 1803 directed to be made for the before-
mentioned purposes. That as no definitive steps have as yet been taken for'carrying those
instructions into execution, and as circumstances have in the intervening period so very much
changed, that a grant of the waste lands of the Crown, unless to an extent which His
Najesty's Government would not at the present moment be likely to sanction, would not be
effectual for the object whicl is contemplated.

Your petitioners have no other resource than in applying to His Majesty's Government
for a grant of the Crown reserves now under lease, as afforoing the only means now attain-
able for fulfilling the gracious intentions of His late Majesty.

Your petitioners most respectfally solicit your Excellency io take the whole of these pro-
ceedings into your favourable consideration, and either to give the necessary directions for
an immediate appropriation, should your Excellency feel yourself authorized so to do, under
the instructions aforesaid, or otherwise to draw the consideration of His Majesty's Ministers
again to the subject, in order that the intended appropriation of lands (either from the
Ieased Crown reserves, or from the waste lands of the Crown,) may be vested in the corpo-
ration of the Royal Institution with the least possible delay.

Quebc, 10 February 1836. (signed) T. Sewell, President.

Appendix, No. 11.

STATEMENT showing the PUnric REvENUE and EXPENDITURE of the Province of Lower Canada, for Ten Years,
for 1825 to 1834, inclusive, derived from a Return made by the Inspector-general of Public Accounts.

Expenditure Expenses of the Legislature. Other Expernses
Net Revenue for the Support of under

the CIl_ . Appropriations of TOTAL

YEARS. of Government, thef and the Legislature, EXPENDITURE.
the Province. Administration of Legislative Council. House of.Assembly. for

Justice. General Purposes.

1825

1827
1828
1829
1830
183 ! .
1832
1833
1834

101,077
84,98-1-

107,U32
98,895

112,444
1314123
121,951
142,029

139,919
97,337

d. £. s.
8 43,957 9
5 43,901 -
9 47,986 9
3 46,043 1
2 42,379 4

11 42,102 1

5 29,366 6e 37,625 13
3 tf14,058 14
61 11,04ý2 19

4,295
3,159
6,674
3,039
5,327
5,792
4,370
4,978
3,652

623

6,818
4,453
8,114
5,798
7,889

11,244
9,783

13,587
6,460

610

20,700

24,996
51,332
19,377
81,150

117,849
117,046

99,230
92,333
76,221

£. S.

75,771 5
76,510 13

114,107 18
74,258 16

136,747 -
176,989 -
160,566 i1
155,422 12
116,505 3

88,498 11

* In consequence of a change of period for paying salaries and allowances being found necessary, the payments
maie in 1831 were only for nine months.

† Partial payments on account only were made in the two last years, for want of the necessary supplies.' The
anount estimated for these services in 1833 was 39,687., and for 1834, 40,130 1.

N. B.-In the Statement of the Net Revenue, the land and timber fund appears not to have been included, never
having been until very recently ordered to be exhibited in the general accounts of the province. The usual amount
and appropriation of this fund niay, however, be seen from other Returns contained in the Appendix to the Commis.
sioners' present Report.

(Signed) ' T. Frederick Elliot.,c,3 January 1836.
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Appendix, No. 12.

EVIDENCE.
1835:

October - 8.-Mr. Hale, Receiver-general - - - - - -39

- 8.-Mr. 17elton, Commissioner of Crown Lands - - -4
- io.- - Ditto - ...--- Ditto - - - - -41

- 13.- - Ditto - .-- -- Ditto - - - - 43
-. 17.-Mr. J. Cary, Inspector-general Provincial Accounts - -48
- 26.-Mr. Primrose, inspector of the King's Domain - - -49

November 2.-Mr. Sewell, Sheriff of Quebec - - - - - -51

- c.-Honourable L. Gugy, Sheriff of Montreal - - .. -

- 2.-C. R. Ogden, Esq , Attorney-general - - -52

- 4.-Honourable J. Stewart, Comrnissioner of the Jesuits' Estates -- 53
- 27.-- - Ditto - - - -- - p. 54
- 27.-Mr. G. Ryland - - - - - -5 - -5

- 30.-Mr. Campbell, King's Notary - - - - -56
December 6.- nourable J. Molson -- - p3

9, 101 M John Neilson -- PP.8- -. 6. 64
& "iJ
- 17.-Hon. G. Mclffatt and Hon..P. M'Gill, on bebaif of the" Montreal Consti-

tutional Association" - - p. 6
- a3.-M~essrs. A. Stuart, J. Nrailson and T. A. Young, oii behalf of the IlQuebec

Cnstitutinal Association" - - p.71
- 4.-1lon. A. W. Cochran, President cf the Royal Institution - P - 79

4 .-. Bedard, Esq., Advocate aud M. P. P. -- - p. 8
- 2.-MÏewss. A. Stuart, J. Neilson, - Duval and T. A. Young, on behaif cf

the Il Q-ebecConstitutional Association" - p. 82

Mr. Hale, called in ; and Examined.

1. 110W long have yen, been resident in the province ?-About 44 years.
2. Ycu are a censiderable propiietor cf land in Canada ?-Yes ; 1 have propcrty both en

seigneurie, en roture, and aise in freeliold.
3. Wlîat public situations do you fill?-I amn receiver-general, and I arn a niember of the

Legisiative Ceuricil. I was an executive counciller for a few years, but resigned my seat,
because 1 found i. incompatible wvith my duties as receiver-general.

.4.. By %vhorn are you appcinted ?- 3 y letters patent conveyed te nid by the Lords Cein-
missioners of the Treasury, in confirmation cf an appeintment previously conferred on me by
Lord Daîbousie.

.5. What is the tenure cf the office ?-During pleasure.
6. Wliat are the duties ef the office ?-The receipt cf ail public revenues cf the province.

Thie letters patent direct nie te receive ail the King's revenue ; the Acts cf Parliainent by
iwhich duties are iinposed, other tlmîî these cf c4îstoms, desire theni te be paid te me direct ;
andi Acts impcsingr customs' duties desire them te be paid over te me by the collectors cf

-ustoms.
7. What are the ernelurnents ?-A fixed salary cf 1,000 1. sterling per annum, with an addi-

tional allowance cf 100 1. per annum for clerks and staticnery.
8. Do ycu understand the Quints to be included in the King's demain ?-That is xny under-

standinçr of the inatter; but the inspecter ef the King's demain is the best authority on this
and simîlar questions.

.9.. Are the Nvaste lands of the Crown included in the King's demaain 2-I cannot give any
opinion on this.

10. Is the civil division of Canada iet districts, counties and parishes ?-Yes.
11. Is tlîis division reccgnised by Act.s of the Provincial Parliament?-Yes.
12. Are there any county rates?-I kncw of none ; but there are> 1 believe, some voluntary

rates raised in the parishes by the clergy for thé erecticn or repair cf churches.
13. 1Is there any legal provision for the pcor, eithcr in town or country ?-None.
14. 1 s the repair and ma1- ing of highiways and bridges regulated by Act of Provincial Par-

liament 2-There is an old French ordinance which.requires: preprietors Ie repair the road in
front cf their properties. The grand voyer xnay notice an omission cf the duty thus iinposed,
or piivate individuals may prcsecute.

15. Is there any officer besides the grand voyer ?-There is, iii the thiree district townrs, an
iiispector cf highiways for the towns and their suburbs. 1 kinew net whether hie lias a salai-y,
cr is paid out -f the assessmerit.

10. What assessment do yeu speak of ?-An assessment irnposed by Act cf Provincial
Parliarnent upon occupiers in towns.

17. Are the paymeuts miade out of that assessment stopped by a stoppage of tbe supplies?
-Ne. 

P

18. How are the expenses cf the highwaye paid in the ceuntry ?-Each preprietor keeps
up the road in front cf hi own property.

19. Dow are gaolers paid?-1y warrant t cf the public revenues.
20. 7low are coroners paid ?-n the saMne manner.
21. How are justices ocf the peace paid ?-They have ne pay. -- . 79
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A ppendix, No. i a. 22. How are sheriffs paid ?-They have a small salary, paid from the public revenue, and
also some fees.

Mr. Hale. 23. Then the salaries of the grand voyer, the gaolers, the coroners and the sheriffs have
8 October 1835. been stopped by the existing stoppage of the supplies ?-Yes.

24. How are the duties of constable performed in the country ?-By sergeants of the
militia, gratuitously.

25. Have sergeants of the militia no pay in their capacity as sergeants?-None.
26. No remuneration whatever ?-None,
27. Is there any police in the country ?-None; the captains of militia exercise much

authority; and every man in the country, from 18 to 60 years of age, is a militiaman.
28. What police is there in the towns ?-There are tfhe magistrates, and constables and

watchnen. There is a high- constable in each district, and I believe he receives a small
salary from the public revenue. The watchimen are paid out of the assessment.

29. Has any inconvenience been experienced by the public, as contradistinguished from
the individuals immediately affected, by the nonpayment of thé several salaries adverted to
in the preceding questions ?-That is an extensive question ; but I cannot help thinking that
a man will not do his duty with so much alertness when he is not paid.

30. Have there been no rumours of general inconvenience?-I know not of any great
injury to the public, but unquestionably rmuch distress to individuals.

Mr. Felton, called in; and Examined.

Mr. Fdton. 31. How long have you been resident in the province ?-A little more than 20 years.
32. What is the name of your office ?-Commissioner of Crown lands.
33. How were you appointed?-By warrant under the sign manual, conveyed to me by

Lord Bathurst, as Secretarv of State.
34. What was the date of your appointment?-November 1826.
35. What is the tenure of your office ?-During pleasure.
36. Whatare the duties of the office ?-I am described in the warrant as commissioner for

the sale and management of Crown lands; and my instructions from the Treasury direct me
to take charge of the Crown lands, to visit them and report their state and condition, and
furnish an annual account of theni to the Treasury and to the governor of the province, and
annually submit to the governor a statement of the quantity and price at which I would
recommend lands to be sold.

37. Was sale contemplated in the first instructions to you from the Treasury?-The ori-
ginal instructions from the Treasury did contemplate the sale of the Crown lands.

38. Do you hold more than one office ?-In the year 1830, a despatch from the Secretary
of State directed a consolidation of the offices of commissioner of crown lands and surveyor
of woods and forests; giving nie an increased allowance for the increase of duty. The
office of surveyor of woods and forests was held previously by Mr. John Davidson.

39. By what authority was the consolidation effected ?-By authority of a despatch froin
the Secretary of State.

40. Did the surveyor of woods and forests hold his office by warrant ?-I have reason to
believe lie did.

41. By what instructions do you act in your capacity of surveyor of woods and forests?-
By the saie instructions as the former surveyor, and by such further instructions as I from
time to time receive from the governor.

42. W7hat are the emioluments of the consolidated office ?-A fixed salary of 6001..per
annum, with an allowance of 5 per cent. on the amount paid into the receiver-general's
hands as proceeds of sales ; this allowance not to exceed 600 i. in addition to the fixed
salary.

Papers filed, No. 43. Two papers are now handed to you,* which have been furnished from the civil secre-
2o, and No. 21. tary, containing statements of fines and forfeitures for the year ending loth October 1834,

and of the several sources of the Crown revenue and droits of the Crown. Can you state if
these papers comprehend all the revenues of the Crown ?-To the best of my knowledge
they do.

44. Are there fees for the use of the great seal, and to whom paid ?-There are fees for the
use of the great seal, and they are paid to the secretary and registrar of the province, and con-
stitute, I believe, part of his emoluments.

45. Are fines and recoveries levied in Lower Canada ?-I believe fines and recoveries of
lands are not used under the laws of this province, which are chiefly French.

46. There are no mines of gold or silver ?-No mines of gold or silver have been dis-
covered.

47. Are not mines of gold or silver reserved to the Crown in all grants of waste lands ?-
They are reserved.

48. Has the Crown claimed any forfeiture of lands or goods ?-I am not aware ýof any
forfeitures of lands or goods having been claimed by the Cown in this province.

49. Is there a court of escheats?-A court of escheats for the forfeiture of lands was
appointed by the Imperial Act, 7 and 8 Geo. 4 ; a commissioner was naned in the province,
and an attempt was made last year (but failed) to call the office into operation.

50. Has any escheat been brouglit to the hands of the Crown in this province ?-None.
By escheats I mean what might be more properly termed forfeitures ; escheats in the English
sense of the terni, as lands falling to thé Crown, by failure of heirs, are unknown in Lower
Canada.

51. Can you describe what profits arise to the King from seigniorial rights ?-There are
two
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two sorts of profits arising to the King from seigniorial rights. The first is the Quint, which
lie has as seigneur suzerain; and which is one-fifth of the value of the seigneurie, payable
on alienation, subject to a customary deduction of one-third on prompt payment. This
right applies to the seigneuries generally, and the only exemption claimed is by virtue of
special provisions in the grants of some seigneuries. The other class of profits is the Lods
et Ventes, and other dues which the Crown receives from the properties en seigneurie,
constituting the King's domain.

52. What is generally understood in the province as " King's domain ?"-The King's
domain consists of lands leld under the feudal tenure, of which the King enjoys the seigni-
orial profits ; but there are other lands belonging to the Crown of Great Brtain, which are
not part of the King's domain. Those which are the King's domain are supposed to have
come to him from the King of France by cession.

53. By cession do you mean the treaty which followed the conquest of 1759 ?-I do.
54. Do you understand the " waste lands" to be included in the " King's domain ?"-

They are not included.

Appendix, No. 12.

Mr. relton.
8 October 1835.

Mr. Felton, again called in; and Examined.

55. Has anything occurred to you in the interval since your last examination on the dis- io October 1835.
tinction between the King's domain and the other Crown lands or territarial revenues?-
If I might hazard an opinion, the revenue of the King's domain is essentially a part of the
patrimony of the cornmunity which lives in this province. The waste lands of the Crown
belong to the King as head of the empire.

66. Can you furnish a statement containing the following heads of information: the quan-
tity of waste lands in the province still unconceded ; what part of it is surveyed, and what
unsurveyed ; how much of it unfit for cultivation ; what is the quantity of forest, and of what
woods consisting ?-I will send in as accurate a return in writing as i can.

57. Under wh'at regulations do you now act in making sales of land and granting timber
licences?--I consider the first instructions, dated in 1826, in full force, both as to sales
and licences, subject to some small modifications (introduced in 1831) as to sales, but quite
unmodified as to licences to cut timber.

58. Are these instructions of 1826 the same you before mentioned as received from the
Treasury ?-The same as were received in that year from the Treasury, both by myself and
the surveyor of woods and forests.

59. The instructions dated in 1831 are those received froni Lord Ripon ?-Yes.
60. Are they still in force?-Still in force, except in one particular, viz. as to the terms of

payment.
61. What alteration is there in that respect ?-The original instructions of 1826 required

that one quarter of the purchase-money should be paid down, and the remaining three-quar-
ters in three annual instalments without interest. The instructions of 1831 directed that the
three-fourths after the first instalment should be paid half-yearly and with interest; but this
bas not yet been carried into effect.

62. By what authority was that omission made ?-By authority of the late Governor-in-
chief, who bas lately addressed a despatch to the Secretary of State on the subject.

63. Cat you furnish a copy of the instructions of 1826?-Certainly,
64. What are the steps in use in a sale of Crown lands ?-In the first place. I submit to

the Governor-in-chief a list of lands desirable to be exposed to public sale, vith the suma I
would recommend as the upset price. On receiving the sanction of the Governor-in-chief,
the necessary advertisements appointing the time and place of sale are published in the
Quebec Gazette, and other nevspapers in the province. Purchasers at the publié sales are
required to pay as soon as conveniently may be after the sale, one quarter part of the pur-
chase-noney, on which they, are furnished with a document, entitled a licence of occupa-
tion, which contains the conditions of sale, the terrms of payment, and authority to hold the
land. On completion of the payments I submit to the Governor a list containing the names
of the parties, and an account of the lots sold to thein, and this document, together with a
technical description of the land, prepared by the surveyor-general, is, on beîng approved
by the Governor, sent to the Attorney-general, for the preparation of a draft of the patent.
The draft is afterwards examined by the auditor of land patents, and then transmitted with
the Governor's authority, to the secretary and registrar of the province, who engrosses the
patent, takes the fees upon it, and submits it to the Governor for his signature; after being
signed, it is again sent to the auditor of land patents and receives his final audit.

I should add that, as a preliminary operation, previously to my submitting the lands for
sale, they have been surveyed. In the majority of sales vhich have taken place within the
province, the lands that have been sold had already been surveyed for the puirpose of being
granted gratuitously, and my information concerning them has been drawn from the plans
and surveys extant in the surveyor-general's office ; but in cases where it was desirable to
dispose of lands not already surveyed, the usual course bas been to obtain the approbation
of the Governor to the survey of a block of land called a township ; aud upon the survey
being completed,' under the instructions of the surve or-general, and paid for by the Crown,
the lands have been valued by me and submitted for sale, in the manner I have before
described.

65. How are these sales registered or recorded ?-They are entered in a book in the land
department, called the land book, transcribed half-yearly and sent to the Treasury, a copy of
it being also furnished to the inspector-general of public accounts in the province. .

0.3. F3 66. Do
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66. Do you keep any other record of the sales ?-No other; but the final record of each
sale is the patent which is deposited in the provincial secretary's office.

67. Does the auditor of land patents keep a register of the patents that pass through his
hands ?--fe does.

68. How do yon define the teri " land patents " ?-By land patents I mean the instru-
ment under the Governor's signature and the great seal of the province, by which the land
is conveyed fromu the Crown to the purchaser.

'69. What interval usially elapses between the timie of paying the purchasc-money, and
obtaining the patent ?-The time between the order of reference, which is made on payment
of the last instalment, and the completion of the patent, varies exceedingly from a variety of
causes, none of which are incidental to the land department. The draft of the patent is to
be prepared by the Attorney-general, whose various avocations frequently delay the comple-
tion of that document for some months. When the patent itself is engrossed, it is not con-
sidered as perfected until it has passed the audit, and as a condition of the patent requires
that the audit shall be made within six months after the date of the patent, to give it vali-
dity, it is understood that the auditor of land patents cannot be required to attach his fiat to
it in a shorter period. Such at least is the practice. Taking all these circumstances into
account, fromu three to six months is, perhaps, the most frequent delay; 12 months would
be considered a long delay.

70. Whiat registry has Government of the patent ?--By the provincial Act 30 Geo. 3, c. 3,
it is requested tlat the original patent shall be deposited of record in the office of the secre-
tary of the province, and that a copy thereof shilI be deposited in a separate building, in
the charge of the registrar of the province. The consequence of this provision is, that the
patentee is furnished with a certified copy of the patent, and never with the patent itself.

71. Can lie obtain fresh certified copies if he require 'it ?-The sanie Act, and an amend-
ment thereto, 57 Geo. 3, c. 28, provide, that for a certain fee, the secretary of the province
shail furnish copies to every person who may choose to apply for them.

72. Do your instructions under vhich you act, authorize the granting of leases as well as
aranting on fee simple ?-No : on the contrary, it appeared to be a primary object of the
instructions to allow of the sale of all lands held on lease to the lessees.

73. Can you account for the desire to establisli a practice so opposite to that by which
Crown lands in England are managed according to statute ?-The essential difference that
existed between Crown property in England, and that in the colonies, is, that one has been
brought into a state of productiveness, and the other is in a stateof wilderness, which
requires a great outlay of capital and labour to reduce it to a state of productiveness.

74. Would not a lease of 999 years be as satisfactory to a purchaser as a fee-simple ?-
It may be equally useful, but not so satisfactory, taking into consideration the prejudices of
all the population on this side the Atlantic.

75. Supposing a termi of 999 years made a freehold interest, would that remove those
prejudices ?-Provided it were unincumbered witli payment of rent.

76. Would not substitution of a leasehold interest for 999 years get rid of all the intrica-
cies arising from the English law of real property ?-It is generally considered in this pro-
vince, and the adjoining provinces, where a population of similar origin and habits to the
grantees of the vaste lands of the Crown dwell, that no title is so secure and so simple as a
grant in fee-simple, and in free and common soccage.

77. H ave not complaints been made of the Engsh law as to conveyancing?-They have;
but the evil has been met by a legislative provision, which permits the adoption in this pro-
vince of the French method of conveying land; either cou·se may be taken at the option of
the parties.

78. Is not the French mode of conveyancing very like the simpler modes of the early
English law, before the introduction of uses and trusts ?-It is understood to be so.

79. If leases of 999 years ivere adopted, miglit not a calculation be made by which a low
rent for the vhole period would not exceed the present upset price of Crown lands, with
interest thereon ?-Undoubtedly ; but it would be attended with the inconvenience of very
minute annual payments, exceedingly expensive in the collection.

80. Would not a rent, however low, be some check on the practice of keeping lands in a
vild state ? -Not as a detached and isolated measure. To accomplish that object a restric-

tion nust exist on the quantity of land which could be accumulated-in one hand, for it would
not require so great an advance of capital to acquire a given extent of land, as when pay-
ment is to be made of the principal of the purchase-money, at, or soon,after the time of
purchase.

81. Do you not conceive that the practice of keeping lands waste, often arises from a
wrong calculation by the purchaser of his means, or from a subsequent alteration of his
purpose ?- -Individual examples of similar miscalculations may occur, but I believe that
generally they are kept in their uncultivated state, simply froxm want, or a sufficiently
incrcasing population to create a demand.

82. There is then no great fault in the purchasers af land who keep it waste ?-It appears
to me that the holders of land stand in the same relation to the productive occupant, as re-
graters and forestallers are supposed to have done in respect to other commodities.'

83. What is the present upset price per acre of waste lands ?--t varies from 1s. 3d to
10s. per acre, according to circuinstances of position and fertility of soil.

84. Do the instructions of 1831 leave you perfectly unfettered as to the upset price you
may fix ?-The power of fixing the upset price is vested in the Governor, -wha takes ito
consideration tie suggestions I submit to him.

85. Taking
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85. Taking the medium upset price at 5s., and the interest of that being 3d., vould not
that rent, on a lease of 999 years, be a considerable check to the purchase of more lands
than the parties can cultivate ?-Not if land were granted without payment of the principal
sum. On the contrary, the speculators in land would be considerably increased.

80. Supposing the number of speculators considerably incrcased, would it not produce
an immediate and permanent increase of the territorial revenue ?-A diminution of the pre-
sent revenue, but unquestionably an increase in the future revenue.

87. Cai you furnish a return of the quantity of land sold and timber eut within the last
thrce years, the number of sales and licences during that period, and the gross and net pro-
ceeds'both of sales and licences, and the general causes of the difference betiween the amounts?
-1 will send in a return.

88. Is it not the French Canadian system to admit cultivators of waste lands upoi pay-
ment of rent without requiring purchase ?-It is, and in my opinion it is iii that parti-
cular the systeni best adapted for enabling a needy population to become cultivators of
the soit.

89. Do you then consider that system the best adapted to the wants of this country ?-
Unquestionably; but I wish to be understood that my answers to former questions referred
to, waste lands of the Crown, as they are now held under a tentre different from that of
the seigneuries, and it applied to persons usually the purchasers of these waste lands, differ-
ing in habits and opinions from that part of the population of the province to which [ con-
sider the last question, and my ansver thereto, to refer.

90. Do you upon the whole consider that a total or partial substitution of leases at 999
years at a low rent, iii place of the present method of selling ivaste lands ou fee-simple,
would be advantageous to the province ?-A locally partial substitution of that kind would
be advantagcous, for in those parts of the province adjoining to the seigneuries, I have
ahvavs considered it desirable to place land within the reach of the Canadian inhabitants of
the seigneuries.

91. Do Crown vaste lands, in many instances, adjoin the cultivated portions of the seig-
neuries ?-The instances are rare in which the seigneuries bordering on the vaste lands of
the Crown are cultivated to their full extent, and in those instances the lands held in free
and common soccage have been granted, and are now beyond the power of the Crown.

92. There are then but few opportunities for that locally partial substitution of a new sys-
tem to vhieh you adverted ?-Few.

93. Why -would that system be desirable for the poorer French Canadians, and not for
the emigrants from Great Britain and Ireland ?-To a certain extent I have no doubt it
might be conveniently adopted with respect to the poorer enigrants from Great Britain and
Ireland, were it not that ail that description of emigrants arrives in the province prejudiced
against a systen of holding land upon vent.

94. Are yon aware of any particular objection against putting the Crown lands and tim-
ber here upon the same footing as the Crown lands and woods and forests in England, the
net proeeeds being paid to a fund to be charged by the imperial or provincial Legislature,
witb appropriations for the Civil List ?-If the question does not involve the administration
of the property, but only the appropriation of the proceeds, I think that so far as regards
my department it is a matter of indifference.

915. Do you then mean that it would be objectionable to alter the administration of the
Crown lands ?-In my opinion that administration must of necessity, to be well conducted,
be intrusted to the responsibility of Ilis Majesty's Government.

Mr. Felton, again Examined.

96. In reference to the questions before put to you on the substitution of leases for the
selling of land, are you aware that the granting of lands, subject to a nmoderate quit-rent,
was the earliest and most extensive system adopted in the seulement of British colonies ?-I
believe such to have been the iistorical fact.

97. Do you happen to know that the collection of these rents in the existing British
Colonies in North America has failed ?-I have reason to believe that the collection of these
rents lias been found inpracticable within the three adjoining provinces of New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island. •

98. Has not the Government been frequently compelled to relinquish its claim to these
rents, and though it denounced greater rigour for the future, again to abandon its purpose at
last ?-To the best of my information, that lias been the case.

99. Are ybu aware of any peculiar circumstances as to the mode in which the property is
ield in Prince Edward's Island ?-They are rather reserved rents in that island than quit-
lents. They are rather iu the nature of interest on the capital collected for the benefit of the
original grantees.

100. Do those original grantees derive much revenue from the rents to which they are
entitled ?-I have understood that they find great difficulty in their collection; some small
portion may be collected.

101.- Passing from our own colonies, do you happen to knov if rents are easily levied in
the United States, or whether in the United States such a tenure is deemed eligible ? - We
know historically that in the present Unii.ed States, when colonies of Great Britain, the col-
lection of quit-rents was a subject of never-ending complaint, and one of the inducements
held out to the people to resist the authority of the mother country, was the hope of their
being relieved from the payment of quit-rents, and some of the earliest le islative enact-
VIents i the individual states were to abolish the quit-rents due to the Crown. • In the
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state of New York, where there are still some relics of the feudal tenure, the payment of the
reserved rent upon lands held under that condition is considered very burdensome on the
people.

102. Are any quit-rents collected at present in Lower Canada ?-There never were any
quit-rents, strictly so called, in Lower Canada.

103. To what did you refer in your last examination when you spoke of leasehold tenures,
which the Government was desirous to convert into fee-simple ?-I adverted to the Crown
reserves which were held on leases for.21 years.

104. There are then still tenants paying rent for Crown reserves ?-Sone few, but only
such of thein as are unable to show a legal transfer of the lease under whicli they laid claim
to purchase as lessees. The inajority of lessees have already acquired the fee-simple, by
paying the value of the land they held on lease.

1. What ternis were offered to the lessees ?-Twenty years' purchase of the rent.
106. In what size are lots generally sold ?-The townships are generally divided into

farn lots of 200 acres each, and it is competent to the purchaser. at the sale to require
that there should be put up any number of these lots, not exceeding 1,200 acres in all.

107. Do the lands sold consist for the most part of land now for the first time laid out,
or of Crown or clergy reserves ?-The greater part of the lands have long since been sur-
veyed, and they comprise the reserves, together with other disposable lands.

108. Do the reserves, whether Crown or clergy, bear a higher value than the ordinary
waste lands ?-Certainly an enhanced value, proportioned to the advanced state of the sur-
rounding lands. But I should add, that almost the whole of the Crown reserves in the
settled parts of the province have been disposed of by His Majesty's Government to
the British American Land Company, and are consequently no longer under my manage-
ment.

109. Are these auctions generally well attended ?-Not very numerously.
110. Do you attend personally at the sales ?-At large sales, and generally at the first

sale in every district.
11i. Who attends on behalf of the Crown in your absence ?-The receiver of rents,

except in some townships which have been placed under resident agents, for facilitating the
settlernent of poorer emigrants. They hold a sale on the first day of every month in their
respective townships.

112. Are no sales made except at auction ?-All the sales of the leased Crown, reserves
have been made under the provision of the instructions of 1826, upon valuation submitted
to and approved by the Governor. Private sales have also been made, in some instances,
but to no great extent, upon specific application of individual proprietors, sanctioned by the
Governor, within townships, where no publie sales have been announced to take place. In
all other cases the system of auction has been adhered to.

113. In the event of any land left unsold after a publie auction, what is the practice ?-
They used until recently to be open to purchase by any applicantat the upset price, under
the authority ofthe Secretary of State.

114. las much land been disposed of in that manner ?-A good deal has been so dis-
posed of latterly, since the operation of the British American Land Company has given a
marketable value to lands.

11r,. Are lands generally purchased by speculators for the purpose of selling them, or by
persons intending themselves to cultivate thema ?-The greatest number of sales, consisting
of small lots, have been made to actual settlers; fewer sales, but consisting of larger quanti-
ties of land, have been made to parties professedly for investment, and in most cases to per-
sons who hold other lands, either improved or waste, in the vicinity of the lands they thus
acquire by purchase.

16. How long lias the British American Land Company been in operation ?-Not more
than a year..

117. Are you a public accountant ?-Yes, I receive money on account of sales of
Crown lands, and of licences to cut timber, and pay the whole of it over to the Receiver-
general.

118. Do you deduct your own salary, or the expenses of your own department ?-I pay
over without any deduction the proceeds of the licences to eut timber, and I also pay the
whole of the proceeds of the sales of Crown lands, excepting the contingent expenses in-
curred in the collection of the noney, and in the advertisements for sales. My salary is
paid at the end of every year out of the treasure paid into the hands of the Receiver-general,.
by warrant from the Governor.

119. Are you in arrear in the saine manner as every other officer in the colony ?-
I am.

120. Could you furnish a list of the persons employed under you,. and of the nature. and
amount of their emoluments, and how paid ?-Yes;. their pay, I may observe, constitute
the contingent expenses, which are deducted before the revenue is paid to the Receiver-
general.

121. What is the usual amount'of your contingent expenses ?-They have never exceeded,
in the years of the greatest collecting, 3001.

122. What is the connexion between your department and that of the surveyor-general ?
That is a point which has never been very satisfactorily arranged; but in o-der to preserve
that dependence of the surveyor-general on the head of the Crown land department, which
is essential to its operations, the late Governor-in-chief directed. that, all communications
between the Government and the surveyor-general should .pass through the hands of the
Commissioner of Crown lands.

123. .Does
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123. Does that practically nake him subordinate to you ?-I conceive that it does so,
and that this was the intention of the Treasury in the instructions of 1826.

124. Does the surveyor-general dissent from this view?-Yes; he is an older officer.
125. Has the surveyor-general no duties unconnected with the land department ?-

None.
126. In your view, then, it.would be irregular for the Governor to cal] upon the surveyor-

general for a survey for a railroad, or canal, or other such public work ?-Unquestionably.
In illustration I would state, that Lord Dalhousie employed the surveyor-general for the
collection of a statistical return of the population of the province, but paid him for the per-
formance of that service, as for an entirely extra official duty. Again, the late Governor-
in-chief, in surveying the outlines of the block sold to the British American Land Company,
placed the operations under the superintendence of an officer not belonging to the surveyor-
genera's department.

127. How was the land departnient managed prior to 1826 ?-The Crown lands were
granted grattitously, either for services, or upon the application of private individuals for
attlement. The management was conducted by the Executive Council, who employed the
surveyor-general in conducting the details under their superintendence.

128. The Council, then, had the decision on every grant that was made?-Yes.
129. What advantages have accrued to the province from the establishment of your

office ?-To enumerate its advantages, it might be necessary to point out the great incon-
veniences and mismanagïement of the former system, by which interminable litigation has
been entailed on the province. The immediate advantage, laying aside the pecuniary benefit
that the Crown may derive for it, is a better regulated system of conveying the rights of the
Crown to individuals. The pecuniary advantagesmay be made to suffice for ail the expenses
of accnrately surveying, net only the lands that are sold, but every other part of the province,
of which there is net at this hour eue accurate survey extant. The old surveys, made under
the system of gratuitous grants, under the instructions of the surveyer-general, are notoriously
nperfect and inaccurate. The surplus of the proceeds under the present management will

afford a fund either for general improvement, or for any other purpose te which it may be
detmed expedient te apply it.

130. How are the expenses of surveys paid ?-They are nov paid by warrant from the
Governor, out of the land and timber fund. When lands vere granted gratuitously, the
surveys were made at the expense of the grantees, who were bound, in addition to surveying
the land granted te them, te survey the Crown and clergy reservations correspondent te their
gmnts.

131. What modification took place in your department in consequence of Lord Ripon's
"natractions of 1831, and what have been their effects ?-It was a mere change of detail, and
we have net had time te experience the effects.

132. With the exceptions already noticed by you, have the instructions of 1831 been fullycarried into effect ?-The regulations of 1831 were not carried into force in the province until
the receipt of the circular instructions, dated' in August 1834. •

133. They were net at ail acted upon previously?-Not at all; and subsequently they
have only been carried into effect, subject te the two modifications before mentioned, viz.,
one shortening the period of paying the instalments, and the other directing the discon-
tirmrance of selling privately land which had been unsold at the auctions.

134. Can you state any reason for net brining the regulations of 1831 into earlier opera-
tion ?-l understood, when the despateh from Lord Ripon was reccived, that it left it optional
with the Governor te carry it into force or net, according te the view lie took of the expe-
diency of giving effect te the rules it contained. One of the most prominent objections te
these rules was, that they prohibited the sale of land on quit-rent; a mode of disposing of
snall lots of land, upon the payment of interest at five per cent. on the capital, redeemable nt
pleasure, which iwas considered to be peculiarly favourable te the establishment of the
Canadian population, and of the poorer classes of British emigrants. The Governor-in-cbief,
I have reason te believe, addressed a remonstrance on this subject to the Secretary of
State.

135. Hiow do you reconcile the preceding allusion te quit-rents with your former statement,
that there were no quit-rents in Loiver Canada?-In this nanner. The system of selling
small lots, net exceeding 200 acres, to poor purchasers, upon payment of the interest at five
per cent., until they found it convenient te pay the capital suai, vas designated in the instruc-
tions of 1826 a sale upon quit-rent; although it was evident that the denomination was
hcorrectly given, as this system differs in principle from that of quit-rents properly so called.
The quit-rents known te the other colonies are rents reserved in the patent granting the land
cf a fixed amount, bearing no definite proportion to the real value of the land; and it is te
this description of quit-rent that my answers te the questions put te me by the Board, at the
opening of this day's examination, refer.

13G. Have any deposits been forfeited (agreeably to rule, No. 5, in the regulations of
7th March 1831) in consequence of the non-payment of instalments ?-None. Many are in
arrears, but in the cases of default I have net feit myself j ustified in recommending the strict
enforcement of the regulation on that subject; because, from my intimate knowledge of the
country, I have been aware that there are always mitigating circumstances which would have
cornpelled the Government te forbear exacting the penalty. I allude more particularly to
the- frequent recurrence of unproductive seasons of late years, and the consequences of the
prevafence of cholera, by which the means of the cultivators of the soil have been very much
cramped.

137. Have nany applications been made, agreeably to the 8th rule of March 1831, for the
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special sale of lands in particular situations ?-Many applications; but none of them have
been complied with.

138. Have any of these applicants complained of the refusal?-I am not aware of any
complaints.

139. The 9th rule of Marci 1831 directs the reservation of a right to making roads and
bridges; is this considered to have involved, not merely a right, but the duty of making
public works ?-By no means; this article has reference to the old and standing usage of the
country, and was probably designed chiefly to apprise emigrants and purchasers of a con-
dition under which alone, by ancient practice, they could obtain land. In consequence of
this practice, it lias been the custom to make an allowance of five per cent. to purchasers or
grantees in addition to the quantity specified in their lot; thus the purchaser of 200 acres
would receive 210, described in the patent as "200 acres, with the usual allowance for
highways."

140. Are you aware of any inconvenience arising from the manner in which your depart-
ment is now conducted whiclh you have not the power to remedy; or is there any improve-
ment that you think could be introduced into it ?-The question probably refers to the
instructions regulating the operations of the land department. An inconvenience of sone
consequence to purchasers arises from the prohibition of making sales upon payment of
inftest on the purchase-money, the effect of which is to diminish the competition for, and
consequently to reduce the value of small lots of land, as the settler of limited means,
who would bid for 200 acres on condition of paying only the interest, is unwilling to
expose himself to the risk of becoming a defaulter in payment of instalments. Some reproach
falls on the department from the uncertainty of obtaining the patents after the paynment of
the purchase is conipleted, and this arises from delay in the preparation of the technical
descriptions in the office of the surveyor-general. A great deal of inconvenience is expe-
rienced in the practice of allowing officers to take up Crown lands at any time between the
public sales, and a considerable reduction in the disposable value of the lands is caused by
these grants being thrown on the market. Tie improvements I should beg leave to suggest
are, firs t, the adoption of a more accurate and efficient systen of survey than has been
hitherto followed; the entire remodelling of the surveyor-general's office, and a proper
arrangement and verification of the documents now in the hands of that officer. In respect
to the financial province of the department, it is submitted that great advantage might be
derived from the application of the surplus funds arising from the sale of lands to the
improvement of the Crown property in constructing roads, building bridges, by which the
value of the land would be much enhanced, and the facilities of settlements greatly increased;
the management of this revenue being entrusted to a board or commission, under legislative
authority.

141. Will you state the extent to which you were concerned in the establishment of the
British American Land Company ?-It bas been made matter of reproach to me, that, as
Commissioner of Crown lands, I was hostile to the establishment of the company; but the
contrary is the fact; I was favourable to it, in the belief that a liberal expenditure in opening
roads, and in other improvements of a public nature in the unsettled townships, would, be
exceedingly beneficial to the province at large; I lad previously suggested an expenditure
by the Crown of a considerable sum of money for this purpose, under a conviction that the
outlay would bc amply repaid by the increased value of the Crown property within the
territory in which the improvements were effected. The late Governor-in-chief, I believe,
submitted this project for the consideration of His Majesty's Government; but finding that
it was not countenanced, I considered the next best measure to be the establishment of a
company promising to make the contemplated improvements; but I had no agency nor
influence in forwarding the establishment of the company, further than preparing correct
returns of the vacant lands, and other materials for the information of the Governor-in-chief,
connected with tiat part of the province, for the purchase of wihich the company was in
treaty with His Majesty's Government. I did not even submit an opinion on the price or
value of those lands, not being called upon to do so, and I simply furnished the Governor
with a list of the upset prices, and of the selling prices of the Crown lands in the district,
and of the prices at which private sales on a large scale had been understood to have beei
effected.

142. In the disposal of tlieir lands, do the company follow a system in material respects
differing from that of Government ?-They have not yet disposed of any lands, but Iwill
supply a paper publislied by them, stating the terms and conditions on which they would be
willing ft make sales, and the saine with respect to the Upper Canada Company.

143. What are the differences between the systema in this- province and in the United
States ?-I will send in the information with respect to the practice in the United States.

144. low are the proceeds of sales of waste lands applied in the states ?-The proceeds of
the sales of vaste lands at large are carried to the general treasury, and not to those of the
separate states. Each state, hiowever, has a portion of waste lands within its territory assigned
to it for its own purposes.

145. Hlow is the price of timber licences regulated ?-The instructions fix a price of -1s. 2d.
per foot for white pine, and 1d. per foot for red pine ; and if an applicant for a licence hag
no competitor, lie takes it at that price at the public sales; nor does competition often arise;
the main object having been to prevent contest between the lumberers.

140. Do iiot private persans frequently obtain muchhigher prices for the cutting of timbei
on the estates?-Not to my knovledge.

147. Do you think there is any method by which the Crown could raise a greater revenue
froni timber licences ?-I do not tihink it practicable.

148. Not
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148. Not even if you were unfettered by the instructions?-] am of opinion that a com- Appendix, No. 1s.

pliance vith the instructions produces as great a revenue as can be derived from that pro- Mrton
perty. It is a very fluctuating and uncertain income.

149. Is it your opinion that if capital were advanced bythe Governnment to make improve- 13 October 1835.
ments, or if you were at liberty to negotiate with capitalists for the purpose, the revenue from
the waste lands would be materially ncreased ?-I have no doubt that, by a judicious expen-
diture in improvements on the waste lands of the Crown, a great increase of their saleable
value would arise. But the field has been exceedingly diminished upon which these bene-
ficial operations could be conducted by the Crown, owing to the disposai of the lands within
the three counties to the land company.

150. Have you formed any opinion whether or not the Governnent made a provident bar-
gain vith the land company ?-The answer to that question depends so much on the object
of the Government, that I fear I could not give a very satisfactory reply.

i ôî. Do you think if the object were merely pecuniary, more could have been obtained
fron a different company ?-Without the outlay of a large surm of money it is not probable
that they could have obtained more.

152. If Government were desirous to make an outlay on the waste lands, would there be
difficulty in borrowing money on the security of the waste lands ?-Money no doubt might
be borrowed with great facilty, provided the fund could be pledged im a manner to give
assurance to ail lenders.

153. Supposing an Act of Parliament erripowered the King to raise money .on the revenue
of the waste lands of the Crown in Lower Canada, would that security simply suffice to
obtain noney in the English markt?-I have no doubt that it would.

154. Do you conceive that it could be made profitable, either to Govemment or to the
company, to make roads on a great scale if empowered to levy tolls not to exceed a certain
interest on capital expended?-There are very few situations within the province where a
large cxpenditure, sufficient to make a good carriage road, would ensure sufficient returns to
cover the ordinary interest of capital.

155. Are there any such situations ?-For short distances there are no doubt many in the
neighbourhood of Montreal, but there are no long lnes of communication.

15G. If sucli a system vere begun, would it not of itself create other situations in which it
might be carried farther ?-I think the geography of the lower province is not favourable to
that hope.

157. Have you ever seen a plan of a Mr. George for building wharfs or a strand on the
St. Lawrence, between the mouth of the St. Charles and Beaufort ?-Yes.

158. That would belong to the Crown as being within high-water mark ?-I believe part
of it would be on property claimed by the seminary; but 1 do not speak affer having be-
stoved any particular attention on the subject.

150. Al below high-water mark in the St. Lawrence would be property belonging to the
Crow-n ?-Yes.

100. Would not that and similar improvemnents in the hands of Governmentbecome a
source of considerable revenue?-l have no doubt of it.

101. Are you aware of any objection to adverfising well-considered plans of improving
the Crown lands in order to receive the tenders of capitalists ?-On the contrary, I shoukl
deem it most desirable; and it would be most convenient to offer the advantages resulting
from a well-digested scheme to public competition, as the individuals would most probably
derive a profit from the transaction in addition to the advantage the Crown would receive.

162. Is not the expense of a surveyor-general's office necessarily incidental to the manage-
ment of the Crown lands ?-The expense of a subordinate officer to make surveys is indis-
pensable, and it was contemplated by the Treasury to abolish the surveyor-general's office;
but upon further consideration of the peculiar situation of this province, wherein almost the
whole of the cultivated part lies within seigneuries granted by the Crown of France, of which
the boundaries and limits are not in all cases accurately defined, it was deemed expedient to
continue the office of surveyor-genmeral, with its establishment of clerks, so long as the
Assembly consented to pay for it; but it has at no timne formed a charge upon the Crown
revenue, properly so called.

163. Does not Mr. Davidson receive some allowance from the land revenue ?-I believe
he receives an allowance of 2501.

104. What other expenses are there incidental to the management of Crown lands besides
the contingent expenses, your salary, Mr. Davidson's allowance, and the necessity of having
a general surveyor's office ?-No other expenses that I know, except the surveys, by provin-
cial surveyors, of lands intended ta be sold. These are not included under the head already
mentioned of-contingent expenses.

165. Who gives the directions for these surveys ?-The surveyor-general gives the instruc-.
tions, but a competent clerk in the Commissioner's office could do the same. The provincial
surveyors are entirely independent of the surveyor-general's office.

166. Who calls on the surveyor-general to give these instructions ?-The Governor, at the
instance of the Commissioners of Crown lands. The Comissioners o? Crown lands with
the Governor mnay be considered as a substitute for the Executive Council under the old sys-
ten prior to 1826.·

167. Are the provincial surveyors permanent officers ?-They have no appointment from the
Government, though they hold a anmmission from the Crown; but that is mn consonance ivmth
the existing laws of the country, and in order to give validity to the Acts, which are termed
actes authcntiques, and. which are evidence in courts of law. As regards their employment

0.3. • r 2 by
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Appendix, No. 12. by the Crown, they are selected at pleasure usually by the surveyor-general. They are paid
.- according to the work they perform.

ir. Pclton. 168. By whom are they paid, and from what fund ?-The survey of waste lands designed
13 October 1835. for sale is paid by warrant from the timber fund, and payment is usually made to the survey-

ors on peormance of the service. The colloquial expression " timber fund" means the
procee s both of sales of land and of licences to cut timber.

169. Why do not the expenses of the surveys appear in the BIue Book ?-Because, as I
believe, none of the details of the expenditure of the land and timber fund appear in that
book.

170. Under what liead do they appear in the public accounts ?-I doubt if they appear in
them. The application of the land and timber fund has not been iade public in the pro-
vince ; but I have no doubt returns are made to England.

171. What do you suppose to be the average annual expense of these surveys?-Much
depends on the demand for Crown lands. A township contains about 60,000 acres, and the
charge of surveying it would be about 300L. There are two or three townships sold every
year.

172. If a township were sold, what would be the produce?-At the lowest price, viz. half
a dollar, about 7,500l.

173. To whom are the rents of Crown reserves paid ?-To the Commissioners of Crown
lands.

174. To whom are the rents of King's posts?-To the receiver-general.
175. Is the land and timber fund an increasing or decreasing revenue?-On the whole an

ncreasng revenue, and likely to increase for some years to come. In this answer I considerthe proceeds of the sale to the British American Land Company as forming part of that
revenue.

176. Were not the proceeds of the Jesuits' estates part of the Crown revenue ?-They have
been given up to the Assembly, and are appropriated to education.

177. What officers in the province can best enumerate the charges on the land and timber
fund ?-The receiver-gencral and the inspector-general of public accounts.

Mr. Cary, called in; and Examined.

Mr. Cary. 178. Will you be good enough to furnish a detailed account of the whole receipts of revenue
17 October 1835. which are not to be found in the journals of the Assembly, and also a detailed account of

the entire expenditure of the land and timber fund, and of any other expenditure not hitherto
laid before the Assembly ?-I will.

179. Will you furnish a list of all the pensions and superannuation allowances paid in the
province, distinguishing such as are secured by Act of Parliament, such as have been annually
voted by the Assembly, and such as are paid merely by authority of the Government, and
stating the fund from which cach is paid ?-I will.

• Filed, No. 23. [Here Sir Charles Grey showed Mr. Cary a paper*, and asked him whether it was
not a return of the gross and net receipts under the heads of Crown revenue furnished
by him to the civil secretary? On Mr. Cary's answer in the affirmative, the exami-
nation was continued as follows:]

180. Why have you not included in that return the sum of 5,000 1. out of the proceeds of
the provincial Act 35 Geo. 3, which is permanently given to the Government for civil pur-
poses. It is an accidental omission in copying the return, baving- been called for in great
haste. It will be seen in another return made by me about the sane time, that there is not
the like omission.

181. Had that sum of 5,oool. been included, would not the net revenue of 1834 have
exceeded 22,000l.?-Yes.

182. Are there any other charges beyond what appear in your paper, upon what you have
called the net receipts of the Crown revenue, which are paid before it is applicable to general
purposes?-Yes; there are the expenses of surveys, the salary of the commissioner of
escheats and some pensions, all of which are paid out of the land and timber fund.

183. When those pensions are granted, is any intimation given to the parties, or direc-
tions to the officers of Government, as to the fund from which they are to be paid ?-The
warrants express the fund upon which those pensions are to be charged.

184. Do those warrants state the land and timber fund ?-Yes.
185. Is there any document which directs'out of what fund the salary and allowances of

the commissioner of escheats are to be paid ?-All I know is, that orders from the Governor
for the issue of the warrant specify that fund.

188. Are those orders standing, or made periodically ?.-An order is issued at the time of
each payment froma the Governor to the clerk of the Executive Council, for the preparation
of the warrant.

187. You do not know any standing order on the subject, but believe the Governor acts
in pursiance of instructions fron home ?--Yes. In regard to some pensions, I have seen
a warrant under the sign manual, directing them to be paid out of any fund at His Majesty's
disposal.

188. In the detailed account you are to furnish, will you give, in the way of remarks, any
information you think will be useful to the Commissioners as to the mode in which pensions
have been directed to be made?-Certainly.

[Mr.
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[Mvlr. Cary was now shown a passage in the despatch of Mr. Secretary Stanley, dated
June 1833, in which the net proceeds of the revenue at the disposal of the Crown are
stated at 15,000 1., and was asked how he reconciled that amount with the sum of
22,1191., which would appear by his own account, adding thereto the grant of 5,000o.
from 35 Geo. 3, to have been the proceeds in 1834. Mr. Cary answered that he
could only reconcile it by supposing that the amount of 4,500 1., in Mr. Stanley's
estimate of the hereditary revenue, vas designed to exclude instead of including, as
the despatch stated, the land and timber fund. Wben the question was agitated in
the Council, their opinion was that Mr. Stanley must have taken the casual and ter-
ritorial revenue at 4,0001., and allowed for the land and timber fund 500 1. as the
surplus, after payment of ail charges. The returns in the Blue Book for the year
1832 represented the annual and territorial revenue as amounting to 4,0001., and the
surplus on the land and timber fund as 5,000 1.]

189. Can you state generally what were those charges on the land and timber fund, which
so much exceeded what you have now stated as the present charges ?-I forgot to mention
among the present charges the allowance to the agent for emigrants, which for salary and
contingencies is about 700 1. There are since then various other snall charges on the fund,
which will best appear by reference to the Blue Book.

19o. Can you show any place in the Blue Book in which ail these charges are brought
together?--They appear at page 67 of the Blue Book for 1834, excluding the first and last
items; but in that year the payments were only on account, and do not include the whole
of the year.

1i. In the Blue Book of 1834, at page 56, 2,700 1. is entered as the net amount of the sales
of Crown lands; can you account for the difference between that and the statement in your
return of 1,0111. The entry in the Blue Book as net amount of sales of Crown lands will
appear by looking at the opposite page to be the gross amount paid into the receiver-general's
hands, and subject to the deductions shown at page 57 of the Blue Book.

192. In which office shall be found the leases ofCrown property, under which rent is paid?
-The office of the provincial secretary.

193. Are the forges of St. Maurice part of what is called the Jesuits' estates?-Part of
thec forges of St. Maurice are part of the Jesuits' estates, and another part are at the dis-
posai of the Crown. One portion of the rent, as I have heard, has recently been made
payable to the Jesuits' estates, and the other to the casual and territorial revenue; 75L. to
the estates, and the balance of 4251. to the revenue. I have no official knowledge of this,
but speak from private information. I do not believe the division of the rent under the new
lease lias yet been acted upon.

194. Why have you omitted the fines and forfeitures among the heads of King's revenues?
-I have been directed not to carry then to that account, fromi the difficulty of distinguishing
between the fines at the disposal of the Legislature, and those at the disposal of the Crovn.
Many fines are, by the Acts imposing them, reserved to the disposal of the Legislature. On
account of this diificulty I have not of late years carried any of the fines and forfeitures or
seizures to the account of the hereditary revenue. Seizures made in the ports of Quebec
and Montreal are remitted to England, those ports being under the directions of the Com-
missioners of Customs in England; the seizures at inland posts, such as St. John's, Coteau
du Lac, &c., are carried to account in the province.

195. Can you state the distinction between the King's domain and the other Crown pro-
perty ?-I know of no other property that is iiot domain, except the waste land and timber;
and as those were not sold previous to 1828, they did not come into any account of King's
domain, and they have been kept separate since that time. I understood the King's domain
to consist of what belonged to the French king before the conquest.

196. Do you consider the citadel or other lands employed for militiiary purposes as part
of the King's domain ?-I never heard this included in the King's domain; no account of it
is rendered to the civil Government, or to any department of Government, that I know of.

197. Is there any land-upon which rent is raised by the military departinents ?-There is
land. upon which rent is paid to the military authorities here, and I suppose an account of
it is rendered to some departmnent at home.

198. Do you hold the office of inspector of publie accounts?-I do.
199. How long have you filled it ?-Twenty-eight years, either as assistant in the office,

acting as principal, or as principal, to which i was appointed in 1826.
200. Are you chiefly employed in filling up the Blue Book?-I furnish what relates to

the finances.
201. Have you been employed in preparing the estimates to be laid before the House of

Assembly?-Yes.
202. Could you without much difficulty prepare a list of those expenses which can be

stated at a fixed sum for every year, and which are absolutely necessary for the maintenance
of civil governfment in the province?-Yes, I could, certainly.

Mr. Prinrose, Inspector of the King's Domain, called i; and Examined.

203. WIIAT offices do you hold under the Government?-I hold wlhat are called two
offices, but which, in fact, compose one, although occupied under separate commissions.
They are styled Inspector-general of the King's Domain and Clerk of the Land Roll.

204. By what instruments were you appointed ?-I was appointed at the same time to the
two offices, by instruments under the great seal of the province. The duties are completely

0.3. G 3 blended
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blended together, and some of the proceedings in each are even entered in the same registry;
and it would be scarcely possible that the offices should be filled by two separate persons.

205. How long have you held the offices ?-I vas appointed in February 1828.
206. Have they fixed salaries, or are you paid by fees?--The clerk of the land roll

receives 90L. sterling as a fixed salary; but has, independently of that, casual ernoluments
in the shape of fees for acts of fealty and homage, which it is his duty to prepare and to enter
in the proper register; also for copies, when.required by individuals, of these Acts, or of
any other records of the same nature, which are deposited in his office. The inspector-
general of the King's domain is paid, in lieu of salary, a per'centage of 7 j per cent. upon
all quints, lods et ventes, and similar seigneurial dues paid into the receiver-general's
hands.

207. Could you furnish an abstract to show all the heads under which the receipts from
the King's domain may be classed ?-Certainly. I may remark that none of the money is
received by me, but is paid at once into the receiver-general's hands, and I receive My charges
upon it under warrants from the Governor.

208. Can you define what the King's domain is, as distinguished from other Crown pro
perty ?-The statement of the sources of the revenue may give you a general idea of the
distinction. In the French time I apprehend that the whole province was deemed domain:
the seigneuries lield in capite of the Crown, the lands en roture held according to that tenure,
franc aleu, franche aumône, and so forth ; all were either in the possession of the Crown, or
subject to rights which the Crown exercised over them. In respect to my own superinten-
dence of the King's domain, it is chiefly limited to the seigneuries, and such parts as are
held of the Crown en roture, whicli parts are almost altogether situated at Quebec or Three
Rivers.

200. What is your understanding of the term demesne of the Crown in England ?-I pre-
sune that question is merely put to me as having some knowledge of law, but not as having
any particular information on the point.

210. Would you say that the King's demesne in England, as you have said in Canada,
applies to the whole kingdom, seeing that the whole of the lands in the kingdom are subject
to escheat, or forfeiture to the Crown?-I do not think the case the same, and for this
reason: in this province, previously to the conquest, the principle of the tenures was, that
they must be held in one way or the other, either seigneury or roture, under the Crown. In
both ways they were liable, not merely to forfeiture, but to all the burthens of the feudal
tenure. Even tenants in franc aleu, which most nearly approached free arid common soccage,
rendered certain services to the King, and so far belonged to the domain as to owe their
declarations to the Papier Terrier, or land roll of the King's domain.

211. Do you mean that there was ever a time vhen the whole lands of the province were·
comprised in the " Papiers Terriers du Roi" ?-Whether or not they wére complete I can-
not say; but there are in my custody " Papiers Terriers " which purport to contan a state-
nient of every estate whatever in the province. I am not aware that any one individual Vas
exempt from the duty of furnishing his declaration to the Crown. In franc aleu it is often
a provision in the original title that a declaration shall be made every 20 years. There were
no stated periods for renewing the Papiers Terriers; it depended on the discretion of the
officers in charge of the King's domain. The Papiers Terriers did not contain any valuation
of the estates.

212. Can you state the distinction between that document and the Doomsday Book of
England ?-l conclude they nust be of the same nature. I do not recollect if Doomsday
Book was compiled with the aid of the sane authority as the Papier Terrier in this country,
though it may contain the sane particulars.

213. Do you not consider it a doctrine of the English law at the present day that all lahd
is held of the King?--Yes, as an abstract principle; but I hold the abolition of feudal
tenures to have made a great distinction.

214. Before the abolition of feudal tenures by the statute of Charles 2, should you have
considered the tern "King's demesne" to apply to all the lands in England, or to all those
under feudal tenure, or only to those usually called the demesne lands of the Crow n?--In
the sense in which I have used the tern in the piovince, I should hold it equally applicable
to the w'hole of England previous to that stat'ute. The demesne lands in En'gland apply to
w'hat the Crown has reserved for itself; whereas the King's domain, in its làrgest-sense,
must include all fines, forfeitures, and every description of burthen or service chargeable on
what the Crown may have granted out.

215. Does not "franc aleu" correspond with the allodial lands in England ?-I sholild
tbink it does pretty nearly.

216. Is not the whole system of the French Canadian tenures here, including seigneuries,
fiefs, censives and lands, en roture and franc aleu pretty nearly the saine as the old Norman
system in England, which was riot fully abolished till the time 6f Charles the'2d ?--I believe
if is. 1 t

217. Are the King's wharfs upon your register ?--No.
218. Nor the King's posts ?-They are not; but in case of any dispute with reference to

thèm, I should be applied to for infonnation.
219. Then why are they not on your register ?-Because they are the King's, and have

never'been granted out, and therefore never appeated in the PapierTerrier, which is a new
list oflands held by individuals, and owing dues to thé Crown.,

220. Are not the King's posts under lease at this moment ?-Yes.
221. What: is meant by the King's posts?-They are trading posts, occupying a large

portion of country on the north of the St. Lawrence below Quebec, let out upon a lease
which
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which has been assigned to the Hudson's Bay Company. Their exact description might be
obtained if wished.

222. Does not the lease of the King's posts carry with it the exclusive right of fishing,
trading or hunting with the Indians over a vast extent of country ? -I believe it does.

Mr. Sewell, Sheriff of Quebec, called in; and Examined.

223. WHAT degree of inconvenience in the sheriff's office was experienced in the district of
Quebec, through the stoppage of the supplies ?-The persons who supplied the gaol w'ere
not paid; I had no funds in my hands to pay them. 1 have advanced from my own re-
sources some part of these expenses; for the remainder I gave a conditional bond, payable
w;hen the Government should pay me.

224. What is the amount of the claims on Government for money either advanced by you,
or for which you are responsible?-About 2,500 1., excluding the salaries to the sheritf, the
gaoler and the turnkeys.

225. H ave you lad any payment since the sum of 7821., which appears to have been
apropriated to the Quebec gaol out of the advance of 31,000 1. froin the military chest?-

No ne.
22u. Have you turned your attention at all to the subject of a permanent civil list ?-

No.
227. Could you state in writing the permanent charge of your office ?-l will do so. The

expenditure has increased largely siuce I have held the situation.
228. Siice the supplies were stopped has the gaol been in a healthy state ?-Yes,

generally.
220. fas there been no cholera?-Four cases in 1832, and two in 1834.
230. Has the physician's salary been paid ?-No.
231. Have the repairs of the gaol been carried on or stopped?-There have been partial

repairs, and they have not been stopped.
232. Has the ventilation and cleansing of the gaol been carried on as usual?-Yes; the

expense forms part of the arrears of 2,500 Z., which I have already mentioned.
233. Suppose there lad been a fire in the gaol, and any part of it destroyed, how would

you have got money to rebuild it ?-I know not. I could not have done so from. my own
funds.

234. How many gaols are there in Lower Canada ?-There are gaols at Montreal, Three
Rivers, Quebec, Gaspé and Sherbrooke; 1 know no others.

235. Have they all been similarly circumstanced ?-I believe so.
236. In what way, in Lower Canada, does the arrest of prisoners take place ?-In town

by police officers; in the country by officers of militia, who are bound to pass them from
one parish to the other till they reach the gaol of the district.

237. Are there any coustables in Lower Canada ?-Yes, in the towns. In the country
parishes the duties are performed by serjeants of militia.

238. I s there not a high constable for each district ?-For the three principal districts.
239. What are his duties?-To attend the courts, marshal the constables, and see that

they do their duty.
240. Are not the high constables salaried officers?-They have both salaries and fees.
1241. Have their salaries been stopped ?--I believe so.

The Hon. L. Gug, Sheriff of Montreal, called in ; and Examined.

242. WHAT degree of inconvenience, in the sheriff's office, was experienced in the district of
Montreal by the stoppage of the supplies ?-Advances which I made from my own resources
alleviated the inconvenience. The gaoler, however, suffered much, and would have suffered
more if he had not been assisted by loans of money from myself. I advanced money for the
support of prisoners; nor had I any hesitation in doing so for one half-year, but when the
payments extended to four half-years,- it became very inconvenient.

243. What would have been the consequence if you had not made these advances?-
I should have been obliged either to open the gaol, or else resign my situation, and leave
the Government to find a successor.

244. What is the amount now due to you by the province ?-Exclusive of my salary and
of allowances, there is due to me on account of My advarices 2,486 1., as certified by the
inspector of public accounts.

245. Were these advances. only for Crown prisoners, or did they include debtors ?-
'T'hey were for Crown prisoners; the debtors are only sipplied with fuel and water.

246. 1How were the expenses of indigent witnesses paid ?-The Government issued war-
rants to me for whatever amount might be reqùisite. No hardship was suffeied in this
particular.

247. Can you state the average annual èbarge of the gaol in Montreal ?-Wherr we get
into the new gaol the expenses will be largely increased.· I should say that 2,0001. would
be likely to cover all the expenses. ·The charge for needy witnesses is a separate head, and
would most properLy be considered as part of the expense of the administratiod of justice.

248. Vhat is the average nuinber of prisone's in the gaol?-It fluctuates betwéeii 90
and 150.

249. How many of these are usually debtors?-Seldom more than 10.
250. low long have you liv.ed in this province ?-Nearly 40.years.

4 251. You
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251. You are a member of the Legislative Council?-I have been so for more than 20
years.

252. Have you considered at all the subject of a civil list in this province ?-The province
wvill never thrive without one; the public officers have lost all confidence from not knowing
-whethor they can go on from one year to another.

253. Cou'ld you give any opinion what would be a proper permanent civil list for the pro-
vince ?-I have thought of the subject, but I really could not undertake to submit anything
very precise; I do not know enough of the estimates and expenditure of the Government.

254. Could you send an estimate of what vould be the permanent charge of the branch
you belong to ?-I will endeavour to do so; I imagine I have already said soniething that
will show it.

255. Could you not give us a statement in writing of the permanent charge ?-I will.
256. Will the statement you send in include anything beyond the charges of the gaol?-

Nothing else.

Mr. Attorney-General, called in; and Examined.

257. HAVE you directed your attention to the subject of a civil list ?-I have.
258. Could you'without much trouble furnish a statement of iwhat, according to your own

views, it would be proper to provide for permanently in support of the ordinary functions of
civil government, in contradistinction to what is to be provided for annually by the supply
and appropriation of the Assembly. I will send such a written statenent to the secretary to
the Commission.

259. In the criminal prosecutions are you called upon to advance money out of your own
funds ?-I think that necessity is confined to the sheriffs. I have generally obtained for the
sheriffs a warrant from the Governor for the expenses of needy witnesses, but for all the
other expenses of their office they have had no payments from the Government that I
know of.

260. What would cover the whole annual expense.of needy witnesses in Lower Canada?
About gool. This would only defray, however, the expenses of vitnesses called before the
superior courts. In addition to that, there would be a charge for subynas and some other
expenses, of all of which I will, with permission, furnish an accurate estimate in writing. I will
send in a statement of the general expenses of criminal justice.

261. There is nothing here in the nature of county-rate, or fund for paying prosecutions in
the sane way as in England?-None.

262. All which is paid in England by county-rate here falls on the public treasury ?-
It does.

263. You were some time in the louse of Assembly? -Yes.
264. What lias been the course of proceeding as to payment of the contingencies of thé

Legislative Council?-With respect to the Council I cannot speak with anything like cer-
tain ty, but I believe the contingencies have always been paid by the Governor, on an address
from that body.

265. Have they been paid before the Appropriation Bill ?--Before the appropriation.
266. Was that without any vote of credit or address of the Assembly ? -Without either;

always procceding on the sufficiency of the fund appropriated by law, with a statement that
in case of its falling short the House would concur in making good the deficiency.

267. Do you know any instance in which this bas taken place, since the proceeds of the
19 Geo. 3 were surrendered ?-I could not speak as to that precisely; but I have no doubt
that it has been done. It may be observed, that the provincial Act 39 Geo. 3, c. 9, though
not, I believe, actually in force, shows, in the 22d section, the mode in which the Legislaure
contemplated the payment of the expenses of the two houses.

268. As regards the surplus beyond what was provided for by the old provincial statute
on the subject, do you consider it would be properly paid out of the general revenue, on the
mere address of the Legislative Council ?--I should think not.

269. After votes have been passed in the flouse of Assembly, what has been the practice
as to making payments during the session, and before any Appropriation Bill can be passed ?
-Excepting the.contingencies which have been paid on addresses, I am not aware of any
advances ha.ving been made for any'other publie service pending the session, and before the
.A ppropriation Bill vas passed.

270. Do you consider it more regular to pay the contingent expenses of the Assembly on
an address from that body alone, than the expenses of the Council on an address from the
Council alone ?-As the payment in both cases is founded on the sane provincial statute,
I think, to the extent of that statute, it is equally lawful in either case; but as to the excess
beyond that statute, as regards that, I think the payment equally irregular in both cases;
nevertheless, it has always been made, and without complaint, until within the last few
years.

271. The Governor asks for supplies by message, and not through any office in the H ouse ?
-- By way of message. The Government lias not any official person in the 'House at pre-
sent, though formerly there have been such persons, and they used generally to biing forward
the financial business of the Government; Mr. Panet was the last, and he left the Assembly
about four years ago. There have been others besides Mr. Panet.

272. Has not the total amourit of the publie revenue of late years been greater than the'
expenditure for ordinary purposes of the civil government?-Certainly.

273. Was not thèédeficiency, previous to that time, made up by England ?-I believe so.
274. I
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274. It has not then been the course to proceed, as in England, by the introduction of
a budget, and a statement of the supplies, and of the ways and means, but on a message
from the Governor; the estimates and state of the revenue are taken into consideration, and
a bill of supply and appropriation passed ?-That is the case.

275. Then what are called votes of credit in the House of Commons have not been resorted
to here ?-No. Before concluding my answers on financial subjects, I would observe, that
I merely speak from general knowledge, and tbat I would not wish my information to be
relied on as accurate in details.

Honourable J. Stewart, Commissioner of Jesuits' Estates, called in; and Examined.

276. AR E ou Commissioner for the management of the Jesuits' Estates ?-Yes.
277. How long have you held that appointment ?-As sole commissioner, since 1826; but

I had sat previously at a board of management since 1815, without any remuneration.
278. How was the change from a board to a sole commi§sion occasioned?-Under

a recommendation from Lord Dalhousie to Lord Bathurst, which was net, however, carried
into effect till some of the members of the board bad died. The board consisted of Mr. Foy,
who was also visiting inspector, Mr. Ryland, Mr. Sinith and myself; and on Mr. Foy's
death the management was transferred to myself as sole commissioner,

279. Was the change effected by a commission ?-By a commission to me under the great
seal of the province.

280. Does the commission contain instruction for your proceedings, or merely confer upon
you the appointment ?-It does not prescribe any peculiar or minute rules, but merely directs,
in general terms, the amelioration of the estates, and authorizes me to bring suits, collect
rents, and so on. I will furnish a copy of the commission.

281. What are your salary and emoluments ?-£. 200 currency for myself, and an allow-
ance of 100 1. for a clerk. This is the whole amount; there are no fees.

282. Have you any general map, plan or terrier, of the Jesuits'estates ?-There are agents
te make up the Papier Terrier. I can only furnish a list of the seigneuries, and can show at
rny office the plans of them; but for the lists of the censitaire within the seigneuries, it would
be necessary to refer to the agents; there is great difficulty and expense in obtaining correct
rent rolls. The attempt vas begun before I became sole commissioner, and has been con-
tinued since; but I have only obtained one which can be considered complete. One notary,
who was appointed at Laprairie three years ago te make a Papier Terrier, has done nothing
since, and is now in the hands of the Attorney-general. The first step in making up the
terrier is to obtain a mandamus froni the King's Bench, authorizing the appointment of
a person for the purpose. The person so named derives bis payment from the censitaires.

283. Would not these difficulties be in some degree removed, if the practice were put on
the sane footing as in manors in England, where the steward keeps the court rolls?-
-Firstly, it would require au alteration of the law, were it only for the institution of courts
similar to the manorial courts in England, for proceedings against the censitaires must be in
the King's Bench. The law is in itself adequate to its purpose, but attended with great
delay and expense. Secondly, the agents here ought to do nearly the sane thing as the
stewards of the manor in England ; but there are great obstacles, and, amongst the rest, the
the court at Three Rivers refuses to give the King any costs, although the decisions of the
superior courts have been otherwise.

234. Could you give us a general idea of the extent of the Jesuits' estates ?-.There are
four seigneuries in the district of Quebec, two in Thrce Rivers, and one in the district of
Montreal, besides properties in the towns of Tlrce Rivers and Quebee.

285. What are the net proceeds of these estates ?-About 2,400 1. a year.
286. If the rent rolls were completed, and a good system were established, could their

value be considerably increased ?-Not immediately. There are considerable arrears, which
the censitaires show a great unwillingness to pay; and they have been supported in that by
the opinion that these arrears will be relinquished.
. 287. Have you, as sole commissioner, allowed arrears to accumulate ?-I have been
obliged to do sc, from the difficulty of suing and other impediments.

288. Are you aware of the amount due for arrears?-I cannot state it, because, as I have
already observed, there are scarce any Papiers Terriers that are perfect; and it is in those
documents that the censitaires are compelled to return the amount due by them.

289. That obligation of the censitaires to return their arrears is, no doubt, one of the
great obstacles to the completion of the rent rolls ?-Certainly.

290. Might it not facilitate the management of .the estates, if you had an authority to
remit all arrears beyond the last three or four years?-I think it might; but there would
probably arise a necessity to inquire into the particulars of separate cases; some owe for 30
years, some for five years ; some are able to pay, and some not.

291. Would not such an inquiry into individual cases occasion great delay, expense and
irritation?-I do not conceive it would cause irritation, but delay. The agent on the spot
usually knows the circumnstances of every censitaire.

292. Would it not be much more-like to create dissatisfaction, if a detailed investigation
were made, than to select some stated limit of time to the remission of arrears ?-A general
measure, fixing one term for all, would scarcely be fair; the person longest in arrear would
thus have the greatest boon. At the same time, the other plan would no doubt be the least
dilatory and expensive.

293. Is not the leaving the arrears unsettled the great obstacle to the collection
H even
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even of the annual rents?-It is doubtful whtt the effect would be, in that respect, of a
remission of arrears; it miglit lead the habitant to expect the same again, and thus encourage
him to refuse his yearly rent.

294. Can you state the difference bctween the -whole rent due, and the rent usually re--
ceived ?-The imperfections of the terriers prevents me from being able'to state this.

295. Would the complete collection of the rents be likely to double the present receipts?
-No; a great proportion of the present revenue comes from inilis, coves and farms, of
which, generally speaking, the rent is paid regularly.

296. Are these mills, coves and farms leased to substantial persons ?-Sone of them are
so, and others not; there are some of the leases in arrear. It should be observed, that
some of the mills are let upon shares, by which i mean that the Jesuità' estate itself bas a
certain proportion of the monture.

297. Is not part of the Jesuits' estates let to the proprietor of the forges of St. Maurice ?
-Yes, part of the seigneurie of Cape Madeleine is let to him under Icase, and for the same
period as the forges. The, lease was granted under the authority of the Government last
year; but the lessee of the forge had been in possession of a great part of that property since
1819. The lease confined the lessee within certain limits. The Jesuits' estates obtained a
rent for this lease, which they had not before.

298. By what instrument was the lessee of the forges in possession of this property previ-
ously to the lease ?-By a writtei authority from the Duke of Richmond, which I obtained
while I was managing the forges of St. Maurice in Mr. Bell's absence; it was an authority
only to cut wood, and to draw ore for the use of the iron works.

299. Was that the origin of the present lease to the occupier of the forges of St. Maurice?
-I am not aware of his having any prior title.

300. Does the lease granted last year only apply to the cutting wood and drawing ore ?-'
I think only to those purposes. Mr. Bell obtained a new lease of the forges for 10 years,
at the same time as he obtained the lease on the Jesuits' estates last year; and it was at my
suggestion that a part of the rent was secured to the Jesuits' estates, in consideration of Mr.
Bell's liberty to take wood and ore fron them. Mr. Bell holds also, in conjunction with his
late partner, Mr. Munro, a concession in the saine seigneurie, oi iginally, granted by Pere
Cagran, on which there is a saw-mill; but I am not sure whether it belongs to Mr. Bell
or not.

301. What rent is paid by Messrs. Bell and Munro for that?-The usual seigneurial
dues.

302. To whom do you render your accounts ? -To the Executive Government.
303. Arc they afterwards laid before the Legislature ?--Returns have been laid before the

Assembly whenîever they have been called for, since the date when the proceeds were given
up for the purposes of education.

:304. Have vou legally the sanie facilities for collecting rents as other proprietors of
seigneuries ? -Yes.

305. Have you the same facilities in practice ?-Certainly.
306. You do not think the purpose to which the proceeds of the estates are applied would

affect this collection ?-I do not think so.
307. Are other seigneuries, generally speaking, as much in arrear as the Jesuits' estates?

- They are all in arrear, but whether so much I cannot say.
:308. The Executive Government have from time to time been made acquainted with the

above circumstances, which related to the management of the estates, and have received
returns of the annual receipts and disbursements ?-

The H onourable J. Stewart, again called in; and Examined.
309. IN what way did the commissioners for the management- of the Jesuits' estates first

receive notice of Mr. Ryland's allowance ?-By a letter from Mr. Cochran, secretary of
Lord Dalhousie, to Mr. Ryland, president of the former commissioners, dated 19th April
1826, which contained a copy of Lord Bathurst's despatch of March 4, 1825.

[Mr. Stewart then read the following letter from a book containing the proceedings of
the commissioners for the management of the Jesuits' estates.]

"Sir, " Castle of St. Lewis, Quebec, 19th April 1826.
"I am commanded by bis Excellency the Governor-in-chief to transmit to you, for the

information of the commissioners for managing the estates heretofore belonging to the late
order of Jesuits in this province, the enclosed copy of a despatch from the Earl Bathurst,
authorizing the discontinuance of the present system of managing those estates by a board
of commissioners. Although in consequence of objections which have been stated to his
Excellency against giving the administration of those estates to the department of the
inspector of the King's domain, his Excellency bas not thought it expedient to adopt that
course, it is bis intention, nevertheless, to act upon the principle on which he recommended
that measure to my Lord Bathurst, and to entrust -the management of the estates to one
person as sole coninissioner.

The absence of Sir Francis Burton, and the death of Mr. Foy and Mr. Coltman rendering
it absolutely necessary to make some change in the board, bis Excellency conceives this to
be the fittest time for niaking that change which my Lord Bathurst has authorized ; and he
therefore directs me to acquaint you, for the information of the board, that their functions,
and those of the oflicers of the board, will terminate (as to the management of the estates) on
the 30th of this month. As, however, some further time may be required to bring up the

accounts
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accounts and books to that period and to make a closing report, his Excellency supposes
that two months will suffice for this purpose.

1 have the honour to be, &c. &c.
"Hon. H. W. Ryland, (signed) A. W. Cochran."

"Chairman of the Commissioners of Jesuits' Estates.

(Enclosure.)
"My Lord, ." Downing-street, 4th March, 1825.

"I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's letter ofthe 16th ultimo,
respecting the system under which the Jesuits' estates in Lower Canada are now adminis-
tered, and suggesting that a total change in that system should take place, by doing away
with the board of management, and committing the administration of the estates to the
department ofthe clerk of the terrars and inspector of the King's domain, as being the office
under which it appears to you the management might be rendered more effective, the col-
lectors more under control, and the censitaires more effectually compelled to pay their dues;
and 1 am to convey to your Lordship my approbation of the arrangement proposed by you,
and my authority to pay to the oficers whose services will be discontinued the half of their
present salaries, charging the same on the funds of the Jesuits' estates.

"I have the hçnour to be, &c. &c.
(signed ) Bathurst.';

"To Lieut.-General the Earl of Dalhousie, G. C. B."

Mr. Ryland, at that time, was president of the commission for the management of the
Jesuits' estates, and also treasurer, in which latter capacity he received 150 Z. per annum as
salary; which constituted his whole emoluments in respect of those estates.

310. Then Mr. Ryland's claim now is only for 75 1. a year ?-No more.
311. Was Mr. Ryland at that time in receipt of a pension of 300 L. a year ?-Yes.
312. Was it charged upon any particular fund ?--No.
313. Was there any further communication made to the commissioners as to the payment

of the allowance to Mr. Ryland ?-The book from whiclh I read this letter terminates the
proceedings of the former commission. I becane sole commissioner, and as sue.h had the
whole management of the monies, and I received warrants from the Governor for the payment
of Mr. Ryland's retired allowance of 751. a year.

.314. Have you any entries in your books which will show when the first of these warrants
was issued ?-- have..

315. Will you send the dates of the first of the last warrants?-I can send the first and
also the last, that I received; but after the last that I received, there were some ulterior ones
upon the Receiver-general, the monies having been ordered to be paid into his chest.

• [Mr. Stewart subsequently sent in a note, dated 28 November 1835, b which it ap-
peared that the first warrant for Mr. Ryland's allowance vas dated a 28th 1828,
and vas for two years preceding; and that the last warrant on Mr. Stewai-t was
dated November lst 1828.]

316. Do you know ofany other correspondence respecting Mr. Ryland's allowance, besides
the letter from Mr. Cochran you have mentioned, previously to the issue of the first waiant?
-None upon bis claim to a retired allowance.

317. What occasioned the cessation of the warrants for the allowance ?-The giving up of
the proceeds of the estates to the Leo-islature without any condition for payment of the
salaries and allowances formerly paid 'om that fupd. The Assembly, I understood, refused
to grant the retired allowance of Mr. Ryland.

George Ryland, esq., called in; and Examined.

318. Do you know of any official communications which passed between Lord Aylmer and
your father on:the subject of his claim?-There.was a memorial from my. father to the
council at the tinie of the payment made in 1834 from the military chest, and there was a
minute of counicil stating their reasons for omitting him. I know of no other official commu-
nication except Mr. Ryland's memorial to the Secretary of State, which Lord Aylmer for-
warded, and informed me, about July last, that the answer was, that there were no funds out
of which to pay the allowance. I know of no ·other application in any other quarter;- he
waited for the adjustment of the financial difficulties,- and relied on the faith of the Govern-
ment for the payment of his arrears. The Secretary of State bas always acknowledged
lis claim.

319. Would your father have any objection now to petition the House of Assembly ?-
I think he would; because lie would feel it to be hopeless; lie thinks there is a personal
feelinc against him in the Assembly,

320. H as he ever applied to the Assembly ?-Never.
321. Has he ever been formally recommended to apply to the Assembly ?-Not to my

knowledge.
322. Did not Lord Aylmer ever apply to the Assembly ?- Never, except by inserting the

charges in the estimates.
323. .Then no remonstrance or a special report on the subject bas ever been addressed to

the Assembly ?-None further than a note to the estimate for 1832, in the following words:
"The disposal of the Jesuits' estates being now under the direction of the Piovincial Legis-
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lature, the charges which have lieretofore been borne by the funds of these estates are now
included in the annual estimate, with the hopes of their being provided for by the bounty of
theLegislature, as expressed in the despatch of Viscount Lord Goderich of the 7th July last."
I should apprehend, that note must be considered as a recommendation from the Governor.

324. Were there any other charges similarly circumstanced on the Jesuits' estates ?-I had
an allowance of 50l. currency, as former secretary of the board, precisely on the same
grounds as my father's, except, of course, that my length of service was less.

Mr. Campbell, King's Notary, Examined.

325. You are King's notary ?-Yes.
326. How long have you had the employment ?--About 15 years.
327. It is not a salaried office?-No ; it is paid according to the nature and quantity of the

business.
328. What is the nature of the business ?-I inerely draw up papers, and prepare the deeds

in any case where any conveyancing has to be done on the part of the Crown.
329. You are then acquainted with the foundation and description of different sorts of

Crown property ?-To a certain extent.
330. How long have you been notary ?-Twenty-three years
331. How far back have you leases of the King's posts'?-Only the existing lease. That

was the first done by notarial act, as previously the grant was made by letters patent in
council. I furnished a copy of this lease the other day to Mr. Walcott, the civil secretary.

332. Have you the lease of the King's wharf ?-No; the lease of the King's wharf and
many other leases are made by letters patent. Sillery is so leased. It used to be done by
notarial act. The saine is the case with the other Jesuits' estates.

333. You are a native of this province ?-I am.
334. Do you know what are the quit-rents of the Crown, or whether there is any distine-

tion between them and the cens?-The word quit-rent is, I believe, strictly speaking, a
translation of the words cens et rentes as used in this country, being a small amount and per-
petual rent by the tenant to the seigneur, or lord of the manor, in token of subjection. .

335. Do you not understand the bed of the St. Lawrence to be Crown property ?-Yes;
I do not know whether the same is the case with the whole of the St. Charles between higli
and low-water mark.

336. Are you notary of the Jesuits' estates ?-Yes.
337. Do you consider them Crown property ?-Yes.
338. Is there no difference of opinion on the subject?-Certainly there is. Some persons

suppose it to belong to the province for education.
339. If publie property, must there not be some person in whom the legal estate rests; in

short, must not the title be in the Crown?-Yes.
340. Did not the old French law, still subsisting, authorize the Crown to take from any

seigneurie such lands as were wanted for military purposes?-Yes.
341. The same law, I believe, gives the power of cutting ship timber ?-Yes.
342. And the right of making roads ?-It does.
343. And the right te certain minerals ?-Yes.
344. If the Crown exact its right to land for military purposes, does it not usually pay

the value ?-I am not sure if the law enjoins it; it is the practice; and in some cases lately
the censitaires have refused to take out their titres-nouvelles, without having a clause for
indemnity introduced.

The Honourable John Molson, Examined.

Hon. J. Mo/son. 345. HAvE you considered the subject of the independence of the Judges, and the crea-
6 Dec. 1835. tion of a court of impeachment?-I am of opinion that the Judges should be independent

- of any bias or sway from any party vhatever; that a court of impeachment would be very
convenient; for that in referring cases home, the mere suspension of the officer amounts in
itself to a punislment. Here, on the contrary, you would have the shortest issue of the
causes. If the Council were the Court, I do not see any objection to an appeal from
thein.

346. Have you ever turned your mind to the difficulties of establishing a court of impeach-
ments?- I have never investigated that question so accurately as to wish to offer an
opinion.

347. Have you ever considered particularly any conditions proper to be annexed to the
cession of the hereditary revenue?-The misfortune was, the surrender of the revenue given
up by Lord Ripon without imposing beforehand whatever conditions were necessary. .

348. What conditions would it be your wish to make, supposing the Government as ad-
vantageously placed as before the cession of that revenue ?-There ouglt to be a sufficient
and permanent civil list. For its duration, a teri of years, what number, I will not prescribe,
would be preferable to the King's life, because of the uncertainty of that period, and the
time that must elapse before its termîination became known here.

349. If the judges be made independent of the Crown, there must of course be soie tri-
bunal competent to remove them; what tribunal would you recommend ?-I presume the
Council; that is the analogy. The Council, in its present formi, is not acceptable to the
Assembly; but, if it were elective, I do not see why Vou should have the two houses at all.

350. Do. you think that if another tribunal than the Council could be formed within the
province, it would be generally acceptable?-I have not taken interest enough in politics;
IwilIl not undertake to say.
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5i. Are you aware of the recent resolutions proposed in the Assembly on the indepen- Appendix, No. 12.
dence of the judges ?-I have not given them any partiéular attention. -

352. You are a le *slative councillor?-Yes. Hon. J. Mohon.
353. You have, i lieve, numbered 70 years?-Yes. 6 Dec. 1835.
354. H1ow long have you resided in Canada ?-Fifty-three years. -

355. You have been engaged in mercantile pursuits?-l have had breweries on a con-
siderable scale, and since the year 1810 1 have been connected with steam navigation.
I have been tolerably successful in trade.

356. Have you not been a member of the Lower House?-For one session I sat for the
East Ward of Montreal.

357. Where is your residence ?-My principal residence is at my brewery at Montreal,
but I have property at the Isle Marguerite. Montreal is the chief site of my property.

358. Were you ever president of the Montreal Bank ?-Yes; I was chosen to that office
vithout solicitation, having beei waited upon by a respectable deputation from the directors
to request that I would receive that situation.

359. You have not attended meetings of any of the constitutional or other political associa-
tions?-Never.

360. You have not been a keen politician?-No, I have never felt violently on those
niatters. I am attached to the monarchy; but I should wish it to be restrained within its
proper limits.

361. Is it your view in politics that the inhabitants in Canada should have the full enjoy-
ment of the British constitution ?-I should have no objection to the adoption of it, although
I view our colonial constitution as a written one, and should rather wish to adhere to it. One
of the main differences bctveen the English and the provincial constitution is, that in the
latter there is no hereditary branch of the legislature, nor indeed any materials for it.

362. Would you propose any alteration in the form of the Legislative Couneil ?-No. In
the history of the Council you must remember that the Government had to take such people
ats they could find. For sone time it was indispensable to recur to the civil servants to find
individuals qualified; the improvement of the province has now-brought forward others
equally qualified; but the functionaries previously appointed were named for life, and of
course retan their seats, except thejudges.

363. The number of the Council has been materially increased ?-Yes; it bas been mate-
rially increased, and by the addition chiefly of gentlemen not connected by any pecuniary
tics with the Government. If the majority were selected from the French Canadian part qf
the community, the power of the Council would be almost as much neutralized as by its being
made elective. This is my opinion, and-1 only mention it as matter of opinion. I bave
lcard a French Canadian gentleman admit, in his arguments in the.House, that, having
travelled through England, Ireland, Scotland and France, he had nowhere seen peasantry So
happy as in this province.

364. Does that coincide with vour own observation ?-Entirely.
365. Are you a member of the Church of England ?-Yes; I am numbered in that church.
366. Have you thought of the best mode of providing for its su- port?-Not much; but

the reservation of a seventh of the lands for it, seems to me utterly objectionable.
307. Are you adverse, then, to any large allotment of lands to a body of clergy ?- 1 de-

cidedly object to grants in mortmain, unless for the site of a churcl, of a school, a burying
grounîd, or other such limited purpose.

368. Are you aware of the bill confirming in mortmain the existing titles of all religious
bodies, now before the Legislature?-l am not aware of its being so worded, but I shall look
into it; and if thi effect be such, oppose it to the extent of my power.

I have always opposed the claims of the St. Sulpicians at Montreal, and have never made
payments to them, but I believe my son bas done so.

3(9. Are you aware of any difficulties which exist respecting thé boundary Une between
Upper and Lower Canada ?-Great difficulties arising out of the wvant of a sea-port, and the
apportionnient of duties between the provinces.

370. But are there any difliculties as to what actually constitutes the true line of boun-
dary ?--I do not think that ; I only think the line an unfortunate one, and.very injurious to
Upper Canada.

371. Have you seen a petition within these few days from a widow, Made. Beaujeu, stating
that lier rights are subjected to litigation by the vant of certainty in the boundary between
the two provinces ?-I have not seen it.

372. You are not aware that Colonel Bouchette also states difficulties as to-the exact Une
of boundary between the provinces?-I have heard conversations on some uncertainty in the
fine from Point à Baudet to the Ottawa.

373. Do you know whether the islands of the Ottawa, such as the Callumet Isle, and
others, belong to the upper or the lower province ?-I do not know; I have little acquaint-
ance with the localities.

374. Do you-know anything of the boundaries between Lower Canada and Labrador?-
I have not turned my attention at all to the subject of boundaries. I have no knowledge
of the lower boundaries.

375. With respect to the commissions of the j.udges, for how long should they run ?-
i would not have them merely for the duration of the civil list, or of the cession of.the Crown.
revenues, but would have them for life or good behaviour.

376. Their salaries slould be -for the same time as their commissions ?-Assuredly so;
they ought to be permanent; they may be increased; but to subject them to diminution
would defeat the principle.

0.3. H 3 377. Wbat
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12. 377. What is your opinion of the present remuneration of the judges ?--They should be
well paid. It may bc a question whether there should bd two chief justices; but the chief

n- justices, whether there be one or two, ought to have 3,000 1., and the puisne judges 2,0o0 I.
per annum. It is of great importance that the emoluinents should be sucl as to induce those
who have higli inconies at the bar, to accept the office. I must say, that I believe I name
higher salaries than nost persons in the province would do, but that is my opinion.

378. Have you heard of any intention of lowering the salaries of the judges ?-Merely as
private conversation, of which I would not wish to speak.

379. What, in your opinion, would be the effect of naterially lowering the salaries of the
judges?-Instead of having the best persons the province eau supply, you would only have
those who cannot live on their practice.

380. What would be the efflct of naking the judges removable by the Governor or the
King, on the address of the Assembly alone?-I thinuk it would not be constitutional.

381. Would it not be the consequence that either the Government mnust yield to the
Assembly, or the King, or bis representatives, be brought into collision with the Assembly?
-I thirn- there onght to be an address from both branches.

382. Has your attention ever been turned to the question, how the judges ought to be
removeable from office ?--I have always understood that at present the King gives the office
and the King can take it away; but if one branch were able to demand the dismissal of a
judge or public servant, as of right, this would be unconstitutional.

Anythng amounting in effect to an order fron one of the other branches of the Legisla-
turc, with which the King could not refuse to conply, would, in my mind, be extremely
injurous.

383. Have you ever formed an opinion whether the judges should be permitted to sit in
the Legislative and Executive Councils?--I believe it would be more agrecable to public
feeling if the necessary legal information were supplied by a person not holding the office of
judge. If, for instance, Mr. A. Stuart, or some such person of considerable legal evidence,
were to preside instead of a judge. But legal information is wanted by the members of the
Council, for which bitherto I have looked to the chief justice and the law clerk, and i felt
that I had reason to complain that they did nuot make us aware of an objection to an elec-
tioneering bill, which I should have opposed had I seen the objection, but which passed into
a law, and deprived the partners of mercantile houses of the power of voting for property
which they leld as a firm. One gentleman in Montreal, who paid 251. assessment, at the
rate of Gd. a pound, had no vote.

384. Would not the legal information you require be secured if retired judges sat in the
Legislative Council ?--Most assuredly ; but as retired j udges ought to have a handsome
provision, I do not know what would be publie feeling as to their sitting in the Council,

385. But if their pension were granted to them unconditionally and for life, ought they
not to be considered independent persons ?-They ought to be so.

380. Have you ever considered what would have been the terms which you said ought to
have been made when Lord Ripon gave up the duties under the 14 Geo. 3?-I have not
deliberated much on that, but if I appeared again before the Commissioners I should be more
prepared to spcak.

John Neilson, Esq., Examined.
sq. 387. You are the same gentleman who was examined in 1828 before the Canada Com-

mittee of that year, and who was the bearer of a petition from the Quebec Constitutional
Association to Engind last year ?-Yes.

388. You are still a member of the Constitutional Association of Quebec?-Yes; but
before proceeding further, I must explain that I hold no power of representing others; I am
no longer agent for the petitioners who deputed nie to England; nor have I received any
authonty to speak in my capacity of member of the executive committee of the Constitu-
tional Association. As a private individual, I am willing to give any information, or state
any opinion in mny power.

389. Upon the question of the surrender of the Crown revenues, could you offer any
opinion; or have you had the subject mucli under your consideration ?-I certainly have
turned my attention frequently to that subject. I have always been of opinion that there
should be a permanent provision for the support of civil government in the province; that
as to the anount, it ought to have some relation to the amount of the revenue surrendered ;
that the administration of justice ought to be made quite independent, both of the Crown
and the people; and that the Governor and the principal officers absolutely necessary for
carrying on. the Government, ought to be made independent of the annual vote of tic
Assembly. 1 do not, of course, mnean to embrace all the expenses of civil government, but
the support of the principal officers.

390. Then your direct object would be, to make tic principal officers of Government in-
dependent, but you would at the sanie time have some reference to the amount of revenue
surrendered ?-Certainly. In all these matters there must be something in the nature of
a treaty, in which the ndependence of all the three branches of the Legislature must be
provided for.

391. In the preceding answer, have you reference to the revenues now remaining to- be
given up, or would you include such as have already been ceded?-l shoýuld include the
revenue already ceded.

392. You would include the duties under 14 Geo. 3?-Yes; the cession of that revenue
having been made upon the understanding that an adequate provision would be made for
the support of the civil govertinent.

393. Then
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393. Then you approve the cession of the whole revenue of the country, provided .a Appendrx, No. 12.
sufoicient civil list be secured ?-Certainly; they are very bad managers of our revenue in -
England; they are accustomed in their own persons to a far larger scale of expenditure Johu Neiln, Esq.
than we are bere ; and they are not fitted to deal with a public revenue so moderate as ours. 9 Dec. 1835.

394. Can you state your idea of what the civil list should be, or who should be the civi
officers conprised in it ?-That must be a matter of treaty. It is certain that the Crown
bas a revenue of its own in the province; there can be no question that it bas the right of
using that revenue according to law; and if it be prepared to give up that right, it must be
for itself to make what conditions it can and may think proper, in effecting the surrender.

395. Can you state, proceeding on that principle, what ternis you think the Crown is now
in a position to make ?-It is impcssible for me to state what terms the Crown can make, or
ought to accept of; but I think it would be very wrong to give up any right or power that
it has, without an adequate consideration. . There bas been too much disposition to encroach
upon the Crown, and this requires to be met by a corresponding resistance. It is not well
that any part of the state should have all the power to itself.

390. In proposing the civil list, you would exempt the Governor from the necessity of an
annual vote ?-That was always agreed to in the Assembly; the Governor, the Lieut.-
gvernor, the Executive Council and the judges were always included in a proposed civil
hist.

397. You would in like manner render the attorney and the solicitor-general independent
of the annual vote ?-Yes, for their subsistence they should have an adequate fix salary
to constitute their remuneration, but not their contingencies.

398. Their contingencies have been a subject of abuse?-They should be liable to check
and control.

399. And the civil secretary ?--The civil secretary seems to me to be an officer who ought
tu be independent of an annual, vote. He seems to me so closely connected with the
Governor, that unless independent, it would scarcely be possible for the Governor to make
use of him. I should say the provincial secretary ought also tu be independent of an
annual vote; in short, I should be of opinion, in case of a misunderstanding, the Govern-
ment ought to be able to go on until the matter be fully considered, and reason and justice
prevail; it ought not to be subject to the sic volo, sicjubeo of any one.
- 400. Upon that principle would it not be necessary to provide for the contingent expenses
of some departments as well as for salaries ?-Generally speaking, I should say, the con-
tingent expenses ought to be checked by an annual examination and vote in the Assembly;
but for some there ought to be a fixed sum granted. In those cases, the officers.ought to
be placed in such a condition that they could carry on the Government, but they should not
be able to augment their expenses at pleasure and withont control; they should have
something towards their expenses.

401. Are you then of opinion that on the same principle something towards the contingent
expenses of criminal justice, and the support of gaols, ought to be permanently provided for?
-Certainly, until the localitiea be charged with the expenses.

In respect of gaols we are miserably off at present; it is discreditable. As to the admi-
nistration of criminal justice, I have myself been obliged to advance, out of my own pocket,
funds for the apprehension of criminals, and the means of subsistence to petty jurors, who
have come from a distance of 20 or 30 miles to serve at quarter sessions, and who were, at
that distance from home, in a starving condition.

These advances were made as loans, but great part of them have never been repaid.
402. Are there any more of the officers of Government, besides those already mentioned,

whom you would include in the civil list; for instance, the receiver-general ?-I think he is
already provided for, inasmuch as he pays himself out of his gross receipts. If it be not so,
I am of opinion that he ought to be included in the civil list.
• 403-. And the inspector-general of public accounts ?-The present system seems to me
very defective. There ought tu be some general auditor of accounts perfectly independent.

404. Upon the principle you have recommended of enabling the Government to go on for
a while during misunderstandings, would it not be as necessary to provide for the subordinate
officers of Government as for the others, inasmuch as their functions, though less conspicu-
ous, are not less indispensable ; and inasmuch, moreover, as they would be, less than their
superiors, able to subsist during a long stoppage of their emoluments ?-That is the really
di cult question. If the Goverliment could go on permanently, without any check from the
Assembly, with all its officers, there would in truth be no check at all.

The real power of control in the Assembly consists in its being able to make some persons
suffer. In differences between the branches of the Legislature there must be sufferers; the
question is, where the suffering ought tg terminate. If the Assembly could not inflict incon-
venience, it would net be respected at all, and the Government would naturally be indifferent
to its views. It ought te be able to influence the Govemment, but not to subvert'it. We
have experienced the first state I adverted to already. 'I he Government in this colony used
to be independent of the Assembly, and abused its independence; it was high time to put a
check upon it, but perbaps the power has now fallen too much the other way.

405. It-appears tat, if the duties under the 14 Geo. 3 had not been given up, the revenues
at the disposal of the Crown would amount to more than 50,000 1.; now, such being the case,
what, upon the footing of a matter of treaty as you consider it, would you hold a fair propor-
tion to ask for the purposes of a civil libt?-In the present disposition of the Assembly I
should think that as much should be obtained as might be possible. If an inclination to
quiet and reconciliation were shown, I would xiot hold out on smali considerations, but other-
wise it appears necessary to keeý or to get all you can.
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406. The revenues under the 14 Geo. 3 being in fact given up, and the sum now to be
surrcndered not exceeding one-half of the anount mentioned in the previous question, have
you considered the line of policy that it would be prudent for the Government to adopt in the
possible case the Assembly should decline to accede to any reasonableconditions?-In the case
supposed I should feel ro difficulty ; I vould resume the duties under the 14th of the King ; I
would retain what i have, and would apply all those funds together to the expenses recog-
nised by the last Act of Appropriation until we should arrive at a better understanding.
I would not enter into any expenses which had not previously becu sanctioned by the Legis-
lature. That money, under the 14 Geo. 3, was given up to us in the confidence that we
would make reasonable provision for the support of the civil governmient, and -we have no
right to use vhat vas ceded to us for good purposes in order to coerce the British Govern-
ment to subvert the constitution.

407. To carry into effect such measures would it not be necessary to have recourse to the
Imperial Parliament ?-It would, undoubtedly.

408. And would not a minister who introduced a bill to that effect into Parliament appear
to inake a proposal inconsistent with the Declaratory Act of 1778 ?-No, not in my opinion.
The duties under the 14 Geo. 3 were imposed four years before the Declaratory Act, and, if
they had been affected at all by that statute, they in fact could not have been lawfully
collected.

409. You adhere then to the argument on this subject used by Mr. W. Horton before the
Committee of 1828 ?-I ani of opinion generally that the colonies ought to have the control
of all their revenues. I differed from Mr. W. Ilorton at the time of the Committee of 1828,
but he produced opinions of the law officers in his favour, and the Committee took the same
view, and then, whether or not I approved of it, I of course was willing to submit to what
vas the law.

I nay here remark that, in common with many other members of the Assembly, I objected
to the civil list bill for Canada introduced into Parliainent by Sir G. Murray; that I hoped
that, if the right of the Colonial Legislature to appropriate the duties under the 14 Geo. 3
was admitted, the Assembly, in good faith, seeing that Parliament would have gone further
than even the recoimendation of the Canada Commnittee of 1828, would make a fair pro-
vision for the support of the civil government, and re-establish tranquillity in the country.
I communicated these views to persons of some influence in England, and was so far, per-
haps, instrumental in procuring the enactment of the 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 23. The expectations
I at that time expressed have not been fulfilled.

410. Even if not contrary to the Act of 1778, would there not be great difficulty in carry-
ing through Parliament a bill for restoring the proceeds of the 14 Geo. 3 to the appropriation
of the Government ?-I do not think there would be difficulty if it could be shown that with-
out it the British Government in this province must become extinct.

411. On going to Parliament would it not be necessary to show that every possible con-
cession, consistent with reason and the constitution of the colony, had been previously made
to the Assembly ?-Certainly; the Government ought of course to have a good cause.

412. Would it be reconcilable vith the establishment of such a case to demand now a
much larger civil list than was proposed by Lord Ripon ?-You give up more than Lord
Ripon didt. You have offered to give up everything; the very means of existence; and the
materials of a growing revenue in the wild lands. You might readily raise more than enough
for the support of the civil government, by the disposal of the King's right on the wild lauds;
and nobody, I believe, has hitherto disputed that right.

413. Whilst the duties under the 14 Geo. 3, were still at the disposal of the Government,
was there less dissension than nov, or was the Government able to avoid the sane embar-
rassments, except by courses which have since been condemned as unconstitutional ?-Those
courses were perfectly unnecessary. The Government had at its disposal the means of law-
fully paying all its necessary expenses, had it been economical. There never was a country
in which there prevailed so much quiet as in Canada, till the louse of Assembly was re-
quired to provide for the expenses of the civil government; since that tine there have been
constant quarrels. The revenue pronounced by the King's lawyers to be at the disposal of
the Crown, would have been sufficient to defray all the expenses of the publie service, if
properly Iimited ; but every Government has been inclined to increase its expenditure, and
hence the revenue at the disposal of the Crown was insufficient. The desire was always to
find an outlay for ail the money that came in. The necessary expenses of Government need
not, now, exceed 40,000 1. per annum.

414. Supposing the Government put by Parliament into the situation you have contemn-
plated, do you think the administration of affairs could be carried on in the face of such
an opposition as miglit be expected from the Assembly, a body invested with the privileges
of representatives of the people, and drawing analogies froma the House of Commons, or
would not further measures become necessary, .leading to the suppression of the Assembly ?
-I think not. There would be clamour; but being unfounded it would have little effect.
The bulk of the people seeing that the Assembly had not met'the reasonable views of the
British Government, would not entertain any warm feeling on the subject. They would see
it to be clamour, and would disregard it. There is at least one-fourth of the moit
activé part of the population who are decidedly opposed to the extreme pretensions.of the
Assembly. 'They are quite powerful enougli to resist any violent proceedmgs of the others,
and to keep peace in the country.

415. Have you considered the. effect which the line of apolicy you have recomiended
might produce in the upper province, wlhere there are no distinctions of national origin? -
The population of Upper Canada is very different from that of Lower Canada. They, are

acquamnted
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acquainted with the British form of government, and I believe that the najority of them.
want nothing different from the British constitution, fairly and honestly administered. Their
question of a civil list is settled, and the measures contemplated would not affect them in
the least. There are national distinctions in Upper Canada, though not to the same extent
as in Lower Canada. They all speak the same language, and have been accustomed to the
sanie laws and usages. The new comers from the BÉritish isles form sonething of a distinct
class from the others, and do not agree with them quite so well as they ought to do; but
they all end by becomino good members of the community of Upper Canada. Here the two
races remain always distmct. In Upper Canada, I believe, the whole population, including
every class of wliatever politics, are sincercly attached to the connexion.

416. You have turned your attention to a Court of Impeachments?-I have thought upon
it, and voted upon it; and it bas been and continues my opinion, that there ought to be a
court in the province, and that court be the Legislative Council, provided, however, it be
not elective. The opinion I have expressed, was also that of one of the best and most patri-
otic men I have known in Canada, the late Judge Bedard, of Three Rivers.

417. Do you suppose the Assembly could be induced to pass a Bill, constituting the
Legislative Council a Court of Impeachments?-They have passed such a bill twice; and
I do not see why they sbould not again.

418. Since they attached so muich importance to the question of an elective council, have
they not pledged themselves against erecting the present Council into a tribunal for impeach-
ments ?-I do not know; I only know that they have pledged themselves to an elective
council.

419. Have they not twice rejected the measure of making the Legislative Council, as now
constituted, the Court of Impeachments ?-They have; but I should hope that in the end
they would consent to adopt the rule of the British constitution. If they take the constitu-
tion in one respect, they ought to accept it in athers.

420. Would you think the independence of the judges, and the creation of a Court of
Impeachment, so important, that the whole of the projected financial arrangement should
be sacrificed, if those two points could not be settled ?-Yes. • We ought to have the whole
constitution, and nothing but the constitution. We ought to have a competent tribunal, in
like manner as the House of Lords in England. It would be a great advantage to have a
court in which a person who brought an accusation should know that he woùld have to
appear on the spot, and make good his charges. The British constitution, whether or not
the best in the world, (as certainly it bas been the best in practice,) is, at any rate, one of
which you cannot have a part without the rest. Itis so wrought together by trne and prac-
tice, and· the good sense of the people during centuries, that one portion will not wàrk
without the others. The United States are mainly indebted for their present constitution to
the model of the British constitution. The mere machinery of the British constitution is
useful; the very forms themselves, if adopted, will in time work into a good system of
goveriment.

421. Do you conceive the bulk of the lower classes of Canadians, of every origin, to be
favourable to British connexion ?-Decidedly. I am satisfied that the great mass of thé
people of every description, desire a continuance of the connexion with Great Britain.

422. Do you say the sane of all persons of political influence in the country ?-I have
had extensive opportunities of observation, and when I was accustomed to be among tbem,
I never met one who was disaffected to the British Government. I cannot say whether
there bas been any change since; there may have been examples of change; and 1 have
heard that there are some who entertain views inconsistent with British connexion.

42:3. How do you understand the 28th of the 92 Resolutions passed in 1834, of which a
cop is now put into your hands ?-I certainly understand that as meaning that the Governor
ought to be elective, and all public officers besides.

424. To what extent do you consider the French Canadians to be under the influence of the
leaders, and to be an.excitable people ?-I consider that they are quite excitable, but not for
theories of government; anythîng that will insult them, or affect them in their feelings and
interests, will stir them up very readily. The mass of them are not very much uuler the
influence of their leaders. * The truth is, that the best of the French Canadians will take
very little part in the public affairs of the community: those affairs are in the hands of
lnvyers, doctors, notanes, surveyors, small traders, tavern-keepers and mechanies : many of
the most respectable habitans take no interest in political transactions.

425. Do you think that if there was some scheme to sever Canada from Great Britain,
and it were discovered, the majority of the people would be prepared to assist in putting it
down?-I am clearly of opinion that they would. If the question advert to anything
in the shape of a plot or treasurable cnuspiracy, or to anything to be carried by violence,
or connexion with a foreign power, I arm persuaded the people would gladly see it de-
feated.

John Neilson, Esq., further Examined.

426. Before proposing to Parliament to repeal the 2 and 3 W. 4, ought not the Assem-
bly be asked whether it will repay the arrears, vote the ordinary services, and grant a mode-
rate civil list ?-Certainly. As soon as a commission vas appointed I thought it no more
than natural that every endeavour, should be made to ascertain whether the Assembly
wvould do what was reasonable. to enable the Government to go on. I was sorry that a
commission was appointed,; but if it were sent here at all, of course -the intenti6n of the
Government must have been to try once more whether the Asseibly would return to mode-
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Appendix, No. 12. rate courses. The appointment of a commission seemed necessarily to imply such a system
- of conciliation. For my part, 1 thought there had been evidence enough already.

John eilson, Esq. 427. You were several years a member of Assemably ?-Seventeen years, from 1818 to
1o Dec. 1835. 1834 inclusive

428. What is the average duration of the sessions of the Assembly ?-If not interrupted by
quarrels, their average duration has been about 60 days. If the previous session had been
interrupted, the succeeding one would of course be longer.

429. Do they usually sit after March ?-The latest prorogation has generally been in
March. The Legislature usually separated before the winter roada were broken up. I
think there have only been one or two instances since 1791 of their sitting subsequently to
the beginning of April.

430. Would it be inconvenient to the members to be detained in summer?-Yes, both as
respects business and agriculture.

431. Since the opening of the present session on the 27th of October this year, there has
been no apparent progress made towards a supply, either for the arrears of the civil govern-
ment, or the estimates for the current year ?-None that I am aware of. I have not even
heard of a report having been made by the Committee to whom the estimates and messages
are referred.

432. Are you aware that they have passed one money bill for payment of the members,
and also several votes of appropriation for local purposes ?-Yes; I must add, that when
I was a member of the House, we usually reserved the supplies for the last.

433. Is the course of voting special grants and local appropriations before others usual?
-It bas frequently been done.

434. If they were to put these appropriations for local purposes into a separate Act, and
afterwards pass an Act to pay the arrears and estimates for the current year out of unap-
propriated monies, would the first Act attach upon the publie monies as an appropriation,
so as to prevent the application of them to the second grant ?-It has been the practice to
keep all the Acts to the last day of the session, and all being assented to then on the sanme
day, one Act bas not a priority over another.

If the funds in the chest were insufficient to meet all the grants, the Governor would be
reduced to the unpleasant necessity of making a selection.

435. But if the assent of the'executive were given to a Bill before the end of the session,
you are of opinion that it would attach on the public monies ?-I do not know how far that
might be in law, for in law the session is viewed as but one day. In common understanding,
however, such a Bill would no doubt be considered to have a priority. -

436. Supposing the assent to be given to a Bill for miscellaneous appropriations in the
middle of the session, would not the parties to whom the money is appropriated have an
immediate right to demand it?-Certainly.

437. You are aware that two money Acts have passed this session?-Yes.
438. Is it usual that the appropriations for local purposes should be put into a separate

Act from the appropriations for the civil government?-It has been the constant practice.
In fact, it is no more than conformable to the original instructions to the Governor at the
commencement of the constitution, which require tihat every separate object should have a
separate Bill. These instructions were communicated to both Houses of the Legislature.
I understand that the ground of the rule was that the two other branches of the Legisia-
ture ought to have the power of judging separately upon the different classes of appro-
priations.

439. Has it been usual to vote the local appropriations first, or the appropriations for
purposes of government ?-Generally charitable puoses bave come first, the expenses of
government next, and local improvernents last; but latterly, owing to the dissensions which
have prevailed, i believe the votes for the Government have been postponed to the last.

440. But by the practice of giving the assent to no Bills until the last day of the session,
the different appropriations have been prevented from obtaining any priorty over one an-
other ?-Yes, there have only been one or two exceptions since the constitution began, to
the practice of deferring the assent to the end of the session.

441. What has been about the amount during late years of the appropriations for chari-
table purposes?-I think from8,000 1. to 10,0001. a year; but I speak without documents,
and only from general information.

442. Do you include in that the appropriations for education?-No; they have been
from 20,oool. to 30,000l. a year; I speak verywidely, but I believe the limita 1 mention are
tolerably correct.

443. What is the usual amounit voted for local improveinents ?-The amount for local
improvements, such as roads and bridgés, bas varied according to the state of the public
chest. Usually they have taken all that remained after the votes for charitable purposes,
educatiou, and the support of the government; and sometimes they have even anticipated
the revenue of the coming year. I have known those appropriations for local improvements
to be as high as 50,000l. a year, and as low as 5,0001.

444. Have not those different appropriations for miscellaneous services generally ex-
ceeded the appropriation for the support of the civil government ?-They have done so.

444*. In the present very unusual state of circumstances, do you apprehend there will be
enough money to meet the votes for arrears for the services of the current year, and also the
appropriations for improvements ?-That must depend on the state of the chest, and the
amount of the demands of Government. My knowledge on the subject is very loose. As
far as I can form an opinion, I should think that after the grants to charitable purposes
and education, there would remain very little in addition to the charges of Government for

-local
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local purposes. I wish to be understood that in all these matters I speak without precise Appendix, No.1î.
knowledge.

445. Since the passing of the 2d and 3d Will. 4, has there been any Act of Appropriation .Iohn Neilson, FMq.
for the civil government ?--Yes, there was one passed in 1832. Io Dec, 1835.

446. That Act did not appropriate the money specifically to particular purposes ?-No, it
did not.

447. The Bill granted about Z8,000 l. for the purposes of civil government generally ?-
It gave that amount for the purposes of civil government, the administration of justice and
the expenses of the legislature, not for the civil government alone.

448. Was any Act ever passed in Lower Canada appropriating money specifically to par-
ticular purposes?-No. In some Acts of indemnity I think there have been particular
appropriations, but there has been no general Act containing specific appropriations. There
have, however, been examples of bills of that nature passing through the Assembly.

449. Has any Ac. of Appropriation passed since 1832 ?-The Assembly sent up a Bill of
Appropriation in 1833, but it was rejected by the Council, and no Act of Appropriation bas
been passed subsequent to 1832.

450. Have the appropriations for miscellaneous services generally been for good and
laudable purposes?-The. charitable appropriations have genemlly been for good purposes.
The votes for local improvements have also had good objects ; but they have frequently
degenerated into jobs; I used to vote against them, excepting for roads of communication
with adjoining counties, canals and other purposes that seemed for the general advantage of
the country; but those which were voted for local purposes in the counties sometimes be-
came a sort of jobs. The members frequently had interested views when they introduced
the measures, and the same thing prevailed in the choice of the commissioners whom they
recommnended to be appointed by the Governor.

451. Has not the practice of voting money for improvements last of all, and making them
absorb the surplus revenue, a tendency to bring forward crude and hasty plans of improve-
ment, m consequence of that surplus being of uncertain amount, and varyng, as you have
said, from 5,oool. to So,oool.?-It has had that effect.

452. In the present'state of the Hoùse of Assembly, are the commissioners appointed for
improvements chiefly of British or of French origxn?-* Some years back many of the * Mostly of French
commissioners were members of the House, and in consequence of there being great arrears Oigilm.
unaccounted for, once I think to the amount of 150,000 L., the Assembly resolved that
members should not become accountable for public money, wvithout first vacating, their seats;
and at last, after much opposition in the Legislative Council and at home, a Bil was passed
enacting the beforementioned resolution into law. I should think that, on examination,
a large sum nmight still be found unaccounted for by the commissioners. I never recom-
mended one commission, or accepted a commission myself,.from the impression I had about
theni.

453. Would not these commissions, being chiefly bestowed on French Canadians, furnish
somewlat of an answer to the complaint which is made that persons of British origin have
too large a share of profitable employment?-No, I think not. If the commissioners did
their duty, the office would be rather burthensome than otherwise.

454. Supposing you had succeeded in your vote against the appropriations for local pur-
poses, how would you have applied the surplus ?--To purposes of a more general nature ;
the communications with the neighbouring provinces, the improvement of the St. Lawrence,
&c. &c. At one time money was voted to purchase seed-corn for farmers, for an object
originally good, but finally turned into a job.

455. Might not the desire of a share in this surplus have much to do with the dissensions
in the province ?-1 think not. The Jealousies between the inhabitants of .English and
French origin are the real source of difference. The first have lad too much in their hands,
and the French Canadians too little, and there has been much competition and jealousy. The
struggle has been for place, emolument, power and distinction, more than for a share of the
surpus revenue applicable to improvements. The persons who would seek that are not of a
class to enter on contests which would distract the province. The surplus revenue is second-
ary, and moreover the English and the French Canadians have both had their shares pretty
equally.

45G. Might it not be a good course, if this surplus revenue gave rise to jobs, to take off
some of the duties from which the money comes ?-- have always thought so. If it is not
wanted and applied to proper purposes, we ought to leave the money in the pockets of those
to whom it belongs. At the same time, as our revenue is so subject to vary, we ought to
have some surplus beyond the actual wants of gôvernment. If the surplus was less, I believe
that the quarriels would be less also.

457. Were you in the Assembly when the proceeds of the Jesuits' estates were given up ?
-Yes.

458. Was it your understanding at that time, that not only the proceeds, but the manage-
ment would be given up ?-Not at all. i understood that the sole manager must be the
Crown.

459. IHow did it happen that the Legislature passed an Act by which the salary of the
commissioner was limited, and other points of the management regulated ?-That was an
Act with the assent of the Crown; it is law, and of course it is to be obeyed. I myself, as
chairman of a committee on education, brought in the bill.

460. Then the Assembly, after obtaining the proceeds of the estates, passed a Bill for
their management?-We did not interfere with the appointment of the officers; we only
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Appendix, No. 12. guarded against the whole proceeds being absorbed in salaries, and provided for some obj ects
- recommended by Lord Godericli.

John Nelson, Esq. 461. You fixed the salary of the commissioner ?-Yes.
io Dec. 1835. 462. Would not the Act prevent the Crown from disposing of the land ?-The Act does

not mention land; but I do not conceive that the Crown could lawfully dispose of property
of whiche it had given up the revenues for purposes of education. That would require au
Act of the Legislature.

463. As you brougbt in that Act, do you remember if a claim of Mr. Ryland's was pre-
ferred for a pension ?-Yes.
- 464. Upon what ground was that claim disrecrarded ?-It was considered that the emolu-
ments lie had received as treasurer constituted a sufficient remuneration for all the work lie
had done. The House of Assembly was always averse to granting pensions.

465. Supposing there had been a lawful grant to Mr. Ryland before the estates were
aiven up, would it have been a sufficient answer to the claim that he had had enough before ?
1f such a grant had been produced, it would, no doubt, have been considered, but I do not
remember that any such was produced. Even if it had been brought forward, it is not pro-
bable- that the pension would have been allowed. It was a general rule with the Assembly
to recognize no pension that had been granted since 1818, excepting the pensions for military
service during the war, which were sanctioned by an Act of the Legislature.

466. Are you sure that Mr. Ryland did not bring before the Assembly a letter from Lord
Bathurst, authorizing the payment to him of a retired allowance ?-I do not remember it.
If produced, the pension would still not have been granted. The Assembly thought they
had done too much already, in taking on them all the pensions granted by the local govern-
ment for 30 or 40 years previously to 1818.

467. Was that rule of the Assembly, about pensions, prior to 1818, ever made public ?-
It was very well known to the public and to the Governor; and I think was contained, or at
any rate implied, in an address to the Governor.

468. Is there not reason to apprehend that the same objection may be made by the As-
sembly to pensions charged since 1818 upon the revenues now proposed to be given up?-
No doubt, unless the contrary be made a condition of the surrender.

469. Is it not probable that in the sane way as in tie case of the Jesuits' estates, the
Assem'bly will originate a bill for regulating the management of the Crown lands as soon as
they are possessed of the right of appropriating their proceeds ?-Certainly. There cau be
no doubt of it.

470. Do you think that the Assembly would consider that either out of the Jesuits' estates
now, or out of the Crown lands after a cession of the revenues, the Crown would have a
right to provide for, or endow schools or churches, or to make grants of land,' without a
sale, to half-pay officers ?-I should think not, but I only speak of my own opinion. I
cannot undertake to state the sentiments of the Assembly.

471. Then would there, after the cession of the revenue, be any mode of endowing schools
or churches, otherwise than by an Act of the Provincial Legislature ?-None ; unless the
Crown made it a condition of the cession. The Crown may, beforehand, propose what
conditions it pleases.

472. In your opinion, in the present state of the province, would it be likely that if the
cession were made without conditions for these purposes, the Crown and the Assembly could
agree in any reasonable provision for such objects ?-I should think not at present; the
elements of the population of the country are so discordant.

Jon Neilson, Esq., again Examined.

John Ncilson, Esq. 473. WERE you an advocate for the Bill proposed in 1831, on clergy .reserves ?-I was
i1 Dec. 1835. opposed to the evils of the clergy reserves, but I cannot exactly say that I was an advo-

._ 35._ cate for that bill. I was rather dubious what might become of the lands after vested uncon-
ditionally in the Crown. I thought that the prerogative of the Crown, as to its other lands,
had been rather improvidently exercised, and I feared that the same might be the case with
the clergy reserves.

474. Did you understand that the proposed bill would have left the power of endowment
in the Crown ?-I think it would: but if the Crown nov gives up the territorial revenues, it
distinctly ves up the lands, and therefore could not make endownents unless expressly
stipulated fr

475. According to your views, would it be right that land should be applied to the endow-
ment of churches, in the course of settling the country ?-As a matter of abstract expedi-
ency I should say no; but if the church has any vested legal rights, I think it inexpédient to
attack such rights, which ought only to be affectedby negociation and the consent ofthe parties.

476. Are you aware that by the Act of 1774, and alse by the Act of 1791, Piotèstants
were required to pay to the receiver-general the same dues as are paid by Roman catholics to
their priests, out of which fund Iis Majesty was to provide for a Protestant clergy,, but
that those dues never have been called for, and therefore could not be so now ?-1 am aware
of this, and certainly think they could not be exacted noi, the Acts not having been
enforced from the first.

477. There never has been any provision, I think, -by ·the Provincial Legislature, as to
those dues-?--None. I have often thought of bringing in a bill to prevent the possibility of
their being demanded'; but on the whole I thought it needless to stir the question. In Upper
Canada small bills have been passed through the Legislature, and I think become law to
preveat the exaction of tithes..

478. Do
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478. Do not you imagine that the clergy reserves in 1791, were established either as a
sort of compensation for these dues, or as an additional security, inasinuch as it was fore-
seen they could not be collected ?-I have no doubt of it. •

479. If these reserves are now to be taken away, ought there not to be either a reserva-
tion to the Crown of the power of endowment, or a simultaneous provision for the cler
made by the whole Legislature ?-It.would be no more than justice that the Crown shoud
consider any rights vested by law.

480. Do you not also think it would be expedient to make some provision for a clergy ?
-My opinion as to expediency is, that in America, the only way to support a clergy is
voluntary contribution. The same might be .very prejudicial i an.old country, where a
different state of things bas long prevailed, but in new countries I prefer the voluntary me-
thod of supporting the clergy. I would not alter what is established unless with the consent
of the parties interested.

481. Did you aaree in the Canada Committee's opinion in 1828, that the judges ought to
be removeable at le pleasure of the Crown ?-No. I understood that opinion to be founded
on considerations of a temporary nature; my opinion was, that the judges should be put on
the same footing as the judges in England.

482. For the trial of impeachments, do you think you might, with advantage, substitute
a commission. froin the King, say of three persons, for the Legislative Council ?-I do not
think so ; but I should prefer such a commission, if the majority of the members came
fromt England or the other colonies, to a tribunal composed entirely of persons within. the
province, unless it were the Legislative Council. I prefer the Council, because it is the con-
stitutional tribunal, a constantly existing body, one of which the employment for this
purpose would entail no new expense, and which the salutary influence of publicity in their
proceedings would, I doubt not, lead to do justice.

483. Would you alter the existing salaries or allowances of the judges ?-The Assembly
is pledged to make good their present emoluments. If any alteration were made, I should
be for reduction, rather than an increase, but I conceive the House to be pledged on the
subject.

484. Was your opinion in favour of giving the judges pensions?-Certainly. The two
bills which the Assembly passed for judges' independence, and in which I concurred, recog-
nised the principle.

485. Were you favourable to the bill for removing the chief justice from the Legislative
Council ?-I was not; for this reason, that I had - adopted the report of the Canada com-
mittee in 1828, and accepted it in whole and in part; not considering the question open'to
me, I really formed no opinion on it.
. 486. Would the Legislative Council, being made a court of impeachment, be likely to
affect your opinion on this point ?-No; I should neither think it an additional reason in
favour of or against the chief justice's sitting in the Council. As a court of impeachment it
would, no doubt, be more necessary than before, that it should have the presence of some
law character, but not necessarily the chief justice.

487. Would there be any objection to a retired judge, enjoying a pension for life, having
a seat in the Executive or Legislative Council?-No. In a country like this, you must get
character and learning everywhere that it exists; so far as this principle extends, I regret
that the judges are excluded from the Legislative Council, and I feel that the body is enfeebled
by the subtraction of men of their attanments, although I voted for their exclusion at the
time, and probably might do so agi

488. In an act surrendering th e Crown revenues, vould it be necessary to stipulate
expressly for the pensions charged on them if they were meant to be retained ?-Yes. As to
the pensions granted before 1818, the faith of the Assembly is pledged ; but they have voted
thea only annually, and owing to the failure of the supply bills the payaient of them bas
been interrupted for the last two years.

489. From your experience in the province, do you conceive that the Legislative Council
could be secure of the necessary contingent expenses for carrying on its business, unless
expressly ensured by stipulation?-I thmnk a fund ought to be provided by law for the
expenses of both Bouses. The fund already existing in that manner ought to be increased,
so as to be adequate. The Governor ought then to pay the expenses upon the address of
each body, and that has been the practice.

490. There being only one fund, and two bodies to share it, how would you guard against
one taking so much as not to leave enough for the other ?-You must suppose the existence
of some discretion in the legislative bodies, and that they will not exceed the sum appro-
priated to them.

491. Would it not be the simplest way to give one fund for the Legislative Council, and
another for the Assembly ?-I see no objection, myself; but it would be contrary to old
practice, and on these matters legislative bodies are very jealous, therefore there might be
some difficulties.

492. In the present state of the province, do you tbink it probable that the Assembly
would refuse to vote for the expenses of the Legislative Council ?-It is not in.the usual
character of the Assembly; but under present circumstances the thing is probable. The
Assembly bas generally been fair in these matters, and liberal in voting money; but it is
impossible to say what they may do now.

493. &uppose they refused the expenses of the Council, how would the Council.be able
to get on ?-I do not know how. They would be in the same situation as the Government
lias been for the last two years.

494. As to judiciary expenses; would you make any provision in a civil list for the support
0.3. l . of
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Appendix;, No. 12. of the gaols, and as to coroners, clerks of the peace, and other contingent expenses of that
- nature ?-There might be some permanent appropriation towards the expenses of the admi-

John Neilson, Esq. nistration of justice generally, but not covering the whole amount, so as to leave some check
ii Dec. 1835. to the Assembly.

495. How would you provide for the uncertain, but necessary expenses of prosecutions on
the part of the executive ?-Out of the same permanent and general appropriation to purposes
of justice, which i have just suggested.

4906. With reference to your remark, that the existence of some discretion in the legislative
bodies ouglt to be taken for granted, do you not think that any interference of one House
with the contingent expenses of the other would be extremely likely to produce misunder-
standing between them?--Certainly.

497. Do you not think the same misunderstanding would be produced by the interference
of the executive with the contingencies of either louse?-It would be very liable to be
produced.

498. Do you not think that the fouses of Legislature are unavoidably in all free states
exalted in many respects above the operations of ordinary law ?-They are, because they are
law makers; but in pecuniary matters, by the general constitution of the United States, and
the constitution of all the particular states of tliat Union with which I an acquainted, there
is a clause that no noney is to be paid except by the express provision of law, passed by-all
the branches of the Legislature.

499. Is not that equally the law in England ?-I apprehend it is so.
500. Are you aware of the practice in the United States as to the contingent expenses of

any House of Legislature ?-No further than that I have seen Acts of Appropriation, including
the expense of both Houses of Legislature, and other expenses of Government.

501. Can you say whether in those states it is the practice 'to make advances on account of
contingent expenses before the Act of Appropriation be passed ?-I apprehend in very few of
them. The credit of the Houses of Legislature in the United States, and of their officers, is
very good.

502. Has it not been the practice in the province to advance money on account of the con-
tingencies on the address of either branch of the Legislature ?-Yes; until the refusal of the
Assembly in 1834 to make good the amounts previously advanced upon its addresses, and
its promises to repay them.

503. In England do you know what is the practice ?-I think I have seen the expenses
of the Houses of Parliament included in Acts of Appropriation.

504. Do you know wbat is the practice in England as to making advances ?-I am not
personally acquainted *with the subject, although I have no doubt that advances are made;
but they must be unnecessary, for the credit of le louses and their officers is very good in
England.

505. Is it not the desire of the persons who compose the Constitutional Association of this
town to sec the analogies of government drawn rather from England than from the demo-
cratic state of America ?-I have already stated that I cannot answer for the Constitutional
Association ; but for my own part, I should prefer drawing the analogies of government from
England.

506. Do you not think the House of Commons in England the constitutional guardians of
the public purse ?-They are not the keepers; they are the guardians in so far as it is their
business to control the expenditure ; but it would be dangerous that they should be at the
sane time the keepers and the guardians of the public purse.

507. Do you not think that the House of Commons bas, defacto, the entire control over
the expenditure of England ?-1 admit that they can control the expenditure, but I deny that
they can expend vhat they please.

508. Is it not the fact that the consent of the other branches never is withheld from any
money Bills originated by the House of Commons ?-I do not know as to the fact; but if it
be so, the House of Commons imust have exercised its privilege with respect to money bills
with great discretion.

509. In the event of any indiscretion on the part of the Commons relating to money
matters, to what quarter vould you look for the correction of the evil ?-To the two other
branches of the Legislature, and the whole body of the people.

510. Would you not look primarily to their constituents ?-I should hope that their con-
stituents would have spirit enough to dismiss thein; but I should be sorry to look to the
people alone without the other branches of the Legislature. If those branches did not do
their duty, the check of the peoplé, being distant, would be insufficient.

511. 1)id not the Cominittee of 1828 express an opinion, that ' the interests of the
province would be best promoted by placing the receipts and expenditure of the whole public
revenue under the superintendence and control of the House of Assembly? "-They did, and
I concur in it with all my heart. The casual and territorial revenue, I believe, vas excepted
in the report. By control, I mean, and am sure the Committee must have meant, the con-
stitutional right which belongs to the House of Assembly of originating Bills to be enacted
into laws by His Majesty, and vith the advice and consent of the Legislative Council.

512. Do you think the Comnittee used the expression, " louse of Assembly," and not
"Legislature," intentionally, or inadvertently ?-Quite unadvisedly, if they meant to describe
it as anything else than as one of the tlree branches of the Legislature.

513. Do ydu not suppose they meant to designate the Assembly as peculiarly entitled to
control the expenditure ?-Peculiarly entitled, no doubt, as having the privilege of originating
moniey bills.

514. What do you think would have been the consequence if the contingent expenses had
not
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not been granted this year?--I think there would have been no session; the members of
the House would have dispersed just as they did last year.

5 15. In such case, the Government being without money, would it not have been necessary
imrnediately to have recourse to the remedial measures you described yesterday ?-There is
not the least doubt of it.

510. Without any further attempt at conciliation ?-I should think so; there could be no
further opportunity of any atternpt at conciliation after the House had failed for want of a
quorum.

517. And you think, in such an event, you would have liad a case with which you could
have gone with confidence to Parliament and demanded the measures you have described
yourself to contemplate?-I doubt it ; I should fear the case would not have been well
received in the Bouse of Commons.

518. In so small a state as this- in point of numbers, if the House of Assernbly had the
entire disposal of the public mouey, without any other check than that of their constituents,
vould there not be a danger of that very money being employed, so as entirely to render

the check of no consequence ?-Certainly, very great danger; it would, in fact, bring on a
division of the whole public revenue of the country in favour of one description of the popu-
lation alone; and that description ha pening to form the majority of the people, the members
of the Bouse would be sure, or neary seo, of their re-election.

519. Having said"'that you would not leave the amount of the contingent expenses of
either House to its own discretion, in what vway would you fix a check upon that amount ?--
I would have a fund provided by Act passed by the three branches for those expenses ; and
if it proved insufficient, I would not issue any more tilt a further fund were provided by the
same authority.

The honourable G. loffatt and the honourable P. MGWii, Legislative Councillors of
Lower Canada, attended on behalf of the persons who signed the petition which was pre-
sented to Lord Glenelg in June last by Mr. Walker, in consequence of a correspondence
which had taken place between the secretary and the Constitutional Association of Montreal.

Ti HEsE entlemen were informed that the Commissioners were ready to listen to any repre-
sentation they might be authorized to make, but that it would suit the convenience of the
Commissioners if they would confine themselvés to three points mentioned in their secretary's
letter, namely, the cor.ditions to be attached to the cession of the hereditary revenue, the
independence of the judges, and the establishment of a court of impeachments.

Messrs. Moffatt and M'Gill proceeded then to state, thaf, in their opinion, the cession of
the hereditary revenue ought to be accompanied with a condition for a permanent appropri-
ation of a sum of money, sufficient to conduct the administration of justice and the business
of the principal departments of Govemment, without the necessity of having recourse to an
annual vote of the Legislature; in support of which opinion they stated that, but for the
existence of the Inperial Act 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. , the local administration would, at the
present moment, be in possession of a revenue sufficient for the purposes, according to the
estimate of the present year.

Mr. Moffatt then delivered to the Commissioners the following statement, in order to prove
that, though in 1825 there was a deficiency of 20,3341. 8 s. 7 d., there would, in 1830, sup-
posing the revenue of that year to equal the present, be a surplus of 7121. 2s. bd., but for the
Act of 1 & 2 Wili. 4: 1

Amount of estimates for 1825 - - - - - -

Deduct salaries and contingencies of the two Bouses of Legislature

Sterling - - - -

Equal, in currency, to - - - -

Amount of revenue permanently appropriated - - -
Deduct duties appropriated to the salaries and contingencies of the

two Houses - - - - - - - - - -

64,801
11,777

s. d.
17 8

8 -
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53,024 9 8
58,416 1 10

40,545 15 10

1,964 2 7

Balance,,Currency - - - - £. 38,581 13 3

Estimated Expenditure-as above - - - - 58,416 1 10

Deficiency - - - - £.

Estimate for 1836 - - - - - - -

Deduct contingencies and salaries for the two Bouses .

Sterling - - - - £.

Or Currency - - - - £.

10,834 8 7

62,753 9 6
16,717 8 -

46,030 1 6

51,151 3 11

Amount which -would bave been at the disposal of the Executive,
but for the Act of 1 & 2 WilI. 4 - - - - - £. 51,663 6 4

Surplus - - - - £. 712 2 5
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Appendix, No. xc. Mr. Moffatt then contended that, if bis view of the subject were acted on, the Legislature
- would still bo in a position similar to that in .which they stood prior to the passing of the

lion. G. M2fatt Act 1 & 2 Will. 4, and proceeded to state, that it is for the interests of the people, as vell
nd as of the Government, that this appropriation should be made; moreover, that those inte-

Hon. P. M'Gi/. rests would not be served, if the appropriation were made for the heads of departments only,
17 Dec. 1835. and not for the subordinate officers, and contingent expenses of the same.

Messrs. Moffatt and M'Gill next wished to call the attention of the Commissioners to the
preanible of the Provincial Act 41 Geo. 3, c. 17, which established the Royal Institution for
the advancement of learning; and Mr. Moffatt read a mnemorial, which was presented to
Lord Dalhousie in the month of February 1826 from the trustees of the institution, in which
the engagements were set forth that the Government had at different times entered into, to
grant lands for the purpose of endowing colleges and schools; and Messrs. Moffatt and
M'Gill stated that, la their opinion, the proceeds of the hereditary revenue should not be
surrendered before some provision should be made for the fulfilnent of these engagements,
as the Royal Institution was at present entirely destitute of funds.

They further stated, that there is no adequate provision in the province for the higher
branches of English education, and that, though the sum of about 22,000 i. is annually
granted by the Legislature for the purposes of education, this assistance is principally given
to schools quite of an elementary character ; and they vould wish that two colleges at least
should be endowed, vhere English youths might acquire the higher branêhes of education, for
which at present they are forced to resort to the Unted States or to Great Britain.

Copy of the said memorial then delivered in.
With respect to the management of the Crown lands, Messrs. Moffatt and M'Gill stated

that they understood, from the Governor's speech, it was to be retained in the bands of the-
executive, and that they would not wish to see anything more than the proceeds given up,
after all charges of management were deducted, conceiving that the settlement of the
country would be most advantageously promoted by such an arrangement.

Messrs. Moflatt and M'Gill were then asked if they could state the opinion of the associ-
ation, as to whether any provision for the support of a Protestant clergy should be stipulated
for, in the event of the clergy reserves being given up ?-Mr. Moffatt stated that he was not
aware that, as a body, the association had formed any opinions on the subject. Mr.
M'Gill pointed out a paragraph in the annual report of the general committee, which
report was read and approved at a general meeting held on the 7th December instant,
whieh he conceived to bear upon the subject, and which lie considered to be the opinion of
the association.

Mr. Moffatt then explained that he did not think that the association had ever entertained
the question, ivith a view to emitting any settled opinion on it.

Mvlr. M'Gill then stated, as his opinion, thougli he would not assert it to be the opinion of
the whole association, that, as a general principle, lie considered that no man should' be
taxed to maintain the religion of another, and that every clergyman should derive the means
of support fron his congregation.

He objected, therefore, both on principle and policy, to any particular church or churches
bein supported in this country out of the provincial funds or public property.

Tie population is of so diversified a character, and split into so many Christian sects, that,
in his opinion, it would b impossible to frame a measure which could fairly and justly
a pportion the income accruing from the proceeds of the clergy reserves among the different
churches ; and a preference being given to any one, two or three of them, would b-
extremely felt as a wrong would, and iwould tend to keep alive that heat, strife and conten-
tion which it is so desirable to sec allayed.

The following questions were then put to these gentlemen separately:
To Mr. 3ojjatt.] Have you any opinion as to what measure ought to be adopted with

respect to the clergy reserves?-I do not approve of the measure now before the Legislature.
I should wish to see the fund arising from the sale of the clergy reserves, substituted for the land,
and considered as a fund at the disposal of the Imperial Parliament for the objects originally
intended by the Act of 31 Geo. 3, c. 31. I sec no objection to the re-annexation of the
clergy reserves to the Crown lands, provided the proceeds of the sales of thein are secured
for such purposes.

To M r. M'Gill.] Do you concur with Mr. Moffatt in the answer which lie hasjust given?
-I an myself a Presbyterian, I subscribed to build the chapel at vhici I attend; and I an
inclined to wish that every church should be, in Canada at least, maintained on whiat is called
the volnntary principle.

If one or two chitrches vere to be supported out of public funds in this province, and
others not allowed the samie advantage, so much discontent would be created, that L think
the measure inexpedient.

To Mr. M'Gill.] Do you not conceive that the vast majority of the, population of Upper
and Lower Canada would be comprehended under the four denominations of Church of"
England, Roman Catholics, Chiurch of Scotland, and Vesleyan Methodists?-I think they
at present would.

.Do you sec any probability of any increase of any other seet, so as materially to affect the
majority ?-Tliere are a great many other sects, but I do not think they are likely to increase
so as to affect the majority.

Are you not aware that the doctrines of Wesleyan Methodists do not differ fron those of'
the Church of England ?-1 have reason to believe their doctrines are the same, and that
they differ only ln church discipline and church government.

Suppose the province divided into districts, in each of which there should be a building
fo
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for worship and a minister's bouse and a small glebe, and a very moderate stipend annexed, Appendix, No. 12..
the whole being property of the State, and that on the death of the incumbent, three-flfths of -
the inhabitants should be allowed to petition for the appointment of a minister for life from Hon. G. Mfofatt
any one of the four sects, and that it should be lawful for the Governor, en such petition, to and
appoint accordingly; what would be your opinion of such a plan ?-I am of opinion that the Hon. P. .3PGill.
remaining two-fitt.hs would have good reason to complain, and on the whole, that such a plan 17 Dec. 1835.
would be inexpedient. With the exception of Lower Canada, where Catholics prevail, I do
not think that in any district, parish or township, three-fifths would be found to concur..

If three-fifths did not concur, would it not be an easy mode of delivering the Government
of the burthen of supporting an established clergy?-I have not directed my thoughts par-
ticularly to this, and did not come prepared for an examination on these points.

When you say the other two-fifths would have reason to complain, do you bear in mind
the circumstance that they vould see at the same time, that in those districts where persons
of their persuasion formed a majority, their ministers were supported out of the funds of the
public ?-I think that in very few places three-fifths would concur; but even if they did, I
do not think the other two-fifths would be satisfied.

Messrs. Moffatt and M'Gill then proceeded to the subject of the independence of the
Judges, and stated that in the event of a permanent appropriation being made in the manner
they had recommended, the association would approve of the enactments on the subject of
the in'dependence of the judges and the formation of a court of impeachments contained in
a Bill which passed both H1-ouses of the Provincial Legislature in the session of 1831-2, but
which was disallowed in England, in consequence of reasons stated in a despatch from Lord
Goderich.

The following questions were then put:
In the event of the Assembly refusing to concur in such a Bill, have you ever turned your

mind to the consideration of any other principle on which a court of impeachments could be
formed ?-We hafe not turned our minds particularly to the consideration of the establish-
ment of a court of impeachment on any other principle than that of the Act referred to, and
although it is highly desirable that such a court should be established, we are not prepared
to recomnend that the authority should be conferred on any other body than the second
branch of the Legislature, sucli being the practice in England and throughout the United
States.

Do you consider this of such importance as to make it a sine qua non, and thereby put
to hazard the success of any financial question vhich may be proposed ?-Should the
Assembly refuse to pass such a bill, the case is of sufficient importance, in our opinion, to be
referred to the Imperial Parliament.

Do you conceive it probable that an arrangement, to meet the charges of civil govenrnent,
such as you have proposed by apermanent appropriation, would be acquiesced in by the
two Bouses of Legisiature ?-We see little probability of such a measure being entertained
at present, as far as respects the popular branch of the Legislature.

In the case of refusal, what is the line of policy you would recommend ?-A reference of
the whole subject to the Imperial Parliament. To which Mr. M'Gill added, with a view
particularly to the repeal of the Act 1 & 2 Will. 4.

Do vou think you would then have such a case as you could with full confidence submit
to the consideration of Parliament, and demand thereon the stronc measures that would be
necessary; do you not think it probable that you might be desirea to try further measures
of conciliation, especially when you bear in mind the recommendation of the committee of
1828, that all the revenues of Lower Canada should, with the exception of the hereditary
and territorial revenue, be placed under the controi of the louse of Assembly ? And you
are requested to observe that the question is put, on the supposition that the House of
Assembly will, in the present session, evince so far a conciliatory spirit as to provide for the
arrears and estimates which are now before theni?-We cannot suppose that the Committee
of 1828 contemplated the state of things which lias arisen in the province.

It has been admitted by the House of Commons that the King's Ministers had carnestly
endeavoured to carry into execution the suggestions contained in the report of that Coi-
mittee.

Their ready attention to the complaints afterwards made by the Assembly, and their
anxiety to correct every abuse in the administration of the local governiment, were manifested
by the despateli of Lord Goderich of the 7th July 1831. Moreover, in the course of the last-
mentioned year, the revenue raised under the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, was placed at the disposal of
the Provincial Legislature, in the full confidence that the judges and other public function-
aries immediately connected vith the administration would have been rendered independent
of an annual vote of the Assembly for their respective salaries; but instead of this, the
Assembly lias for the last three sessions withleld, or occasioned to be withheld, the necessary
appropriation for the public service, and has thereby refused the supplies required to carry
intoexecutionthe laws by which society is held together; placed the Provincial Governient
in a state of virtual bankruptcy; subjected the judges and other public functionaries to a
state of humiliating pecuniary dependence, and created disgust amongst the people.

Under these circumstances we cannot suppose that the Imîperial Parliament, if fully ap-
prised of the state of the case, would desire to make further trial of conciliatory measures at -
the hazard of involving the province in anarchy and confusion, more especially as it is now
proposed to surrender to the control of the Assembly the hereditary and territorial revenue,
ivhich was not contemplated by the Committee of 1828.

0.3. K With
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With reference te the latter part of the question, even if the Assembly should, during the
present session, provide in a constitutional manner for the arrears and estimates now before
it, we should still be of opinion that it is expedient to guard against a recurrence of the evils
to which we have alluded, by requiring a permanent appropriation as a condition to be
annexed te the surrender of the hereditary revenue, such appropriation of course being liable
to be varied or repealed by any Act assented to by the three branches of the Provincial
Parliament.

Have net the Legislative Council and Assembly been sitting rather more than seven
weeks ?-Yes.

Do you know of any steps taken by tie Assembly for voting cither the arrears of the three
ycars, or the estimates for the ensuing year ?-The only information we possess is derived
from the published routine business o' the Assembly, from -which we believe it appears that
the messages and documents which accompanied them, of the Governor-in-chiëf in relation
to these matters, have been referred to committees of the House.

You have not heard of any report of a committee on that subject having been either made
to the louse, or in a state of forwardness ?-With respect to the first part of the question,
ve have no recollection of having seen in the routine business of the House any mention of

such report; and with respect to the latter part we have no information.
Docs not great inconvenience and hardship prevail on the part of the public servants in

consequence of the vant of their pay ; and in the gaols in consequence of the expenses not
being provided for by the Legislature ?-We have already stated that the public servants
have been subjected to great inconvenience, and in sone instances te actual distress; and
with respect to tie gaols, we understand that a good deal of hardship bas prevailed; to
which Mr. M'Gill added, that with respect te tha gaol at Montreal, he had been informed
by the deputy-sherifl that unless the eheriff lad had nionies in his hands arising from civil
suits, a part of which he advanced on his own responsibility for the support of the prisoners,
the gaoi must cither have beei opened, or the prisoners died ; and it is a matter of notoriety
that many tradesmen's bills for articles furnished to the gaols, both in Quebec and Montreal,
remaîn unpaid.

As far as the prisoners are concerned, do you think the hardships in the gaol of Montreal
have been greater than before ?-We do think so.

Do you think that the usual supplies of blankets, fuel and provisions to the prisoners have
been withheld or diminished '?--We have no precise information on the subject, but from
general report we are led te believe that such is the case.

What would have been the state of affuirs during the period for which the supplies have
been vithheld, if the Governmxent had previonsly divested itself of the hereditary revenue, and
if no advance hiad been muade by the British Government ?-The state of affairs would have
been aggravated, and some of the public servants perhaps reduced te actual want.

Do you not think it an indispensable condition that all arrears due for the service of civil
government and administration of justice shall be paid previously te any cession of the here-
ditary revenue ?-Unquestionably; ail clains to which the Crown lias made itself liable
ought to be discharged before it parts wvith the funds out of which alone it can satisfy thema,
that is te say, without the assistance of the other branches of the Legislature.

Do you not conceive that, in any application te be made to Parhanent for the repeal of
Act 1 & 2 of Will. 4, it would constitute a material feature in the case, that the Legislature
had or had not provided in their present session for the arrears and estimates now before
thenm?-Unquestionably it would make the case more urgent if they did net provide for them;
but on this head we would refer to our answer te a former question.

Do you not think it would be advisable te wait until the close of the session, or until it is
known whether the supplies vill be granted or not before any application is made for the
repeal of 1 & 2 Will. 4 ?-We have net contemplated any reference te the Inperial Parlia-
ment until the result of the present session shall be ascertained.

Has net the Assemubly counenced a series of appropriations for charities and other pur-
poses ?-Yes; bills have been passed providing for the payment of the members of the
Assembly, and providing for the transportation of convicts; besides which there are now
before the Legisiative Council bills providing for the purchase of Grosse Isle, and making
certain appropriations for charitable and other purposes.

Do ye thmk it quite clear, if these mriscellaneous appropriations go on, there will be
money left suflicient for the paymient of arrears ?-We do net know sufficiently the state of
the chest te give a positive answer.

Have you a recollection of the civil list proposed by Lord Ripon?-Yes.
Did you think it sufficient ?-We did net think it sufficient.
Do you net think [lis l\lajesty's Governiment bound te adhere, if net te the items of that

civil list, nt any rate, te the principle on which it was prepared ?-When we consider what
lias recently occurred in the province, ve think not.

Does net the fâet of such a proposal laving been made lessen the confidence with which
yo would make your application to the hxmperial Parliament?-No.

Do you not tiink it would have an influence on the decision of Parliameut, taken as it
nmust be, in conjiunetion with tie declaration of the Conmittee of 1828, that the whole reve-
nues of the province should be placed ut the disposal of the fouse of Assembly ?-We
should hope not, wlhen the Parliament shall have possessed itself fully of the case, especially
as the Comnmittee did net contemplate the surrender of the hereditary revenues, as already
stated.

Whxat value, as t source of revenue, do you attach te the prerogative of the Crown as to
the
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the disposal of the wild lands and forests?-If due facilities were afforded to immigration, we Appendix, No. I.
would give a very considerable sum.

Have you any doubt that, if judicious measures were adopted, capitalists miglt be found Hon.'G. Moatt
to advance money enough for the purposes of civil government on that and the other sources and
of the hereditary revenue ?-If the expenses were to remain as they are now, we think capi.. Hon. P. IIPGWI.
talists might be found to do this. It is a subject that would require consideration and 17 Dec. 1835.
calculation; but our impression is, that capitalists would be found to make such an ar- -

rangement.

Messrs. A. Stuart, John Neihon and - Young attended on behalf of the Consti- messrs . Stuart,
tutional Association of Quebec, in consequence of a correspondence which had taken place john Neikon, and
between the Secretàry of the Commission and the Secretary of the Executive Comnittee of - Yrnung.
that body, and after a previous explanation that the deputation should be furnished with 23 Dec. 1835.
a copy of the minutes as they will be entered on the books ýof the commission, it was
settled, that in lieu of receiving from these gentlemen a statement of their views, as had
been done wlhen Messrs. Moffatt and M'Gill attended on the part of the Montreal Associa-
tion, the information should be elicited by questions from the Commissioners.

The following enumeration of the sources of hereditary revenue and of the public monies
now at the disposal of the Govemment, as also of the Crown property not ut present
productive, was read:
1. The wild lands and forests of the whole province.
2. The grant to the British North American Land Company.
3. The King's domain, in the restricted sense in vhich that terra is used in the pro-

vince; viz.
(a) Droit de quint.
(b) Droit de lods et ventes.
(c) Cens et rentes and other seignorial dues.
(d) The King's wharves.
(e) Commutations of tenures, under the Imperial Act, 0 Geo. 4. ':. 59.

4. The King's posts.
5. The forges of St. Maurice.
6. The ivater lots.
7. Fines, forfeitures and penalties.
8. The aids granted by the Provisional Acts, 3.5 Geo. 3, c. 9, and 41 Geo. 3, c. 13 and 14.
9. The Jesuits' estates.
10. The claim of the Crown to the seigniory of Montreal.
11. The claims of the Crown to the beds of the rivers and to the land between high and

ow-vater marks.
12. Certain rights reserved out of seigniories and out of the grants of wild lands in free

and common soccage, such as gold and silver mines, the riglht of making roads and of
cutting timber for public purposes, together with certain other rights which are known or
understood to exist in the Crown, but wLieh are not productive; such as the droit d'Aubaine,
the right to forfeitures of land, and to escheats.

l3. The seigniory of Sorel, the site and garden of the castle of St. Lewis ut Quebec, and
the government-house at Montreal.

14. 'Tie forts, barracks and lands under the charge of the board of ordnance, or any
other military or naval department.

15. Certain droits of admiralty.
13. Certain duties levied under Acts of the British Parliament, of a date prior to the

14 Geo. 3.
17. One third of ail custom-house seizures.
18. The post-of!ice.

Mr. Neilson remarked, that the Jesuits' estates should not have been included, as the
proceeds were given uM.

A discussion took place on the 2 Will. 4, c. 41, for regulating the Jesuits' estates, and it
was then explain.ed that nothing was intended contrary to that Act? or te the arrangement
under which the proceeds of the estates vere surrendered in 1831.

Mr. Stuart remarked, that no notice was taken of the droit d'Aubaine and droit de
Desherences, and that from the former source a trifling sum was derived about the year
1800, and the same thing might occur again ; that both were inherent rights in the Crown
and could not be lost by any non user.

To Mr. Stuart.] Have any escheats or forfeitures taken place since the Act that consti.
tuted the court of escebats ?-None. In the month of December last, several inquisitions
were for the first tinie taken by His Majesty's conmissioner of escheats and forfeitures;
but of these, sonie were in the month of August last set aside by the Court of King's Bench
for the district of St. Francis, for insufliciencyr and the remamnder are liable to the sane
objections as the former.

Mr. Neilson suggested, that there was a revenue arising from some imperial Acts prio to
the Act 14 Geo. 3, and it was explained that the proceeds of these ivould be included l
the cession proposed to be made.

0.3. x 2
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- The post-office being next mentioned, Mr. Neilson expressed his opinion that it ougut to
remain as an imperial administration, though the profits arising out of it should, as ihr as
they are derived from Canadian sources, be applied to Canadian purposes. If put entirely
into the hands of a local administration, lie thouglit confusion would ensue; but the profits
might be put at the disposal of the Legislature.

to Mr. Stuart.] Have you any knowledge of the King's posts ?- visited the King's
posts, as commissioner, under an Act of the Provincial Parliament, for exploring the remote
part of the district of Quebec.

Do not the ludson's Bay Company consider that settlers cannot corne vithin the posts
without infringing on their riglts ?-I understand they do.

Do you not consider thut grants of lands within the King's posts might be so made as to
be protitable to the Crown ?-1 think that district might be settled to great advantage. Lt
bas advantages for settlement altogether peculiar.

Do you happen to know whether the river Saguenay is ever frozen ?-It is frozen every
year.

At what time is the navigation closed ?-The ice in the Saguenay disappears about the
same time as the ice in the St. Lawrence; but the port of Tadousae opens a fortnight or
three weeks earlier than the port of Quebec, and closes a fortnight or three weeks later.

Are the exact limits of the King's posts known ?-Tiey can be ascertained from an arret
of the French government, of an old date, in a volume of the Edits and Ordonnances,
printed some years ago, by order of the Assembly, ivhich may be found in any law-library
in Quebec.

There is a placed called la-lia Bay; is not that a promising tract of country, or have
you any information as to it?-l have no personal knowledge of it.

Do you know what the furs are which are peculiar to the King's posts ?-They are not to
be found elsewhere, and a complete assortnent of furs cannot be made without them.

As the Hudson's Bay Company have only had possession of the King's posts for a few
years, how did they manage to get those furs before ?-I am not in the fur trade, and speak
only on the information of others. I have acted professionally for the North, West Coin-
pany, and speak from infonnation derived fron the late Mr. M'Gillivray. The fur trade
was principally in the hands of the North West Company until the union which lately was
made between it and the Hudson's Bay Company.

Would not the country on this side of the Saguenay afford, for several years, room for
the increase of the settled population in that quarter ?--I am not able to speak of the extent
or nature of the land in that quarter. I would, however, refer to the report of a Mr.
Andrews, who was employed under the authority of the Legislature, in exploring the
country; whicl was made to the House of Assembly, and printed in their journals about
the year 1825. There is alto a report from Mr. Baddely, of the Royal Engineers, on the
same subject.

Can you state the reason why, of late years, no fines and forfeitures are credited to the
hereditary revenue ?-Mr. Young explained, that Sir James Kempt, by a message, in No-
vember 1829, claimed these fines, &c., and that the claim was admitted; but in Lord
Aylmer's time they were never claimed.

Are there frequent cases in Canada in whiclh the cohrts of justice impose heavy fines?-
(Mr. Stuart.) i apprehend not, but my practice does not lead nie much into courts of
crinminaljurisdiction.

Mr. ý oung explained, that in the yenr ending 1oth October 1836 the fines imposed by
ma istrates exceeded 500 L.; but that only 70 1. or 80 1. were collected.

Mr. Neilson remarked that sums had been collected and remitted to England by officers
of the Court of Admiralty, and this since the conclusion of the war; but he doubted
whether such sums could be considered as monies arising from Canadian sources.

Do you consider that the beds of rivers and the spaces between high and low water-mark
belong to the Crown ?-(Mr. Stuart.) I consider that the beds of navigable rivers and the
intervals in them between high and low water-mark are, in a special manner, under the
King's care, supervision and protection, but are said to appertain to the King's domain, not
in reference to the property in the river and beach, but to the publie use of them.

The property of these intervals I hold to be in the riparian proprietor.
The rights and powers wherewith the King is vested in relation to navigable rivers are, as

I conceive, held by him, not for fiscal purposes, but for the purpose of protecting ail his
subjects in the use of them, as of public highways by ivater.

It is proper, however, to add, that a diversity of opinion lias existed as to the right of the
riparian propietor in the intervals in question; the Court of King's Bfenlh at Quebec denying
any right of property in the riparian proprietor, whilst the Court of Appeals in a late case
(Fournier and Oliva, Stuart's L. C., ltep. p. 427,) have maintained this nght.

As to lands conceded before the conquest, will it not tuni entirely on the terms of the
concession?--Not so much upon the ternis of the concession as upon its general construction,
and upon the effect of the " Ordonnance au sujet des clotures sur les bords du fleuve St.
Laurent, le 13 Mai 1665, (Edits & Ordonnances, il, 126)."

In the French grants, lands are generally bounded " au fleuve St. Laurent," without dis-
tinguishing whether this shall be at high or low.-wateï mark ; and hence arises the question,
wlcther the Crown shall have a right of pr'operty in the interval between high and low-water
mark.

It is believed that the old law of France vested in the crown of France no other or hiier
interest in this interval than the Cruwnî of England possesses, and the vords of Sir Mattiew
Hale have Lherefore been adopted in the foregoing answer.
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As to grants since the conquest, if there is no reservation, does not the general law of the
-empire apiply, that ail within the King's dominions which is under the flow of the tide,
belongs to the Crown primâfacie ?-Ths rule seems rather to relate to the 'urisdiction over
lands covered and uncovered by the tide, than to the property in or use of tem. As to the
jurisdiction, there is, of course, a divisum imperium, but it does not appear that there can be
any doubt in the law of England as to the right of the riparian proprietor in the interval
in question, subject to the obligation, not in any way to obstruct this bigbway by water.

What do you understand by the term, I King's Domain?"-I understand by this term the
property which was held by the Crown of France at the time of the cession of the country,
as s=vereign feudal lord. The tenn " Domain," or " Dominicum," as here used, belongs to
the feudalaw, and embraces all rights and possessions which the feudal lord reserves, or is
understood to reserve, in patrimomno on maksng his original grants.

la Canada there would fall under this denomination lands reserved in property, to the
Kin- in his seigniories. Ali feudal rents, dues and services reserved by him in his grants of
landis, and generally all rights accruing to him in, or issuing from the land under his grants,
whether à titre defif or d titre de cens.

It is hardly necessary for me, after the answer given to the last question, to add, that I do
not consider that the rghts held by the King in respect to the beds and beaches of navi-
gable rivers, formed any part of this domain.

I am of opinion that the waste lands of the Crown generally, including those of the King's
posts, arc not comprised in the King's domain. The King holds these waste lands free from
al feudal incidents or laws, in the same manner as hc holds the waste lands in the ad-
joinio; provinces, and in the other colonies and possessions of the empire.

Sir Charles Grey explained to Mr. Stuart, that the inspector of the King's domain did not
colleet the rents of water lots, or of the King's posts, and asked if he knew why this was the
case ?-Mr, Stuart said he did not know.

With reference to the rights reserved in ail grants from the Crown, have you any know-
ledge of any mines or minerals in the country ?-The ores of St. Maurice and Batiscan, the
iron ores tif St. Paul's Bay, and it is said that in the seigniory of Vaudrieul, in the parish of
St. Francis, La Nouvelle Beauce, gold lias been found.

M r. Neilson added, the whole country abounds in minerals, though lie cannot name posi-
tively any but iron.

I there not sulphur?-(Mr. Neilson.) Yes; and coal and plaster of Paris. Generally
speaking, I should say that there is a grcat quantity of valuable minerals in the country.

Do you conceive if the Crovn vere to establish an administration of ponts and chaussees,
it miglt bc advantageous to the country, and at the sane time be beneficial as a source of
revenue ?-Ve do not conceive it could be donc so as to be profitable; to which Mr. Stuart
and Mr, Neilson added, neither do we consider that it would be advantageous. Mr. Young,
however, said he thought it might be advantageous to the country, though not profitable to
the Govemnent.

The Duke of Richmond had a plan for a board of works.
3fr. Stuart explained that lie considered the application of a portion of the money arising

from the siale of waste lands, te the making roads and internal improvements in the parts of
the country where such lands are sold, would be extremely desirable, productive of many
advantages, and would relieve the system of selling waste lands froin many of the inconve-
niences incident to that measure.

To 31r. Young.) Do you know anything of custom-house seizures?-The proceeds of
seizures made at maritime ports of entry were formerly paid to the receiver-general, and
accounted for in the provincial accounts, except when the forfeiture was incurred under the
provisions of the old plantation laws.

In 1820 a difficulty arose as to the distribution of the proceeds, and a representation
having been laid before the commissioners of customs, orders were sent to the collector and
controller of Quebec to remit the King's share of all seizures to London, nnd to bring them
to account with the Crown duties; this bas uniformly been donc since the receipt of the
order.

Tie seizures made at the inland ports of entry are accounted for to the Provincial Govern-
ment, am the King's share paid to the receiver-general. They are chiefly made under the
provisions of the Trade Act.

Tie fines imposed by justices of the peace in special sessions, at Quebec, during the year
endirg the luth October 1834, amounted to 8521.12s. r d.; the sum leviedwas 98 L. 4s. 7 1d.
la 1835, the amount imposed 488. ils. 6 i d., and 59 1. Os. 7 j d. levied. The reason why
so small an amount was levied is, that the greater portion was remitted by the Governor, on
the recommendation of the magistrates.

Sir James Kempt, in his message to Assembly, in November 1828, claimed the fines and
forfeitures as formng part of the Crown revenues, and aain in 1830. This will appear on
referring to the Journals of 1828-29; and to Appendix (M.) in the Journals of 1830,
Statement, No. 1.

The caim was not insisted on by Lord Aylmer. The Assembly, in the'preamble to the
Bills of Supply, in 1829 and 183o, admitted the correctness of Sir James Kempt's messages
relating to the Crown revenues.

Do you know of any distinction between inland and maritime stations as to one-third
which goes to the King ?-I do not know of any distinction; prior to 1820 inland seizures
were divided into fourths, under provision of a Provincial Act.

Car& you refer us to anything in the Journals of the Legislature or clsewhere, giving in-
0,3. x 3 formation
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formation on the subject of the post-office ?-In the Journals of the Assembly since the
year 1830, information on this subject will be found.

For what term do you think the cession of the hereditary revenue in return for a civil·
list should be made; for ever, for a termn of years, or for the King's life ?-(Mr. Stuart.)
Whatever arrangement may be come to on this subject, ought, I think, to be permanent,
taking it always for granted that every consideration vould be given to a measure, the
importance of which w'ould be so much enhanced by the permanency of its character. From
this view, however, I am aware that if the arrangement cannot be made absolutely perma-
nent, then I think it ought to be for a period of years; but under no circumstances ought
the oflikers of Government to be made to depend upon annual votes.

You are aware o['the present state of the gaols, that the expenses of them have been
defrayed of late out of the private funds of the sheriffs, and that there is no district or
county rate to pr-ovide for the conservation of the peace. Has any better method occurred
to you of providing for those objects ?-If it could be done, I apprehend it would be more
consistent with principle, that these charges, instead of being provincial, should be district
or county charges; but wlether one or the other, the means of meeting them should be
supplied with certainty, and without any reference whatever to that class of charges which
is neluded in the notion of a civil list. As to providing these means from a district or
county source, it could not be effected by direct taxation without great inconvenience. I
have not present to my mind any form of indirect taxation whereby it could be easily and
conveniently obtained.

But there are ample funds out of the genemal revenue which could be applied ?-Unques-
tionably.

Would you then give up the hereditary revenue, the only source out of which the Crown
could provide for them, without securing a permanent appropriation from the Legislature
for these purposes?-I can only express on this lead my own opinion. I consider these
expenses as a part of what is necessary for the general administration of justice, and under
all circumstances they ought to be permanent.

Have you come prepared to offer any opinion as to the whole civil list, which ouglit to be
denanded on the occasion of giving up the hereditary revenue ?-It is a subject on which
I have iad occasion to think a good deal, both lately and heretofore, in its general bear-
ings; but I have not been called upon to consider it particularly in its details.

To M r. Stuart.]-W hat is your general view of it?-I think that in a colony composed
of two large and unequal masses of population, differing in national origin and habits,
(without reference to any particular people so circumstanced), it is fitting that the monies
required for the payment of the public functionaries within the colony necessary for carry-
ing on the public service, should be provided for independent of the annual vote of the
Assembly of that colony. The allowance to the public officers should not exceed that fair
remuneration for their services, without which the public cannot expect to have efficient
servants; but I do not mean to exclude the power in the thrc branches of the Colonial Legis-
turc to reduce such salaries and allowances as may seen to be excessive, or to augment
such as may seein to them insufficient. I consider it essential that there should be an
easy and efficient mode of bringing to trial and punishment public functionaries who may
fail in the discharge of their duties. By the words, necessary for the payment of function-
aries, I menu that no higher sum should be appropriated to any public officer than what is
adequate to the services which he performs, and that no permanent appropriation should be
made for any officer not necessary for the publie service. I would not load a civil list witli
anything that is not necessary, but I would make it comprchend everything that was neces-
sary, usmpg that word strictly.

in your view of a civil list, then, would there be any necessity for an application to the'
Assemnbly for an annual appropriation ?-Not for the ordinary and necessary expenses of
Government and the administration of justice; but for any additions, cither in the form of
augmentation of salary, or for extraordinaries of any description, I conceive such an appli-
cation would be necessary.

To Mr. Young.]--Do you agree ini the view Mr. Stuart has taken of a civil list ?-l do;
and I think it applicable to any and evory colony; for I think it impossible otherwise
to maintain the authority of the nother country, or enforce the due administration of
justice.

Have either or any of vou formed an estimate of what a civil list on this principle would
amounît to ?-(Mr. Stuart.) I think that the last net of the Provincial Legisiature, provid-
ing for the civil expenditure of the Governient in 1831-2, ought to form the basis of such
an estimate.

Mr. Neilson said lie had already given his opinion in his separate examination.
Mr. Youny said, I think in any arrangement we ought to act as if the proceeds of 14

Geo. 3, were stili at tie disposal of the Government, because they vere only given up on
the fàith of a permanent appropriation being made; bearing this in mind, I am of opinion
that every oflicer who holds a commission from the King, or under the provincial seal,
should be provided for by a permanent appropriation ; that every assistant in an oflice,
whose services are required, should likewise be provi(el for permanently,,-and that an ade-
quate sum should be secured to nmeet the contingent expenses attendant on the administra-
tion of justice, and for the support of civil government; but that these expenses should be
regulated by sone fixed tariff, and subject to the strict examination and control of the
Govermnnent; and I think the total amount required for this would not exceed 40,0001.
sterling per aninum, exclusive, that is to say, of the expenses and contingencies of the
legislature.
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In the sum of 40,000 i., do you include the contingent expenises of the departments Of Appendix, No. 12.
Government ?-I include every expense hitherto ineurred by Government, except, as above
stated, the expenses of the Legislature. I do include the Judges. • Messr A. Stuart,

Then you think the ex penses of the Govemment might be hîmited to the sum of 40,000 i.? John Neilso;, aud
-I do, for this reason; from the year 1830, inclusive, the total expenditure on account of - Young-
the administration of justice and the support of the civil government has not in any year 23 Dec. 1835-
exceeded that sum. This will appear fron the statement which I now producee, made up
fron the accounts laid before the Legislative Council and Assembly during each session. • Vide Mr. Young's
But I am of opinion, that were a strict system of audit established, and the tariffs and in- Statement, atend of
structions regulating the contingent charges revised, a very considerable reduction might be this day's evidence.
made in the annual expenditure, without impairing the efficiency of the Government. From-
thle sane statement it appears that the revenue at the disposal of the Crown, including the
duties and licences under the Act of 1774, but excluding the land and timber funds, has,
since the year 1830, inclusive, been more than sufficient to defray all the charges of the
Government, and this I consider to be an additional reason for making the proposed civil
list a permanent measure.

Bearing in mind what you have said of the faith in which the proceeds of the 14 Geo. 3
were given up, do you think that a civil list, such as you have recommended, was then con-
templated ?-No, I do not; but I understand the remainder of the Crown revenues are now
to be given up.

Do'you think there is any probability that a civil list, according to, your own idea of
vliat it ouglit to be, will be acquiesced in by the Assembly ?-Mr. Stuart said, I am not

competent to form an opinion on this question.
Mr. Young said, I am of opinion that so long as the louse of Assembly is composed as

at present, it will vote no permanent civil list, nor adopt any measure for the permanent
arrangement of tire varous points at issue.

Mr. Neilson said lie had already given bis opinion in his separate examination.
Upon what footing would you propose to leave the expenses of the legislative bodies ?-

(Mr. Stuart.) As I look at it, the expenses of the Legislature are distributable into two
branches, the ordinary and contingent. In the ordinary expenses are comprised the salaries
of all the necessary officers of the Legislature, and the wages of the necessary servants, and
any other permanent charges of a definite character. The contingent expenses consist, as
I understand them, of such charges as, though necessary, are not susceptible of being ascer-
tained with certainty, such as fuel, stationery, extra servants, &c.. &c. Al these expenses
should be provided for by law.

Mr. Young.] I consider the officers of the Legislature to be divided into two classes:
one class permanent, which ought to be appointedly the Governor, and paid out of the fund
already existing. There is another class, such as writers employed durng the session by
the clerk of each House, the rate of whose remuneration ought also to be fixed by the
Governor, and paid out of funds provided by law for that purpose; and in any Act to be
passed,-I think provision should be made prohibiting any remuneration to be given for ser-
vices performed until the amount of that remuneration is approved by the Governor. The
contingent expenses of the session must be left to the discretion of the clerk, acting under
direction of the Speaker, as is now the case ; and the accounts of expenditure ought to be
regularly rendered by the clerk, certified by the Speaker, as is directed by a provincial Act
passed in 1799, but which is not in operation. This is the arrangement I should approve;
and I would appropriate permanently a portion of the revenue to cover these regulated
expenscs.

To Mr. Stuart.] When you say that ic expenses of the legislative bodies should be
provided by law, do you mean by a permanent statute ?-By a permament or temporary
one.

By temporary, do ou mean annual appropriation ?-n this instance I sec no essential
objection to an annu appro riation; though if the appropriation be not permanent, I think
one made at the begmnng of each Parliament for the duration of the Parliament would be
preferable.

In the prescrit state of the province, do you not think differences might arise betweén the
two Houses of the Legislature as to their expenses, if provided for by annual app'opriation ?
-In the present temper of the two Houses such differences could scarcely be avoided'; but
these difficulties do not depend uponthe permanent or temporary nature of the provision.

Migit not the opportumty of the surrender of the Crown revenues be taken advantage of
to prevail on the two Houses to make an addition to the permanent provision whici already
exists for their expenses ?-It is highly desirable that the source cf difference should be
renoved if possible; but I am not prepared to say whether such an arrangement could or
could not be advantageously propose as forming a part of tbe measure of givintg up the
hereditary revenue.

You are aware of the two permanent aids which have been granted to the Executive
Government by Acts of 1795 and 1801; do you not think they nught be reasonably asked
for as a permanent addition to thle fund which exists for the payment of the expenses of the
two louses ?-I am not prepared on this subject to give any answer.

Looking at the question prospectively, do you consider that the expenses of the legis-
lative Council nay be paid on the address of that bod-: or not until an Act of Appropriation
bas passed ?-(Mr. Stuart.) As to money required àeyond what is permanently appro-
priated by the Act of 1793, "for paying the Salaries of the Oficers 'of the Legislative
Couneil and Assembly, and for defraymg tie Contingent Expenses thereof;" I hId that in
strictness the general rule applies that no public money çan bc paid without a law appro-

c.. x 4 priatîng
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Appendix, No. ic. priatincg the sane, and I know nothing in these expenses which would make of them an
- exception to this general rule; at the same time advances for the future might be made, to.

Messrs. A. Stuart, be covered by subsequent, Acts of Appropriation, where they are absolutely necessary; but
oln Neilson, and the legal liability is upon the officer making them, and his moral responsibility on the

- Yovng. urc'ency of the occasion,
23 Dec. 1835. ÎIas not every Governor, since you have had a constitution, made these advances?-Down

to the present session of the Provincial Parliament advances have been made by, I believe,
every Governor out of the public monies to be applied to the current expenses of the session
for which the advance was made. I am not aware of any monies (except in one instance);
having been, before the present session, advanced by the head of the Government to either
branch of the Legislature, to cover expenses incurred previous to the session for the contin-
gent expenses of cither branch of the Legislature, or charged as such. From the very terms,
I apprehend that such expenses are to be assimilated to al other unliquidated claims on the
public chest, which can only be paid under an Act of the Legislature, recognising their jus-
tice, and sanctioning their paymient. The exception to which I refer occurred in the year-
1823. On the 31stJanuary of that year two several addresses were voted by the Assembly
to his Excellency the Earl of Dalhousie, then Governor-in-chief, the one for an advânce of
money to pay arrears due on the contingent expenses of the House for the year 1821 and to
31st dctober 1822; the other to pay the expenses incurred and to be incurred for the then
current year, that is, fron ist November 1822 to 3lst October 1823. His Lordship complied
with the desire of the louse as to the former; but with respect to the latter, he answered,
that as this address applied to prospective services, which would be submitted to the House-
with other expenses of the year, he must be guided with respect to them by the appropria-
tions that should be made by the Legislature. I have not, however, gone over the various
proceedings of the Assernbly respecting the contingencies, as contained in the Journals, with
reference to the subject of the present question, and cannot, therefore, speak with absolute.
certainty.

The sane question was then put to Mr. Young: " Has not every Governor, since you
have lad a constitution, made these advances? "-Yes; the first address is to be found in
the Journals of 1792-3, This was before any fund had been provided towards defraying
the expenses of the Legislature.

The then Lieutenant-governor subsequently sent a message to the Assembly, recomnend-
ing them to provide for tihe payment of the officers of the Legislative Council; and an Act
was in consequence passed by both Houses and sanctioned, " To establish a Fund for paying
the Salaries of the Offieers of the Legislative Council and Assembly, and for defraying the
Contingent Expenses thercef." The fund thus created having (except in 1793, 1798 and
1804) been inadequate to meet the expenditure chargeable against it, addresses praying for
advances were annually voted for some years by the Assembly alone, and afterwards by each.
House, for the amount of its own expenditure.

There are only three instances on record, prior to the administration of the government by
Lord Aylmer, of the prayer of these addresses being refused; in the year 1805 by Sir Robert
Milnes, in 1806 by Mr. Dunn, and in 1823 by the Earl of Dalhousie.

The deficiency in the permanent fund up to the 5th January 1815, was made good from
time to time out of tie monies levied under authority of the Acts 35 Geo. 3, c. 8 and 9, and
41 Geo. 3, c. 1s and 14, and out of the unappropriated monies generally; and the amount
advanced upon addresses was covered by the followinge Bills of Appropriation, viz. 35 Geo. 3,
c. 9; 42 Geo. 3, c. 4; 44 Geo. 3, c. 12 and 13; 48 Geo. 3, c. 3z; and 55 Geo. 3, c. 17.

In the years 1815 and 1in the expenditure amounted to 9,01o i. O s. 2 J d.; being
1,5221. 17 s. 8 J d. more than the permanent fund. This sum has not yet been covered by
an appropriation. In 1817 the advances amounted to 16,1731. 19s. 1 d., while the fund
was only 2,045 1. a s. 10 d., and the appropriation by the Act à7 Geo. 3, c. 31, was for the
sum of 4,0821. 12s. 9 à d. only.

From 1817 to the year 1824, inclusive, the advances uniformly exceeded the amount of the
permanent fund, as well as the partial appropriations contained in the Acts 59 Geo. 3, c.25,
and 3 Geo. 4, c. 37 and 018.

In the year 1825 the expenditure was 12,3481. 4S. 2 d., which was provided for in the
Supply Bill à Geo. 4, c.27. Fron 1826 to 1828, both inclusive, the advances exceeded the
ainount of the fund and aiso the appropriation by the Act 9 Geo. 4, c. 70.

The expenditure of the years 1829, 1830,1831 and 1832 is provided for in the Supply Bills
of 9 Geo. 4, c. 69; 10 & Il Geo. 4, c. 53 & 54; 1 Will. 4, c. 45 & 46; 2 Will. 4, c. 61 &
64; and 3 Will. 4, c. 21.

The whole amount advanced by the Governors for the time being, upon addresses from the
Legislative Council and Assembly up to the loth October 1832, and which has not as yet
been made good by a bill of appropriation, is 73,290 l.18s. ,4d. currency, exclusive of the
charges of collecting the duties levued under authoriÎy of the Act 33 Geo. 3, c. 8, and the
proportion thereof paid to Upper Canada since the 5th January 1815.

Moiies have aiso been advanced on the address- of the Assembly alone, for expenses
unconnected with either of the two Ilouses.

Thus in 1795-6, the sim of 100. was advanced to the Speaker of the Assembly to enable
him te purchase standard weights and measures. 'In the year 1801, the.sum of 6,0001. was
advanced to the comumissioners for building gaols at Quebec and Montreal.

In the years 1802 and 1803, sums of ,000 1. and 1,6911. were advanced to the same com-
missioners; and in 1818 the whole amount required, above the Crown revenues, to pay the
civil expenditure ivas advanced on an address froin the Assembly.

The Legislative Council have since objectèd to any monies being issued in consequence
of
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- of an address from the Assembly (except for the expenses of that House) unless upon some
.. extraordinary emergency. The following is a copy of the standing rule of the Couneil upon

this point. " Resolved, That the Leg.sIative Council will not proceed upon any bill of
appropriation for noney issued in consequence of an address of the Assenbly to the King's
Representative, (addresses of the Assembly for the expenses of that House excepted) unless
upon sone extraordinary emergency, unforescen at the commencement of a session, and
which unforeseen emergency will not allow of time for passing a bill of appropriation for the
same in the session when the address shall have been voted."

I beg to state,.that this is only my answer, on my own behalf.
Have the advances ever exceeded the vhole amount of revenue at the disposal of the

Government?-Mr. Young answered, that they never had.
To M r. Stuart.] Would there then have been anything illegal in the Government making

advances from its own funds for the expenses of the Legislature; or at any rate, will not
the circunistances in which the Governor may be called upon to make advances for the
expenses of the Legislature, be very materially different after the cession of the Crown reve-
nues, fron what it iwas before ?-I am of opinion that such advances would have been illegal.

To Mr. Young.] In the year 1792, when you say advances were first made, was there
any annual Act of appropnation for the expenses of Government?-No.

Was there any for many years after?-No, not until 1819.
Were not the expenses of the Government then defrayed out of revenues which had been

placed permanently at the disposal of the Crown, and the deficiency, if any, made good by
the British Government?-Up to 1810, by the English Government; but from 1810 to 1818
the deficiency was made up, without any appropriation of the Assembly out of provincial
funds ; during the continuance of the war, however, large sums were paid for nulitia and
other services, into the provincial chest, frot the militarv chest. I have reason to believe
that Sir G. Prevost paid up every claim that the province might have had on account of
payments out of unappropriated nionies, to the close of the year 1812.

In further explanation Mr. Young stated that Sir Robert Milnes, Mr. Dimn and Lord
Dalhousie refused to make advances to the House of Assembly, though the monies which
they refused were afterwards paid.

Do you know what were the causes of those three refusals ?-In the year 1805, addresses
were presented to Sir Robert Milnes, praying that he would advance a sum of money to the
clerk of the Assembly, to enable him to pay, among other charges, for 200 copies of an
index to the French edition of the Lex Parliamentaria, which had been ordered to be printed
by the Assembly; and also that he would take into consideration the services rendered by
Pierre Edward Desbarats, esq., French translator of the House, and grant him an additional
salary, to commence from the 1st of November 1804, assuring his Excellency that if the fund
appropriated by law was not sufficient, the House would make good the same.

The Lieutenant-governor answered, that it -was not in his power to issue a warrant to
pay for the printing of the Lex Parliamentaria, as it was an extraordinary service for
which the Legislature lad not provided; and that in regard to an increase of salary to
the French translator, he must regret, that when those rules which tend to promote a good
understanding between the Executive and the other branches of the Legislature were forgotten,
the Lieutenant-governor must feel averse to the introduction of a precedent which might lead
to consequences so ijurious.

The House resolved itself into a committee of the whole, to consider this answer, but its
proceedings were interrupted by a prorogation.

In the year 1800, an address was presented to Mr. Dunn, for an advance to the Speaker
to defray the expense oftranslating Ilatsell's Precedents, in conformity with a resolution of
the House of the 18th March 1805.

To vhich Mr. Dunn answered, that lie referred to the answer given the year before
by the Lieutenant-governor; and the House on examining the same, must feel convinced that
during the temporary absence of the Governor and Lieutenant-governor, lie could not deviate
from the precedents referred to, by advancing nionies to defray expenses for whici the
Legislature lad not provided.

In the ycar 1823, two addresses were presented to the Earl of Dalhousie, one prayinig that
lie would issue his warrant in favour of the clerk, to pay the anount of arrears due for the
contingent expenses of the House for the years 1820-21, and to the 31st October 1822; the
other prayig for a sum of 3,5401. for the expenses then incurred or to be incurred from the
1st of November 1822, to the 31st October 1823.

The Earl of Dalhousie answered that lie would comply with the prayer of the first address,
because the sun asked for was required for services performed ; but that, with regard to the
sum of 3,5401. for the expenses of the then current year, he must be guided by the appro-
priation that should be-made by the Legislature.

The Assembly voted this sum, and included it in the Act 3 Geo. 4, c. 38. l this I wish
to be understood as merely speaking my own opinion.

Was not the payment of moncy without the appropriation of the Legislature, one of the
prncip al grounds of complaint in 1828?!-Yes.

An was it not one of the practices most strongly condemned in the report of the Committee
of 1828?-I believe it was; and instructions carne out from Mr. Huskisson forbidding the
practice in future; which instructions are on the journals of the Assembly in 1829.

Were not those amongst the reasons vhich induced Lord Aylmer to muke the refusal?-
I do not know.

Wus not there a despatch in 1817 or 1819, from the Secretary of State, to a similar pur-
0.3. L port?-
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port?-1 think in 1817;* and that it directed that the Assembly should be called on annu-
ally to make good the deficiency in the funds appropriated to the support of the civil
government.

Was not the practice condemned by the Committee of the House of Commons, rather the
practice of making good the deficiency of the charges for civil government without the
appropriation of the House of Assenbly, than the practice of paying the contingencies of the
House on their own address 1-Certainly ; more particularly that practice.

Did it relate at all to the otler?L-(Mr. Neilson.) Yes, because the sum mentioned mn the
report of the Committee included monies advanced for the payment of those contingencies.

Mr. Neilson observed, that he did not recollect to heur the word "contingencies" in Eng-
land, vhilst lie was before the Bouse of Commons.

Did Mr. Huskisson's despatch relate to the contingencies of the Houses of Legislature?-
(Mr. Young.) No; it related to the practice of taking unappropriated money from the pro-
vincial chest for the purposes of civil government.

STATE31ENT showing the Anouxir of REvEN.uE at the Disposal of the Crown, towards paying the Expenses of the Administration of Justice
and the Support of the Civil Government, and of the DiarTrEs levied under the Authority of the Act of Parliament 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, from the
6th January 1830 to the l0th October 1835 ; also the EXPENDITURE, during the same Period, chargeable against the said Revenue and against
the said Duties, prior te the Act 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 39, being passed; the whole taken fron Official Returns made up by the Inspector-general
of Pro% incial Accounts, and annually laid before the Legislative Council and the Assembly.

Casual Duties Appropriation Duties Total Excess
and Territorial and Licences by the nd Licences Revenue Expeniture. of the Revenue

t Revn ued under the uner te colected on b vthe Land and Act 14 Geo. 3, Act 35 Geo. 3, Provincial accolnt of aove
TimbercFunds c. 88. c. 9. Act 41 Geo. 3, Lower Canada. Expenditure.

not included. c. 13 & 14.

Year ending 5 January 1831 -

Three Quarters, ending 10 Oc.1
toer 1831 O

Year ending 10 October 1832 -

Year ending 10 October 1833

Yetar ending 10 October 1834 -

Qear endig 10 October 1835

Quebee, 29 December 1835.

£. s. d.

6,322 5 1

3,873 19 Il

4,006 15 8

5,665 9 -

5,468 13 9

.1,688 13 2

£. s. d.
32,979 14 2

30,836 2 10

33,531 1 2

34,317 18 7

24,106 1 il

31,115 5 2

£. s. d.
5,000 - -

3,750 - -

5,000 - -

5,000 - -

5,000 - -

5,000 - -

s. d.
4,086 12 il

3,852 14 -

5,50.1 19 3
5,330 5 1

5,120 10 7

5,200 2 a

£. s. d.
48,388 12 2

42,312 16 9

48,132 16 1

50,313 12 8

39,695 6 3

46,004 -oi

319,051

29,952

38,291

118,776 - -

î. s. d.
9,336 13 5

12,360 7 9

9,841 9 7

17,236 19 9

. 274,847 4 9 1226,071 14 3 48,775 10 G

(signed) T. A. Young.

Amount due on account of the civil expenditure for the years 1833,
1834 and 1825 (including the sum of 30,5191. 4s. 2d. sterling
advanced froin the nilitary chest), for which a supply is required -

Amount paid, durinlg the same years, out of the Crown Revenues, as
detailed by the inspector-gencral, and printed in the Journals of the
Assembly - - - - . - - - - - -

£. s. d

135,617 9 10

27,115 7 6

Total expenditure in Sterling - - - - £. 162,732 17 4

Fron which deduct,
Lecgislative Council - -
Flouse of Assembly - - -
Militia - - - - -

Jesuits' estates and education -
Repairs of public buildings -
Inland custom-houses, &c. &c. -

- - £.11,044
.. - - 23,020

- - - 4,174

- - 2,310
- - - 2,638

- - - 769

Amount chargeable against the Crown revenues and the Act of 1774',
according to ny views - - - - - - - -J

Average per Annum - - - - £.

Tie total i-venue for the saine period, including the duties and licences
under the Act 14 Oeo. 3, c. 88, but excluding the land and timber
funds,£amounts, in sterling, to - - - - - - -

The expenditure, as above stated - - - - - - -

Surplus Revenue since the 1oth October 1832 - - - 17,236 o 9

Suppose

43,956 17 4

118,776 - -

39,692 --

136,012 19 9

118,776 - -
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Suppose the Assembly do not provide for the payment of the arrears, and that it becomes
necessary to resume the absolute control of the revenue accruing under the Act of 1774,
from the time that the last Supply Bill expired, that is, from the 10th of October 1832; in
such case, the civil government will be enabled to reimburse the whole amount advanced
from the military chest in 1834, and to pay all outstanding claims, as well those on account
of the administration of justice and the support of the civil government, as the different items
included in the statement of the inspector-general, dated 7th November 1836, but which, in
strictness, are not chargeable against the Crown revenues.

Thus, the balance of revenue above the expenditure amounts to - -
The amount paid out of the advance from the military cbest, on account

of the Legislative Council and the Assembly, and which must of
necessity be repaid, is - - - - - £.4,709 14 6

The other items, which I have deducted from the gross
expenditure (paid in part out of the same advance),
are, for the nulitia - - £.4,174 13 8

Jesuits' estates and education - - 2,310 - -
Repairs of public buildings - - 2,638 13 11
Inland custom-houses, &c. &c. - - 769 - -

Inl - - - - - -all

Z. s. d.
17,236 19 9
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14,602 2 1

Surplus revenue, after paying every outstanding claim, up to £ I ,34 17 8
the loth of October 1835 - - - - - - -8 ,

The sums advanced since the 1oth of October 1832, on account of the Legislative
Council and the Assembly (with the exception above-mentioned), are necessarily on the
samue footing as other advances previously made in aid of the fund established by the Act
33 Geo. 3, c. 8, and not yet covered by an Act of Appropriation.

Quebec, 29 December 1835. (signed) T. A. Young.

ion. A. W. Cochran attended by appointment, in order to explain the papers which had
been subnitted by himself and Mr. M'Gill in support of a claim fron the Royal Institution,
and in the first instance drew the attention of the Commissioners to the fact, that the preamble
to the Act of 41 Geo. 3, c. 17, recites a direct promise from the Crown for an endowment
out of the waste lands, which recital is copied verbatim from the speech with which the
Governor-in-chief opened the session of -1801: that notwithstanding this distinct promise, no
endowment lias ever taken place, and that he does not even now desire to claim an immediate
endownent, but only to enter a cavent against the adoption of any measure that may deprive
the Crown of the power of making one.

Does the institution get any aid from the Jesuits' estates, or bas it the prospect of aid from
them ?-It does not nov get any aid from the Jesuits' estates; for one year subsequent to
the surrender of the estates, the salaries of the masters of Government schools at Quebec and
Montreal, formerly charged on that fund, were paid by an Act of the Legislature. . Since
that year (1832) those salaries have remained uupaid, and no advantage has been derived
from the funds of these estates. As to the prospect for the future, it must be matter of
inference and opinion, from what has been done hitherto, and the disposition which may be
supposed to prevail. My own apprebension is, as stated in my written document, that the
institution bas no great cause to expect a portion of that revenue sufficient for the purposes
of endowment.

Is the institution at present in active operation?-It is.
Wlat are the duties which it discharges ?-It has under its direction the grammar schools

of Quebec and Montreal, and also a nunber of clementary schools throughout the province.
The salaries for the masters of these schools are paid out of monies voted for the purpose
by the Legislature. A part of their duty also consists in the management of the property
devised by Mr. M'Gill.

It vas then agreed by the board, that as Mr. Cochran's application did not go to ask any
immediate grant, but only to request that the Crown should not be incapacitated froin ful-
filling the engagements entered into in 1801, it was not necessary at present-to do more than
assure Mr. Cociran that the commissioners would not lose sight of the subject.

Mr. Cochran, however, added, that his application did not simply go to a fulfilment of
the promise made in 1801, but to the enforcenient on gencral principle of the claims of the
institution to the protection of Government, particularly as thescools of the country do
not now afford to the youth of English extraction the means of acquiring the higher branches
of education; for the more elementary branches of education the schools established by the
Legislature might suffice, as little objection is made to bring children of English and
French extraction together in them; but the repugnance to send children to schools which
are chiefly filled with persons of different religion -and speaking a different language, is
greater amongst the higher classes.

A. W. Cochran.
C4 Dec. 1835.
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Appendix, No. 12- Elzear Bédard, Esq., an advocate practising at the bar of Quebec, and member of the
Provincial Parliament, attended at the request of the Commissioners, in order to explain theEkear Béldard, views witi which lie lately introduced to the Assembly certain resolutions, with the intentionEsq. of framing thereon a Bill for the independence of the judges, and for the establishment of

24 Dec. 1835. a court before which they might be tried in case of malversation in their office.

Mr. Bédard stated that lie had submitted resolutions to the House with a view of facili-
tating the financial arrangements which, as announced in the Governor's speech at the open-
ing of the session, are shortly to be submitted to the consideration of the Legislature, and
also with a view of rendering justice to the people and to the judges in cases of accusation.

Mr. Bédard stated that in his opinion the principal impediment to the measure of making
the judges independent consists in the difficulty of forming a tribunal for the trial of impeach-
ments, and that he does not consider the Legislative Council, as at present constituted, a
proper tribunal for that purpose; that this opinion is, he believes, also entertained by the
-reat niajority of the House of Assembly and the people of the province, and that in his
belief the House of Assenbly ivill never consent, and ought not to consent, to erect the
Legislative Council, either in whole or in part, into a court of impeachments, and principally
for this reason; that the Council is not, like the House of Lords, composed of persons of
independent principles collected from different parts of the country, but of persons selected
by the Crown, and in a great measure dependent on it; and even if the Council were at pre-
sent vell composed, there is no security for its not being changed by the Crovn for any given
occasion. Mr. Bédard further stated, that the House lias already exercised the riglt of
accusing a public servant, and has in some instances succeeded in having the accused person
dismuissed without confining itself to any judiciary rules, other than the open exercise of its
constitutional and parliamentary rights, and without peculiar forms for the defence of the
accused: that this bill would have prescribed a formal course of proceeding, which vould,
in his opinion, have given the accused as fair a trial as by jury: that on account of the par-
ticular system intended by his resolutions and projected bil, lie thought afterwards that some
opposition might have been offered, and that this veighed vith him in not pushing his reso-
lutions to a division. Mr. Bédard said that lue vould hand in a draft of the bill, by which
the Conmmissioners would perceive the course of proceeding that lie intended to propose.
Other objections were urged as to the competency of the tribunal in England before which
he proposed to carry the accusation for final judgment, the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Couincil not being a court of original jurisdiction.

You say you think your course of proceeding would have secured to an accused judge a
trial as fair as if it were by jury, who would in fact be the judge and jury by whom the
accusation would be tried ?-The judge vould be in England (that is to say, it would be the
Judicial Comnittee of the Privy Council), the facts constituting the accusation would be
ascertained by a jury selected by the body of the people, consisting in the first instance of
88 members of the louse of Assembly, reduced by subsequent process, first to 30 or 24, and
ultimately to 12.

low would these 12 proceed ?-This is all stated in the bill.
Who would preside as judge?-I have already stated that there would be no judges; the

functions of the committee in this case would be in some degree of the nature of those of
a grand jury, ith, however, the benefit to the accused of being heard in defence before
that comuittee. There vould be a president named by the Assembly, sworn of course in
the sanie way as the othier 12, and the accused person would have liberty of being present
cither im person or by attorney.

Would this tribunal express any opinion on the evidence?-They would report their
opinion to the House as every other comnittee does; with their proceedings, documents and
evidence, and also vith the objections urged before them.

Has not the flouse full power to do the whole of this at present?-I apprelhend not ; tley
have not the power of administering an oath, and giving the accused that benefit.

In what other respect vould it differ from any other comxmittee of the Assembly?-fR
vould be bound to call in the accused party, which committees do not now do, except by

order of the flouse, or in cases whiere the accused party may demand it, or when le is
wanted as a witness.

Would not this be an entire novelty, to give to a committee of the House judicial powers
in criminal matters?-Certainly this would be a new mode of proceeding; but as there is
no mode at present establisled, it is of course requisite to adopt a new one. The House
would not have more judicial povers than it lias now, by the nature itself of its attributions
over matters cognizable by the ordinary criminal courts, since it would not be advisable to
limit the riglit of the louse, vhiatever systen of proceeding is adopted, in any case where
an accusation can be brouglt pursuant to the law, usage or custom of Parliament in the
inited Kingdom. The law. cwould regulate the mode of proceeding in the finding of facts.

How is it provided that the niatters tobe laid beforeitsshall be onl matters not cognizable
by the ordinary courts?-The House would proceed, in all cases for whiich an accusation
could be brought in England, according to the law,'usage and custom of Parliament, as is
stated in the bill. This would niot interfere with the ordinary course of the criminal courts
of law, whose proceedings are of their nature wholly limited and defined contrary to the
powers of Parliament.

Therelhave been considerable political differences and aiinosities of latein the province?--Yes.
Has it not been a subject of complaint on the part of the population of French origin; tlat

there lias not been a sufficient number of judges of the French party ?-It lias been a sub-ject of comnplaint, that the population af French origin lias not lad its fair proportion of
public
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public employnents, including the judicial ones. All they desire, is fair play, and an equal
participation in equal rights. The complaint is general, but it is illustrated particularly in
the case of the jud ges. I would not be understood as expressing a wish for judges of any
particular party. In answering as to parties, I must say that national distinct.ions are by no
means the foundation of the political differences; but that the differences are founded on
principles of public policy and government.

Were you not in the House vhen the 92 resolutions vere passed ?--Yes, and I supported
them. There is none that I do not approve in substance, though there are some that I
would have wished to see differently expressed.

Have not the greater part of the judges been of late years mixed up vith, or drawn into
the political differences of the province ?-Some of them have ; especially those who ivere
members of the Legislative and Executive Councils.

That includes the two chief justices, or at any rate the chief justice of Quebec, who has,
I believe, been accused by the Assembly?-l would say nothing of the chief justice of
Montreal, but the chief justice of Quebec lias been greatly implicated vith other judges in
the political differences, and has been accused before tie Privy Council in England of having
made inproper rules of practice.

Vould that offence be one which you would think proper to try before the tribunal you
contemplated ?-lt would be.

Vere those rules of practice in contemplation of the persons who drew up the 92 resolu-
tions, vhere complint is made of certain rules of practice ?-I believe so.

Have not the House of Assembly maintained the same opinion from the time the chief jus-
tice was accused, up to the present time, with reference to those rules of practice ?-I should
spose so.

Do you not think the Chief Justice Sewell would have stood a bad chance, if he had been
tried for that offence before a tribunal such as you contemplate? Do you not think they
vould have reported against him?-I think lie would have had a fair trial, and that complete

justice would have been done him. My own impression is, that he acted improperly, but if
I had to sit in judgment on his case, I should endeavour to discard that impression from ny
mind, and to investigate his case with impartiality; still if lie suffered injustice, lie would
have his appeal to England, where, in fact, lie has been once acquitted. The decision liere
w ould not have been final.

You are aware then that Chief Justice Sewell was acquitted on that accusation by the
Privy Council ?-I only speak from recollection.

Areyou not aware that there was an express acquttal, which was communicated by message,
and entered on the joumnals of the Assembly ?-I have heard of it, but never rend the message.

How many members out of the 88, of which the House is composed, voted for the 92
resolutions ?--I cannot exactly say; the minority is smaller nov than it was then; at pre-
sent it does not consist of more than q or 10.

Would it not then'be a moral certainty that a judge who had been the subject of political
dislike, would have a tribunal composed principally of his political adversaries ?-There might
be a majority of political adversaries ; but that would not prevent bis having, in my opinion, a
fair trial.

You have expressed your dislike of political judges ; would not such a tribunal consist of
judges more political than any others in the province?- believe not; the questions always
tend to say that the members would be the judges, while they would be only the accu-
sers, and it is at present their riglt and duty to accuse. The bill in my view would not give
the H ouse any new power, but nerely regulate the exercise of its present powers, for the
benefit of the public and of the accused. I believe that any other tribunal you could form
in the province vould equally have a political character; besides which, if you selected
private individuals, you would, in a society so small as ours, have persons imbued with per-
sonal disilikes, or influenced by prejudices or friendship.

Do 1 righitly understand it as your opinion that the Assembly will not consent to any
measure of making the judges independent, unless they have the pover of trying the judges ?
«No; I only said that they would refuse to make the Council, as at present constituted, a
tribunal for that purpose.

What alterations wôuld satisfy then in the constitution of that body ?-The introduction of
the principle of election.

Would anything short of making the Council an elected body, induce the Assenbly to take
it as a tribunal?-Notîing short of the principle of election; but there might be various
modes of carrying the principle of election into effect.

Without a satisfactory tribunal, the Assembly will not consent to make the judges inde-
pendent ?-That is my opinion, but I must alhvays be understood to speak for myselfonly.

Have you hieard of, or are you aware of any plan for a couit of inpeachments, which
would, in.your opiion, be acceptable to the majorty of the Assembly, without inv3lving the
introduction of the elective principle into the Couneil, or erecting a Committee of the House
of Assembly into a tribunal for that purpose ?-I am not aware of any other plan that would
be agrceable to the najority of the Assembly; some, however, might perhaps be suggested:
the main object is, that the inquiry should be on the spot.

When you say this, do you bear in mind that the independence of the judges has been
announced as a condition indispensable before the appropriation of the Crown revenues shall
be conceded to the Assembly?-Yes: but the House has never ceased to maintain that it
lias already a right to those revenues, not only fron the nature of that property, but from
the public Acts (of 18 Geo. 3, c. 12, preamble, and 46th & 47th clauses of 31 Geo. 3, C. 31),
but they having been givea up by Lord Dorchester, and that the appropriatidn bill of 1795
was given in consequence of the pledge then made.

0.%, L 3 You
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You are aware that in England the hereditary revenue is never given up but for the life of
the King ?-Yes ; but I understand great part of that property is personal to the King, which
is not the case here, besides the surrender I have nentioned.

What is the difference between the lands of the Crown in Eugland, and the demesne of
the Crown here ?-I an not prepared to speak of anything in England ; but it appears to
me that the deiesne of the Crown lire, is held jure coronce, and not as a personal pos-
session.

What leads you to think that the Crown lias not a right to appropriate that which it holds
jure corome, previous to any surrender of it to the Legislature ?-I thinkthat the lands of
the country are the property of the country ; those hCld jure coronoe, the sane as the rest;
the King is the administrator of those lands; but as soon as he makes monev out of them,
tlat noney beconcs the property of the people, because it is raised either on"the people, or
out of something that belongs to the people, and on this principle it ought to be appropri-
ated by the people.

Is it your notion that, according to the constitution of England, the representatives of the
people had a right, independent of any Act of Parlianment, to appropriate the revenues derived
from lands hek' by the King " jure corono"?-f the question applies to England, I do not
sufficiently know the laws on this subject existing in England to be able to answer the
question. If it applies to this country, I have already answered.

Do you not understand that the principle of the law of England is what would regulate
the rights of the King here, except as far as that riglt nay be modified by his having suc-
ceeded to the rights of the king of France ?-I consider that the available territorial resources
of the country while under the ancient government were particularly destined by law for the
advantage of the people; wer helid by the kings of France as part of the domaine, and
could not be, and were never considered as the private property of the king. These being
the circumstances under the kings of France, they must be considered as applying to the
kings of England. The province becoming possessed of a legislature analogous to that of
England, the legislation about the domaine, and the appropriation of the revenue thereof,
becamne immediately incumbent on that provincial legislature, as one of the subjects con-
cerning the internal affairs of the country fbr which it vas his right and duty to provide. In
fact, also, in many particulars, the domains of the Crown have continued to be administered
after the forms and regulations in accordance with the laws of the country.

Is there anything in Lord Dorchester's message vhich could lead you to believe it was his
intention to give the appropriation of the hereditary revenue to the House of Assembly ?-
Most assuredly; and it vas only in latter times that difficulties have arisen on this subject.
It is considered as a breach of promise to have raised an exclusive claim to the appropriation
thereof on the part of the Executive.

Messrs. Al. Stuart, J. Neilson, - Duval and T.. A. Young, attended by appointment,
and the following Questions were proposed to then.

ssrs. A. Stuart You are ail agreed that the commissions of the judges should be held during good
J. Neilson, behaviour, and their salaries secured perrnanently ; do you think the present salaries are upon

- Duval, and a proper scale ?-Generally, we do think so; and we ail agree that their salaries should be
T. A. Young. permanent, and their commissions held during good behaviour.
2 Dec. 1835. . Mr. Young added, that lie would like to see the circuit allowances discontinued, and an

_____ _ iîcrease of salary substituted ; 2001. a year might be, lie thought, a proper sui; it would
de away the imputations which vere sonetimes cast on the judges, of beimg anxious to go
the circits for the sake of the allowance.

Mr. .Duval objected that the increase of 200 1. would be too nuch ; lie thought that the
expenses of travelling and lodging ought only to be considered in fixing the armouit of their
circuit allowances, and that iF calculated on the principle of allowing about a guinea or
l1. los. for cadi day they are absent from home, it would be sufficient.

M11r. Stuart said, I think the present systen of a circuit allowance better than an increase
of salary ; but it ougit to be a fixed sunm, for each judge, for each circuit, and given as an
allowance for his travelling expenses. Ve all think their circuit allowances should be
secured to theni permanently, as wvell as their salaries.

Mr. Neilson said, lie thougit their total emoluments ougit not to exceed what they are
at present.

Do you think there ougit to be retired allowances or pensions secured to the judges after
a certain period of service?-Yes ; vith proper provisions as to the period of service, and to
the proportion which the retired allowance should bear to the full salary. A bill was passed
by two branches of the Legislature on the subject not long ago, the provisions of which
night pirobably be found fit and expedient.

Have yo furmied any opinion as to whether there should be in the province any.tribunal
before whvich a j udge might be tried, or his conduct inquired into ?-[t appears to us essential,
for the security of the public and stability of the Govermnient, that there should be ivithin
the colony a tribunal for the trial, as well of judges as of other higli public functionaries,
upon impeachmuîent by the Assembly. The sentence not to extend beyonud a removal.from
office, and a disqualification to hold office thereafter; nor tu prevent the individual accused
fiom being subject to indictaent for the saine offence, if cognizable by a court of comnon
law.

Hov could suchi a tribunal be formned in the province ?-The only tribunal to vhich suchu
high powers ivithin the province could be confided is the Legislative Council thereof.

Wlat would be the effect of naking a svorn commission of the ilouse of:Assembly a
tribunal for trying iipeacinients preferred by the Assenbly, or by any inember of it, against

a judge ?-
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a judge ?-The utter insecurity to the public; the subjectiou of public officers to a tribunal
from which they could not reasonably expect anything like justice; and all the consequences
which must of necessity resuit from the selection of an accusing body from and out of its
own nienbers, of the judges who are to try the truth of the accusation, confoundin- thus in
the sane body the character of accuser and judge. A popular body is too liabe to the
action of passion and prejudice ever to be fit, alone and uncontrolled, for the exercise of
judicial powers. This inherent inefliciency for the purpose is further aggravated by the
influence which opinions froin without are likely to have upon very many of its menibers.
In truth the nomination by the accusers of the judges finally to try and determine upon the
innocence or guilt of the accused vould be an idie mockery of justice. The form of tribunal
here spoken of is besides novel, and contrary to all legal and constitutional analogies;
accordîng to those analogies, the proper tribunal is, as has been alreudy stated, the Legisla-
tive Council. The proceedings contemplated would seera to involve an admission of the
utter inability of the Legislative Council as an intermediate body, and would superadd to
the legislative power already possessed by the Assembly, judicial and penal powers, which
would place at their feet ull the administrative officers of the Governnent; thus annihilating
the whole executive power of the Government. Such a tribunal once established, all the
power of the colony would be merged and lost in the Assembly. These objections to such
a tribunal are stated generally and in the abstract, without reference to %,he peculiar circum-
stances of this country. It is hardly necessary to advert to those circuistances as giving
additional weight to these objections, and rendering such a tribunal still mare obnoxious.

Would, in your mind, these objections be materially removed by a provision that the coin-
nittee should be forned of 30 or 24 members by ballot, and afterwards reduced to 12 by

challeniges ?-We think not; the project is so essentially vicious that it is not susceptible of
modification or palliation.

Is it not absolutely necessary, according to the practice of all criminal courts, that the
prosecuting officer or counsel should be appointed by, at any rate be in privity with, the
accusing party ?-Certainly.

And you are aware that in England lte managers of an impeachment are members of the
flouse that impeaches ?-Yes.

Do not these circunistances constitute additional objections against the tribunal, inasmuch
as the prosecuting officers and judges would both belong to the same body?-Yes; this
objection is involved in the gencral objection founded on the character of accusers andjudges
beng the same persons. Mr. Duval here remarked, that in England the managers of an
impeachment were not of neceasity members of the House of Commons; they generally
were, but there is no law that ho was aware of to prevent the appointment as managers of
Versons not members of the House.

Vould your objections be materially removed if, instead of the Committee of the House
heing constituted a tribunal to try the accusation, it were simply a Committee empowered, as
in oiter cases, to inquire into any matter referred to it; that it should be ap ointed, not in
consequence of the House having taken up the accusation, but before the ouse had pro-
nounced any opinion on the case, or even acquired a knowledge of the case; and that the
House should only become a party to the accusation when it should adopt the Report of its
Committee, and on it vote an address to the Governor or to the King. The ultimate judg-.
ment thus being reserved to the Kin. in Council, and the proceedmngs herore the House
bearing only the character of an investigation ?-We do not think that the objections already
stated are impaired by the modifications just mentioned. The functions of the House are
those of a grand inquest; by the present plan they would be erected into a tribunal for the
trial of state offences, their sentence suîbject to the confirmation ofthe King in Council. The
objections against sucli a tribunal, or against a portion of the House sitting as a court for the
trial of impeachments, are insuperable ; but over and above this, the plan, as detailed in the
question just put, deprives the subject of the right of preliminary inquiry before being put
on his trial, wYhich is essential to the due administration of justice. The whole power of the
grand inquest of the country would by this project be taken from the body of the flouse of
Assembly, and vested in each particular member of it. The House, thus deprived of its con-
stitutional powers of grand inquest, would have conferred upon it the power of a criminal,
tribunal, for which it is unfit, and which would be contrary to all legal and constitutional
analogy. This plan is full of anomalies. The evidence would be heard by the Committee,
who would report their opinion ; the finding upon the evidence and decision upon that opi-
nion would be given by a body who did not hear the witnesses, nor the defence of the
:rccused, and the final judgment vould be pronounced by the King in Council at the dis-
tance of 3,000 miles, w here the accused could not appear, except at a ruminous expense, and
upon a fonn of procecding so unprecedented as to leave the accused without the protection of
those rules of lhw wlici are intended to serve as barriers for innocence against injustice
attempted to be perpetrated by private individuals or bodies of men.

In the present state of the province do you not'think there would be some danger, that
even the Legislative Council might be under the influence of political feelingy, and that their
decision on an impeachnent might be more dctermined by political feelings tian the decision
of the louse of Lords would be in England 1--There are inconveniences mseparable from a
small society, one of wlich is their greater liability to local and personal prejudices ; but this
inconventience would exist under any fori of tribunal that we can conceive established within
the colony in less or greater degree; and a tribunal without the colony is liable to sucli great
inconveniences'as to be equivalent to a denial of justice, and to an encouragementof calumny
on the one side, and of nteglect of the law on the other; innocence and guilt being thereby put
on the sanie footing. The sccurity and protection of the accused must be founded in the

o.3, L 4 fact,
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flet, that the ienbers of tlic Legislative Council, being nomlinated for life, arc not liable to
be inlluenced by the samine fears ns the members of the Assembly, at the. same tite that, if
properly composed, a majority of the Council would be independent of the Crown, thus
securlîn to the subject a tribuial, the majority of wliose menbers vould bc independent both
of the Crow'n and people. One additional advantage from the nomination of the Legislative
Council as a tribunal for trial of impeachments would be, that it vould impose a higher
responsibility on the Crown in selecting persons for that body; and that thel high judcial
powers thus conferred upon it would give to, and receive from its legislative powers addi-
tional weight, and thereby renter it more fit ta occuipy the intermediate place assigned it by
the constitution. Any objections to this measure, founded upon the conpositnon of the
Council at any given time, we do not consider of any weight ; powers can be couferred on no
body that nay not be abused ; the publicity of the proceedings too vithin the colony, and
the action of public opinion, founded upon fair public legal investigation, would operate as a
salutary and suflicient control, both on the accusers aid upon the body thus callei upon to
perforn the functions of a judicial tribunal.

In the present state of tlie colony woulld not the Legislative Council be defective in this
requisite of a crininnl tribunal, viz.'that such a tribunal shall give public satisfaction ; would
not both the accusing party, if that party should be the iouse of Assenbly, and the acjority
of the public, if tlie constituents of the representatives of the people arc so to be coisidered,
bc sure ta be dissatisfied witlh the judgnment of the Legislative Council ?-Thecut of cvery
tribunal, as vc uinderstaid it, isjustice; and, sa far as crnminal proceedings are concenued, the
sympathies ofthe people at large vill nlvays ultimately support the side of justice. The pub-
licity of the procee ings excludes the artifices by wlhich popular hostility is frequently main-
tainled against inîdividuals Vho have been invested w-ith higi powers, whilst the same publicity
obliges tie judges ta do whiat is riglt, und makes publie lunctionaries careful of the manner
in whichi they exercise the powers confided to therm; at aill events, and under anv circuma-
stances, justice is the main end of al] governmiîeits, and cannot be sacrificed t popuilar feeling
under auny circisustances, without leading sconer or Inter te the subversion of the government
that will lot support it.

Mr. Stenwart said, that for himself he thoughît the decisions of the Legislative Council
would give more satisfaction to the people nt large than those of any other tribunal that
couîld be levised. Ou public accusations the sympathies are apt in the first instance to run
strongly and decidedly igninst the party accused, and this down to the instant of the public
trial, but it is othierwise then; and the acquittal of a man really innocent will, whatever may
have been the violence of the prejudices before against him, soon mcet public approbation.
The error of the pieople on this lead lies generally rather the other way.

Mr. XMilhon t ouglht in the prescr state of tlie province there would be a vaut of confi-
dence in the first instance, thiat ultiiately the opinions of enligltened men would prevail,
and thatt if the Counicil pronouncedl equitable judgneents they would be approved.

Mr. Youny agreeti with Mr. Neilson and lMr. Stuart, as fur as the mass of the people
vas coierned, but in respect te the lilouse of Assembly, as nt present comprised, lie was

of opinion that it would object to the decision of any tribunal whîatever which would pro-
tect a public oflicer fromi an unjust accusation, by permitting himn ta have al fair trial.

Do you think the Assembly wilI ever consent te mnaike the Couincil a court of impeach-
ment ?-WV think the present louse of Assembly would not.

Bearing this in mind, wvhait would you say to a proposai which should go te allow the
King on the auddress of Citler llouse to issue a commission appointing two or more nembers
of the othuer liouse and a barrister of ut least 20 years' stanfing ut the Canadinn or English
bar, is au court l'or the trial of the accusation ; and in cuse the commission consisted ofrless
tian 12, the trial should be hy special jury ?-We think the plan objectioiable; there is·
no precedent for it, as fihr as we know ; it would vest an extreme power in the Crown, or
ratler in tlie Governor for the ime being; the peuple would have ne confidence in such
a tribunal; it woull he liable te aIl the prejudices te which the Couincil is now considered
liable ns a tribunal for the trial of impeachmaents, without having the power of thut body;
liable besides ta ail the inconveniecs belonging te a tribunal selected for a particular
occasion ; it Vouih l ot have suilicient weight ta ceteminie to tle satisfaction of the public
the grave mautters brouight before it ; its acquittal or conviction would be considered us the
act of the individiîuls comuposing the court, and vould subject those individuels te praise or
laine, without leaving anything stable or fixed behind.

'lie responsibility too, instenuti of attuching te a body having n high character to maintain,
and whiose occasional errors or aberrations miglit bc subsequently corrected and itself
restored ta its proper veight, would, like onher nets of indîividuals, only end vith the in-
dividu.ials thIetselves, h e cases wihere it would bc necessary te namue menbers of the

louse ai Assemubly, tlîey would be undier popular influence or Tinder the influence of their
constituents. We do not think al jury necessary or proper for the trial, of stuclh offeices as
subject a person to iipeachmuent; sonie enly of whiclh are indictable before a commion law
court.

Mr. t)eilson samid broadly, thut he, for himself, objectcd te anly tribunal for the trial of
impeachmiienuts that was niot conîf'ormnable ta the British constitution ; that s long as ve
have a paîrt of taint constitution ie ouîght te have the whole; and in this opinion the other
gentlemen afterwrards expressed their concurrence.

Anongst the political difflerences of the colony, niay not the case occur of an aldtrsa
against a judge coming fron the Legislativo Council ?-We do not think such cases wiould
occur. h a legislattive councillor las ru charge tu prefer against a judlge, we presumine lie
would think it proper to presenut it to the Assemnbly as LIc grand inquest of the country ;

and
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nnd I do not euppose he would ask tlie Cotuncil (supposing it to be the tribunal belorn
vhicl the accusation vas to bo tried) tu prejudge the quesuon by entering into a previous

inquiry.
Then would you not wish that the judges, bcsides being iable to impeachnent, should

(as in England) be reiovable un the address of both llou.4c Y-We would.
Would not the power of addressing the Crown sone-what inteifere or clash with its func-

tions ns n tribunil of imnpeacimients?-We do not think the two functions wntld clash; the
amniie twu powern exist in the Hiouse3 of Lords.

Coisiderng that the Crown mtnakes it ait indislieinnablc condition of surrendering; the
n 0proprintion of the hereditary revenue that the judges slould bc made independent, and
tI Jassembly vill tînt join in naking ithen indepeudent, unless a court of impeachment be
esmîthlished, other ttan the legislative Conneii, and you entertain the opinion that the
Lecgislative Council is the only body tit for a court of impenchment ; would you let the
whole mîcasures fail tu the ground, or would you apply to the Imperial Parliament, or wthaot
other couse wrotld you pursue ?-Mr. Stuart said, 1 ttiik thut the interposition of the
authnrity of the Imiperial Parliament, would beconme nece>sry.

Mtr. Neilson *nid, if by the whiiole neasure be understood the permanent provision for the
rupport of civil governtent and administration of juatice, 1 shousld sny tiat the refusai of
the Assemibly to nake such a provision vould be suWticient to justify the interference of the
Imperial Parliament in support of the Governncut and constitution.

Mr. YKung aaid: Evetn independent of the consideration of the civil lst whichi i8 to be
obtaiied by the cession of the hereditary revenue, 1 think the mceasure of the independence
of the judges, and the establishment of a court of imxpeachmentA, to he of sufficient import.
nuce tu cal for the interference of the Imperial Parliament, if they cantnot be obtaincd in
any other w ay. I look upon these mensures na cssential fur the suaintenance of the autho-
rity of the Ju'dges, and to restore confidence ini the administration of justice.

Mr. i)iJaL. 'lie refusal of the Assembly to make provision for the necessary nd un-
avoidable expenses of the administration of'justico and of civil govemment, would, in my
cipinion, not only justify, but make it imperative on the Iiperial Parliament to inter-
fere and sechre to us by proper legislative enactments the benefits of the Englitsh coi-
atit.ution.

Would you wish thnt the judes, vithout exception, should be excluded from the Legis-
lative and Excecutive Counîcil !-Y<es; that is the general visi of the whole country.

To which Mr. Neio1sn added, bowever, that ie adlered to his former answer with refer-
ence to the reconmendntion of tle Committec of 182O, respecting the chief justice.

Wnuld there be the sanme objection to retired judges, who would have permanent salaries
scculred to then by law, sittitg in the Legialative or Exceutive Councils ?-Mr Young said,
lie would have an objection to tieir being members of it Executive, but not of tho tegis.
tive Council.

Mr. Neikon snid that he lied formerly answered the same question.
To Mr. Young.] Wnhat is the 'roud of your objection to a judge wio enjoys a pension

under the statute being a nem er of the Executive Counci ?-f think theI. Executive
Coutncil ouglit net to h a court of appeal. I think that it ought to have nothing to do
vith the audit of accounts ; that it should be responsible for any mattera of fact which may

bc stated to the Governmîent in any of its reports, on references made to it ; and to accom-
plish this, it ought to be corpsed of ier.di of departments, each lend rcsponisible for facts
relating to his departnient, and as a retired judge wuuld not be a head of a. departmeat,
I think le should not ba in tlie Council.

WIy should not a retired judge perform the sain functions as the Ctancel!or doS in
Englnid, in advising the givig or the reftsing of ti Royn assent to bills which have
passed the other branches of thie Legisilature, or as to affiximig the provincial sea to ny
Acts of State which reqtire it?-This duty lins, as I understnnd, hithertu been performed
in this province by the Attorney-gcneral.

Do you think it would be hkely to bo better performed by a retired judge? -I siould
thinsk it Attornay-genend more likely to formn a correct judgiment (being if% full practie)
than a retired judge, who nay not have attended to business for years.

The oter gcntleuen did not offer any opinion in answer to the thrce last questions.
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MAY IT PLEAsE YoUR LonDsIiiî, Quebce, 12th March 1830.
1. IN our Report on the conditions to be annexed to the cession of the Crown

Revenues in this Province, we expressed our understanding that the measure
would not bc carried into effect until the arreara due to the public servants were
liquidated. The determination of the Assenbly on that matter is now declared.
Ticy have voted an Address to His Majesty, in which they announce that they
have postpuned the consideration of the arrears, and determined to refuse any
future provision for the wants of the local administration, in order the better to
imisjit upon the ianges wliel they require from the imperial authorities. Their
utmost concession (and they desire it may not be taken for a precedent), is to
offer a supply for six months, that time being allowed to His Majesty's Govern-
ment anid the British Parlianent to decide on the fundamental alterations of the
Constitution, and other important measures included in the demnands of the
Assembly.

2. This Address appears to have been adopted in consequence of the Assembly's
lavinig scen certain extraets of the Commissioners' instructions, published by the
Lietutenant-governor of Upper Canada, und having formed the opinion that the
telnor of those extracts was not sufficiently favourable to the ends which the
liouse calls for, as required by the public good. As we understand that the
particulars of the progress of aftitra in the Assembly have been conveyed to your
Idarclhip by the Governor-in-chief, and as a communication of that nature seems
to fall more pcculiarly within the province of the Executive Government than
the spiere of our duties, we shall not enter here into any narrative of the order
of procecdings, or any statemeut of the suipposed views of parties in the House'.
We shall only observe, that the present ia the first occasion on whicb, without
any complaint of grievances in the administration, the Assembly lias refused the
meains of conducting the Government, for the sole and avowed purpose of pro.
curing changes in the Constitution. In the year 1833 the Assembly passed
a Billof Supply, with certain conditions, which induced the second branch of
the Legislature to reject the mesure, as being, in their view, unconstituti.al.
In the ntext year the louse becaine involved in disputes with the Executive,
whicl led theni to disperse suddenly, and without takiug the estimates into con-
sideration. On the meeting of the Provincial Parliament in the ensuing year,
1835, a similar separation of the Assenbly took place, for, finding that the
Governor's warrant for their contingent expenses was vitliheld, they declined to
procced to business. lu all these cases, the means of carrying on the admini-
stration of the country were rather lost indirectly, than deliberately denied by
the representatives of the people. The decision is now embraced on its own
merits; and the reasons for it are to le collected from the Address tthe King.

3. Certainly the conjuncture is one in which His Majesty's Government
nighat suppose that it would find some motive of peculiar urgency among those
assigned by the Assembly for ita determination. We are far advanced in the
fourth yenr since there lias been any appropriation of provincial funds to the use
of Government; and although a suim, temporarily contributed from the British
Trensuîry, ias relieved the Civil officers, so far as to give them one year's salury
duaring that period, the third ycar la passing away, during wlicl they have
not iad the anallest fraction of their earnings in the service of the public.
'ie distress and embarrassment which this state of circumstanices las inflicted

on the functionaries of the Province may be eusily conceived. Many are living
on money horrowed at an exorbitunt interest; some cannot but be reduccd to
the verge of ruin: and tu show that this suffering of individuals is not unattended
with danger to the general welfare, it may be enouglh to reniark, without pain.
fully dwelling on private circuistaices, that the Judges of the country are

0.3. a2 amongàt
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amongst those who are left to provide lor their subsistence as best they may,
after three years' stoppage of their official incomes.

4. This condition of affairs muight naturally have been expected to terminate
with the comnmencemîtent of the present session. In the two previous years the
supplies had failed in the Assembly, either from differences with the Governor
for the time being, or from the refusal of funds for the payment of their contin-
gent expenses ; but when the Provincial Parliament last met, these grounds of
dissension were removed. Your Lordship will not perceive, anongst the grounds
assigned for prolonging the financial difficultics, any complaint against the
existing Provincial Administration, or the assertion of any demerit in the par-
tics vho will continue to be deprived of their lawfil renuneration. No loýcal
cause of quarrel is alleged, of which the settlement night be indispensable
befoi a the public business could proceed; on the contrary, it is stated openly,
and without disgiise, tlat changes of a political nature are the end in view, and
that, until certain acts be donc, competent to no other authority than the Impe-
rial Parliament, and comprising organic changes in the Constitution, by virtue
of which the Assembly itself exists, that House will never make another pecu-
niary grant to the Governnent. Thus the public servants, no parties to the
contest, arc afflicted inerely as instruments, through whose sufferings to extort
concessions totally independent of their will to grant or to refuse. It is scarcely
necessary to remark, that the objects, for the enforcement of which even such
means as these are thought ex pedient, have never been positively refused, but
have only been referred to a Commission of Inquiry, in order that, before the
Exccutive branch of the Government undertakes to recommend changes of a very
important and extensive nature, it may reccive advice -from persons entrusted
with the confidence of His Majesty. This, however, has not proved euough.
Apprehensions of delay fromn the Commission, and doubts of the freedom with
which it will net, are expressed in the Address; and the Assembly intimates,
with frankness, tint it will allow of no deliberation; that cither its dernands
must bc acceded to forthwith, or that it will employ its power over the supplies,
to render the governuient of the country impossi le.

In thus repeatedly narking the position taken up in the Address to His
Majesty fromn the Assembly, we have no wish to convey any opinion, beyond
what the statement of the f'acts implies, upon the conduct of that body; we only
desire to point it out to vour Lordship, distinctly and emnphatically, that the choice
oflered to His Majesty's Government and to Parliament is between an instanta-
neous and unqualified conipliance vith the demands of the Assembly, on the one
band, or, on the other, a recourse to some other means thian their liberality, for
the maintenance in Canada of those administrative and judicial establishments,
without which society cannot be held together.

5. Finding matters reduced to this issue, we think it our duty to address to your
Lordship a Report on the subject. We feel called upon to do this, first, because
it is stated in your Lordship's instructions, that to inquire into the financial
affairs of the Province, and to aim at relieving the Executive Governnent and
the two Houses of General Assembly from the unhappy distractions of the last
fifteen years, may bc deened the main object of our employnient; and secondly,
because, as Commissioners for the investigation of all grievances affecting
lis Majesty's subjects in Lower Canada, we know not where we could turn our
attention to a more urgent grievance than the unmerited distress of a numerous
body of persons whose claims on the public are rejected-than the consequent
emnbarrassment to local trade -and the appearance to the world at large of dis-
tractions calculated to injure the commerce of the Province, and prevent the
influx of capital and enterprize from the mother country.

o. The demands of the Assembly are us follows:
First, the introduction of popular election into the Legislative CouneiL
Secondly, the direct responsibility of the Executive Council, " conformably,"

according to the words of the Address, "to the principles and practice of the
British Constitution."

Thirdly, the imnediate cession to the House of Assembly of the wlole public
revenues of the Province, fron whatever source derived, without any preliminary
stipulation for a Civil List, or for the continuance of a few life charges created

on
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,n some of the lereditary portion of those revenues, before the cession of His
iNalijesty's right to them was contemplated by Governnent.

Fourthly, the repeal of certain Imperial Statutes, which are described as
noxious Acts, comprehending, "amongst others," the Act of a Geo. 4, c. 59,
commonly called the Tenures Act, and the recent Act passed in the fourth year
of His present Majesty's reign, incorporating a Company to hold lands in Lower
Canada. The other Acta alluded to under this head are not specified.

Fifthly, the admission of that essential control in the Legislature over the
management and settlemeut of the waste lands, which, it is observed, would be the
direct consequence of the principles of the Constitution.

7. The 6rst observation that occurs te us upon these demands is, that most of
then go beyond what, by its constitutional powers or privileges, the House of
Assembly can ask as a right, and that in particular the demand respecting the
Elective Council involves a vital alteration of the Constitution to vhicl alone
their own Assembly owes its existence.; and therefore if it should happen that in
resisting such demands. the privileges of their own body should be curtailed, or
even its very existence endangered, the consequences will be only such as the
House lias brought upon itself by engnging in the. contest. In fact the parties who
demund the change, do it only upon the presumption that the Constitution of
1791 can work no longer in Lower Canada, and, therefore, even with them the
question merely is, in whicl direction it shall be altered. So long as the pre-
tensions of the House of Assenbly were coifined to matters of finance, its desire
to enjoy the entire control of the receipts and expenditure of the revenue could
be supportedl in great measure by the privileges it sees exercised in the House of
Commons ; and so long as they withheld their votes of money for the attainmen-t
of. any object within the exercise of their constitutional rights, taken -in tieir
widest sense, their proceedings miglt be justified by doctrines admitted in the
mother country; but in advancing to a demand unquestionably beyond their
constitutional privileges, and involving the destruction of a branch of the Legis-
lature co-existent and co-ordinate witi their own, no precedeftt can be locKed
for but in the unhappy page of our history whichî contains the record of our civil
wars. After these preliminary observations, we proceed to examine the effects
of complying witlh the demands of the Assembly, this being the first of the
courses which appear open to the Governiment.

S. With respect to rendering the Legislative Council elective, it is not neces-
ary that we should pronounce any opinion on the question taken in un abstract

and general form: we shall rather confine ourselves tu the subject as regards
this Province. There is no doubt that the measure would occasion sone realand
inuch apparent diminution of authority in the mother country. Lower Canada,
with an elective Assembly and an elective Council, would bear, a considerable
resemr.blance to the independent States in the neighbourhood; and it is probable
tlat the administration of lier affairs wiould, in point of fact, concentrate itself,
somewhat more than at present, within the limnits of the Province. We are not,
however, prepared to say how far such a state of things might, necessarily and by
its own nature, be cither inconsistent with good government, or prejudicial to
the duration of the connexion with the mother country, in a colony inhabited
by a lioniogeneous and united people. It is enough for us to remark, that in
Lower Canada, unfortunately. such is not the condition of the people. We are
far from wishing to imply tit those who now demand an elective Council in
this Province look to shaking off the dependence on the mother country ; on the
contrary, it would secm a more probable supposition that they desire still to
avail themselves of the protection of Great Britain, as of a ehield under which
their own resources mighît be developed, and their national existence secured,
better than by their incorporation with any other state, or even by the attainment
of immediate independence. But they may naturally seek for themselves all
real authority in the country, and this we think would unquestionably be effected
by the measure whieh we are contemplating; for we believe it impossible to
devise any fair and impartial form of clection, througlh which the great majority
of a Council clected by any constituencies in Lower Canada could be other than
of the party which dominates in the Assembly. This is precisely the result which
is dreaded by those inhabitants of the Province who are opposed to an elective
Council. The change demanided in that respect is deprecated in the most earnest
and solemn umner by almnost the whole of the commercial class in the Province,
and by incomparably the largest number of persons of direct British descent.

0.3. 1 3 Should
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Should the powers of the Assembly be augmented and consolidated by drawing
the second Chiamber from the same source as the first, there is a large body im
this Province whose writings and declarations show, that there is no injustice or
oppression to which they would not think themselves exposed. It is not willingly
that we advert to the grievous distrusts which prevail amongst the different
inhabitants of this Province; nor, in doing so, do we wish to imply any estimation
of the extent to which the impressions of either party regarding the other may
be just. But we feel bound to declare our opinion, as to the probable course of
events, that the English portion of the community, and espeemally the commer-
cial classes, will never, without a struggle, consent to the establishment of what
they consider little short of a French republic in Canada: we believe that if the
measure they regard In this light were adopted, the presence of a commanding
British force miglit become necessary to prevent a collision between the two par-
ties. Under these circumstances, and with a population so divided, it remains
to be judged whether the Government can with propriety concede a change in
the Constitution, on which so serious a difference of opinion exists. For our own
part, we should probably have thought it proper to defer our Report on this sub-
ject until we liad made more detailed inquiries, specifically directed to the pre-
sent point: but the Assembly does not admit such a course. It lias appealed
directly to the Imperial Authorities, and vith measures which make it impossible
to suspend a decision. If, therefore, our opinion be required by lis Majesty's
Government row, we must report, in the honest and unbiassed exercise of that
fre judgment which flis Majesty has commanded us to employ on all matters
falling under our investigation, that we do not think it advisable, at once and
vithouît further consideration, to introduce thé principle of popular election into

the Legislative Courcil of Lower Canada.
9. llaving been conpelled to lay so much stress on the influence of feelings

connected with national distinctions, we ought, perhaps, in fairness to apprize
vour Lordship, that of the persons of British extraction in the Assembly, more,
'we believe, thanîhalf are in the habit of voting with the French Canadian party.
The fact however is, that though English by birth or origin, the greater part of
them do not represent English constituencies. If proof were wanting that
national distinctions do exercise an influence on the course of affairs in this Pro-
vince, it might be supplied in the absence of aill sympathy on the part of the
louse of Assembly in the existing distress of the public oficers. Those officers
are for the nost part of English origin, a fact on which, taken in itself, it is nced-
less for us to nake ny comment, but which, we think, explains the treatment of
the publie fuictionaries by the members of Assembly. If both spoke the saie
language, used thle saine habits, and had those ordinary feelings of sympathy
vhici nust follow from any familiar intercourse in private life, we do not believe

it possible that onte of the two could find resolution to plunge indiscriminately
the whole of the other class into difficulties, nîot for any acts of their own, not
even for any, obnioxious sentiments they might hold, but in order that, by their
losses, a third party miglt be induced through compassion to surrender objects
desired at its hands.

10. Before passing on fron the demand for au elective Council, we cannot
refrain fron nientioning our concern that the mere expression of an indisposition
towards it ut the outset should have been judged by the Assembly an adequate
reason for arresting the course of Government, and thrcatening to enter into an
alnmost iortal struggle with every authority suspected of repugnance to the
favourite plan. Great Britain lias dealt out privileges to Lower Canada vith no
niggardly spirit; she lias bestowed upon the Province a constitution closely ini-
tated fromu her own; and if sone unavoidable dofects be found to impair the
analogy, i is surely no intolerable grievance that the mother- country should
hesitate to destroy, on that account, the general conformity of the subordinate
goverinent to ber own. With that order of government whicl contents the
mother country, she nay without harshness require that the colony. likevise
should be content. Even to those, therefore, vho are satisfied that the Council
ought to be nade elective, we do not think that the refusal or delay of such a
measure on the part of Great Britain can constitute a valid ground of hostility
to the Imperial Government. For such persons tbe obvious course is the oeu by
which most great changes are attained in free governments, nainely, argument,
persuasion and perseverance; nor would that country deserve the nau 'of
freedom in which extensive alterations were to be accoiplished by a inere

sudden
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sudden enforcement of opinion, not listening to dissent-not allowing of inquiry
-but overbearing all hberty of discussion with a violence to which no delay
vould be endurable.

11. With respect to the Executive Council, we believe the general purpose
contemplated by the Assembly to bc, that it should be composed of persons re-
movable at will by the Governor, and whom lie should change from time to time,
so as to keep them in unison with the majority of the Assembly. Althougli we
have bestowed much attention on this project, and have turned it in varous
lights, there appears to us, on examination, to be involved in the plan one objec.
tion which must always render it inadmissible. In England, where it is the
Maxim of the Constitution that no wrong can be imputed to the sacred person of
His Majesty, the responsibility of measures of state is annexed to his confiden.
tial advisers; but lere hc lead of the Executive Government is a servant of
Bis Majesty, responsible to the King for his conduct, and amenable as well to
public opinion as to impeachment at the bar of Parliament; and it follows that
his measures ought to be under bis control, in like manner as their consequences
rest upon his character. But to render le Executive Councillors answerable te
any but the Governor himself, would require that they should have new power
proportioned to their new responsibility, and all the power conferred on them
must be subtracted from the Governor. It appears, therefore, to be the direct
tendency of a Council, responsible in the sense we are now considering, to with.
draw part of the administration from His Majesty's representative in this Province,
and to abridge, to that extent, the efficiency of the functionary on whom, above
all others, His Majesty must rely for retaining the allegiance of the Colony.

There are other questions connected with the Executive Council, of which the
consideration will be requisite, but it is not nccessary to enter into them upon the
present occasion.

12. In proceeding to the reinainder of the demands of the Assembly, we must
observe, that as the failure of any one has been regarded as a reason to vitiate
the concession of all the rest, the remarks we have made on the préceding topices
render it of less immediate consequence to adopt a decision on the others.

13. It is entirely our wish that the public revenues of the Province, from what-
ever source derived, slould be subjected to the application of the Legislatüre;
and in every year when they have not declined to make any appropriation at all,
the only exception to that rule has consisted of the procceds of sales of lands,
and licences to cut timber. Upon offering for the sake of peace to surrender that
fund, and to give up absolutely the control of the other Crown revenues, His
Majesty, never doubting his constitutional right toc the moncy, made no' stipula.
tion for any prospective advantages from it; the Governor was only commanded
to require security for a few life charges placed upon the land and timber fuid,
beforc a thought cf abandoning it had becn contemplated by the Government.
The Assembly answers, in the present address, that the moncy must be surren-
dered vithout any condition, and adds an intimation that, with respect to the
charges vhich it is wished to secure, its mind is decided. We regret the coni-
nuance of a dispute with the Assembly on any question, and Most of all on a
question of finance; and it is painful to witness the protraction of a distressing
conflict for the sake of a very nsignificant sum of money; but we must say, that
if tie feelings of the House m this matter arc so unbending that the Governnent
must choose between standing on its rights or else betraying the honour of the
Crown, and sacrificing the established mterests of tlrce or four helpless indivi.
duals, we think there can be no hesitation which is the proper course. The
pensions and allowances at issue amount to less than 700 ., and arc of a nature
continually to decrease. That such a sum as this should be wrested into a
ground of dissension between the Province of Lower Canada and the Government
of the British Empire, is a truly mnortifying consideration. But sceing the variety
of matters in which the hostihty of the Assembly is used as a tireat to compel
the Government to unwilling sacrifices, it is plain that any concession from such
a motive would-be fatal, and conseqiently that there is the more reason, in the
case we arc now considering, that His Maj esty's Government should not swerve
from a principle essential to its character or justice.

14. Next we turn to the Imperial Statutes, of which the repeal is demanded.
On the repeal of the Tenures Act, O Geo. 4, C. 59, we have not much to add- to
the ?emarks in your Lordship's instructions, froin ivhich your Lordship draws the
conclusion that His Majesty's Ministers ought not to.propose to Par]iament ny
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farther interference with that statute. Assuming that by the more recent Act of
Parliament on the same subject, 1 Will. 4, c. Qo, the Provincial Legislature is
sufficiently empowered, as your Lordship appears to be satisfied that it is, to
alter, amend or repeal the Tenures Act, we cannot but think it far the safest
course to leave the subject entirely to the local Legislature, so as to ensure a suf-
ficient knowledge of any interests created under the Imperial Statute, which an
abrupt repeal froin home might injure. It has been objected, we are aware, that
by leaving the subject to the Provincial Legislature, the wishes of the Assembly
are liable to be defeated by a contrary opinion in the Council. This, however, is
the very nature and condition of .their existence. So long as the Legislature is
preserved in its present form, the same credit for good intentions must be allowed
to one branch as to another, and the naked fact of disagreement cannot be taken
as a presumption against either. Your Lordship will observe, that we do not
convey the intimation of any judgment of our own with respect to the effects of
an absolute repeal of the Tenures Act; but it is precisely from the uncertainty
of which the subject.admits, that we are sensible of the propriety of referring it
to the legislative authoritics of the Province. We may, in investigating the
matter of Tenures gencrally, return to this question. Meanwhile, if our state-
ments in this Report be occasionally hypothetical or incomplete, we can only
regret a circumstance arising fron that premature discussion of almost every
question of magnitude, which the address of the Assembly to His Majesty lias
compelled. One point at least, on which we can speak with confidence, is the
repeal of the Land Company's Act, passed in the fourth' year of Ilis present
Majesty's reign. Whether the institution ,of such c'mpanies in future be de-
sirable, and under what restrictions, or what conditions, if any, of previous
approval by the Provincial Legislature, are matters open to debate, on which
it will be hereafter our duty to report the result of our investigations. Mean-
while, we have not a moment's doubt in stating, that the, call -for a repeal of the
privileges of the existing company is inadmissible. The nature of the contract
with that body seems to have been to a certain degree erroneously. conceived by
the framers of the address. But whatever night be its defects, to cancel from
political motives the title to a large tract of property, lawfully acquired, and on
which money lias already been expended, would be an act of confiscation, enougli
.to destroy every feeling of security in the Province. We do trust that whenever
the Assembly may quit that attitude of hostility which it has assuimed-towards
the Imperial authorities, it will see the necessity of receding from this demand.
What other Imperial Statutes are required to be revoked, is-not stated, but if the
Act 3 Geo. 4, c. 119, commonly called the Canada Trade Act, be one of the
number, it is, we apprehend, well understood that there would be. no objection to
.repeal it, so soon as the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada May provide any
other means of obviating the disputes which that Act was passed to cure.

15. We find some difficulty in ascertaining the nature of that essential control
.over the waste lands of the Crown, which the Assembly considers would flow
directly from the principles of the Constitution. In one place it is observed that
the waste lands are subject to the supreme authority. of Parliament, and: that the
Provincial Parliament is fully and " exclusively" invested with this authority,
which, the Asserbly adds, that House will never willingly renounce;. and with
reference to your Lordship's instructions, which state upon this subject, as your
.Lordship will remember, that the management of the Crown lands may:with
advantage be regulated by statute, but that the conduct of that management
ought to remain with the Government, the Assembly informs His Majesty that
there is a disagreement between its own views and those of the Government.
Yet in another passage it is declared, that the Assembly does not wish to interfere
.with the due functions of the executive authorities, and that it only claims its
right to legiskte jointly. with the other branches of the Legislature upon subjects
.connected with the waste lands. Without undertaking to reconcile these apparen
.discrepancies, it is enough for us to observe that we entirely adhere to the prin-
ciple laid down by your Lordship, namely; that the general rules of managing
the Crown lands may, with propriety, be prescribed by the Legislature, ,but that
their application must be confined to -the Executive ; and if; this be the vier

,adopted by the Assembly, we are glad that no difference of opinion exists.on the
subject.

16. Ilaving thus examined .the most prominent demands of the Assembly,
sone at least of which it appears evident cannot be complied -with, while not one

can
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can be rejected without incurring the continuance of that opposition with which
the Governient is at present paralysed, it remains to be considered how this
effect may be counteracted. The only remaining appeal, as the Assembly itself
observes, is to the high authority of Parliament ; and in the ensuing portion of
our remarks, we shall consider ourselves as discussing the proposals which it is
open to His Majesty's Government to make to that authority.

17. Various plans, as mightnaturally be expected, have come under considera-
tion at such a moment. We may enumerate the principal suggestions as
follows:

1st. A legislative union of the two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada.
Without entering into any other discussion of it, we would only observe, that we
think that this is a question which ought not to be entertained, except with a very
general prevalence of opinion in its favour in both Provinces.

2d. The erection within Lower .Canada of seven or more districts, of which
Montreal and Quebec should be two, and each of the others should consist
entirely either of lands held by French or by English tenures; that to each of
those districts or cantons municipal institutions of an elective character should
be given by charters for the management of their internal affairs, and that from
each of them 10 or 12 inembers should be returned for a House of Assembly;
which, together with a Legislative Council and a Governor, should constitute the
Legislature of the Province. If the principle of election could ever be applied
to the Legislative Council, it would probably be through the means of such
municipalities as are contemplated in this proposal. With respect to the whole
plan, we wish to say no more at present than that it would require too much
time and arrangement to fit the emergency.

3d. An amendment or suspension of the Act of 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 23. This
Act provided that the customs' duties levied under the statute of 14 Geo. 3, c. 88,
should be appropriated by the Provincial Legislature instead of by the Lords of
the Treasury; and the present proposal is to alter the Act, either by entirely
suspending its -operation for a limited term of vears, or else -by enacting that
until the several branches of the Provincial Legisiature can agree in the exercise
of the power of appropriation which it confers, that power shall be exercised by
those who had it before.

18. A measure of this nature appears to us the best wiich the exigency of the
case admits. We do not deny that it will curtail powers we should wish to sce
vested in the Assembly; for we admit that a power of refusing, as well as distri-
buting, an appropriation, -would properly belong to them. But we have already
observed, that when the Assembly provoked a contest, with the subversion of the
existing Constitution in view, the fault became their own should the result lead
to injury to their privileges instead of those which they assailed. The step we
have proposed is the very mildest, adequate to relieving the Government from its
pecuniary embarrassments. The amount of the revenues under the 14 Geo. 3,
received into the chest since the last appropriation to the support of Government,
would suffice, in conjunction with the Crown revenues, to discharge the whole of
the arrears due to the public servants; and by the return, hereto annexed, your
Lordship will see, that from an average of four years, the future application of
these two classes of revenue in -the same manuer may be expected to meet the
ordinary expenditure ôf the public service. Thus the Government will be placed
in a condition to-subsist, without the necessity of immediately assenting to every
change of the Constitution which the Assembly may demand; while yet the
control of that body over the other portions of the public revenue, and the mul-
tifarious and important nature of the powers which it will still retain, will afford
very cogent motives to the Government to attend to its wishes, and cultivate its
good will.

19. So great indeed will be the powers remaining to the Assembly, that
doubts have been suggested wvhether the alteration of the .1 & 2 W. 4, c. 23,
though it may abate the immediate difficulties of the Province, will be of any
permanent avail. lu this point of view it is observed, that the Assembly may
continue its war upon the co-ordinate branches of the Legislature with more
violence than ever; that the resumption of the duties under the 14 Geo. 3,
c. 88, will only restore the Government to the same position in which it main-
tained an unsuccessful conflict with the Assembly in former years; and, there-
fore, that it would be better at once to advance a step further, and suspend the
Constitutional Act of 1791, for a limited number of years. However startling
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the proposal, it is said that many arguments may be adduced in its supporté
that not only it will be more decisive, but that, being more evidently based on
the difficulty of working the free institutions of Great Britain in a country dis-
turbed by the jcalousies of a. divided population, the procceding would be less
offensive to the other Colonies of Great Britain than a mode of action from which
it might be inferred that, in other cases equally, a refractory Assembly would be
deemed liable to a curtailment of privilege.

20. We cannot, however, undertake to recommend such a plan. Independ-
ently of the general objections to any course which would be not merely unpo-
pular, but utterly unconceived by the community at large before its adoption ;
of vhich therefore neither the advantages nor the defects have been exposed by
the light of public discussion, nor the extent of probable opposition to it indi-
cated, we shrink from the measure on a view of its own merits. We are per-
suaded that a local assembly is a benefit essential to good government in a Pro-
vince such as Canada, and even thougli deprived of some of its other attributes,
we think that a body armed with powers of debate and remonstrance, affords.
the best security for a just administration of the executive authority.

21. The plan which we recommend, namely, an alteration of the 1 & 2
W. 4, is not destitute of the advantages of previous discussion, and whether or
not it might Icave room for serious opposition, unquestionably it would cure the
evils now nost urgent. It must be remembered that previously to the time
when the revenues in question were ceded, they fell short of the wants of
Government, and hence the Assembly triumphed by its control over an indis-
pensable supplement; but the resumption of these revenues now, would give the
Government as much as its existence requires, and would thus really modify
some of the extreme workings of the Constitution; vithout incurring the evils of
its complete suspension. We know not whether we may venture to expect it,
but it is proper to hope, that the reasoning may be mistaken which assumes
that the Assembly will push to further extremities a desperate contest with the
Inperial power. By the measure under consideration it vould, for the first
time, learn that the mother country may exercise another office besides that of
yielding, and that vhen there has been every recent mark of respect and con-
cession on the one hand, it may be prudent to meet it with some forbearance
on the other. If this should not be the issue, but, on the contrary, the Assem-
bly should drive the mother country to either renewed efforts of control, or else
the abandonment of every part of the Constitution which the third braùich of the
Legislature may invade, it vill be time enough to determine upon the measures
required by such an emergency, when their necessity shall be proved -by the
event, and not upon its mere apprehension.

Your Lordship will see that in the foregoing remarks we have not adverted
to a dissolution of .thé Legislature. Amongst the many subjects of which we
have been forced to a premature discussion, by the unhappy nature of recent
portions of the session, we will not allow ourselves to be carried into any remarks
on the representation of the people, or the efficiency of public opinion in this
Province. We will merely say, without comment, that we cannot at this moment
recommend a dissolution of the Provincial Parliament.

We have, &c.
(signed) GosFoRD.

CHAs. EDW. GREY.*
GEo. Gipps.

* Previously to signing this Report, I have delivered to the Secretary a statement of my difference
of opinion as to some parts of it, together with the draft of -a Bill referred to in the statement; in
order that both of these nay be entered upon the minutes of our proceedings, and may go home with
the Report.

15 March 18a6. (signe.d) Chas. Eda,. GrcY.
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EXTRACTS of the MINUTE of PROCEEDINGS on Monday 14 March 1836.

Sir Charles Grey delivered in the following paper.

1. Tu E single measure to which I would advise Bis Majesty's Ministers to have recourse at
the present juncture, is to procure fron the Imperial Parliament, without, any delay, an enact-
ment of vhich the substance should bc, that where the different branches of the Provincial
Legislature of Lower Canada have been or shal! be unable, from disagreement, to exercise
the power which it vas intended to transfer to them by the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 23, that power
shall be exercised by those who had the exercise of it before.

2. As the Commissioners are unanirnous in recommending this, it is very reluctantly that
I qualify my signature to this second Report by any rotice of dissent; but it is necessary
that I should do so to preserve a consistency, wvithout whicI my opinions must be vorthless.
The Report enters rather loosely, as it seems to me, into a dùcussion of the most important
objects of our Commission, which discussion is shown to be immature by the uncertainty
and incowplet.::ness of the conclusions in which it results. I should have deemed it.sufficient
to have marked in our Report, on the prescnt occasion, the absolute incompatibility of the
demands of the Assembly with our instructions, and then to have recom-nended rather more
fully and distinctly than we have done, the step which we all think ought to be taken. Upon
the Report as it has been settled, i am obliged to remark, that there are sentiments and
opinions interspersed in it vhich i do not entertain; and that of the reasoning, and even of
the narrative, there are parts in which 1 am not able to concur.

3. The objections against substituting popular election for the appointment by the Crown
of the members of the Legisiative Council, arc presented much more dubiously in the Report
than they are impressed upon my mind. i thmk there would be nany advantages in esta-
blishing a different arrangement of districts within the Province from that which exists at
present, and with immicipal institutions for the management of their internal affairs;· but it
vill be found, upon examination, that this would -not necessarily involve a repeal of any

portion of the Act of 3791 ; and i certainly do not reconmmend it with the view of its leading,
as the Report suggests, to the introduction of an elected Legislative Council for the
Province.

4. .There is a great deal of the reasoning in the Rcport as to an Executive Council to
which I cannotassent, though i agree in thinking that it would be pernicious to establish either
by enactment, or by the instructions of His Majesty's Ministers, any rule that the Executive
Council should fron time to time be changed, so as to keep it always en suite with the ma-
jorities of the Assembly. It ought to be borne in mind, that it is the Government of a Pro-
vince vhich is in question, and that there are certain relations with the Empire which are to
be preserved. With a view to these, the appointment of some of the Executive Council
ought to be made in England, whilst a larger number nmight be appointed by each successive
Governor, for the period of his own government, comprising the Ieading mèn of all parties
in the Province; and of these, two or three at a time only might be summoned to each
ordinary Council beld for the despatch of business. This would enable the Governor to have
the counsel of those who, at the moment, should be in possession of the chief influence;
and to bring together those whose opinions, though different, should approximate.

5. I will not enter further into the subject of the Tenures Act, than to observe that the
1 Will. 4, c. 20, does not enable the Provincial Legislature so far to alter the provisions of
the Terures Act; as to prohibit changes from the tenure en fief to that of soccage, which is
wvhat the Assembly demands. The repeal of the Land Company's Act is put out of all
question by our instructions.

6. As to the wild lands, it is pretty clear that the real meaning of the address is, that
instead of the Crown lands and wild lands being subjects which can only be taken up by the
Bouses of Legislature upon message from the representative of the Crown, the Assembly
asserts a right of passing bills respecting these and all other hereditary Crown revenue or
property, wheneverit may please to do so, and of addressingr the Governor on the subject, and
of enforcing a compliapce vith its addresses, by withholding the supplies necessary for the
subsistence of the executive power.

7. Having thought myself obliged to make the preceding statements, I will add.to them
some corroborations of the recornmendation into which the Report resolves itself, but which
does not appear to me to be placed by the Report on its strongest grounds.

8. The duties imposed by the 14 Geo. 3, c.. 88, vere not affected by what is called the
Declaratory Act of 1778. Whatever opinions, at one time or another, may have been enter-
tained, this is now a settled principle of legislation for.the British colonies, an instance of
which may be seen in a statute so recent as that of 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 59, ss. 10, 11. The
Act, therefore, of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, e. 23, did not recognise a pre-existing right of the Pro-
vincial Legisiature, but was meant to permit the exercise by the three branches of that
Legislature in conjunction, of a power which was before lavfully exercised by officers of the
Crown, under the sanction of an Act of Parliament.

9. Those duties were not only imposed permanentlv by the Parliament of Great Britain in
1774, for defraying the expenses of- the -administration of Government, and generally of Civil
Government in the Province; but the particular application of themu was vestei in officers of the
Crown ; and the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, is regarded by a party wyhich is of great influence in the
Province, not simily as a statute, but as partaking, m some degree, of the character of a
publie. compact, upon the faith of which many persons, and especially many American

.0.3. N 2 loyalists,
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loyalists, were induced to settle in the Province, who considered that a revenue at the dis-
posal of the Crown, sufficient for al] the ordinary expenses of the executive and judicial
branches of the Government, was an essential and indispensable element of order and of
peace.

10. It was rather hastily concluded in 1828-29, that as the revenues at the disposal of
the Crown in Lower Canada then fell short of the expenses of the Civil Government, the
Government was altogether in a state of pecuniary dependence on the Assembly. The faet
is, that if the contingent expenses of the two Houses of Legislature had been deducted from
the estimates, and a few retrenchments had been voluntarily made, which were afterwards
compelled by the Assembly, the executive and judicial branches of the Government might
even then have been sustained without any absolute necessity of recurring to the annual vote
of the Assembly. The duties under 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, were gradually increasing, and at
the moment of the passing of the Act of 1 & 2 Vill. 4, c. 23, they had actually, by that in-
crease, released the Government from its difficulty, if not from its perplexity, and consti-
tuted, with the other monies at the disposal of the Goverament, a fund more than adequate
to all the expenses of the executive and judicial branches.

11. The course of proceeding as to the hereditary revenue and civil list of the United
Kingdom, which was adopted for the first time, I believe, on the accession of His present
Majesty, was the example probably which induced the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
in 1831, to give up the powver of appropriating the duties of the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, without
securing by the sanie, or by a synchronous enactment, an adequate list of permanent ap-
propriations for the support of the Civil Government. But although the Commons of the
United Kingdom, after the concession of the hereditary revenue was made by one enactment,
did not hesitate to provide permanently by separate and subsequent statutes for the Civil
Government, experience shows that the Assembly of a Province, distracted as this is by par-
ties, ought not to be subjected to the same temptation. It is better to appear over cautious,
or even suspicious, than to hazard the stability of a Government; and at all events, as the
Act 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 23, conferred a power which was to be executed by three parties, it
would not have been superfluous to have provided against the contingency of the parties not
being able to agree, or of the power, for any other reason, not being exercised. This is no
more than what is done in the ordinary transactions of private life, as where a matter is re-
ferred-to the arbitration of two or more, or where anything is to be done by the appointment
of a party who may omit to make any.

12. The urgent difficulty of the present moment, and the peculiar applicability of the
remedy to the crisis, miglit, without overcharging them, have been more forcibly stated than
in the Report. Sir James Kempt, in the Report of the 1834 Committec of the House of
Commons on Lower Canada, pp. 111 -113, acknowledged that he côuld not undertake to
govern Lower Canada, without having the duties of the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, or some equiva-
lent revenue placed permanently at his disposal. The necessity of discharging the arrears,
and the circumstances by which the faith of Government is pledged to this measure, might
have been more fully detailed; the progress and increase of the mischief arising from the
present state of affairs more pointedly expressed ; and the attention of His Majesty's Minis-
ters might have been drawn to the strong, though justifiable, measure of the Legislative Coun-
cil's having stopped the greater part of the money bills, to prevent the money due for the
services of the Civil Government from being dissipated in miscellaneous appropriations.

13. The bill which I would submit to His Majesty's Ministers for the purpose of its being
laid before the House of Commons upon the present emergency, is neither a repeal rior a
suspension of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 23, nor can it even be called an amendment so properly
as a supplementary enactment, which, as it seems to me, ought to have been an original
clause of the Act; and it would leave the three branches of the Provincial Legislature at
liberty to exercise at any time, in the whole or in part, the power conferred on them by the.
1 & 2 Will. 4, whenever they can agree in doing so. I deliver to the Secretary to the
Commission a draft of that bill to be sent home herewith.

14. I am not aware of any other practicable method than that which we have recom-
mended, of at once discharging the arrears due for the administration of justice and service
ofthe Civil Government, and of sustaining the executive and judicial branches in the discharge
of their respective functions, unless indeed the Imperial Parliament should think fit to
advance what might be necessary for these purposes out of the revenues of the United King-
dom, as in fact it was wont to do, until the Province offered to take the whole on itself. It
is questionable, perhaps, in more instances than that of Canada, whether it would not be
both politic and just that the mother country should provide for a share of the expenses of
the Governor and Executive Council of a Province, on the ground that a part of their duties
at least are the management, not of the internal affairs of the Province, but'of the relations
between the Province and the Empire. If Parliament were to authorize only a loan, it might
be secured to an amount more than sufficient for the occasion, upon the hereditary revenue in
Canada, and on the proceeds of the sales of wild lands. These suggestions, -however, are
made only to meet the case of unforeseen objections existing' against taking the course which
we have pointed out. In preference to any other remedy, 1 recommend distinctly and decid-
edly the supplementary enactment set forth in the preceding paragraph ; and that although
annual accounts should be laid before the Assembly by the Government, of the application
of the monies thus to be placed at its disposal, nothing should be included in any estimates
for which an appropriation by the Assembly is not really necessary. A great deal of the
present misunderstanding in Canada, as to revenue and finance, will be found to have grown
out of a practice of observing no accurate or steady distinction between accounts and
estimates.

15. Icannot
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15. I cannot express as I should wish the importance which ought to be attached to a

prompt use of the opportunity which is presented by the address of the Assembly to His
1hnjesty. If it is missed the Government vill go rapidly down stream: if it is rihtly, by

which I mean temperately, but firmly, used, I sec nothing in Canadian affairs which, with
skll and forbearance, is not capable of adjustment. The proposal to Parliament of such a
bill as we have suggested ought not to be clogged or encumbered by any other measures of
Canadian policy ; but probably before it can have passed into a law the Commissioners may
be prepared to recommend definite and practical measures-

1. For alterations in the Executive Council.
2. in the Legislative Council.
j. For the establishment of municipal districts.

Of these the two first might, according to my opinion, be effected by instructions issued by
His Majesty in Council to the Governor, the third by a provincial statute, if the two houses
of Legisilature could be brought to agrce in it.

16. I wish to close my remarks by a statement that 1 an decidedly adverse to a repeal of
the Act of 1791, which is spoken of in the Report. This measure vould not be really dis-
agreeable to any of those who from any motives, however discordant and various, desire to
change the relations of the Province with the mother country; but to a certainty it would
throw the Canadas into confusion, and would be held forth to the world by some as a justi-
fication for a declaration of independence.

(True extract.)
(signed) T. Frederick Elliot.

EXTRACT of the MINUTE of PRocEcDINGs on Monday, 14 March 1830.

Stu G EoRG Girs stated that in conformity with the course of proceeding prescribedto
the Commissioners, in their instructions of the 17th of June 1835, No. 2, par. 11, he desired
to place upon the PMinutes some remarks connected with, and arising out of,- their second
Report, and he accordingly handed to the Secretary a paper, of which the following is a copy.

1. In the Report which we have this day adopted there is nothing to which I decidedly
object; but it does not appear to me to contain so clear and comprehensive a review of the
subjects which must now force theinselves on the consideration of Government, and-of the
Imperial Parliament, as will be expected of us now that we have been upwards of six months
in the country, and I am therefore desirous of placing on record, in a more decided manner,
my own views and the opinions which I have formed on some of the points at issue. It may
indeed be said, that the question as to what is now to be doue, is a narrow one, and that we
should not travel beyond it; but I cannot help thinking that more will be looked for from us,
and that the occasion is one in vhich a general review of the political state of the country is
called for.

2. I join in the main recommendation of the Report, na'mely, that as an immediate mea-
sure, recourse must be had to a suspension or alteration of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 23; and
I do so, because, whilst I think the demands of the Assembly cannot be complied with,
I know no way by 'which the means of paying the public servants, and of carrying on the
Government, can be procured, except by the resumption of the revenues of the 14 Geo. 3,
unless, indeed, the Imperial Parlianient should be disposed to furnish the money, which
I think very improbable; or that it be deterniined at once to suspend the Constitutional Act
of 171. This latter course is one which I cannot take upon myself the responsibility of
advising, though in some respects I think it would be hardly more objectionable than the
suspension of the Act of Will. 4, whilst it would unquestionabiy be more efficacious. I am
indeed very fat from regarding the resumption of the revenues of the 14 Geo. 3, as a safe,
easy or efficacious measure, and it is only with the greatest reluctance that I can contemplate
a course of proceeding which will take frorn the representatives of the people their now acknow-
ledged privilege of disposing of all monies raised within the Province by taxation. A thorouigh
conviction tlat there has been on the part of the Government a sincere desire to avoid th e
necessity of such a coercive measure, and that the Assembly have brought it on themselves
by their own violent and unconstitutional proceedings, cn alone reconcile me to its adop-
tion. I do indeed feel that it is necessary, and therefore I cannot refuse to take my share in
the responsibility of advising it.

3. I cannot, however, concur in the opinion entertained by one of my colleagues,that the
non-insertion in the Act of the 1 & 2 Wili. 4, of a clause authorizing an appropriation by'the
Treasury, in default of any being made by the local Legislature, was either.an oversigbt or
an omission to be deplored. I consider that Act to have been passed -in consequence of the
opinion broadly expressed by the Committee of the House of Commons in 1828,- that "the
real interests of the Province 'would be best promoted, by placing the receipt -.nd expenditure
of the whole public revenue under the superintendence and control of the House of Assembly ;"
and I conceive that the measure was intended to carry with it a full recognition of the prin-
ciple, that England ought not to interfere in the internal pecuniary concernsof the country;
a principle which I believe to be just and proper. 1. must even add that I can see no good
reason vhy the hereditary revenue was by the Committee excepted froin the rule, or why it
was not in 1831 conceded with the rest, conceded, i of course mean, in exchange for a
civil list.

0.3. N'3 4. And
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4. And although I do not mean to deny that an Act of appropriation, like any other Act
of Parliament, to be complete must be enacted by the three branches of dhe Legislature, I
am firm-ly of opinion that the practice which bas obtained in England, of vesting the control
over the whole revenue, not only primarily, but virtually in the representative branci of it,
is a salutary one, and conducive to good goverinent; and I believe that the practice would
be no less salutary in Canada than in England.

5. In being forced, then, by the pressure of prescrit circumstances, to recommend a devia-
tion from this wholesome rule, I would earnestly desire that it should be donce in the least
objectionable manner; and I think it would be less objectionable to suspend the operation
of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, for a definite period, say three or five years, or until some stated con-
ditions (such, for instance, as that of paying up all arrears, and providing a civil list) should
be complied with, than to suspend it in the indefinite way that would be effected by an
additional enactment, providing that in any year in which the three branches of the local
Legislature could not agree in the appropriation of the revenues, they might be appropriated
by the Treasury, or, in other words, by the Governor, who is one of the three. Such an
enactment, if not limited as to time, would have the effect of excludi.ng for ever any efficient
control on the part of the popular branch of the Legislature ; and even if limited to three,
five or seven years, would seem to carry with it the acknowledEement, that the Legislative
Council is to have as much veight in the disposal of the public money as the Assembly,
which is what, in my opinion, it ought not to have; I believe it to be absolutely essential
for the preservation of harmony between the several branches of any Legislature, that the
duty or privilege of controlling the public expenditure should be exercised by one of
therm only; had this principle been recognised in Canada, I believe that most of the dissen-
sions of the last 20 years would have been avoided, and the mutual respect for each other's
privileges, so necessary for the well-being of the whole, have been maintained, which is now
so unhappily and so utterly destroyed.

0. With respect to the working of the measure, which in default of any other we have been
forced to recommend, I cannot entertain the hope, that unless combined with others of a very
firm and judicious, but at the same time healing character, it will prove either efficacious or
safe. The Assembly, by the suspension of the Act 1 & 2 Will. 4, will be deprived, it is'true,
of a portion of its power, but it will still remain in possession of ample means of thwarting
the Government, and these means we may expect to see it exert with an unscrupulous hos-
tility. The suspension of this Act is moreover the measure which they expect, for they had
due notice of it in 1834, and for which they, to a certain extent, are prepared. The Assem-
bly,-even when deprived of the revenues of the 14 Geo. 3, will retain its control'over funds
nearly twice as great as those in the hands of the Executive; and although the House May
not have power to dispose of them. at its discretion, it will at any rate be able to lock therm
up, and especially to prevent the application of them to any purpose favourable to thbe
Government or to the interests of the British party. It may also refuse to pass bills required
by the commercial interest, such for instance as bills for the renewal of the charters of the
Quebec and Montreal banks, both of which will expire in July 1837. When I consider,
therefore, the bitfer hostility, or rather fury, with vhich the Assembly will be animated
against the British Government, and against British interests ; the invectives which, under the
direction of its practised leaders, it will pour forth against England; the power it will pos-
sess of spreading disafection vithin the Province, and inviting interference from without,
I am at a loss to imagine how the Government can be carried on with advantage; and I cannot
help fearing that we shall ultimately be driven to abandon the country with ahl the shame of
failure upon us, or to maintain it at a cost infinitely beyond its value.

7. It may be said, on the other hand, that I have drawn an exaggerated picture of the diffi-
culties which the Government will have to encounter; that these difficulties will be found to
melt avay under a firm yet liberal and impartial administration ; or that a sense of patriotism,
or even af self-interest, will lead parties to act in harmony ; and this, more especially should
the sense of Parliament against their recent proceedings be unequivocally pronounced; all this
may, I admit (aud sincerely do I hope it) come to pass under a wise and firm administration,
but nevertheless I cannot but feel an apprehension that it will be otherwise, and entertaining
such a feeling, I think it right to express it.

8. The effect, too, that the mentret will produce upon the people, and especially on the
House of Assembly of the Upper Province, is a matter ofvery important consideration. The
English of Lower Canada look, and I apprehend with reason, for support from the Upper
Province, should they ever be engaged in a contest of a n2tional character with the French
Canadians ; but in a contest growing out of a measure such as that now under discussion,
the course to which the democratic portion of the population of Upper Canada, or even the
House of Assembly might take, is to me'doubtful, to say the least.

9. And soin Lower Canada, should a contest ever arise (as but for the presence of the English
authorities and English troops I believe it would)between theFrench Canadians and the English,
I believe that all parties speaking English, including settlers frorn the United States, would
unite with the latter, and probably in the end prevail ; but so long as the contest can. be made
to appear as one, not of nationality, but ofpolitical principle, the Americans ând a portion even
of the British will be on the çemocratie side. It is the policy of the leaders of the majority in
the Assembly to give the dispute the character of a contest between the aristocratic and the
democratic principle, rather than one of nationality, and they have succeeded 'to a great
extent; for, of the members from the townships, where there are no persons of French, but
numbers of American origin, nearly as many vote with the French party in:the Assembly as
against them, and if to the persons thus returned by the American or democratic interest
be added the Englishmen wvho are sent to the Assembly by French constituencies, we shall

find
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find that of the twenty-two individual§ with English naines, or of English origin, who have
seats iii the Assembly, thirteen generally vote vith the French party, and only nine against
them. It is, 1 believe, the apprehension that their democratic allies of British origin would
change sides, should the dispute become one purely of nationality, that renders the leaders
of the French party desirous of remaining for the present under the protection of Great
Britain.

10. It is by considerations such as these, that I am led to adhere to the opinion expressed
in the Report, that even were ail the'demands of the Assembly conceded it would not neces-
sarily follov that the connexion of the country vith England would be broken, or the
duration of it naterially abridged. I would myself even go farther, and say that if the
question only were, by what means the sovereignty of England over Canada could be pro-
longed for the greatest possible pericd, I think it would probably be done by keeping the

country as nuch as possible French ; but although the first duty of every person employed
under the Crown should be, and is, to preserve the integrity ofthe empire, I think I may
be permitted to say tlat it is not to be aimed at by such nieans. It is not bare empire, but
the raising up an enterprising, happy and enlightened population, and spreading as far as
possible over the globe our own laws, our language and our institutions, that I look on as
the legitinute ends of colonization ; especially when undertaken on the scale that is alone
suited to North xnierica: and in the pursuit of such a course, we should not, I think, be
deterred by the*apprehension that our colonies may eventually becone independent ; rather
should we accuston ourselves to look upon it as the natural termination of the connexion.
Il Canada, however, rit the present moment, the larger portion of the inhabitants of British
descent entertain feelings of afféetion and reverence to the mother country, and next to a
subjection to the French party, dread a separation fron England as the greatest evil that
could befal them. If, therefore, it be not desirable to render the country more French than
it is, for the purpose of prolonging a dominion that would be scarcely more than nominal,
neither would it be consistent vith our lionour to abandon it altogether, if in so doing we
must desert the interests of a large portion of our immediate fellow countrymen, who desire
and deserve our protection.

n. A withdrawal of the protection of England would, I believe, lead to an immediate
struggle between the two races, and indeed I can scarcely doubt that, but for the presence
of an overwhelning force, -the same consequences would ensue were even the present de-
mands of' the Assenbly complied.with; and, as in this case, the English party would pro.-
bably be the aggressors, the power of the Government would have i the first instance to
be directed agamnst men who are not only our fellow subjects, but for the most part the
natives of our own isles. The apprehension of this would alone be sufficient to prevent my
entertaining thc idea.of an immediate compliance with the demands of the Assembly, even if
those demands were far less extravagant than they are. I wish, however, here to put on
record more distinctly than is done in the Report, that my chief objection to a compliance
with their demands, at least with such of them as do not involve a violation of the pledged
faith either of the Governmient or the Parliament, vould not apply to a case in whieh similar
changes were demanded by an equal majority of an homogeneous people. I consider that
it is unwise to endeavour to put out of sight the fact that there is on the continent of
America a leaning towards elEctive institutions, and that this vill continue, and must
increase in intensity so long as the republics of America continue to exhibit the marvellous
display they now make of energy and advancement.

12. And of the Legislative Council of Lower Canada, t would repeat in the language that
has been addressed to a former Secretary of State, that " in a country vhere the people are
beconing every day less disposed to respect any authority that does not emanate from them-
selves, the members of it stand only as nominees of the Crown," without any of those
reverential tics to bind them to'the people, which are derived in the old countries of Europe,
and particularly in England, from thé early establishment of aristocratie maxims, from the
historical and traditional recollections which attach themselves to our feudal and *chivalrous
ages, and above ail from the splendour of their high rank and riches. With no sucb holds
on the affections of the people to compensate for the want of rFspect and of moderation
towards them evinced by the other House, it is difficult to conceive how they can ever regain
the position tbey occupied before their dissensions with the Assembly, or when the full
pover over the public purse shail have been recognised as an attribute of the Lower House,
(as I at least think it must,) how the Council can avoid sinking into insignificance, how it can
act as an efficient check on the more popular body, or as a barrier between it and the Throne.
An elected Couneil would bear probably less of affection and of deference to the person of the
Sovereign or his representative than the present Council of Lower Canada; but it would
have, at any rate, more power to support his authority vhenever it might be disposed so to
do; even its right to particif ate in the control of tbe public purse might be maintained
(should circumstances require it, though I think that they would not) on the grounds of
their being, as well as the As embly, the representatives of the people. The local -Govern,
ment seems to me to have leant hitherto for support too much on the Legislntive Couneil, and
taken too little pains to gain adherents in the Assembly, the consequence of .vhich was, that
when, towards the end of the late administration; the Assembly had become thé most
powerful of the two, there was not in it (nor is there indeed now) a single member connected
with the Government, or one in any way pledged to the support of its measures. I would
add, that although there lias never been in the Assembly, since the commencement of the
constitution, more than a proportion of about one English to thrce or four French Cana-
dians, the policy of conciliating the French party, or of gaining adherents amongst them by
a show of confidence, or by appointinents to office, seems seldom .to have been adopted; on
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the .contrary, as far as 1 can make out, it seems that in earlier timnes the Govermment acted
on the expectation that the English population of the Province would shortly outnumber the
French, and then become dominant in the Assembly, as well as in the Executive and the
Council.

13. I think our Report is deficient in not stating, as we ought surely by this time to be
prepared to do, how far the Legisiative Council may,. in our opinion, admit of modification;
and the more particularly so as in the event of Canadian affairs being brought in the present
session before Parliament, it may be desirable to dispose at once of ail questions for the set-
tlement of which the intervention of the Imperial Parliament is necessary. At present no
legislative councillor has the power of resigning bis seat, nor is there any way of removing,
except by an Act of the Imperial Parliament, a person who may have beconie a bankrupt,
or even of forcibly depriving of his seat a publie defaulter, or other delinquent. The idea
thrown out in the Report of making persons who bad filled certain municipal offices legis-
lative councillors for a termn of years, is, i think, a modification of the elective principle that
mnight be advantageously introduced. As yet there are but two municipalities in the country
(those of Quebec and Montreal). But if the chief magistrates of those towns, on the coin-
pletion of their terni of service, were to become of right legislative councillors for an equal
term, I think it would add at once consideration to the municipal office, and popularity to
that of a couneillor.

In the same manner, in the event of'the establishment of a university, I do not see why the
superior, or some officer of it, might not be a legislative councillor, or that one or more
legislative councillors might not be elected by the fellows of the university to serve for a
definite terni of years. So also any other public bodies, say the advocates practising at the
bar of Quebec and of Montreal, might elect each one legislative coiecillor, and the chambers
of commerce at Quebec and Montreal each one; and if in this way six or eight persons could
be elected, I do not see why five more might not be chosen by districts to represent the
agricultural interests; say two for each of ihe districts of Quebec and Montreal, and one for
that of Three Rivers, by means of a double election; that is to say, that each parish might
send a deputy or deputies to the chief town, and that the deputies should there elect a
councillor ; and to whatever might be the number of councillors got together by these
various means of election, it might not be unreasonable to stipulate, that an equal number
should be added by the King or bis representative; the whole to serve, not for life, but for a
period of seven years, and to be renewed, not ail at once and in a body, but individually, as
each individual should complete his terni of service. This idea, I beg to say, is merely
thrown out for consideration in the event of its being found absolutely necessary to make
some alteration in the constitution of the Council.

I will conclude my remarks on the Legislative Council by saying that, in my opinion, ne
attempt to improve it by the addition of new members from the popular party would be suc-
cessfui. It would require ten or a dozen new members to produce a sensible effect; and they
could, I fear, only be obtained by taking fron the Assembly the more moderate of the dom-
nant party, and thus making it worse than it is.

14. Neither on the subject of the Executive Council does our Report, I think, express an
opinion suficiently explicit, considering that we have been six months in the Province. As
the Governor, in his speech of the 27th of October last, declared the present constitution of
the Executive Council to be vicious, and promised an alteration in it, I think we may be
expected by this time to have adopted some settled opinions respecting the alterations that
are required in it. I look upon the demand for a responsible Executive Council, that fa to
say, for a Council responsible to, or in other words, removable by the Assembly, as one of
a more democratic nature, and which, if granted, would forn a step towards independence
greater even than that of making the Legislative Council elective, because, in such case, the
measures proposed by the Executive to the Legislature would' soon come to be considered as
the measures of the ExecutiveCouneil, and not of the Governor, and consequently bis respon-
sibility to the authorities at home would be weakened. To preserve his responsibility I con-
sider it very desirable that the method in which measures are now proposed to the Assembly
should not be departed from; I mean the method of proposing then by message, instead of
having them introduced by a member of the Executive Council, as by a minister of the
Crown. Should this latter course ever be adopted, the Executive Councillor proposing the
measure will come to be considered as responsible for the success of it, and in such case it
will be difficult to avoid falling into the practice of England, and causing him to resign in
case of failure. For these reasons, as well as for othersthat I ara prepared to state whenever
the subject of the Executive Council is brought more immediately under the consideration of
the Commissioners, I am of opinion that it will be dangerous to make any extensive altera-
tion in the constitution of it. I would wish, however, to see an extensive change in the per-
sonal composition of it, on the principle set forth in the Governor's speech of the 27t of
October last, and I think the number of its members might be advantageously reduced from
nine to seven. I should add that, as the Executive Council exists only under the King's
prerogative, no legislative enactment will be required to make the alterations in it that are
required.

i s. I think that our Report is further deficient in not stating what our prospects of success
were before the events had occured in Upper Canada, whicl led to the adoption by the
Assembly of the recent address to the King, and to the loss of the supplies. In doing this
it would certainly have been necessary to advert in our Report to some of the proceedings of
the Government, with which, as Commissioners, we have no concern, but we must at least be
supposed cognizant of them, and therefore I do not think that, to make mention of them,
would have been improper. Our Commission had avowedly its origin in a desire ta conci-

liate;
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liate; and I therefore apprehend that our duty was to follow, as far as possible, a middle
course, or one of mediation between the extreme parties by which the country was distracted.
We found however these parties so bitter in their hatred, so divided, not only by political and
social habits, but also by religion and language, and su unmeasured in their expressions of
contempt for each other, that we (or rather I should say 1) soon perceived, or thought [ per-
ceived, that our only chance of doing good was by keeping the great questions, by which 1
mean the questions, above al], of an elective legislative Council, and a responsible Executive
one, as far as possible out of sight, until, by the general measures of the Government, an
improvement could be effected in the public mind, and some few friends at least gained to it
in the Assembly.

The demand for an elective Council had been made by the French party so unanimously
and so decidedly tbat we could not expect men, who stood pledged to it, to turn round on a
sudden at our bidding and give it up; all we could venture even to hope was, that they would
do so when we had proved to them that they could have a security for good government
without it. Had we, on our first arrival, declared that the question of an elective Council
was absolutely a forbidden one, we should have failed in limine with one party, for we have
now the best reason for knowing that there would in such case have been no session of the
Assembly; had we, on the other hand, spoken of our instructions as miore favourable to the
democratie party than they were represented in the Governor's opening speech, we should
not only have sinned against the trutb, but have driven perbaps the English party to vio-
lence. I do not think we were ever at liberty to publish our instructions in extenso; but
had we even done so, no good effect would, in my opinion, have been produced by it. The
course which we pursued was so far successful, that there was every reasonable prospect, up
to the oth of the last month, that the arrears of the last three years and supplies of the
current year would have been granted. We have the most complete assurances that on the
7th of the last month such a determination was provisionally adopted at a private meeting
of the.persons of most influence in the Assembly, the question being then to come on in the
House on the 1 Itb. On the 9th, however, the extracts from our instructions, which had
been published in Upper Canada, reached Quebec, and the course of their proceeding was
immediately changed. Au exaggerated degree oftimportance was attacbed to the disclo.
sures by some of the party who had only with reluctance, and from the fear of showing
weakness by a division, consented to give the supplies; and their leader, who had only
been waiting for an opportunity to renew the excitement of past times, gladly, and but too
successfully availed himself of the opportunity. The question of paymng the arrears was
entirely set aside; the supplies voted only for six months, and a new address to the King
and both Houses of Parliament carried by the same majority that had carried those of
3834 and 183,5. On this occasion, too, we saw the minority reduced to the old number of
eight, though it had, on the question of the supplies, in spite of the untoward circumstances
under which they were brought forward, been carried to 35 against 47. That the new
friends of Govemment should however have thus voted, does not much-surprise me, for
although the men who had been gained to its support might willingly bave allowed the
question of an Elective Council to stand over, and even might have voted against any pro-
posal to bring it forward again needlessly, they could not (as they say at least) wben forced
to a division, refuse to vote in favour of thosé principles to which they had in former times
so solemnly, and so repeatedly pledged themselves. It is true that they might have
absented themnselves, and it is to inmdity rather than to a want of inclination that their not
having done so is, I believe, to be ascrbed, for however bold or reckless the majority of
the Assembly may be wben acting en masse, the examples of fortitude or. independence
in individuals are unfortunately very rare.

W ithout desiring then to exaggerate the evil consequences of the disclosure of our instruc-
tions at so critical a juncture, Ithink I am justified in saying, that if the supplies had been
obtained, and the interval that mustbave elapsed between the present session and the next
been well employed in following up theline of policy to which the Government stood
pledged, there would have been a fair chance in the'next session of its having a majority in
the Assembly. But circumstances are now essentially cbanged, -and the only prospect of
success from any measure that can be adopted, short of a suspension of the constitution, rests
in my mind upon the probability that the Assembly will be inspired with some awe should
such a measure pass unanimously or with little opposition through the House of Commons.

The House of Commons is (whatever may be their outward expressions of loyalty) the only
Authority in England that they now look upon with respect.

(True extract.)
(signed) T. Fred. Elliot.

EXTRA CT
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EXTRACT of the MINUTE Of PROCEEDINGS, on Tuesday the 15th of March 1836.
Lord Gosford desired the following entry to be made.

As this Report has elicited supplementary remarks of considerabl length from my col-
leagues, I think it right to mention, on my part, that I have not signed it without great regret,
but that I feel it too plainly•called for by the extreme necessity 'of the case.

(True extract.)
(signed) T. Fred. Elliot.

STATEMENT of the Sums now due on account of Arrears for the Expenses of the Civil
Government and the Administration of Justice in the Province of Lower Canada, as
also the probable Amount of the same Expenses for the current Year.

Due to the military chest for an advance applied to complete payments up
to 10 October 1833 - - - - - - - - -

Due to the officers of Government, and for the contingent expenses of the
same, for the two years 1834 and 1835, exclusive of the expenses of the
two Houses of the Legislature - - - - - - - -

Estimated amount of the expenses of the current year, exclusive of the
expenses of the Legislature, or of any charges for which special pro-
vision has been made by the Assembly - - - - - -

By amount of monies now in the chest, and at the disposal of the Execu-
tive, the same being either the produce of the hereditary, casual and
territorial revenue, or of other funds considered as at the disposal of
the Crown - - - - - - - £. 45,749 - 10

.. B.-In this sum is included a small balance of.
480 1. 15 s. 10 d. remaining out of the advance of
31,000 1. made from the military chest.

£. s. d.

31,000 - -

77,960 9 4

,000 - -

0,960 9 4

By estimated amount of the same revenues for the re-
mainder of the current year - - - - - 10,000 - -

61,749 - 10

Deficiency - - £. 99,211 8 6

STATEMENT of the Net Proceeds of the Duties and Licences levied under the
14 Geo. 3, c. 88, since the last Appropriation by the Legislature, for the support of the
Civil Government and Administration of Justice.

Net proceeds (after deduction of the proportion due for Upper Canada) for
the year ended 10 October 1833 - - - - . - -

Ditto for the year ending 10 October 1834 - - - - - -

Ditto for the year ending 10 October 1835 - - - - - -

Probable amount of the same for the year ending 10 October 1836 -

Deficiency in Civil Expenditure, as stated a

Quebec, 15 March 1836.

. £. S. d.

34,317 18 6
24,106 1 Il
31,115 3 7

89,639 4 -

30,000 - -

119,539 4 -

bove - - - - - 99,211 8 6

Surplus - - - £. 20,327 15- 6

(signed) Joà. Cary, I. G. P. P. Accounts.

STATEMENT
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STATEMENT of the Expenses of the Civil Government and Administration of Justice in £oer
Canada, for Four Years, from 1832 to 1835, inclusive, as also of the Sons which would have
been at the Disposal of the Government if the Revenues of the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, had not been
given up.

Expense of REVENUE.
Civil jovernmenit

and -- _--

Administration of
YEARS. nJustice, Hereditary, Permanent

including the Casua .. Revenues TOTAL
Arrears now due, ana Territorinal, Appropriations of lte of the preceding

but exclusive of the iiJcJdiiit b by the4
Expenses of Land andi Tituber 14 Geo. 3. Revenues.

the Legieature. Fund. Legislature.

£ .d. £ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. .£ s.d.
1832 - - 42,867 19 3 8,744 4 10 10,594 19 3 33,531 1 2 52,870 5 3

1833 - - 46,613 7 1 9,171 6 1 10,330 5 1 34,317 18 6 53,819 9 8

1834 - 47,811 14 8 11,l66 10 5 10,120 10 7 24,106 1 Il 45,493 2 Il

1835 · - *51,194 12 - t 21,749 4 9 10,200 2 6 31,115 3 7 63,064 10 10

£. 188,487 13 - 50,931 6 1 41,245 17 5 123,070 5 2 '15,247 8 8

Total Expenditure (as in the first column) £. 188,487 13 -

Surplus in Four Years - - £. 26,7.59 1.5 8

n the expenditure for this year is included a payment of arrears to chairmen of quarter ses-
sions, and a large compensation for land to the Ursuline nuits, constituting altogether a sum of
3,0331. o s. 9 d., not forning any ordinary or recurring kind of expenditure, which should be taken
into account on striking an average.

t la this year's receipts is included a payment of 5,944 . 11 s. 9 d. fron the British American
Land Company. The whole of the payments of the Land Company must bc completed by the year
1844; and the average payments in each year up to that time will be 6,ooo L., exclusive of interest
on outstanding instalments.

Quebec, 15 Mlarch 1836. (signed) Jos. Cary, 1. G. P. P. Accounts.

A BILL to be intituled "An Act to provide against difficulties which bave arisen in the
exercise of the powers conferred by an Act passed in the 2nd year of the reign of His
present Majesty," and intituled " An Act to amend an Act passed in the 14th year of the
reign of Ris Majesty King George the Third, for establishing a Fund towards defray-
ing the Charges of the Administration of Justice, and support of the Civil Government
-within the Province of Quebec in America."

Whereas by an Act passed in the 14th year of his late Majesty King George the
Third, intituled " An Act to establish a Fund towards further defraying the Charges of the
Administration of Justice and support of the Civil Government within the Province of
Quebec in America," it was amongst other things enacted, that from and after the 5th day
of April 1775, there should be raised, levied, collected and paid unto his said late Majesty, His
Heirs and Successors, for and upon the respective goods thereinafter mentioned, which
should be imported and brought into any part of the said Province, over and above ail other
duties then payable in the said Province by any Act or Acts of Parliament, the several rates
and duties therein mentioned, (that is to say,) for every gallon of brandy or other spirits of
the manufacture of Great Britain, 3 d.; for every gallon of rum or other spirits, which should
be imported or brought from any one of His Majesty's sugar colonies m the West Indies,
ad.; for every gallon of rum or other spirits, which should be imported or brought fron
any other of His Majesty's colonies or dominions, 9d.; for every gallon of foreign brandy,
or other spirits of foreign manufacture, imported or brought from Great Britain, 1 s.; for
every gallon of rum or spirits, of the produce or manualcture of any of the colonies or
plantations in America, not in the possession or under the dominion of His Majesty, im-
ported from any place except Great Britain, 1 s.; for every gallon of molasses or syrups,
which should be imported or brought into the said Province in ships or vessels belonging to
Rfis Majesty's subjects in Great Britain or Ireland, or to Ris Majesty's subjects in the said
Province, 3 d.; for every gallon of molasses or syrups, which should be inported or brought
into the said Province in any other ships or vessels in which the same might be legally im-
ported, 6d.; and after those rates for any greater or less quantity of such goods respectively:
and it was thereby further enacted, that ail the monies that should arise by the.said duties
(except the necessary-charges of raising, collecting, levying, recovering, answering, paying
and accounting for the saine,) should be paid by the Collector of His Majesty's Customs into
the hands of His Majesty's Receiver-general in the said Province for the time being, and

0.3. o2 should
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should be applied in the first place in making a more certain and adequate provision towards
paying the expenses of the administration of justice, and of the support of the Civil Govern-
nient in the said Province, and that the Lord Iligh Treasurer, or the Commissioners of His
Majesty's Treasury, or any three or more of them for the time being, should be and they were
thereby empowered from time to time, by any warrant or warrants under bis or their hand or
hands, to cause such money to be applied out of the said produce of the said duties towards
defraying the said expenses; and it was thereby enacted, that the residue of the said duties
should renain and be reserved in the hands of the said Receiver-general for the future dispo-
sition of Parliament. And whereas the said Province of Quebec hath, since the enactient
of the said Act, been divided into the two Provinces of Upper and lower Canada. And
vhereas also, by another Act passed in the 2nd year of the reign of Bis present Majesty,
and intituled " An Act to amend an Act of the 14th *year of His Majesty King George the
Third, for establishing a Fund towards defraying the Charges of the Administration of Jus-
tice, and support of the Civil Government witlhin the Province of Quebec in America," it
vas arongst other things enacted, that it shpuld and might be lawful for the Legislative
Councils and Assemblies of the said Provinces of Upper and Lover Canada respectively, by
any Acts to be bythei from time to time passed and assented to by His Majesty, His Heirs
and Successors, or on his or their behalf, toappropriate, in such manner and to such purposes
as to them respectively should seem meet, all the monies that should thereafter arise by or
be produced from the said duties, except so much of such monies as should be necessarily
defrayed for the charges of raising, collecting, levying, recovering, answering, paying and
accounting for the same. And whereas the dissensions which unhappily have arisen between
the Legislative Council and Assembly of Lower Canada have hitherto defeated the intention
with which the last-mentioned A et ivas passed, and have made the saie wholly inoperative
within the said Province of Lower Canada since the 1oth day of October which was in the
year of our Lord 1832, during which time the said Legislative Council and Assembly of the
said last-mentioned Province have been unable, from disagreement, to exercise the powers
which it was intended by the said last-nentioned Act to have transferred to them: BE
it therefore enacted, that whenever it shall appear that 12 months have elapsed without any
Act or Acts of Appropriation having been passed by the Legislative Council ,and Assembly
of Lower Canada, and assented to by His M ajesty, wherein it shall have been particularly
set forth and shown that there has been an appropriation made of the whole of the monies
which shall have arisen or been produced from the said duties, and which shall have been
paid into the hands of the Receiver-general of the Province, previously to the passing of
such Act or Acts of Appropriation, it shall be lawful for the Lord High Treasurer, or the
Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, or any three or more of them for the time being,
or for the Governor of Lower Canada under his or their directions, to cause the whole or
any part of such monies which shall have so arisen and been paid to the said Receiver-general,
and which shall remain unappropriated, to be applied in the like manner and to the same
purposcs as the said Lord Iligh Treasirer or Commissioners might have applied them, or
caused them to have been applied, if the afore-mentioned Act of the 2nd year of the reign
of His present Majesty had not been passed.

Il. And vhereas it has not been customary to keep the said monies arising from the said
duties separate and apart from the other monies in the public treasury or hands of the
Receiver-general of the said Province of Lower Canada; but since the ioth day of October,
which was in the year of our Lord 1832, no Act of Appropriation whatsoever has been,-passed,
nor any general provision has been made, by the said Legislative Council and Assembly of
the said Province of Lower Canada, under which the monies which have arisen from the said
duties, and which have been paid into the hands of the Receiver-general of the Province,
could have been regularly applied either in payment of the expenses of the administration of
justice or the support of the Civil Government; and the salaries of the Governor, the Judges,
and niany other officers and servants of the Government of the saie Province, have conse-
quently tàllen in arrear and now remain unpaid, 'and the necessary expenses of the offices
of the Government, and of the courts of law, have been supplied on credit, and the prisoners
in the common gaols have been in part sustained by advances made by the sheriffs, or by
tradesmen or other persons, out of their own proper monies or goods, and much inconvenence
and distress has been in divers ivays occasioned, to the interruption of good government and
order in the said Province of Lower Canada, and to the hazard of the public peace. And
whereas the revenues of the province of Lower Canada during the whole time last aforesaid
have been and still are much more than sufficient to provide annually for all the expenses of
the administration of justice, and support of the Civil Government thereof;' and for want of
the due appropriation of the said revenues, they have accumulated to a large amount in the
hands of the Receiver-general of the said Province: BE it therefore enacted, by the Kings
most excellent Majesty, by and with the consent, &c., that it shall and may be lawful for
the said Lord High Treasurer or Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, or any three or
more of them, or for the Governor of Lower Canada under bis or their directions, from and
out of any unappropriated monies of the revenues of Lower Canada, which now are, or here-
after may be, in the hands of the Receiver--general of the said'Province, to take, issue ahd
apply to such purposes as are hereinafter stated any sums not exceeding on ýthe whole the
amount of the monies which have arisen or· been produced, or shall arise orbe produced,
fron the said duties in the said Act of the 14th year of the reign of his late Majesty King
George the Third mentioned, between the 1oth day of October which was in the year of our
Lord 1832 and the-1oth day of October now next ensuing, and which shall have been paid
into the hands'of the said Receiver-general of the Province, and wbich, if the said Actof the
2d year of the reign of His present Majesty had not been passed, might bave been applied

by
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by the said Lord High Treasurer or Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, in defriayinlg
the expenses of the administration of justice, and the support of the Civil Government of tihe
said Province of Lower Canada.

IlI. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that the suins so to be taken
and issued as last aforesaid, shall be applied, first, in discharging ail such arrears and sums
of money as shall be found to be due and owing, in the mannter hereinafter stated, on account
of the administration of justice and support of the Civil Government iii the Province of
Lower Canada; and secondly, in repaying to His Majesty's Commissary-general in the said
Province the sum of thirty-one thousand pounds (31,000 l.), being the amount, without interest,
which, since the said loth day of October in the year of our Lord 1832, bas been advanced by
the said Commissary-general, under the authority and direction of His Majesty's Principal
Secretary of State for Colonial Affairs, in aid of the Civil Government of the said Province.
Provided always, and it is hereby deciared and enacted, that 'whatever services have been
rendered, or whatever expenses have been incurred, in the administration of justice, or sup-
port or service of the Civil Govemment of the said Province, since the said 1oth day of October
in the year of our Lord 1832, by or with the sanction or approbation of the -Governor of the
said Province, shall be deemed and held to be a sufficient consideration in law to authorize
the Governor of the said Province for the tine being, out of the monies so to be taken and
issued as last aforesaid, to apply and pay, as for a debt or debts due in, respect of such
services or expenses, all such sums as the Governor of the said Province might lawfitlly have
paid, or caused to be paid, in respect thereof, if a certain Act, passed by the said Legislative
Cosincil and Assembly of the Province of Lower Canada in the 2d year of the reign of. His
present Majesty, and intituled " An Act to make Provision for defraying the Civil Expen-
diture of the Provincial Government for the present year," had been re-enacted or continued
so as to have made or kept the provisions thereof applicable and in force for the defraying
of the civil expenditure of the Provincial Govemment in each and every year since the paising
thereof, and until the 1oth day of October now next ensuing.

IV. And whereas it is the truc intent and meaning of this Act to provide only, that in
those cases in which, from disagrcement, the Legislative Council and Assembly of the
Province of Lower Canada have hitherto been unable, or shall hereafter be unable, by and
with the assent of Ris Majesty, to exercise the power which was intended to be transferred
to them by the said Act passed in the second year of the reign of His present Majesty, such
power shal be exercised by those who had the exercise of it before. And whercas it is expe-
dient to prevent any misunderstandings as to the application of the monies arising fiom the
said duties which were imposed by the said Act of the fourteenth.year of the reign of his
Majesty King George the Third : BE it therefore enacted, that nothing in this Act shall extend
or be construed to extend to prevent the Legislative Council and Assembly of Lower Canada
from appropriating, at any time by any Act to be by them passed, aiid assented to by His
Majesty,His Heirs or Successors, or on·his or their behalf, the whole or any part of the
n.onies arising froi the said duties, which shall not have been appropriated under the pro-
visions of this Act by the said Lord ligh Treasurer or Commissioners of tie Treasury, or -by
the Governor of Lower Canada acting under his or their directions; and that whensoever anày
part of the same shall be appropriated by the said Lord EHigh Treasurer or Commissioners of
the Treasury, or by the Governor of Lower Canada under his or their directions, a full and·
true account thereof, with as little delay as conveniently 'may be, shall be laid hefore the
Assembly of the said Province by the Governor thereof, and also before tise House of Coin-
mons of the Imperial Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, by-
the said Lord igh Treasurer or Commissioners of Ris Majesty's Treasury•.

EXTRACT of MINUTE of PROcEEuINGs on the 15th of March 1836.

With reference to the Bill drawn by Sir Charles Grey, Sir G. Gipps desired to make the
following remarks:

The effect of this Bill (if passed into a law) will -be, that in any and every year, without
any limit as to time, in which the Legislative Council and the Assembly cannot agree upon
an appropriation, the Govemor may make one of his own authority, and will be the saine as
if a law were made in England, that whenever the Lords and Commons could not ag-ree as
to the way in which the public revenue was to be disposed of, a very considerable portion
of it might be disposed of at the pleasure of the Executive.

It is quite evident that such a law would entirely destroy the peculiar privilege enjoyed
by the Commons of controlling the expenditure of the revenue; and for this reason I feel it
necessary to subjoin the heads of a Bill that would meet the present crisis in a manner more
suited to the views I entertain of the constitutional privileges of the representatives of the

people.

It has been thought best in this draft to restore the power to the Lords of the Treasury which
was pussessed by them before, the change being in thia way rnade as smail and ns little liable to objec-
tion as possible. But if it is not opposed in the H ouse of Commons, it would, perhaps, be more
convenient, on account of the changes which have taken place since 1774 in the arrangements of
the business of the different departnents of His Majesty's Government, to substitute Dis bljesty's
Principal Secretary 'of .tate for Colonial Af'airs, or aun order of His Majesty in Council, insttad of
the Lords of the '1 reasury.
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people. 1 think it better that they should be deprived in toto of these privileges for a
limited time than curtailed in them for ever.

(True extract.) (signed) T. Frederick rlliot.

Whereas by an Act passed in the 14th year of the reign of his late Majesty King George
the Third, intituled, &c. &c. (lere set forth the title and enactments of it); and whereas
another Act was passed in the 1st and 2d year of the reign of His present Majesty, intituled,
&c. &c. (here set forth the title and enactnents of it); and whereas, notwithstanding the
authority so given to the Legislative Council and Assembly of Lower Canada, no appropri-
ation (or no sufficient appropriation) has been made of the revenues arising from the said
duties and licences, or of any other revenues, to the support of Civil Government and the
administration of justice within the said Province since the 1 oth of October 1832, and that
in consequence thereof various sums of money are now due to the officers of Government
and to other persons, for arrears of salary, and for the contingent expenses of Government,
since the said 1oth of October 1832, by reason of which many meritorious servants of His
Majesty have suffered and are now suffering distress, and the well-being of society within
the said Province is endangered:

Be it therefore enacted, &c. &c., that immediately on the passing of this Act,. it shall be,
lawful for the Governor-in-chief, or the Lieutenant-governor, or the person administering the
government in the said Province of Lower Canada, to issue his warrants on the Receiver-
general of the said Province, and for the Receiver-general, on the receipt thereof, to pay out
of any monies that may be in his hands on the passing of this Act, or which May be after-
wards received by him, such sum or sums as may be necessary to defray the arrears which,
as aforesaid, were due on the 1oth of October last past, or which may be due at the passing
of this Act; and also to repay to the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury the
sum of 31,0001., advanced from the military chest in the said Province to the Receiver-
general, in aid of the Civil Government thereof, and for the payment of salaries not provided
for by the Leaislative Council and House of Assembly.

Provided always, that the sums for which warrants shall be so issued shall not, in the
whole, exceed the proceeds of the duties and licences imposed by the aforesaid Act of the
14th Geo. 3, actually paid into the hands of the Receiver-general since the 1oth of October
1832.

Provided also, that no salary shall be included in any such warrant that was not provided
for in the last general Act of Appropriation, passed in the said Legislative Council and
louse, or in some special Act of Appropriation, since the year 1824; and that no charge for
contingent expenses shall be included m any such warrant that has not been included in one
or more of the Estimates laid before the House of Assembly of the said Province since the
1oth of October 1832.

And whereas it is expedient to suspend in the Province of Lower Canada, for a'limited
time, the aforesaid Act passed in the 1st & 2d Will. 4, intituled, &c. &c.; Be it further.
enacted, that the said Act shall be, as far as the same relates to the Province of Lower
Canada, suspended, until the 1oth October that will be in the year 1840.

Provided nevertheless, that in every year after the passing of this Act, during the term
for which the aforesaid Act of the 1st & 2d of the reign of His present Majesty is suspended,
a statement ofthe entire receipts and expenditure ofthe Province shall be laid before the House
of Assembly within 15 days after the day of its meeting.
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THIRD REPORT.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUa LORDSHIP, Quebec, 3 May 1836.

1. IN our Report of the 12th March we introduced some remarks on the
responsibility which, in the Address from the House of Assembly to His Majesty,
dated the 2Uth of February 1836, it was proposed to attach to the Executive
Council; but we did not enter upon the consideration of any other question
connected vith that institution. The discussions which have since arisen upon
the same subject in Upper Canada, and the difficulty which the Governor-in-
chief must experience in filling up his Council, so long as any question respect-
ing it remains unsettled in this Province, induce us to think this a proper time
to offer to your Lordship a general Report of our views on the Executive
Council. For this purpose we shall advert briefly to the origin and history of
that body, and to its existing functions, and shall then state the complaints
which have been preferred against it, the various remedies that have been pro-
posed, and the alterations which we are ourselves prepared to recommend.

2. The existence of a Council to advise the Governor in the conduet of affairs
may be traced back to the first establishment of a Civil Government in this
Province, under the authority of Great Britain. The Royal instructions to
General Murray, dated the 7th of December 1763, commanded him to name
a Council, consisting of four principal functionaries therein specified, and of
eight other persons chosen from amongst the niost considerable inhabitants of the
Province; and directed that the body so appointed should have all the powers
and privileges usually enjoyed by the Councils in His Majesty's other plantations.
Under the authority of this instruction, the Council seems to have exercised the
function of deliberating on any matters of administration referred to it by the
Governor, and also of assisting him in framing regulations for the peace, order
and good government of the Province. The Statute of 14 Geo. 3, c. 83,
established the Council in a more formal manner, and directed that it should
consist of not more than 23, nor less than 17, persons, empowered to concur with
the Governor in makiug laws for the good government of the Province. The
members of this Council appear to have been consulted also as advisers on admi-
nistrative questions, but to have kept separate records in that capacity; and
vhilst, for the purpose of making laws, it was necessary that a majority of the

whole should be present, five was constituted, by the Royal instructions, a quorum
for other business. However distinct the functions of the Council, in its legisla-
tive and executive capacity, we believe that, generally speaking, no separation,
as to the personal composition of it, had, up to this time, been effected in the
American Colonies, though, in a work first published in 1764 by Mr. Pownall,
who had been Governor of Massachussett's Bay (Pownall's Administration of the
Colonies, ed. 5, vol. i, c. 4, s. 5), the advantages to be derived from such a sepa-
ration are pointed out. In Canada, the Council created by the Constitutional Act
in. 1791 was purely legislative, being designed to form one branch of a legislature
resembling, as nearly as circumstances would admit, the Parliament of Great
Britain; and a Board to advise the Governor was only alluded to incidentally,
under the designation of " such Executive Council as shall be appointed by His-
Majesty for the affiairs" of the Province. A Council of this nature was accord-
ingly appointed by the Royal instructions to Lord Dorchester, dated the 16th of
September 1791; and the number of its members fixed at nine, with a salary to
each of ool.

3. We find that of the nine persons named in Lord Dorchcster's instructions to
compose his Executive Council, six were also members of the Legislative Council;
and that of the whole number of executive councillors who have been sworn in up
to the present time, amounting to 42, 20 were also Legislative Coiuncillors; and
not more than eight, or at most ten, did not fill salaried offices under the Govern-
ment, either at the date of their appointment to the Council, or at some time,

.0.3. 04 while
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while they continued in it. The names in Lord Dorchester's Council stood
alternately English and French; and of the eight councillors who were actually
sworn in (the ninth, Mr. Lymburner, being absent from the Province), four were
of French extraction, and four of English. This precedent, however, was early
departed from, for the three next appointments were of persons of English
origin; and it appears that of 31 persons named as Executive Councillors,
between the years 1793 and 1828, 25 were English or of English extraction,
and only six were French Canadians; and even of these six, one was Mr. Speaker
Papineau, whose appointment seems to have been founded on the office lie held
as Speaker, and to have lasted but a short time. (See Appendix, No. 1, note 5.)
Since 1828 three persons only have been appointed, and they are all French
Canadians.

4. Upon the foregoing statement there are two remarks which we cannot
refrain from making. In the first place, we think it mueli to be regretted that,
at the time of conferring the Constitution on Canada, although the separation
between the functions of the Legislative and Executive Councils was duly recog-
nised, yet the faulty practice of making them nearly identical, as to personal
composition, was still adhered to; and that, whilst two-thirds of the Executive
Council were selected from one branch of the Legislature, the expediency does
not seem to have been felt of taking any members from the other, so that the
Executive Authority thus early showed a tendency to lean for support rather on
the Legislative Council than on the representatives of the people; a bias which,
lasting, as it has donc, in an undiminished degree, to the most recent times,
cannot but have exercised a most unfavourable influence on the course of affairs.

5. We have, secondly, to draw your Lordship's attention to the small propor-
tion of French Canadians introduced into the Executive Council. The course
by which persons for the most honourable and ostensible situations in the Govern-
ment were selected only from one portion of the population, cannot, in our
opinion, be too deeply deplored; and however natural it may have been, under
the circumstances in which Canada became a British possession, yet, as soon as
the attachment of the Province was considered to be secured, and the inliabitants
to be vorthy of the free institutions of Great Britain, it is difficult to conceive
any good cause for the practical exclusion of one class from the chief offices of
the country. On the contrary, when so powerful an engine was established, as
a House of Assembly, of which the majority could not reasonably be expected to
consist of any other description of persons than -the majority of the people, there
were the strongest motives to aim at interesting that class in the Government, to
hold out to them such prospects of publie employment as migit constitute an
inducement to acquire the proper qualifications for it, andin short, to train them
by every means to the wise and moderate use of the great powers bestowed
upon them.

To the neglect of this policy, combined with the alienation which we previously
mentioned of the Executive Authorities from the Assembly, must, we believe, be
ascribed a large share of the embarrassments of the present time.

6. We have already observed that the number of Executive Coancillors, named
in the Royal instructions to Lord Dorchester, and to whom salaries were ordered
to be paid, was nine. Additional or honorary members were introduced as early
as the year 1794; but although appointed by mandamus, they had no salaries.
It has subsequently been the custom for the Governor provisionally to. appoint
honorary members, who are supposed, however, not capable of sitting,in the
Court of Appeals until they are confirmed by the King. The salary of each
ordinary member is 100 1. per annum.

The Clerk of the Council has a salary. of 550 l., and about 851. fees; and an
Assistant Clerk has 182l. 10 s.

7. Of the functions of the Executive Council, the most comprehensive de-
scription is, that they are required to give their opinion or advice to the Governor
whenever it is asked for. There.are some cases in which; by the provisions of
Statutes, imperial or provincial, or under his commission or instructionsfrom
Ris Majesty, it is incumbent on the Governor to act either by:and.with the advice,
or with the advice and consent of the Executive Council; and we have annexed a
statement of these cases (Appendix, No. 2.); but in7far the greaterpart of-the busi-
ness of Government.he is at liberty to receiY advice or not as he pleases;. and if he

does
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does take the opinion of the Council, to proceed in opposition to it without enter-
ing his decision, or assigning its reasons on the Council books.

8. Notwithstanding, however, the want of any cogent rules for recurring to it
generally, there are two or three exterisive matters, of which the right of 'the
Council to take cognizance has always been well established. •Up to 1826, when
the Office of Commissioner of Crown Lands was created, the Executive Council
had the whole superintendence of the business of land granting; it still retains
the direction of it in some cases, and is commonly referred to by the Governor
in any disputed matters'arising in or out of the disposal of the Crown or Wild
Lands. The. Council lias also been charged from the earliest times with the duty
of auditing the public accounts. Another old and most important attribute -of
the Executive Council is that of hearing appeals from the courts of law, vhich
function, in like manner as it had belonged to the former Council of Quebec,
was allotted to it by the 34th section of the Constitutional Act, and subsequently
regulated by the Provincial Statute 34 Geo. 3, c. 6.

9. The Council can assemble only on summons from the Governor, and can-
not sit as such without his being present. It may and frequently does sit in
committee to consider matters referred to it by the Governor, and these com-
mittees go through almost all the labour of the financial and land business of the
Council; but their proceedings require to be confirmed by a regular meeting,
with the Governor present, before they can be acted on. . The members of
Council have not the right of recording their opinions individually, or of enter:
ing protests on their minutes (see Appendix, No. 1, note 2), and they are sworn
to secrecy without any exception or reservation. A copy of the oath is.annexed
(Appendix, No. 3.)

10. Of the Executive Council, composed as we have mentioned, and exercis-
ing the functions vhich we have just endeavoured to describe, a very general
impression exists that it is inadequate to any useful end, and all parties agree.in
objecting to it, though probably not on the same grounds. The complaints
against it were, however, until very lately, less earnestly urged .than against.
inany other real or alleged grievances. The subject was not dwelt upon in the
petitions brought before the Committee of the House of Commons on Canadian
Affairs in 1828, though the number of office-holders in both Councils, and the
connexion between the two, were alluded to among the grievances of that time.
In the 92 Resolutions of 1834. the composition and irresponsibility of the Exe-
cutive Council were complained of, as well as the secrecy with which its func-
tions, and even the names of the members, were said to have been withheld from
the Assembly. The numerously signed petitions to His Majesty from Quebec
and Montreal, in the early part .of the year 1835, expressed regret that. the
Executive Council had become.so defective, both in the number of its members
and in its composition, as -not to answer the purposes of its institution. The
wasteful or partial grants which the Council was considered to have sanctioned,
while the disposal of the Wild Lands was under its control, has formed another.
ground of-dissatisfaction with it. And there does not appear to be any difference
of opinion respecting the unfitness of a Board of this nature to act as a Court of
Appeal, as well as the impropriety of its doing so in cases where grants or leases,
made under its own authority, are concerned.

11. After this enumeration of the defects complained of in the Council, we
shall now proceed to the remedies which have been suggested.

32. The House of Assembly, in their answer to the Governor's speech at the
opening of the late session, and in their subsequent Address:to His Majesty, dated
the 26th of February 1836, expressed their desire for a " constitutional responsi-
bility " ·of the Executive Council, based on the practice of the United Kingdom.
We have already had occasion to advert to this proposal incidentally in our Report
of the 12th of March, but a recapitulation of what we then advanced, and some
further examination of the project, -may not be superfluous*here, especially as the
subject lias excited such keen interest in Upper Canada since the time.'when we
last noticed it. . On that occasion we observed, that while in England it vas a
maxim of the Constitution that no wrong could be imputed to the sacred person
of His Majesty,. the head of the Executive here vas a servant of -His Majesty,
responsible to the King and to Parliament.for :is coriduct; that'therefore it was
necessary that bis measures should be under bis control, in like imanner, as their
consequences rested upon bis character; that to render the Executive Council
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responsible to any but the Governor himself would demand the allotment to them
of new powers commensurate with their new responsibility, and would require a
corresponding diminution of the powers of the Governor; that thus the direct
tendency of a Council, responsible in the sense we were then considering, was to
withdraw part of the administration from. His Majesty's representative in this
Province, and to abridge to that extent the efficiency of the functionary on
whom, above all others, His Majesty must rely for retaining the allegiance of
the Colony.

13. We would now remark further, that the question is not between responsi-
bility and irresponsibility absolutely, but only as to a peculiar sort of respon-
sibility, which it is wished to attach to the Executive Council. The weightiest
responsibility which can attach to any man in matters of a public nature for
which he is not punishable by law, or by loss of office, is the accountability to
public- opinion, and from this the Executive Councillors, are not even now exempt,
though, in consequence of the rule of secrecy (which we shall presently- propose
materially to relax), they are not so much open to it as might be wished. They
are already amenable to the courts of law for any offence, legally punishable,
which may be brought home to them; they would also, we. apprehend, be made
amenable to the jurisdiction of any court which may be established for the trial
of impeachments against public functionaries ; and they are liable to be dismissed
by the. sane authority which appoints them. These different liabilities consti-
tute a responsibility, than which we. know not what other is borne by any public
servants.

14. But if the Councillors were rendered accountable for the acts of Govern-
ment, and accountable not to the Executive Authority by which they are appointed,
but immediately to the House of Assembly, we think that a state of things would
be produced incompatible with the connexion between a colony and the mother
country. The Council having to answer for the course of government must in
justice be allowed also to control it; the responsibility, therefore, of the Governor
to His Majesty must almost cease, and the very functions of Governor, instead
of being discharged by the person expresslynominated for that high trust, would
in reality be divided among such gentlemen as from time to time, might be
carried into the Council by the pleasure of the Assembly. The course of affairs
would depend, exclusively on the revolutions of party within the Province. All
union with the Empire, through the head of the Executive, would be at an end;
the country in short would be virtually independent ; and if this be the obj ect
aimed at, it ought to be put in its proper light, and argued on its proper grounds,
and not disguised under the plausible demand of assimilating the Constitution of
these Provinces to that of the mother country.

15. We have hitherto considered the question, as-it undoubtedly is understood
in this Province, of a Council appointed for the purpose of directing in a manner
agreeable to the Assembly the conduct of Government. It appears indeed, in
a recent Report of a Committee of the Assembly in Upper Canada, dated 14th
April 1836, that the demands of those who call in that Province for an increase of
the.powers of the Council have latterly been represented, more moderately, as
a proposal that the Governor shouid be required onIl* to take the previous advice
on public affairs of a Council which should enjoy the confidence of the people as
manifested by their representatives. Even this proposal, however, will be found
to involve no trifling incongruities. It is true that the Governor, being left a
free agent by this plan, would retain his responsibility to the King ; but for that
very reason it would be incumbent on him. not to yield, except on the clearest

-conviction in his own breast, any of his opinions- on matters of moment to the
Empire at large. As'examples of these subjects, we may mention all questions
affecting Imperial Statutes, or the relation of the Province to Great Britain, or
the preservation of the due prerogative of the Crown. So far as regards this
Province, if the questions be examined by which it has lately been agitated, it will
appear that very few of them do not fall under one or other of these heads. -Unless,
therefore, circumstances should happily be such that the views of-the Governor
and of the Assembly on the topics we have mentioned coincided, the only result
of insisting on his, upon every occasion, taking the advice of a Council to be
always kept in harmony with the majority of the Assembly, would be to surrou-nd
the Governor with Councillors whose advice on the most interesting subjects he
would be bound by his duty and his allegiance to overrule. The impediments to
Government, and the irritation that such a state of things must produce, need'
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not be pointed out. It could 'fot be long before the next step would be taken,
of calling for a Council which should control as well -as advise; and we have
already remarked, that such .a Council (depending both as to its appointment
and its removal on the pleasure of the Assembly) would be nothing else than an
independent Government, carried on under the mockery of a nominal Governor
appointed from England.

16. The fact is, that the persons·who attempt to draw a direct parallel between
the constitutions of Canada and England:seem to forget that the Government -of
one is national, that of the other provincial; and in the arguments which we
have heard advanced in favour of a responsible;Council, both in this-and in the
sister Province, the important distinction seems to have been lost sight of, -which
must of necessity exist between an independent country and one that is subor-
dinate to another.' Canada has, we apprehend, a right to the British constitution,
as far as it is possible for that constitution to have its operation in a subordinate
country ; but more than this, so long as Canada remains a Province of the
Empire, it cannot have. The Legislature of Canada is incapable of making laws
repugnant to the laws of Great Britain; and ·as the constitution under which
they have their political existence is au Imperial Statute, it follows that they
cannot make any alteration in that constitution without the consent of England;
but in matters not repugnant to the laws of England, and in things respecting
their own internal rights, property and jurisdiction, their Legislature (the King,
or his representative, being of course a part of it,) is under no such restrictions.
It would be easy to deduce froin this distinction alone the reasons why the King's
representative cannot be -placed in a position with respect to the Provincial
Government, similar to that in which the King is placed with respect to the
Government of England.

? 7. On these grounds we :arc forced to discard the idea of transferring any
share of the responsibility of Government from the -Governor to the .Executive
Council; but we are still desirous, as will presently appear, that it.should possess
a greater influence in :the Government than heretofore.; .and we are of opinion,
that although not liable to be changed at the will of the Assembly, it -should be
so composed as to secure as much:as possible of the confidence of the people.

1-8. As one means of improving the Council, your Lordship threw out for our
consideration the advantages that might result .from reducing its numbers; and
we acknowledge that a small Council -would be more conducive than a large -one
to promptitude of decision, to a :sense of responsibility in each inember, and to
unreserve on the part of the Governor. But we find so general a concurrence of
opinion :here in favour of extending the Council, and are ourselves so mudb
impressed with the utility-of introducing into it members -from different-parts of
the country, that we do- not-think it advisable to try a Council of very limited
number in this Province.

19. Another plan vhich has been'under our consideration is, that the·number
of members appointed by zthe Crown should be reduced to.three or two, and that
either there should be no other Council, -or .that.the Governor should -have power
to appoint in the name of the King any number of additional councilors for the
period of his own government; that of the entire Council thus named there
should be four full meetings in a -year, at which meetings·the councillors shôuld
be allowed to submit to the Governor the names of ·persons considered by them
as fit to be recomnmended to His Majesty for the Legislative Council, and for those
offices for which the Governor is now by his instructions directed to furnish lists
to the King's Ministers in England, the mischievous -possibility of this liberty of
recommending being.perverted into.a right of choosing being strictly guarded
against; that on ordinary occasions the meetings should not consist -of more
than five or seven persons, being such members as the Governor .should each
time choose to summon ; and that the Governor .should be instructed to summnon
the members appointed by the Crown upon those occasions on·which matters
affecting the relations of the Empire with the Province were to come under
debate; and that every meeting should have power to refer matters, requiring
investigation,.to committees of any two -or three meibers selected·out of the
whole body.

20. Though this plan has been suggested by one of our own body, we cannot
collectively undertake to recommend it, as it appears to the majority of us to
involve a vide departure from present practice without satisfying the wishes of
any class in the Province. If the Council were limited to the two or three ien-
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bers appointed by the Crown, it would. be open to the objections which we just
expressed against a very small Council, while we apprehend that its suitableness
to the proposed function of making reconmendations for office would be much
impaired. On the other hand, if the contemplated addition of councillors ap-
pointed within the Province were made, we should deem it objectionable on the
following grounds; that by allowing the Governor to choose his councillors on
every occasion out of a large body, it would enable him on all questions to insure
whatever advice lie desired ; that we do not see how such a plan could be carried
into operation ithout giving offence, and creating jealousies in the Council;
and that as tLe persons selected to attend the Governor on any particular occa-
sion miglit often be insufficiently informed of the relation in which the subject
under discussion stood to other objects of interest in the Province; or imperfectly
acquainted with the general policy and proceedings of the Executive, a want of
congruity would be very likely to make itself felt in the Councils of the Gover-
nor, whilst not even an appearance of responsibility to publie opinion on the part
of the councillors would remain, as the people would not even have the means
of knowing the parties by whom the advice was given. We learn from the
records of the Colony, that, about the year 1778, a course of proceeding, in some
respects similar, had obtained, by the Governor's exercising his discretion in
cal ling to any meeting of the Council only such members as lie chose. The
practice, however, having been complained of, was put a stop to by an instruction
from His Majesty to the Governor, dated 29th of March 1779, and directions
were given that members of Council should be summoned to all meetings with-
out any other distinction than that which the.distance at which they resided
might render necessary.

21. We have had an opportunity to see a Report, chiefly relating to the Exe-
cutive Council, made to Sir Francis Burton in 1825 by Mr. Uniacke and Mr.
Vanfelson, at that time the provincial law officers, and we perceive it to have been
their opinion that the Executive Council ought to be made more numerous, and
to include more men independent in circumstances and influential in the Colony,
together with the principal officers of Government.

22. In the paper contained in Mr. Neilson's letter to your Lordship, dated
i oth July 1835, explaining the views of the parties by whom that gentleman had
been deputed to visit England, the opinion expressed respecting the Exeicutive
Council is, that it ouglit to consist of the heads of the public departments, with
a considerable admixture of persons independent of the Government, and of the
administration for the time being; and that the members of the latter description
should not all be resident at Quebec, " but distributed over the other parts of the
Province, giving to the people at large confidence, and checking cabals in the
Council itself." By evidence which we received from Mr. Neilson and from Mr.
Andrew Stuart, it appears that both those gentlemen adhere to these opinions.

23. Mr. Caron, the late mayor of this city,.and until very recently a member
of the House of Assembly, informed us, as your Lordship will observe by the
Evidence appended to ourReport, that although a Council resembling theMinistry
in England would appear to him preferable in itself, yet under the existing cir-
cumstances of the country, lie thought the simplest and most eligible mode of
forming an Executive Council, would be merely to appoint to * it persons
of consideration, enjoying the public confidence, and to leave to the Governor
the extent of his present responsibility. Mr. Caron would neither make office a
recommendation nor a disqualification for sitting in the Council, but would
deem the single good test to be the acknowledged merits of the individual.

24. Having thus described the various suggestions and opinions that have
been under our notice, we shall now proceed to state .our own views on the sub-
ject of an Executive Couneil.

25. The earliest complaint which was made related,- as we have already said,
to the too great connexion alleged to subsist between·the two Councils. On this
point the Governor-in-chief has announced his intention to act upon the:prin-
ciplé, that it is neither right, nor consistent with:the wholesome separation and
independence of the principal bodies of the Government, that outof the limited
number of executive ,councillors in this Province several should hold offices.
under the Legislatife Coùncil and House of Assembly. The adoption of this
maximV will,' we presume, go to the extent of what is wished in the-Province, for
ve do not suppose that any 'party would desire to render a seat in eithier-of the
legislative bodies incoipatible with the office of executive councillor.

26. '.ith
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26. With respect to the presence of office-holders, generally, in the Executive
Council, no objection to it was urged by any of the gentlemen from whom .we took
the evidence appended to this Report, nor, fron what we can gather of the
wishes of the Assembly, do we believe that in itself it would be objected'to by
them. On the contrary, by an Executive Council or Ministry, formed on the
model of that of England, they appear to mean an Executive Council composed
.in great part of office-lolders; but then an'essential feature in their*plan is that
the councillors should remain in office no longer than they continue in unison
with the majority of their House, whereby they would virtually secure to thein-
selves the nomination of all the chief officers of Government, and we doubt
whether the presence of any great number of. office-holders in the Executive
Council would be acceptable to the Assembly, except upon these ternis.

27. Our own opinion is, that although the holding of office under the Crown
ought not to be a disqualification, yet the number of ofce-holders in the Council
should never be considerable, probably not more than, on an average, one in
four. It is to be remembered, that the Governor is at ail times entitled to call
upon any servant of the Crown for his best advice and assistance; and that.in
ail matters, but more especially in those relating to his own department, this
advice is given under the weightiest possible responsibility. The Governor also
can iake this advice available in his Council by calling an individual before it,
and examining him as to the matter in hand. lu a numerous Council it will
probably be found convenient, and even necessary, to have some office-holders, but
we do not consider their presence as indispensable, because, in the first place, they
cannot be admitted, as in England, to take off responsibility from the, highest
executive authority, and because, secondly, we do not think it desirable that the
heads of departments should be overmuch engaged in political controversies,
which might not only render frequent changes of then requisite, but retard in
other ways the ordinary business of the country. We should further say that
there are some functionaries whose duties are such as to render it inexpedient
to place them in the Executive Council, such for instance as the Civil Secretary
of the Governor and the Attorney-general. The former was introduced into the
Council by Lord Dalhousie in 1820, to sit by virtue of his office ; but the mea-
sure does not seem to have been repeated. The close connexion of the Civil
Secretary with the Governor appears to us to furnish obvious reasons against his
belonging to the Council. And with respect to the Attorney-general, as he is
in the matter of public prosecutions, and in other duties, in some degree the
servant of the Council, it would. be somewhat incongruous that he should sit
in it also.
.... After these preliminary remarks we shall submit, as succinctly as we can,
our propositions on the Council.

29. We recommend that it should never consist of a greater number than
15, nor (for any period exceeding six consecutive months) of less than nine. It
seems prudent that this interval of six months should be allowed to obviate any
difficulties which might be experienced in filling up the Council on the occasion
of any change.of its members.

So. We would advise that the councillors should be appointed, in the name of
His Majesty, by the Governor under the Great Seal of the Province, and enter at
once into ail the rights of their office, but subject to confirmation or disallowance
by His Majesty within a limited time, say.one year.

.31. For reasons before mentioned, we think there should be no exclusion of
persons holding office under Government, but that in practice it would probably
beexpedient that the number of that description should not exceed one fourth of
the whole Council.

32. We further submit that, amongst the members of Council, there should
be no- distinction as to powers, functions or form of appointment, excepting that
members holding paid offices under Government should. not receive salary as
councillors.

33. We consider it desirable that the remainder of the councillors should be
paid equally, not less than the-present amount of 1ool. per annum, and that it
should be proposed to the Assembly to provide for this in any per.manent grant
hereafter to be made by them; but should the Assembly object to the payment
of a increased number. of executive councillors, we scarcely think these salaries
.should be made an indispensable condition in any proposal. that may be sub-
rnitted to them on the basis of our:first Report. If al cannot be paid, the junior
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members might be required to serve without salary, in like manner as the office-
holders.

34. We would suggest, although of course no imperative rule can be laid
down upon the subject, that in the Executive Couneil there should be at least
one, and not more than three legislative concillors; at least two, and not more
than five members of the Assembly; some gentlemen belonging to the class of
landed proprietors, and others connected with commerce; one individual at the
least of the legal profession; and that of the persons chosen for the Council it
should be endeavoured to take a moderate proportion from different districts of
the Province, though it will be necessary that a number sufficient to ensure at all
times a quorum should be resident at or near the seat of Government.

35. We think that the appointment of the councillors should not be made to
last during good behaviour, nor require for its termination the assignment of
any fault, but that the Governor should be able to remove them whenever, on
general grounds, he might deem it'advisable, reporting his reasons without delay
to the Secretary of State.

36. It has been objected, that to invest the Governor with this power would
give the Assembly a motive to prefer repeated addresses to him until they could
procure the dismissal of any Council they might not approve; and in support of
this view it is argued that the Assembly has not an equal inducement to such a
course at present, because the Governor's power being as yet limited to sus-
pending officers who are in bis opinion unfit for His Majesty's service, he could
not suspend any one in consequence of an address from either House, containing
no allegation, further than that the person had not its confidence. We musc
confess, that to the majority of us this argument is not convincing. The office
of councillor being a political one, we do not understand why political unfitness
should not be a sufficient ground for a Governor to assign for suspension under
the terms of his present commission; nor can we conceive that if the Assembly
were inclined to make such applications as are supposed in the objection, they
would be restrained by the necessity of a reference to England. The only dif-
ference would· be, that the Governor, instead of replying directly to the applica-
tions, would be obliged to answer that he would forward them to England ;
whereupon renewed complaints, whether or not justly, would be made, of being
governed by a power 4,000 miles off, and of the interference of that power in the
domestic concerns of the Province.

37. We would propose the following to be amongst the rues of the Couneil:-•
That during the presence of the Governor at the seat of Government there

shall be stated days, not less than two in each month, on which the Council shall
assemble without a summons:

That it may be assembled by the Governor by special summons, as often and at
such places as he may think it:

That at each meeting of the Couneil every member shall be entitled to attend;
and that in the issuing of summonses, no limitation shal be established save
that rendered necessary by distance or difficulty of communication:

That five shall be a quorum:
That upon the internal affairs of the Province each member of the Council shall

have the right of suggesting measures, or tendering advice, whether or not upon
subjects introduced by the Governor; but that no measures affecting the relations
of the Province with the Empire shall be discussed unless they are brought for-
ward by the Governor:

That the Governor have the power of adjourning any question or subjeet of
discussion, the fact of his doing so being noted on the proceedings:

That the Governor have the power of acting in opposition to the majority of
the Council; but that when he adopts that determination, he shall enter it on
the minutes, assigning his reasons or not as he may prefer:

That the members of the Council have the privilege of recording their dissent
on the council-books, with or without their reasons as they may prefer:

That no meeting of Council shall be competent to act as such without the
presence of the Governor; but that he shall have the power, as now, to refer
business to it as to a committee in his absence, nothing done in that mode taking
the form of a proceeding of Council, until ratified when the Governor is present:

That the foregoing rde shall be so far qualified -in the Governor's absence
from the seat of Government as to authorize him to ratify, by letter or by any

other
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other mode that may be appointed for the purpose, any proceedings of Couneil
which could not, without injury to the public service, be delayed :

That whatever number of members of either branch of the Legislature may be
included in the Executive Council, all communications to the Provincial Parlia.
ment shall continue to be made, as now, by message:

That no oath of secrecy shall be taken, and that the members of the Executive
Council shall not be considered solemnly bound to secrecy, except on occasions
when the Governor may summon them expressly to form a council of secrecy, or
resolve any meeting iiito such a council:

That before any recommendation of an appointment to the Legislative Council
be sent to the Secretary of State, the Governor shall acquaint the Executive
Council with it, and receive any observations they may make upon it; which
observations, whether made collectively by the Council, or individually by any
member or members of it, shall be transmitted to England at the same time with
the recommendation of the Governor.

38. Although it must necessarily be left very much to the discretion of the
Governor, we think that he ought to consult his Council far more frequently than
heretofore on important acts of Government.

39. In explanation of some of the preceding suggestions, ·we would observe
that we have advised a strict adherence to the communication with the Legislature
by means of message, because, although we think that an Executive Councillor,
sitting in either House, might reasonably be expected to explain and defend the
measures of Government, as being well acquainted with them, and friendly to the
administration, yet it would be most objectionable that he should come to be
regarded or acknowledged as an organ of the Government in the Legislature.
The relaxation which we have recommended of the rule of secrecy will enable
Councillors to avow their personal opinions, and thus to remain far longer con-
nected with a Goverment with which they might in the main concur, than if
they were compelled on all occasions to suppress their dissent from measures to
which they had not agreed. If a niemaber of Council found himself in a state of
continual difference with the Governor, he would, it is to be presumed, resign
voluntarily; or if he placed himself in manifest and systematic opposition to the
administration, he must unavoidably be removed, even if his own sense of pro.
priety did not lead him to retire; but ve do think it very desirable that, in
isolated cases of difference of opinion, and especially in cases where no provincial
authorities are competent to decide, valuable Councillors should not be reduced
to choose between separating themselves from a Government of which they
approve the general policy, or else bearing,a share of what to them must appear
the odium of measures which they had opposed. Seeing the wholesome tendency
of allowing in this manner public opinion to weigh fairly upon the advice given
by different members, we think that the Governor should resort very sparmngly
to bis power of binding the Council to secrecy, although the occasions must be
frequent where there would be need in the Councillors of that general discretion
requisite to the character of every public functionary.

40. We apprehend that the Council must for the present remain charged with
the duty of auditing. accounts, as the erection of any other board of audit, or
the creation of an auditor-general, is properly a subject for the consideration of
the Legislature; but it seems presumable that if the existing dissensions did not
offer such considerable impediments to public business, ·some other system of
settling the accounts of the province would be established by law.

41. There can be no hesitation in pronouncing the appellate jurisdiction
entirely unsuited to the Executive Council, and full of objection. As the 34th
section of the Constitutional Act conferred thia jurisdiction on the Council, we
are aware that it cannot finally be taken away without the sanction of the
Imperial Parliament; but we would not recommend the interposition of that
authority, further than may be necessary to admit of an Act on the part of the
Legislature in this Pro-iince. A Bill, altering the system of judicature, passed
the Assembly this year, and was rather suspended than rejected in the Legisla-
tive Council, which would have-created a regular court of appeals, to consist of
four judges, invested likewise with a criininal jurisdiction. This circumstance
shows that the attention of the Provincial Legislature is alive to the subject; and
we think it far preferable that lis Majesty should be empowered to assent to

'any Act which may hereafter be passed in the Province, than that the British
Parliament should itself enact a new law on the mode of determining appeals in
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Canada. If our own opinion were required, we should say that, as far as the
decision of appeals alone is concerned, it would be sufficient to appoint one
judge to try all appeals at Quebec and Montreal, with the provision that either
party to an appeal should be at liberty, on its being set dowu for hearing, to
require that it should be heard before associates or assessors, in which case the
Governor should appoint one or two of the judges either of Quebec or Montréal
to be the associate or associates, assessor or assessors, pro hác tice, of the judge
of appeal. Although, however, this is the most eligible measure which would
occur to us if the judicature of the Province remained in other respects as now,
we are far from, wishing to pronounce any opinion on the different arrangements
which might be found convenient in a general remodelling of the judicial
system; nor, as ve have already said, do we recommend that our proposal, or
any other,' should be acted upon, unless it originate in the Legislature of
Canada. Seeing the vast importance of the courts of law being so framed as to
possess the confidence of .the public, and to suit the wants and habits of the
country, there is perhaps no matter in which it is more proper to observe the
salutary maxim of not interfering unnecessarily in the domestic concerns of the
Province.

We have, &c.
(sighed) GosFoRD.

CHAS. EDW. GREY.*
GEO. Gipps.

A STATEMENT of Sir Charles Grey's Difference of Opinion upon the Third Report of
the Commissioners.

1. My principal objection to our present Report is, that having in the 12th, 14th, 16th
and 1 7th paragraphs shown very forcibly and truly that an Executive Council removable at
the will of the Assembly would be incompatible with the subordination of the province to
the Empire, ve recommend measures in the 30th, 32d, 34th, 35th, ZGJ1 and 38th para-
graphs, which, taken in conjunction with the recommendation of the majority of the Com-
missioners in our First Report, would create the institution we have decried.

2. None of the most enger advocates of the powers of the Assembly have claimed that
the Executive Council should be expressly declared by any law, or by the instructions of
His Majesty to be removable at the will of the Assembly; their ternis are only that, in
accordance with the practice in England, there shall always be a responsible Council, pos-
sessing the confidence of the representatives of the people, by which I understand them to
mean, that, 1st, The Executive Council shall give their advice to the Governcr on all mat-
ters of importance. 2dly, That it shall be in the power of.the Governor at any moment to
remove the whole of them from office. 3dIy, That the Assembly shall have means as
effectual of urging the Governor to remove a Council, by whose advice it is offended, as the
House of Commons has in England. Now, our 37th and 38th paragraphs recominend
that the Executive Council shall have the opportunity of offering advice on all important
occasions, to which I do not object; but our aoth, 32d and 35th paragraphs recommend
that the selection, appointiment, and, whenever upon general grounds it may be thought
advisable, the dismissal also of the Executive Council, should rest with thé Governor; apd
if the recommendation of my collegues in the First Report should be acted upon, and the
Government should be left with a civil list of only 19,300l. at its disposal, as the Assembly
has shown that it not only has the privilege of wivthholding supplies, but is much more ready
to use it than our House of Commons is: I am unable to discern any concession in respect
of the Executive Council which has been claimed by the popular party either in Upper or
Lower Canada, which would not have been·yielded by our Reports, or to recognise any
other virtue which would be retained by the 12tb, 14th, lth and 17th paragraphs of our
present Report, than that of having illustrated the straits to which, by the adoption of our
own recommendations, a Governor would be driven between the demands of the Assembly
and his duty to the Crown.

3. If the emnbarrassments of the province arising from the abandonment by the Crown
of its right of disposal of the revenues of the 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, and the denial by the Assem-
bly of'any appropriations for the service of Government, cannot be relieved by an Act of the
Imperial Parliament, I should deem it to be necessary that the Governor should have the
power of new modelling and reducing the executive and judicial establishments, so as to
make them square with the resources which are still at the disposal of the Crown; and
for this purpose, I would sacrifice, amongst other things, all that might be dispensed with in

the

I have affixed my signature to this Report, subject to a statement of my difference of opinion,
which is delivered to the Secretary to be entered upon the Minutes, and which, it has been agreed,
shall go home with the Repnrt.

4 May 1836. (signed) Chas. Edw. Grey.
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the establishmnent of the Executive Council; but according to my apprehension it would be
a mistake to suppose that in circumstances which imply an adverse disposition of the As-
sembly, and with those cramped resources, or in any other situation than that of being
provided independently of the annual votes of the Assembly with an executive and judicial
establishment, adequate to the circumstances of the Province, the hands of the Governor
would be strengthened by retaining in them the thread of existence of the Executive
Council. As long as he may stand in need of the annual vote of an unwilling Assembly,
it seems to me that lie would by those means be reduced to the situation in vhich it is so
clearly sliown in the Report that he ought not, as the Governor of a Province, to be placed.

4. The Executive Council is a creature of the prerogative, as the Governor is. To the
Council of Governor Murray in 1763, both an executive and legislative capacity iwas given;
but as the legislative authority was to be exercised only upon the contingency of a general
assembly of freeholders being called together, and in conjunction with Euch assembly, and
as that event did not take place during Governor 'lurray's time, his Council was essen-
tially executive, though with the power of establishing such rules of conduct as it might be
absolutely necessary to declare in a newly conquered colony, in which a great portion of the
old French laws survived, but into which English lav was also introduced. By the com-
mission and instructions ofjovernor Murray, a negative or veto was given to the Governor
in all cases whatsoever ; and while he was left in the ordinary routine of executive business
to act by his own sole authority, several cases were iistinctly specified in vhich the power
was to be exercised only " by and with the advice and consent of the Council." These
cases were:-

1. The power to summon General Assemblies of the freeholders and planters.
2. To erect courts of judicature.
3. To build fortifications and furnish them with munitions of war and again to dismantle

them.
4. To dispose by warrant of public monies for the support of the Government.
5. Subject to orders or instructions from the King in Counicil, to make grants of such

lands as it should be in the power of the Crown to dispose of.
6. To appoint fairs, markets, ports and harbours.
There were some other cases in ivhich it was not expressly enjoined by the Commission,

that the Governor should act only with the consent of the Council ; but which were*placed
in such juxta-position with the cases above specified that it might be inferred they were
considered as matters on which it was very desirable the advice of the Council should be
taken, and in some of these the instructions explicitly enjoined the Governor, though the
Commission did iot, to act only with their consent; such were the appointment ofjudges,
the collation to ecclesiastical benefices, &c. The principle upon which the distinction was
made between the Acts which did, and those which did not require the consent of the
Council seems to have been this. Whatever the law clearly commanded to be done, the
Governor was left to execute by his own sole authority; but in the most weighty of those
cases in which occasion might arise for the exercise of the prerogative, by which I mean
here the discretionary power of the Crown to do vhat no law commands nor can compel
the Crown to do, the Governor vas expressly directed by the Commission to act only with
the consent of the Council; and in some other instances of this nature, though their con-
sent was not made necessary, sufficient grounds were given for resorting to, or calling for
their advice.

5. The difficulty of organizing a Legislature by the authority of the Crown alone having
been perceived, and that the colony was not in a fit state for the institution of an Assembly
of the people, the Imperial Statute of 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, vas passed, by which the King was
empowered, by the advice of the Privy Council, to appoint a Council for the affairs of the
Province; which Council, or the major part of it, should have power, with the consent of
the Governor, to make ordinances for the good government of the Province; and by the
instructions to Governer laldimand, which directed that any five of this Council should be
competent for all affairs except legislation, the Crown reconstituted an Executive Council.
Governor Haldimand, however, baving adopted the practice of selecting such persons as he
chose to constitute this Executive Council of five, received additional instructions to the
effect that although·he was at liberty to proceed in Council when five only vere present,
yet that lie must summon all the members of the Council who should be resident within
convenient distance.

G. The Act of 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, s. 34, which established the existing form of Legislature,
provided that the Governor, together with such Executive Council as should be appointed
by His Majesty for the affairs of the Province, should be a Court of Appeal, subject to such
further or other provision as might be made in that behalf, by any Act of the Legislative
Council and Assembly of the Province, and aisented to by His Iajesty. Lord Dorchester's
commission and instructions gave the same power which other Govemors had possessed of
suspending from office those evén of the officers of the colony who held their appointments
directly fromi the Crown,. but only for just cause and unfitness for His Majestys service;
and the power of final dismissal was retamned by the Crown. 'The commission of the Gover-
nor to this day qualifies in the same way the power of suspending those who hold office
directly from the Crown.

7. It will be perceived from what bas been stated here, and in the body of the Report,
that the Executive Council of Lower Canada has always been appointed, and that the pro-
visions of the Imperial Statute of 31 Geo 3, c. 31, require it to be-appointed by the Crown,
and that the meinbers of it cannot at present be suspended by the Governor from office,
except on the ground of unfitness for His Majesty's service; that by the sane statute, the

0.3. 9 Executive
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Executive Council so appointed is the Court of Appeal for the Province; that originally its
consent was required in most instances of the delegated exercise of the prerogative ; and that
there are several important Acts of Government in which that consent is at present required
in practice, sucli as the granting of Crowi lands and making certain regulations as to com-
merce. I would add, that if it were well constituted, it would seem to me that very salutary
effects might arise from its havino the opportunity of offering advice at least, upon some
other occasions which grow out of tle changes whici have taken place in the institutions of
the Province, since the original establishment of an Executive Council. I mean, principally,
the intercourse and relations of the Governor with the Assembly and Legislative Council, by
answers to addresses, by messages, and by the giving or withholding assent to bills. In one
word, I think the Governor should always have the advice of some persons appointed by the
Crown, and not dependent on the Assembly in matters which may affect the relations of the
Province with the Empire. For all these reasons I would retain ultimately in the institutions
of Canada an Executive Council, of which the members should be appointed and removed
by the Crown, and should be liable to be suspended by the Governor only for misconduct;
but I would empower the Governor to act in opposition to their advice when lie should think
fit to do so; and in point of numbers a very limited Council of this sort would be sufficient.

8. It is not, however, without reason, as it appears to me, that representations are made ot
a more numerous and more open Council being required for advising the Governor as to the
internal affairs of the country. It might very much conduce to the general satisfaction of
the Province, if all parts ofit, and all professions and classes of men, felt that they had easy
channels of communication with the Governor through his Executive Council; and if commits.
tees of such a Council, in the intervals between the sessions ofthe Legislature, were to be em-
ployed in digesting plans of legislative improvement, which would enable the Governor, at the

opening of each session, to take a creditable and advantageous position in the progress of
reform, and to preoccupy the minds of the legislators with sound matter for deliberation, to
the exclusion of crudities. I would recommend, therefore, that in addition to the Executive
Council appointed by the Crown, the Governor of Lower Canada should have the power
of appointing any number of Executive Councillors for the period of his own government,
but no longer; and that not more than five out of the whole body of the Councîl should be
summoned to any one meeting for the dispatch of ordinary business. By having different
members upon different occasions, I should expect the hostility of the Assembly to be dissi-
pated and avoided; and I avow that I aim at this object for the reasons which would make
anv Council which should be removable by the Assembly so objectionable an instrument of
Government in a Province; and which reasons are so well stated in the 12tb, 14th, 16th &
17th paragraphs of the Report.

9. All parties agree in deeming the Executive Council to be a bad court of appeal. The
judges of the court for the most part are not lawyers, and have little technical knowledge
of the laws they are called upon to interpret. They must have occasionally to sit in judg-
ment upon grants of Crown lands made by themselves, or on other disputes arising out of
their acts of government; the two chief justices, of whom one at least is not of the Executive
Council, and who sits therefore under a provincial statute, not very easily to be reconciled in
this respect with the 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, s. 34, decide alternately the appeals from Quebec and
Montreal, the one sitting lu judgment on the decisions of the other, so that on points of law
on which they differ the chief justice of Montreal gives the first judgment at Montreal and
the final one at Quebec; the chief justice of Quebec gives the orignal judgment at Quebec
and the final one at Montreal. I should think it very desirable, as conducing to harmonize
the institutions of the two Provinces, to form one Court of Appeal for Upper and Lower
Canada, which should sit twice a year at Quebec, at Montreal and at Toronto; but at present
I content myself with recommending that the King should be empowered to appoint one or
more persons to constitute a Court of Appeal for Lower Canada, without their being of the
Executive Council. I do not feel the objections against applying, for this purpose, for an
Imperial Act of Parliament as strongly as they are stated in the 41st paragraph of the
Report, because where the inconvenience is created by an Imperial Statute, I know no other
constitutional or legitimate mode of remedying it. I consider that it would be an uncon-
stitutional, irregular and dangerous innovation to encourage a practice of having bills intro-
duced in the Assembly here which it exceeds the lawful powers of the Provincial Legislature
to enact, in order that the chance may be taken of the King's Ministers obtaining an Act
of the Imperial Parliament to make it lawful for His Majesty to give the Royal assent to
the unlawful bill. I am aware that the Imperial Statute of 1 W. 4, c. 20, is in some degree
a precedent for such a practice, but it does not appear on the face of that Act that any
unlawful bill had actually passed the Council and Assembly, and was awaiting the Royal
assent; if that vas the case the precedent appears to me to have been a very bad one; and
it may give some notion of the consequences which may be expected, if it is repeated, to
mention that a bill for making the Legislativé Council elective was introduced into the
Assembly last session, is now completely ready to be presented again in the next session, and
will certainly pass the Assembly if the practice is countenanced of allowing measures, to
the enactment of which the Imperial Parliament alone is competent; to originate in the
Provincial Assembly or Legislative Council.

10. As it would be necessary to obtain an Act of the Imperial Parliament for the altera-
tions which I have recommended in the Executive Council and Court of A ppeals, those aiso
which are required in the Legislative Council might be included. It is certainly'desirable
that the members of it should be enabled in some circumstances to resign their seats; and
it would elevate the character of the Council if both qualifications and disqualifications for
a seat in it were established.

11.- The
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it. The precise measure, therefore, which I should wish to have been recommended by
our present Report is, that a bill should bc introduced in the'present session of the Imperial
Parliament, to be intituled, " An Act for making certain Alterations in the Legislative and
Executive Councils of the Province of Lower Canada;" and that by this bill it should be
enacted,

i. 'Iliat it shall be lawful for any member of the Legislative Council to resign bis seat,
and for the Governor provisionally, and for His Majesty finally, to accept and confirm the
saie.

2. That every member of the Legislative Connei, upon the opening of each session of the
Provincial Parliament, shall make a solemn affirmation, that after allowing for the payment
of ail his just debts, lie is lawfully possessed of property to the amount of 5,0001. sterling,
or of an income for life of 500 1. sterling by the year.

3. That no member of the Legislative Council shall be capable of holding any office or
appointment of emolument at the plcasure of the Crown.

4. That a conviction of any fraudulent crime or misdemeanor shall be an avoidance of the
office of legislative councillor.

5. That i addition to the members of the Executive Council who have been or hereafter
may be appointed by His Majesty, it shall be lawful for the Governor of Lower Canada to
appoint such and so many persons as to him may seem fit to be members of the Executive
Couuncil for the term and penod of his own government, and no longer; and that by the appoint-
ment of the Governor there miay be four or more full meetings in the year of ail the members
of the Executive Council, but that on ordinary occasions not more than five members shall
be summoned to, or shall attend any meeting of the Executive Council.

6. That the Executive Council shall cease to be a Court of Appeals, and that notwith-
standing the 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, s. 34, it shall be lawful for His Majesty to constitute a Court
of Appeal for the Province of Lower Canada, by appo*zting one or more persons to be a
judge or judges of such Court of Appeal, witfiout being members of the Executive Council.

These would be ail the arrangements which would seem to me to require the sanction of
an Imperial Statute. The minor ones that have occurred to me, and of which. some are
uentioned in the Report, might be left to the judgmnent and discretion of the Governor, or

at most would require to be pointed out by the instructions, or by the commission of the
Governor.

12. It seems to me to be an object of great importance that before the next session of the
Provincial Parliament the Governor should be enabled to nieet them with a statement which
-would show that neither the Governor nor the Commissioners had been idle, but that there
had been some vigour of administration and progress of reform. I conceive it to be quite
within the reach of the Commissioners, and of His Majesty's Ministers, to enable the
Governor to state,

1. That by the measures which we have recommended in our Second Report, the arrears
due for the service of the civil government have been discharged, and that the Government
is provided with the means of defraying for the future the necessary expenses of the executive
and judicial branches.

2. That by the measures which I have now ventured to *recommend, and by the -steps
taken by the Government in consequence of them, the Legislative and Executive Councils
have been put upon an improved and satisfactory footùig.

3. That by measures which I would propose to recommend in our next Report, the
management of the wild lands and forests, and of the King's domain and other Crown
property, have been regulated and improved.

4. That the Governor is prepared to recommend to the Legislative Council and Assembly
a bill for establishing, for a limited term, a civil list adequate to ail the necessary expenses
of the executive and judicial branches of Government, and for placing, during the same
term, at the disposal of the Provincial Legislature the net proceeds of ail Crown property,
and ail other nionies payable to the Crown which arise from Lower Canada.

5. That the Governor is prepared to recommend another bill for making new divisions of
the Province, and for erecting tihe saine int9 municipal districts; or if that measure should
not be apyroved by the Legisiative Couneil and Assembly, for appointing lieutenants of the
present districts, and forgv to the Court of Quarter Sessions in each an assistant bar-
rister and a certain civil jurisdiction, and a power of levying a tax on property in uncultivated,
lands, to be expended in the making of roads.

1:3. If the Government could be placed in this position, and clevating itself above ail party
feelings ; if a thoroughly impartial, firm and quiet conduct were to be pursued; if contented
with seeing that the existing laws were thoroughly carried into execution, and the judicial
trihunals were upheld in iudependence and security, it should still lend itself willingly to
assist the two Houses of Legislature in making new laws, but should never let its feelings
become so engaged in this task as to take any offence if new laws were not made, I should
entertain only one apprehension of danger or of serious difficulty in the future conduct of the
affairs of this Province. There would certainly be irritation, discontent, clamour and abuse,
and no human arts will prevent these in Canada for many years to comle; but if these were
disregarded, as they ought to be both here and at hone, the worst that need result from ainy
differences of opinion amongst the three branches of the Legislature would be that old laws
must serve till new ones could be agreed upon. From this description of the prospect I bave
made one exception. It is religion; an element which, in its volatile state, is beyond the
control of governments, which is not at present in a state of greater action than is salutary,
and possibly may not be inflamed, but.which, if it ever should becorne so, whether by the
oppression of the Protestant or the Catholie Church, will be the signal for general confusion.

(True extract from the minute of proceedings of à May 183G.)
0.3. (signed) T. Fred. Elliot.
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EXTRACT of the MINUTES of PROCEEDINoS, 5 May 1836.

Sir George Gipps desired the following Entry to be made.
1. IT is my desire to place on the minutes of our proceedings a few remarks on the Report

respecting the Executive Council vhich we are now about to forward; and as I feel the
necessity of replying to part of the dissent that has been recorded by Sir Charles Grey,
I will commence by so doing.

2. In his first paragragh Sir Charles omits to say that the objections in.the passages he
cites from the Report were against a council of control, removable at the will of the
Assembly: to a council of advice, the arguments used in paragraphs 12. 14. 16 and 17,
-would apply with very diminished force.

3. Our objections against a council of advice, removeable at the pleasure of the Assembly,
are ientioned in paragraph 15, which is not one of those cited by Sir Charles; and they
amount chieflv to this, that the institution of such a council, if avowedly made removable
at the pleasure of the Assembly, would soon lead to a demand for investing it with greater
powers. On the subject of this paragraph, connected, as it is, with the demands of the
Assembly of Upper Canada, I shall offer some further observations before I conclude. (See
par. 11, infra.)

4. It is certainly truc that, under the arrangeaient recommended in the Report, the
Assembly might, as stated by Sir Charles, stop the supplies to enforce a change in the
Council; but they might do the sanie under any other constitution of that body, as, in fact,
they have now donc in Upper Canada under the existing one: and it is scarcely, I think,
fair to object to any proposai vhatsoever, that it does not preclude the Assembly from"seek-
ing their ends by a stoppage of the supplies, so long as the power of stopping them is
allowed by the constitution of the Province to that body. It might, in a similar way, be
objected to Sir Charles's own plan, that if the majority in the Assembly should not approve
of it (and of their liking it I confess I see little chance), they might stop the supplies until
it were altered. The forn of council which we recommend is not intended to prevent their
stopping the supplies, but to take away one reasonable cause for their doing so.

5. I wish distinctly to point out that we have recommended a council of advice, and not
one of control, and that we propose to give the power of making changes in it, not to the
Assembly, but to the Governor; it is true, indeed, that he may occasionally exercise this
power in the hope of pleasing the Assembly; but he must be a weak man indeed if he con-
tinued .to do so, after finding that it was productive of no good, and still weaker if he
allowed himself to be led by his Council into measures that were contrary to his duty.
I beg here distinctly to repeat, what I have often advanced in our deliberations, -that if we
are to retain any governiment over Canada, there must be some point at which our power is to
be brouglit to hear on her. I wish to leave the management of her internal affairs, as far as
possible, to ber own Legislature ; but the distinction between national and provincial Govern-
ment cannot be entirely donc away with.

a. The only other part of Sir Charles Grey's dissent to which I feel it necessary to reply,is that from the 1oth paragraph to the end of it, which relates to the introduction of a Bil
into the Imperial Parhament, to divest the Executive Council of the functions of a Court of
Appeal, and to make some slight modifications in the constitution of the Legislative Council;
and I must here beg to recal to the recollection of Sir Charles, that I not only expressed my
opinion with respect to the latter, in the Minute which went home with our last Report, but
that I made a specific proposition, in writing, 14 days ago, that a letter should be written to
the Secretary of State by the Commissioners, recommending a measure of the sort, though
not pressing it as to time. I shall now renew that proposition, in the hope that the letter
may be forwarded by the next packet from New York; and in the mean time, with respect
to the Court of Appeal, I will only say, that though I agree with Sir Charles in thinking
that the appointment of a new judge to that court would be an advantageous measure, it is
one so entirely of an internal nature, that I doubt whether it should be done under an Impe-
rial statute.

With respect to Sir Charles's proposition for the Legisiative Council, I will only remark,
that to exclude, without distinction, every man from it who miglit hold an office under
Governrment, would seem needlessly to cramp it; and that to make a man swear to his
qualification, at the opening of every session, might appear vexatious and distrustful.

7. The remaining observations which I have to offer will have reference to the Report
itself.

In it we have recommended that the Executive Council shail be increased from nine to fifteen,
contrary to an opinion which [ expressed in the Minute which accompanied our last Report;
and I therefore am desirous of explaining the reasons which have induced me now to acquiesce
in the recommendation. I am still of opinion that a council of seven, or even of a smaller
number, would be a more efficient instrument of good government thai a council of fifteen ;
but as an increase in the number of its members seams pretty generally to he desired iii
the Province, I think it can scarcely be wrong, in such' a matter, to yield to the public.wish.

It is, moreover, worthy of consideration, that, as there is no class of persons in Canada who
can afford to devote their whole time to political affairs, unless adequately paid for'it, few; if
any individuals, are to be found who would remove from their established homes for the sake
of a seat in the Executive Council; that, consequently, the members of a small Council
must of necessity be chosen alniost exclusively from amongst persons resident at or near the
seat of Government, and that it is only by adding to their number that persons whose inte-
rests lie in the remote parts of the country, or even in the city of Montreal, can be introduced
into the Council.
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If it were absolutely necessary to have an unanimous Council, this increase to its number
would be, I think, extremely objectionable; but, as I apprelhend it will be found necessary,
for some time to come, to have one of a mixed political character (though avoiding the
extremes of either party), the difference of opinion amongst the members may perhaps be
found less objectionable in a large Council than in a small one.

8. In this, therefore, as in ever other part of the Report, I now concur; and in the few
.other observations that I shall ma -e, I beg to be understood as in no way attempting to con-
trovert the Report, but only to express my individual opinion on some points in a more
marked way than is done in it.

9. We have, in the 38th paragraph, stated that we think it must still be left to the Gover-
nor to decide whether he will or not consult bis Council on any occasion where he is not now
positively required to do so; and, considering the very difficuit position which the Governor
must continue for a long time to occupy in Lower Canada, I think it might be wrong to take
away from him this discretion; at the same time, however, I feel that there are particular acts
of Government in which it is desirable that lie should consult them, though such bas not
hithierto been the practice, particularly in ail appointments to or removals from- office, and on
ail communications to the Legislature, except such as relate only to business of routine.

10. With ail that is said in the Report of the impossibility of making the Council respon-
-sible for the acts of Government, and at the same time removable by the Assembly, I en-
tirely agree; and the reasons for it are so plain, that perhaps no.farther development of them
is necessary; nevertheless, as the subject is such an important one, I will venture to add
the following argument:

Besides his duty to the people of the Provifice, which is analogous to that which the King
owes to his people, the Governor has a duty or responsibility which the King cannot have,
a responsibility, that is to say, to a superior power, beyond the limits of the coumunity
which he governs. If it were possible to draw a line of distinction between these two kinds
.of responsibility, the former might perhaps be transferred to an Executive Council ; but the
latter could not, at least it would be impossible, without producing confusion, to transfer it
to a body existing at the will of, and punishable to the extent of dismissal by, the local
Legislature. If there be any doubt of this, let us suppose that in either of the Canadas
*the two Houses of Legislature were to pass a bill to render the Legislative Council elective,
or to abolish the land company: with vhat colour of justice, I would ask, could the respon-
sibility of the Governor, in giving or withholding his assent to it, be transferred from himself
to bis Council? If he assented to the bill, they vould be punished for it by the authorities
at home; if lie refused his assent, they would be punished for it by the authorities in the
Province; and in the sanie vay it appears to me that punishment would hang over then, from
one side or the other, as often as any question arose respecting the alteration within the Pro-
vince of any Imperial statute, or the maintenance of the relations between the Province and
England as the head of the Empire, or the preservation of the due prerogative of the
Crown.

11. Wben I consider the distance at which our Report is to be read frorn the country to
which it relates, and the difficulty of affording explanations across the Atlantic, I am led to
fear that ve have not, in the 15th paragraph of our Report, explained vith sufficient clear-
ness the difference which exists between the demands of the Houses of Assembly in Upper
-and Lower Canada.

In Lower Canada the demand is for an absolutely responsible ministry, that shall conduct
the affairs of the country, and be responsible to the House of Assenibly for the measures of
-Government in the same way that the ministry is responsible at home; but in Upper Canada
·they have as yet only asked that the Council should be made more efficient, and the Gover-
nor forced to consult it more frequently, leaving to him the power of overruling it, -and in
cases vhere lie may do so, attaching to him the sole responsibility as at present.. These
demands may appear to go very little farther than our own reconimendations; there is, how-
ever, I apprehend, this difference, that whilst we.think it orily desirable that the Executive
Council and the House of Assemubly should be, as far as possible, in political harmony, they
look to it as an indispensable condition; and what such an indispensable condition would
lead to ve have endeavoured to set forth in the Report (par. 15.)

In the demands of the Upper Province there is nilso one feature which we have omitted to
notice. In the letter which was addressed, on the 4th of last March, to the Lieutenant-

*governor of Upper Canada, by the six seceders from his Council, the following passage
occurs:

" With tie exception of matters of so weighty or general a character, as not properly to
fall under any particular department, and therefore fitted for the deliberation of the Couneil

-collectively, it is recommended that the affairs of the Province be divided into departments,
·to the heads of which shall be referred such matters as obviously appertain to them
respectively."

This recommendation was evidently made with a view to the model of England, which bas
so often been appealed to in the course of the argument on the subject in Upper Canada;
and if the arrangement had been permitted, an administration would, I apprehend, have
-been established in lieu of a Council.

(True extract from the minutes.)
(signed) . T. Fred. Elliot.
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Appendix, No. i. LIST of MEMBERS of the EXECUTIVE CouNcI. of Lower Canada, appointed between
the Years 1791 and 1836.

NAMES DATE OF APPOINTMENT,
of and

COUNCLLORS. AUTHORITY UNDER WHICH APPOINTED.

James M-Gill -

William Osgood -

James Monk - -

P. A. Debonne - -

John Lees - -

A. L. J. Duchesnay -

John Young - -

The Right Rev. Jacob,
LordBishopofQuebec.

Adam Lymburner -

Jenkin Williams -

John Craigie - -

Pierre Louis Panet -

Chief Justice Ehnsley

S. Richardson - -

- - Sworn in by Lord Dorchester 22 Nov. 1793; received salary
from that period till his death, Dec. 1813; see note, No. 1.
- - Sworn in by Lord Dorchester 19 Sept. 1794; mandamus as
ordinary member, dated 5 May 1794; received salary from 19 Sept.
1794 to 30 April 1802 ; see note, No. 2.
- - Sworn in by Lord Dorchester, in virtue of his commission,
29 Nov. 1794; received salary from-that period to 30 April 1822.
- - Sworn in by Lord Dorchester, an honorary member, 29 Dec.
1794; as ordinary member, 2 Oct. 1802.; mandamus dated 1 June
1802; received salary from that period to the date of his death,
6 Sept. 1816 ; see note, No. 3.
- - Sworn in by Lord Dorchester 29 Dec. 1794; by the Lieutenant-
governor Milnes 24 July 1805; received salary from' 20 Nov. 1804
to 3 March 1807, the day of his death; see note, No. 3.
- - Sworn in by Lord Dorchester 29 Dec. 1794; mandamus as
honorary member dated 7 Jan. 1812'; mandamus as ordinary mem-
ber dated 5 Feb. 1817; received salary from 7 Sept. 1816 to
17 Feb. 1825 ; see note, No. 3.
- - Sworn in by Lord Dorchester 29 Dec. 1794; mandamus as
ordinary member dated 5 Aug. 1807 ; received salary from 20 Jan.
1807, the day of Mr. De Longueul's death, to the period of his
own death, 14 Nov. 1819 ; see note, No. 3.
- - Sworn in by the Governor in Council 19 Nov. 1795; mandamus
dated 30 June 1794.
See note, No. 4.
- - Sworn in by Lieutenant-governor Sir R. S. Milnes 25 May
1801; mandamus as ordinary mermber dated 7 Jan. 1801; received
salary from 4 March 1807 till the date of his death, 30 Oct. 1819.
- - Sworn in by Lieutenant-governor Sir R. S. Milnes 25 May
1801; mandamus dated,7 Jan. 1801.
- - Sworn in by Lieutenant-governor Sir R. S. Milnes 25 May
1801; mandamus dated 7 Jan. 1801.
- - Sworn in by Lieutenant-governor Sir R. S. Milnes 29 Oct
1802; received salary from 14 August 1802 to 30 April 1805,; see
note, No. 5.
- - Sworn in by the lion. T. Dunn, esq., President of the Province,
25 Nov. 1805; mandamus dated 20 Dec. 1804; received salary
from 14 Dec. 1813 to the date of his death, 18 May 1831.
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NA1MES
of

COUNCILLORS.

Mr. Justice Alcock -

Mr. Justice Sewell -

Mr. James Irvine -

J. Kerr - - -

*R. Cuthbert - -

M. H. Perceval - -

John Mure - -

01. Perrault -

W. B. Coltman' -

W. Smith - - -

Mr. Hale - - -

M r. Speaker Papineau

lr. Secretary Ready -

Charles J. Stewart,D.n.,
Lord BishopofQuebec.

Charles De Lery, esq.

John Stewart, esq. -

.Andrew
esq.

W. Cochran,

James Stuart, esq. -

P. Panet, esq. - -

Dominique Mondelet,
esq.

Hughes Heney, esq.. -

(Certified.)

DATE OF APPOINTMENT,
and

AUTHOIUTY UNDER WHICH APPOINTED.

Appendix, No. 1.

- - Sworn in by the Hon. T. Dunn, esq., President of the Province,
12 August 1806; mandamus dated 1 July 1805; received salary
from i July 1805 to 22 February 1806.
- - Sworn in by bis Excellency Sir James Craig 8 Sept. 1808;
mandainus dated 5 May 1808; received salary from 22 Aug. 1808
to his retirement in 1830.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief 22 Aug. 1809; mandamus
as an honorary member dated 17 Nov. 1808; mandamus as an
ordinary member dated 4 Feb. 1817; received salary from il Aug.
1814 till his retirement in 1822.
- - Svorn in by Sir George Prevost, in virtue of bis commission,
as an honorary member, 26 June 1812; mandamus as such dated
8 Jan. :1812; mandamus as ordinary member, 28 Sept. 1820;
received salary from 10 April 1818 to 30 Sept. 1831; see note,
No. o.
- - Sworn in by Sir George Prevost, in virtue of his commission, as
an honorary member, 26 June 1812; sworn in ordinary member
15 July 1812 ; mandamus dated O Jan. 1812; see note, No. 6.
- - Sworn in by Sir George Prevost, in virtue of his commission,
as an honorary member, 26 June 1812; mandamus as such dated
10 Jan. 1812; mandamus as ordinary member, 10 Sept. 1820;
received salary from i Nov. 1819 to 30 June 1829; see note,
No. 6.
- - Sworn in by Sir George Prevost, in virtue of bis commission, as
an honorary member, 26 June 1812; sworn in ordinary member
15 July 1812 ; mandamus dated il Jan. 1812; see note, No. 6.
- - Swor in by Sir George Prevost, in virtue of bis commission, as
an honorary member, 26 June 1812; mandamus as such dated
12 Jan. 1812; mandamus as'ordinary member dated 22 April
1822; received salary from '7 Oct. 1820 to 19 M'arch 1827; see
note, No. 6.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief 5 July 1815; mandamus as
honorary member 13 Jan. 1812; mandamus as ordinary member
3 April 1823; received salary from that day till bis death, in
January 1826.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief, as an honorary member, by
mandamus, 3 Feb. 1817; as au ordinary member, by mandamus
dated 4 April 1823; received salary from l Nov. 1822.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief, in virtue of his commission,
28 Dec. 1820; mandamus as ordinary member dated 21 Nov.
1821; received salary from 18 Feb. 125 to 2 March 1829; see
note, No. 7.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief, in virtue of his commission,
28 Dec. 1820; see note, No. 7.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief, in virtue of bis commission,
28 Dec. 1820.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief 22 Nov. 1826; by manda-
mus as ordinary member 3 May 1826.
- - Sworn in, as an ordinary member, by the Earl of Dalhousie, in
virtue of bis commission, 4 Jan. 1826; mandamus dated 15 June
1826; received salary from that period to 31 Dec. 1833.
- - Sworn in, as an ordinary member, by the Earl of Dalhousie, in
virtue of his commission, 4 Jan. 1820; mandamus dated 2 Sept.
1826 ; received salary from that period to 31 Dec. 1833.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in.cbief, as an honorary member,
15 May 1827; mandamus as such dated 1 Nov. 1827;. manda-
mus as an ordinary member dated 16 May 1828 ; received salary
from 16 May 1829 to 31 Dec. 1833.
- - Sworn in by the Governor-in-chief, as an honorary member,
0 July 1827; mandamus dated 16 Nov. 1827.
- - Sworn in by Lord Aylmer, as an ordinary nember, 26 May
1831, under authority of a despatch from Lord Viscount Goderich.
- - Sworn in, under authority of bis Excellency Lord Aylmer, as an
honorarymember, 16 Nov. 1832.
- - Sworn in as an honorary member, by his Excellency Lord
Aylmer, under authority of a despatch from Lord Goderich, Secre-
tary of State for the Colonies, dated 28 Jan. 1833; as an ordinary
member, under mandamus 1 March 1833; received salary from
24 A pril 1833 to 31 Dec. 1833.

(signed) George . Ryland, Assist. Clk. Ex. Coun.
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Appendix, No. i. Note 1.-Mr. M'Gli was the first person sworn into the Executive Council by Lord Dor-
chester, after he took upon him the administration of the Government.

The names of the Executive Councillors contained in Lord Dorchester's commission were:
-W. Smith, Chief Justice, P. R. St. Ours, H. Finlay, F. Baby, T. Dunn, J. De Longueul,
A. Maubone, P. Panet, A. Lymburner (absent).

Note 2. Chief Justice Osgood having vritten his dissent at the foot of a report of Council,
dated ist May 1801, relative to the confection of the Papier Terrier of the King's domain,
his Excellency Lientenant-governor Sir R. S. Milnes referred the matter to a committee of
the Council, to report whether it was intended by the commiittee that such writing shîould
accompany the said report.

The board recommending, in their report of 8th May, that the vriting in question should
be expunged from the foot of the report, the Chief Justice moved, at the next sitting of
Council, on the 25th Maya

" That the dissent from the approval and order of entry of the report laid before tbe
Board of Council on Friday 8th May, be entered on the Minutes of Council." Upon which
bis Excellency the Lieutenant-governor informed the board, " That he should defer putting
the question on this motion till His Majesty's pleasure respecting the right of the members
to enter protests or dissents on the minutes of the Executive Council should be made
known."

The following extract of a despatch from the Duke of Portland on the subject was com-
municated to the board on the 23d October 1801.

"Extract of a despatch from his Grace the Duke of Portland, dated 13th July 1801, to
Sir Robert Shore Milnes, bart.

" With respect to the question of entering protests on the minutes of the Executive
Council, which is discussed so mucli at large in No. 48 and its Enclosures, it appears to me
that no better rule can be.laid down than that by which His Majesty's Privy Council here
is guided in similar occasions.

" Although the most unreserved liberty of speech is allowed to all the members of that
board in the saine manner as it is granted to the Executive Councillors of Lower Canada by
His Majesty's instructions, I have reason to believe that not a single instance of a protest is
to be found in the minutes of the Privy Council, and occasions most certainly have fnot
unfrequently occured, and indeed must of necessity often occur, where the sentiments of the
members present diametrically differ from each other,

"Il Having thus stated to you what appears to have been the invariable practice here,in cases
similar to that in which Mr. Osgood's protest was entered, I think it unnecessary to enter
into any discussion on the question of a right which has never been attempted to be exercised,
nor has even been laid claim to."

(A true extract.)
(signed) H. W. Ryland.

Note 3.-Messrs. Debonne, Lees, Duchesnay and Young were sworn in by Lord Dor-
chester on the 29th December 1794, when "his Lordship acquainted the board he had
received a letter, dated the 16th September last, from his Grace the Duke of Portland, one
of His Majesty's principal Secretaries of State, informing him that 'an instrument especially
appointing P. Amable Debonne, John Lees, Antoine Juchereau Duchesnay and John
Young to the Executive Council, when summoned to attend, bas been long since sent from
his office;' which instrument his Lordship informed the board lie had not yet received, but
that iii consequence of the information conveyed to him by the said letter, lie had caused
those gentlemen to be summoned to attend this day to be sworn into office."

The duplicate mandamus authorizing Lord Dorchester to swear those gentlemen in was
communicated to the board on the loth January 1795, and directs that they shall not, any
of them, act as members of the Executive Council, except at such time or times, and upon
such occasions when they shall respectively be especially summoned to attend as members
by the Governor; nor shall any of them, by virtue of this appointment, be entitled to any
salary as menmbers of the Executive Council.

Note 4.-Adami Lynburner, esq. presented himself to the board, and stated that lie con-
ceived lie had a right to a seat at the board in consequence of his having been named in the
4th article of the Royal Instructions to bis Excellency Lord Dorchester, " bearing date the.
16th September 1791, and therefore requested that the usual oaths might be administered
to him." Reference being had to the said instructions, it appeared that the name of A. Lym-
burner, esq. istherein mentioned, whereupon it was moved that the 7th article of the Royal
Instructions be rend; and the said A. Lymburner, esq. being questioned whether he had any
leave of absence to produce either from His Majesty or any of His Majesty's representatives
in this province, and whether he had any mandamus or'other document to produde,he-
answered in the negative : whereupon lie was requested to withdraw, and the question being
put,

It was resolved unanimously, That the case of A. Lymburner, esq. comes within the pro-
vision of the 7th Royal Instruction, and as lie, the said A. Lymburner, esq., hath not produced,
any farther title or authority, lie has no right to demand that the said oaths be administered
to hin, or to a seat at the board.

Council Chamber, Quebec, Monday, 17th June 1799.
Note 6.-
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Note 5.-Chief Justice Elmsley. *At a meeting of the Council on 8th May 1804, the Appendix, No. i.
chairman read the following letter from Mr. Secretary Ryland:

Sir, Castle of St. Lewis, Quebec, 7th May 1804.
As your avocations may frequently render it inconvenient for you to attend the committees

of the Executive Council, bis Excellency the Lieutenant-governor requests you wili inforn
the board it is bis desire that, in your absence, the senior member present should take the
chair, and that this should in future be considered as an established regulation.

I have the honour to be, &c. &c.
(signed) H. W. .Ryland.

Adjourned by order,
(signed) J. Elmsley, Chairman.

Note G.-Messrs. Kerr, Ross, Cuthbert, M. H. Perceval, J. Mure and Olivier Perrault.
His Excellency Sir George Prevost, in Council on 26th June 1812, made the following com-
munication to the board respectiug these gentlemen:

lis Excellency communicated to the board two letters, the one fromn Mr. M'G ill, and the
other from Mr. Richardson, which were received yesterday, containing information that, by
an express which left New York on the 20th instant, and Albany on Saturday last, intelli-
gence had been received of a declaration of war on the part of the United States against
Great Britain. His Excellency further acquainted the board that soon after taking upon
himself the administration of the government of this province he had recommended the fol-
lowing gentlemen to be appointed members of the Executive Council, viz. J. Kerr, Ross
Cuthbert, M. H. Perceval, J. Mure and Olivier Perrault, esquires. That lie had since
received a despatch, dated 31st December 1811, from the Earl of Liverpool, in which his
Lordship informs him that the necessary instruments were preparing for the appointment of
the persons recommended by him to be members of the Executive Council, and that they
would be forwarded as soon as completed, but that the said instrument had not yet reached
bis hands.

His Excellency, at the same time, observed, that considering the peculiar circumstances in
which the province vas now placed by the late proceedings on the part of the government of
the United States, lie was desirous of strengthening the Executive Government of the pro-
vince, by inmmediately calling the gentlemen above mentioned to the Council; and that, for
this purpose, he had directed them to be summoned to attend the present meeting.

The said gentlemen being called in, took and subscribed the state oaths and the oath of
office of councillors, and then took their seats at the board.

Note 7.-Messrs. Papineau, Ready and Hale. At a meeting of the Executive Council on
28th December 1820, his Excellency the Eari of Dalhousie informed the board, " that
deeming it a measure that will tend to promote- th' best interests of this province, he had
resolved to call the Honourable Speaker of the House of Assembly to a seat at the board of
His Majesty's Executive Council; at the same time his Excellency was pleased to state,
that in recommending this measure for His Majesty's approbation, it was bis intention to
solicit a special mandamus for the Speaker ex oflicwo, and that he wished his reasons for
this measure to be recorded in Council, and communicated in the pròper manner to the
Speaker.

" His Excellency observed, first, that he thinks it a distinction due to the person who is
chosen and. declared the first commoner in this province. Secondly, tbat he thinks His
Majesty's representative thereby has the right to consult and advise with the Speaker officially
on public measures. Thirdly, that lie thinks it right that the Speaker ought to have the
advantage of knowing the sentiments of His Majesty's representative on public measures,
and that cannot be in any other way se fully obtamned as im the character of a privy coun-
cillor of the Governor."

His Excellency further informed the board, " that in the same view it was bis intention to
recommend to His Majesty's Government that the civil secretary of the Government, in
whom also is to be joined the duties of provincial secretary, should have a seat in the Exe-
cut.ive Council ex officio; and that in virtue of the powers vested in him, he desired that
these gentlemen should be called to the board until the pleasure of lis Majesty shall be
known."

His Excellency added, " that in room of Mr. Mure, long absent, he lad called Mr. Hale
to the board until the pleasure of 1-is Majesty is known." Whereupon those gentlemen
being called in, the usual oaths, &c. were administered to and subscribed by them; after wbich
they took their scats at the board.

On the 25th January 1823, the Earl of Dalhousie made the following communication
respecting Mr. Papineau to the board :

His Excellency stated to the board that a seat in· the Council had been given to Mr. Papi-
neau two years ago, to be held by him ex offlcio as Speaker of the House of Assembly; that
Mr. Papineau being no longer in that public situation, cannot now be considered as a member
of the Council; and bis Excellency was pleastd te direct that this be notified to him by
letter.

His Excellency further informed the board, that as the advantages he bad expected te
result from the presence of the Speaker in the Executive Council have not been realized, it
is not his intention to persevere in the measure of calling the Speaker to a seat in the
Executive Council.

0.3. n
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Appendix, No. 2.

Appendix, No. 2 MEMORANDUM, showing the Cases in which by Acts Imperial or Provincial, or under
the Royal Instructions, the Governor is required to act with the Advice, or with the
Advice and Consent of the Executive Council.

TiH E Constitutional Act, 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, s. 7, empowered the Governor in certain questions
respecting the hereditary seats which were contemplated in the Legislative Council, to inter-
rogate a claimant upon .oath before the Executive Council. The 34th clause continued in
the Executive Council the saine power to try and determine appeals as had been vested in
the former Council of the province of Quebec. The 38th clause enabled the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, to erect and endow parsonages according to
the establishment of the Church of England. la the 50th clause, the Governor was em-
powered, in the interval between the commencement of the Act and the first meetingm of the
Legislative Council and Assembly, to make temporary laws and ordinances, with ite con-
sent of the major part of the Executive Council. By the Canada Trade Act, 3 Geo. 4,
c. 119, s. 1, the Governors of Upper and Lower Canada are authorized to increase or diminish,
with the advice and consent of their Executive Councils, the number of places in each pro-
vince for the entry of goods from the United States. And by the 31st section of the sanie
Act, the Governor, by and with the consent of the Executive Council, might cause a fresh
grant in free and common soccage to be issued in lieu of the tenure in fief and seigneurie,
provided such sumis were paid in commutation as should seem meet and expedient.

The last-mentioned provision is renewed by the ist secton of the Act 6 Geo. 4, c. 59,
commonly called the Tenures Act; and by :ecuon 10 of that statute, the Governor is em-
powered to appoint, vith the advice of Council, a commissioner or commissioners of escheats
and forfeitures of land within the said province.

The Act of 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 62, authorizing the sale of clergy preserves, empowered the
Governor to proceed for the purpose, with the consent of the Executive Council, in pursuance
of any instructions which he miglit receive from His Majesty through one of the principal
Secretaries of State.

By the 33d clause of the 3d and 4th Will. 4, c. 59, the Governor is empowered, with the
advice and consent of the Executive Council, to increase or diminish the number of ports of
entry.

There are only two provincial Acts in force by which the Governor is required to act with
the advice of his Council. One is the Act of 35 Geo. 3, c. 5, by which the Governor is
authorized, vith the advice and consent of the Executive Council, to establish a quarantine,
and make regulations concerning the sane. The other is the Act 4 Geo. 4, c. 14, by which
the Governor is empowered, with the advice of the Executive Council, to order the resto-
ration of any custon's seizures made under Provincial Statutes, and to subject every such
restoration to any conditions he may, with the advice of the Council, think fit.

Besides these Statutes there was an Ordinance of 17 Geo. 3, regulating the intercourse
with the Indians, which gave an appeal to the Executive Council from certain penalties which
might be imposed by justices of the peace.

By the Governor's commission he is authorized to grant lands, with the advice of the
Coîimcil. He is also empowered, with the advice of Council, to constitute townships or
parishes, and erect and endow them conformably with the provisions in that respect of the
Act of 31 Geo. 3, c. 31. The Governor's commission authorizes and requires the Council
to administer to him the several oaths of his office.

The Royal Instructions, under which the Governor now acts, being nearly an exact tran-
script of those to Lord Dorchester in 1791, direct him to take care, with the advice and as-
sistance.of the Executive Council, that such prisons as may at any time be necessary be erected,
and that the saine or any already erected be kept in a condition proper to secure the pri-
soners. They provide that the seminaries of Quebec and Montreal, and all other religious
communities, rnay be subjected to such rules as the Governor, by and with the consent of
the Council, may think fit to establish. They also empower the Governor, with the same
advice, to make any regulations necessary for preserving good order in the fisheries in the
Bay of Chaleurs. There is a general and very indefinte clause, that if anything should
occur which might be of advantage to the provmince, not provided for by the instructions or
the King's commission, the Governor should be at liberty to act therein, with the advice and
consent of the Executive Council, provided, however, that speedy notice should be given to
His Majesty, through one of the Secretaries of State, and that war should not be declared
by the Governor, except for the purpose of repelling or preventing hostilities, wherein the
conent of the Exceutive Council should be had, and early notice sent to Bis Majesty. The
Executive Council is charged by the Royal Instructions with the duty of auditîng the
public accounts.

TLe foregoing constitute, it is believed, all-the cases in which the Governor is under an
obligation to resort to, or make use of, the Executive Council in Lower Canada. It seems
however, to have been the usage, -though not founded on any positive direction, to consult.
the Council previously to the issuing of proclamations.
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Appendix, No. 3. Appendix, No. 3.

Oath of Secrecy.

I WILL serve His Majesty truly and faitbfully, in the place of His Council, in this, Ris.
Majesty's Province of Lower Canada. I will keep close and secret ail such matters as shall
be treated, debated, and resolved on in Executive Couneil, without publishing or disclosing
the-same or any part thereof, by word, writing, or any otherwise, to any person out of the
saine Council, but to suc. only as be of the Council. And yet if any matter so pi opounded,
treated and.debated in any such Executive Council, shal.toucli any·particular person sworn
of the saine Council, as shall in anywise. concern his loyalty and fidelity to the King's
Majesty, I will in nowise open the saine to him, but keep it secret, as I would from any
other person, until the King's Majesty's pleasure shall be known in that behalf.. I will, in
all things to be moved, treated and debated in any such Executive Council, faithfully,
honestly and, truly declare my mmid and opinion to. the honour and benefit of the King's
Majesty, and. the good of Ris subjects, without partiality or exception of persons, in nowise
forbearing so to do from any manner of respect, favour, love, meed, displeasure or dread of
any person or persons whatsoever.

In gencral, I will be vigilant, diligent and circumspect in all my doings touching the
King's Majesty's affairs; all which matters and things L will faithfully observe and keep as
a good councillor ought to do, to the utmost of my power, wilI and discretion. So help
me God.

Appendix No. 4.

EVIDENCE relating to the EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. Afpendix, No. 4.

Mr. George Ryland, Assistant Clerk to the Executive Council, called in; and Examined. . G. Ryland.

HAv E you received directions from the Governor-in-chief to attend here and supply sucli
information as may be required ?-Yes.

And do you consider this to set you at liberty to disclose whatever knowledge the Com-
missioners may need, without obstacle fom your oath of office or your duty to the Council?
-Certainly; excepting the opinions of any individual members of Council on particular
occasions.

You do not consider it necessary to apply to the other members of Council for permission
of this nature ?-No, the directions of the Governor are sufficient.

Are the proceedings of Council sent home periodically ?--They are sent to the Secretary
of State every six months.

Under what authority is the Executive Council constituted ?-The Executive (or Privy)
Council of Lower Canada it constituted under authority of the Royal Prerogative, Ris
Majesty by mandamus addressed to the Governor directing such persons to be called thereto
as the Sovereign shall see fit.

What provincial Acts are there imposing on the Governor the obligation of consulting
the Council, or in which any mention of-the Council· is made ?-There are provincial Acts
which render it incumbent on the Governor in certain cases, to act by advice of the Council,but I cannot specify them from recollection. The Royal Instructions also, which were
given to the Governor-in-chief on the establishment of the present constitution, direct on
what occasions he shall consult the Council, and act by their advice.

The despatches of the Secretary of State may be considered* as a similar authority with
the instructions, being wiritten by the King's commands.

In ail other cases, I consider the Governor as at liberty to consult the Council, or not, as
he shall see fit.

Has the Council always been a Board of Audit, and under what authority was it first
so constituted ?-The Executive Council lias always been a board for auditing the public
accounts in this province,. as will be seen by the extract which I uow produce, froi a
despatch, dated :3d. August 1790, from the Duke of Portland to General Prescott.

EXTRACy of a LETTER from His Grace the. Duke of Portland to Lieutenant-General.
Prescott, dated Whitehall,.3d August 1796.

Tut: public accounts of Lower Canada have hitherto been so ably conducted and arranged
by the Governor and Executive Council, that, although. I do not mean-to object to the ap-
pomntment of an inspector of provincial accounts, if found necessary, as a relief to the board,and in order to prepare papers and aecounts for its inspection, yet i cannot too strongly
express my desire that the sane system. should be pursued by the board, and that it should·
coutinue, as usual, to inspect, arrange and report upon ail the public accounts of the
province.

(Certified.)
(signed) H. W Ryland.

0.3.R -
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Appendix, No. 4. How often does the Council assemble ?-There are no fixed times for the Council assem-
A N bling. I may observe that there is no " Council" uniless the Governor be present. In his

M4r. G. Rland. absence the members form a committee, and they assemble at such times as suit their con-
venience, for the purpose of taking into consideration and reporting upon such matters as
the Governor may have referred for their opinion; summonses being sent for this purpose by
the clerk of the Council, at the desire of the chairman, who is the senior member present.

A committee cannot consist of fewer than three members, and to form a committee of
the whole, it requires at least one more thau half the members of the Council.

All reports of committees on matters of state or land matters are brought into Council,
and ordered to be entered, either with the Governor's approval or dissent, as he sees fit,
the Governor being responsible to His Majesty if he acts on advice improperly given, and
the Council being responsible to the Governor, who is authorized by his commission and
instructions to suspend or remove members, giving bis reasons to bis Sovereign for so doing.

Does a full Council, as ditinguished from conimittees of Council, ever meet except by
special summons from the Governor ?-Never.

Do the reports from committees of Council req ire the appoval of the whole Council
before they can be acted uponi-They require to be approved by the Governor in Council,
with the exception of the reports on public accounts, to which the Governor's signature is
considered sufficient.

On every other subject, then, but the auditing of accounts, the reports of committees must
wait to be acted on till the Governor sits in Council ?-Yes.

Of what number is it necessary that a committee should be composed ?-Three is the
lowest number, and is sufficient on matters of finance ; but for matters of state, five members
must be present.

Are there standing comnittees to attend to particular subjects ?-No.
What subjects, independently of finances, are usually referred to committees of Council?

Grants of land; the issuing of letters patent for a change of tenures; quarantine regulations;
the fixing of tolls on canais; the exercise of the Royal prerogative of mercy to prisoners
under sentence of death; the issuing of proclamations; and a variety of matters difficult
to specify with particularity.

What discretion bas the chairman of committees in summoning members to attend ?-
The chairman directs the clerk to call a committee of Councit for a stated day, and the
clerk summons all members within a convenient distance of the place of meeting.

What number constitutes a quorum, when the Governor sits in Council ?-Five.
Has the Council any standing rules or orders for its own governance ?-None that I know

of, excepting whatever may be contained in such parts of the Royal Instructions to the
Governor as relate to the Executive Council.

Has it been customary for the Governor to consult the Council upon communications to
be made to either branch of the Legislature 1-It has been customary for the Governors to
consuit the Council on messages to the two branches of the Legislature, and on the trans-
mission of documents tg them, whenever they have deemed it advisable to have the opinion
of Council thereon.

It used also to be deemed matter of courtesy to communicate the speeches to be made
at the opening and close of the session; but I think the practice in this particular ceased
with Sir James Kempt.

Ras it ever been the custom for the Governor to impart to the Council despatches from
the Secretary of State on important subjects, and to take the advice of the Council before
replying to them ?-He has frequently communicated despatches to the Council ; not however
with a viev of enabling him to answer the despatch, so much as to decide on the mode of
carrying the instructions into effect.

In the appointments to office, has it been usual to take the advice of the .Executive Coun-
cil ?-Certainly not; thougli on the propriety of suspending an officer, the advice of the
Council has several times been taken.

How long bas Mr. Ryland, senior, been clerk of the Council ?-Since the month of July
1796, a period of 40 years.

John Neilson, Esq. called in; and Examined.

Joh Keilson, Esq. Wi m. you state in respect to the Executive Council, of what number you think it ought
3 March 1836. to be corposed ?-That is rather a difficult question. The Governor acts for the King,
3_ _ . whose authority extends throughout the empire, and is, in fact, the only legal bond of

union. The Governor must be independent of bis Council, for if it controlled him, there
would be a separate and independent government in each colony, and no single power per-
vading the whole. I should suppose that heads of departments ought to be in the Execu-
tive Council, as being the only persons who can furnish to the Governor the official informa-
tion to be obtainied from their several departments.

Besides these official members, the Council ought-to consist of a much larger number of
persons of every description whom the Governor might summon to the Council whenever
he desired to be more fully informed of the interests, views and feelings of the country at
large.

I am of opinion that such a Council would have the effect of creating confidence in the
country. Official persons are always presumed to have interests of their own, and it is for
that reason I recommend that there should be a number of persons not holding office, and
not supposed to be biassed by any particular interest.

There ought to be in the Counei a person well acquainted with the laws of the country;
C 0 but
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but I doubt if it ought to be the Attorney-general, because the greater part of his fees depend Appendix, No. 4.
upon the Council, and he is principally paid by fees. The other heads of departients would -
have no such interest. John Neilson, Esq.

Has the Attorney-general any duties which would render him ineligible for the Council? So March 1836.
-Yes. The Attorney-general seems to me to bear the same relation to the Governor and

Council as a lawyer to a private individual; he is their servant, to institute such law pro-
ceedings as they ma determine. Besides, the Governor can have his advice separately,
whenever it is thought necessary.

Can you nane the situations of which the holders ought, in your opinion, to fora a part
of the Executive Council ?-I should suggest the receiver-general, the inspector of publie
accounts, the surveyor-general or commissioner of Crown lands, looking upon these as one
office; some person, as I have already said, well versed in the laws of Canada, whether or
not holding office; the secretary who transacts the principal executive business of the
colony. The collector of customs used to belong to the Executive Counedl; but [ believe
there was some objection. The Council acts here où behalf of the treasury in cbecking the
the public accounts, and there was supposed some delicacy in allowing the collector of
customs to form part of this controlling body. His presence in the Council might diminish
confidence.

Having thus suggested five members, how many persons not holding office would you
propose to add ?-One member of the Legislative Council, two membeis of the Assembly,
one member from each of the districts of Quebec, Three Rivers and St. Francis, two mem-
bers froin the district of Montreal. The choice of men is very limited. The requisites are,
education, acknowledged abilities, experience in public affairs, and independence as to pecu-
niary circumstances.

Although, however, the choice is not very extensive, it is practicable to form such a
Council.

Too many members brought into the Executive Council from the Legislature might intro-
duce there the divisions of the bodies whence they came; the persons chosen from the
Legislature should be selected for their abilities and influence, and not on account of the
locality to which they belong; the others would, of course, also be chosen for influence and
merit, but with a regard to the district in which they reside.

I would not fix the limit at 13, which is the number of persons I have now mentioned;
but I think it would be a fair Council, and too numerous a one might be inconvenient and
more subject to party feelings.

Would you propose the addition of any other persons on account of the eminence of their
station?-The heads of the churches might be in the Council, but I should fear danger
from it.

It might introduce feelings of religious difference into the Council, and dissenters might
.feel dissatisfaction, from an impression that the clergy had an interest in the Council adverse
to their several denorinations.

When there is a civil governor, ought the officer commanding the troops in the colony to
be in the Council ?-He would be likely to be a qualified person ; and as successor to the
Government in case of a vacancy, there would be an advantage in his becoming conversant
with the business of the province.

Can you suggest any alteration or extension of the functions of the Executive Council?-.
I ara not accurately acquainted with the functions of the Executive Council as heretofore
established ; but I am persuaded that the instructions in respect to them have been well
digested throughout the British colonies, and I should therefore doubt if much alteration of
them be required. It is desirable that all public measures to be brought before the Legis-
lature on the part of the Governor should be subniitted to the Executive Council for their
advice. This may have been the case hitherto, but I doubt it. It does not strike me that
anything else is necessary which is uot prescribed by the existing instructions, so far as
I know them. I may add, however, that on nominations to the Legisilative Council, the
opinion of the Executive Council ought to be taken. The right of recommending is the
Governor's, the right of nomination belones to the Crown; but the opinion of the Execu-
tive Council ought to be taken; and I thiâ it would be proper that the Governor should
transmit, together with his own recommendation, such advice as they might give. To con-
fer the initiative on the Council would invade the prerogative of the Crown in respect to-
appointments; but the observations of the Council would afford a security against private
favour and personal interests.

In reference to your remark, that all public measures to be brought before the Legislature
should be submitted to 'the Council, would you recommend that answers to addresses of.
either House should be submitted?-No, not addresses; and with respect to messages, I
think that messages proposing measures ought to be submitted, but otherwise I should not
deem it necessary.

In reference to your suggestion on the nomination of legislative councillors, would you
think it expedient that the advice of the Council should also be taken on other appointments?
-1 should think it would be prudent, at least for the higher officers.

lu thus taking the advice of the Executive Council, would you have it expressed indivi-
dually, or according to the vote of the majority ?-The opinion of the Council would be that
of the majority; but those who dissented ought, inmy opinion, to have the right of entering
their dissent upon the Council books.

To what extent, -if at all, do you think the Governor ought to be under the obligation of
laying his correspondence with the Secretary of State before the.Conncil?-Not at all; the
whole matter ought to be left to the Governor's discretion.

0.3. a a Should
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Should the Council have the right of tendering advice to the Governor, or suggesting
measures unasked ?-They should not.

Without any reference to existing practice, could you state your opinion as to the extent
of the secrecy which it would be desirable to impose upon the members of the Executive
Council ?-I think it ought to be absolute secrecy, as respetts the opinions of individuals.

You would not divulge themn even to the hi hest authority in the land ?-No.
What degree of secrecy do you think proyr as to the collective opinions of the Council ?

-The Governor must of course be at liberty to inform the Sovereign what was the opinion
on which he acted.

May not cases arise in the colony in which it would be convenient that the Governor
should have the power of making public the collective opinion of the Council ?-In all cases
provided by law, or contemplated in the King's instructions.

Do you think that in no qualified way responsibility could be attached to the Council ?-
I see none but a moral responsibility, and the liability to be disiissed.

Is there not a very genemal wish in the country that soie responsibility greater than you
have mentioned should attach to the Executive Council?-It has been much talked of, but
I believe there are very few who have any definite idea on the subject.

How far do you think that the persons who might have seats in the Executive Council,
and in either House of the Legislature, should be considered bound to explain or defend in
the latter the measures of Government?-They would be able to explain the measures of
Government, having become acquainted with them in the Council, and probably would be
disposed to do so; but the idea of a ministry as in England seems to me inconsistent with
the state of things in the colony.

In the event of their not bemg disposed to defend the Government, what ought to be the
result ?-A man in systematic opposition to the Government ought not, I think, to be kept
in the Executive Council; but a single difference of opinion would not be a reason for dis-
missal. You must allow a good deal of freedom, or you would destroy. the influence of coun-
cillors. A man of proper feeling would resign of his own disposition when he found himself
decidedly opposed to the views of Government.

Do you think a Council, of which the ordinary meetings would necessarily comprise so
large a proportion of office-holders as the one you have proposed, would be acceptable to.
the country?-Under the present circumstances, there is no doubt that there would be a
certain degree of prejudice. The only way, however, of obtaining confidence is by proper
measures for the general welfare; and if the Council, supposing that occasionally there
should attend a majority of office-holders, adopted well-grounded measures, they would have
as good a chance of public confidence as any others. The office-holders, apart from any
bias of private interest, have greater motives than any others to recommend proper measures;
the existence of their offices depends upon the stability of the Government, and they are
more likely than any others to be losers by instability in Government affairs. They have a
large stake in the concera. A Council without public officers would be without its best
means of information.

You have in your previous answers limited your view of the functions of Council to advis.
ing the Crovernor; bas not the Governor, at any rate, the right of calling upon ail public
officers for advice, especially upon heads of departments, for advice toucbng thei- own
offices ?-Yes; but that advice would not be equal to their advice in Council, where they
had an opportunity of consulting with others more acquainted with the state of affairs and
feelings generally throughout the country. The presence of the other members would assist
them-mi forming a correct opinion, and, in return, their own presence would assist the otherc.
in coming to just conclusions. Besides, there ought not to be an entire separaticn held up
between the official nien and the remainder of the country.

Has it not been frequently included amocgst the complaints which have gone home from
this country, that there were too many office-holders in the Executive and Legisiative
Councils ?-Yes ; but it arose more from the strange intermixture of the servants and members
of the different branches of the Government, and the accumulation of offices, than from any
dislike of the heads of departments.

Has not their dependence on the Goverament been among the objections ?-Yes, particu-
larly as to the Legislative Council. With regard to the Executive Council, the objection
was rather to the intermixture of officers.

Would it not be desirable to have in the Executive Council men connected with commerce ?
-I w.ould not have men in very active business, but the heads of large houses with sufficient
leisure would be very proper. I think there certainly ought to be some mercantile men in
the Council; say at least one chosen from Quebec and one from Montreal.

In addition to the official members, who may be assumed to be resident at Quebec, how
many councillors would you recommend, resident within such a distance of the seat of
Government as to be always able to attend the Council ?-If practicable, at least an equal
number to the official men; but I do not think it very essential.

W hat quorum would you advise ?-A quorum of seven would probably suffice for ordinary
business, and a quorum of il for the consideration of measures to be submitted to the Legis-
lature, atMd of proposed nominations to the Legislative Council, and higher offices.

What rule vould you observe as to summoning members?-[ think it would be proper to
summon all resident members for the ordinary business, and the whole of the members for·
any of the more important questions I have just specified. It seems to me that it would
be improper to cease summoning a member withouit regularly apprising him that he was
removed from the Council.

What pecuniary provision vould you make for the executive councillors?-None.
Should
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Should they have travelling expenses?.-No; not any emolument.
Would your objection to the Attorney-general be removed if he were paid entirely by

salary ?-No; it would be partly removed, but I have stated an objection to him as a ser-
vant of the Government in the courts of justice.

Supposing a Council such as yours, of 10 or more, were resident near Quebec, would it
not be inconvenient that they should all be summoned on every Council day?-I do not
think inconvenience would arise, for they would not, I believe, ever be so resident.

Supposing there was so large a Council, would not all offence be taken away if it was
known that it was not customary to summon the whole for ordinary business ?-I think it
vould excite j ealousies, and tend to enfeeble the Government rather than otherwise. It

would be said that the Governor had -favourite councillors.
Would that exist to an equal extent if the Council were still larger, say 24 or 30 ?-There

would be no harm in a larger Council, provided that only those who reside within a conve-
nient distance of Governiment were summoned .for ordinary business, and the others for
business to come before the Legislature, of course with an option to attend or not, as they
pleased.

If you had so large a Council, would it -not be a sufficient reason to assign for summon-
ing some at one time and some at another, that only those were ·called whose advice -or
information was required for the business in hand; as that of the bishops on church
matters, the commander.of the forces on military, and office-holders on business of their
several departments?-I doubt if that reason would satisfy the majority of the councillors ;
and I should be apprehensive of jealousies being occasioned if those meetings of a few
members were to be considered as meetings of the Council.

Would it not be an advantage with a large Council, and the usages of sumnmoning only a
limited number at a time, that the Governor might use the advice chiefly of those members
of the Legislature who were in a majority of the Assembly, without absolutely dismissing
those whose party had become the minority?-'I do not thmnk it would be an advantage.

Would not all the offence that you suppose might arise from not being summoned,
equally arise from -either being dismissed from Council or not appointed to it ?-I think not.

Would you have the Council appointed as now, by mandamus from the Crown, or let the
Governor appoint the councillors ?-I would follow the ýestablished usage.

You have said that the Council are not responsible in any way?-I have said that they
are morally responsible, and liable to be -dismissed by the Governor, which might operate to
a certain extent as.a disgrace.

Do you notconceive that councillors would be responsible to the laws for any criminal
advice given to the Governor?-Every one is responsible to the law, but I doubt whether
the councillors would be amenable; I doubt if there would be the means of bringing the
charge home to them.

Do you conceive that the exemption would depend on the difficulty of getting evidence,
or on their being legally exempt. from the consequences of giving any criminal advice ?-
I should leave that to the courts of law.

Supposing themn to be amenable to the courts for criminal advice, and removable by the
Governor for anything not amounting to a crime, in what respect does their responsibility
differ from any other officer, except that the members are sworn to secrecy?-On that sup
position it would be the same, with *the exception mentioned.

What further responsibility do you suppose that the Assembly really wishes to be imposed
upon the Executive Couricil?-I cannot tell; but it seems to me that they want to be
Council and Governor themselves; that is to say, to have the whole Government in their
hands, and that every one should do their bidding .

Are there not many subjects with which the Executive Council has ta deal, that affect
rather the relations of the province with the empire than merely the internal affairs, such for
instance as, 1st, Everything relating to commerce between the mother country and the pro-
vince. 2dly, The keeping the provincial laws in harmony and subordination to the constitution
of the mother country. 3dly, The free admission of all the subjects, and of the capital of the
mother country into the colony. 4thly, All questions between the colony and either the neigh-
bounng alien states, or colonies and possessions of the empire. 5thly, Everything relating
to the army or navy of the mother country, barracks, forts, orduance, lands, and other like mat-
ters ?-I have already said that the Governor acts in the colony for the King; that he must
look to the general interests of the empire as well as the interests of the colony ; that nothing
can be moved in Council without it comes from him; no decision be taken, unless it be
from him; and that therefore it is to be presumed that the unity of the empire must be pre-
served, and its laws maintained by the Governor acting under his responsibility to the
Crown, the Parliament and the law.

Such subjects as are mentioned in the question may be brought before the Council, by
the Governor, if he sces fit.

Have you not recommended that every message of the Governor to the Legislature, pro-
posing a measure, should be settled with the advice of the Council?-Yes.

Must not those measures frequently bear on the relations of the province with the mother
country ?-There is no doubt of it.

In those instances, have you made any provision for advice in sueb measures; or do you
trust entirely to the Governor and the King's ministers ?-Entirely.

You said that you believed it to be the ôbject of the persons who comprise the majority of
the Assembly to subject all the Government of the country to their power ?-It seems so to
me; indeed, I have no doubt of it; they wish to-rule the province some way or other.

0.3. R4 If
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R. E. Caron, Esq., Mayor of Quebec, called in ; and Examined.
R. E. Caron, Esq. CoUL» you explain to us, as having been a member of Assembly during the greater part

9 April i836. of the session, the sense in which the word responsible was understood, when it .vas pro-
posed to render the Executive Council responsible ?-It did not become the immediate sub-
ject of any discussion in the Assembly this session; and I cannot undertake to pronounce
exactly how it may have been understood.

Would you favour us with your own views on the mode of forming an Executive Council?
-- There might be two ways. The first would be a Council formed, as much as possible,
on the model of the ministry in England. This Council to continue in office as long as the
administration could succeed in carrying on the Government. This would be one mode; but
I confess I think it would be objectionable.

The number of persons fit for such Councils migbt be found less than necessary; for, in
the present state of public affairs, frequent changes of Council would be likely to become
necessary, and a difficulty to arise in completing a new Council on each occasion when it
was wanted.

But would not the majority of the Assembly always yield a sufficient number of persons
to form a ministry, especially if the principal offices were not to be inseparably connected
with seats in the Council?-The Commissioners must remember the uncertainty of the
re-election of those members who should take seats in the Council; and I am of opinion that,
for some time at least, the mere acceptance, by a member of the House of Assembly, of
a seat in the Executive Council, would greatly endanger his re-election as member of the
Assembly.

If the office of executive councillor vere divested of emolument, would the acceptance of
it be necessarily attended with the re-election of the member, since the Provincial Act only
requires seats to be vacated on taking a place of emolument?-In Mr. Mondelet's case,
who, I believe, was to receive no emoluments, his seat was declared vacant under a resolu-
tion of the B ouse ; and I believe the sane would occur again, whether or not the councillors
were paid.

What was the other mode you contemplated of forming a Council ?-The other, and pro-
bably the simplest, mode of forming an Executive Council, would be to appoint persons as
independent as you can find, enjoying the public confidence; and this would gain for the
Council great veight with the people.

Instead of the councillors being responsible to the will of the people from time to time, as
manifested by the representatives, the Governor alone would be responsible on this plan;
and if' he found that he continually met ill success with one Council, he vould, fron his own
interest, change his Council by bis own authority ?-The Governor would exercise his dis-
cretion. I would prefer the first mode in itself; but in the present circumstances of the
country, I think the second the better.

Proceeding on the second plan, of what number would you be disposed to'nake the'
Council consist ?-From seven to nine.

Do you think it desirable that there should be members of each branch of the Legislature
in the Executive Council?-I do not conceive it necessary; the only thing to be looked at
should be the qualifications of the persons to be selected; and those persons might and
ought to be taken wherever they could be found.

For instance, t must say that I think the Legislative Council, as a body, is very badly
composed; but there are excellent persons who might be chosen from it for the Executive
Council.

I would establish no rule as to the class of persons from whom the Executive Council w as
taken, provided they enjoyed public esteem and confidence.

Would you not have councillors chosen from different parts of the province ?-I think it
would be just to have as many as you could from distinct portions of the country; but the
difficulty of travelling in this country would oppose obstacles to it.

Would you think it desirable that any office-holders should sit in the Council ?-In the
plan we are now considering I should not like to have any members sit ex bficio. If an
individual enjoyed the public esteea or confidence, as I have already said ought to be the
case with every person appointed to the Council, I would not exclude him merely because
he was a functionary of Government.

As to the Attorney-general, do you think that lie ought to be in the Council ?-I do not
think it necessary; but if qualified in the manner I have already described, I do not think
there are sufficient reasons to render him ineligible.

Do you think it vould be acceptable to the country that one or both of the Roman-
catholic bishops and the Protestant bishop should be in the Council ?-I have never reflected
on that subject; but at first sight my impression is, that it is better to leave the bishops, to
their proper and important duties, than introduce them into a political body.

Do you think it desirable that the members of the Executive Council should continue to
be sworn to absolute secrecv as now ?-If the Council were not so restrained they would
have muèh better opportunities of communicating with the public, of ascertaining pre-.
vailing opinions, and making the Governor acquainted with them.

Would you see any objection to allowing the members of Council to take the initiative in
offering advice, whether or not the subject of it were proposed by the Governor ?-If the

Governor
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Governor vere not bound to follow the suggestions thus proffered, I think it would be a
decided advantage.

You would not then have the Governor to be controlled by the majority of the Council?
-I would not, as wve are now proceeding on the supposition that the Council is not r3spon-
sible. If the Governor is responsible, lie must have the control of his own acts.

Supposing the Council to be responsible, would you in that case bind the Governor to act
by the opinion of the majority ?-I would not absolutely bind him to do so, but I would
have it as in England; the Governor being then in a situation analogous to that of the King
in England.

Is it possible to render an Executive Council here responsible for acts which the Gover-
nor is obliged to do by orders from home ?-Neither one nor the other could, in justice, be
responsible for such acts.

Does it occur to you that any distinction could be made between the purely internal affairs
of the province, and those which concern the relations between the province and the rest of
the empire, so as to give the Council more power over one than the other ?-There would be
a great complication n that.

The line of demarcation would be found very difficult, if not impossible to be drawn. I
think, however, that the regulation of the internal affairs should be left to the Provincial
Legislature.

Has niot that principle been recognised by the Government ?-Recognised, it is true, but
violated sometimes; as, for instance, in the case of the Tenures Act, and the Act establish-
in the land company.ould you give any opinion enerally, which you may entertain, as to the remuneration
of the Executive Council ?-I have not a sufficiently definite idea of the duties and the
amount of trouble; in short, not sufficient data to give any positive answer to that question.

I think any payment to the councillors should be rather in the nature of an indemnity for
time, trouble and expense, than a salary adequate to the importance of the office ; but still
a fixed allowance, and not an actual repayment of expenses incurred.

With respect to the audit of accounts, have you any opinion as,to the present function of
the Executive Council ?-No; but I believe the House of Assembly to be favourably dis-
posed to the creation of a distinct department of audit, in which case the duties of audit
belonging to the Council would cease.

Do you think that more confidence would be enjoyed by a Council removable by the
Governor at his own discretion, than as at present ?-Upon the basis of the second plan *I
mentioned, the Governor being completely responsible, I think it better that the Council
should be removable at his discretion.

Suppose then that the Assembly should address the Governor to remove them, -what
vould be the consequence?-The Governor vould be competent to remove them or not.

He would be in the sane position as when he receives any other address of the Assembly,
to whichl he accedes if he feels it right, and refuses his assent if he thinks it wrong.

In happier or better circumstances than now, you said that you would wish an Executive
Council to resemble as much as possible a ministry in England ?-Yes.

You have reflected that the Governor is not irresponsible, as the King, but responsible
to the authorities in England ?-Yes ; and for that reason I only said, the Council should
resemble, as mucth as possible, the ministry in England.

You are aware, moreover, of this difference between the position of a Governor here, and
a prime minister in England ; that he must necessarily be appointed for some years, and
cannot be removable as speedily as a ministry ?-Yes, I am aware*of that.

Upon your first mode, how would the inconveniences arising from the Council being
removable upon the address of the Assembly, and the Governor being neither in the circum-
stances of the King, nor a prime minister, be obviated ?-The whole difference between the
Governor and the prime minister is, that his removal must, from the nature of the case, be
somewhat longer ofbeing effected. That the removal would be made if the Governor failed
to give satisfaction and carry on the Government with success, I take for granted; and that
the difference of timne is all that would exist. The Governor, in fact, would be recalled.

By not giving satisfaction, do you mean not pleasing the representatives of the people ?-
I mean not being able to make the Government go on; falhng into important and lasting
disagrecnents ; finding it impossible to get supplies.

Vould you wish that being able to get a majcrity in the Assembly should amount, as in
England, to a condition of the Counci's existence?-I should see no objection; I do not
mean it as a general rule.

The power of qetting on with the Government is what I would require.
What, then, is the difference between the two modes you mentioned ?-In the first case,

and the one ve are now discussing, almost all the responsibility would be upon the Council,
while in the second, it would lie exclusively upon the Governor.

What exception do you mean when you say almost al the responsibility on the Council?
-The Governor would have the responsibility ofmaking the choice of the Council.

Is it not involved in the plan, that even to the authorities at home, the Governor cannot
be responsible ?-I would net say that. His personal qualities might do much in the Govern-
ment, and I have already observed that lie is accountable for his choice of councillors.

You would limait the responsibility of the Govemnor, even to the English authorities, to
that of being recalled ?-It would be part of the plan, but the Commissioners will remark
that I have not deemed the plan eligible now, and that I only contemplate its establishment
with the consent of the various authorities who must afterwards be parties to its execution.

On the first plan you mentioned, would you have the Governor liable to any other respon-
0.3. s sibility
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sibility than that of being recalled ?-If the Governor be obliged to follow the advice of his
Council, he cannot be answerable further than to be liable to be recalled.

Are you aware that this alteration could not be made'exc'ept by an Act of the Imperial
Parliament ?-Yes.

Upon the same plan, what would bc the difference from the existing Council ?-The prin.
cipal difference would be only the personal composition of the Council.

Would there not be a more important difference, that the Governor should have the power
of removing the councillors at pleasure; without imputing any personal fault to thei?-
That would no doubt be an important change, but less so than the choice of persons.

Under your second plan, do you see any secùrity against the consequences vhich have
recently happened in Upper Canada ?-The Governor would, undoubtedly, have an unli-
mited choice of councillors, and would have the power to act as the Governor has acted in
Upper Canada.

Andrew Stuart, Esq., called in; and Examined.

A RE you ýcognizant of the report of a committee appointed to draw up instructions for
Mr. Neilson when lie went to England last year, and of which he communicated a copy to
the Secretary of State?-Yes.

With reference to that part of the instructions which contemplates the presence of office-
holders in the Council, do you concur in the view contained in those instructions, that office-
holders ought to be included ?-Yes, I do.

Do you think that in the present state of the colony a Council so constituted would find
anything like general satisfaction ?-An Executive Council entitled, from the ability and
character of its members, to the public confidence, cannot but give satisfaction; and I think
that a Council constituted as recommended in the above report would have a right to the
confidence of the public. It w'ould, however, be an indispensable condition that the high
officers, being members of the Council, should possess the qualifications requisite for -the
discharge of the duties of executive councillors, without the possession of which qualifications
none should be appointed to those offices.

Do you sec any objection to placing in the Executive Council the Attorney or Solicitor-
general ?-I think that the law officers of the Crown ought not to be members of the Exe-
cutive Council, except in the case of an absolute dearth of other persons of competent
qualifications. At the same time it is highly desirable that there should be in the Executive
Council, as well as in the other departments of the Government, a competent number of
persons who have had the advantage of a legal education, and whose presenèe in the
Executive Council would not be liable to the objections which apply to the law officers of
the Crown.

Can you suggest any alteration in, or extension of, the present funetions of the Executive
Council?-The limits of the functions and duties of the Executive Council do not seen to
be agreed upon on all hands; and before being able to answer this question, it would be
necessary to know what were considered the existing functions and duties of the Council.

Do you think it proper iliat they should continue to be sworn to secrecy ?-l do not think
that in the present circumstances of these colonies the requirement of the oath of secrepy, or
its being dispensed with, is a matter of much importance.

Do you think that the Council ought to have the power of deliberating on any subjects
except those brought forvard by the Governor, or of tendering unasked-for advice?-I con-
sider that the Executive Council ought to have the power of deliberating on subjects of
public concern, not brought forward by the Governor, and to make any representation to the
Governor which thcy might think necessary. But this power would, by a Council properly
constituted, be exercised only upon extraordinary occasions. In the ordinary course of their
duties, I presume that the councillors would confine themselves to deliberating upon such
subjects as were brought under their consideration by the Governor, and giving to him their
advice thereupon.

Do you thmnk that the Governor should be required to consult his Council before answer-
ing addresses of either branci of the Legislature ?-My impression is, that upon state affairs
of sufficient importance to demand it, the Governor ought to consult his Council; but whether
or not the importance be sufficient to call for this, the Governor himself must be the judge,
exercising a sound discretion thereupon. I would apply the principle of this remark to the
present question.

Do you think a line could be drawn excluding from the cognizance of the Council ques-
tions affecting the relations with the empire, unless proposed by the Governor, and thus
rendering it possible to allow the Council a wider discretion in the matters left in, their more
entire competence ?-I do not sec how a line of this kind could be drawn.

Do you think nine, which bas usually been looked upon as'the regular number of the
Council, to be too large or too small?--Nine members in, and in the neighbourhood of the
seat of Government, vhose regular attendance might be counted upoi, would I.think, be
sufficient. It would be fitting that other members resident in the districts of Three Rive'
and Montreal should be named. Within certain limits as to number, the, addition to the
Council from those parts of the province night be made to depend principally upon the
character or fitness of the persons to be named.

Supposing the Council to be large, would you make it imperative that all within a conv-
nient distance of the place of meeting should be summoned, or that a discretion might be
exercised in that respect?--Certainly. I do not sec how any distinction could be made
between the members of the same Council wlhich would not be exceedingly objectionable.

Supposing
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Supposing, for illustration sake, that the number of the Council were fixed at 15,.would
you entitie to seats in the Council persons of eminent station, without belonging actually to
the official department, such as the Protestant bishop, the Roinan-catholic bishops, the com-
mander of the forces, and the speaker of the House of Assembly ?-I think that the Pro-
testant and Catholic bishops ought to be members of the Council; I see no suficient reason
why the commander of the forces and the speaker of the Assembly should be so.

In coustituting an Executive Council, vould you consider it desirable to introduce a certain
number of members of either branch of the Legislature ?-I do not sec that any beneficial
consequences would arise from this measure.

How far do you think a council can be made responsible, either for the advice they give or
for the acts of the Governor, in .a province bearing the relation that Lower Canada does to
Great Britain?-I know of no exercise of a public trust in the British dominions which does
iot carry along with it a responsibility for its faithful performance on the part of those to
vhon such trust is confided.

Would you favour the Commissioners with your views on the payment of members of the
Executive Council; whether there should be any remuneration at ail, and if so, its amount;
as well as whether it should be given to ail the members, or only to the ordinary members,
as distinguished from a class of honorary councillors ?-The high officers of Government,
members of the Council, might be expected to discharge the duty of councillors without any
addition to the allowance nov given to the ordinary members, and I should think the same
sum an adequate allowance to the other councillors.

What should you think of a plan of reducing the number of members appointed by .the
King to three or two, and givng the Governor an unlimited power of appointing for the
period of his own government, and no longer, any number of additional councillors ?-The
main end .of an Executive Council in a colony, as I understand it, is to give stability and
uniformity to the governnent, preventing those changes which would otherwise occur, dis-
advantageously to the public service, from the frequent changes of governors.

I do not think, therefore, that it would be conducive to the wellbeing of the province that
the proposed plan should obtain. It would generally be accompanied by a complete change
of system on the arrival of each new governor.

Supposing the Council to amount to 15 or 10, do you think it desirable that ail should
be summoned upon every occasion, or vould there be any objection to fixing a number, as
five or seven, to be the maximum for ordinary business, with occasional full meetings at stated
periods of the year; the Governor to make up the number of five or seven at ordinary meet-
mgs, by such members as he might, in his discretion summon, besides the members appointed
by the Crown?-I should fear that the effect of this course would be to destroy the weight.of
the Executive Council in the Government, and make of it a mere instrument in the hands of
the Governor for the time being.

la reference to the instructions published by Sir F. Head, for sending to England the
names of eligible persons for office, would you think it right that, in the Executive Council,
they should be allowed to make recommendations of names either for appointment to the
Legislative Council, or to the executive or judicial offices of Government?-I do not see
hov this change in the manner of exercising the patronage of the Crown can operate bene-
ficially.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies cannot have the requisite local knowledge for the
exercise of this patronage. The authorities within the colony will be relieved from the
responsibility incident to the patronage, and the Governor's power abridged, without any
corresponding advantage to the public.

I have long been of opinion that ail recommendations to seats in the Council and upon the
bench ought to be subnitted by the Governor to the Executive Council, to be reported upon
by that body.

Most serious mischiefs have arisen from the manner in which this patronage bas been
exercised by Governors called upon to make recommendations or appointments without
responsible advisers, from whom they could receive that information of which they must
personally be deficient.

What would you think of a standing committee of Executive Council, for the purposes of
a general audit of accounts and.inspection of the administration of the public offices ?--I have
never had occasion to.consider the matter of the audit of public accounts; [ believe that
there vas for many years a committee of the Executive Council for this purpose. Com
plaints have been made of the manner in which this duty was performed in the Executive
Council; but whether well or ill founded I do not know.

Would you confine the intercourse of the Governor with the Legislature entirely, as at
.present, to messages, or would you allow members of the Legislature to be appointed to the
Executive Council, and authorized to speak on behalf of. the Government?-The practice of
having members Of the Executive Council to speak on behalf of the Government in the
Assembly, has not, i think, hitherto produced any beneficial effects, nor could this practice
be advantageously acted upon*without various changes in the existing system.

Do you think the present constitution of the Court of Appeals objectionable ?-I do,
-virtually.

Is it not objectionable that the majority of the members of the Court of Appeal should
.consist of executive councillors, when the subject of appeal may be grants of land or other
acts done by the Executive Council ?-Undoubtedly.

Have you formed any judgment what alteration should be made in the Court of Appeal?
-My attention bas been occasionally directed to this subject, but I am not prepared to
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offer a scheme for the new modelling of this important branch of the judicature of the
country.

Do you see any objection to the Governor's being able to accept provisionally, and the
King finally, the resignation of a legislative councillor ?-I do not see any.

Would it be desirable to constitute any qualification in respect of property for legislative
councillors?-This question involves considerations of very great difficulty, and I should.
hesitate before adopting restrictions abridging the choice of members, already sufficiently
circumscribed.

Ought there to be any disqualification established, such as for insolvency, or conviction
of any fraudulent or infamous offence, not amounting to felony ?-I think not; it would not
'be supported by any analogous rule in the British Constitution, with which I am ac-
quainted.

SUPPLEMENT TO THIRD REPORT.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR LoRDsip, Quebec, 12th May 1836.

WITH reference to the suggestion in the 41st paragrapli of our Report, dated
the 3d instant, that an Act should be passed to authorize the Legislature of Lower
Canada to alter the constitution of the Court of Appeal notwithstanding anything
to the contrary in the Act of 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, ve 'think it desirable to express
our opinionthat, in the event of any Bill to accomplish that purpose being before
Parliament, or any other Bill relating to Canada in vhich it could be conveni-
ently doue, a clause or clauses should be introduced to effect the following objects
in respect to the Legislative Council:

First, To enable members, who niay bc desirous of retiring from the Legisla-
tive Council, to resign.

Secondly, To empower His Majesty to remove from the Council any member
who may have been convicted of any misdemeanor or other offence in a court of
record, or inay have become insolvent.

WMTe did not include these objects in our recent Report, because we vished to
confine ourselves in it to its proper subject, the Executive Council; and with the.
saine view of rendering each of our regular Reports as far as possible complete
and separate on some one branch of inquiry, we shall probably think it right to
recur to our present suggestions in any future communication on the Legislative
Council. But seeing that on the one hand we are not prepared to treat of
that subject generally until we shall be acquainted with the policy which His
Majesty's Governument, or the Imperial Parliament, may adopt towards Canada in
consequence of recent events, and that on the other hand our opinions are fixed,
independently of temporary considerations, on some points with which it may be
convenient to deal, at the sane time with a recommendation we have already
made relatively to the Executive Council, ve have briefly addressed your Lord-
ship on the present occasion, in order to put His Majesty's Government in posses-
sion of so many of our views as it is likely will be thought fit to be brought before
Parliament simultaneously. We have, &c.

(signed) GOsFORD.
GEORGE GIPPs.

I bave delivered to the Secretary a statement of the reasons which make me
reluctantly decline to add my signature to those of my colleagues.

15 May 1836. (signed) Chas.ý Edw. Grey.
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EXTRACT of PROCEEDINGS on 14 May 1836.

Sir Charles Grey produced the following Statement.

A STATEMENT of the Reasons 'which prevent Sir Charles Grey from affixing his signa-
ture to the Letter of the Canada Commissioners to Lord Glenelg, dated 12 May 1836.

1. It appears to me to be an unnecessary, inconvenient and otherwise objectionable. mode
of proceeding, that recommendations of particular measures on which the Commissioners
have made up their minds, and vhich, together vith a part of the measures recommended
in one of their Reports, they think ought to be provided for by one Act of the Imperial Par-
liament, should be kept out of the Report, in order that, immediately afterwards, they should
be made the subject of a separate and brief communication in what is called, in our minutes,
a letter. AIl our Reports commence and end in the form of letters ; but those communica-
tions to the authorities athome, which we understand by the latter terni, have most of them
been upon unimportant and trifling matters which it would be idle to produce as part of the
proceedings of the Commission. Ail our recommendations as to the affairs of Canada, there-
fore, in our public and joint character of Commissioners, ouglit, as it seems to me, to be
distinguished in the form of a series of numbered Reports, from our official letters Upon trivial
matters, which do not form any part of those affairs.

2. By the reference in this letter of the Commissioners, to the recommendation contained
in the 41st paragraph of their Third Report, that the Imperial Parliament should commit
entirely to tle Provincial Legislature the task of constituting a new Court of Appeals, I:
am precluded from signing the letter without repeating, more distinctly than before, in my
dissent from the Third Report, and at greater length than would be convenient on this occa-
sion, my objections to that recommendation, and I trust that a copy of the "Billfor amend-
ing the Judicature of the Province," to vhich reference is made in the 41st paragraph of our
Third Report, will.be sent home with the present letter of the Commissioners for the informa-
tion of His Majesty's Ministers. My copy of the Bill begins by " abolishing " the Court of
Appeals provided by the Constitutional Act, 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, s. 34; it makes no provision
for any appeal to His Majesty in Council; it vould render necessary the creation of four
additional judges, without making any provision for their salaries, which would greatly add
to the dependence of the Government on the Assembly; and it introduces novel, and, as it
seems to me, unconstitutional provisions as to the manner of appointing all the j udges in
future.

3. As to the recommendations in the letter respecting the Legislative Council, they are so
nearly the same as those made by myself in the paper vhich I annexed to the.Third Report,
though I believe they originated with Sir George Gipps, that I have only to remark that I
should apprehend some inconvenience would arise from adopting the words of the second
recommendation, because, in some cases, such as trifling assaults, or incautious writings,
amounting to libel, acts which are in law misdemeanors, might or might not be a sufficient
reason for removing a legislative councillor, and then. it would fall upon the Governor to
report the case, and upon His Majesty's Ministers to determine at home the character and
colour of the facts. For these reasons I should recommend the substitution of the words
4 any felony or fraudulent misdemeanor." As there is no system of bankrupt or insolvent
laws in Canada, I think the insolvency of a legisiative councillor would be better guarded
against by my recommendation of establishing a qualification which should be re-affirmed at
thie opening af each session. (signed) Charles Edw. Grey.

Sir George Gipps said, that with reference to the foregoing statement, he had only to
express his wish that so much of the previous Minute of Proceedings on the ioth of May
should be sent to the S.ecretary of State as related to the present question.

EXTRACT of MINUTE OF PROCEEDINGS on ioth May, referred to by Sir Geo. Gipps,
in the foregoing Extract of the Minute of 14th May.

Sir Geo. Gipps brought forward a proposal to the following effect:

That with reference to the suggestion in the last Report, of a measure to authorize the
Provincial Legislature to alter the constitution of the Court of Appeals, a letter should be
written to the Secretary of State, recommending that in any Bill introduced for that purpose,
or in any other Bill relating to Canada, in which it could conveniently be done, a clause or
clauses should be introduced to empower His Majesty to accept the resignation of legis-
lative councillors, and to remove them if convicted of any offence in a court of record.

Sir Charles Grey desired to be informed, in what respect the proposed letter was considered
to be different from a Report, and whether he would have the same opportunity which he had
lad in former Reports of expressing bis difference of opinion.

0.3. s3 Sir
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Sir Geo. Gipps answered, first, that Sir Charles Grey would, lie supposed, have the same
riglit of annexing an expression of dissent to this as to any other communication. Secondly,
with respect to the distinction between a Report and a letter, that perhaps it resided princi-
pally in the name; but that he thouglit it might be found convenient to distinguish (at least
in name) between a brief and, as it were, incidental communication, such as the one lie
proposed, and the regular Reports of the Commissioners, which latter should, he thouglit,
be as far as possible separate and complete on each branch of inquiry. The proposed letter
would, doubtless, to a certain extent, be in anticipation of a future Report, but it appeared
to him better that it should be so, than that by now making a separate Report on the subject
room should be given for the supposition that the Commissioners had no further recom-
mendations to offer respecting the Legislative Council. Sir George Gipps added, that
whether or not alterations of a more extensive nature are to be made in the constitution of
the Legislative Council must, in his opinion, depend on the nature of the policy which in
consequence of recent events may be adopted with respect to Canada by His Majesty's
Ministers and the Imperial Parliament; but that the measures now under consideration
were recommended upon grounds independent of any temporary or party politics. The
difficulty that was felt in the case of the late Receiver-general was sufficiently known, and
it did not seem to him improbable that one of a similar nature might arise respecting sonie
of the present judges, whose removal from the Legislative Council is desired by both Houses
of the Local Legislature, and was intended to have been effected by a Bill wvhich passed both
Houses in 1834.

Sir Charles Grey expressed his objection to the transmission by the Commissioners, in
their public and joint capacity, of vhat lie considered to be, in substance, a Report under
the nane of a letter, and said that lie would state more fully bis reasons for objecting to
this course of proceeding, as well as to what was.proposed respecting the Court of Appeal.

Lord Gosford was of opinion that it vas proper to make to the Secretary of State sucli a
communication as was proposed, and the secretary was instructed to prepare a draft
accordingly.

(True extracts from the Minutes of 14th and ioth of May.)
(signed) T. Fred. Elliot.
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FOURTH REPORT.

MAY IT PLEASE YoUn LoRDsHip, Quebec, 17 Jtne 1835.

i. As we..perceive in a pamphlet which has been published by the agent for the
Assembly of this Province, and distributed by hin amongst the Members of the
Hlouse of Commons, some statements of fact whichi, if correct, would, in our
opinion, be very prejudicial to the character of the Commission, we lose no time
in furnishing your Lordship with an answer to those stateinents.

2. At page 38 of the pamphlet occurs the passage which is subjoined:
SW hen demands of arrears and supplies for the coming year were made to one

of the most powerful Members of the flouse of Assembly, the following, amongst
other statements, were made to him in order to induce him to consent to the
grant. It was stated to him by one of the authorities, that if the money were
given, the Commissioners could recommend, with sonie chance of success, ail the
plans of reform proposed by the Assembly; that the Conmissioners had already
sent their First Report upon the finances of Canada to England, and that the
Report was in everything favourable to the demands of the Assembly."

3. With respect to the first of the statements above imputed to one of the
authorities, it is plain that none of us couldl have made it without a gross violation
of truth or duty. For no individual in the Commission lias at any tine enter-
tained opinions favourable to " all the plans of reforn proposed by the Assembly ;"
and we were sent here to report impartially and independently on the various
matters referred to us, not to barter the interests of the Province, or our own
sincere views of them, for a grant of money from the Assembly. Your Lordship
tierefore will not be surprised to learn that no one of us ever iade any statement
of the kind alleged in the pamphlet; neither did any one of us ever say that the
First Report " was in everything favourable to the demands of the Assembly.
Your Lordship is well aware that w'e could not have said so vith truth ; but the
fact is, that no such statement vas made at all. -The Secretary requests to be
understood as participating in these denials, and in all the statements in the present
letter.

4. After the passage on which we have made these remarks, the pamphlet de-
scribes the progress of the alleged negotiation, and asserts that upon the offer of
certain terms by the Member of Assembly, the following answer vas made by the
" authorized person who spoke on this occasion." " Although your conditions
are hard, they are somewhat better on the whole than the Bill of 1 833; and such
a Bill would be accepted with pleasure."

5. As tiis passage speaks of an authorized person, we beg leave to deny that
cither of the junior Commissioners, or the Secretary, ever suffcred himself to be
considered authorized to treat or contract engagements on behalf of the Provincial
Government. This is a point on which each of us is satisfied, that by the whole
tenor of his language in the Province, lie has effectually guarded against the pos-
sibility of misconception. In the circumstances in which the Commissioners.and
Secretary were placed, they of course entered into frequent conversations with
Members of the Assembly on the subjects respecting which they came to inquire,
and as none of them are in the habit of keeping notes of whut may pass in the
intercourse of private life, it must be difficult for four persons to contradict, wholly,
statements of vliat is supposed to have been said in that way by one of them; but
no one amongst us recollects any conversation of the general tenor of that which
is set forth in the passage of the pamphlet which is now under consideration, and
there are some stipulations mentioned in it, to ivhich there is not one of us who
could have expressed assent.

0.3. . s4 6th. The
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6th. The next allegation in the pamphlet is as follows:
" It was then asked by the Member of the House of Assembly, 'How will you

get the Legislative Council to accede to this Bill?' Mark well the answer of this'
high functionary: 'Oh, if they will not pass it, we will (o without them, and will
receive your money upon your address. Vote by address that which you would
have voted by Bill; you pass by the Council; and we will receive and distribute
the money cheerfully."'

7. We are obliged to acquaint your Lordship that not only is the communication
here ascribed to a high functionary, unfounded in any fact of which we are aware,
but that it is in direct opposition to language wvhich appears to have been held on
the subject by one Member of the Commission. Your Lordship will see by a
statement which has been entered on the minutes by that Member, and which at
his request we enclose, that on the question being put to him in conversation, he
distinctly expressed an opinion that if the supplies were granted by address, with-
out the concurrence of the Council, they would not be accepted ; and no other
Member of the Commission, or person attached to it, appears to have spoken on
the question at all.

8. The next statement in the pamphlet is true. It is correctly said that the
Governor in Chief intimated bis desire to enter into no communication on the
question, whether or not an offer of six months' supplies by address would be
accepted. * What is not correct, is the statement that an opposite course was pur-
sued with respect to the idea of granting by address the supplies for three years
and a half; and your Lordship wilI not fail to remark that the second is the material
allegation, without which the other is insignificant, except to show that the
Governor acted with due circumspection.

9. These are, we believe, the principal statements of fact in the recent publi-
cation by the agent for the Assembly of this Province. We are sorry to be obliged
to contradict so many statements of that nature; but this appears to us the ahnost
unavoidable consequence of the method which has been adopted in the present
instance. Whether or not the publication of private conversations appear to an
individual permissible in other respects, there must always remain a strong objec-
tion in any considerate mind, owing to the uncertainty whether sentiments dropped
in that unguarded way have been correctly understood, and can be truly repeated.
The usual result is conflicting accounts by the two parties concerned, and long and
unprofitable controversies between them. It is needless to say that we shall avoid-
such disputes. We have deliberately, and on due recollection, conveyed to your
Lordship the real state of the facts, and we should be very reluctant to trouble you
vith any further discussion of them. We will only observe, that if; instead of

sending notes to be printed at a distance from the spot where alone they could be
corrected or contradicted, any gentleman who might have wished to make a public
use of anything he gathered from one of the Commissioners, had frankly stated his
object, we should have been happy to have savéd him from the inaccuracies which
now, unfortunately, it has been our duty to point out to your Lordship.

We have, &c.
(signed) GOSFORD.

CHARLEs EDWARD GREY.
GEORlGE Gipps.

EXTRACT of MINUTE of PROCEEDtNGS on the i6th of June 1836.

WTrireference to some of the allegations contained in a pamphlet published in London
by the agent for the Assembly of Luver Canada, Sir George Gipps vished to enter on the
minutes, that he remembered to have had frequent conversations vith different Members
of the Assembly respecting the supplies, and that on such occasions he invariably said,
that if the Assembly wished to do thenselves credit, they would give the whole of them
unconditionally; but vhen it was said to him that there were certain salaries or charges
which the House could not give without appearing to depart from their former resolutions,
lie (Sir G. Gipps) expressed his opinion that they might exclude these salaries or charges
from their Bill of Supply, provided they gave thei, as they then seemed inclined to do,
'y address at the end of the session ; the essential part of. the proposed proceeding being,
that their Bill of Supply, though calculated on the principle of that>of 1833, should not
have the conditions of that Bill expressed on the face of it, or any conditions at ail, but
that tie noney should be granted " en bloc," or in the lump, as had frequently been ddne
in former years, without even any specific appropriation of it; also that they should give

by
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by address as a pence offering at the close of the session, not (as is stated in the pamphlet)
the money that they would have voted by*Bill, but the sums which, consistently with their
former resolutions, they thought they could not vote by Bill; it being notoriois that the
Legislative Council, so far from objecting to these salaries or charges, was most anxious
that they should be defrayed.

lie (Sir George Gipps) also well remembers that when be was asked whether if they
gave the whole of the money by address, without passing any Bill at all, it would be
accepted, he answered, he could not tell, but he thought not, and that it was a procced-
ing that he could in no way think desirable.

H e further remembers, that 'when the probability was imentioned of the Bill being
thrown out in the Council, he said, that if passed in the understanding that the remainder
of the money was to be given by address, he thought the Council would not throw it out,
but that, at any rate, they (the Assembly) should try ; though he repeated over and over
again, that the best thing they could do, even towards forwarding their own views, would
be to give the whole of the supplies and arrears by Bill, and without any condition
at all.

Sir G. .Gipps further stated, that he was anxious to declare in the most explicit manner
that he never said, or authorized any person to say, that if the supplies were granted, the
Commissioners could recommend, with some chance of success, ail the demande of the
Assembly ; and that with respect to the Legislative Council in particular, he alvays told-
them, that even if no other objection existed, he considered the dissensions arising from
their difference of origin, to present an insuperable objection, as such a ineasure would in
ail probability throw the whole authority in both legislative bodies into the hands of one
party ; and this argument or opinion was put by him so frequently and so pointedly, that
he w'ell renembers, on more than one occasion, the person supposed to have m'ost weight
in the Assembly expressed to him his conviction " that the Commissioners did not intend
to give them an Elective Council," and therefore he (Sir G. Gipps) thought he had reason
to feel surprised when, on the publication of their instructions in Upper Canada, so violent
a cry of di:appointment was raised by the Assembly.

(True Extract.)
(signed) T. Fred. Elliot.

EXTRACT of MINUTES of PROCEEDINGS On 16th June 1936.

I FEG ta express my concurrence in this communication on the statements recently
published in London by the agent for the Assembly of Lower Canada,

(signed) T. Fred. Elliot.

(True Extract.)
(signed) T. Fred. Eliot.
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MAY' IT PLEASE YoUrt LoRDSHIP, Quebec, 24 October 1836.
i. IN ref'erence to the .54 th, 55 th, 56th, 5 7 th and 58th paragraphs of your

Lordship's instructions, No. i, dated 17 th JuIy 183.5, we took advantage of our
stay in the city odf Montreal to inquire into the several questions connected with
the right of the Seminary of St. Sulpice to the seigneury which comprises. that
city and the island.on which it is sîtuated. Your Lordhhip will see that we
gathered extensive and various information on the subject; and lest we should
appear to have neglected any important source of information, it is necessary to
state that although their names do flot appear among those who favoured us with
their views, we did not fait to apply to several Members of the Assembly for any
,faets or opinions tbey rnight be disposed to coînmunicate. They declined answer-
ing our questions on the ground, as far as we can understand, that the subjeet-
matter of our inquiry could flot be regulated« by any aÙthority except the Legis-
lature, and that it ought flot to be submitted to investigation in any other
quarter.

2. In the following pages we shall briefly describe the present state of. the
Seminary, and its history, so, far as is necessary to elucidate the disputed title Co
the seiger of Montreal. We shall then proceed to the claims of the inhabitants
to be =eeae frorm the burthens of the feudal tenure, and to, the nature of an
arrangement that bas been proposed for thut purpose by the Serninary; and after
a few reniarlis on some of the opinions we have heard upon that plan, we shail
conclude with the recommendations which we feel ourselves warranted to offer,
and the mode we should suggest for carrying thern into execution.

3. The Seminary of 1\lIontreal consists of 2o. inembers, wh'o are ail in R-oty
Orders, according to the rites of the Church of Rome, and there are four other
Priests attacbed to it, though iot regularly inembers of the Society. The com-
munity of ecclesiastics here, in like-manner with the Society of St. Sulpice at
Paris, are botind by no vow, but live together by voluntary agreement. Their
establishment at Montreal is no ina*ctive institu tion. .They maintain, in whole or
in part, a college and varions schools, containing altogether 1,51 i scholars; they
discharge the mwhole parochial duties for the Roinan-catholic population of Mon-
treal and its suburbs, a population of nearly i 8,ooo souls; and they make
extensive distributions in charity. Two of tbhem are constantly resident at the
Indian establishment un the Lake of the Tivo Mountains ; and besides these
various duties, the w bote management of the farras, and other temporal concerns,
is carried on Lxv nembers of the establishment itself.

4. The possessions of the Seminary beyond the Island of Montrent consist of
the seigrieury of St. Sulpice, ini the county of Assomption,' and the. seigneury of
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the Lake of the Two Mountains on the Ottawa. On the island of Montreal they
hold in their own hands as their donain:-

ist. Their buildings in the city of Montreal.
2d. A farm on the Mountain, of about i 8o acres, used for the recreation of

themselves and their scholars.
3d. A wood, of about. 8oo acres, at the back of the island, froin which they

are supplied with fuel.

4th. The farm of St. Gabriel, containing about 300 acres, situated on the
western border of the town. This, though immediately adjoining the town, and
extending for some distance along the line of the Lachine Canal, is still in tillage,
and its remaining so is a subject of much complaint from the inhabitants of that
quarter, who contend that it prevents all improvement on their side of Montreal.
The ecclesiasties of the Seminary, on the other hand, declare, that they would be
very willing to dispose of the land for building purposes, and that they have only

.abstained from doing so heretofore ou account of the unsettled state in which the
question of their title bas been left.

5. According to the information given us by the Superior, the average revenue
of the establishment, during the last five years, has been somewhat more, the
average expenditure somewhat less, than 8,ooo 1. per annum currency, equal, at
the ordinary rate of exchange, to rather less than 6,700. sterling.

6. For further particulars on the present state and fuinctions of the Seminary,s
the number and description of its members, the places of instruction it maintains,
its revenues, expenditure and possessions, we beg leave to refer your Lordship to

,the Stateinent and Tables, Appendix (A).
7. We shall now recapitulate the history of the establishment in Montreal, with

a view to the bearing which it has upon the question of the disputed title to the
seigneury.

8. In 1663 a society which existed for the conversion of the Indians in
Canada, and had derived great beriefit from the co-operation of the Seminary of
St. Sulpice at Paris, passed a deed of gift, conferring the seigneury of Montreal
on the latter body. The moving considerattion was said to be the conversion of the
Indians ; but besides a somewhat indefinite permission that any revenue more
than actually sufficient " pour le maintien de l'oeuvre" should be employed
" pour le bien de l'oeuvre," according to the discretion of the grantees, it was
stated that any additional revenue which the grantees might derive from their
own improvements, or from the clearing of new lands, should be at their own
disposai.

g. In 1677, the King of France issucd letters patent, by which he gave permis-
sion to the Seminary of St. Sulpice to establish a community and seminary of
ecclesiasties in the island of Montreal for the conversion and instruction of his
subjects, and to facilitate that establishment, confirmed the abovementioned dona-
tion, and put for ever into mortmain the lands and seigneury of Montreal, to be
enjoyed by the members of the Seminary and their successors. It appears to us
that the permission contained in this instrument, coupled with the previous appli-
cation for it, and the establishment de facto of several priests at Montreal, was
deemed sufficient- to give existence to a new community there ; but on the other
hand, that the title to the seigneury was confirmed, as indeed the very word con-
firmation seems to imply, to the Seminary of St. Sulpice at Paris, upon whom it
had been bestowed by the original donation of 1663. To show that the. comnia-
nity in Canada was understood to acquire a distinct existence under the letters
patent of 1677, it may be enough to observe that from the date of their registra-
tion, as appears by M. Quiblier's evidence to us, the Seminary at Montreal begain
to be publicly and formally described by its own name, and that by the ediets,
arrêts and letters patent enumerated in the margin, the eccleciastics established in
this island are clearly idesignated to name the Registrars of the Royal Court, and to
fill up vacant cures in Montreal, without the appearance of any necessity of refer-
ence to the Seminary at Paris. On the other hand, to prove that the propérty
was vested in the entire Seminary of St. Sulpice, if the language of the instrument
of 1677 do not in itself apipear sufficient, we would remark that the edits and
ordonnances just cited no less directly recognize the Seminary at Paris as owners
of the seigneury of l\fontreal than the ecc!esiastics on the spot as the parties to
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exercise certain specific functions ; that .in a subsequent arrêt of.5th May 1716,
the Seminarv at Paris is expressly named as " Seigneurs de l'isle de Montreal; "
that in the whole series of edits and ordonnances we believe there is only one which
would ]end any support at all to a -contrary inference; that the fact was taken for
granted in the inemoirs and representations of the Seminary at lontreal, before
they took the opinion of M. Dupin at Paris ; and consequently, that alihough
that eminent advocate, wvhen consulted by them in i826, endeavoured to
establish a different construction, ue must adhere to vhat to us appears the plain
interpretation previously admitted by al parties. In support of this view, it
may be remarked further, that the seigneury of the Lake of the Two Mountains
having been granted by the Governor and intendant in 1717 to the " Seminary of
St. Sulpice at Montreal," the etters patent from the King of France sanctioning
the grant confirmed it to the Seminary at P>aris, as if showing that it was only the
latter body on which the Crown was willing to confer land. And the distinction
between the existence of a religious body, and its riglht to hold land in mortmain,
is very forcibly manifested in the Royal declaration of 25th November 1743,
whereby existing communities arc confirmed by the King of France in their privi-
leges generally, and are allowed to become owners of rents of fixed amount, but
are expressly prohibited from acquiring any lands whatever, without letters patent
from the King permitting it.

On these grounds, we adopt the conclusion that at the time of the conquest the
society at Montreal had a legal existence as a seminary and a community, but that
the right to the estates was vested in the Seminary of St. Sulpice at large, including
the members resident at Paris and those at Montreal.

îo. 1laving thus described vhat ve consider to have been the state of the case
at the time of the conquest, we now proceed to subsequent events.

11. On the 8th of September i76o, Lord Amherst signed the capitulation of
1\fontreal, which lias been so much cited in the discussion of the present question
that it requires to be examined. The articles bearing reference to the religious
communities of Canada were the 32d, the 33d, and the 34th.. 'hie first of these
appears to have been proposed to secure the continuance of the female commu-
nities then existing in Canada, and was grauted without, feserve; the second
vould have secured the like advantage to the religious orders of men, but was
refused until the King's pleasure slrould be known; the tlird related to ail the
religious communities, sithout distinguishing male from female, and denanded
ihat they should preserve their property. This was granted. As regards religious

orders of men, the combined effect of the three articles appears to us to be, that it
depended on the King to sanction or refuse their existence, but that such as miglit
be allowed to continue, would be entitled to preserve their property. That the
King lias sanctioned the continuance of the Seminary will be presently shown by
quotations from the Ioyal instructions to the successive Governors of thie Province.

12. The treaty cf neace concluded on the i oth of February 1763, cmpowered
subjects of France who iight not be disposed to remain in Canada under the
dominion of England, to reinove from the countrv, and sell tlicir property, pro-
vided it were to British subjects, and vithin 18 nonths from the date of the
treaty.

13. On the 29th April 1764, the Seminary of St. Sulpice at Paris passed
a deed of gift, which ceded to the Seminary of Montreal, as far as by such deed it
could, all right and title whatever to the seigneurv of Montreal and other St. Sul-
pician estates in Canada. The validity of this act has been the subject of much
difference of opinion. It has heern very generally denied by the English lawyers
wvho have been consulted upon it : by others it has been naintained.' There
seems little doubt that if the couatry had remained under the dominion of France,
no such act could have been good without ratification by the King ; but the
impossibility of that condition being fulfilled after the conquest, at least by the
King -f France, has been argued by some to avoid the effect of ils omission.
Iiowever this may be, it appears by a certified extract, of which M. Quiblier has
furnished us with a copy, fron the proceedings of the Seminary of St. Sulpice at
Paris, that before executing thb cession, a communication was réceived from the
French Ambassador at London, to the following effect: " My. Lord Halifax lui
a dit que quoique le Roi d'Angleterre se fût engag par le traité à laisser en Canada
le libre exercice de la réligion Catholique et Romaine, suivant les lois d'Angleterre,
il ne s'ensuivoit pas que des biens fonds, située en Canada, pussent continuer
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d'appartenir à des Français, vivants en France, et sujets du Roi de France. 'Que
Sa Majesté Britannique consent que les prêtres du Séminaire de Montreal con-
tinuent à en jouir, mais sans dépendance du Séminaire de Paris." Unless the
correctness of the Ambassador's representation be impugned, it follows that the
deed of gift in 1764, whatever may have been its sufficiency or insufficiency in
point of law, was passed in conformity with what had been stated to be the desire
of the King of England, and that the act of transfer was sanctioned by his
authority as far as the existing state of law and opinion seemed to allow. In
1774, the validity of the Seminary's title was questioned by Sir James Marriot,
who was employed by the English.Government to make the plan of a code of
laws for the Province of Quebec. He expressed doubts of the Seminary being
legally in possession, but the Government did not act on his opinion.

14. The Quebec Act of 1774, (14 Geo. 3, c. 88,) after providing for the free
exercise of the Roman-catholic religion, and for the receipt by the clergy of that
Church of their accustomed dues from persons professing their religion, proceeded
to enact in the Sth clause that ail Ris Majesty's Canadian subjects, the religious
orders and communities only e.rcepted, should enjoy their property with alil cus-
toms and usages relating thereto, and ail other their civil rights, in as ample and
beneficial manner, consistentlv with their allegiance, as before any of the British
regulations on the subject. We think it abundantly evident from all other public
documents bearing on the subject, and from the course pursued by the Government,
that the exception in this clause was not inserted with any intention of confiscating
the property of such religions communities as might be allowed to continue in
Canada, but only on account of the very comprehensive language of the enact-
ment, to guard against the unintentional confirmation of any civil rights, customs
or usages, to any order, of which the existence might have been prejudicial in
Canada. The very next document we shall have to mention seems to us to place
this construction beyond doubt.

15. New instructions were given to the Governor of Canada on the 3d of
January 1775, in consequence of the passing of the Quebec Act in the previous
year. The 21 st section related to the exercise of the Roinan-catholic religion;
and by the i ith head of it, it was directed that the Seminaries of Quebec and
Montreal should remain in possession of ail the' houses and lands of which they
were in possession on the 13th September 1759, and also that they should be
allowed to admit new members according to the rules of their foundations, and to
educate youth for the supply of the Catholic church. They were to be subject,
hovever, like ail other religiôus communities, to the visitation of the Governor, as
well as to such rules and regulations as he should, with the advice of the Council,
think fit to establish. The i 2th paragraph of the sane section provided for the
suppression of the other religious conmunities in Canada, and under that direction
the Jesuits and Récollets have become extinct. These instructions have continued
to be given to the successive Governors of Lower Canada up to the present day.
They seem to us to establish beyond question the explanation we have mentioned
of the exception in the Sth clause of the Quebec Act, 14 Geo. 3, c. 88.

16. On the 3d of February 1781, the priests of St. Sulpice were admitted to
do fealty and homage before the Governor for their seigneury of Montreal. They
argue on many weighty authorities, that the act of fealty and homage, though it
does not confer a title, goes to prevent the King's questioning it; and in this light
they would consider the proceeding in 1781 a renewal of the pledge given by
Lord Halifax in 1764, through the French ambassador. The Act contained
a general reservation of the King's rights, not however one .specially inserted on
that occasion, but suci as is common to ail Acts of the sane nature.

17. The Seminary having complained in 1789 of a claim made by the Indians
to the seigneury of the Lac des Deux Montagnes, and of the nomination by the
Crown to the office of greffier at Montreal, which the Seninary considered to be
within their disposai, the question came before the provincial law officers,and
elicitedfrom thern a very decided opinion agàinst the existence of any right at all
in the Seminary. Nevertheless no steps were takn against them by the Govern-
ment; and very few years afterwards, the introduction of fresh priests from France
was allowed in order to recruit the establishment at Montreal.

i8. In 1804 and in 1811, further legal opinions were delivered adverse to the
claim of the Seminary, but still without any consequence.

19. 'i
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19. In 1826, however, an application to commute under the Tenures' Act
having been addressed to the Crown, as seigneur of Montreal, His Majesty's
Government seens to have come to the conclusion, that it was indispensable to set
at rest the question of the title to this seigneury; and the consideration of the
subject was continued in a negotiation with M. Roux, the superior of the Seminary,
which took place in 1827, but led to no effective agreement. Unfortunately, the
records in the colony are by no means complete as to what passed at this period.
There is, however, enough to show that although His Majesty's Government
thought the bare legal title of the Seminary very uncertain, and considered it
highly desirable both to put an end to the doubts on that subject, and to secure for
the inhabitants of Montreal the means of enfranchising their property from the
feudal tenure, not an idea was entertained of depriving the Seminary of the pro-
perty they had so long enjoyed, without giving them a fair provision for their
establishment in return for it. Their equitable claim to consideration was recog-
nized at the saie time that the legal title to the property was assumed, under the
successive opinions of many law officers, to belong to the Crown. And when
Lord Rioion, in 1831, renewed the expression of great anxiety for the settlement of
the question, it was with the same motives, and the saine liberal sentiments towards
the Seminary, as had been declared by his predecessors.

20. Fromi this review of facts we draw the following conclusions:-
First, that the objects to which the Seninary at present devote their funds, are

not inconsistent with the objects of their original foundation; but, on the contrary,
that the discretion left them by the gift of 1663, and the extension added by the
letters patent of 1677, fully justify the enployment of their funds in. the education
of the people generally ; and that it ought to be considered for their credit, to act
as extensively as they can on their powers in that respect.

Secondly, that whether or not the legal title be in the Serninary, the King has
done numierous acts which would render it very derogatory to the honour of the
Crown to contest it, except for the attainment of some great publie good which
could not be gained by any other ineans. We ·do not wish to assert that the
Crown has or has not the right; but only that it has constantly pursued a course-
implying that the right wotld not be clained. We do not say; for instance, that
the deed of gift in 1764 was valid, but at least that there is every reason to believe
that the King, by his Minister, encouraged the execution of it. We will not
undertake to assert that the Seminary has legally preserved its corporate character;
but we maintain that the King lias done all in his power, by bis permission from
time to time, to introduce new members, and by bis Royal instructions to Sir Guy
Carleton, to show that His iMajesty, as far as was within bis competence, has
confirmed to them their distinct existence. Nay, even as regards the main question
itself, of the possession of the houses and lands, the King has by the sane Royal
instructions (continued as they are to the present day), commanded that the
ecclesiastics shall retain their property. Nowv, we shall not undertake, in a Report
of the present nature, to pronounce a conclusion on such complicated points of
law, municipal and national, as have been raised in this matter; but we do say,
that after 70 years' uninterrupted possession under the British Crown, confirmed
by so uniform a succession of acts tending to its recognition, to enter upon a long,
and perhaps doubtful legal contest, capable, as we have seen, of being protracted
by a multiplicity of arguments on both sides, could never be justified except for the
sake of soie great public good, not to be compassed by any other means. If the
inhabitants of Montreal were to' show, that so long as the property remained in
possession of the Seminary, they had no hope of escape from grievous burthens,
and therefore solicited the resumption of the property by the King on that g.ound,
it might indeed be requisite to waive all objection to enforcing an extreme right by
suit in court, but not otherwise. These are the views with which we approacha
the immediate question of the enfranchisement of Montreal froni the obligations
of the feudal tenure. We shall only state, before passing to that topic, that the
evils which might otherwise be apprehended from the uncertainty in which the title
is involved, have been in great measure averted by the circumstance, that fortu-
nately the French law requires the censitaire onlv to look to the seigneur in
.possession.

21. It is needless to dwell on theinconvenience which must attach to the exist-
ence of the feudal tenure in a great city and its neighbourhood. The paymeit of
a fine on every mutation of property, proportioned to its value, must obviously act
as a check to improvement, and·a serious obstacle to the circulation of property.

3- Withot
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Sec Documentary
Evidence, M.
Quiblier, 22 July.

Without enlarging on a point which ve believe is hardly questioned by any party,
we shall merely observe, that ve found a very general desire amongst the inha-
bitants of Montreai to obtain the means of relcasing theuiselves, on reasonable
ternis, from this system; that we also found the ecclesiastics of the Seminary of
St. Sulpice well disposed to effect an equitable agreement on the subject; and
finally, that we had the pleasure of receiving from all quarters such cordial expres-
sions of regard and esteem for the character of that respectable body of clergy, as
convinced us that if a satisfactory arrangement could be devised, it would not be
obstructed by any want of good-will towards the present holders of the seigneurial
righits in this island.

22. The burthens to be removed are tie lods et ventes, the cens et rentes, and
the droit de banalité. The lods et ventes consist of a fine of one-twelfth of the
value, payable to the seigneur on every alienation of property held under him;
the cens et rentes are a fixed rent, usually of very trifling amount ; and the droit
de banalité comprises the double right of having all the tenants' corn ground at the
seigneurial mill, and of not suffering the erection of any private mill on the
seigneury. In Montreal it has been the custom of the Seminaryto take, instead
of the twelfth which the law allows, only a twentieth of the value of the property,
for lods et ventes in the citv generally; and a sixvteenth in the country or in city-lots
which do not bear on them buildings worth 50ol. But if compelled to recover
the amount by law, the full twelfth has been exacted in all cases. The cens et
rentes at Montreal are half a farthing par arpent in some parts, and a farthing par
toise carrée in other parts of the city and suburbs, and a farthing par arpent, with
a quart of wheat, in the country.

23. M. Quiblier, the superior, furnished us with a paper explaining the terms
on which the gentlemen of the Seminary would be willing to commute with their
tenants for these burthens, provided they were allowed to invest the proceeds in
real property. Their proposals are, that the lods et ventes should be extinguished
by a single payment, in the city generally, of one-twentieth the value of the pro-
perty ; and in the country, or in city-lots not bearing on them buildings worth
5oo I., by a payment of one-twelfth, leaving each individual proprietor to choose
his own time for effecting the commutation; that the cens et rentes should be
redeemable by a sum equal to the capital which they represent, computed accord-
ing, to tic usual rate of interest; and that the droit de banalité should cease by the
same act which extinguished the lods et ventes, excepting that in the country there
should not be a right of crecting private mills, until the extinction of the seigneurial
privileges might become general.

24. There can be little hesitation in pronouncing these proposals to be extremely
liberal. We do not know whether there might be some difference of opinion as to
the details, but when it is observed that with respect to lods et ventes, which are
by far the most onerous burthen, a sumr not exceeding one payment of the due, or
indeed in the most important parts of the seigneury, only three-fifths of one legal
payment, is proposed to redeem it for ever, the liberality of the offer becomes
obvious. In those parts of Quebec and Three Rivers which stand in the same
situation towards the Crown as the city of Montreal does to the Seminary, the
established rate of commutation is one-tenth instead of one-twentieth, and yet
there has been no complaint. The whole evidence proves that so far as regards
the interests of the censitaire, and the single end of ýenfranchising the seigneury of
Montrea, the proposal of the Seminary must be acknowledged to be advantageous
and satisfactory.

25. In respect to arrears, however, some apprehension has been expressed, that
once arned with an unquestionable title, the Seminary might grow rigorous in
enforcing the payment of the debts owing to it, which have been represented as
very large; and it bas been urged that the sum to be thus collected would be so
great as, in addition to the price of commuting the property throughout the
seigneury, to threaten an alarming concentration of wealth and influence in the
same bands. Your Lordship will observe in the evidence, that the arrears were
by different gentlemen conjectured as high as ioo,ooo l., 142,ooo i., and
even 178,000 . We therefore thought it proper to request that the Seminary
would favour us with an authentic statement of the case; and we learned that the'.
amount of arrears due to it was estimated at 34,0001. This certainly is no very
formidable sum. And with respect to any rigour, or oppressive change of practice
as to the demand for arrears, we think that the well established character of the
ecclesiastics, their regard to all the proprieties of their sta.tion, and, we might add,
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the interest of a body of this nature not to provoke the hostility of the city in which
they dwell, afford strong guarantees against such an evil; in order, however, to
quiet apprehension on the subject, we doubt not that the Seminary would readily
acquiesce in some general rule precluding any harsh enforcement of old claims.
At any rate it appears to us quite necessary that the paynent of arrears should be
a condition, withoutwhich parties should not be entitled to claim the benefit of the
proposed terms of commutation.

26. Another objection which has been raised is, that the Seminary ought not to
be allowed an unlimited right of investing the proceeds of commutation in real
property; and also that no final arrangement ought to be come to, without pro-
viding some regular control over the Seminary in the conduct of education, as
well as admitting Protestants, if possible, to a definite share in the benefit of the
extensive funds applicable to that object. Simultaneously with this objection we
must advert to the impression,. under which it seems to have been adopted, that
the property is unquestionably the. King's, depending solely on his pleasure to
claim it, so that it is incumbent on His Majesty, before allowing the Seminary an
indemnity, to insist on their submitting, without exception, to every regulation and
condition which he might deem to be for the public interest.

27. We have already expreFsed our opinion how undesirable it is to attempt
the assertion of the King's right by suit at law. Every consideration, in our view,
concurs in recommending an amicable adjustment of the question, giving indeed
to the citv of Montreal those commercial advantages to which it has such strong
claims, but without superfluously bringing into debate on the occasion more
general changes, not mooted in any other part of the Province. Because the
Seminary of Montreal lias consented to one urgently required improvement, there
is no reason that further alterations, which, if good, are equally to be wished in
every other religious seminary, should be exclusively urged upon this one; nor
would it be consistent with the common rules of prudence that an arrangement so
long desired in respect to the property of Montreal, should be subjected to the
risk of being indeflnitely postponed, or even of failing, by adding to it further
reforms never coupled with it till it seemed on the point of succeeding.

28. Some gentlemen, however, argue, as wiill be seen by the evidence, that the
King is bound, in good faith, to assert his title, because the Royal proclamation
in 1763 promised to ail settlers in the Province the benefit of the laws of the realm
of England, and the a.dvantage of obtaining from his Majesty, on the same terns
as in other British Colonies, ail lands which it might be in bis power to dispose
of. We nust observe that this argument, if valid at ail, is applicable not to
Montreal in particular, but to every part of the Province in which any settiers may
have established thenselves since 1763. The answer to it is, that in 1774, when
a legislative body was created in Canada, the Proclamation of 1763 was repealed
by Act of Parliament, as being, in the words of the Act, " inapplicable to the
state and circumstances of the said Province (of Quebec), the inhabitants whereof
amounted,.at the conquest, to above 65,ooo persons professing the religion of the
Church of Rome, and enjoying an established form of constitution, and system of
laws, by whichî their persons and property had been protected, governed and
ordered for a long series of years from the first establishment of the said Province."
If between 1763 and 1774 any claims for the benefit of the laws of England, or
for lands at the disposal of the Crown, had been preferred and not acceded to,
there might, we apprebend, under the proclaniation, haec been grounds for com-
-plaint; but to quote, as if in force at the present day, a proclamation which was
formally recalled upwards of 6o years ago, is, we think, altogether utireasonable.
If, on the other hand, the present complaint be not of a departure fron the pro-
clamation, but of the Act which annulled it, we would only say that the Act was
passed long before the great majority of the present British inhabitants of Montreal
or their families were settled in the country, and consequently, that whatever may
be their opinion of the policy whiclh dictated it, they can have no riglt to complain
of it as a breach of an engagement'affecting thernselves.

29. In reference more especially to that part of the proclamation wherein the
King undertook to grant, on the same terms as in other British colonies, -aIl lands
" which it might be in his power to dispose of," it is.contended by gentlemen of
such influence and intelligence, as to induce us to notice an argument we should
otherwise pass. by, that after this declaration His Majesty had no choice, but was
bound to eject the Seminary, if possible; for that the clause must be taken' to
apply not only to ail lands which might be in His Majesty's actual possession, but·
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to ail which it might be possiWle to reduce within his power. We scarce know how
to refute, otherwise than by stating it, a proposition by which His Majesty would
be suppiosed to have bound himself to assail every title in the'country, where there
appeared any chance of being able to vrest property from the hands of the actual
holders into those of the King. The obvious meaning of the promise, we appre-
hend, was, that the Government would grant in free and common soccage such
lands as the Crown had, but not that it would enfer into a general research into
claims, and a general litigation against all titles of which there vas the slightest
doubt, in hopes of thus adding to the extent of the land -which, private persons
might happen to wish to enjoy under the terms of the Royal proclamation.

30. For these reasons we can no more admit it to be incumbent on His
Majesty, than in any wav desirable, to dispute the property of the Seminary.
And supposing an amicable arrangement to be advisable, we do not see how it
could be effected without allowing the Seminary to re-invest part, at least, of its
means in real property. They assure us that this is an indispensable condition,
without which they could not consent to any adjustment ; nor do we believe that
the Roman-catholic community generally would be reconciled to their acting
otherwise. We are fully alive to the general objections to the holding of large
property in Mortmain ; but these objections are not more applicable to the Semi-
nary of Montreal than to any other religious society in the Province, and the
proper mode of proceeding upon them would be by a law affecting all equally, not
by a stipulation aimed especially at a single body of clergy, acknowledged on all
hands to be deserving of respect and esteem. The utmost we could do is to
recommend that the Seminary should be placed under a restriction, to which we
have reason to believe it would not object, limiting the amount it should invest in
real property, and providing that not more than one-half should be laid out in
property in the parish of Montreal.

31. With respect to their plan of education, it is very possible that the whole
existing system in Lower Canada may admit of amendaent, and it vill be our
duty to lay before your Lordship as complete a view of the subject generally, as
our time in the Province will allow; but in this instance again we see no reason
for dealing singly or exclusively with the Seminary of Montreal. Any improve-
ments hereafter introduced by competent authority, would of course include this,
in common with other similar institutions; and being at present engaged on a
question of modifying a certain form of property, we think it would be injudicious
to prevent its satisfactory conclusion by needlessly uniting it with a question of
education.

32. Dismissing, therefore, for the present all foreign topics, however important
in themselves, we proceed to state at once the heads of an arrangement by which
we conceive it would be advantageous to the public, and equitable towards the
Seminary, that provision should be made for the release of the Island of Montreal
from the- burthens of the feudal tenure.

They may be described as follows:-
i st. Every censitaire should have the right at any time of enfranchising his

lands from lods et ventes and the droit de banalité on the terms proposed by the
Seminary, viz. in the city generally a payment of 5 per cent. on the value of the
property; in the country, or on city-lots not bearing on them buildings worth
500 ., 12. per cent. In case of dispute the. property should be valued by
" experts" or arbitrators.

2d. Every censitaire should likewise have the power of redeeming the cens et
rentes on payment of the capital which they represent, calculated at the rate* of
6 per cent. interest.

3d. Seven years should be allowed fo- completing payment of the commutation
money under the two preceding articles, interest being payable on the outstanding
portion at the rate of 6 per cent. per annui. Parties prevented from making
good the whole payment should not be enfranchised, but should have.credit in all
dues for which they might become liable, after expiration of the seven years, fo
the sums they had actually paid.

4th. It should be allowable by mutual agreement,-to charge the whole of the
commutation money as a mortgage on the property, or to éonvert it into a quit-
rent, but not without the free consent of both the parties.

5th. No censitaire should have the right of claiming .he benefit of the foregoing
privileges
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privileges without previously paying up ail arrears of lods et ventes due from him,
or settling for them to the satisfaction of the seigneurs.

6th. In the collection of lods et ventes and of arrears, the Seminary should be
bound only to take, as it has hitherto done, a 2oth in the city, and a i 6th in the
country, where payment is made voluntarily; and as a proof that it has no design
of abandoning its former leniency, it should agree to originate no suit for lods et
ventes, until they had been due seven years. In case of sheriff's sale forced by
others, the Seminary would of course be at liberty to exact the full anount of its
claims, as at present.

7th. The title of the ecclesiastics to the seigneury of Montreal should be
confirmed.

Sth. They should be declared a corporation, with all'powers necessary to carry-
ing into effect the purposes lierein proposed, and with power to re-invest in land
or buildings within the Province any sums of money that might come into their
hands, not exceeding in the whole i 2o,ooo L. currency, on condition, however, that
not more than one-half of that surn should be invested in the parish of Montreai.

9 th. They should be empowered to invest any further sums of nioney that
might come into their hands at their discretion in any other security except real
estate within the Province or in the British funds.

ioth. With an exception to be stated in our next proposai, they should retain',
unconditionally, ail the buildings they now occupy, and ail their domain lands in
the seigneury of Montreal, and these would not be reckoned in the value of. the
real property to which they are limited.

i ith. The farm of St. Gabriel might be made an exception to the preceding
article. It might be provided that it should be retained by the. priests or sold
immediately as they should prefer; but that if retained, it should be included at a
fair estimation in the value of the possessions to which they are limited in Mont-
real, and should be vested in trustees or commissioners (half to be appointed by
the Seminary), upon trust to arrange the property for the benefit of the institution,
and to dispose of such parts as might appear desirable for building, on fair valua..
tions; ail the net proceeds of such arrangement, whether by sale ôr otherwise,
being handed over to the Seminary at the end of every year. We would not spy
that this arrangement is altogether free from objection; but the subject is sur-
rounded with difficulties, and we merely throw out for consideration what perhaps
may be found the best solution on the whole. It would have the advantage of
obviating disputes with the inhabitants of the city, and at the same time would
probably result in more profitable dealings for the Seminary than they might think
it proper to effect for themselves.

i2th. The Seminary would, of course, remain subject to any future regulation
by law, and it migit be a question vhether visitors ought to be appointed speci-
ally for this institution, in addition to any control under which it may othrwise
fall by the discipline of the Roman-catholic church.

33. For the purpose of carrying into effect as much as may be adopted of the
preceding recommendations, two or :three methods have been under our con-
sideration.

34. It has been deemed by one of the Conimissioners the proper mode, that the
Crown should be empowered by the Imperial Parliament to constitute the
Seminary a corporation, subject. to such conditions as miight be required by the
proposed arrangement; but we apprchend that there is no actual necessity of an
Imperial enactment,,to give the Crown this power, and the majority of us would
think the interference of Parliament very undesirable in a matter of so local and
particular a character. -

35. Another suggestion, coming frorn. the Seminary itself, is, that.letters patent
should be issued on the sole authority of the King, enabling the ecciesiastics. to
hold their lands in franc·aleu, and to discharge their censitaires from the feudal
obligations, in consideration of an indemnity, of which the sane letters patent
should authorize them to invest the, amount in real property. The objection to
this.method of proeeding appears to us twofold, and scarcely to be surmounted
unless upon more decided legal opinions than we have obtained in this country.
In the first'place; ve doubt whether the letters patent could have power so effec-
tually to bind the Seminary to observe the required conditions in favour of their'
tenants, as would satisfy the- public mind of the security of-the.arrangement for ail
time to come ; and next, we fear, that however plainly a'bàr to any suit at the
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instance of the Crown, this instrument miglht possibly not avail to prevent private
individuals from attempting to dispute the title of the Seminary. We have reason
to believe that the views of gentlemen at the bar would bc found divided on
this point; but the very fact of a difference shows that there vould be ground to
maintain an argument in court, and to cause more or less of inconvenience to the
Seminary. Yet it is obviously no less essential a requisite of the desired arrange-
ment, that the priests should be guaranteed against. any future disquiet on the
subject of their title, than that the censitaires should have full assurance of the
beuefits held out to them. Both one party and the other ought to bc certain of
the advantages which they will be led to expect. For these reasons, we think that
the issue of letters patent by the King might prove inadequate to the end in view ;
and there are further grounds on which, at any rate, we should feel bound to
recommend another method in the first instance.

36. The present is a subject of great importance and extent, involving numerous
interests of which the Local Legislature ought to be the best guardian, and already
taken into consideration within a few years past by one branch of that authority.
We believe therefore that your Lordship will agree with us in thinking that the
most regular and the safest course is to bring the matter before the saine tribunal.
We do not conceal it from ourselves that, owing to the unfortunate dissensions
-which have prevailed of late years, a reference to the Provincial Legislature will
be dreaded by many who are concerned in a speedy settlement of the business, as
a condemnation to great delay and difficulty, if not to complete disappointment.
But it is certain, that taken in itself, this is the proper resort; and we h'ave like-
wise expressed our doubts whether any other mode of effecting the object within
the Province would be adequate. We advise therefore that a communication be
made to the Legislature by message, proposing the desired arrangement as benefi-
cial to the inhabitants of Montreal, acceptable to the Seminary, and understood
to be approved by the higher ecclesiastical authorities ; and expressing an earnest
hope that no differences which may exist on other points will induce the rejection
of an arrangement shown to be satisfactory to all the parties principally concerned
in a subject of long anxiety and complaint.

37. We are aware that at the very moment, as we may say, when we are express-
ing this conclusion, the flouse of Assenbly has demonstrated feelings threatening
stil more difliculty in acconplishing by legislation uny immediate object of public
utility in the Province ; but as it is obvious that such a state of affairs cannot *be
regarded as permanent, and that cither a more wholesome condition must be
restored to the Legislature, or else some very general change introduced which
would evidently by its uwn nature qualify our view on the present point, we'think
it needless to alter in this Report the opinion we have already signified respecting
the mode of executing its recommendations.

38. The only addthional remark we have to make is, that the proceeding we
have suggested would not quite embrace the whole island of Montreal. Your*Lord-
ship will observe by a Return appended to M. Quiblier's evidence, of gth August
1836, that there are eight arrière fiefs, which are portions of land granted out to
seigneurs holding under the Seminary, and not liable to be included in any con-
tracts made by the superior of whom they hold. A Plan is annexed, in which
these arrière fiefs are marked out. 'They are not very extensive, and only four
of theni come at ail within the limits of the city of Montreal. We scarcely thought
that it felt vithin the line of our duty to enter into any particular investigation
respecting these properties. With regard to such of thein as are within the control
of religious communities, it seens probable that there would be a disposition to
follow any reasonable example set by the Seminary of Montreal; and in reference
to the whole of them, if it be thought allowable and right to make any regulation,
it vill of course be competent to the Legisiature to do so by an atthority whicli
must be obeyed ; but it is not a subject wihich especially concerns the Crown, or
on which we wish to convey any opinion.

We have, &c.,
(signed) . GOSFoiD.

CHas. EDw. GREY;
GEO. Gipps.

I have put my signature to this Report, subjcct to a statenent of a difference of opinion, which
is to accompany the Report.
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PRESEIT STATE OF THE SEMINARY oP MONTREAL.

1. THYE following particulars, illustrated and verified in.nost .respects by the Tables which
follow them, have been thrown into the Appendix, in order to relieve, as far as possible,
the body of the Report from lengthened details.

2. The serminary of Montreal consists at present of 20 members, of whom nine are natives
of France, who have been introduced from the seminary of St. Sulpice at Paris, by express
permission fron the King. One is an Englishman, who before his arrival in Canada, was
also a member of the same society of Paris; eight are Canadians, one is an Irishmnan, and
one is a native of the United States. Four tiber ecclesiastics also labour in connexion
with, the seminary, but are not enrolled as members of the society. The priests of the
seminary are bound. by no vow. They are at liberty to quit the institution when they like,
and instances have occurred (though rarely) of their having done so on procuring other
Preferment. They also are capable of holding, and do sometimes hold, private property.
The majority of them are lodged in a building called "the Seminary," situated nearly in
the centre of the town, and close to the parish cburch; such of them as are more imme-
diately en gaged in the business of education live at the college, which is in one of the
suburbs, at thie distance of about balf a mile from the seminary. Two of them constantly
reside at the Indian establishment, on the lake of the Two Mountains; and one bas the
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nauces, vol. 1,
p. 304.

charge of a farnmdistant about a mile from the town, known generally by the appellation of
" the Priests' Farm," which serves as a place of occasional recreation both for thenselves
and their scholars. The priests of the seminary perform the whole of the parochial duty
for the Catholic population of Montreal and its suburbs, nor is there any other provision
for the office of curé. Besides the parish church of the city of Montreal, which is a new,
large, and very handsome building, capable of holding 12,ooo persans, they serve two other
churches, (those of Bonsecours and the Recollets,) and also the chapels attached ta each of
the three religious ordersof females,and they also perform ail the occasional duty of the place,
which for a town containing a Catholic population of nearly i 8,ooo souls, must be very con-
siderable. The only church they do not serve is that of St. Jacques, wbich bas been erected
iii the suburb of St. Lawrence, since the appoint ment of a grand vicar to reside at Montreal.
The parochial duties of Montreal are performed by the priests of the seminary, without
charge ta the parishioners, there being no tithes nor duties of any kind levied within the
limits of the city. The inhabitants pay only the usual fees for churcli ceremonies (surplice
fees,) and rent for their seats in church, and even these payments go to the support of the
buildings, or ta the fund known generally in the country as the -'Fabrique Fund," and not
towards the support of the clergy. The priests go so far as to furnish at their own cost
the sacramental elements, and some of the vestments provided in other places by the
" fabrique."

In consequence of this arrangement, the " fabrique " fund has occasionally grown rieb.
The church of Bonsecours was in part built out of it, and 4,500 1. was paid out of it for the
re-puichase of the church of the Recollets, which, as part of the property of the extinct
order of that name, had lapsed to the Crown.

3.. In the island of Montreal there are nine other parishes, ail of which were formerly
annexed ta the seminary (Edit of 15 May 1702); but from the diminution in the number
of their menbers after the cession of the country in 1763, they ceased ta be able to supply
these parishes, and for many years past priests have been appointed ta them in the ordinary
way by the bishop, and they are, like others, supported by tithes.

4· Under direction of the seminary is the college or petit séminaire, at which 204 scho-
lars are educated, 101 being boarders and 10:3 day scholars. The price is 18l. 17s. 6d.
per annum for each boarder, and 11. 15s. for each day scholar; but several of them obtain
a remission of what is due, and sane of them are received gratuitously. On the average
of the last five years, very nearly a third of the whole expense of the establishment has
fallen upon the seminary. The plan of education here is the same as that of the seminary
of Quebec, end of the colleges recently establislhed in the Province at St. Anne, Nicolet,
and St. Hyacinthe.

5. Eighteen schools in Montreal aid its neighbourhood are more or less assieted by the
seminary, and some of them supported by it enirely.

6.. Besides the seigneurie of Montreal, the seminary possesses that of St. Sulpice, in the
county of Assomption. This seigneurie has always been considered a dependence on that
of Montreal, and forned part of the original donation of 1763. The seminary also pas-
sesses the seigneurie of dhe " Lake of the Two Mountains," on the River Ottawa, which
was granted by the French King, in the year 1717, to the seminary of St. Sulpice. On
this estate there are establishments or villages of Indians, Algonquins and Iroquois. Two
or more of the priests constantly reside there. The seigneuris is large, but being only in
part settled, the revenues fall short of the expenditure. The seminary, at the time of the
conquest, possessed parts of two seigneuries (Bourchemin and St. Hermand); but the
owner af the other parts having hecone involved in debt, the whole seigneuries were
seized by the sheriff, and the seminary, by omitting ta file an opposition, lost its share.

7. On the island of Montreal, the ecclesiastics hold in their own bands, as their
domain:-

1st. Their buildings in the city of Montreal:

ud. The farm on the moiuntain, called " the Priests' Farun," of about 18o acres:

3d. A wood of 8oo or goo acres, situate at the back of the island, and from which they
are supplied with fuel:

4 th. The farm of St. Gabriel, containing about 3oo acres; of which part, bordering on.
the Lachine Canal, miglit be rendered very profitable, and of considerable service ta
commerce.

This, though situate close ta the town, is stili in tillage, and its remaining so is a subject,
of dissatisfaction ta the inhabitants of that quarter, who conceive that the extension of the
town in their neighbourhood would be an improvemnent.

8. A Statement of the arrière fiefs is annexed, being a Return from M. Quiblier, marked..
Nu. 1, showing the situation and extent of the fiefs, the dates of their concessions, and
the names of the present owners. By far the greater part of then, it will be observed,
were conceded before the property was conferred on the seminary of St. Sulpice.

9. The
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9. The revenues of the seminary may be taken, in round numbers, as follows:-

Seigneurie of Montreal:
Lods et ventes, town

Ditto - - country
- - - - - - 3,006

- - - - - - 2,064
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5,070
Droit de banalité · - - - - - - - 1,112
Produce of domain - - - - - - - 486

Seigneurie of St. Sulpice - - - - - - - 640
Seigneurie of Two Mountains - - - - - - 969

£.8,277

1o. The Tables and Returns furnished to us by the seminary
preceding Statement are annexed.

on several heads of the

No. i.-Ai1ÈRE Finrs.

C·. FIEF Nazareth, occupant une partie du faubourg Ste. Anne ou Griffinto'n,
1oo arpents en superficie; concédées en fief aux pauvres de l'Hôtel Dieu, le 8 Août 1654,
par M. Chomedey de Maisonneuve, Gouverneur de Montreal, pour la Compagnie des
Associés pour le Conversion des Sauvages, alors propriétaire de l'isle. Les soeurs de
l'Hôtel Dieu sont administratrices du dit fief pour les pauvres, qui en ont retenu la
censive.

M. John Samuel M'Cord tient ce fief à bail emphytéotique pour encore 50 et quel-
ques annees.

2·. Fief St. Joseph, à l'extremité du faubourg du même nom, 2oo arpents, concédées
aux religieuses hospitalières de l'Hôtel Dieu de Montreal, le 23 Decembre 1659, pour le
soutien du communauté.

M. Fiederic Auguste Quesnel a le domaine utile de ce fief, dont les réligieuses ont
retenu la censive.

3°. Fief St. Augustin, situé au village de St. Henry des Tanneries des Rollauds, au pied du
coteau St. Pierre, 400 arpents en superficie, concédees aux pauvres de l'Hôtel Dieu, en deux
contrats, le 8 Mars 1i6o, etle 23 Novembre 166o. Ce fief est concédé en partie en émplace-
mens, et une partie est donnée à bail emphytéotique pour encore 5o et quelques années.
Les seurs de l'Hôtel Dieu sont administratrices pour le profit des pauvres qui ont retenu la
censive du dit fief.

4. Fief Closse, situé à droite de la grande rue du faubourg St. Laurent, contenant
2 arpents de front à prendre à la Petite Rivière, sur 45 arpents de profondeur, dont 2
arps. sur 2o arps. concedées a Sr. Lambert Closse le 12 Fevrier 1658, et 2 arps. X 25 arps.
concédées à Delle. Migeon Vve. Closse le 27 Juin 1672.

Ce fief est actuellement possedé par les héritiers Fortier.
5°. Fief la Gauchetière, situé à droite du précédent, contenant deux arps. de front à

prendre de la Petite Rivière sur go de profondeur, dont 2 arps. sur 21 arps. données à
Mme. J. Ete. Migeon de Bransac; 2•arpents sur 29 arps. concédées à la même le 12 De-
cembre 1665, et 2 arps.. sur 40 arps. concédées au Sr. J. Bte. Migeon de Bransac, dont
nous n'avons pas le contrat.

Ce fief uppartient aujourd'hui à l'Honble. Zoust. Pothier.

6°. Fief St. Germain, appelé autrement fief Bellevue, situé au haut de l'isle en la
paroisse de Ste. Anne, 14 arps. de front sur le bord de la rivière sur 2o arps..de pro-.
fondeur, concédées le 30 Juillet 1672, à Louis de Barthe, Sr. de Chali, et Gab. de Barthe,
Sieur'de la Joubardière.

Ce fief appartient actuellement à Simon Fraser, Ecr.

7•. À.côté du fief ci-dessus, est l'ancien fief Senneville, réuni au domaine de l'isle de
Montréal, et possédé en roture par M. de Montigny.

8°. Fief Morel, situé en la paroisse de la Rivière des Prairies, de 8 arps. de-front sur le
bord de la Rivière des Prairies sur 25 arps. de profondeur, concédées au Sr. Paul Morel de
Ste. Hélène le 8 Décembre 1661 ; possédé actuellement par le Capitaine J, Bte. Chevau.
dier dt. L'épine.

. 3.

No. I.

Arrière Fiefs.
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No. 2.-TABLEAU desRavzrvs du Sintymrmt de Montréal pendant les 5 dernières Années.

ANNÉES

1831 - -
1832 - -
1833 . -

1834 - -

1835 - -

ToTA L -f.

Lods et Ventes
de la ville

et des
Faubourgs.

£.
2,800
3,035
3,095
3,028
3,072

15.030

Lods et %'ente1

de l'Isle
de Montréal,

en Argent
et en Grain.

2,404
2,102
2,249
1,G95
1,873

St.Se4picL.

o.
638

«3
732
Gs2

Ditto
dta LAC des

Deur
Montagnes.

987
937

1,334
877
714

Produit
des

Moulins.

1,191
1,148
1,162
1,088

973

Fermes
'etLogers de

Mlaisons.

427
482
669
432
521

'j- - I I
10,325 3,2'J3 4,849 5,562

TOTAL.

8,347
8,322
0,072
7,862
7,805

41,398

Dans le cas d'un affranchissement général de droits segneuriaux, le produit des moulins diminuera en proportion, et
finira par devenir de nulle valeur.

TABLEAU des Dira-ises du SinsAtzase de 3fontréal pendant les 5 dernières Années.

Frais de
Gestion,
Avocats,
Notaires,

Arpenteurs,
&c.

C.
463
552
728
324
440

2,507

Dépenses Courantes, non compris
quelques produits des Femre, Jardins,

Vergers, consumés en namre.

Séminaire.

C.
2,652
2.833
2,930
3,175
2,787

14,377

Con-
Istructions
_ et

enrione
de

Liedes. Collée. Bàtimens.

760 503 300
C70 900 1,240
G37 679 3,022
700 922 1,087
GJi G12 C61

3,4G7

Ecoles
et

Orphelins
et

Orphelines.

£.
320
400
471
597
497

Aumônes
Sou-

serip tiens,
Institutions
Charitables,

&c.&c.

C.
1,293

974
1,224
1,837
1,2G8

TOTAL.

6,291
7,575
9,591
9,552
G,959

____________ ~-*1------. --
2.526 7,210 2,285 G,596 39,96

BALAtca - - £.1,430

Cette Balance eat actuellement employée à reconstruire une des maisons près du séminaire.
Au total £.4,849 de la recette du lac des Deux tMonages, il faut ajouter £. 1,691, produit des moulins £

de cette seigneurie, qui sont compris dans le total £.5,202 du produit des moulins, cy. - - - 5,540
Au total £.3,467 de la dépense courante du dit lac, il faut ajoutol £.3,300. employés à tu2tir un moulin,

et faire un chemin, demandés l'un et l'autre Pr US cenastaires; à Téparer un ancien moulin, et àl
faire arpenter et borner la seigneurie: les £,3,300 sont renfermés dans le total £.7,210 des
constructions et reparations, cy. ---- - - - -- - - -- 6,767

Ce qui présente pour cet établissement un arédent de dépense de - - - - £. 1,227 (dei%)

Non compris le vestiaire des prêtres qui y résient, lequel est porté à l'article des dépenses courantes du séminaire.

No. 3.-COLLÉGE ou Prr SiMINAIR E.

14 Macitrs.

Prix de la pension et de l'enseignement - - - £. 18. 7. 6. par an.

Prix de l'enseignement pour les externes - .- - 1. 15. O. par an.

Plusieurs élèves obtiennent des remises; un certain nombre est réçu gratuitement.

Années. Nombre d'Eêèves.

1831 139 pensionnaires -
92 externes - -

183Il 135 pensionnaires -
3 104 externes - -

1833 f116 pensionnaires -
1833 {115 externes - -

18%. f 94 pensionnaires -
1 .123 externes - -

1835 11oi pensionnaires -
1 103 externes - -

1,527

97
1,345

90

1,427
86

82o
170

1,452
00

TOTAL
Fourni par le
&Sminaire.

I t- I.

1,624
s. d.

14 3

1,435 14 6

1:513 9 -

990 12 9

1,553 6 9

ANNÉES.

1831
1832
1833
1834
1835

TOAr

No. 3.
College and

Schools.

Dépense.

2,127

s. d.

14 3

2,335 14 6

2,092 9 -

1,922 12 9

2,165 6

EcoLS
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Écor.sS. Protegées par le Séminaire.

Nombre
des Mattres ou
.Matesss.

• Nopbre
des Eleves.

I I t

Ecole vis-à-vis le Séminaire,
(gratuite).

Bonsecours - - - -

Récollets - - - -

Ditto, Orphelins (gratuite) -
Orphelins chez les Sours Grises

(gratuite)
Faub. Quebec. rue de la Visita-

tion (gratuite)
Rue desVoltigeurs - - -

Courant St. Marie - - -

Faub. St. Laurent, Grande Rue
(gratuite).

Rue St. Charles - - -

Faub. St. Antoine, rue St. Bon-
aventure.

Ditto - - ditto - -

Faub. St. Joseph - - -

Côté des Neiges - - v

Côté St. Luc - - - -

Tanneries St. Henry - -

Ditto - - ditto - - -

Côté la Visitation - - -

3

2

3

2

3

*1
3

2

2
1*

s i

2

190

43
192

25

41

160

46
23

1,58

46
75

18
79
57
35
56
15
48

Secous fournis par le Séminaire.

Logement et tout le reste.

Logement, bois, &c.
- - ditto.
- - ditto.
Tout.

Logement, bois, &c.

- - ditto.
Loger et secours.
Logement, bois, &c.

-. - ditto.
- - ditto.

- - ditto.
- - ditto..
- - ditto.
Secours en argent.
Logement, bois, &c.
- - ditto.
- - ditto.

Appendix (A.)

Statistical Acconnt
of the Seminary.

S No. 3.
College ard

b chb. ,j

31__ 1,307

Dans les écoles non gratuites plusieurs élèves ne payent rien. Pour ceux qui payent, le ,
prix varie depuis i.s. jusqu'à us. 6d.

ollége
Ccoles

TOTAIL -

Mattres.

14
31

204
1,307

- - 45 1,511

No. 4.-MEMBE Es du SÉMiNAiBE de Montréal.

DEPUIS 1828, il n'a été agrégé aucun nouveau membre au séminaire. Cinq des membres
alors existans ont été emportés par la uort, MM. Le Saulnier, RQux, Malard, Humbert
et Sattin, nés en France, mais naturalisés.

Tous les membres actuels sont sujets Britanniques.

MM. Roque, né en France, agrégé au séminaire du Montreal en 1796.
Hubert - ---- ··-- Canada - - ----- 1783.
Saurage de Chatillouet - France - - ----- 1794.
Rousse - - - - - - Canada - - ----- -1814.

- Dufresne - - - - -- - Caunada - - ---- 1824.
- Richards - - - - .- - Etats Unis - ----- 1817.

- Compte - - - - - - Canada - - ------- i8i8.
- Quiblier - - - - - - France - - ---- ---- 825.
- Foy --.. - - .-- - France------ - - -- 1823.

Léry - - - - - - - France - - ----- 1828.
- Lefebvre de Bellefeuille - Canada. - --- 8.
- Bonin - - - - - - Canada --- 1821.
-.- St. Pierre - .- - - Canada - - ---- -- 1823.
- Baile - - - ·- - - - France - - -

- Phelan -- - - - - Irlande --1825.
- Durocher - - - .. - Canada - - ----- 1828.
- Larkin (John) - - - Angleterre - -1827.

- Larré . -- - - - - France - - ----- 1828;
Leonard - - - - - - France - -828.

- Arraud - - - - - - France-- -
x Non

No. 4.

Members of the
Institution.

L I E U X. .
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of the Seminary.

No.4.
College and

Schools.

Non agrégés au Séminaire:
MM. Macdonald . -- - - Ecosse, travaillant depuis
- Larkin, Felix - - - - Angleterre - - - - -
- Archambault - - - - Canada - - - - -
- Beauregard - - - - Canada - - - - -
- O'Connell - - - - - Irlande - - - - -

1807.
1831.
1835.
1836.
1836.

Tous les membres nés en France et venus en Canada avec la permission du Gouyerne-
ment de S. M. étaient, ainsi que Mr. John Larkin, agrégés à St. Sulpice de Paris, et ont
été agrégés au séminaire de Montreal, à leur arrivée en ce pays.

Permission fut donnée par le Lord Bathurst le 2 Janvier 1823, au Rt. Rev. Dr. Poynter,
évêque de Londres, pour quatre prêtres, laquelle permission fut signifiée à Lord Dalhousie
le 12 Mars 1823.

Nous avons les deux lettres.

Appendix (B).

DOCU MENTARY EVIDENCE.

Rev. Mr. Qui,
5 July 183

From the SEx1NAnIY of ST. SULPICE.

lier. LE séminaire de Montréal, considérant que les droits seigneuriaux, principalement le
6. droit de lods et ventes, sont généralement regardés comme un obstacle au commerce, a

l'honneur de soumettre le projet suivant, qui semble devoir être le plus conforme aux désirs
de l'autorité ecclésiastique, le plus adapté aux besoinis du commerce, et le plus propre à
concilier les intérêts de l'établissement.

Sa Majesté emaneroit ses lettres patentes, autorisant les ecclésiastiques du séminaire de
St. Sulpice de M ontréal, comme corporation, à jouir enfranc alleu des propriétés foncières
qu'ils possèdent, et à décharger leurs censitaires des droits féodaux moyennant une
indemnite.

Par les mêmes lettres Royales, le séminaire seroit autorisé à placer teut le montant des
indemnités en acquisition d'immeubles dans l'étendue le la cité ; de vendre ses immeubles,
et d'en acquérir et acheter d'autres en remplacementet du mêtne prix.

Le séminaire seroittenu à affranchir des charges féodales tous ceux de ses censitaires qui
le demanderoient, et aux conditions suivantes -

1°. Droits de lods et ventes.-Les emplacements dans les limites de la cité, et chargés de
bâtisses d'une valeur de cinq cents livres courant, ou au dessus seroient affranchis du dit
droit pour le vingtième, une fois payé au séminaire, de la valeur totale des dits terreins et
batisses.

Les emplacements dans les limites de la cité, et chargés d'aucunes bâtisses, ou de
bâtisses dont le prix seroit moindre de cinq cents livres courant, et aussi tous les terreins
et emplacements en dehors des limites de la cité, ou dans les campagnes, les uns et les
autres seroient affranchis du dit droit pour le douzième une fois payé au séminaire, de la
valeur totale des dits terreins et de leurs améliorations.

0°. Cens et rentes.-Les censitaires qui voudroient s'affranchir de ce droit, payeroient une
fois au séminaire, le capital représente par les rentes respectives.

3. Banalité.-Les terreins dans les limites de la cité, et affranchis du droit de lods et
ventes, seroient par là même affranchis de la double charge imposée par le droit de bana-
lité, c. à. d. de l'obligation de moudre aux moulins banaux, et de la défense de bâtir ou
ériger moulin à farine sur les dit& terreins.

Les terreins hors des limites de la cité, et affrachis du droit de lods et ventes, seroient
par là même affranchis de la première charge de la banalité; mais il ne pourrait être con-
struit sur iceux moulins à farine, sans le consentement du séminaire, et sans une indemnité
capable l'aider à l'entretien des moulins banau:ý que la loi oblige les seigneurs à fournir
à leurs censitaires. Cette dernière clause cesseroit d'être de rigueur, dès que l'affranchisse-
ment seroit devenu général.

Montréal, 5 Juillet 1836.
(signed) J. Quiblier,

Supérieur du Séminaire.

J. Duncan Gibb.
h .July 1836.

From James Duncan Gibb.

TiHE adjustment of the claim of the Seninary of St. Sulp'ce is the most important sub-
ject for .immediate adjustment in which the mnhabitants of the island of Montreal are
interested.

l. expressing an opinion that that body is not the legal proprietor of the seigneury of
Montreal, I'do not overlook that clause in the Articles of Capitulation under which they
pretend to claim it, and which I will state at length.

Article 34.-All the communities and ill the priests shall preserve their moveables, the
property and revenues of the seigneuries and other estates which they possess inthe colony,

, of
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of whatever nature they be, and the same estates shall be preserved in their privileges, Appendix (B.)
rights, honours and exemptions.

" Granted." Documentary.
The exceptions which may be stated to their claim are positive in the two following Evidence.

clauses:
Article 32.-Tle communities of nuns shall be preserved in their cônstitutions and pri- Mr.

vileges; they shall continue to observe their rules ; they shall be exempted fron lodging
zny military, and -it shall be forbid to molest them in their religious exercises or to enter 1 July 1836.
their monasteries; safeguards shall be given them if they desire them.

Granted."
Article 33.-The preceding article shall likewise be executed with regard to the commu-

nities of Jesuits and Récollets, and of the house of the priests of St. Sulpice, at Montreal;
these last and the Jesuits shal preserve their right to nominate to certain curacies and mis-
sions, as heretofore.

" Refused till the King's pleasure be known."
The King's pleasure was never known as confirming the 33d article of the treaty; but

we may infer his pleasure as beindg in contradiction to it, for by the 8th section of the Act
of Parliament of Great Britain, 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, (1774,) it is enacted, that all His Majesty's
Canadian subjects within the province of Quebec, the rligious orders and communitres only
excepted, may also hold and enjoy their property and possessions.

The negative contained in that Act to the holding of properties and possessions by the
religious orders and communities, is a positive rejection of the ungranted 33d article of the
treaty, wherein a stipulation is made to preserve the communities of Jesuits and Récollets,
and of the house of the priests of St. Sulpice at Montreal, their constitutions andprivileges,
in the manner granted by the 3 2d article to the nuns ; and it also rejects the pretensions
sought for by that urticle to preserve to the bouse of the priests of St. Sulpice at Montreal,
ani the Jesuits, their right to nominate to certain curacies and missions as theretofore.

Their corporate capacity is therefore not maintained, but denied, and the priests of the
seminary càn only be regarded as the agents of the corporation of St. Sulpice in France.
The seminary being therefore but a branch establishment of a foreign corporation, have ne
corporate existence here, and consequently no legal right to the enormous sums of money
they have collected.

The improvement of Montreal, the principal commercial city of British North America,
has been mnost cruelly retarded by the incubus of seigneurial and feudal exactions. The
feelings of the British and Irish 'Protestants who settled here have been much mortified in
being compelled to submit to demands of such an oppressive nature, for the support of
French Catholic churches and colleges, while no attention vas given by the British Go-
vernment to the establishment of scholastic institutions for the benefit of the Protestant
community. The purposes to which they have been therefore compelled to contribute, and
the seigneurial pretensions under which the moncy lias been collected, have been objection-
able to the Protestant settlers, who, encouraged by the King's proclamation, had flattered
themselves they should be subject to no oppression in this country which they did not
suffer in the land of their birth.

The King's proclamation, dated at St. James's, the 7th October 1763, contains the follow-
ing clauses:-

4 And being desirous that all our loving subjects, as well of our Kingdoms as of our
Colonies in America, may avail themselves with all convenient speed of the great benefits
and advantages which must accrue therefrom to their commerce, manufactures and navi-
gation."

" And whereas it will greatly contribute to the speedy settling of our said new Govern-
ment that our loving subjects should be informed of our paternal care for the security of
the liberty and property of those who are and shall become inhabitants thereof, ive have
thought fit, &c.

And we have also given power to the said Governors, with the consent of our said
councils and the representatives of the people, so to be.summoned as aforesaid, to make,
constitute, and ordain laws, statutes and ordinances for the public peace, welfare and
good government of our saiid colonies, and the people and inhabitants thereof, as near as
nay be agreable to the laws of England, and under such regulations and restrictions as

are used in other colonies; and in the meantime, and until such assemblies ca'n be called
as aforesaid, all persons inhabitir.g in or resorting to our said colonies may confide in our
Royal protection for the enjoyment of the benefit of the laws of our realm of England."

Notwithstanding these kînd assurances, the conduct of the King's Government has been
oppressive and injurious to British settlers in regard to seigneuria claims. The religious
orders of the Jesuits nnd the Récollets having become extinct, their vast estates became.
vested in the Crown. Here vas an opportunity for the King, independent of the colonial
legislature, to have fulfilled to the British settlers the promises contained in the proclama-
tion; but instead of doing so, Government agents were appointed, and the settlers had to
comply with all those obnoxious demàands which French feudal law only could justify.
Was this then according to the promises beld out to them, and are cens et rentes, lods et
ventes, droits de banalité, droits de chasse, droits de pèches and droit de rétrait to be considered
as a proof of the King's paternal -chre for the security of the liberty and property of the
British settlers, and as a substitute for the Royal protection for the enjoyment of the
benefit of the laws of the realm of England?
--The priests of the seminary of St. Sulpice, remaiuing in possession of the property there-

0.3. x 2 tofore
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Appendix (B.) tofore belonging to that order, proceeded to collect the seigneurial does. Whether they.
- were doubtful of the legality of their claim, or feit more humane in the exercise of it, I

Documentary cannot pretend to say, but the British settlers found thein kinder masters than the agents
Evidence. of the Government were in other seigneuries; and well knowing that if a strong remnon-

strance was made to Government to eject the priests of St. Sulpice fron possession,'the.
Mr. management of the seigneury would be assumed by Government through its agents, who

J. Duncan Gibb, would demand the full extent of lods et ventes, while the priests in amicable settlements
11 July 1836. were satisfied to receive five, instead of eight and one-third, per cent., the British settlers

preferred, therefore, to be the feudal vassals of the priests of St. Sulpice than of the British
Government.

Thé wrongs we have suffered in this respect have at last become known to His Majesty,
and Royal Commissioners have been sent to examine into our complaints; we therefore
look with confidence to our early emancipation fromn all seigneurial and feudal burthens.

It may be necesbary to state the manner in which lods et ventes are created and how
collected by the priests. On every sale, a mutation fine of one-twelfth of the value of the
property, including improvements thereon, is claimed by the priests. The priests of St.
Sulpice seldom institute actions, as plaintiffs, for the recovery of lods et ventes ; their claim
under seigneurial privilege may lay dormant after one or several sales, even until 3o years,
or until the property is brought to a sheriff's sale : they then put in an opposition afin de
censives, and obtain payment from the proceeds returued by the sheriff, of thleir claim of
eight and one-third per cent. on the amount of eaoh preceding sale; or, when a purchasei
by private sale advertises his deed of acquisition for a judgment of confirmation, according
to the provincial statute, they file their claim, which if the purchaser will not admit, lie
cannot obtain a confirmed title.

Frequ'ently purchasers refuse to pay the balance due to vendors, unless the latter pay
the seigneurs their arrears of lods et ventes. A property sold 12 times by private sale,
without having made payment of lods et ventes, if brought to a sheriff's sale, the seigneurs
will claim lods et ventes on each sale, and recover a sum equal to the whole amount of the
proceeds of sale, wiîthout impairing their pretensions to sinular future exactions.

When proprietors voluntarily pay the priests their lods et ventes, the latter will take
5 per cent., but if the proprietors are not monied men, and the claim is ultimately enforced
by the means before stated, the seigneurs exact the full sum of eight and one-third per
cent.

Another complaint may be alluded to: large sums of money are stated to have been sent
to Caitholic institutions in foreign countries, instead of being kept for expenditure here, as
expressed in the confirmation granted by the King of France to the deed of donation
held by the St. Sulpiciens, viz.-

"C A ces causes, bien informés que nous ne pouvions rien faire de plus avantageux pour
la propagation de la foi, et pour l'établissement de la réligion Chr&tienne dans nos états
dans la nouvelle France."

With regard to the character of the priests of the bouse of St. Sulpice at Montreal,
I an happy to express my high sense of their public and private virtues; their conduct
lias always been such as to ensure therm the good will of all classes of the community.
Irritations have arisen with regard to claims they have enforced, but only so when acting
in a seigneurial capacity.

Muntreal, 1i July 1836. (signed) James Duncan Gibb.

Sir, Committee of Trade Room, Montreal, 32th July 1836.
Mr. I nAvE been directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th instant,

T. Mitchell Smith, addressed to Geo. Auldjo, Esq., the late Chairnian of the Comnittee of Trade, putting
12 July 1836. .certain queries respecting the commutation of the seigneurial dues in the city and island

- of Montreal.
In reply to the first question in your letter, the Comwittee of Trade have no hesitation

in saying that a very reat and very general anxiety prevails amongst the proprietary to
obtain the means of freeng themselves, on reasGnable teruis, from these dues.

In answer to your second inquiry, the Committee are of opinion that 1o per centum of
the assessed value would not be more than an equitable compensation to the seigneurs for
the relinquishment of their rights, provided the time of effecting a commutation and of
taking an assessment for that pu:pose be left entirely to the holders of the property. The.
Committee, however, direct me to add, that if a limited period only were allowed to com-
mute, for instance, three years from a given date, in:such case five per centum might be
considered a fair equivalent.

It bas also occurred to the Committee that a sum might be fixed upon, payable imme-
diately, with an advancing scale for every year that might be allowed to elapse without the
proprietor availing himself of the privdlege to commute. Such an arrangement would
have the effect of creating the new tenure more rapidly, and vould not be felt as a hard
ship, if the seigneurs were willing to arrange for the payment by a rente rachetable on the
property.

The following gentlemen, wlîo are extensive proprietors, are well qualified by their
intelligence to affrd infurm»ation to lis MNajesty's Commissioners on this subject: Thoas

Cringan,
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Cringan, Charles iamontagne, Turton Penn, Benjantin H olmes, George Auldjo, Esquires,
Dr. Robertson, and Mr. John Redpath.

T. F. Elliot, Esq.
&c. &c. &c.

I have, &c.
,signed) T. Mitchell Smith,

Secretary Montreal Committee of Trade.

Appendix (B.)

Documentary
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Sir, Montreal, 13 July 1836.
I HAVE been honoured with your letter of the 9 th instant, wherein I arn requested, oen. D. Mondeut,

as a memnber of the Executive Couricil resident in Montreal, to imnpart to [lis Majesty's 13 July 1836.
Commissioners of Inquiry any knowledge I may possess, or 'opinion I may entertain, on
two questions respecting the carrying into effect a plan for releving this city and island
from the seigneurial dueài to which they are subject.

I have now the honour to state my humble opinion as follows:
On the first question :

An anxiety to be freed froi seigneurial claims, and more particularly of the right of lods
et ventes, on reasonable terms, prevails amongst the Lyenerality of the inhabitants of this
city and island. I an not aware of any diversity of opinion on this matter.

On the second question:
The proportion of one-fifth of the assessed value of the property intended to be freed

from seigneurial burthens, to which the seigneur would be in strictness entitled, does not
appear to me to be exorbitant.

I arn, however, of opinion that it is proper to alluw to the seigneur and censitaire the
option of agreeing upon terms of commutation with each other, and that such course will
bc decidedly advantageous to the latter.

From my knowledge of the disinterestedness of the gentlemen of the seminary of
Montreal, i feel confident that their conditions will be most liberal. I am much muistaken
if the compensation which they will be disposed to receive, will not prove more reasonable
than the must sanguine hopea of the inhabitants could lead them to expect.

The other seigneurs offiefs in the i:land of Montreal might not be prepared to make
sacrifices to the sane extentt, and it might not be fair to expect it at their hands.

Thomas Frederick Elliot, Esq.
&c. &c. &c.

I have, &c.
(signed) D. Mondelet.

Mr. Turion Penn.

Tu E injurious tendency of the laws affecting real estate in force in this province, and
especially of the rights enjnyed by the seigneurs, is too obvious to require anything more
tihan a passing, notice. A bare rec:tul of the various burthens to which lainded property is
subjected, wili, in itself, without comment or rernark, convey ail that needs be saidon the
subject; and as this information can be drawn fron the law books, I consider it unneces-
sary to enter into the details, and shall confine ny observations to matters of a local
character, bearing upon the negotiation now pending between lis Majesty's Governnent
and the seminary of St. Sulpice.

An opinion bas very generally obtained with the British and Irish population of this city,
that the Government i, in possession of legal opinions showing that the right of property
to the estates held by the seminary is vested in the Crown ; and it is understood that
instructions were transmitted to Lord Aylmer to require a surrender of the property, and
in the event of a refusai, to bring the ma:ter to an issue in the courts of law. I an not
prepared to ditcuss thd cuestion in a legal point of view, but would remark that the doubta
as to the sufhiciency of the seminary's title have acquired additional force from the result
of a suit at law, in which the seminary was the plaintiff, wbicht was carried by appeal to
Quebec, vith te intention on the part of the delendant, if unsuccessful there, to appeal
to England. The judges in appeal at Quebec were divided in opinion, and no judgment
was obtained, altboughi it is stated that the chief justice of the province was opposed to the
seminrry's claim.. If more accurate informat.ion on this subject is required, I bcg to refer
to the lion. James Stuart, late attorney-general of tl'e province, who conducted the case
for the defendant.

The British population generally have been under the impression that the seminary had
no legeal right to the property held by it, and knowing that the subject was.under the
consideration of [lis Maujesty's Governmuent, they have patiently awaited the.result, in the
fullest confidence that the final adjustnent would be determined upon equitable principles,
and with a due regard to the interests of ail classes of the population. Hitherto they have
not benefited, or nt the most, in a very slight degree, under de svstem of..education esta-
blished by the seminary of St. Sulpice, and in any arrangement which may be made
consequert upon the exercise of the rights of the Crown, they trust that their claims to
participate in the revenues allotted for purposes of education. will not-be overlooked.
Whether this end shal be brought about b introducing a system of education divested of
ail sectarian tests, or by separute and distinct appropriations for Catholic and Protestant
purposes, will niaturally forn a subject of deliberation. It cannot he denied that it would
be a work of more tait ordinary difhlculty to mature a system of education whicih would

.o.3. 3 extend

Mr. Turton Penn.

ï6t -
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Mr. Turton Penn.

extend its advantages in an equal degree to all, without exciting the jealously, or offending
the prejudices of any religious sect; still, should a contrary principle prevail, it is much to
be feared that the classification which must ensue vould tend to confirn the distinctions
and differences which at present unhappily exist.

I now proceed to answer the second question of the Commissioners; viz. should the
rights of the seminary be recognized by the Government, the conditions on which their
rights should be surrendered.

In this case 1 conceive the best plan would be to give an equivalent to the seminary in
the shape of a fixed annual revenue. The principal sum night be assessed on the real
estate within the seigneury, leaving it optional with the censitaires either to discharge the
amount they were assessed, or to pay interest. The principal suma as paid in might be
loaned to te province, and could be advantageously employed in improving the navigation
of the St. Lawrence, or in any other work of public utilhty.

I cannot undertake to say what sun the seminary should receive as an epivalent, as
I conceive it should be regulated by a reference to the suma required to keep up its schools
and establishments. The present revenue of the seminary bas been spoken of as amount-
ing to about 6,ooo 1. per annum.

I am aware that another plan has been suggested, leaving to the seminary the collection
of the back dues, and authorizing it to receive a commutation of 5 per cent. from the
censitaires, and to invest the monies so received in landed estate.

So far as the interest of the censitaires is concerned, the commutation appears to be
reasonable; but the proposed manner of investing the money is open to inany serious
objections.

I have it in charge from the proprietors and inhabitants generally of the ward in which
I reside, to state to the Commissioners that their interests are injuriously affected,
and the public exposed to much inconvenience and annoyance from the large extent of
unconceded land held by the different religious communities, and comprehended within
the city limits. To give to the seminary of St. Sulpice the right of acquiring more land,
would be to increase the evil of which they complain.

Independently of the objections of a general character to mortmain property, which
have occasioned general discontent wherever property of that kind exists, there are other
and special reasons against it in the present case.

Without meaning in the slightest degree to detract from the character of the ecclesiastics
of the seminary of St. Sulpice, and cordially adding my testimonyo that of others, as to
the high estimation in which they are held by the community at large, still it cannot be
expected that in temporal affairs they or any other body of the clergy can be actuated by
the saine desires, or influenced by the same feelings which animate an active and enter-
prizing commercial population. The consequence ias already been, both in respect to the
scminarv and the other religious communities holding unconceded lands, that great dis-
content and dissatisfaction have been manifested by individual proprietors. The religious
communities refuse to unite with the other proprietors in their neighbourhood, to carry,
into eflfct public iuprovements, although those improvements would materially enhance
the value of their lands. In the ward of St. Ann's, the proprietors and inhabitants, besides
paying assessnents, have contributed within the last five years from their own funds nearly
4,oool. to repair the streets and public places; whilst the different religious communities
holding large quantities of land, each of whom has benefited more than all the individual
proprietors conj oined, have contributed nothing. I ought also to mention that the lands
referred to, although ftrom their advantageous situation they would no doubt before this
have been disposed of as building lots, had they been placed under different ownersbips,
are still kept by the religious communities as fara lands. There is a growing feeling of
discontent from this cause, and unless something is speedily done to satisfy the reasonable
expectations of the public, I am satisfied that heats and animosities will ensue, leading,
not improbably, to a state of things still more to be deprecated.

There are other reasons of a more general nature, which show the impolicy of continuing
the seminary and the other religious communities in possession of the upconceded land
now leld by them.

From the many local advantages possessed by the city of Montreal, it can.scarcely be
doubted that it is destined to become a large commercial emporiun ; and when the tenure
of the land is changed, and certain obnoxious laws affecting real estate repealed or mo-
dified, it may be ex pected to advance rapidly in population and wealth, and as a natural
consequence, the value of land will be proportionably increased. The time is probably not
very far distant when the revenues and profits arising from the unconceded land held by the
seminary would clothe that body with a power and influence which, if improperly directed,
would be dangerous, and against wYhich the Government itself might find it no easy task to
contend. Iowever merited may be the confidence bestowed on the present ecclesiastics
of the seminary of St. Sulpice, it by no means follows that their successors will be equally
entitled to esteem; and when it is considered that .they exercise an uncontrolled power
over the revenues of the seminary, or if controlled at all, that it is :by the house in laris,
and that they are not bound to render an account to the public of their expenditure,
I think it w'ill be admitted that it would be impolitic to continue to then the privileges,
they seek.

On behalf of a numerous body of the population of Britisli and Irish descent, whose
prospects must be deeply affected by the issue of this question, I.ex-ress an earnest wish
that whatever remuneration the Goverinent inay make to the seminary for the surrender

of
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of its rights, the unconceded -land situated withirt the city, with the exception of what Appendix (B.)
may be required for the purposes of the establishment, may be sold. If the seminary is
permitted to apply to its own use the amount which the property may realize, it would Documeutary
perhaps obviate one of its objections to the measure, were the sale made en constitut, bear- Evidence.
ng interest at the best rate of 6 per cent.

1 cannot state with precision what a commutation of 5 per cent. and the arrears of Mr. Turion Penn.
lods et ventes would produce, but I furnish a statement founded on such documents as are
within my reach.

The amount of assessment on real estate within the city of Montreal, for the current
year, being at the rate of 2 J per cent. on the rental, is 4,150!. This would give a total
rental of 166,ooo L.; and as buildings are supposed to pay on an average 8 per cent.
interest, therefore

8 : too :: 166,ooo - - - - - 2,075,000
Add, for farms, orchards and vacant lots, either not assessed, or assessed at

a rental below their real value - - - - - - - - 100,000
The island of Montreal, exclusive of the city, contains about 140,ooo acres,

comprising several villages. I consider an average of loi. per acre as
a fair valuation - - - - - - - - - - - 1,400,000

£. 3,575,000

Commutation of 5 per cent. on 3,575,OOO. is - - - - - - 178,750
Lods et ventes being payable by the purchaser, and the seminary not*having

been in the habit of enforcing its rights, I should suppose there are but
few properties where at least one mutation fine is not due, and it is no
uncommon thing to find three, four, or upwards, accumulated on the sane
property. i know of no means to ascertain what the arrears amount to,
except from the serninary books, but as a matter of opinion, I should say
there could not be less on au average than one-mutation·fine due from ail
the property within.theseigneury. This, at 5 per cent., being the rate at
which te seminaryChas been in the habit of commuting, will give - - 178,750

£. 357,500

Say, three hundred and fifty-seven thousand five hundred pounds. Add to this the
grist-nills and water privileges owned by the seminary, which might be made to yield a
large revenue, and the landed estate to which allusion bas already been made, and which
is of great value, and deduct for three or four small fiefs held by other religions commu-
nities and by individuals, the value of which I cannot state, although I do not think it
vill materially affect the result as shown in the preceding calculation.

In answer to additional questions proposed by the commissioners, I wish it to be
understood that, in speaking of the terms on which seigneurial rights might be commuted,I merely rnean to state that it would be more to the advantage of the censitaires to accept
those 'onditions than to remain as they are. [ do not suppose for an instant that the
Government will enter .into an arrangement with the seminary of St. Sulpice, leaving it
so large an amount of disposable funds as a commutation on the terms stated would
produce.

The commutation of cens et rentes cannot be regarded as a matter of public interest.
There is no hindrande tu the improvement of the country in the payment of a fixed.annual
rent; and the rents being partly paid in various kinds of farm produce, there.vould be
some difficulty in fixing a cash value. The settlement of this question might be left open
to a private arrangement between the parties interested ; or should the extinguishing the
right be deemed important, the commutation might be determined by arbitrators luly
appointed for that purpose.

If the righit of the seminary to the arrears ii confirmed, it will not be necessary to
connect their payment with the proposed commutation of feudal rights, as the. seminarycould at any urme enforce its claim through the courts of law; bùt as a simultaneous
demand upon all the censitaires for so large an amount of arrears might lead to difficulties
and embarrassments, it would be weil to restrain the action of the seininary in that respect,
and provide for the gradual liquidation of the debt.

The general feeling of discontent fron, the large quantity of lands within the city held
by the seminary and other religious communities, does not originate in the circumstance
that those lands are held by Catholic.communities, but would exist in the saine degree
were they the property of any other religious corporation. - The irritation on this subject
wili not excite surprise when the facts are known. The inhabitants are denied a direct
ac-cess to the port and river, and.nearly the whole trade of the.city has to pass, by:a cir-
cuitous route, for the want of streets which any individual proprietor would open for his
own benefit. Every owner of ieal estate in the vieinity of mortmain lands is injured in
his prospects; and unless measures ae' taken to remove this constant source of irritation,
I nuch fear that it will in the end lead to acts of violence and outrage.Should it be decided that the religious cormmunities are to continue to enjoy thebenefit
of the lands now held by them, one easy rüethod of affordin'g relief would be to require

0.3. x 4 -that
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that they should be sold within a limited period, leaving the purchase money as ah unre-
deemable mortgage, bearing interest. This would yield an immediate and permanent revenue
to the communities.

Before expressing an opinion as to the expediency of making certain concessions to the
seminary of St. Sulpice, on the supposition that the right of the Crown cannot be readily
or certainly established, I vish to make a few observations. I have hitherto abstained
from discussing the right of the Crown to the property, knowing that the commissioners
were in possession of legal opinions on that point. In deviating from that rule, it is not
my intention to do more than allude to one argument, by no means the most forcible that
could be adduced, but to which, it is possible, sutlicient importance may not hitherto have
been attached.

In the capitulation entered into on the 8th September 1760, between Major-General
Amherst and the Marqu'is of' Vandreuil, the 34th article, on which the claim of the semi-
nary of St. Sulpice is founded, is as follows:

" Ail the communities and ail the priests shall preserve their moveables, the property
and revenues of seigneuries and other estates which they possess in the colony, of vhat
nature soever they be, and the same estates 'hall be preserved in their privileges, rights,
honors and exemptions."-" Granted."

The preceding article, 33, claimed for " the communities of Jesuits and Récollets, and
of the bouse of the priests of St. Sulpice at Montreal," to'be " preserved in their consti-
tions and privileges."

" Refused till-the King's pleasure be known.

We here see that the three religious communities are placed on the same footing, and
consequently that the Government possessed the power, without infringing any of the
articles of capitulation, to pursue the sane course in regard to the St. Sulpicians, which
it did adopt towards the Jesuits and Récollets, when by refusing permission to any new
members to join their community, their property would have reverted to the Crown.

The Royal proclamation, dated at St. James's, the 7th October 1763, after setting forth
that " it-will greatly contribute to the speedy settling of our new government that Our
loving subjects should be infoimed of our paternal cure for the securty of the liberty and
properties of those who are and shal become inhabitants thereof," and declaring " that
ail persons inhabiting in, or resorting to, our said colonies, may confide in our Royal pro-
tection for the enjoyment of the benefit of the laws of our reali of England," goes on to
say, < We have also thought fit, with the advice of our Privy Council as aforesaid, to give
unto the governors and councils, &c. &c. full power and authority ta settle and agree with
the inhabitants of our said new c.plonies, or any other person w'ho shall resort thereto, for
such lands, tenements and hereditaments as are now, or hereafter shall be, in our pover to
dispose of, and themu to grant to any such person or persons, upon such terms, and under
such moderate quit-rents, services and acknowledgments, as have been appointed in other
colonies."

It has already been shown that " Our power" did extend to the properties and pos-
sessions of the three religious communities, and was exercised in respect to two of them;
and it is but reasonable to suppose that the Act 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, s. 8, which confirnied
the riglit of' all His Majesty's Canadian subjects " to hold and enjoy their property and
possessions," " the rehigious orders and conimunities only excepted," was intended to con-
firn to " all persons inhabiting in or resorting to our said colony," the rights they had
acquired under the Royal proclamation, and that " such lands, tenenents and heredita-
ments as are now, or hereafter shall be, in our pover to dispose of,' comprehending the
propeities and possessions of the three religious communimies, shall be granted " upon
suchi terms, and under such moderate quit-rents, services and acknowledgients, as have
been appointed and settled in other colonies."

I know not the precise facts and arguments on vhich the seminary of St. Sulpice
grounds its claim to continue in the enjoyment of its property and possessions; but since
they cannot be drawn from the articles of capitulation, nor from the treaty of cession,
they must rest, I should suppose, on some assumed recognition by His Majesty's Govern-
ment; in other vords, whatever right the seminary does possess, must have been derived
from the Crown. If any document of this nature does exist, it is in manifest contradic-
tion of the Royal proclamation, and of the spirit of an Act of the Imperial Parliament;
and it is fair to assume that wrhatever rights and privileges it may convey, it was not in-
tended to subject " persons inhabiting in or resorting to our said colony," ta any other
than " such moderate quit-rents, services and acknowledgments as have been appointed
and settled in other colonies."

The English inhabitants claim as of right ta be relieved fron all feudal exactions
according ta the spirit and intent of the Royal proclamation; and they submit for the
consideration of the Government their right to participate., incommonm vith other of His

-Majésty's subjects, in any appropriation for'education drawn from the commutation of
seicneurial dues within the possessions at present held by the seminary of St. Sulpice.

It is difficuit to conceive that their claims in either case would be denied by the imperial
Parliamnent, even supposing the first named could be evaded in the courts of law. The
time has gone by when it vas held that corporate property was' without thé reach of
legislative interference. In ecclesiastical corporations, more partièularly created and
endowed for benevoleut purposes, it is competent to Parliament to introduce such modi-
fications as the change of times and the different circumatances of the people may
require.
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But although confident that the claims of the British inhabitants would ultimately be
established, i am not unwilliig to admit that it may be advisable somewhat to relax in
asserting their extreme rights; to what extent it might be expedient to give way 1 am not
prepared to say, nor can I form an opinion, without being made acquainted vithi the facts
and evidence w hich are before the commissioners.

If it should he determined upon to give to the seminary of St. Sulpice a corporate cha-
racter, and to acquire from it by an amicable arrangement the seigneurial property and
possessions, the least objectionable mode of carrying the arrangement into effect would be
by indennifying the seminîary by a fixed annual income, and permitting it to dispose of
the unconceded lands, subject to an annual rent-charge.

My opinion as to the inpolicy of permitting the seminary to acquire other landed estate
may be collected from the remarks I have made as to the land now held by it; and it
vould be a matter of deep regret, if in removing one evil, another should be created whiclh

would grow in the end to be almost as intolerable.

Appendix (B.).

Docunentary
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Mr. Turion Penn.

From the Seminary of St. Sulpice; 2 July 1836.
LE séminaire en ne demandant pour l'affranchissement des charges féodales que le 2ocme

de certaines propriétés et le 12-eme des autres, à compté sur le montant de ses arrérages.
Ces arrérages deviennent en quelque sorte son seule moyen d'existence pendant plusieurs
années. Ils sont loin néanmoins de monter à la somme que l'on suppose:

]Rey. J. Quiblier,
S' .lly 1836.

D'après un relevé assez correct, fait en 1833, et qui est encore exact
aujourd'hui, les lods et.ventes de la ville, estimés d'après notre mode
crdinaire de perception ne se montent pas, en bonnes dettes, au
dessus de 13 ou - - - - - - - - - -

Sur Soo emplacemens que contient la ville,*22o environ, d'après
notre terrier, sont quittes, jusqu'à ce jour de tout droit de lods et
ventes.

Les emplacements des faubourgs ont été, jusqu'ici, d'un beaucoup
moindre prix. L'on ne s'éloigne guères de l'exactitude en estimant
les arrérages dont ils sont chargés à la somme <le - - - -

Sur les 1,300 terres de l'isle de Montreal, plusieurs sont insolvables par
leur peu de valeur. Un grand nombre sont quittes. Les arrérages
ne peuvent être estimés au dessus de 10 à - - - -

£. s. d.

14,000 - -

8,ooo -- -

12,000 - _

£· 34,000 -- -

Ce qui pourra rentrer de ces arrérages, fera exister le séminaire pendant quelques années;
mais ne seroit il pas nécessaire et equitable que ceux qui, après cinq ou six ans, voudraient
affranchir leurs propriétés payassent deux cinquièmes en sus du prix demandé d'abord parle seminaire? Ces deux cinquièmes ne pourraient être employés qu'a la subsistance du
séminaire, et exciteraient les censitaires à presser les affranchissemens.

Propriétés dont le Séminaire conserre le domaine.

Les pro riétés possédées par le séminaire ainsi que les arrérages dûs, ont toujours étéexceptes e tout projet d'arrangement. Le Gouvernement de sa Majesté n'a jamais vouluqu'ils fussent en rien contestés au séminaire. Les censitaires ne peuvent se plaindre.C'est leur faute s'il y a des arrérages. Les propriétés possédées par le séminaire sontmoins importantes qu'on ne pourrait imaginer.
En ville, outre le séminaire et le collège, nous possédons des écoles et maiaons vis-à-visau séminaire, et un moulin à vent avec emplacement.
La ferme de St. Gabriel que nous livrerons à l'usage du commerce dès qu'un arrange-ment nous permettroit de lever la mait morte de dessus nos propriétés, environ 3ooarpents,dont la seule partie voisine du canal peut être utilisée.
La ferme de la Montagne qui sert une fois la semaine à la promenade des messieurs duséminaire, et des élèves du collège. Les produits ne couvrent pas la dépense, environi8o arpens.
En campagne, deux petites prairies, ensemble 40 urpens.
Le bois, ou ferme, du saut, qui fournit du bois de chauffage au séminaire, et dont le solest très mauvais, 8 à goo arpens.
Trois moulins à eau avec leurs emplacements: deux moulins à vent de nulle valeuraujourd'hui, et deux ou trois ilets ou rochers dans la rivière des Prairies.

Dans la Seigneurie de St. Sulpice.

Trois moulins à eau avec dependances, et une terre à bois pour l'usage des meuniers,laquelle. contient too arpents d'un sable sterile.
0.3. Y Seigneurie
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Seigneurie du Lac des Deux M1lontagnes.

Auprès de la mission un bois de 12 à 15 milles de superficie que nous sommes obligés
a conserver pour fournir aux sauvages du bois, du foin, des grains, et un peu de chasse.

Trois petits moulins à eau et un moulin à scie, avec leurs dépendances, et une terre basse
qui donne naissance à la Belle rivière ou rivière du Chéne dont les eaux sont necessaires
aux habitans de la seigneurie du Lac et aux habitants de la seigneurie voisine.

Montrèal, 22 Juillet 1836. (signed) J. Quiblier, Supr.

Mr. AUdjo ; u2 July 1836.

OBsEnîv ATIONS on the Feudal Tenure of Lands.

TuE feudal tenure by which lands are held in the seigneuries of Lower Canada, appears
to me to fall heaviest on the population of the cities; but I perceive that the Canadians
themselves are now taking the matter up in the country parishes, with a view to gettino
relieved from this odious burthen. The charge would be a burthensone one, even on the
unimproved soil, and several of our Frencli Canadian lawyers contend that this is all that
vas contenplated in the original grants from the Crown of France; but a commercial city

like Montreal cannot remain uninproved, and the fine therefore falls with aggravated force
vhen it comes to be paid on the costly varehouses with whiclh Niontreal now abounds.

I will give an instance of this. I myself purchased at sheriff's sale a vacant piece of ground
in the commercial part of this city, about three years since, for the sui of 1,ioo I., altlough
in the state it thèn vas, the ground was totally unproductive. Warehouses have since
been erected upon it, which now yield an annual rent of 5oo I., or the interest of 8,ooo 1. at
6 per cent. per annum; and the property therefore might flairly be considered to be of that
value. Let Il is Majesty's Commissioners contemplate to what an enormous amount the
revenue of the seigneurs would eventually run, if it vent on improving even in the present
ratio.

I was told of an instance that occurred the other day in the Court of King's Bench, of
a property having been brought to sale by the sheriff under an execution, and ivhen sold it
was found that there were seven mutation fines due upon it, or 58J per cent. of the money
levied by the sheriff, and if the intermediate sales were for the fuill value of the property,
it is probable that the seigneurs would carry off the ivhole amount levied by the sheriff,
for it seldom happens that property sells so well at sheriff's sale, as when sold by private
bargain. -In such-a case therefore the sueing creditor, or indeed any other creditor, would
get nothing. I have heard it strongly doubted by an eminent lawver and others, vhether
the priests of the seminary of St. Sulpice could be legally entitled to be considered as
seigneurs of the island of Montreal ; but if they are not, the King certainly is, for T believe
it is a maxim of French law that there is " nul terre sans seigneur."

I have heard of the ternis of surrender offiered by the gentlemen of the seminary, and it
becomes a question if the like ternis of surrender would be obtained fron the Crown.
I myself think not; but then the Crowvn in niy opinion would not appropriate the money
in the exclusive manner that the seminary will do.

In the aggregate, the commutation of five per cent. on the assessed value of property
appears reasonable, but taking detached cases where property lias recently been imnproved
to a great extent it would bear liard. For instance, in my own case the seigneurs vould
now get 400 1., vhen three years ago they w'ould only have got 55 !.

Montreal, 22d July, 1836. (signed) George Auldjo.

Mr. B. IJohnu-s.
25 July 1836.

Mr. Benjamin lolmes ; 25th July 1836.

HlAvJio lad communication of a letter addressed to the Board of Trade by Mr. Elliot,
on behalf of the Commissioners, inquiring, first, to vhat extent an anxiety prevails on
behalf of the inhabitants to obtain the means of' freeing themselves from seigneurial dues ;
and secondly, vhat commutation vould be generally cousidered equitable and desirable,
and the mode of assessing property for the purpose of creating a fund to extinguish the.
seigneurial rights claimed and exercised by the gentlemen of the seminary of.Montreal;.
I now beg leave to submit to the Commissioners the opinions 1 entertain on the subject.

The seigueury of the island of Montreal, having been vested in a body, and for the
advantage of a population purely Roman Catholic, the diversified character of its present
inhabitants and the fact of the grand object of the establishment (the conversion to
Christianity of the savage tribes) having long ceased to exist, or draw from its revenues
any portion of the tribute now levied upon His Majesty's subjects of all creeds and all
classes, have created, in addition to the objections arising out of what is considered their
more than doubtful title, a strong feeling; and a general desire prevails on the part of.the
British and Irish inhabitants, of freeing themselves froúh a burden vhich tends to suppress
improvements and paralyze their efforts, industry and enterprize.

To the feudal tenure is ascribed (and I believe most justly) the comparatively slow
advance in the improvemerit of property on the island of Montreal when compared vith

other

Air. Auldjo.
22 July 1836.
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other cities on this continent possessing fever local advantages; under the existing
burthens few are willing to invest their means, or dedicate their industry to the acquisition
of landed property.

An opinion is generally entertained that the titles of the religious communities exer-
cising the rights of seigneurs are in themselves defective ; but knowing that the subject
had engaged the consideration of [lis Majesty's Governiment, the deterinination on the
question is anxiously awaited, and with the confident hope that a settlement vill speedily be
effected, upon principles advantageouas to ail classes, and making at the same time ample
provision for the personal vants of the present incumbents.

. It is understood that the gentlemen of the seiminary have expressed their readiness to
treat for a commutation provided His Majesty's Government vill give its sanction to the
investment of the monies arising therefrom in lands, or real estate within the province.
To this I strongly object.

The holding of lands in mortmain is obnoxious, however beneficial may be the object
which may induce such investnent, in bodies corporate composed of private individuals,
iho enter into ilie spirit of, and act upon the views and feelings of the age: it is doubly
so wlen the bodies corporate are ecclesiastical. Tihe changeless character of a religious
community interfères with the public prosperity, and ultimately engenders feelings of
hostility against the meimbers of sucli corporations ; it cannot be supposed that 'an
ecclesiastical body cnn partake of, or be actuated by the same spirit of activity vhiclh
governs a commereial population.

Property in the country is ail improvable, and its vaine rapidly increasing with -the
progressive setlement and augmentation of our population ; and it is to be borne in mind
that the foundation of* an .evil, as great, if not greater, than that of which we now complain,
vould be laid, if the investment and re.:investment of the avails of a commutation, such

as is now contemplated, were permitted.
I have understood thé gross revenue of the gentlemen of the seminary fromn ail sources

amounts to about d,oool. per annum: this at the legal interest of the province exlibits
a requiremient of ioo,oool. to meet the commutation ; in that annual revenue are included
the rents arising out of the vast extent of property held by the communities within and
immediately adjoining to the city.

Without entering into the discussion of, or admitting the justice or the propriety of
continuing to thec gentlemen of the seminary the enjoyment of revenues dedicated in a
great measure to an exclusive system of education, but drawn, I may vith confidence
assert, equally fromi classes entertaining opposite religious opinions, I would, nevertheless,
as a inatter ofexpediency, subscribe to tIe formation of a fund to secure to those gentle-
men an income adeqiote to their wants, and equivalent to their assumed present incone.

The clergy, of ali denominations, and in ail countries, possess, and exercise no smail
influence, which influence may be used with equal advantage or injury to the state; it
therefore becomes an object of paranount necessity in a colony, especially to attach the
clergy to the parent state, and Sitais, I humbly conceivei will best be accomplished by iden-
tifvig their interest with a contiiuance tîhe connexinn; I would, therefore, recommend
that such a sum of money as vili insuretlie return of the amount stipulated for in the
proposed arrangement Le irvested i. the British funds, and secured to the present incun-
hents and their successors, so. Iong as the province shail continue a portion of the British
empire. .

If, however, it be held to ·beindispensable that the investment should take place withins
the colony, I vould recommeid that- the moncy. be lodged vith comnissioners, for the
purpose of being invested in works of public utility, sucli as canais, railroads, or improve-
inents generally, in ail of which we are immeasurably behind the nleighbouring states, and
indeed even our sister colony of Upper Canada. - - --

In recomnending nu immediate, adjustment of this question by securing to the gentle-
men of the seminary a revenue adequate to their wants, and equivalent to their assumed
present income, I must urge the absolute necessity of avoiding the continuance of the
existing evil, by the disposa' of ail lands and other real estate not necessary ta -their
personal comfort, or for their scholastic establishrnent, of whiclh considerable blocks are
variously situated within the city liaits, and large farns adjoining it, the holding of which
by a religious corporation is very generally considered detrimental to the public iiterest,
and is looked upon vith that jealousy and irritation which will ultimately, if the evil be
not corrected, break out into acts of direct hostility and violence.

The disposal-of their lands on constitut and by public sale might be considered a
means of avoiding a result vhich will, in my opinion, sooner or later, inevitably ensue,
should their properties be retained by the religious communities ; and on the part of these
communities I can see no sufficient reasonable objections, as it wili give an immediate and
material increase to their present revenues.

Having expressed my views on the subject of the proposed adjustment of claims which
are considered peculiarly obnoxious, and injurious to the advancement of im'provements,
and ta the commercial prosperity of the city especially, it remains merely to decide upon
the best plan of raising a fair equivalent, and this would I conceive be most equitably
accomplisled, should the Crown assume ail the Eeigneurial rights and property now held
and exercised by the gentlemen of the seminary of St. Sulpice in Montreal, and cause a

0.3. . y . sufficient
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sufficient assessment to be levied on the individual proprietors, to furnish the principal
sum requsite to complete the arrangement.

I have understood that 5 per centun would be considered hy the gentlemen of the semi-
nlary a satisflactory equivalent; but to them that 5 per cent. vould be productive of a sum
far beyond what I am inforned thev state their income to be. I submit a calculation
founded on a commutation of 2 1 per centum, and I take the assessment books for the
current year for my guide.
The assessment is based on 2 4 per cent. on the rent of the premises, and £.

amounts to four thousand one hundred and fifty-f*oir pounds, sone odd
shillings; but take 4,000 L., which vilt give a yearly rental of 16o,oool.,
and it is generally calculated that buildings pay 8 per cent.; this will give
the total value of the assessed prôperty in the city as 2,ooo,oool., a comniu-
tation of 2à per cent. on which yields the sum of - - - - - 50,ooo

The value of the island, exclusive of the city, may fairly be estimated at
840,000 1., allowing about 140,000 acres as its superficies, at 61. an acre on
the average, 2 3 per cent. on which is - - - - - - - 21,000

W'ithout any means of ascertaining the exact arnount of back dues, which can
only be known to the seminary, I should suppose that on an average at
least one mutation fine upon ail properties is in arrear, and I am induced
to think so, because the semiinary has not been in the habit of sueing, and
lods et ventes being paid by the purchaser, it is not probable that voluntary
payments would be tendered; besides i know that several unpaid lods et
ventes have accumulated on properties. Supposing one lods et ventes on the
average to be due, and this to be settled at the usual rate of 5 per cent., the
back dues on 2,840,000 1., will amount to - - - - - - 142,000

Hlaix. Cr. - - - £.213,000

More than double the sum which it is said the seminarv would be satisfied to receive,
and which I think proves a commutation of 2 j equivalent~to the required sum. Should
the arrears actually collected not exceed one-fourth of the anount at which they are
estimated, say only 35,500 1., this, with 5o,ooo 1. on the city, and 21,ooo 1. for the country,
gives 1o6,ooo L., exclusive of the value of the grounds in the city, and the farmas in ils
vicinity now held in mortmain.

In the above calculation I make no allowance for under-valuations of vacant lots, gar-
dens, orchards, &c. within the city and suburbs, neither lias any notice been taken of
grist and other milis, and millsents, which vith the landed estate should be immediately
sold, and which would yield no inconsiderable suai.

Hardlv a doubt exists in ny nind that in three years after the contemplated arrange-
ment shall have gone into effect, the wvhole British and Irish population (and under that
class is comprized all who are not of French descent) wili have availed themselves
of the opportunity of enfranchising their property ; indeed few months would I think
elapse before a very considerable part came forward to commute ; but among the French
the sanie energy and commercial enterprise does not exist, and numbers hold property
without the least desire or expectation of ever making it a source of wealth, but merely as
producing a subsistence to their fhmilies ; these will not avail themselves of the advan-
tages denivable fron a change of tenure. Sometlîing, therefore, equivalent to a graduated
scale would be advisable, or a proviso, that unless within three years the commutation fee
shall have been paid, the fine shall be burthened in addition vith legal interest on its
amount from the date of the adjustment of the question to the period of its final
liquidation.

I cannot close these suggestions without bearing testimony to the high respect and
regard for the public and private character of' the gentlemen of the order of St. Sulpice
universally entertained by ail classes of our mixed population; and I ani free to admit
that a commutation of even 5 per cent., combining a settlement of ail arrears, to be calcu-
lated ut the sanie rate, would be hailed, if decided upon, as a satisfactory adjustment, pro-
vided alvays that the avails of that commutation be not re-invested in landed estate, and
that the properties now held (not requisite for their individual comfort, and the accommo-
dation of their schools) be sold, as previously expressed, on constitut, or perpetual
ground-rent.

Most respectfully submitted.

MIontreal, 25 July 1836.
(sigued) Benjamin ZIolmes.

Mr. Cringan.
26 July 1836.

Mr. Cringan; 26 July 1836.

IsIIoULD notconsider thatit wouldbe necessaryforrme to state tothe Conmmissioners of
Inquiry, vere I even equai to the task, the various feudal rights which are exercised in this
province, and with which they mustbe already familiar.

The striking antd unfavouruble contrast between Montreal and commercial cities in the
United States may chiefly be attributed to that cause, joined to the want of register offices
for enregistering the transfers-and incumbrances of real estate.

These
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Tiese feudal burthens constitute a powerful and continual obstaNe ta enterprize, industry
and improvement; and the want of registries, and consequent want of security, drives to
the United States much of the British capital originally brouight to this province, with the
intention of ve-sting it in real estate in this city or neiglhbourhood, as well as in some other
parts of the province.

The large extent of domain or unconceded land within.the limits of the city in posses-
sion in mortmain of the seminary of St. Sulpice and the other religions communities, is
another great evil and obsiacle to the advancement of Montreal.

Improvemnents, and streetî ofcomnunication, whiclh are urgently required for the benefit
of commerce, have been ref used, the growth of the city is impeded, and individual proprie-
tors injured in tleir prospects from this cause, and, as a natural consequence, considerable
irritation lins bcen produced.

The exercise of devotion need not 'e rendered injurions ta the interests of trade and
navigation. h'lio.se w.ho are religiously inclined may pass their lives as usefully and hap-
pily, and edify and inprove their fellov-creatures by their piety and precepts as greatly, if
they be one or more furlongs from a navigable channel as if they occupied a nearer and
more obstructive position.

But*for the erection of warehouses, the establishment of wharfs., and other facilities of
commerce, a location at the water's edge, and at the head of navigation, nay be indispen-
sably necessary.

The interests of the city or.ly, wvhatever mnay be their importance, are not alone ta be
cousidered in the views ta be taken ; but we ought also to weigh, ns connected therewith,
the interest of extensive regions ta the west, which would more than proportionnbly benefit
by the increasing trade of Montreal, or suifer by the checks to its advancement.

For these rensons,it nust be gratitying to every friend of order and improvement ta see
that it appears now proposed to enfranchise the lands by amicable adjustinent.

In any arrangement entered into with the seminary of St. Sulpice and vith the other
religions communities, the proprieiors, and inhabitants engaged in commerce generally,
earnestly wish that the lands and properties in mortmain muy be sold, with the exception
of what rmay be indispensably necessary for the purposes of the different establishments.

I think that the best and most effectual means of providing for the enfranchisement of
the inhabitants fromn the obligations of the Ieudal tenure would be for Government to
acquire, or resume the possessions at present alloved ta be held by the St. Sulpicians, for
a fixed sum, and then ta assess that sumn on the censitaires.

I cannot offer an opinion as ta the rapidity with which the censitaires in the city would
enfranchise thenselves, were it left optional, under nny reasonable terms of commutation ;
but I take it, that that portion of the community who know the advantages of free lands,
would lose no time in paying for the enfranchisement of what they possess. I am not suffi-
ciently acquainted vith the laws of the country ta point out the legal means of giving
effect ta any amicable arrangement between the Government and the semuinary'; but I take
it for granted any supposed difficulty may be obvinted by an Act of the Imperial Parlia-
ment. If, as is generailly believed, the property and estates of the seminary of St. Sulpice
belong to the Crown, the only difficulty in the vay of a satisfactory arrangement with the
censitaires will be removed.

(signed) Thomas Cringan.

ExTRACT of a Letter from Ilonourable F. W. Primrose, Inspector of King's Domain, to
Sir Geoge Gipps, dated QuebeC, 28 July 1836. 0

Tu Act of Fealty nnd Homage of the 3d Fehruary 1781, does not contain any unusual
forni of reservation. The priests of the seminary were received in the usual form,"a Sauf
les droits du Roi en autres choses, et de l'autrui en toutes." I have certainly understood
difficulties had occurred as tu their reception, but there is no correspondence of that date
in my office, nor anything froni which it can be inferred.

la 1829, during Sir James Kenpt's adninistration, the seninary'petitioned not ta per-
fori feulty and homage under the present circumstances, to whichl he acceded, and which
was communicated ta my office by Colonel Yorke, the civil secretary.

QUEsTIONS proposed ta the Seminary, with their Ansvers, as delivered in
Writing, 9 August 1836.

1. WAS the arrêt of 1677 followed at nny time by an act or instrument on the part of
the seminary at Paris, constituting the semmtary at Montreal a community?

2. If not, under what instructions or rules did the ecclesiastics at Montreal first begin ta
act as a community, and under what instrument, besides the arrêt of 1677, would they now
consider themselves ta be a community, according to the legal sense of the terrm?

Answser to Nos. i and e.

Une communauté, pour former une filiation, l'autorisation obtenue, et la dotation assurée,
n'a qu'à envoyer des membres, et leur nommer un supérieur. Tel a été l'usage constant de
St. Sulpice.
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Le séminaire de Montréal existoit dfait avant l'arrêt de 1677; l'arrêt ne fit que lui
donner l'existence légale. Dès lors le séminaire commença à agir comme corporation. Le
20 Septembre 1677 le conseil supérieur de Québec registra l'arrêt et le contrat " pour servir
aux dits séminaires de St. Sulpice de Paris et de alontréal." Le séminaire de Montréal
existoit donc déjà de la même manière que le séminaire de Paris, (Edits, page 85.) Le
28 Octobre 1678, l'évêque de Québec érige la cure de Montréal, et l'unit au séminaire de
Ville Marie (Montréal) à perpetuité. Le 3 Août 1694, le dit évêque, i, unit au séuiminaire de
ilunréol toutes les cûres de l'isle, et donne ait supérieur du dit séminaire la nomination
à toutes ces cures; 2o, il nomma le supérieur du séminaire de Montréal et ses successeurs
supérieurs curés à perpetuité de la paroine de Ville Marie, (archives de l'évêché de
Québec.) Toutes ces ordonnances de l'évêque sont confirmées par l'arrêt de 170-. (Ce
dernier arrêt rappellant celui de 1677, porte permettant aux dits ecclésiastiques d'établir
comme ils ont fait une communauté ie 4uinaire dans le lieu de Fille Marie, (LEdits- p. 304-)
Le 9 l)ecembre 1694, (Notaire Adhémar,) le supérieur du séminaire, M. Dollin, en sa
qualité de supérieur de Moiitréal, fi(aut pour lui et ses successeurs, supérieurs du dit
séminaire, à- perpetuité, prend posse.ion de la cure de Ville Marie.

Le séminaire de Montréal est imposé lar le Gouvernement du Roi pour les fortifications.
Il exergoit la haute justice, (Edits, page, c9o et 338); il traite avec le Gouvernement du
Roi esi mainte occasion; il fait, et n'a cessé de faire par milliers, des actes de cor-
poration.

3. Upon what ground is it supposed that Lord Halifax, as Secretary of State, signified
to the French Ambassador tliat the Britisl Government would not object to suich a cession
as was made in 1764 by the seinary of St. Sulpice at Paris to the seminary at Montreal?

Answer to No. 3.
Sur un extnit certifié des délibérations du séminaire de St. Sulpice de Paris, par lequel

il conste que le 13 Mars 174 il fut lu une lettre du Marquis de Guerchy, qui ecrivait,
" que My Lord Ilalifax," &c. &-c. &c. C'est en conséquence de cette lettre qu'a été faite
la cession du 29 Avril 1764.

Extrait.
" My Lord Halifax lui a dit que, quoique le Roi d'Angleterre se fût engagé, par le traité,

à laisser en Canada le libre exercice de la réligion Catholique et Romaine, suivant les lois
d'Angleterre, il ne s'ensuivoit pas que des biens fonds, situés en Canada, pussent continuer
d'appartenir à des Français, vivant en France, et sujets du Roi de France. Que S. M. B.
consent que les prêtres du séminaire de 31ontréal continuent à en jouir, mais sans dépend-
ance du séminaire de Paris." Collationné à l'original par nous, Antoine Ducloux,
Supérieur Général du Séminaire de St. Sulpice.

(Les signatures visées par D. R. Morier, Consul Général de S. M. Brittannique.)
(Pour vrai extrait.)

(signed) J. Quiblier, Supérieur.

4. In reference to parts of two seigneuries, Bourchemin and St. flermand, which appear,
by the deed of 1764, to have been ncluded in the property of the seminary at that time,
can any information be given of the manner in which they vere lost ?

Answer to No. 4.
Les deux parties de seigneuries de Bourchemin et de St. Hermand, données au séminaire

par Mgr. Dosquet, évêque de Quebec, par acte du 19 Octobre 1735, furent saisies par le
shérif en 1796, avec celle de Ste. Hyacinthe; le séminaire omit de faire opposition à la
saisie, par là il perdit ses droits aux deux dites parties de seigneuries.

5. What proportion of the value of the pToperty has the seminary in practice taken for
lods et ventes in the town and the country ?

Answer to No. 5.
Dans la ville et les faubourgs le séminaire se content de 5 par cent, (aliàs le Coeme,) pour

son droit de lods et ventes sur les propiétés de la valeur de Soo 1. et au dessus ; sur les
propriétés au desseus de 5oo L, et sur toutes les propriétés de'la campagne, il prend 6 pour
cent, (aliàs le 16eme); mais quand il est oblige de fuire des poursuites légales, ou des
oppositions en cour, il exige toujours le i2-en.

6. What is the rate of ceis et rentes in the city and suburbs of Montreal, and in the
Country'? Answer to No G.

La plus grande partie des emplacetens de la ville, et tons ceux des faubourgs, payent
trois deniers (a quarter sol) par arpent en superficie. Un petit nombre des emplacemens de
la ville paýyent six deniers (one farthing) par chaque toise quarrée. Les terres de la campagne
payent genéralenient une pinte de blé et one farthing par arpent en superficie; quelques
unes des premières concessions payent quelque chose de moins.
. The following documents are requested:

A Return of the Arrière-fiefs, tie dates of their concession, their extent and situation
and the names of the present owners.

Voye: le Rapport, No. i.
A General
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A General Statement of the Revenue and Expenditure of the Seminary for the last few
years, mot in detail, but classified.

Voyez le Rapport, No. 2.
A Return of the Schools maintained by the Seminary, number of Scholars, pay, &c. &c.
Vo3yez le Rapport, No. 3-
A Return of the number of Scholars in the Petit Sémina the expense. the receipts

from Scholars, &c. &c.
Voy ez le susdit Rapport, No. 3.
A eturm of the present Members of the Seminary, showing when they were admitted

into the body, where they came frein, or of what country they were natives or citizens.
Voyez le Rapport, NO 4.

Montréal, 9 Août 1836. (signed) - J. Quiblier, Supérieur.

N.B.-For the four Returns which accompanied this Evidence, vide Appéndix (A.)
(signed) T. F. E.
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Rev. bir. Quilier,
9 August 1836.

Sir, Montreal, 1•7 Sept. 1836.
Occasional absence from Montreal, and other unavoidable avocations, have hitherto pre-. Mr. I. Buchanan,

vented me from answering the letter vith which, at tbe desire of His Majesty's Commis. 17September 1836.
sioners, you were pleased to honour me in the month of July; but my delay in obeying -
their commands will, I trust, be considered the less culpable, as, in truth, my exclusive atten-
tion to strictly professional pursuits has deprived me of any confidence in my opinion
regarding matters not within the pale of jurisprudence.

'Wishing, however, to exhibit a desire of conforming to the wishes of the Royal Cominis-
sioners, I beg to submit for their consideration my thougbts, perhaps unmatured, on the two
questions propounded to me.

i. I believe that great anxiety prevails amongst the inhabitants generally of this city,
and, I dare say, amongst those of British or of kindred origin holding lands witbin this
island, to obtain, on reasonable terms, the means of emancipating themselves and their
property from the effects so destructive of the spirit of industry, of the servitudes (to use a
civil-law expression) which the remuants of the fendal law, stili practised here, have im-
posed upon the soit and its owners.

2. With respect to the city of Montreal and its immediate environs, upon which valuable
iUprovements ave been made, I conceive that five per centum upon the assessed value of
the property would be a just equivalent for enfranchisement from seigneurial rights.

[ do not think that even in the country parts of the seigneury of Montreal a greater
indemnity should be allowed, for there the mutations are much less frequent, although the
privileges of banalité may enhance the value of the seigneurial rights; but in ail events,
i think that the usual mutation fine of one-twelftb, taken throughout the country parts,
would rather exceed than fall short of due compensation.

T. F. Elliot, Esq., &c. &c.
I have, &c.

(signed) A. Buchanan.

Appendix (C.)

ORAL E DEN C E.

W. Walker, Esq., called in; and Examined, 9 July 1836.
You are a member of the bar of Montreal ?-Yes.
You are the gentleman who was deputed to visit England by the petitioners from Mont-

real last year ?l am.
Will you state what terms-of commutation you believe would be likely to be generally

deemed equitable, and at the same time advantageous to the community ?-I believe that
in the committee of the Constitutional Association, of which I was a member, it was the
opinion of a majority, if not of all, that the payment of the 2oth part of the assessed
value of any given property in order to exempt 'it trom any future liability to the feudal
burthens; leaving to the gentlemen of the seminary the right of collecting any arrears due
to them, upon the principle-of reduction heretofore acted upon when payments were Miade
promptly. I understand that in effecting a change of tenure at Quebec, with respect to
property the dues upon which fali to the Crown, a distinction is always taken between pro-
perty within the hmits of the city and suburbs, nnd other property without; and should
a distinction be insisted upon here, the commutatioi with respect to property in the city
and suburbs of Montreal, the principal value of which is derivable froin improvements made
without view to future mutation or advantages upon sale or re-sale, should proceed upon the
most favourable scale. In such a case, for property in the country, where the improve-
ments bear a compartively limited proportion to the value of the soil, I should think that
one-tenth of the value might be reasonably exacted.

Do you think that the desire to obtain the meanus of commutation upon reasonable terms
prevails generally ?-The desire of enfranchising property from the feudal burthens, or
obtaining the means of commutation, I believe to be universal among the British population
of the city. The wealthier inhabitants of French descent concur in opinion with them ; among
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the smaller proprietors there is an indifference upon the subject. To facilitate the commuta-
tion to those classes who have iot the means of prompt pavment, an annual frec-farm rent, in
proportion to the assessed value, and liable to be redeeined, might be acceptable'. Tiis
rent would be equivalent to legal interest upon the 2oth part of the assessed value, whiòh
I have suggested as an equitale standard of commutation; and it should be redeemable at
any time bv paving up the principal. The Commissioners are, no doubt, avare that there
are tracts of land within the island, and properties even within the limits of the city of
Montreal, held en fief or arrière jif, or by other equivalent titles,by religious and lay pro-
prietors, under titles procceding from the seminary of Montreal, from the coimunity of St.
Sulpice, or from their predecessors. The fief Nazareth and other properties are held by
one of the congregations of niuns. The Hlon. M. Pothier and the representatives of the late
Mr. Fortier are also holders of fiefs. I entertain no doubt that the ladies of the congrega-
tion would promptly accede to any arrangements which had received the sanction of the
seminary; but it is unlikely that the lay proprietors would consider the terms suggested
vith respect to the seminary to be by nny means a fair equivalent for the beneficial inter-

ests they would be called upon te reliniquish. The locality of these latter properties, how-
ever, is not higldy advantageous, and holds out comparatively few inducements to extensive
improvement; and the existence of' the feudal burthens, in se far as those estates are con-
cerned, wîould not for some time sensibly afrect the prosperity or advancement of the city.
It might be added, that these lay proprietors would, perhaps, consuilt their interest by placing
their properties upon the desired footing, and holding out the same inducements te improve-
ment as would be done by the seninary of M ontreal, inasmuch as the lands yet unconceded
or undisposed of within the limiits of their respective fiefs, would, in such case, at a period
not very far distant, rise cunsideraly in value, in consequence of the impulse given to im-
provement around then. It is itting to observe, that uny change or modification of theý
existing tenure in the island of Montreal, or generally throughout the province, would not
be productive of the desired advantages, unless accompanied by a law of registry.

Do you think there is a disposition in any quarter te take advantage of any defect in the
title uf the seminary, or any hope to escapo by means of it fron the feudal burthens without
any compensation te the supposed propritors?-1 think not. Some individuals m'ay bc
persuaded by interested considerations to impugn the title of the semiinary, overlooking the
fact that ii the even t of that titie being shîown to be defective, the property would revert
to the Crown, with ail the feýudal incidents which attach to seigneurial property. I an
aware that an opinion is entertained by some, that the conflicting pretensions of His

vInajestv's Governient and the gentlemen of the seminary should have been set at rest
soon after the conquest, and that if the latter had failed to establish their alleged rights,
the Government, in fu.lfilment of a pledge conveyed in the proclamation of 1763, was bound
to abolish the feudal tenure thîrough uouit the island of Montreal, and te substitute that of
frec and common soccage. That the Governrment, however, lias not taken this view of the
natter, may be collected fron its conduct with respect to other seigneurial property, parti-
cularly within the district of Quebue, of' which it lias for years possessed the undisputed
control.

Do you consider it competent to the seminary here te enter into composition with the
Crown, vithout reference either to the Roman-catholic bishop or the Legislature ?-As to
the competence of the seninary to enter into a negotiation vitlh the Crown for a relinquish-
ment or nodification of' their rights as seigneurs, vithout the sanction of the higher eccle-
siastical authorities or of the Legislature, I cannot speak without some hesitation. The
property wvas indubitably bestoved upon the seninary for public purposes, expressed in the
uriniiual Act of endowient and " lettres d'amortissenent." If the title of the seminary
can be sustained upon legal grounds, an adjustnent or commutation, upon the principles und
to the extent required by theti necessities of the population, miglit possibly be considered as
tantanount to an alienation of property " amorti en perpeluité," to which the gentlemen of
the seminary are clearly not competent. It might be regarded as a wasting of property or
scurces of revenne conferred upon the f'oundation for specific purposes, vhich their succes-
sors, immediate or remote, would niot be bound to respect or uphold. I ani not aware that
any visitatorial pover with respect to the scminary of Montreal is, or can lie exercised by the,
bishop, or ihat any alieniation of its supposed riglts by that body would require te be
preceded by his sanction, in the same inanner as a control is exercised by the ordinary, or
other ecclesiustical authorities in England. I should infer the contrary froni the various
edits and declarations of the kings of' France having reference to the purposes for which
the corporation of St. Sulpice was permitted to acquire and retain the property, and te the
services required at the hands of its nemberm ; and from the independence of censorship
and control in several instances assuimed and exercised without opposition by incorporated
religious associations in France, I shouldsay tlhat the authority of the bislop with respect
to the seminarv was purely spiritual; that he could exercise no control in temporal matters.
I an satisfled that, the suiccessors of tho prescnt incuimbents vould not venture to disturb
any compact between the Crown ansid their prelecessors; but; as respects the- Assembly, the
subject is environed by many difliculies, and it would undoubtedly be more satisfactory
if an Act of the Legislature were superadded to any transaction between the Crown and
the seminary. I understoud that tih'e gentlemen of ie seminary have expressed a deter-,
mination not to conclude uny arrangement without the participation of the ecclesiastical
authority; but the Right Rev. tie Bislîop of Quebec, on the' ith of February 1834,
declared before a coîmittee of the House of Assembly that it would give him the greatest,
satisfaction to see the Legisilture pass an Act whicli would authorize the seminary of Mon.

treä
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treal to come to an arrangement with their censitaires for the claim of lods et ventes, at the Appe'ndix (C.).
sane time that it authorized it to acquire other reni property to the amount of the price of
that redemption, and thut such a nieusure vould be tu perièct accordance with the -wishes Oral Evidence.
of all his clergy.

In vhat form, or by what instrument, do you consider that.any such arrangement as is W. Walker, Esq.
contemplated could be carried into effect, so as to secure the rights of the seminary against 9 July 1836.
dispute?-The desired arrangement might be carried into effect by letters patent from the
Crown, confirming the title of the seminary, and prescribing the conditions of recognition,·
or by a surrender from the seainary to the Crown, followed by a regrant, imposing upon
the seigneurs the obligation of assenting to the terms of the proposed arrangement. -As
between the gentlemen of the seminary and the King's Government there are two questions,
the corporate character, whiclh the former assert, and the right of property, whidh are inti-
mately conneted with each other. I arn not prepared to declare that their reputed pos-
session of a corporate character vould be conclusive to decide in their favour one or both of
the questions at issue, but I do think that the existence of a corporate character and capacity
in the seminary bas been recognised by the sovereigns of France upon more than one
occasion before the conques and treaty of cession. I would refer to letters patent of May
1677, confirming the donation of gth March 1663, made for the purpose of endowing
a seninary at Montreal; to an edit of March 1693; to letters patent of June 1702 ; to an
edit of 1714, and to arrêts of 1716 and 1722. 'le letters patent of May 1677 confer upon
the seninary of St. Sulpic. the right of establishing a community and seminary of eccle-
siastics in the island of Montreal, and in furtherance of that object the King sanctions the
donation of the gth March 1663, and wills that the property vhich it enibraces shall enure
to the seminary of St. Sulpice and their successors in the connnunily and semrinary to be
established. The edit of March 1693 recognises the existence of a foundation ot serninary
of ecclesiastics of St. Silpice in the island of Montreal, and in accepting a relinquishment
of the droit de justice appertaining to them in right of the seigneury, confers upon the
ecclesiastics of the seminary established upon the island, as an indemnity, the nomination
of the first juge royal, and the appointment, in perpetuity, of the clerk orgreffier. The
letters patent of June 1702 agan recognise the existence of a conmnunity and seninary in
the island of JMontreal, established by the ecclesiastics of St. Sulpice, and corifirm the
annexation by the Bishop of Quebec to the Ville Marie, or Montreal, of certain enume-
rated curacies in de island and at the côte of St. Sulpice. It was for the purposes
of the seminary established at ifontreal that the property comprelended in the donation
of the 9th of March 1663 wvas amorti ci perpetuité, and frorm that period the possession of
this property bas resided in the seminary of Montreal, which bas all along exercised, and
continues to exercise seigneurial rights. In 1717 the then governor and intendant of the
colony granted to the ecclesiastics of the seminary of St. Sulpice, established at Montreal,
the seigneury du Lac. I think that even were it admitted that the original title was in the
corporation of St. Sulpice at Paris, and that nothing was or could be exhibited to show
that it had formally transferred its rigbts to the seminary of Montreal, still the uninter-
rupted possession by the latter of the seigneury in question for neary 2oo years, its exercise
durin- all that time of seigneurial riglits, the fact that the endowment was made or sanc-
tioner? for the purposes of the scninary of Montreal, or that the seminary was created to
fulfil the objects of the eudownent, are considerations entitled to weight. In England
corporations exist by leave of the Government, cither express or implied. In the civil law
they were generally called colleges, universities, or communities. The ecclesiastics of the
st:minary estabished at M ontreai are invariably spoken of as a community, and the grant of
1717 shows that they were considered a body capable of acquiring property. It is unde-
niable, I think, that the seminary was in existence as a religious foundation.and ecclesias-
tical community at all> or some of tlie periods specified. The corporation of St. Sulpice, under
the different edits and declarations alluded to, could only hold the property now in question
by means of its establishment in Canada. 'he seminary of Montreal, from the date of its
establishment, bas had a legal existence as a seminary and community. I consider the
letters patent of May 1677 to be a charter of.foundation. But if this were denied, it might
still be shown that the corporation of that body, if not created, his been approved and con-
firmed by letters patent of the King of France. It has, i think, been justly stated, that the
conquest and retention of the province by Great Britain severed the previously existing,
relations between the St. Sulpiciens at Paris and the seminary of 1)ontreal; that the
former were rendered aliens, and could retain nothing, and their rigLs vested in thoso
members of their body vho became subjects of England, and wbo, with respect to the
British Government,'formed the vhole body of St. Suî iciens. If the title was in the St.
Sulpiciens of Paris, to the exclusion of the seminary o Montreal, still they had the power,
under the 35th article of the capitulation, of selling a. large property, recciving its value,
and transmitting the proceeds to France. They waived their nght, then, in favour of the
original objects of the endowment, vhich were in harmony vith the then feelings and neces-
sities of the people.

You would, then, leave the title of the seminary as il, is, merely barring tho Crown, as far
as possible, by letters patent, from asserting any adverse right of its own i-I would. Con-
siderations of policy, as -well as of equity ; of what is due to the feelings of the Canadian
population, require,.lu Uny opinion, that His Majesty's Government should not, at this late
period, and after having tacitly, if not by some of its acts, conferred a sanction upon the
pretensions of the gentlemen of the seminary, disturb their possession by legal proceedings.

Would it not still remain competent to private individuals, by bringing into.question tha
corpomte character of the seminary, to dispute their right to dues?-1 admit that lettera
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patent, committing the Government to abstain fron impugning the title, could not validate
that 'which was invalid before, nor confer retrospectively a corporate character upon the.
seminary, supposing none to have lavfully existed up to the date of the letters patent.
I should entertain no fears of opposition on the part of individuals, for the power of enfran-
chising property upon the terms of the proposed arrangement would prove a temptation to
recognise the title of the seminary, which few, if any, persons would be found te resist.

In the letters patent that you have read, dated in May 1677, by which the land was
"amorti enperpetuiité," do you consider that the seminary have the right of alienating ?-No;
if the projected arrangement is to be regarded as tantaiount te an alienation, the difliculty
miglit be obviated by a surrender into the hands of the Crown, followed by a re-grant,
imposing certain rules for the administration of the properiy and revenues, or by an Act of'
the Provincial Legislature, authorizing the seminary to accede te the demands of the popu-
lation.

Do you propose to leave it te every individual te fix his own time for enfranchising his
land ?-I do not see that any limit can, with propriety, be assigned. I think it ought
to be left to individuals to select their own time. i w-vould render it compulsory upon the
seminary te accept the commutation of one-twentieth, or five per cent. upon the assessed
value when tendered, but leave it to the choice or discretion of holders of propert vhien to
corne forward. I think it probable that the commutation would comle in slowly at first.
The holders of property likely to enhance progressively in value would undoubtedly hastenl
forvard, inasmuch as, with respect to them, the commutation, the longer it is deferred,
would be the heavier in amount. By mnany the payment would be deferred until a sale of
the property was in contemplation, or until the party in possession had it in view te make
improvements calculated to enhance its value. With respect te some properties, an advance
in value or change of hands might be regarded as a very remote or improbable contingencv,
and te impose upon the holders of such the necessity of coming forward within a definitu
period, would be to subject them to a regulatios intinitely more oppressive in its character
than any of the existing feudal burthens, of which the practical effects te them are nearly
unknown. As on inducement to commute promptly, let it be distinctly understood that the
f'eudal dues shall continue to be exacted upon their present footing until a commutation is
effected. Were such a rule laid down, and rigidly adhered te, a considerable, if not ain
entire, revolution in the tenure of landed estate in the city and suburbs of Montreal might
be counted on in a few years.

low do you propose the valuation to be made ?-By mutual agreement, if practicable;
if not, by means of experts, to be nominated by the parties respectively, with power te
choose a third.

Who should bear the expense of arbitration ?-The expense should, in ail cases, be borne
by the censitaire, or tenant applying to commute.

Have you assumed any data from which you could calculate the value of the property in
Montreal subject to the feudal burthens, and also the probable rapidity with which commu-
tations would be effected ?-I estimate the value of the property in the city and suburbs of
Montreal leld by feudal tenure at i,5ooooo dollars, or a million and a half currency.
This estimate, in ny apprehension, vould he rather 'Vithin than above the mark. There
does exist a standard by which the value may be ascertained with sonething upproaching
to certainty; I allude te the annual assessment books, under a law which imposes an assess-
ment of 2 & per cent. upon the estimated annual value of property for certain local and mu-
nicipal purposes. i hardly think that more than one-eighth, if so much, of the landed pro-
perty in the City of Montreal would bu enfranchised in the first three years; but within the
tirst ten years, if the resources of this and the adjoining province continue te be developed
in the same ratio as we have witnessed during the last preceding ten years, the Most valuable
part of the city would be enfranchised.

Can you formn any estimate how often within the city and suburbs of Montreal lods et
rentes become payable, taking the average recurrence on the whole property in the city ?-
It would be difficult to hazard a conjecture based upon anything approachimg to certamrt
data as te the average reenrrence of lods et ventes upon property. I amn satisfied, however,
that the sum annually received by the gentlemen of the semnary in the fora of lod1s et
ventes upon mutations within the city and suburbs cannot fall short of 5,ooo 1. for the last
ciglht or ten years. This, suppiosing that they uniformly and in every instance limited their
demssands to one-twentieth in place of one-twel fth, would exhibit too.ooo 1. as the amount of
property changing hands in the course of tie year. This catimate, nevertieless, would
not convoy a very accurate idea of the extent of property annually changing hands, or
ofler any satisfactory reply te the query, for there are many rutations, the fines upon
which are not spontaneously profired to the seuinary.

Have you any idea of the rate, on the average, at whiclh property is improving in value in
blontreal from the mere growth of thle prosperity of tie city, and witlout any outlay of pro-
perty more than to keep up the necessary repairs?-I should say that, judging from cir-
cunstances, the value of real estate, except in business localities, and mu seu favourable
situations, has not been augmenting during the last ten years ; on the contrary, many pur-
sons are of opinion that it has retrog-aded. I think, however, that it has arrived at the
minimum of depression. There are parts of the city and suburbs vhere property during
that period lias very rapidly increased in value ; and if a commutation of the ctenure vere
accompanied by a comprehiensive law of registry, the value of propserty geierally vould
rise. Tie presenit system operates as -a restramit upon m vestîment, aind the progress in
value and improvement of real property is net in consequence coinmîensurate with the in-
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creased and incrcasing commercial resources of the city. Taking it for granted that the
rensonable desires of the British· population in respect of the tenure and of a registry
systema will be carried into effect, property must progressively augment in value, in which
case it would obviously be the interest of every censitaire, possessing the means of payment,
to enfranchise his property without delay.

Would you give no more than a twentieth in the country ?-This is answered, in sub-
stance, by my response to a preceding query. In the country parts the entire of the im-
provements bears but a amall proportion to the value of the soi, and, if iiisisted upon, one-
tenth, with respect to rural possessions, could not be regarded as unreasonable.

You are aware that there are great arrears due to the seminary?-The arrears due to
the seminary are large, not les, ut the lowest estimate, than 36,ooo I.; :by some they
vould be estimated at double or triple. Therc are many individuals to wliom the puyment

of those arrears would be a very serious consideration, but the necessity of settling up
those arrears would not provo an obstacle te the proposed commutation. To such persons
as are unable te make speedy payment the amount of arrears might be allowed to renmain
as an hypothèque or incumbrance upon the property, carrying interest; and vith respect to
the great bulk of proprietors, 1 may afely say tiat the disadvantage of being liable to be
called upon would be more than compensated by the advantages of a settlement in the
increased and increasing value of the property.

Would not the necessity of compounding for these arrears be an obstacle to the pro-
posed commutation --The tenant would make the best terms he could. I refer to the
last preceding answer.

Do you know any instauce ii which arrears have been recovered against the vili of
the owner, except upon the occasion of-a sheriff's sale ?-No.

Do you know of any instance in which the seminary, havinz claimed at sheriff's sales,
has failed to recover its dues?-Nonc; although it îs possible that some isolated cases
of resistance may be adduced. The gentlemen of the seminary have invariably stepped in
as opposing creditors, and within my experience of 15 years, no individual interested in
montes urising out of the forced sale of real estate upon the island bas ventured to con-
test their claim or title. The distribution of the monies levied is not referred to the
discretion of the sheriff, but takes place by authority of court. In any conclusion at which
the Commissioners may arrive, it ought not to be overlooked that there are extensive water
privileges attached to the seigneury of the Island of Montreal, which ought to be rendered
accessible to individual competition and enterprize.

Monday, i i July 1836; Rev. J. Bethwie.
Have you ever, as a resident in the city of Montreal, considered the ternis on which it

would be at once equitable and advantageous to the inhabitants to be enabled te free them-
selves from the feudal obligations here ?-I have net given much consideration to the
subject.

Are you a proprietor of land or bouse: here ?-I own very little. I will state frankly that
I have heard a reprt that the seminary offered to commute their rights on payment of five
per cent. on the viue of property ; and if this be truc, [ do not hesitate to-say that I think
the proposal exceedingly biberal and advantageous to the city.

Does it occur to you that any difFiculty would arise froi the collection of arrears wbich
might be expected to accompany any such adjustment as is contemplated ?-I think not;
there ought to be the power of collecting arrears. -

Do you believe that the seminary have been lenient in the exerciso of their seigneurial
rights ?-Undoubtedly. They are the best landlords in the country ; and I believe them to
be in all respects a very respectable body of men, entirely deserving of esteem.

Do you sec any objection to their rc-investing the proceeds in real property ?.-No.
I have heard it objected to on the same grounds usually urged against holding lands in
mortmain. But seeing the great and increasing value of the property they surrender, it
vould be highly unreasonab e object to their taking an indemnity ia property of the same

description.
Wednesday, 13 July 1836.

Mr. J. D. Gibb, of the city of Montreal, appeared, and stated that he is'the son of a
person who came out to this country in 1774, and who, in 1785, acquired property ia the
city, which lias remained ever since in the family. He himiself is a native of Moitreal, and
lias been engaged in business es a merchant-tailor ince 18î5, having been placed inhis
father's firm in that year.

Mr. Gibb then read and handed in a paper respecting the exaction of seigneurial dues in
Montreal, which is filed and numbered.

The folloivin questiois were thon put te Mr. Gibb, and bis answers taken down.
Do you tbi an equal degree of anxiety exists oamongst the Canadians as amongst the

En lish inhabitants of Montreal te relieve themselves from the burthen of seigneurial dues T
-1 have notconversed on this subjeci. so.mucli with Canadians aswith'English inhabitants;
but I think it isve much desired by them also.. .

Are you prepar to offer an opinion as te the ternis on which an equitablerarangeient
might be made between the seminary and the inhabitants of Montreal,. so s to get rid of
these seigneurial dues ?- would allow them to colleet all the arrears now due te them, and
if not paid within five years, i would give them overy facility for the recovery of them by -
law, undcrstanding, howeyer, that they are te recover unly five per cent., as now; as te the
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Appendix (C.) commutation, it should be conpulsory on the seigneurs, but voluntary, or at the .onvenience
of the censitaires, and it Rhould not exceed five per cent. throughout the wYhole island. . .

Oral Evidence. Have you made any calculation as to the amount that the seminary would have to reccive
under such an arrangement?-I have.

Mr. J. D. Gibb, NIr. Gibb then hauded in a paper, from which it appeared. that ho valued the whole
3 July 18;6 property in the town and suburbs of Montreal at two millhons currency, and the remainder

of the island at 705,600 1. The sun, therefore, which -would arise trom a commutation,
at five per cent., would be 135,280 L., and the arrears now due Mr. Gibb estimates at
100,000 .

The value of the commutation vould, of course, depend, in great measure, on the rapidity
with which the paynents would corne in. Have ynu made any calculations on this head ?
-- They vould corne in quicker in the town than ia the country. The burthen on property
being removed, sales would become more frequent, and more money would be vested in
linprovements.

What proportion of the vhole property in the town and suburbs would you expect to be
commuted la the firsi. three years ?-About one-tenth. in the first three years, and in three
years more, two-tenths additional, making three-tenths in six years; at the end of to yearm
ienrly one-half would, I think, be commuted; and after 20 years I do not think more than
a quarter of the whole property in the town and suburbs would romain uncommuted. In
the event of registry offices being estaîblished, the commutations would be effected in
a mîuch shorter period.

li any case wlere the party wishing to commute had not the immediate means of making
the necessary payment, the sum due might remain as a mortgage on the property i-
A nortgage would be preferable to the establishment of a quit-rent. The amount of com-
mutation must be determinied by experts, except vhere bargains could be amicably adjusted.

The suin which you have nmentioned as the probable amount of arrears is very large.
Even thougli such a sum should be due, do you think it could be collected ?-In some
cases rights nay have been lust by prescription, but in oil others I think the fall amount
might be collected. 1 have no means of ascertaining the exact sums due, but from my
knowledge of individual cases I think the whole anount due must be equal to what oee
fine vould be on the whole property. The books of the seminary alone can show exactly.

Do you think mulhch imoney is tost to the seminary by their delay in calling for it,or barred
by prescription ?-Though they give long credit, they in the end get their dues in the
great najority of cases, in ulnost ail.

IIow often on the average do you suppose mutation fines become due within the town
and suburbs of Montreal ?-Once in 12 or 15 years un the average throughout the whole
property.

And in the country how often do mutations occur?-The average is not more tlian once
in 20 yenrs, or perhaps in 25.

If the terms of commutation were to be strictly calculated according to the value
of the fine ou each mutation, and without any regard to the leniency in the collection
of their dues ivhich lias hitherto been exercised by the seigneurs, what do you think would
be a fair rate ?-If the seigneurs had a full and indisputable title, such a title for instance as
a lay individual proprietor would hold, the commutation ouglit, 1 dare say, to be io per
cent. in the townà, and eight in the country; but if the seigneurs of Montreal had been in a
condition to exact their iull legal rights, the oppression would have been so great that the
Government must have interfered a great many years ago ; people would have resisted long
ago such an exaction. Lods et ventes should never have been permitted in cities or towns,
under any circuinstunces.

Supposing it possible at once to purchase the seigneury from the prieste of the seminary,
what sum ut money do you think it would be fair to give then for it, the seigneurs only
retainiig what they now actually nake use of as their domain; as for instance, the semi-
nary, the college, the priests' farni, and perhaps a few antal properties of the saine na-
ture ?-I would give them oooool.; but as to the way in which the money should
be invested, I am not prepared at the present moment to speak. (Further information
promised.)

Would you make a payment of ail arrears a condition precedent to commutation?-
I should not object to it; it would be only fair to the priests.

How would you propose to carry into effect the arrangements vhich you have detailed,
so as to enable the seminary to collect their arrears and their commutation money ?-By
letters patent from His Majesty, confirming to the seminary the right to sue or their
arrears, and to claim a further five per cent. ia lieu of all future lods et ventes.

In the paper that you have read and handed in a quotation is made from the King's pro-
clamation of the 7th October 1763, in which a promise was held out, that " persons resort-
ing to Canada may confide in our Royal protection, for the benefit of our laws of our reaim
ofrEngland." le it your intention to iafer that if the seigneury of Montreal had become the
property of the Crown by the extinction of the religious community, lHis Majesty would. by
the terme of this proclamation have been bound to remit to the inhabitants the payment of
lods et ventes and other seigneurial dues ?-I mean to say, that in my opinion the King was
bound by his promise of 1763 to remit to the inhabitants the payaient of seigneurial dues
on the property of the Jesuits, Récollets, &c. so soon ns that property came into the posses-
sion of the Crown, and of course I think thut the same thinig ouglit to have been done in the
seigneury of Montreal, had it been taken possession of by lie Crown, as it ought to have
b-en many years ago.
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Is this a general feeling amongst the general inhabitantsof Montreal?-It is my indivi- Appendix (C.)
dual opinion; and I think will be approved by the association by which i ara deputed, and -
the Protestant community generally. . Oral Evidence.

You think then that the payaient of seigneurial dues is inconsistent with the enjoyment
of the benefit of the laws of Encgland ?-I think the exaction of thema tended to retard the Mr. J. D. Gibb,
settlement of the country, for wich object the benefit of the laws of England was promised 13 July 1836
by the proclamation, and although it was out of His Majesty's power at once to substitute
English tenures for French in the seigneurial districts, 1 think he was bound to remove the
obnoxious parts of the feudal system, wherever he had the power to do it, without even the
assistance of the Legislature.

You have also handed in a copy of a declaration, filed in October 1835, in tae Court of
King's Bench, by the priesta of the seminary for the recovery of lods et ventes against
br.asnd Mrs. Lunn; do you know the circumstances under which the action was com-
menced by the seminnry, and what was the result of it ?--Mr. Lunn was only the nominal
defendant, as being in possession of the property on which the lods et ventes were due; the
person really owing the money was Mr. Allen, and Mr. Bain (a friend of mine) acted- for
him. The money lad only been due six ycars and a half, and it is certainly not their usual
practice to sue for it so soon. Why they were in this case induced to do so, I cannot
exactly say. It might have been that they knew Mr. Bain vould not resist; in fact pay-
nient was made by iim of the debts nnd ofcosts before the writ became returnable. I have
heard that ut the time the action was instituted the priesta were using great exertions to
get in their debts. They were dunning a great deal, but whether any other similar actions
were instituted I cannot say. I heard of ithis accidentally from Mr. Bain.

What evidence have you of money being furnishîed by the priests of the seminary to.
foreign Catholic institutions, as stated in the paper which you have handed in?--i have nu
information on the subject so positive as to énable nie to make special reference, but I have
heard it spoken of without reserve by persons of high respectability and good information,
as well of French as of English origin.

Saturday, to July 183a.

Mr. T. Penn appeared and delivered in a written statement, which is filed amongst the Mir. Penn.
papers of the Commission. -6 July 183f.

Mr. M'Cord appeared and begged to express the anxious desire of the inhabitants of the 'Mr. ord.
fief Nazareth, that it should be ncluded in any arrangement made between the Crown and
the seminary of Montreal. The fief Nazareth has been granted by the seminary to the
nuns of the Hotel Dieu, in arrièrefief, and Mr. M'Cord holds it under a lease (bail ampA/y-
téotique) of ü0 years, of whici 65 are yet to run. By a-Teement with the nuns, Mr. M'Gord
is cntitled to make grants on a rente foncière perpetuel, at 31. per acre, payable to him
during bis lease, and aterwards to the nuns. The same parties are equallyaIiable to cens
et rentes and lods et ventes, which go direct to the nuns. Two-thirds of the fief Nazareth
are occupied.

The following questions were then put to Mr. M'Cord
Since you hold by lease, and-are not liable to lods et ventes, have you a personal interest.

in settling termns of commutation for this fief ?-My personal interest is indirect. If reason-
able ternis of commutation were secured, the unconceded portions of the fief would become
more valuable to me, and also more vealthy persons would establish themselves there, were
the tenure improved.

Could any one already a censitaire in the seigneury go to the seigneur and demand any
of the unconceded land at the ordinary cens ?-No; there bas been some question whether
the law would enfonme such a right; but in practice it has become obsolete.

Is there any unconceded land in the hands of the seminary ?-None, that they call by
that name. There is only what they style their domain, by which term thcy mean that which
they occupy for their own use.

la the uninproved land which lies beyond the fief Nazareth included in that description?
-So much of it as belongs to the seminary. The seminary consider it to be part of their
domain. What belongs to the conmunities of nuns bas been granted to them. for specifie
purposes.

Are you aware of the practice of the nuns ns to the receipt of their .ods et ventes in the
fief Nazareth ?-They used to exact 8 per cent.; but within the laist five years, have
reduced the payment they take to O per cent.; being still iper cen more than the
seminary.

Can you describe the state of feeling of the censitaires in the fief Nazareth regarding these
dues?-There is a feeling of irritation greater than in any other part. They have had meet-
ingp, have contenplated resistance to the right, and have spoken of subscribing money for
the purpose ; but the question bas never been brought to legal issue.

Could you inform us of the frequency vith which, on the average, lods et ventes beèome
payable on property ?- I will endeavour to supply an accurate* answer to that question as
respects the fief Nazareth; the changes of property are far more frequent there than any-
vhere else.

Have you ever considered what terms of commutation would be reasonable and likely to
give satisfaction ?-I have not thought much of it; but in the situation of the censitaire 1
should think it worth while to pay 8 or 9 per cent.; and I think that would be fair for the

.unF.
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Do you think that the. time of effecting the commutation should be left entirely to the
censitaire ?-It would be best left to the censitaire; but it is my opinicn that the whole of
the property I am now speaking of would be commuted very ripidly.

Have you any opinion as to the terms proper for the whole city ?--It is right I should
mention that M. Comte of the seminary stated to me the offer of that body, and I deem
it very fuir.

Would you object to their reinvesting the proceeds of commutation in real property?-
I think it would be equitable, and 1 see no objection to their investing the money in houses
or land in Montreal.

You do not think that the probable increase in the value would be a sufficient objection to.
their acquiring such property ?-I do not think it.

What lias been the practice of the seminary as to recovery of their dues ?-They have
never sued that I know of. They have vaited patiently for sheriffs' sales, and preferred
their claim by way of opposition.

22 July 1830.

George A uidjo, esq., appeared and delivered in a written statement of his views on the
feudal tenire im Moitreal.

The follow'ing questions were put to Mr. Auldjo:-
Supposing that to contest the title of the seminary might lcad to a long and .doubtful

suit, should you think it a strong additional reason to desire an amicable arrangement?-
I thiik a lav-suit should be avoided if possible.

You are aware that objections arc entertained to investing the proceeds of the seminary's
commutations in real property ?-I am. I should prefer that they should invest those
mionies in the Britisli funds; but sooner than tiere should be any barrier to an amicable
adjustment, I would waive the objection.

If permission then were given to invest the money in real property, should you. think it
better they did so in the towns or the counîtry ?-I think the inconvenience would be
greatest in the towns. We have too much inortmain property already in Montreal.

Can you state any particular instance of inconvenience in the towns arising from property
being held in mortniain ?-It ineets us wherever we turn. We carnot get streets opened
out. The Grey nuns and the nins of the Hotel Dieu occupy properties so completely in
the leart of the commercial portions of the tovn, that they necessarily interrupt communi-
cations where they are most wanted. It might be supposed that they would be more com-
fortable theinselves elsewhere.

Have you ever thought of purchasing their property with that view?-We would wil-
lingly pay the most liberal price, if they would reniove te some spot tlat might be more
eligible for then. The commercial inhabitants would do anything; but they are always
met by objections. TlIcse societies seemi not to appreciate the use of improvements.

Can you give any opinion on the frequenay with which lods et rentes become due on the
same property '-l have taken sone pains to arrive at a correct knowledge of that fact, but
i fnd that it is impracticable.

Have you any idea vliat is the amount of arrears due te the seminary ?-None, except
froniwhat I have heard. I have heard that they amouînt to 100,000 1.

Have you ever thoughit of the legal ncans by which to give effect to any amicable ar-
rangement between the seninary and the government?-I shouild thiik an Act of the
Imperial Parliament. After the long difference as to the right, I should fear that no
lesser authority woild be satisfactory to either party.

19 Ju/o 1816.

Turton Penn, Esq. called in; and Examined.

WILL you specify more distinctly the inconveniences whicl in the 8th page of the paper
handed in by you 'are referred to as arising from the want of direct communication in the
streets ?-The property of the Grey nuns interposes between the parts severally allotted for
the forei gn and the internal commerce of the country ; and for want of streets leading
through their property, the distance, and of course expense of cartage, is inercased.

Can you point out any more inconveniences of the same nature ?-Not particularly as to
the opening of streets; but the large quantities of land held by religious communities within.
the city, and kept as farms, is very injurious te the interest of other landed prop rietors.

In reference to your remark that the religious communities are not in the habit of sub-
scribing to local improvements, are you aware of no instances to the contrary ?-The semi-
nary in one instance subscribed to fil up a street boundiug its college property; but the
conditions of their subscription were such as to throw nearly the whole expense on the pro-*
prietors. The arrears of lods et ventes were required te be paid up, of..which the seminary.
kept one-half for its own benefit, and expended the other on the street. Now seeing that
the seminary lias not been in the habit of enforcing the collection of the lods et ventes, as
they may be said generally to remain 12 or 14 years or upwards in the hands of sthe censi-
taire, and do not bear interest, the present payment of half the lods et ventes taking interest.
into view, was nearly equal to the reversionary payment of the whole. The seminary also, I
ara informed, bas lately subscribed 1501. towards the improvement of that part of the Place
d'Armies which fronts the Roman Catholic parisht churchi.

Suppqing
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Supposing that, contrary to the sentiments you bave expressed it, were found, or at any
rate considered, inevitable to allow the seminary a right of making investments in real-pro-
perty, without altogether excluding advantage from the gradual increase of value, can rou
state what mode of investment you should deen preferable ?-I have not given the subject
any great consideration; but it seems to me at the moment, that the least objectionable
course would be to let thema invest property in buildings on their unconceded lands.

Appendix (C.)

Oral Eidence.

Turion Penn, Ésq.
19 July 1836.

22 July 1836.

J. C. Grant, Esq, called in; and Examined.
ARE you aware whether there exists a general desire among the inhabitants of Montreal j. C. Grant, Eaq.

to obtain the means of freeing themaselves on reasonable terms from thé feudal burthens 1- 22 july 1836.
A very general feeling. -

Do you suppnse that this exists equally anong French Canadian inhabitants as those of
English origin ?-I know of many French Canàan entlemen who have thatwish, so far as
respects the town. I cannot undertake to speak of ail the French Canadian classes so con-
fidently as I can of the English. But though opposed to a change of tenure in the country,
I believe it is very generally admitted amongst then that in the cties it is desirable.

Could you state what termas of commutation you would consider equitable to the seigneurs
and advantageous to the community ?-I understand that the seminary bas proposed that a
payment of c per cent. on the value of improved, and 8 per cent. on that of unimproved pro-
perty, should effect a release from the seigneurial obligations. I consider this very liberal.
Of course, I assume that it is not to be compulsory on the censitaire to commute, but that
lie should choose his own time.

Could you form any estimate with what rate of rapidity the city would be likely on such
termis to be enfranchised ?-I apprehend that unimproved property would be , freed very
quickly. It is of course not to be expected that any one would enfranchise improved pro.
perty until either its sale was contemplated, or some further improvements on it.

Do you believe it to be generally the wish of the inhabitants that the domain lands should
bc parted with by the seminary as well as their rights over other lands ?--As regards the
farim of St. Gabriel, which adjoins the comamon, I think there .would be a very general desire
that it should be parted with.

How is the common situated.with respect to proprietorship aud tenure?-There was a
common of 40 acres conceded to the city by the seminary in 1651 in a situation which has
since been built upon, including the new market and college, and the present. common was
granted as a substitute for the other. As no deed could be found affecting the transaction,
three justices of the peace were authorized by the Act of 1 Wil1. 4, c. 10, to -receive a grant
of the existing common in the name of the city of Montreal. It has for many years been
the property of the city, without being employed for pasturage or other uses of common, but
neither has it been built upon for the benefit of the city. I have understood that sone im-
provement of it, or a sale* of lots, was contemplated by the late corporation, but it was not
carried into execution.

Do you not anticipate that there miglht be some difficulty in getting the seigneurs to
give up their domain of St. Gabriel; and that it miglht seem rather a bard measure to exact
it from them?-Individually speaking, I admit that it migrht seein rather bard; but the in-
habitants of the city towards that quarter are very solicitous on the subject.

Does any particular plan suggest itself to you fbr accomplishing the object ?--None.
Have you formed any opinion of the amout of the. arrears due to the seminary? -

It is difficuit to obtain any data for an estimate. They must-e very considerable.
What is your opinion as a lawyer as to the prescription. against. claims for lods et

ventcs ?-A period of 30 years constitutes a prescription against cens et rentes or lods et
ventes actually accrued due.

Wiat would be the effect of giving the seminary greater power, at least in appearance,:
than now, to . iiforce the payaient of their arrears, and do you think- any modification
might be requisite on this subject ?--Although from the liberahty of the gentlemen of.the
seminary heretofore, I should not expect any.harshness from them, I do thmnk that incônve-
nience miglit arise fron any extensive proceedings to recover arrears.,

Would it be reasonable to modify the right, as for instance, to provide thatsif only one
mutation fine were due, it should be payable .by three, -early instalments; and if two were
due, by five yearly instalments, and if more than two,l y seven 7-- do not see any:,better
mode in which, if the right.of recoveing arrears be not left absolute, it could be justified.

What provision. should. you muke for the reinvestment of the money the seminary wôuld
obtain by commutation ?-1 know there is.a strong feeling against their reinvesting. it, in
real.property; but I must confess, I do not see-in what other manner it could-weIlibetrein-
vested in this country.

What do you take to be the foundation of that feeling ?-The apprehension that they
would monopolize property, and favour one class of persons. I do not speak this as· my
individual opinion, but-I mention -it as whati 1 conceive to be the ground -of the-general
objection.
. Do you-think the objection .would be diminished by, prohibiting them- fron investing

money in real estate in any of the principal. trading towns on the bt. Lawrence -Ilt pro-
bably would.

Do you mean that you think the objection totheir investing money in real property in the
country would be less than if in the town ?-Yes: I think there would be objections.either
way; but less if the investment were made -in the.country. .

0.3. . .•A 3 Do
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Do you think it would be possible so to modify the system of education in the seminary,
as to admit Protestants to a larger share in it ?-I apprehend it vould be very difficult, and
probably impolitie. The compulsory attendance of the boys on the Roman Catholic wor-
ship niight be dispensed vith, as regards Protestants, and some arrangement made for their
attendance on their own churcli. Independently, however, of any feasible improvements of
the system of the seminary, there is a strong desire, at any rate, for some sufficient pro-
vision for the endowment of a university or college for the Protestant portion of the com-
munity.

You do not expeet that any part of the funds of the seminary would be applied to that
purpose ?-The main object is to have a provision for this end; if no other source could be
found, the English inhabitants night expect it to be effected from the revenues of the semi-
nary, which are very large, and received under a title that is not supposed to be properly
vald.

Do you think that the arrière fiefs in the ]auds of the nuns and others ought to be
inchded in any arrangement made with the seminary ?-Any arrangement between the
government and the seminary cannot affect the riglts of persons holding under the latter
body. The seminary, however, should be authorized to commute with the proprietors of
fiefs the same as with censitaires; and the tenants of those proprietors of arrière ef should
be authorized to commute with them. It would be desirable, though not absolutely neces-
sary, that the seigneurs of the arrière fiefs should be induced to include themselves in the
arrangement muade vith the seminary.

Does it not occur to you, that by including the nuns, we should require the consent of
the Roman Catholie bishop, and that, by including the arrièrefiefs in the hands of lay pro-
prietors, we should require their consent, and that of all who are immediately or remotely
nterested in the property?-For the property of the nuns the consent of the Roman
Catholie bishop would be necessary ; and for the others, that of the proprietors themselves
but not, I apprehend, of nny except the immediate possessors of the property.

By what means, then, do you contemplate tliat the arrangement we have been discussing
with the seminary, should be carried into effect?-By a confirmation, to a certain extent, of
the title of the seminary, on the ternis which should be agreed upon.

By what instrument would you accomplish it ?-I apprehend that it would require an
cet of the legislature to give complete effect to the arrangement.

Do you mean the provincial legislature ?-By either; but 1 have apprehensions it might
be difficult to get such ai net passed in the province.

Supposing an act of provincial parliament to be necessary, do you think, according to their
standi orders or usages, they would pass a bill affecting the rights of the proprietors of the
arrière fiefs in this seigneury, without obtaining the consent of the whole, or the major part
of theni ?-I an net aware of any standing rules or usages to which the Assembly invariably
adheres.

3 August 1830.

Mr. Quesnel, King's Counsel at Montreal, called in; and Examined.

You were on the special committee which reported te the House of Assembly, in 1833,
on the anendinents required in the law of tenures ?-I was.

Do you reniember who were on the committee at the sane time ?-As well as I remember,
M. A. Stuart, M. Girouard and M. Viger, were on the commuittee.

What had led to this committee?- 'arious petitions during the present and former ses-
sions, sonie of therm calling absolutely for the abolition of the feudal obligations.

The property held by the seminary of Montreal came under the view of the report ?-
It did.

Have you formed any opinion on the right to that property ?-1 have. The law of nations
materialfy influences the question. A capitulation must be held sacred, as the expression of
the conditions on vhich a nation or a province is surrendered. In Canada, in the capitulation
of.1760, it is stipulated, that the religious communities shall hold their property, moveables,
seigneuries, &c. &c.; and this was granted. The subsequent treaty of peace, in 1763, con-
tained nothing to alter the capitulation; but, on the contrary, by its silence, acquiesced in
that agreement. How the imperial Legislature afterwards, in 1774, in recogzing the laws
and property of the country, made an exception of the religious communities, is to me
inexpicable. The law is strong, and I suppose we must defer te it; but I cannot feel that
by tt Act, passed so lng after tihe solemn capitulation, vhich lad been tacitly confirmed
by tihe succeeding treaty of peace, the seminary could justly be deprived of its property.

Were not the lawyers, consulted at Paris, of opinion, that a corporation of aliens could
not, by French law, claim to be holders of land ?- do net remember; my own opinion is,
that a corporation of aiens could not become holders of land; but it was competent te the;
seminary of M ontreal to divest themiselves of the capacity of alieus by continuing resident in
the province.

But are you of opinion thata corporation unquestionably of aliens, as, for instance, the
seminary of St. Sulpice, at Paris, could hold lands in Canada ?- think they could net.,
They would only have been entitled to dispose of their lands by virtue of the treaty of peace,
within the period of eighteen months allowed for tiat purpose.

1s it your opinion that it was the seminary at Paris, or et Montreal, which was seigneur.
at the time of the conquest ?-The seminary at Paris had the title; but that title had been
given for the express purpose of creating and maintaining a Canadian' and local establisi-
ment; and that establishment existed de facto at the time of the conquest, was in, pos-

session
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session of ail its revenues, and maintained the religious instruction of the Indians, snd the Appendix (C.)
French inhabitants of Montreal, according to their original destination. As an existing
religious conmunity, at the time of the conquest, it was comprised in the capitulation vhich Oral Evidence.
secured to such bodies their property.

Witlh reference to the deed of gift of 17G4, by which the title to the seigneury of Montreal Mr. QUcsnel.
was transferred from the seiinary of Paris to the seminary of Montreal, would not that 3 August 1836.
deed have required confirmation by letters patent under the French law, in the same way
that the donation of 1663 was confirti.! by letters patent ?-Had Canada remained under
the King of France's dominion, such letters patent might have been necessary; after the
conquest, the capitulation and the subsequent treaty.were, in my opinion, equivalent to any
letters patent that might have been granted.

Will you state, generally, your opinion whether that ded cof. gift in 1764 was a valid and
effiectual instrument ?--I am of opinion that it was.

Would you define the meaning of the word communaute ?-It is nearly analogous to the
word corporation: taken alone, it is alivays understood to mean a religious community; if
it import a society of artizan3, &c. their description is always added, as, for instance, com-
munauté de marchands, communauté d'habitants, &c. &c. By the French law, to constitute a
religious community capable of holding property, you must have either the Pope's or the
bishop's authority to erect communities according to the nature of such corimunities, and the
King's authority to enable them to hold lands. The King's pleasure was usually signified
by letters patent.

Do you tind in the arrêt of 1677 any words expressing that the community at Montreal is
to be capable of holding property ?- 1 an convinced that, considering the arrêt in all its
parts, it was the intention to confer to the seminary of Montreal the right of holding such
property as had been given for its isupport.

Do you think- the arrêt of 1677 oi itsclf constituted the community ut Montreal, or did it
only gIve pernission to the seminary at Paris to constitute it, so that some Act on their part
would11 have been necessary for its creation ?-In my opinion the arrêt constitutes the cota-
nunity, or gives that legal existence which it had not before.

Did not'the treaty made in 1763 by the two Crowns of France and England, giving an
unqualified pernission of sale, supersede ail difliculties as to nortniain which were intended
to be provided for by the arrêts of 1743 and 1747 ?--Yes; I am of that opinion.

Upon what authority do yoa say that -n alien corporation could not hold lands in
Canada?-The law of France would prohibit an alien corporation froin holding lands in
France.

Could an alien individual hold lands in Canada?-That doctrine has been supported in
the courts. Such was the law of France at the time of the conquest; aliens could hold and
sell prop rty, but could not bequeath it by will to their heirs, except in some cases specially
provided by law. .

Supposing it to be good law that an alien individual could hold lands, what distinction
would you make between his case and that of a corporation ?-The corporation would not
be able to sell or alienate like the individual. The Crown would not have its fiscal rights
as in the case of a natural person's death intestate.

Were the Jesuits suppressed in France before the conquest of Canada ?-No; they were
suppressed in 1784. -

When did the Itécollets cease to exist in this country ?-I do not exactly remember.
ias there ever been any feeling in the province that the Crown acted harshly iii assuming

the property of the Récollets ?- am not avare of it. As to the Jesuits, there was dis-
satisfaction. It vas observed that in France, and in ail Catholic countries in Europe where
they had been suppressed, their property vas not taken possession of by the government
for its general use, but continued to be applied to purposes similar to their original
destination.

If it vere the opinion that the religious communities were confirmed in their property,
how did it happen that there was no complaint in the case of the Récollets?-Their pro-
perty vas smalil; they were few, and at that time of no great use. There was not, I believe,
mucl to excite sympathy vith them. They were allowed to retain their property until the
order became extmnct.

1s it your opinion that a general, by a capitulation, cm ensure to a people, after they shall
eventually become subjects of his own country, privileges or conditions contrary to the laws
of his own country ?-Generally speaking, I think tlat vhatever contracts (I am now
using the words of Blackstone,) the King of England engages in by bis ambassadors or
generals, no other power in the kingdom can leay delay, resist or annul. To prevent this
plenitude cf authorty from being abused ta the detriment of the public, the constitution has
nterposed a check by the means cf Parliamentary impeachment for the punishment of
such ministers as, fromn criminal motives, advise or conclude any treaty which shall after-
wards be judged to derogate from the honour and interest of the nation. I am however of
opinion that there may be cases in wvhich conditions entered into by a general could not be
binding on the nation; such, for instance, as would tend to destroy tie natural, civil or
religious rights of a British subject.

La not every capitulation liable be altered by a subsequent treaty of peace ?-I certainly
think that the definitive treaty of pence made b>y the two sovereigns may qualify, by express
provisions, the terins of any previous capitulation.

0.3. A A 4
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18 August 1830.

Mr. J. D. Gibb, (supplementary remarks.)

rVITr regard to the settlement with the priests, although the censitaires would, I con-
ceive, be willing to pay 5 per cent. as a commutation and general discharge froin all further
seigneurial dues, the money so collected and the large amount of arrears of lods et ventes now
due, would be far more than requisite for the wants of their ecclesiastical establishments ;
and the general feeling among the Protestants appears to be a desire that the property of
the seigneury of the island of Montreal be assumed by His Majesty's Government, and
that from the proceeds (not exceeding the terms I have already stated) a yearly income
be settled on the gentlemen of the seminary.

Without having reference to documents, I think I may state that their annuai collections
do not exceed 5,000 L.; and, as I do not desire that their circumstances should be,
straitened by the proposed change, I would not hesitate to say that an income of 6,000 i.
should be secured to them. Of this sum. any revenues to be derived from the sale of their
farn and property adjoining the St. Ann's suburb should form a part; but they should be
fairly allowed to keep their property at the Mountain without molestation.

Public report mentions the views of the seminary with regard to the commutation as
claiming a privilege to invest the money, in real estate, in the individual names of the
priests. The feelings of the Protestant community are quite against such a privilege being
granted them, or indeed any privilege for the extension of French ecclesiastical properties.
The great wealth of such a body would enable them to be the hichest bidder of every pro-
perty coming to public sale. Englishmen would in future be tlereby restricted in their
purchases, and the island of Montreal, instead of increasing with a mixed population, would

ave more the tendency of a French national character; while the proprietors or managers
of so mucb ecclesiastical wealth would have a too powerful influence throughout the
island.

Such is the growth of wealth which is contemplated, if our political troubles arc settled by
His Majesty's Government, and registry offices introduced.
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GENERAL REPORT.

MAY -IT PLFEASE YOUR LonDsHIP, Quebec, 15 Nov. 183e.
I.. WE propose in our present communication to submit a General Report on

those of the subjects referred to us by your Lordship's Instructions of 17th July
1835, on which we have not yet stated our conclusions.

2. In a Report, dated the 23d of January 1836, we described the conditions
we should recommend to be annexed to a Cession of the Crown Revenues, and
these involved a statement of our views on the Independence of the Judges, the
Establishment of a Court for the Trial of Impeachments. against Public Fune-
tionaries, the Settlement of a Civil List, and the continuance of a few Life
Charges to which the funds under the control of His Majesty are subject.

3. While we continue to adhere generally to the opinions we then delivered,
as being suited to any amicable arrangement for the Cession of the Crown
Revenues, we have been compelled to explain in a Report dated the 12th March,
and shail have to mention again, in the course of the present communication,
how far we think that different financial arrangements of a more special cha-
racter would be requisite, in order to meet a state of emergency, such as now
exists.

4. In our Report of the 3d of May last, we submitted our opinions on the
Executive Council; and in a subsequent .letter of the 12th of May, we pointed
out some modifications which we think might be made with advantage in the
statutory rules affecting the Legislative Council.

5. We transmit separately a Report on the Feudal Tenures in the City and
Island of Montreal, and on the Rights of the Ecclesiastics of St. Sulpice, as
seigneurs of that important fief.

6. The subjects referred to us by your Lordship's Instructions of 17th July
1835, on which it still remains for us to offer a final Report, may be enumerated
as follows .

I. The Legislative Council.
Il. The State of the Representation of the People.

III. The Settlement and Management of Wild Lands, and the Use and proper
Limits of Land Companies.

IV. The Tenures of Land in the Province, to which niust be added,
V. The Establishment of Registry Offices.

VI. The Apportionment of Customs' Duties between Upper and Lower
Canada, and the. Canada Trade Act.

VII. The Execution of the Recommendations of the Canada Committee of
1828.

VIII. Education.

7. On the Clergy Reserves, and on some important Petitions recently received
on other matters, we shall submit our opinions hereafter.

I.-THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. L

1. THE Constitution of the Legislative Council is not only in itself a matter LegishtiveCouncil.
of the highest interest, but one to which an additional degree of importance is
now attached, in consequence of an alteration in it having been set forth in all
the late proceedings of the popular party as th*e essential reform, without which
all others would be of no avail, and the House of Assembly having gone to the
extremity, within the last few weeks, of declaring that they will never resume
their functions, until their demands,for a fandamental change in it are complied
with. A simple reference to the documents put forth by the Assembly since
1833, would be sufficient to prove the reality of their determination in this
respect; while a reference to documents produced before the first Committee of
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the House of Commons, and to others, which emanated from the Assembly pre-
viously to 1833, would prove that up to that year no formal demand for a funda-'
mental change in the Constitution of the Council had been made.

2. Without entering into an examination of all these records, we may observe,
that on the 28th of January 1831, an address from the Assembly to the Gover-
nor, signed by Mr. Papineau, the Speaker of the House, contained an assurance
to the following purport:-" It vill be our earnest desire that harmony may
prevail between the several branches of the Legislature, that full effect may be
given to the Constitution as established by law, and that it may be transmitted
unimpaired to our posterity." And towards the close of the same year, a Bill
passed the House of Assembly constituting the. Legislative Council a court for
the trial of impeachments, without any demand being put forward that it should
be made elective. The conciliatory Despateh of Lord Ripon, dated 7th July
1831, was, moreover, received in the Province in a manner that might have
seemed to encourage the hope, that a more harmonious state of public feeling was
on the point of being restored.

3. But, notwithstanding these appearances, the hostility which had long
existed between the two legislative bodies was not really abated, for on the 8th
of March in that very year, 1831, two resolutions were carried in the Assembly
(though they were afterwards struck ont of a petition to the King, into which
they had been designed to be inserted), declaring that " the appointment by the
Executive of legislators for life was fatal to the tranquillity and prosperity of
the Province, and incompatible with good government." On the-29th of March
also, the Council, on their part, placed on their journals a series of resolutions
aimed at the most important privileges of the Assembly, and particularly at the
one that, after a contest of many years' duration, they had just succeeded in
establishing; we mean the exclusive right to control the financial concerns of
the Province. And it is not unworthy of remark, that in the very first of these
resolutions, they lay down as a positive law, a practice which (however salutary)
rests, we believe, in England only on a resolution of the House of Commons,
adopted like any other of their standing orders, at their own discretion, and
revocable at their own pleasure. By a subsequent resolution, the Council like-
wise assumed to itself the dangerous right of judging what the -contingent
expenses of the representatives of thê people ought to amount to.

4. With these signs, therefore, of a continued hostility before us, we are dis-
posed to ascribe the fact of no formal demand for an Elective Council having
been made before 1833, simply to the expectation entertained by the popular
party, that ii consequence of the recommendations of the Committee of 1828,
very essential alterations in the composition of the Council were on the point of
being effected. An alteration was indeed produced in 1832. The judges-
ceased to take any part in its proceedings, and 13 new members, unconnected
with the Government, were added in the course of the year; but that these
new nominations were unsatisfactory to the Assembly, and that the disappoint-
ment they felt at the alterations in the Council, was the 'cause of their fresh
proceedings against it, may be inferred from the fact, that in the next session of
the Legislature was voted the first address in which, a demand for an Elective
Council was put forth. The nature of the expectations that had been raised in
the minds of the prevailing party in the Assembly, respecting the nomination of
these members, may probably be correctly gathered from the 92 resolutions of
1834, and particularly from the 24th of them, in which it is asserted that "such
of the recently appointed councillors as were taken from the majority of the
Assembly, and had entertained the hope that a sufficient number' of inde-
pendent men, holding opinions in unison with those of- the majority of the
people and of their representatives, would be associated with them, must now
feel that they are overwhelmed by a majority hostile to the country." We. cer-
tainly do not think that either the recommendation of thé Committee 'of 1828,
or anything that subsequently issued from a competent source, warranted an
expectation that the Legislative Council was to be made entirely to' harmonize
with the feelings of the Assembly; nevertheless, that-sométhiig of thekind, ws
expected by the popular party does seem beyond 'dispute. e We do not feel called
pn to pronounce an opinion on the propriety of the àppointments in question;
and the less so, as.they were narrowly scanned in the cross-examinatioi of Mr.
Morin, before the Committee of 1834; but we may, 'we think, veûtu-e Vo sas,
that whilst they satisfied the terms of the recommendation made by the Coxï
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mittee of 1828, as far as the matter of pecuniary independence of the Crown was
concerned, they scarcely produced an alteration in the political character of the Legis1aiveCouucil.
body to which the new members were aggregated.

5. Having thus, for the sake of showing the actual state of the auestion, referred
to the latest proceedings in this controversy, we shall now, in order to enable us
to report, according to your Lordship's Instructions, our opinion how far the
Legislative Council of Lower Canada Las answered the purpose for which it
was instituted, proceed to take a short retrospect of a few of the leading points
in Canadian history, and of the changes in the policy by which it bas been
governed since it became a portion of the British Empire.

6. The principle on which the Province of Quebec was governed for the first
Il years subsequent to 1763, seems to have been that of making it entirely
British. The laws and language of England were to be introduced into it; and
whatever might have been the harshness in the first operation of the change, it
is no doubt probable that, could it have been steadily persisted in, the present
state of the Province would have been far more easy and settled than we find it.

7. Duiing the progress, however, of the contest in which England became
engaged with ber Colonies, this system was (doubtless for sufficient reasons)
departed' from; the Quebec Act of 1774 restored the old civil laws of the
Province, secured the virtual supremacy of the Catholic religion, and though it
gained for the English Government the affections of the people, tended, as far
as an Act of Parliament could, to prevent the adoption by them of English
manners and English institutions. We have no means of ascertaining, with
any correctness, what might have been the number of persons of British origin,
who, during the period of 17 years, up to the next change of the Constitution,
settled in Lower Canada; but it is certain that by far the greater number, both
of loy'alists from the old colonies and of emigrants from home, passed (as it was
natural that they should) beyond the limits of a country thus occupied by
a people whose laws and language were foreign to them, and fixed themselves
in what is now the Upper Province, where, moreover, a climate less rigorous
than that of Lower Canada invited them.

8. By the separation of the Provinces, effected in 1791, this state of affairs
was confirmed and perpetuated. Nearly everything that the extended territory
of Quebec had contained of English, was then collected into a distinct body,
and Lower Canada was again forced, we may say, by Act of Parliament, to be
French. A Constitution, too, was, under these circumstances, given to it, cou-
fessedly on the model of our own, in which the House of Representatives was
endowed with powers analogous to those of the House of Commons, whilst, from-
the very nature of things, the great majority of the members of this House
could be no other than French Canadians. In scarcely any instance since the
existence of the House of Assembly, bas the majority of French Canadians over
English been so little as two to one; and, of late, it bas far exceeded that pro-
portion. We have even heard the speeches of the minister of the day referred
to, to prove that it .was his intention to keep the Province French; a con-
struction, however, which we consider erroneous. Mr. Pitt always expressed
bis desire that Lower Canada should become ultimately English, though he
thought the best means towards that result was not to do violence to the pre-
dilections and customs of the original inhabitants; and it was certainly, we
apprehend, Po part of his plan to discourage English settlers. For many years,
indeed, after the establishment of the Constitution of 1791, a vague sort of idea
seems to have existed, that by the introduction of new settlers, the numerical
disproportion between the two races would be made to disappear, and the
English even to predominate; and so, perhaps, in spite of all opposing circum-
stances, they ultimately may; but the progress bas been much slower than was
expected; and at the present moment the highest calculation of the inhabitants
of British descent does not make them more than one-fourth of the whole.

9. The House of Assembly was not slow to perceive the importance of the
functions which had been assigned to itby. the Constitution ; the Government
alone was slow to perceive it, or, if perceiving, to acknowledge it, and to provide
with prudence for the copsequences. Instead of shaping its policy so as to gain the
confidence of that House, it adopted the unfortunate course of resting for support
exclusively on the Legislative Council. The existence of a majority of French
Canadians in the Assembly, seems to have been thought a suflicient reason that
there should be a.majority of English in the Council; for tbe principle observed
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in the first nominations, of making it of equal numbers, French and English,
was early departed from, and thus the Council and Assembly were constituted
on antagonist principles almost from the commencement.

10. For a number of years the Council, keeping as it did, in close union with
the Executive, prevailed; but in process of time the inherent force of a popular
Assembly developed itself, and in the great contest that ensued about money
matters, the Assembly came out completely successful. During this financial
struggle, continued as it was for more than a quarter of a century, it was only
natural that other collateral causes of difference should arise, and if we were to
examine into these, we believe we should also find that in every one of them
the Assembly has carried its point. As a few instances, we will mention the
right of the House to accuse and bring to trial public officers; their right to
appoint an agent in England, and their right to control their own contingent
expenses; their demand for the witlidraval of the Judges from political afiYirs,
or from seats in the Legislative Bodies or the Executive Councils, and for the
surrender of the proceeds of the Jesuits' estates. All these are points on which
contests have taken place between the two fHouses, and in every one of them the
popular branch bas prevailed, and the Council been successively driven from
every position it had attempted to maintain. The Assembly, at the same time,
by attacking abuses in the Administration, and bringing charges against nume-
rous officers of the Executive, succeeded scarcely less in exposing the weakness
of the Government than that of the Council. Both the Council and the Govern-
ment have been worsted in many a struggle that they never ought to have
engaged in; and if the Assembly has, iu consequence, grown presumptuous, we
apprehend that such is only the ordinary effect of an unchecked course of
success.

11. In the course of these protracted disputes, too, it lias happened that the
Assembly, composed almost exlusively of French Canadians, have constantly
figured as the assertors of popular rights, and as the advocates of liberal institu-
tions, whilst the Council, in which the English interest prevails, have, on the
other band, been made to appear as the supporters of arbitrary power, and of
antiquated political doctrines; and to this alone we are persuaded the fact is to,
bt attributed, that the majority of settlers from the United States have hitherto
sided with the French, rather than the English, party. The Representativesof the
counties of Stanstead and Missisquoi have not been sent to Parliament to defend
the feudal system, to protect the French language, or to oppose a system of
registration. They have been sent to lend their aid to the assertors of 1ppuLar
riglhts, and to oppose a Government by which, in their opinion, settlers from the
United States have been neglected, or regarded with disfavour. Even during
our own residence in the Province, we have seen the Council continue to act in
the same spirit, and discard what we believe would have proved a most salutary
measure, in a manner which can hardly be taken otherwise than to indicate at
least a coldness towards the establishment of customs, calculated to exercise the
judgment and promote the general improvement of the people. We allude to
a Bill for enabling parishes and townships to elect local officers, and assess
themselves for local purposes, which measure, thouglh not absolutely rejected,
was suffered to fail in a way that showed no friendliness to the principle.

12. It may be, perhaps, scarcely necessary to observe, that, in our opinion,
the pfôsperity of a country, or the facility of governing it, cannot be advanced
by making two branches of its legislature the antagonists of each other; and
althougli the system of checks and balances is often considered the peculiar fea-
ture of the British Constitution, we hope there are not at present any elements
of discord in it of the nature. of those which unfortunately exist between the two
branches of the Canadian Legislature. The British Government is not, on the
one hand, a mere machine sustained by one power, and owing its regularity to
the due subordination of all its parts, neither is it, on the other, a system.of anta-
gonist forces, keeping each other in order by their mutual repulsion. It is a
system, we would rather say, of bodies, which, thougl inr their origin they acted
repulsively on each other, have been brought into harmony ,by a conviction of
slow growth, that to combine is better than to compete; and we would say that
they are now withheld from attempting fh destruction of one another, not so
much by the artificial aid of checks and .balances, as b lth mutual forbearance
which a long experience lias shown them the necessity of exercising, and by the
constant action on them of an enlightened public opinion.

13. If
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13. If we were simply to inquire how far the Council bas acted benéficially as 1.
a balance to, or a check on, the other branch of the legislature, we should, we LegislativeCouncil.
fear, be forced to confess that it bas hardly been an efficacious one. By its
support to the Local Government it retarded undoubtedly, but did not ultimately
prevent, the acknowledgment of the right of the Assembly to control the whole
expenditure of the Province; and there can scarcely now be a doubt that if the
dispute had been brought to an earlier termination, an adjustment more favour-
able to the Executive uiight have been effected. If, on the other band, we were
to inquire in what degree the demands of the English have been advanced by
its means, we doubt whether we should not find that the advocacy of the Council
bas tended rather to defeat, than to promote, the measures which the commercial
classes have demanded, and continue to demand, with the greatest earnestness ;
for instance, the commutation of tenures, the establishment of registry offices,
the settlement of the wild lands, and the facilitating of commercial intercourse.

14. In the revision and correction of Bills sent up to them by the Assembly,
we have no doubt, however, that the Council bas often rendered valuable ser-
vices to the country, and bas no less fulfilled one, perhaps, of its pecoliar func-
tions, by its rejection of measures which the Constitution would nof-admit,
thereby relieving the Representative of the King from the duty of withholding the
Royal Assent to them: such as Bills in which the Assembly encroached upon
the Royal prerogative, tacked to their grants of money conditions deemed in
England unparliamentary, or took it upon themselves to attempt the repeal of a
British statute. Much obloquy bas also, we must assert, been unjustly attempted
to be thrown on the Council for the rejection of Bills sent up to them late in the
session, when there were no longer the means of forming a House in the Assembly
to take into consideration any amendments that might be made on them.

15. We have as yet only spoken of those causes of imperfection in the Upper
Chamber which were of an adventitious nature, depending upon the mixed
quality of the population, or growing out of the false position which the Council
assumed, when it charged itself with the duty of supporting the political ascen-
dancy of a minority; to which we might have added, the damage it received
from the frequent and injudicious compliments that were in former times paid tr
it at the expense of the Assembly, in the speeches at the prorogation of Parlia-
ment, or on other public occasions. We have still to notice the more esseptial
disadvantage, that highly rýspectable and well qualified as are many of the indi-
viduals who might be found to fill the place of councillors, yet in a new country,
where there are no distinctions of title, and few of fortune,.it is difficult for the
mere nomination of the Crown to confer upon any person sufficient importance to
maintain him with effect in the position of a legislator; that in such a country
the people will be little inclined to respect any legislative body which does not
emanate from themselves; and that this effect must be enhanced in Lower
Canada by the example of the powerful States which flourish so immediately in
her neighbourhood. For these considerations, though we feel ourselves forced
to pronounce our opinion against the expediency of an Elective Council, we would
by no means be understood as opposed to the institution on principle, so far, at
least, as any country in America is concerned. We will even say, that under
more favourable circumstances, at an earlier time, or had less animosity been
excited, we can conceive that good miight have resulted from the introduction of
a principle of election; by appointing a class of electors with a raised qualifica-
tion, and also providing, in order to secure a due permanence of interest in the
Province, that the individuals to be elected should be possessed of a substantial
quantity of real estate; but we cannot advise the experiment now.

16. The division of parties, confirmed as it is, and rendered conspicuous and
more likely to last, by a difference of race, the violence that bas been aroused, the
almost uncoutrollable power the measure would confer on the party which bas
lately risen into so great ascendancy, but bas not yet, we fear, learned to enjoy
its advantage with moderation; all are facts which combine to make us think it
undesirable that an Elective Council should be bestowed upon Lower Canada.
The concession of it in the present excited state of ' ublic feeling would afford a
triumph to one portion of the population, which, we have no hesitation in saying,
would be fraught with danger.

17. The maintenance, on the other hand, of the principle on which the Council
is actually constituted, affords no triumph to either party ; it is but -the mainte-
nance of that Constitution, which, five years ago, all parties in the Province were
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emulous in praising; it is but the maintenance by England, in one of her
favoured Colonies, of institutions modelled, as far as they can be, on her own.
Great Britain, in giving those institutions to Canada, intended to bestow upon it
the best gift that was in her power, and it is not yet proved, at least we have yet
seen no proof that, under existing circumstances, a benefit would be derived from
changine them.

18. iPe are extremely .unwilling on -this or any other occasion, to say any-
thing that might be considered as disrespectful towards the House of Assembly
of Lower Canada, or towards that large body of the people who form the consti-
tuents ofits najority. There is one assertion, however, which we cannot pass over
without sacrificing the integrity of our own purpose; the assertion, we mean, so
often repeated, that a change in the constitution of the Legislative Council is
deranded by the whole population of Lower Canada, without distinction of
origin, and that the only opponents of it are the holders of office and their
dependants. We are forced in justice and in truth to state that this assertion is
unfouinded. The great majority of the people of direct British descent, while
they are firmly united in opposition to an Elective Council, are nearly as uncon-
nected with the holders of office as are the body of French Canadians; and the
oflice-liolders themselves, beyond the sphere of their own immediate duties, are
little remarkable for anything but the exemplary patience with which they have
borne the severe sufferings inflicted on them by the Assembly. We do not know
where any persons are to be found of British descent who enjoy any influence in
society, and at the same time wish for an Elective Council; whilst of the higher
elass of French Canadians, there are several who have no desire for it. And if
we look to the poorer classes of the community, ie shall find, that the feeling is
equally intense, to say the least, in the British population, against the proposed
change, as it is amongst the French Canadians in favour of it. The French
Canadians of this description, or by far thé greater part of them, give their whole
confidence to their leaders; and when we consider how often they have, been
exposed to hear assertions that the Executive Government is corrupt, that the
eminent individuals who have been their Governors have robbed thé 'public
treasuiry, and that in the distribution of Wild Lands, the settled inhabitants of
the country have been denied their due proportion, we cannot but suppose that
such representations must have their influence in urging many to assent to the
demand for a change in the Constitution. But we have greatly misunderstood.
de character of the Canadian " habitans," if they do not, in general, cherish a
feLeliig of loyalty to the King, and a sentiment of gratitude for the undisturbed
enjoyment under their present Government, -of all they hold most dear ; of their
ancient habits, their laws, and, above all, of their religion.

19. Indeed, any stranger unacquainted with the political dissensions of the
Province, might well ask in amazement for the cause why French Canadians
should quarrel with British protection. Though a majority in Lower Canada,
they form not only a very small minority in the immense family of North
Armerica, but even a minority in the British parts of it. Surrounded as 'they
are becoming every day by superior numbers of a race more enterprising in their
habits than themselves, speaking a different language, and following a different
ereed, it is scarcely possible to suppose that if the protection of the Home
Government were withdrawn, they could avoid being swept away by the torrent
that would pour in upon them. Had Canada in 1776, or even in 1812, become
a State of the American Union, no one can doubt that she would hive been ere
this Ilss Canadian than she is.

20. Turning now to the consequences of an Elective Council,* we are not to
suppose that the party now so violent in demanding it would sit down in quiet
thankfulness and submission if it were granted. It is looked to we must consider,
not as an empty name, but rather as a means towards further ends. Neither are
we left entirely in the dark as to what those ends may be. We will not enter upon
the field of conjecture as to the various steps which might mark the progress of
their demands, but simply point out that two at least have: already been
announced, which, it appears to us, whilst England has a shadow of authority, 'it
must be impossible, because dishonourable, to grant.

'21. The first is, the Repeal of the Tenures' Act, without a guarantee for the
titles that have been acquired under'it; 'the second, the Abrogation of the Charter
of the Land Company; and to these, though it be of minor importance, we may
add the sacrificd of thi-ee or four individuals to whom, either as compensation for
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abolition of office, or in consideration of meritorious services within the I.
Province, pensions have been assigned out of Canadian funds by the Crown. It LegislativeCouncil.
is truc, indeed, as we have heard suggested by some of those who prefer such
demands, that England might make compensation to the parties injured, and
that the amount of such compensation would be too small to be felt; but unless
that can bc proved, which we think cannot, namely, that the pover of the
British Parliament and of the King was exceeded in any of these Acts, we can
imagine nothing more derogatory to the supreme authority 'of the nation than
receding from them on such dictation.

22. There are other demands, too, which we believe to be so incompatible
with thie unity of the Empire as to be almost equally inadmissible. One of them
is the demand, that the whole local affairs of the Province shall be conducted by
a Ministry responsible to, or, in other words, removable at the pleasure of the
House of Assembly. They do not indeed ask that the Governor should be
made directly and professedly responsible to them, but they Tequire that he
shall be supposed to be always acting under the advice of his Ministers; by
whicl means it is sufficiently plain, that thougli shielded from responsibility
to the Assembly, neither could he remain responsible towards the King and the
Imperial Parliament. We trust that we have, in our separate Report on the
Executive Couneil, sufficiently exposed the impossibility of grauting this request,
and maintaining, at the same time, the dependence of the Province on Great
.Britain. There might continue to exist a sort of federative union between them
with some degree of duty annexed to it from the weaker to the stronger power ;

*but the relation of dependence, one on the other, would, in our opinion, be
destroyed.

23. Whether, in the progress of a colony towards entire self-government, some
intermediate state of this sort might not be devised, we will neither affirm nor
deny. The means by which a colony can be advantageously released from its
state of dependence, and started into being as a nation by the voluntary act of
the parent state, is an unsolved problem in colonial history, and one in respect
to which we have not been asked for our advice. We consider that it is our
duty to look at Canada as a portion of the British Empire, and as long as she
is such, we think it would be idle to aim at bestowing on her powers incompatible
with that state. To Canada institutions have been given analogous to those of
England, but they can be analogous only, and not identical, because the con-
ditions of the two are not the saie; a republic might place itself voluntarily
for a time under the protection of a monarchy, but it would appear to us
a contradiction to say that it could form part of it.

24. When we look at what Canada is, and still more when we think on*what,
but for lier political dissensions, she might be, we must deny that the condition
of a British colony is an unenviable one; every inhabitant of it, if he be of an
ardent or aspiring character, lias a vider field for the exercise of his ambition
(being a British subject) than lie could have under any other dominion in the
world; and if content with the humbler occupations of life,.there is no part of
the globe where he can pursue them more safely than here, or with a more
certain prospect of his industry finding its reward. There is no country in which
taxation is lighter, or individual security greater; none more exempt from
physical or moral evil; and to the enjoyment of this state one condition only,
and by no means an onerous one, is attached, that of a due submission to the
easy authority that protects and upholds it.

25. Having thus shown that we cannot recommend a compliance with the
demands of the Assembly, we feel that it is necessary for us to offer some sug-
gestions on the mode of carrying on the Government of the country under the
opposition which bas been threatened, should the wishes of that House not be
acceded to.

26. With this view, the first consideration to be attended to* consists of the
accumulated claims of the public servants. Not only are these claims in them-
selves of the most urgent nature, but His Majesty's Ministers have so unequivocally
pledged themselves to their discharge, that no scruple ought, we think, to pre-
vent our avowing the opinion, that until they be liquidated, the Government
must not expect to command the respect of the Province. We do not see how
this payment could be better effected, out of Canadian funds, than by an enact-
ment in England similar to what we recommended in our Second Report,
authorizing the Local Government to make use of the sums accumulated in the
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provincial treasury since the passing of the 1 Will. 4, c. 20; and to apply, for
a limited time, the proceeds of the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, to the support of the civil
establishment.

27. Should His Majesty's Ministers not deem it expedient to apply to Parlia-
ment for the Bill which we have proposed, or should it not be well received by
the House of Commons, there will be no.way that we are aware of by which the
public servants can be paid their arrears, except by a grant from the House itself.
But supposing those arrears discharged, as the funds still within the control of
the Provincial Government would be adequate to the payment of the civil list,
which we in our First Report recommended, and would even leave a small sur-
plus applicable to any other urgent expenses; we will not undertake- to~ assert
that, under such circumstances, it would be found impossible to carry on the
administration, even thougli Parliament should decline to make any provision
for the future by Imperial Authority. In that case, however, it would at lcast be
indispensable that resolutions should be passed, such as we shall presently suggest
as advisable, at any rate, in order to impress the Provincial Legislature clearly
with the sentiments of Parliament on the leading questions in debate.

28. Another grave consideration is the fate of the Acts about to expire.
The recent declaration of the flouse of Assembly, that they will adjourn their
sittings until their demands are granted, leaves scarcely room to hope that it will
be possible to get the various temporary Acts which will terminate in 1837,
renewed by the Local Legislature in time to prevent the confusion which must
arise from their expiration. Amongst these Acts there are several of great
importance ; those, for instance, which constitute the charters of all the banking
companies in the Province; and also one under which the courts of law in the
townships are regulated. We are not yet sufficiently acquainted with the exact
amount of inconvenience that might be felt in the Province from the non-renewal
of these Acts, to pronounce an opinion on the propriety of continuing them by
an Act of the Imperial Parliament. We think it right, however, here to state
the probability of a short Bill being wanted to continue, for a year, at least, the
Acts that will expire in 1837. When one branch of the legislature bas declared
that it will suspend its sittings until the Constitution to which it owes its exist-
ence is changed, we think it will be admitted, that if ever Imperial intervention
would be justified for local purposes, it is now.

29. With respect to both the preceding topics, and, indeed, to the affairs of
the.Province generally, we cannot too strongly express our opinion that the effect
of any Acts passed in the Imperial Parliament, vill mainly depend upon the
majorities with which they are carried through the House of Commons. The
very same measures which, passed by a considerable majority, might restore
tranquillity to the Province, would, perhaps, only increase agitation if passed
with difficulty; and we need scarcely say, that if any proposals of a decided and
comprehensive character be introduced, and fail, matters would be rendered
worse than they are. It is from such a view of the case that we are almost
tempted to say, that the best measure for Canada will be that which can be
passed through Parliament, and especially through the House of Commons, by
the largest majority.

30. Whatever else be donc in the Imperial Parliament, we apprehend that it
is highly desirable that resolutions should be passed by both Houses, expressive
of their opinions on the main points at issue. Everything has already been
said, in order to bring the popular party to moderation, that can be said, either
in the name of the Government or the King, but the Houses of Parliament, have
not yet spoken to them; and it may, perhaps, be thought that they should do so
in a friendly and warning voice, before they proceed to any important step of
legislation. This course, moreover, would have the advantage of letting the
predominant party in the Assembly know the exact state of opinion respecting
their demands, in the only body whose authority they at thepresent moment
show any disposition to look on with respect. We would, of course, wish to sec
any resolutions proposed with the present object, couched in the most liberal
terms towards Canada, but we would respectfully suggest that they should bc
firm, as well as -liberal.

31. It might be expressed as the opinion of Parliament, that Canada should
be left to govern itself in everything that concerned its own internal affairs; but
that while it remained a dependence of the British Crown, it was impossible'to
grant to it institutions incompatible with the unity of the Empire.

The
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The right of the Crown to the uncultivated lands should be asserted, and the
legal possessions of the Land Company declared inviolable.

A viilingness might be expressed to repeal the Tenures Act, provision being
made for the security of titles under it.

An opinion might be pronounced against the Elective Legislative Council, on
the ground that the state of the Colony would not allow of it.

A Local Administration analogous to a Ministry, such as would destroy the
responsibility of the Governor towards the King and the Imperial Parliament,
should be refused; for the reason that it would be inconsistent vith the con-
nexion with the mother country.

32. Whilst we have above pointed out a few specifie measures which seem
open to the choice of Government in respect to the claims of the public servants,
and the fate of the provincial laws about to expire, we cannot conclude without
acknowledging that great doubts may exist, wlether a total suspension of the
Constitutional Act miglit not be a less objectionable measure than any partial
revocation of, or interfèrence with, privileges which have been conferred on the
Provincial Legislature, even though it should extend only to privileges recently
conceded, or to those which the House of Assembly acquired under an inferred
engagement which it has not as yet fulfilled. The arguments for or against such
a measure, as far as they rest on abstract grounds, or on general political rea-
soning, may be as well understood in England as in Canada, and we do not
perceive in the state of parties or of public feeling in the Province, any peculiar
circumstances other than are known to your Lordship, which it is necessary for
us to point out as bearing on the question.

33. We, of course, offer the preceding recommendations, or rather sugges-
tions, without departing from what we have already advised respecting the
Executive and Legislative Councils in our Third Report, and in our letter of the
12th of May last; and we cannot refrain from expressing our anxious hope, that
in the future selection of individuals for either of these important bodies, the
greatest care and caution will be exercised. An early addition to the Legisla-
tive Council will, we think, be found desirable. We do not, however, enlarge
upon this part of the subject, because it appears cne on which advice may more
appropriately be offered by the Governor-in-chief in his executive capacity.

I.
Legislative Council.

II.-THE REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE. il
1. THE next subject to which we have to request attention is the Representa- Representation of

tion of the People, on which your Lordship's Instructions to us are contained in the Feople.
the 73d, 74th, 75th and 76th paragraphs of the Despatch No. 1, dated the 17th
July 1835. The complaints on this head proceed from the inhabitants of British
origin. After stating that the.powers of the Assembly had been exercised by the
leaders in that body with a spirit of exclusion and proscription against His
Majesty's subjects not of their own origin, and even against those of their own
origin who were not disposed to support them in their views, the Petitions to
His Majesty, in 1835, proceéd as follows:

" Your Petitioners humbly represent that at the late general election this
spirit of exclusion. and proscription lias been carried to the extent that, although
the population not of French origin amounts to more than one-fourth of the popu-
lation, it bas not been able to return more than 14 members of the choice of the
electors, or representing their views and interests, out of a House composed of
88 members, and that the whole of the population not of French origin in the.
cities and counties of Quebec and Montreal, although they nearly equal the
French population in number, have not been able to return one member of their
choice out of 12.

"This result, which, in fact, leaves a population having great and permanent
interests in the Province, and contributing a very large proportion of the public
revenue, without even the power of being heard in the legislature of the country
by any person of their choice, or responsible to them, has been facilitated by an
unjust and faulty distribution of the elective-franchise; by including the new
and growing settlements of persons not of French origin in counties where that
origin predominates, and where their votes are lost; and by the incessant and
systematic efforts of the leading characters in the House of Assembly -to depress
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and vilify the population not of their origin, with a manifest tendency to subject
their persons and property, and the whole country, to the arbitrary rule and
control of these characters, through the instrumentality of a majority acting
and held together under the impulses of national prejudices and feelings."

2. The complaints on this subject are also set forth, vith great particularity,
in a statement delivered to us by Mr. Gibb, who appeared before us on behalf of
some of the associations whence the above-cited petitions emanated. Mr. Gibb
did not allege evils without offering a suggestion of measures by which lie
would ask for their removal; and although we are. not able to lend our
support to his recommendations, we shall have frequent occasion to refer to the
clear and elaborate exposition in which they are embodied.

3. Before entering into details, it is necessary to offer one remark of a general
nature upon the complaint that, although the population of British origin forms,
as they assert, though it is denied by their opponents, more than a fourth of the
population, it does not return nearly a corresponding number of members. On
this subject we must observe, that in any country it must be exceedingly dif-
ficult to bestow on a minority, consisting of a given proportion of the people,
living interspersed among the rest, the exact share of representation which their
relative numbers would entitle them to. So far as they are gathered into
separate communities, which in Lower Canada is the case in the district called
the Eastern Townships, it is easy to confer upon them their due number of repre-
sentatives; but where the two parties are mixed, as in other parts of the Province
and in the cities, it is not possible, by any usual plan of voting, to secure to
them a weight exactly proportioned to their numbers. A want of correspond-
ence, therefore, between the numbers of representatives and the numbers of the
two races in Lower Canada, would not, in itself, constitute a proof of unfairness;
and the merits of the existing system can only be determined by observing
whether, in the details and local arrangements, justice is done.

4. By a Table which we have appended to this Report (Appendix Representa-
tion, No. 1), and to which we would invite your Lordship's attention, as calculated
to elucidate the inquiry generally, your Lordship will observe that, according to
the census of 1831, the number of the population was 509,591, while that of
representatives was 88, producing an average proportion of 5,791 souls to each
representative. The census does niot exhibit the numbers of each race, nor wil
the classification according to religion answer that purpose, because of the nume-,
rous Irish settlers who are Roman-catholics, and alsó because of the acknowledged
incorrectness of the census in this respect; but we believe that out of the cities,
and with some other exceptions that will appear in the course of our statements,
the division into seigneuries and townships must be admitted to be as fair
a guide as can be obtained for trying the equity of the 'alterations made in
electoral districts in the year 1829. The inhabitants of the seigneuries may, for
general purposes, be reckoned as French by origin; the inhabitants of the
townships as English. Now, it appears by the Table to which we have just
referred, that in the counties composed exclusively of seigneurial population. or
containing a majority of that description of inhabitants, the proportioùr of people
to eàch representative -was in the former 6,201, and in the latter 6,883; and
that in counties containing a majority of population settled in townships, or
composed exclusively of such inhabitants, the proportion of people to each repre-
sentative was 3,394 and 3,543. Thus the inhabitants of counties in which the
townships predominated had nearly twice as many representatives, in proportion
to their numbers, as the inhabitants of counties principally or entirely seigneurial.
We only mention this fact for the purpose of showing that it would be erroneous
to suppose that any certain inference against the present electoral system is to be
drawn from general considerations. We shall now proceed to examine that
system more minutely.

5. The first division of the country into counties was made under authority
of the Constitutional Act, by Sir Alured Clarke, in a Proclamation issued on
the 7th of May 1792. This division was, as to territorial extent, extremely
unequal, being apparently based upon no other :principle than that of the then
existing population. Thus, for instance, thé Isle of Orleans, containing only
69 square miles, was madé a county of itself, and three other counties were
established which contained only about 200 square miles each,whilst others were
made of a size entirely disproportioiiate, as, for instance, Huntingdoiwhich con-'
tained about 1,200 ; Richelieu, 2,200,'and Buckingham, nearly 6,000 square
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miles. These, extensive territories, too, consisted either entirely, or for the
greater part, of land fit for cultivation ; and if we turn to the counties cómposed
principally of barren lands, we find some of still larger extent. That of York
contained upwards of 35,000 square miles, and Northumberl4nd perhaps not
less than 80,000.

6. It is evident that such a -system of division, -however fair it might 'have
been in 1792, was of a nature to require alteration as the. country became more
densely peopled. The increase of population in the townships, where the
loyalists from the former colonies and emigrants from the United Kingdom had
settled, caused applications to be made, urging their right to be duly represented
in the Assembly; and, accordingly, after various unsuccessful attempts at legis-
lation, a Bill was at length agreed to by the two .Houses of Legislature, and
received the Royal Assent in 1829.' It forms the Statute 9 Geo. 4, c. 73.
This Act did not make an entire new division of the Province, but onlty went to
increase the representation by dividing the great counties, and leaving the small
counties as they were

Ten counties were left unalterec, and therefore stili form - -
Seven were divided, each into two, and consequently now formu -
Two were divided,, each into three, and consequently now forni
One (Richelieu) vas divided into - - - - -

One (Buckingham) was divided into - - - - -

10
14

6
4
6

40

Thus the 21 old counties were increased to 40; of w'hich seven, as will be
seen by the Table forming Appendix No. 1, either contain a majority, or consist
exclusively of population resident in townships.
, 7. By an examination of its provisions, we are led to infer that the framers of
the Act of 1829 proceeded on the principle of leaving unaltered all the counties
in which the population was less than 20,000; of dividing into two all those of
which the population was more than 20,000 but less than 30,000 ; and into
three or more, those of which the population exceeded 30,000 souls. The only
exceptions we can find to this rule appear. to have been made in ifavour of the
remote and very extensive counties of Northumberland and Gaspé, which were
each divided into two, though their population was comparatively small. The
circumstance of new names having been given to most of the counties whose
limits were not changed, may, perhaps, have given rise to an idea that much
more extensive alterations were effected. The Table No. 2, in. the Appendix,
shows the old and new names of the counties, as well as the population of
each.

8. The principle on which representatives were allotted to the new counties
appears to us to have been, in the Bill as it left the House of Assembly, to give
one membèr to each county of which the population -was supposed to be less than
10,000, with the exception of the county of Megantic, which, as the population
was supposed to be very small, was annexed to that of Beauce; two members to
those which were supposed to have a population exceeding 10,000, but falling
short of 15,000 ; and three members to all which had a population above 15,000 ;
thoùgh, probably, from their having no accurate census before them, the allot-
ment, if such were the rule, vas not quite correctly made. There vas no pro-
vision in the Bill by which errors in this respect miglit be amended, nor was
there any for an increase of members corresponding to a future increase in their
population..

9. This part of the Bill, however, was entirely altered by the Legislative
Council, and, in lieu of it, a general provision inserted, thàt all counties should
have two members, whose population then amounted to 4,000 or upwards, or
shôuld afterwards amount to that number-; and that ,those. under 4,00o sh~old
have one member only until,,they should attain that number. It was generally
sùpposed that these amendments would havé 'caused the iejeètion of the Bill b'y
the Assembly, but,' ontrary to expectation, th. amendments weré adopted
vithout discussion. *.The county of ,Megantie is theonly one that now remains

entitled to'no more than onemember ; and. the general effect of the alteration imade
by the Council is, as far as we eau judge of it, to give six ,representatives to
those counties in which a township population prevails, more than thev would
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have had under the Bill as it left the Assembly, and five less to those which
are principally inhabited by French Canadians. It is, perhaps, worthy of
remark, that no alterations of importance were made by the Council in that part
of the Bill which-related to the new division of counties; some few townships
only being taken fron the county of Drummond (the name of which in the
original Bill was St. Francis) and given to the county of Sherbrooke.

10. We may remark, that before this measure reached the Legislative
Council, one on the sane subject had originated in that House likewise. The
Bill which emanated from thence proposed to leave the original 21 counties un-
altered, except by detaching from them the townships and a few seigneuries in
which a British population was supposed to predominate; and, in this method,
it went to create 18 new counties. Four of these were to be to the north of the
St. Lawrence, and in the neighbourhood of the Ottawa; one was to be formed
out of the lands which have since been made the county of Beauharnois; and
13 new counties were to be formed out of what are usually called the Eastern
Townships, -with the addition of a few seigneuries near the Province line and on
the Richelieu, inhabited principally by persons of British descent. Each of these
new-formed counties was to have one representative so soon as it should attain a
population of 1,000 souls, and two when the population should reach 3,000. The
Bill was sent down to the Assembly, and there read for the first time on the 6th
February 1829, but vas not further proceeded with.

11. In delivering our opinions on the Act of 1829, as it passed the Legislature,
we shall, in great measure, throw them into the shape of comments on Mr.
Gibb's statement, both because lie has expressed his views vith considerable dis-
tinctness, and because, as lie appeared on behalf of a large body of those who
remonstrated against the state of the representation, it may be presumed that the
objections lie urges are generally current.

12. The first remark of Mr. Gibb on the Act of 1829 was as follows:
" Complaints have been made with regard to this division. Territories inlia-

bited principally by persons of French origin have been divided into numerous
small counties, when others where a large body of those of British origin resided
were so divided, that by joining that territory with another more numerous in
French inhabitants, the votes of the British were rendered ineffectual.

The county of Laprairie contains
- Acadie - -
- Beauharnois -

- - 238 square miles.
- - 250 -

- - 717 -

The population of the latter is nearly one-half of British and Irish descent.
The census of 1831 estimates the total number of souls of that county at 16,857,
of whom 9,349 only were Catholics, including Irish, and the remainder, 7,508,
were Protestants. These last and the Irish included in the number of Catholics
will make up nearly one-half of the county."

13. On this statement we have to remark, that the four smallest counties now
existing are not new counties created by the Act of 1829, but old counties
remaining unaltered; viz. Orleans, Montreal, Chambly (formerly Kent) and
Verchères (formerly Surrey). It may possibly be wrong to allow them to con-
tinue unaltered, but it would be a mistake to suppose that they were created by
the new division, in order to give an undue preponderance to the populationof
French origin. Acadie and Laprairie are the two smallest counties created by
the new division, and Laprairie, the smallest of the two, is larger than the largest
of the above-named four. Acadie, Laprairie and Beauharnois formed the old
county of Huntingdon; and though Beauharnois was made so much larger than
the other two together, we see no reason for believing that this -was done with
any unfair intention, for the county of Beauharnois could not conveniently have
been made smaller without dividing the seigneurie of the same name, and
placing parts of it in different counties. Acadie and Laprairie might, it is true,
have been united in one county, instead of being formed into two; -but in that
case the extent of it would have been, as we have already seen, more than double
that of some of those which previously existed, and its population nearly three
times as gTeat as that of the average of other counties.

14. With respect to the county of Beauharnois, we have further to remark,
that the population in it of British or of Irish descent, we have good reason to
believe, either exceeds already that of French descent, or must shortly do so.
The county comprehends four townships and only one seigneury, and for this

a commutation
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a commutation of tenures has been obtained under the Act of 1825. It, inoreover,
is a property on which there eau be no doubt that every .encouragement will be
held out to the establishment of British settlers. If either party have to complain
in Beauharnois, it is likely that instead of about 7,500 persons of British origin
liable to be outvoted by a French population, it is, or will shortly be a popula-
tion of between 7,000 and 8,000 French Canadians, liable to be outvoted by
a majority of British descent; but, as we have already said, such occurrences
nust be unavoidable where the different classes are much intermixed, and we •

are glad to think, that there ouglit not to be any real opposition of interest
between thiem to give the fact importance.

15. Mr. Gibb's next observation is:
" The county of Two Mountains contains upwards of 6,500 inhabitants of

British or Irish origin, but they are outvoted by ,a large majority of French."
16. The county of Two Mountains and the county of Ottawa were formied out

of that portion of the great county of York, which lay to the east of the Ottawa
river. The fact stated by Mr. Gibb is, we believe, correct, but we do not see how
this portion of territory could have been divided into two counties in a manner
more advantageous to the British population. According to the census of 18'3i,
the population of the townships contained within the whole district to be divided
vas 7,814, and that of the seigneuries 17,865; and it has been divided into

two counties, of which the members for one (Ottawa) are returned by a majority
of English; and those for the other (Two Mountains) by a majority of French
Canadians; it does not seem therefore, that any very glaring injustice has been
committed, even though one of the seigneuries (Argenteuil) comprised in the
county of Two Mountains, is known to contain a considerable British population.
Instead of two, however, this portion of territory might, perhaps, without injustice
to the rest of the country, have been divided into three or even into four counties,
as Mr. Gibb, in another part of his paper, has proposed; indeed, it appears to us
that an improved division miglit be made of all the counties in this part of the
district of Montreal, that is to say, .the part that lies north of the Ottawa and the
St. Lawrencè. But it could not have been done without making greater alterations
in prior boundaries than it was the intention of the Act in 1829 to effect, the
alteration on that occasion being confined, as we have already observed, to those
counties which, from their size, required division, and leaving integral and
untouched those which were not so large or populous as to require change.
Terrebonne (formerly Effingham) was one of these, and it could not have been
kept entire had an alteration of the kind we have alluded to been effected.

17. Mr. Gibb concludes his objections to the existing division witl the fol-
lowig remark, accompanied by an enumeration of counties and towns in support
of it :

Frenchimajorities exist also in the cities of Quebec and Montreal, and the
towns of Three Rivers and William Henry, and in every county in the Pro-
vince where lands are held under seigneurial tenure, and these occupy the entire
borders of the River St. Lawrence, Richelieu and Ottawa, ~excepting only the
county of Ottawa on the last-named river."

18. This statement we believe to be correct, except in- so far as the case of
Beauharnois might call for some qualification. In the seigneurial counties,
where French Canadians form the vast majority throughout the whole, they cou-
stitute, as Mr. Gibb truly alleges, a majority within each, nor do we see how it
could have been otherwise. It is also probable, that in the cities and towns they
still retain a majority of votes. But that even at this moment they have no very
confirmed preponderance may sufficiently appear from the keenness with which
some of the principal elections in the cities have been contested;. and whatever
may be the case at present, these are obviously the places at which the supe-
riority in number of the French Canadíans is least likely to be enduring. As
soon as the scale turns, they will be under the same inconvenience of *which the
English.complain now, and we apprehend thá.t it is one, as we have already
said, inherent in all existing plans of election. If it admit of cure, it is only by
a suggestion:we shal presentlynention, but which is too new, we conceive, in
its chameter to be fitted for immediate adoption 'y a whole people, and- too
recently proposed to render it discreet, that i should be recommended without
allowing more time for the light necessarily thrown on sucli topics by public
discussion, (Vide infrà, par. 27.)

19. Othe *hole, we arrive at the opinion that the division of counties and
c 2 towns
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towns in 1829 cannot justly be charged with unfairness. Although the counties
to the north of the St. Lawrence and of the Ottawa appear to us susceptible of
au improved distribution, we have already observed that it could not have been
effected by the Act of 1829, without departing from the basis on which that
measure was constructed. And in like manner, while it appears au obvious im-
propriety that the Isle of Orleans, with a territory of only 69 square miles, and
a population of only 4,349, should be allowed to return two members, yet, when
it is remembered that this was the direct consequence of a general provision,
not objected to otherwise, we think that any impression of unfairness must dis-'
appear. By the Bill, as it left the Assembly, only one member was allotted
to Orleans, and it owed the other to the general rule inserted by the Council,
expressly with a view to the advantage it must, on the whole, confèr on the new
British settlements, that counties with a population of more than 4,000 should
return two representatives.

20. We now come to the examination of a plan proposed by Mr. Gibb, on
behalf of the English inhabitants of Montreal, for an alteration in the division of
counties. Mr. Gibb proposes: 1st, to unite some of the smaller counties, in
which the inhabitants are almost exclusively of French origin, so as out of the
five counties of Acadie, Laprairie, Richelieu, St. Hyacinthe and Rouville, to form
only three, separating, however, a small portion of the last-named county, for
the purpose of throwing it into the neighbouring one of Missisquoi, as the popu-
lation of that part of Rouville is said to be of British origin; 2d, to subdivide
the most extensive of the present counties where the land is held in free and com-
mon soccage, so as out of the seven counties of Ottawa, Missisquoi, Shefford,
Stanstead, Drummond, Sherbrooke and Megantic, to form 14. The effect of this
arrangemela would be to dininish immediately the number of members returned
by the seigneurial counties by four, and to augment ultimately the townships'
representation by 14.

21. The population of the seven counties which Mr. Gibb 'would divide, was,
according to the census of 1831, collectively - - - - - 29,921

Mr. Gibb would add the southern part of the county of Rouville - 4,775
And the parish of Sylvester, in the county of Lotbinière, this

parish being said to contain a majority of English inhabitants - 1,323

Making a Total Population of -- - - 36,019

Dividing this into 14 counties, the average population of each would be 2,644.

·The population of the five counties which Mr. Gibb proposes to condense into·
three, was, in 1831, as follows:-

Acadie - - - - - - - - - 11,419

Laprairie - - - - - - - - 18,497

Richelieu - - - - - - - - - 14,149

St. Hyacinthe - - - - - - - - 15,366

Rouville - - - - - - - - 18,108

77,539
Deduct part of Rouville, added to Missisquoi - - 4,775

72;764

Average, if reduced to three counties - - - 24,255

Thus the three counties formed by Mr. Gibb's process of condensation would
each contain nearly ten times as many · ouls as would be contained in each of the
14 that he would form upon his principle of division.

22. Such being the result of our examination of. Mr. Gibb's proposal, we are
forced to come to the conclusion that it is one we cannot reconmend ; though, at
the same time, we do not think the actual division of the Province and appor-
tionment of members, viewing it substantively, and not merely as a furtlieri
division of counties previously laid out, is altogether free from objection.

23. A difference of opinion may naturally enough arise as to the best principle
on wbich a territory can be divided into counties or electoral districts, but we are
inclined to think that the least objectionable one for a country in the dondition
of Canada, with a considerable extent of 'unocectipied land, and au increasing

population,
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population, 'would be to divide it, as far as natural boundaries and circumstances
would permit, into counties of nearly equal extent, or rather, perhaps, into pur-
tions apparently tapable of supporting a nearly equal population, and to allot to
these divisions a number of representatives calculated to increase, up to a certain
point, in proportion to the number of their inhabitants. This, in fact, would be
proceeding on what bas been often alluded to in discussions of Canadian affairs,
under the name of the compound basis of territory and population. A consider-
able advantage of such a division would be, that, when once established, it might
remain for a long while unaltered ; whereas, we believe it to be generally ad-
mitted, that the system now adopted in Lower Canada must be one of constant
alteration. For instance, although we cannot go the length of saying that the
time is yet arrived for dividing the great county of Sherbrooke into two or more
counties, there eau be no difficulty in hazarding an opinion that the fine will
very soon come when it ought to be done, and that, sooner or later, the same will
be the case with several others, such as Ottawa, Megantic, &c.

24. Another good argument for an early division after the manner we have
mentioned, is that a distant and recently-occupied country has a reasonable
claim to some favour in respect to representation, or to have more inembers
allotted to it than its population alone would entitle it to, because a new district
may be expectedto have more wants than an old one, and at the sane time to
have fewer facilities of a general kind for making those wants felt by the
Government or the Legislature. But as we know of no rule by which any
definite proportion of extent to population bas yet been established, or by which
an excess in the one can be held to compensate for a deficiency in the other, and
as we are not ourselves prepared to lay one down, it is out of our power to say
whether the principle in question has or has not been sufficiently adhered to in-
this Province. That it has not been entirely overlooked, however, is evident
fron the fact, that in the seven new counties (being the saine which Mr. Gibb
would divide into 14) the average number of constituents to each member or
representative is now about 3,500, whilst in the old counties the average is about
6,500, and in the district of Gaspé, which is the most remote from the seat of
Government, the average is as low as 2,578.

25. Finally, whatever may be our opinions in the abstract on the best method
of laying out a territory for the first time, we cannot forget that the remodelling
of a long-established settlement is a very different undertaking. It may be easy
to carve out existing allotments, as was done in Lower Canada in 1829, into
smaller divisions, but entirely to obliterate the boundaries familiar to the people,
and attempt an entirely fresh distribution of the country, is an effort almost too
large to be expected in ordinary times of any Legislature, and certainly too coin-
plicated to be executed without the risk of creating many monre jealousies than it
can remove.

26. We have entered with great detail into the state of the representation, on
account of the importance which bas been attached to the subject by one portion
of the population. It now remains for us only to state that we cannot make any
specific recommendations on the subject. There is no case established, in our
opinion, for appealing to the authority of the Imperial Parliament; and even if
the whole of the objections which ve think well founded were removed, the
effect would be. very trifling, and scarcely go to alter the relative strength of
parties in the House of Assembly ; we, therefore, think it best that such altera-
tions as may be required should be brought about by the influence of fair
discussion, acting on the sense of justice of the Legislature, than that any
attempt should at present be made to hasten it in the only constitutional way in
which it could be.done, namely, by a message from the Throne to the House of
Assembly.

27. Before quitting this part of the subject however, we wish to mention a
view of the subject which is taken by one of the Commissioners. Fearing that
the adverse feelings of the British and the French Canadian parties are not likely
to subside, and that wherever the latter have a majority, however small, there will
be no chance of the minority.being permitted under the established and usual
law of voting, to elect a representative, lie is of opinion that the most practicable
remedy would be to limit each voter to one vote, no matter how mnany representa-
tives slould have to be elected, and that it would be. advantageous to give to
each electoral district, which according to the census of 1831 had a population
of 15,000 and' less than 20,000, three representatives; and to those which had
20,000 ànd less than 25,000, four; and ta those which had 25,000, five; and that
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the cities of Quebec and Montreal should each constitute only one electoral district.
He does not think this alteration would be agreed to by the Assembly of Lower
Canada, and lie would not recommend any application to be made to the British
Parliament for this object alone; but if it should become necessary for the Parliament
to make a general adjustment of the affairs of Canada, which should still leave only
one Legislature for the wliole Province, he proposes that a Bill or clause should
be introduced to effect the alteration in the laws of election which we have men-
tioned. An idea of this kind vas thrown out for the first time, if we are rightly
informed, in the late session of Parliament in England, in reference to the Irish
Corporation Bill. We confess that some such plan would appear to us the best
method of protecting the sentiments of a minority in the state from being almost
altogether merged, by the operation of elections, in those of a majority per-
haps not much exceeding it in numbers. No mere territorial divisions could
ever secure with equal accuracy or with equal permanence a correct proportion
between the number of representatives and the number of voters participating in
the same opinions. But the proposai, as we have already had occasion to observe,
is very new; and the majority of us think that it is peculiarly one on which
public opinion ought to have time to form itself before any positive step be taken.
We are also unable to agTee that the Imperial Parliament could properly inter-
fere for the purpose. In order to repress too eager or too ambitious a pursuit
of change in the Constitution which it has bestowed upon Lower Canada, the
controlling authority of Great Britain may justly be exerted; but to apply it to
enforcing an innovation, avowedly on the presumption that the Local Parliament
would not consent to it, and with the certainty that the people could give it no
welcome, as it would be perfectly strange to them, would appear to us quite con-
trary to the spirit in which the Supreme Legislature ought to make itself felt in
this Province. We deem it enough, therefore, to throw out a. statement of the
proposition, but to leave its success to the chance of its either finding immediate
favour in Canada itself, or being hereafter so far supported by the experience or
deliberations of other countries as to lead to its adoption here also.

28. We now revert to Mr. Gibb's statement, for the purpose of c'onsidering
some remarks and suggestions whicli lie has offered on other points connected
with the representation, besides the arrangement of electoral districts.

29. On the subject of qualification, Mr. Gibb submits that in the cities of
Quebec and Montreal the qualification of electors should be doubled; but we have
heard no reason to suppose that the change would be of sufficient importance, or
of such evident advantage as to render it worthy of being made the subject of an
express recommendation from the Throne to the Legislature.

30. Mr. Gibb further recommends that a qualification should be established
for representatives as well as electors, whici is not the case at present. This is
a point so much in dispute (as far as the general principle is concerned), that we
fear we must dismiss it in the same way as the last suggestion, by saying that
though even it be desirable, it is hardly fit to be made the subject of a recom-
mendation from the Throne. It is certainly conformable to ancient practice *in
England to require a qualification as a sort of security, that persons only who
have some stake in the country should be called on to legislate for lier interests;
but on-the other hand we would not willingly attempt to refute the doctrine which
teaches, that the only proper qualification is that of possessing the confidence of
the persons represented. It is observable also that in the United Kingdom the
practice on this head is not uniform; for in Scotland no qualification at all is
required, while even in England, where the law demands it, it has. never been
rigidly or successfully enforced. -

31. Mr. Gibb next proposes that the wages of members (which are fixed by
law at two dollars per diem), if continued at all, should be paid by a-levy on the
districts they represent, instead of out of the general funds of the country. We
are of opinion that in a new country where few people are found who can afford
to give their time to public affairs without remuneration, the allowance of ,wages
is reasonable. On general principles we agree that the payment ouglit ratier to
be raised by the district, for it would tend to produce watchfulness over members,
and a greater appreciation by constituents of tlie value of .public time; but find-
ing the other system of making the payment out of the common revenue of the
country established in Lower Canada, we do not think that a change is so in-
portant as to render it necessary that it should be particularly urged on the
Legislature by the Government.

32. A general
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32. A general registration of votes would no doubt have the advantage of II.
conducing to shorten elections, and to render disputed returns less frequent ; but Representation of
the requisite inachinery of the system would not be easily supplied in this the People.
Province, the expense would be considerable, and we know not how fax the
country would be disposed to bear it.

33. The plan of making elections simultaneous throughout the whole country
is a distinct suggestion, on which we will only say that we think as many con-
siderations might be urged against it as for it, and that under the law as it now
stands, we believe so wide a discretion is left to the Governor with respect to the
commencement of pols as would enable the Executive to make any approach to
the proposed course which circumstances might show to be really desirable.

34. The establishment by law of a fixed time of the year for the meeting of
Parliament is a proposal which will probably, on the face of it, be sufficiently
seen to be inadmissible.

35. With respect to the complaint on part of a recent election law, 4 Geo. 4,
c. 28, s. 27, by which co-proprietors are excluded from voting for any property,
unless they be co-heirs, we must say that we think the enactment a partial one,
calculated to bear unjustly on the commercial interest, and to favour one class at
the expense of another; the provision however can fortunately have no more
than a temporary existence, as it is contained in an Act of which the King's
disallowance is expected to be signified, and which at any rate expires in 1840.

36. As connected with the Constitution of the Assembly, though not imme-
diately with the state of the representation, it seems to us·a serious inconvenience
that the existing law of the Provincial Parliament requires 40 members, or only
four less than a moiety of the Assembly, to be present to constitute a House. The
consequence is that it has constantly happened of late years, that before the
Governor has desired to prorogue the Parliament, its proceedings have ceased for
want of a sufficient attendance of members of the Assembly; and as the custom
has prevailed of not sending up some of the most important measures to the
Legislative Council until a very late period of the session, the Council, after the
stoppage of proceedings in the Assembly, has had only the alternative of adopting
without amendment, or of rejecting the Bills. The large number which must
be present to constitute a quorum also contributes to depress still further
the influence of any minority ; and to enable the majority to deprive it, we may
almost say, of its Parliamentary privileges, by rendering the transaction of busi.-
ness impossible, except when it may suit the convenience of the stronger party to
allow of it. We have little hesitation in offering an opinion that an advantage
to the publie would be derived from fixing a lower quorum.

37. Having now gone through with great minuteness all the proposals which
have been brought forward for an alteration in the election laws of the country,
we are led to conclude that though there may be many things in them capable
of amendment, and one or two instances in which the allotment of members to
electoral districts, or the distribution of those districts, are not such as could be

ished, there is ùo sufficient case made out for any specific recommendation
from the Throne to the Provincial Legislature, and still less for any interference
on such a subject by the Imperiàl Parliament.

III.-THE WILD LANDS AND KING'S DOMAIN.

1. ON the important subject of the Wild Lands, we shall commence by
examining the complaints made by the Assembly, and shall offer our views on
the best method of. carrying on the settlement of the country, as well as
endeavouring to guard against the monopoly of lands by speculators; we
shall then proceed to make our observations on the agency by which the
management of the Crown Lands and Wild Lands is conducted; and shall
conclude with expressing our opinions on the effect of the Land Company, and
on the expediency of such institutions in general.

2. The principal complaints on the part of the Assembly may be comprised
under the folowing heads :--

That the Wild Lands have been made a~source of revenue independent of the
Assembly: -

That they have been lavishly granted to favourites and dependants on the
Government :
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III. That the old inhabitants of the Province are shut out from any hope of
Wild Lands'and obtaining-them on the terms they like, or on the tenure to which thev are
King's Domain. attached:

That a large tract of them has been assigned to a LandCompany, contrary, it
is said, to the privileges of the Provincial Legislature.

3. Before examining these complaints separately, we must make some
remarks on the assumption implied in the last of them. The claim of the
House of Assemnblv to direct and control the management of the Crown or
wild lands seems to be founded on abstract principles rather than on any par-
ticular act of the British Parliament, or any analogy derived from .British
practice ; and the only way in which any serious argument can be maintained
in favour of .what they claim, may perhaps be set forward somewhat in the
following manner: That in any new discovered or newly occupied country'the
land belongs to the Government of the nation taking possession of it, and that
settlers in it, so long as they retain the character only of emigrants from the
mother country, can claim no more than what has been granted to then as
individuals; but tiat when a distinct boundary has been assigned to them, and
they come to be incorporated into a body politic, with a power of legislation
for their internal affairs, the territory within their boundary becomes, as a
matter of right, the property of the body politic, or of the inhabitants, and
is to be disposed of according to rules framed by their~Local Legislature, and
no longer by that of the parent state.

4. This proposition rests, as we understand it, entirely upon abstract grounds,
and we believe that we are authorized in saying that it never has been enter-
tained by Great Britain or any other colonizing power. That the ungranted
lands in any colony remain the property of the Crown has, on the contrary,
we believe, been the universally received doctrine in Great Britain, and although
the Constitutional Act does not expressly assert a right of which its framers
probably never contemplated a doubt, the lands of the Province are mentioned
in the 36th clause as being thereafter.to be granted by His Majesty and his
successors. While, therefore, we are quite ready to admit, that in the disposa.
of the ungranted lands the interests of the first settlers ought never to be lost
sight of, and also that the wishes of the Local Legislature should be consulted,
provided they are made known to His Majesty in a constitutional manner, we
cannot recognize in any way the abstract principle set up for it in opposition,
not merely to the general laws and analogies of the British Empire, but to the
clear meaning of the Act by which alone the body preferring the claim has its
existence. It must, ve apprehend, be the main object in every scheme of
colonization that the parent state should have the right to establish her
own people on such terns as she may think fit in the country colonized; and
at present perhaps lier North American Colonies are more valuable to England
as receptacles for lier surplus population than in any other way. We
cannot, therefore, believe that England will consent to a doctrine that will go
to place at the discretion of any Local Legislature the terms on which emigrants
from lier shores are to be received into lier Colonies. An argument is, we are
aware, occasionally adduced, that at the time when the Province of Quebec
was divided into Upper and Lower Canada, an intention was expressed of
separating the French from the English settlers, and giving the Lower Province
to the former, whilst the Upper one was to be exclusively reserved for the
English. We, however, believe, that thougli the idea of separating the people
of different origin miglit have had weight with the framers of that Act, they
never had in view any greater separation than one that should have the effect
of confining the French tenure of lands, the French civil law, and the special
privileges conferred on the Roman Catholie religion, to the Lower Province;
and that it could never have been intended that England should give up her
right to regulate as she might think proper, the settlement of the unoccupied
parts of the country. Some of Mr. Pitt's speeches prove the reverse.

6. Whilst, hov ever, we thus unhesitatingly assert the right of the Crown of
Great Britain to the disposal of the ungranted lands, we are no less desirous of
explaining ourselves on one or two principles, subject to which we consider
that it ought to be exercised.

7. First, we think, that though a revenue may very properly be drawn fron
,the wild lands, they should not be disposed of solely, or even principally, for

the
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the sake of revenue, and still less for the sake of a revenue with which to make
in ordinary times the Executive independent of the Local Legislature; and,
secondly, that whatever revenue is derived from them should be applied to the
uses of the Province, and, like all other re~venue, be placed under the control
of the Local Legislature, so soon as that legislature shall have made provision
for certain permanent expenses of the executive government in a manner
satisfactory to the parent state, or shall have provided a -satisfactory civil list.
Until this be done, however, we cannot but regard this revenue as at the disposal
of the head of the parent state, both because it is in no way to be considered
as a tax on the inhabitants, and because it would be inconsistent with the dig-
nity, or rather with the duty of any state, to allow a government to be .carried
on in its name, without taking some security for its efficiency. We scarcely
think it worth while to notice the argument, that the King cannot have a right
to the whole of the wild lands, because he has expressly reserved to himself
a seventh of them only; the reservation of this seventh, under the name of
Crown reserve, was only a regulation of management, and has been revoked
by tb.e same authority that made it.

8. These are the impressions with which we proceed to the more detailed
consideration of the complaints that have been made of the administration of
the wild lands within the province of Lower Canada.

9. With respect to the first complaint, that they have been made the source
of revenue independent of the Assembly, it is evident that, under our view of
the subject, this was very properly the case, so long as certain definite revenues
were taken by the Executive for the maintenance of the civil government, and
the deficiency made good by Great Britain. When, however, a compact
was proposed by which the whole expenses of civil government were to be
borne by the Province, and the revenues theretofore at the disposal of the
Crown were to be placed under the control of the Local Legislature, in exchange
for a competent civil list, we think it would have been far better that the
revenues derived from the sale of wild lands, and from other similar sources,
under the name of hereditary, territorial or casual revenues, had not been
excepted, and that the attempt had not been made to separate from the terri-
torial revenue the monies derived from the sale of wild lands and from licences
to cut timber. We have in our first IReport proposed that all the revenues of
the Province, or all monies derived in any way from a Canadian source,
should be placed at the disposal of the Local Legislature so soon as a very
moderate civil ist shall be permanently provided, and we entirely adhere to
that recommendation.

10. With regard to the improvident or partial grants which form the subject
of the second complaint, we know not how we can more fully express our
opinion of the justice with which it is made, than by saying, we adopt your
Lordship's own view on the subject. The circumstances under which the
grants were made, may be pleaded in extenuation of their evil, but the fact of
their being prejudicial cannot, we apprehend, be denied.

11. With respect to the third complaint, that the original inhabitants have
no means of obtaining land on the tenure which alone they like, we are
anxious to express our opinion that, as the people of French origin in Lower
Canada have long since been admitted to aU the rights of Englishmen, they are
not only as much entitled to a share in the wild lands"as any other class of
our fellow-subjects, but that they have, as the first occupiers of the country, a
peculiar claim to an extension of their grants, when such extension is rendered
necessary by their increasing numbers.. We certainly would not recommend the
creation of new seigneuries on the model of the old ones, nor do we think we
should meet the wishes of any part of the Canadian population, if we were to
propose to make new grants subject to the payment of -the feudal dues, called
Lods et Ventes, or the Droit dp Banalité. We are well aware that the system
of quit-rents has failed very generally in British settlements, and we undoubt-
edly, coteris paribus, prefer a tenure of free and common soccage to any other:
but it should, we think, be borne in mind that the desire so strong in British
settlers to possess an undivided interest in the land they cultivate, is scarcely
felt by Canadians of French origin; and that, as they have been always accus-
tomed to the payment of a small ground-rent, they might not object to take
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new lands, if freed from the feudal burthens, subject to some increase of rent;
and also that such rents might successfully be collected from them, notwith-
standing the difficulty experienced with persons less accustomed to a similar
systein, especially if new parishes could be laid out, to which bands of related
families might remove, with the sanction and under the care of their spiritual
pastors. We are aware that great objections might be urgad against the in-
traduction of a new tenure of land in a country where difficulties already
exist in consequence of a diversity of tenures, and we also feel the necessity of
granting no greater advantages to settlers in one district than in another,.or to
settiers of one class more than to those of another. We therefore do not wish
that any attempt of the sort. should be made solely on our recommendation.
We desire merely to express an opinion that, in the event of such an arrange-
ment, or any other of a similar nature, being proposed to the Executive by
thoie vho are better acquainted with the wants and wishes of the Canadian
population than we eau pretend to be, and sufficient security be given against
the evils that we have hinted at, the proposition should be received with
willing attention by the Government; and in this we apprehend we are doing
nu more than following up the principle that was sanctioned by Lord Ripon,
when, in the last paragraph of his Despatch of the 21st November 1831, he
invited the House of Assemnbly to offer their advice to the Government in the
management or disposal of the wild lands.

12. We are aware that there are yet in the seigneuries very extensive tracts
of unoccupied lands, as appears in the memorandum we place in the Appendix
No, 4, and also that the crowded state of the old settlements in them is in great
part to be attributed to the genius and habits of the French Canadians, which
proimipt them fo remain in this crowded state rather than remove to new
localities or mix with new neighbours ; but, on the other hand, it is to be
remnembered that great portions of the unoccupied parts of the seigneuries are
decidedly unfit for settlement; and that with respect to the better lands, the
seigneurs being able, since the old laws of the country have fallen into disuse,
to denand their own terms for them, settlement is scarcely more easy on them.
than on the wild lands of the Crown; to which considerations it may also be
added, tbat by the operation öf the Tenures' Act, some of the best of these
tracts have already been converted into soccage lands, on terms highly advan-
tageous to the seigneurs, and that more of them may be expected to follow the
saie fate as commutations become more easy.

13. On the complaints that have been made by individuals respecting delay
i giving out land patents, and the amount of the fees charged upon them,
oir opinions will appear in the observations we shall have to submit upon the
departments concerned in managing the Crown lands and wild lands.

14. A copy of the last regulations issued by the Secretary of State for the
disposal of the wild lands, dated 7th March 1831, is placed in the Appendix,
together with the directions of August 1834, respecting military and naval
settlers. We approve of these regulations. It is a common complaint, we
nust allow, that land is too dear; but we are by no means convinced that it

would be for the general or the permanent advantage of the settler to make
it cheaper. The arguments adduced in Lord Ripon's Despatch, addressed to
Lord Aylmer on the 21 st of November 1831, are, i our opinion, very powerful;
and since that Despatch was written, the acquisition of land has been much
facilitated to the poor emigrant, through the instrumentality of the North
American Land Company. The Company will not, we apprehend, sell cheaper
than the Government ; on .the contrary, it will perhaps sell much dearer; but
it will offer to the settler, and indeed does now offer, as we.shall have occasion
hereafter to explain, advantages of another kind, which the Government never
can. The result, therefore, of the consideration which we have given to this
subje-ct is, that in the present mode of disposing of land there are-but two parti-
culars in which we would.recommend a change.

15. We think the practice of accepting payment of the purchase money of
land by instalments decidedly objectionable. The collection of the instalments
is very expensive ; -the collection of the interest nominally charged on those
whieh are unpaid has been found impossible; and though the land becomes
legally forfeit fora breach of the engagements on this head, it is not surprising

t that
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that in a case wherein the whole population of settlements is often involved, so
extreme a remedy has never been resorted to. The tendency of the system is
to lead people to purchase more land than they want, to disperse the settlers
over a wider tract than they can beneficially occupy, and to bring them all
into the predicament of a population of debtors, with the probability of long
remaining so. And even were the indulgence less injurious than we think it
is, the operations of the Land Company may be expected to drain off the
greater number of emigrants of the poorer class, being that class for whose
convenience credit may be supposed to have been allowed. Another evil is,
that parties who wish to eut timber are enabled to bid at the auctions and pay
a first instalment, then eut the timber, and give themselves no further concern
about either the land or the instalments. In this manner they get the timber
at about a shilling an acre, and find it answer better than to buy a licence; so
that there is a double loss, the Government loses in the timber fund, and,
according to established custom, a period ensues, during which, from the
uncertainty as to the title, the land eau neither be bought nor used. These
considerations induce us to recommend that the Government sales of wild lands
should continue to be made by auction as at present, but for ready money,
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16. The other point on which we would suggest some modification is the
regulation that persons desirous of obtaining land in places not already sur-
veyed, must previously pay for the expense of survey, and the price of the
land be fixed according to its quality and situation. The operation of this
rule is to discourage enterprise, and cause dissatisfaction to persons who, in
remote parts, being unable to have a survey without great expense and trouble,
find themselves reduced to choose between appropriating without title the lot
of wild land they waut, or letting it remain waste, to the loss of the neighbour-
hood and the advantage of no one. And even those who may be in a position
to pay for a survey, are exposed to great delay by this regulation. If any
person wish to occupy unsurveyed land or surveyed land in townships or
districts where no auction shall have taken place for two years before, nor be
determined to be held within six months to come, we think he should be
allowed, on paying half the current price of wild lands (for instance, at present,
about half a dollar an acre), to receive from the office a memorandum of bis
payment, and to take possession; and the regulation ouglit to be ihat when
the survey shall have come up to him, and one-third of the land in the town-
ship been disposed of, either by auction or to other settlers, on the same terms
as those on which he holds his own, he should have notice to complete his
purchase, by paying half a dollar per acre more; or, in the event of the average
price of land sold by auction in the townships being less than a dollar, by the
payment of such a suin per acre as shal make up that average price; and in the
event of his not doing this within a year, he should be subject to the land being
put up and sold by public auction at the upset price of half a dollar, in which
case, vhatever it should fetch beyond half a dollar per acre, should be paid to,
or retained for, the party who made the original deposit and received the
memorandum of its payment. Notice should, moreover, be given by the Crown
agent that, in the event of two or more individuals being desirous of occupying
unsurveyed land on these terms in the same township or district, the Govern-
ment can only guarantee to them their respective quantities in the order in
vhich they have lodged their applications; but that, in the event of there
being. a deficiency, their deposit money on the quantities deficient will be
returned to them.

17. This arrangement, it may be presumed, would only be made use of by
persons of some capital, who might propose to occupy and improve so much
land as would make it an object to.them to be sure of a- right of pre-emption
at the upset price, whenever the regular progress of settlement might overtake
them. On the other hand, the majority and poorer kind of settlers, where no
regular survey existed,. would probably be content to take possession of the
land for themselves without any licence at all.. This is the class so expressively
termed squatters; and we confess .we cannot think them a race to be dis-
couraged; for in the more remote parts of the forests of this country, it is
impossible for a man to establish a human habitation, and not do more good
.than harm. In respect then to them, we recommend that, although they
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ni. shàuld not have an establislied riglit of pre-emption of the whole of their lands
Vid. Lands and at a fixed price, like those who had taken out a licence, they should have a

King's Domain. preference at the general price to the extent of 25 acres, and should not be
ejected, even from the remainder, without a fair allowance for their improve-
ments. This, we believe, would be very much in consistency with the existing
practice, as we are informed that it is usual either to permit an actual occupant
to buy his lot, if he have the means, at the general upset price of the district,
or otherwise to give him a consideration for any addition lie has conferred on
the value of the land.

18. Notwithstanding the general nature of the instruction that the land
should be sold at auction, a practice seems to have arisen with respect to land
that had once been put up and not bought, of disposing of it at the upset
price to settlers who iniglit desire to purchase in the intervals between the
public sales. An indulgence of that nature is permitted by the Secretary of
of State, in his regulation, dated 15th August 1834, to military and naval
officers settling in the colonies, and we think that it is proper in their case;
not that we can admit that any one class ought to be more considered than
another as to the mere saving of time, but because, from the nature of the
allowance made to officers in acquiring land, it is of more importance to them
than it caii be to any others, that the price should be fixed. It is fair to pre-
sume that the motive of extending further the modification was to avoid delay
and inconvenience to individuals; but seeing the risk there always is of the
abuse of any such discretionary proceedings, and the discontent and com-
plaints which they commonly produce, we think it better to adhere strictly to
the system of public competition, which is so much the surest test of purity in
the administration of the lands. We are glad, therefore, that, with the excep-
tion made by the Secretary of State in behalf of military settlers, the present
Governor-in-chief has established an unqualified conformity to the rule on this
subject, providing at the saie time for the accommodation of settlers by
directing that sales should take place once a month, instead of at the longer
intervals which had previously been customary.

19. In considering the settlement of a new country, the attention cannot
fail soon to be drawn to the endeavours which have been so common to pre-
vent the retention by individuals of large tracts of land without getting them
into cultivation. Various attempts have been made with this view in different
countries and at different times, but we believe that none of them have been
successful. There were several arrêts of the King of France to prevent persons
from keeping lands in Canada in a wild state, but they did not preclude the
practice. The English Government subsequently souglit to attain the saine
object by imposing certain duties of settlement, and latterly by the establish-
ment of a Court of Escheats, all of which have hitherto been found ineffectual.
The project of a tax on wild lands in Lower Canada has also been debated,
especially by the House of Assembly in the year 1834, but none has hitherto
been establislied.

20. In the United States there are, if we are correctly informed, neither
settlement duties, nor any tax imposed for the purpose of forcing people to cul-
tivate their lands, but every one is free to hold as much as he chooses, and as
long as lie chooses. Wild lands are, however, subject to assessment, not
because they are unproductive or uncultivated, but for the reason that they
constitute property, and that all property, be its nature what it may, is equally
considered to be rateable and taxable.

21. In· Upper Canada, too, uncultivated lands are by a Provincial Act
(59 Geo. 3, c. 7,) rateable like other property for local purposes. Each acre
of cultivated land is assessed at 20s., and each acre of wild land at 4s., with-
out further reference to its marketable value; and the magistrates at quarter
sessions have the power of ordering rates to be levied not exceeding in any
year one penny in the pound on such valuation. , Underý this law, therefore,
the utmost tax that can be levied on 1,000 acres of wild land will be 200 pence,
or 16 s. 8 d. per annum. Notwithstanding the moderate amount of this tax
land is, we understand, frequently taken in execution for the nonpayment of
it; but wiether it operates as a check to any extent on the spirit of specnlation
in wild lands is ver-y doubtful.

22. In
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22. In Lower Canada there are not as yet assessments for local purposes; II.
should thev ever be established, and the lands be rated for such objects as the Wild Lands and

maintenance of roads, schools, &c., we think it would be right that wild lands Kig's Domain.
owned by individuals should be included amongst the rest; but we cannot
help doubting the expediency of subjecting them to a tax solely because they
are uncultivated; and where they have been purchased unconditionally.and
bondfide paid for, we think it would be unjust. In cases where lands have been
granted on conditions of settlement duties, and that those duties have not been
performed, the substitution of a tax in their stead would not perhaps be objec-
tionable in principle, but it would be found difficult in practice, and would
create an invidious distinction, without being sufficiently extensive to produce
any important advantage. The measure under the consideration of the
Assembly in 1834, was for a general tax on land, as in Upper Canada, whether
cultivated or uncultivated. We think that the subject is essentially one for
the treatment of the Local Legislature; and in the meanwhile ve would merely
observe, that, as will more fully appear when we come to speak of the Court of
Escheats, the danger against which all these remedies have been directed, does
not appear to us so great as has been so generally assumed in the formation of
new settlements.

23. With a view to ascertain the extent to vhich the acquisition of great
tracts of vild lands by individuals had been carried, we obtained the Return
in the Appendix No. 3; but it is very defective, owing to the. practice Vhich
existed up to 1826 of raking grants from the Crown to bodies of fictitious
persons. The lands were assigned to one man, as a leader, with a number of
nominal associates, who only lent or sold their names to the principal, without
any real intention of settling, in order that he might be enabled to acquire
more- land. We need scarcely say that the mere difficulty of procuring a
correct statistical return is one of the least of the evils which so pernicious
a practice was calculated to produce.

24. From the subject of wild lands, we now propose to pass to that of the
domain of the Crown; and we would preinise, that the distinction between
the two appears to have been uniformly maintained. They have always been
under separate management, and the revenues derived from them been con-
sidered to belong to distinct funds ; bùt although it is not unnatural that two
such different offices as those of settling the wild lands, and of managing the
Crown property in the most anciently occupied parts of the country should have
fallen into different hands, we confess we do not see therein a sufficient reason for
the distinction that was made in the destination and appropriation of the funds
arising froni the two sources, both being equally, in our opinion, parts of the
territorial revenue, as we have already stated in par. 9. Whatever practice
be observed with regard to one of them in point of finance, ought, we think,
to be extended to the other.

25. The donain of the Crown, in the sense in which the terni at present is
received in Canada, applies only to property in which the Crown has seigneurial
estate, consisting almost entirely of reservations of rights upon land or of
revenues growing out of it. They consist of the Droit de Quint, being the fine
of one-fifth the value, payable to the Crown on every alienation of lands held
under it à titre de fief; of the Droit de Lods et Ventes, a fine of one-twelfth,
payable in a similar way on every alienation of lands held under the Crown
à-titre de cens.; and of the rents which have been reserved to the Crown on
certain grants below high-water mark· on the River St. Lawrence. Comprised
in the same department, also, are the forges of St. Maurice, which are at pre-
sent under lease for a terni of ten years froin March 1834, at 500 1. currency
per annum, and the tract of country styled the King's Posts, which is under
lease for twenty years from July 1822, at the annual rent of 1,200 1. currency.

26. On the revenue arising from lots below high-water mark on the
St. Lawrence, we have to observe, that nearly all the wharfs 'and quays in the
town of Quebec, and some in that of Three Rivers, are constructed on ground
thus conceded by the Crown, and there would be little difficulty, we I)elieve,
in proving that these grants have in nany cases been made on ternis much
less favourable to the Crown than might have been obtained. A remarkable
instance of the kind attracted the notice of the present Governor soon 'after
bis arrival in the Province, wbere a .lot subsequently ascertained to be worth
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1,293 1. was on the point of being parted with for 764 1. Whilst al existing
bargains of this nature must of course be maintained, we conceive that in
future, except where proprietors of the neighbouring lands may claim a rea-
sonable indulgence on the principle conceded in Mr. Stanley's Despateh of the
10th September 1833 (see Appendix No. 9), the full value of such lots may
with propriety be required in as great a degree as when any other property
of the Crown is parted with for the convenience of the public. It will be
seen by a letter, dated 4th July 1833 (Appendix No. 9), from Mr. Ryland,
who held for many years the office of Civil Secretary in the Province, that
there is in the neighbourhood of Quebec an extensive tract of' the shore or
beach of the St. Lawrence, over which the riparian proprietors have no equit-
able right; and in looking into the case we have just alluded to, we have not
found that the circumstances under which the parties applying for the water
lot had acquired the adjoining strip of land were such as to constitute a claim
for indulgence, on the principle laid down by Mr. Stanley. Of the indulgence
to be so granted to the riparian proprietor, we do not see who can be the
judges except the Governor and his Executive Council, subject, of course, to
the approval of the Secretary of State.

27. The Inspector of the King's Domain was not until very lately charged
with the duty of collecting these rents, but every holder of a -water lot was left
to make his payment to the Receiver-general entirely at his own discretion;
and it is not surprising that under such a system great numbers of them
were found in arrears, as will be seen to be the case by a Return which we
annex (Appendix No. 2). By an instruction, dated 17th February 1836, the
present Governor has charged the Inspector-general of the King's domain, as
above intimated, with this duty, and it is therefore to be hoped that more regu-
larity will prevail in future.

28. The greater part of the property held en roture under the Crown is
situated in the towns of Quebec and Three Rivers, and the proprietors are
consequently under the same liability to the payment of lods et ventes to the
Crown that the inhabitants of Montreal are to the priests of the seihinary of
St. Sulpice. By regulations established since the year 1826, certain facilities
have been afforded to the censitaires or tenants of the Crown in Quebec and
Three Rivers for the conversion of the tenure of their lands into that of free
and common soccage, but the terms are not so favourable as those which have
been proposed for Montreal by the seminary of St. Sulpice. According to the
former, the commutations take place upon payment of 10 per cent. on the
value of the property; according to the other, no more than five per cent.
would be required under sinilar circumstances. In the event of any arrange-
ment being concluded between the seigneurs and censitaires of Montreal,
such as we have recommended in our Report of the 24th of October on that
subject, we think it will be only right that the inhabitants of Quebec and
Three Rivers * should be allowed equal facilities of enfranchising their lands.
In the meanwhile, however, we must point out the great amount of arrears
which appear to have accrued in this branch of revenue, forming no less a sum,
according to a Return we have placed in the Appendix No. 1, than 31,000 .;
and notwithstanding the opinion we entertain, that whenever the gréat object
of extinguishing feudal dues can be extensively furthered by a sacrifice of
revenue on the part of the Crown, such sacrifice ought to be made, we do not
see any reason for it when no object of such general utility is to be promoted.
Without attempting to lay down any specific proposition on the rules to be
observed in the collection of those arrears, or of the accruing revenue under
the saine head, wye must observe, that it is a subject well worthy the attention
of the Executive Government, and one on which by possibility:it migit be-
necessary to apply for the aid of the Provincial Legislature.

29. We now proceed to state our view on the departments concerned in the
management of the wild lands and Crown property in this Province.

30. A distinct officer is entrusted with the collection of the revenues of the
King's domain, bearing the titles of " Inspector-general of the King's Domain,"
and " Clerk of the Land Roll." The question lias naturally occurred to us,
whether his department ought not to -be comprehended in, or at any rate made
subordinate to, that of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, and ive have come,

to
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to the conclusion that such an arrangement would be advantageous. We III.
would not press this as a matter of immediate necessity, but whenever a new Wild Lands and
appointment to the situation may be required, or a favourable opportunity may King's Domain.
otherwise present itself, we think the general superintendence of the King's
domain and of the wild lands should be entrusted to the same person; by
which means not only a wholesome subordination will be established conducive
to uniiformity and despatch, 'but also some saving in respect to salary may be
effected. The present emoluments of the Inspector-general of the King's
Domain appear, by a statement in the Appendix No. 7, to be about 325 i.
sterling per annum ; and even though it might be requisite to appoint a clerk
expressly to this duty under the Crown Commissioner, his salary need not
exceed that of an ordinary clerk of the first class.

31. We also feel it necessary to notice the office of Surveyor-generalh The
duties and responsibility of this officer were materially reduced by the appoint-
ment, in 1826, of a Crown Commissioner. The Surveyor-general is no longer
charged with any serious responsibility, nor bas he ever had -the conduct
intrusted to him of any extensive scientific operations. His principal duties
at present are, to give directions for such surveys as may be required of him
by the Crown Commissioner, to furnish technical descriptions of all lots of
land intended to be granted by patent, and to keep a record of the same, in
which duty he may be said to act in some degree as a check 'n the Crown
Commissioner. The surveys are, however, executed, not by his immediate
officers, for he has none (except two clerks), but by country surveyors, who
are paid by the job or by the day; and as the check is instituted only for the
purpose of securing accuracyin the technical descriptions of the lands granted,
and in the registering of them, and not on any part of the money transactions
of the Crown Commissioner, we do not see but that it might be rendered
equally, or even more, efficient though the Surveyor-general were placed in
subordination to him. Should any extensive surveys ever be undertaken by
the Province, similar to the surveys in Great Britain and Ireland, which
are in course of execution under the Board of Ordnance, an officer of a higher
rank would be required for the performance of them; but whilst bis duties
are limited as at present, there appears no reason on the score of rank why
the Surveyor of Crown lands should not be subject to the authority of the
Crown Commissioner. As this change, however, is one of detail, we would
only recommend, as we have done in the case of the Inspector of the King's
domain, that it should be carried into effect when a convenient opportunity for
so doing may present itself.

32. The patents conferring titles to land still pass through a great number
of offices, and are subject to vhat we must consider needless forms; but we
are released from the necessity of saying mucli on this subject, as a proposition
bas already been submitted to your Lordship by the Governor-in-chief in a
despatch, dated 28th J uly 1836, in which it is our. duty to state that we entirely
concur. Should the Governor's recommendations be adopted, the office of
Auditor of Land Patents will be abolished, and the formality of having the
patent nominally drawn up by the Attorney-general be dispensed with; and
should moreover the Surveyor-general's department be placed under that of
the Crown. Commissioner, as we have already expressed our opinion that it
ought to be, the whole business of passing a patent will be confined to the
Crown Commissioner and the Provincial Secretary, acting of course subject to
the controlling power of the Governor, who, in the event of any complaint of
unnecessary delay, will be in a position to ascertain the truth of the charge,
and apply a proper remedy. Before quitting this subject, it is no more than
just to repeat the observation contained in the Governor's despatch above
cited, that in the parts of the United States where there are lands to bc disposed
of, as in Michigan, Illinois,'Missouri, Mississippi, the delay in obtaining a pateht
is nuch greater -than in this province, a notification being generally made at
public sales that purchasers will not receive their titles for two years. This is
rendered necessary by the great pressure of business in the land department of
the United States.

33. With respect to fees, the Schedule which we annex (Appendix No. 8),
will show that they are scarcely to be considered exorbitant, being, on an
ordinary grant of 100 acres of land, only 2 1.-7s., and on one of 1,000 acres, only
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3 1. 3 s. 7 ?; d. ; and by the alterations proposed by the Governor, these sums
will eventually be reduced respectively to i . 10 s. and i . 19 S. Unless fees
are to be abolished altogether, we do not see how they can reasonably be
reduced much lower; and when we consider the difficulties w-hich have so long
existed in obtaining payment of the salariés of public officers, we cannot
undertake to recommend that any of the few who now derive a remuneration,
in whole or in part, for their services in fees, should be placed on another
footing.

34. With respect to the Court of Escheats, we do not think that the grounds,
origin and nature of the institution could be more perspicuously set forth than
in the Report we have obtained from the gentleman who presides over it,
Mr. Cochran (Appendix No. 14), to which Report, accordingly, we beg leave
to refer your Lordship. We cannot, however, agree in the result to which it
would lead, namely, that the court ought to be maintained and put into
active practice.

35. In the first place, we are inclined to think that the evil against which
principally the existence of the court is directed has been much exaggerated.
The word "monopoly" especially appears to us misapplied. There may exist
a good deal of speculation, but there can be no monopoly of wild land in
Low-er Canada, even if we speak only of land in reasonably favourable situa-
tions. The article is too abundant, and capital too scarce, to admit of
monopoly - and as to speculation alone, we confess that we do not see that
any very great evils have resulted, or can result from it. It is impossible to
deny that grants of land were formerly very improvidently made, or that the
feelings of dissatisfaction which were excited by a system of favouritism exist
to this day; or, lastly, that as far as the marketable value is concerned of the
lands so given away, the Province has been a loser ; but when we have said
this, we believe we have summed up the amount of the evil. There are many,
we believe, of the present holders of wild land, who would be glad to sell at
the saine price that land is sold by the Government, if they could find pur-
chasers. When, moreover, we find it remarked in the able Report we have under
consideration, that such a court as exists here is not equally wanted in the
United States or Upper Canada, where the soil and climate are better, and
capital is more plentiful, we cannot help drawing the obvious inference that it
is the inferior soil and climate, and the want of capital, and not any. monopoly
of lands, w-hich is the impediment to cultivation in Lower Canada; and inas-
much as no revesting of land in the Crown will supply climate, soil or capital,
we are not inclined to think that a Court of Escheats ever has promoted cul-
tivation or ever will. The fact must be stated that, in Lower Canada, physical
circumstances afford a much plainer reason for the slow advancement of cul-
tivation, than any perverse disposition of individuals to accumulate property
without rendering it productive.

36. We are far, however, from meaning to say that no case exists in which
it is desirable that there should be means of making the owner of waste lands
come forward. Grants in former times were thought so lightly of that they
were taken, in some instances, by persons who left the country and cared no
more about them; and under the vicious system of paying by instalments, as
we have already mentioned, purchases have sometimes been made, and one
instalment paid for the sake of cutting the timber, and then nothing more been
thought of the land. In this way there may be a good deal of land derelict,
or of which the owner is not known. It is true that by the reservations- in
the patents public roads may be made over any lands without the leave of the
owner, but this is far from removing all the evils of land being left without a
master and in a state of wilderness ; and where it is left to any considerable
extent, we can readily believe it to be desirable. that a, remedy should be
attainable.

37. The powers, however, conferred on the Court of Escheats are far more
extensive than would be requisite for this purpose alone. The case merelv of Y
lands left derelict, and obstructing settlement or public improvement, might
easily be met by a provincial enactment, should the Legislature think it ex-
pedient, providing that, after due notice and citations had been published, and
no claimant had appeared within a reasonable time, to be named in the Act,
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the lands should be vested in the Crown. Seeing the long course of years mI.
during which the Government has acquiesced im an almost universal neglect Wild Lands and

of the duties of settlement, and the number and extent of the possessions which Kings Don:am.
would be affected now by an enforcement of forfeitures for breach of the
dormant conditions, it can hardly be questioned that any indiscriminate mea-
sure of that kind, to act retrospectively, would be most harsh; and, we May
add. it would be unjust if the proprietors of soccage lands only were proceeded
against, while the holders of wild lands in the seigneuries were allowed to
escape, in consequence of the old laws respecting duties of settlement in them
having been allowed to fall into desuetude. But if a choice be allowed of the
cases for prosecution, we do not hesitate to say that the powers conferred upon
the Court of Escheats are greater than any Government ought to possess, or
venture to accept. With the mere exception of the sales made within the
last few years, all the soccage lands in Canada have been granted on condition
by the Crown; and there is hardly a landowner in the townships against whom
the Attorney-general might not file an information, and by a notice in the
Gazette call upon him to prove before an inquest of office, that the conditions
of the original grant of his estate have been performed, without provision for
costs if the Attorney-general should fail, and without any limitation of time
within which the information is to be filed. And although the Executive, with
a proper sense of the utter unfitness of such a discretion as this, might attempt
to lay down the semblance of a rule by declaring, as has been proposed, that
proceedings should only take place when public inconvenience was occasioned
by the lands not being improved, we think it will be apparent how indefinite
and arbitrary must be the application of such a principle in practice. ln the
case of water and beach lots, granted upon condition, or lots upon which re-
served rents were charged, yet stronger objections might be urged; but we do
not state them because we cannot adopt the opinion that the Court of Escheats
was intended to have jurisdiction in respect to grants of that nature. Such being
the reasons which seem to us to exist against the use of the Court of Escheats, as
regards the past, we will not deny that, with a very precise limitation of the time
within which it should be put in force against property, and a steady and general
apolication of it to all cases of default equally, such an institution might be
useful for the future, if the system of granting lands upon condition were stil
to be continued. It might be wanted under that method, as a sort of supple-
mentary arrangement to keep parties to their engagements. But since the
mode of disposing of land by sale has been established, and since we cannot
think that conditions could with any fitness or advantage be attached to titles
to be acquired in that manner, there is no room for deriving the prospective
benefit we have mentioned from the Court of Escheats.

38. We come to the conclusion, therefore, that it ought not to be put into
activity, and that there would be no objection to revoking the enactments by
which its creation was authorized, although, as they- are merely permissive,
there is not any reason for doing so, unless the repeal of the statute in which
they are embodied (the Tenures' Act, 6 Geo. 4, c. 59,) should hereafter be
thought proper on other grounds. In recommending that the institution should
not be rendered effective, we cannot but regret the hardship with· which the
conclusion is likely to press upon the present Commissioner, Mr. Cochran.
This gentleman, after having held for some years the office of Civil Secretary,
the most laborious and one of the most important in the Province, vas placed
in the Executive Council, and received various offices, from which, collectively,
he derived an income of a little more than 1,000 1. per annum. One by one,
in the progress of the reforms recently introduced, these situations seem on
the point of being taken away from him, without the shadow of an imputation
on his integrity or ability, but merely by the nature of the places he happened
to occupy. In making a recommendation, therefore, which is calculated to
strip him of his last employment of much emolument, we feel bound to render
this testimony to the merits of the individual, and to remark that, to any con-
sideration due to him for past services, we conceive that the Report we have
annexed from him proves that he adds the further claim of eminent capacity
for public business.

39. We have not failed to turn our attention to the question suggested to
us by your Lordship, whether it would be expedient to *form a Board for the
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III. management of the whole of the Crown property, somewhat on the model of
Wild Lands and that of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests in England; but we confess
King's Domain. that, in the discharge of this very important function, we think more is to be

gained by concentrating than by dividing responsibility, and that there are
many reasons why an imitation of the system in England would not be suc-
cessful in this Province.

40. It now remains only for us to speak of the Land Company, and in doing
so we are happy to be able to express an opinion, founded on actual observa-
tion, that it is effecting much good in the country. When we lately visited
the scene of its operations, we found that upwards of 200 families during the
present summer had been located in one direction; and this number will pro-
bably be much increased before the close of the season. The total number
of persons settling in the townships will, it is expected, in this year, exceed
5,000, which is a very much greater number than in any preceding year. The
Company have adopted the very judicious plan of providing employment for
all settlers willing to work. They assist each settler to clear his land, and
build for him, if he choose, a log house on it at a fixed charge; and they also
provide, and will continue to do so through the winter, all necessary supplies
at a reasonable cost. These are the advantages that we had in view when we
said, in paragraph 15, that the Land Company would probably continue for a
considerable time to attract all settlers of the poorer class, as it offered faci-
lities to them which the Goverment could not; by which, of course, we meant
facilities or advantages that it would not be prudent or proper for the Govern-
ment to offer. If any of its officers were to be entrusted with such discre-
tionary powers, it would be scarcely possible to provide against the abuse, or
at any rate against the reputation of the abuse of them. And here, in reference
to the objection which has been urged against the creation of a Land Com-
pany, that it delegates to private individuals some of the functions which
ought to be exercised by Government, we must observe that it does not, in
our opinion, delegate to others those functions which can, but only those
which cannot, be advantageously exercised by the Government.

41. With respect to another objection urged against the institution of Land
Companies, viz., that they tend to draw out of the country, in the shape of
profits, wealth that ought to remain in it, we think it enough to remark, with-
out stopping to seek a reply from more general principles, that if the members
of such companies carry away their profits, it will only be because they have
previously brought in their capital, and that the latter operation, or the intro-
duction of the money, is positive and immediate, whereas the other is more
remote, and necessarily much less extensive than the first. If the effect of the
Company were such as to prevent, or even to check the introduction of any
other capital than its own, there would, we allow, be some force in the objec-
tion; but we are thoroughly convinced that the contrary is the case, and that
not only is there no reason to suppose that the shareholders will for a long
time to come derive greater profits from their investments than what ordinary
capitalists may reasonably look for in this country, but also that other capital
will be attracted to and fixed in this country in greater quantities, and at a
much more rapid rate than would be the case if no Company existed.

42. Whilst we feel ourselves thus bound to express our opinion of the
manner in which the Company appears to us to act beneficially for the Pro-
vince, and we believe for all interests in it, we must not conceal from our-
selves, nor from your Lordship, that there are some points in which it 'may
not altogether be free fron grounds of apprehension as to its ulterior effect.
There does not appear to be, either in the Charter or in the Act of Parliament
by which the Charter was confirmed, any limit introduced as tob the duration
of its privileges, or any precaution against the retention by it for an immoderate
period of large tracts of country. These seem to us to be :in themselves
defects. But whatever inconveniences might possibly arise from them, they
are unquestionably very remote, and could not accrue til far beyond any times
for which great solicitude need now be felt.

43. Besides the existing Company, we have been called upon by your Lord-
ship to report our views on the propriety of creating any additional companies
of the same nature in Lower Canada, or on the limits to -which the Imperial

Government,
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Government should confine itself in any such exercise of its authority. We
have little hesitation in saying that we think one Company of this nature suf-
ficient for the Province, especially as it appears to be essential that the Govern-
ment should retain sufficient land in its own hands to prevent the possibility
of the Companys ever obtaining a real monopoly. So long as the Govern-
ment has land at its disposal, it can always, by throwing a greater or less
portion of it into the market, prevent the exaction by the Company of au
exorbitant price for what they hold ; but this power can exist only so long as
the Government bas land under its own control; nor would the competition
of different bodies answer the same purpose, as they might, and most probably
would, combine; and for these reasons, though we have expressed our con-
currence in the arrangement that sales of wild land should be made more
frequently than hitherto by the Government, we by no means intend to
recommend that larger quantities of it should be sold; on the contrary, we
think that the quantity brought to market should be regulated by the demand,
meaning thereby the demand for purposes, not of speculation but of actual
seulement; and also that sales should be diminished in the event of the Land
Company's continuing to be itself the principal purchaser, as it appears to have
been on late occasions.

44. We sec no objection to the pecuniary terms of the agreement with the
Company. The general nature of the bargain was that they should pay
3 s. 6 d. an acre for al reserved lands of the Crown, or, in other words, for all
lands which, though uncultivated, were in the neighbourhood of and in-
terspersed with improved lands, and 3 s. per acre for the tract or block of land
that was altogether unimproved, and theretofore inaccessible; and on this
basis (an allowance being made for barren lands and land covered with water
to the extent of 96,000 acres), the -whole sum. to be paid by the Company was
fixed at 120,000 1, It was also part of the agreement that half this amount, or
60,000 1., should be expended by the Company, under the direction or with the
approval of the Government, in making roads and other improvements, either on
the lands sold or in the neighbourhood of them. With respect to this last con-
dition, it may notbe superfluous to remark that, although, as far as regarded the
settlement of the country, it was without doubt one of the most advantageous
parts of the transaction, and in every point of view deserving of approbation,
we think it must be deemed au appropriation of so much of the proceeds of
wild lands ; so that if at any future time the application of those land revenues
should be conceded to the Assembly, it would not be competent te the Govern-
ment to enter into any new agreements of the same nature without the consent
of the Legislature. - The case might be different in England, where we believe
that it is customary to apply, at the discretion of the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests, some portion of the rents derived from Crown lands to purposes
of improvement, and only to bring the proceeds to account after the amount
of such outlays has been deducted; but, as we have already said, we cannot
venture to recommend, amidst the jealousies and discontents of this Province,
that the practice of the English department of Woods and Forests should be
taken as a model for Lower Canada. The whole of our observations, however,
on this part of the agreement, which we entirely approve in the existing
instance, would only apply to the contingent case of another Company being
created, and of the Crown revenues baving been previously given up.

45. Your Lordship will find in our Appendix some Returns connected with
the management of the Crown property, to which we only think it necessary
to refer by naming them.

1. Arrears of Revenue in the King's Domain.
2. Arrears of Revenue arising from Water Lots.
3 (a, b and c). Return of all Grants and Sales since the Conquest, exceeding

5,000 acres; and of all Grants of Townsaips, half or quarter Townships, to
Leaders of Associates.

4. Memorandum of Amount of Conceded and Unconceded Lands in the
Seigneuries.

5. Return of Surveyed Crown Lands.
6. Return of Unsurveyed Crown Lands.
7. Emoluments; of the Inspector of the King's Domain.
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8. Schedule of Fees on Land Patents under the existing Tariff, and under one
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Court, and by the Attorney-general.
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IV.-TENURES OF LAND.

IV.
Tenures of Land.

1. IN reference to the 49th and following paragraphs of our instructions, we
now turn to the subject of tenures of land. We have already submitted a
special report on the important questions connected with the seigneurial rights
over the city and island of Montreal, and we shall notice separately, under the
head of Registry Offices, several laws and customs much complained of by
the commercial class, which, though long associated with the French institu-
tions of Lower Canada, are not necessarily a part of them. On the present
occasion we have, in the first instance, to offer a few remarks, in obedience to
your Lordship's commands, on the comparative effects of the feudal tenure,
and that in free and common soccage ; we shal then advert to the complaints
which have been made of the Imperial Statutes passed with a view to facilitate
the commutation of tenure ; and shall conclude by expressing our own opinions
on the best means of contributing to that end.

2. There is little difficulty in perceiving a marked difference between the
people who live on the lands held under the two prevailing tenures of this
Province, but it is not so easy to determine how much of this' is attributable
to their law of property, and how much to other circumstances. Much, for
instance, of what is observable in the French Canadians, who are the principal
occupants of the seigneurial'lands, must be ascribed to the stock from which
they are sprung, to the spirit of their religion, and the extent to which they
are devoted to it, and much also to the political circumstances in which they
have been placed upon this Continent. On the other hand, niany of the pecu-
liarities which characterize the English and Anglo-American settlers are to be
accounted for by difference of race and other causes distinct from mere'law.
If the seigneurial population be frequently too dense, crowded, if we may use
the expression, in the midst of almost unbounded space, the chief reason is pro-
bably to be found in the customs of the people attaching them to their usual
residence, and binding them by many links of social and religious interest to
remain with the same community in which they are brought up. Aid when
the settlers of the other class spread themselves to great distances, and are
content often to form solitary establishments in the heart of the forest, it is
not assuredly the nature of a tenure, but the restlessness of their race, their
solicitude to acquire, and comparative indifference to society, which prompt
them to make efforts so opposite to the habits we have just before described.

3. With respect to the incidents of the two tenures, we will make a. few
summary observations. The modes of conveyance under the French customs
are simple, expeditious and cheap, and if they were open to objection. oi the
score of secrecy, that objection is removed in the townships by the establish-,
ment of a system of registry under the Provincial Act 10 & i Geo. 4,, c. S.
We may also state, that the French rules of descent are nuch preferred to the
law of primogeniture by the people of all origins on this Continent. By a Pro-
vincial Act passed in 1829 (9 Geo. 4, c.77), to remedy in part what-were stated
to be the evils of the Tenures' Act, it was enacted, that conveyances of soccage
lands might be made either according to the law of England or by notariat
act, according to the laws of the Province; and thus whatever advantage there

may.
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may have been under the former system in this matter is preserved to the IV.
inhabitants of the townships. But with respect to descent, the same Statute Tenures of Land.

merely provided retrospectively, that where a proprietor of soccage lands had
died without partitioning his land by will or otherwise, it should be inherited
according to the old laws of the country; so that, in the absence of any such
enactment respecting the future, we presume that the law of England must
prevail, as was directed by the Tenures' Act, and that the rule of primogeniture
ought to be in use. It is, however, we are informed, repudiated by the inha-
bitants of the townships, principally, as we are inclined to tbink, from an
attachment to the other custom of having a division made amongst the family,
though possibly in part also from a want of sufficient'knowledge of what.the
law really is. We need scarcely say how desirable we think it that the pre-
sent contradiction between the desires, and even the practice, of the people,
on the one hand, and the law, on the other, should be terminated, and that
the rules for the succession-of their property should be adapted to their wishes.
Whilst, however, we look thus favourably on the application of the French
methods of conveyance and descent to the tenure in free and common soccage,
we would anxiously exclude their law of hypothecation from that class of lands.
By the 3d and 4th sections of the Provincial Act above cited, it is provided,
that all mortgages and hypothèques previously created on soccage lands,
according to the laws of the Province, should be valid, and that al such mort-
gages and hypothèques should be valid in future, provided the lands subjected
to the claims be specially set forth in the instrument creating them. So far
as deeds are necessary to the making of mortgages, their specialty and pub-
licity are secured in the townships by this enactment taken in conjunction
with the Registry Acts; but according to the French law many hypothèques
can be formed without any deed at all, and we fear that it is susceptible of
doubt whether, under the clauses we have just quoted, the latter class of
mortgages may not still extend to lands holden in free and comnon soccage.
The nature of these mortgages. and their inconveniences will more fully appear
in our Report on Registry Offices. In the meanwhile we will merely throw
out the remark, that it might be beneficial, were it only to quiet doubts on the
subject, expressly to exclude by provincial enactment such claims from taking
effect on lands in free and conmon soccage, unless created by deed, and thus
subjected to the salutary regulations which have been provided respecting
incumbrances imposed by that method in the townships.

4. The feudal tenure, as it was first introduced into Canada, appears to us
to have been in some particulars well adapted to the settlement of a new
country, and its advantages for that purpose were strongly insisted on by many
persons of weight and consideration in the Province, who appeared before a
Committee of Assembly on the subject of wild lands in the year 1820. The
seigneurial system offered the poor settler easy terms for the acquisition of a
permanent interest in the soil, and at the same time operated by other cir-
cumstances (independently of the character of the people, which had the
same tendency,) to prevent the early dispersion, which is an evil usually to be
apprehended from too great a facility in obtaining lands; it also imposed on
the seigneur certain important duties towards his censitaires, and in that
manner conferred on the latter advantages (at some probable expense, we must
admit, to their self-reliance) which no settlers in the English Colonies ever
enjoyed. But the time has passed when these would be felt as benefits; the
same circumstances that may originally have been useful to prevent dispersion,
can now only serve to increase too great a concentration of the people; the
duties imposed on the seigneurs necessarily carried with them correlative
privileges, which must daily become more unsuited to the condition into
which the Province is advancing ; and the advantage of the low ground-rent is
in our mind outweighed by the heavy fines on alienation. We are aware
that if an individual have not occasion to part with his property he may sup-
pose himself a pure gainer by the small rent, and believe that he escapes the
operation of the check upon transfers of estate, but in reality he must suffer
by the prevalence of the impediment all around him. The uses of an easy
relinquishment -of land by those who find themselves unable to cultivate it
advantageously, and of its easy acquisition by those who are better prepared
to carry on the undertaking, in short, the uses of a free circulation of pro-
perty in land as well as in anything else, are too important to be sacrificed
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without the inconvenience being general. Improvements will languish and
difficulties will accumulate in neighbourhoods where al are placed under a
strong discouragement to sell their land at moments when prudence would
otherwise dictate it ; and although the pressure of the tax may not fall dis-
tinctly on each, the effect on the community will be too great to allow of gain
to the individual.

5. We believe, however, that the injurious tendency of heavy fines on the
transfer of property, as well as of other obstacles to its free transmission, are.
beginning to be generally acknowledged, and that in reality there is less
difference on this point than might at first sight appear, so that if the evils of
the feudal tenure had not unfortunately been seized as topics for political
declamation, and thrown into the general mass of subjects of party contest,
they would probably receive an early remedy by common consent. In the
views now expressed by leading Canadians of French origin, there is no desire
whatever to perpetuate the onerous parts of the tenure, and the people have
been moved in some cases to represent the inconvenience. In a petition
addressed to the House of Assembly in 1834, from the seigneury of Lotbiniére,
it was prayed that thenceforward lods et ventes should only form a mortgage
on the land next after any mortgages which might exist at the time when they
fell due; we have seen notice of meetings in the country this year, at 'which
the lods et ventes have been more decidedly condemned; and some of the
public prints, supposed to be more particularly connected with French Canadian
interests, have recently dwelt upon the inconveniences of the burthens as they
now exist. A Committee of Assembly, also, in 1834, in a Report to which we
shall advert more particularly hereafter, exhibited a feeling very favourable to.
the extinction, on reasonable terms, of the burthens of the seigneurial tenure.

6. Having been led to this brief statement of the disposition which appears
to exist on the subject, we shallproceed without further delay to consider the
objections that are made to the British enactments passed with a view of facili-
tating commutations.

7. The first provision on the subject consisted of two clauses of the Canada
Trade Act (3 Geo. 4, c. 119, s. 31 & 32), by which His Majestywas empowered
to agree with all seigneurs for the commutation of their dues to the Crown,
and also to commute with such censitaires as held immediately of the Crown,
and to regrant both to one class and the other their lands in free and common
soccage. It was soon perceived to be a capital defect in this arrangement,
that while it provided a means for the release of all seigneurs from their feudal
obligations to the Sovereign, no censitaires had the benefit of the law except
the few who held immediately of the Crown. The 6 Geo. 4, c. 59, commonly
called the Tenures' Act, was then passed, by which it was enacted, that when
a seigneur had commuted with the Crown, his censitaires should in like manner
be entitled to demand from him a commutation on terms to be assessed, if
necessary, by arbitrators, and that al the lands thus released from feudal
burthens should be converted into free and common soccage; and in order to
remove doubts which were recited to exist as to the incidents of that tenure in
Lower Canada, it was declared that they should be the same as of the like
tenure in England. This last clause, however, we may remark, appears to be
so expressed as to have only a prospective effect. There were some other
enactments comprised in the same Statute on miscellaneous matters, but the
foregoing are as inany as related to tenures.

S. On the two laws we have above described, complaints have been made
on the following grounds:

1st. That the subject of tenures is one of internal arrangement, in which
the Imperial Parliament ought not to interfere, and on which it could not
possess sufficient knowledge to legislate without falling into error.

2dly. That the Act of 1825, in a part of it purporting to be declaratory,
established a law different froim what had prevailed in practice, and unsettled
various rights of property.

3dly. That it was far too favourable to the seigneur, whilst it did very little
for the censitaire, as the latter could not ,under- it demand a commutation of
tenure, except in cases where his seigneur had previously commuted with the
Crown ; also, that it went to deprive the censitaire of a right which, he for-
merly possessed to claim any 'unconceded lands in a seigneury on the sanie'
terms as those on which lands had previously been conceded; and further,

that
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that in cases where the seigneury was held in mortmain, it afforded no hope
to the censitaire of ever being able to obtain a commutation, for a surrender
of the estate into the bands of the Crown being a necessary preliminary to its
being regranted in free and common soccage, and the seigneurs holding in
mortmain being precluded from making such a surrender by their inability to
alienate, they could never take advantage of the Act.

9. With respect to the first objection, we think there is reason for it, and
that the interference of the Imperial Parliament in matters of this nature ought
if possible to be avoided. As an example of the inconvenience which it is
liable to create, we may state that, most probably from an insufficiency of local
knowledge in the framers of the measure, it has been found lawful to commute
for the unconceded parts only of seigneuries in two cases out of three that
have occurred under the Tenures' Act. This circumstance was alluded to in
the 57th Resolution of the House of Assembly in 1834, and the explanation of
it is, that in those cases the parts for which commutations were obtained were
held, not under the original grant, but under distinct titles, as augmentations
to the seigneuries first granted; and it is remarkable that these very tracts
which now are discharged from ail settlement duties, seigneurial or otherwise,
would have been subject to forfeiture under the French law for having no
s5ettlers on them. The seigneury of Beauharnois, belonging to the Right
Hon. E. Ellice, is the only one in Canada on which the subtenants or censitaires
have as yet acquired the right to enfranchise their own land under the clause
which was introduced for their benefit into the Act of 6 Geo. 4, c. 59.

10. The second objection was also, in our opinion, well founded. The words
of the 9th clause of the Tenures' Act, which is the one comnonly, though not
quite accurately, called declaratory, would lead to the supposition that it was
intended to be prospective only; but it makes no reservation of many existing
rights of a hypothecary character which must have been liable to be affected
by the passing of this enactment, and questions arose whether the mortgages
of thé French civil law, conveyances. according to the French forms, and
inheritances which had taken place by their rule of partition, were valid. We
conceive, too, that the unqualified introduction of the English law of real pro-
perty was at any rate not suited to the circumstances or to the wishes of any
class of the people. The Provincial Act, 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, vas passed to re'Medy
these inconveniences, but not, we regret to say, effectually, as we have already
had occasion, in par. 3, to state the confusion that continues to prevail on many
points, as well as to mention the nature of some of the further provisions that
would appear to us expedient. Doubts, moreover, havé existed whether this
Provincial Act is not invalidated by the Royal Assent having been given to it
after the period fixed by the Constitutional Act. The question will be found
very well stated in the Evidence appended to this Report (Evidence on Tenures,
Solicitor-general). We believe that the validity of the Act bas been recognized
in the Court of King's Bench at Montreal, but nevertheless as there is much
room for difference of opinion, and as the subject is of great importance, it would
perhaps be convenient to set it at rest by legislative authority. This, however,
must be a question for the discretion of the Provincial Legislature. There
would probably be admitted to be an incongruity in an Imperial Statute to
declare what was or was not law by provincial enactment; while, on the other
hand, a local Act, purporting to decide that a former one passed by the same
authority was valid, notwithstanding a contravention of the rules prescribed by
the Constitutional Act of 1791, would be at the least equally objectionable; but we
cannot doubt that these difficulties might be got over, should the Legislature of
the Province deem it advisable, by something in the nature of a re-enactment of
the Bill of 1829, with such provision as might be considered requisite. to secure
rights and immunities acquired in the interval;- and to sucli a measure the
Royal Assent could be immediately signified, by virtue of the Imperial Act
1 Will. IV, c..20. The same opportunity might also be taken of introducing the
amendments, should they be thouglit eligible, which we have suggested respect-
ing mortgages and succession.

11. The third objection of the Act having been too favourable to' the seig-
neur, whilst it conferred little or no benefit on the censitaire, is also, .we think,
founded in fact, though we~ do not consider it open to the further objection of
having deprived the latter of any right of which lie could avail himself at the
time the British Act was passed. This is a question, however, on which such
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IV. various opinions have been expressed, that we shall describe the state of the case
Tenures of Land. as far as ve have been able to ascertain it.

12. The concession of a tract of landI "en seigneurie" or " à titre, de fief,"
under the French system, thougli it conferred upon the grantee an estate of
inheritance, gave him only a very quàlified right of property in the soil. The
seigneuries were generally of vast extent, frequently containing several hundreds
of square miles, and the seigneurs, instead of being the absolute proprietors of
then, miigbt be looked upon rather as the agents of the Crown for their settle-
ment; for after any seigneur had selected a domain for himself, he was under
the obligation of conceding all the remaining parts of his grant to any of the
King's subjects who might demand land of him, on ternis which were generally
specified in his patent. It is a common supposition in the Province that there
was a flxed rate of concession foi- all the seigneuries in the country, but this is
not the case; the rate is not the same in all grants, whilst there are some in
which no rate at all is mentioned. All the grants, however, that we have seen
impose on the grantee the obligation of conceding his lands "à titre de rede-
vances," that is to say, upon the usual seigneurial tenure, without exacting from
his subtenant anything in the nature of price or gratuity for the concession,
and the Intendant, or Intendant's Court, had the power of stating vhat those
redevances should be in cases where the terms of then vere not specially set forth
in the grant of the seigneury. Infractions, however, of this general condition
appear soon to have occurred, and the practice to have obtained amongst the
seigneurs, both of refusing concessions for the purpose of retaining wild lands
in their own possession, and of exacting premiums on their grants, or, in fact, of
selling the lands. It is against such practices that several arrêts of the King
of France were issued, particularly those of the 6th July 1711 and the 15tli March
1732, iunder which the censitaire could, up to the time of the Conquest, obtain
a renedy against his seigneur in the Court of the Intendant. There are
several judgiments of the Intendant or of the Superior Ccuncil of Quebec on
record in the Province in such matters *, but as after the cession of the Province
the ofhice of Intendant ceased to exist, there was no longer any tribunal, except
the Court of King's Bench, before which. cases of the sort could be carried, and
the laws gradually fell into disuse, probably owing to the expensiveness of pro-
ceedings in the King's Bench; so that, long before the passing of the Tenures'
Act, seigneurs had in general established the practice of asking any price they
liked for their concessions, or of refusing them altogether, if they preferred to
keep their lands in a state of nature. The last proceedings in the Court of
King's Bench of which we have any knowledge 'took place about eighteen
years ago, and will be found described in the Evidence. (Evidence of Solicitor-
general.)

13. A feeling of discontent on the subject has been kept alive amongst the
seigneurial population, of which examples may be seen in petitions presented
to the House of Assembly from various censitaires on the 16th of March 1825,
and in 1834 from those of the seigneury of Lotbinière, praying for the re-
establishment of the ancient laws of the Province. On the whole, we are not
surprised that some dissatisfaction should exist; first, on account of the old
laws having fallen into disuse, although that of course is a matter for which
the Executive Government cannot be considered to be especially accountable;
and, secondly, on account of the favour that was shown to the seigneurs,
instead of the censitaires, in the passing of the new laws in 1823 and 1825. It
was doubtless with a view to securing the Royal interest in the quint, that com-
mutation between the Crown and the seigneur was made a condition precedent
to any relief to the censitaire; but we think that it was nevertheless unne-
cessary ; and the way in which it was calculated to exclude from all benefit
the censitaire in seigneuries held in mortmain, was in itself no small objection

to

0 We have been only able ta refer to the original Record in one case, the others having been, as it
is said, destroyed by fire. Sce, however, Introduction to second volume of Edits and Ordonnances.

Page XXXIII. Arrêtof 29 May 1713.
° L. Judgment of 28 June 1721.

- LXXV. Judgment of 23 Jan. 1738.
The above three are in favour of censitaires; there are vast numbers of judgments against them

under the other arrêt of 6 July 17r1, which by the Solicitor-general is said to have been also fre-
quently enforced since the Conquest,
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to the enactment in a country where so large a portion of seigneurial property IV.
is in the hands of religious communities. That no inconvenience has arisen Tenures of Lands.
in this particular respect is, we believe, attributable solely to the fact of the
laws having remained to this day almost a dead letter. Only three instances
have occurred of commutations under it between seigneurs and the Crown,
and nô instance whatever of a commutation between a seigneur and his cen-
sitaire. The only commutations on the part of censitaires have occurred in
the towns of Quebec and Three Rivers, where the lands were held en roture
from the Crown, without the intervention of a seigneur. The Return in Ap-
pendix No. 1, will show aU the commutations which have taken place under
the British enactments, and the terns on which they have been effected.

14. Having thus concluded a review of the Tenures' Act, we beg to submit
our opinion that, in order to make a sufficient provision for the commutation
of tenure, the censitaire should be able to commute, even though his seigneur
may not have done so. The censitaire, and not the seigneur, is the person
who has the principal iiiterest in the land, and the class to which he belongs
is by far the most numerous, and, consequently, we may perhaps be permitted
to add without offence, fhe one in whose well-being that of the Province is
most inseparably and certainly involved.

15. The present state of the law does not even admit of voluntary commuta-
tions between the seigneur and censitaires. We believe that there are few w-ho
would not be willing to remove this bar to enfranchising the lands by agree-
ment, and that the only question on which there'would be much difference is,
whether the censitaire should be empowered to demand the change as a right.

16. In favour of allowing of voluntary commutations, ie are happy to be
able to refer to a Report of a Committee of the Assembly in 1834. In con-
sequence of a resolution of the House, declaring it to be expedient that fur-
ther and more effectual provision should be made for the extinction of feudal
burthens, a Special Committee was appointed, and brought in its Report on the
1st March 1834, to the following effect :-That the existing restrictions on
commutation by private contract between the seigneur and the censitaire should
be removed by law, au indemnity being secured to His Majesty for the dues
vhich the Crown would lose by such enfranchisements of land, and that the

benefits of the arrangement should be extended to seigneuries held in mort-
main.

17. In the recommendation on behalf of the tenants of lands in mortmain,
we need scarcely say that we entirely concur; but with respect to the droit de
qutint, or rather to the proposed compensation for the droit de quint, in cases
of voluntary commutation between seigneurs and censitaires, we vould huimbly
venture to subinit that it would be hetter to give it up. It has already been
reconmnended by the Committee of the House of Commons in 1828, that this
right should not be suffered to stand in the vay of commutation. A remission
ofit in cases where the agreement vas effected between the seigneur and his
tenant would be considered as an act of grace to the seigneurial population ;
and when the small produce of it is considered,' the loss would be of little
importance in a financial point of view, either to the Crown or the Province.
If the impediment which is presented by the droit de quint were thus sur-
mounted, nothing would be more easy than the arrangement of voluntary
agreements between seigneurs and censitaires for the discharge of lands from
the dues and services of their actual tenure. The diminution which would
thus be made in the value of the seigneur's wife's dower would require to be
considered; but we cannot suppose that'some satisfactory provision on this head
could not be introduced into any well-digested measure.
· 18. Should it further be judged desirable to make the commutation com-
pulsory on the seigneur at the. demand of the censitaire, we do not see any
great difficulty in the way even of such acourse.- With reference to the
means of securing fairness in the arbitrators, or experts, who would in that

-case be necessary, we would request attention to the answers we received from
the Attorney-general and the Solicitor-general to questions put. to them on
that subject (see Evidence). And if any additional security to the seigneur
should be deemed requisite, though we by no means undertake to assert that
it would be so, it might, perhaps, be afforded on the principle of the droit de
retrait, one of the conditions of the feudal tenure, by which, in order to
prevent fraudulent mis-statements of the price, a sort of right of pre-emption
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is afforded to the seigneur, whenever lands on his seigneurie pass by sale from
one person to another. In the same manner, it might be provided, in cases
of commutation, that the seigneur should have the riglit of taking the land on
payment to the censitaire of a sum which should be fixed at a certain number
of times the amount of that awarded to him by the experts; so that, in setting
the system in operation, it would only be necessary that the Legislature should
fix how many times the one sum should be a multiple of the other. For
instance, supposing that one-tenth of the selling price of the property were
assumed by the Legislature after inquiry to be an equitable rate for the fine
on commutation, the seigneur might be empowered, if dissatisfied with an
arbitration, to purchase the property on payment of a sum of money equal to
nine times the amount of the compensation awarded to him. A memorandum
wil be found in the Appendix No. 1, in illustration of our meaning, liable of
course in any practical measure to be corrected as to its results by the far
more various and complete information of the Local Legislature.

19. In the preceding observations we have not taken into consideration the
cens et rentes or any feudal burthens beyond lods et ventes. The cens et rentes
being a fixed payment, they may either be left as a charge on the property, or
the value of them be calculated, so as to redeem them at so many years'
purchase; the others are so trifling that the payment of compensation for the
lods et ventes under the award of arbitrators might reasonably be made to cover
them all.

20. There is every reason to hope that, whenever a better understanding
may be established between the Local Legislature and the Provincial Govern-
ment, there will be no objection on the part of the former to pass some mea-
sure for the gradual discharge of lands from feudal dues and services, if not in
a manner obligatory on the seigneur, at least by voluntary agreement; and
vhenever such a measure may be passed, we have no hesitation in saying that,

in our opinion, the Tenures' Act of 1825, and the clauses in.,the'Trade Act of
1822, which relate to tenures, should be repealed; of course, making it a con-
dition of the repeal that all titles and advantages acquired under either of the
Acts, are to be held valid.

21. On the subject of the Court of Escheats which was created by the
Tenures' Act, our opinions have been offered in the 34th and following, para-
graphs of our Report upon the Wild Lands.

22. Before we quit the present subject, we think we should allude to a pro
posal which bas been under our notice, that any land for which a commutation
of tenure lias been obtained, should thenceforward be held in franc aleu
roturier, or franc aleu, simple, in lieu of free and common soccage. If con-
sidered simply as a tenure, we believe fianc aleu to be equally good with free
and common soccage; but the difference would be, that whilst under the
Tenures' Act free and common soccage lands are still subject to the incidents
of the English law, the lands held. in franc aleit simple would be subject to the
incidents of French law. In the Report, to which we are now immediately
proceeding, on Register Offices, we shall have to point out some of the most
prominent evils to which land under the costume de Paris is subject; such, for
instance, as the indeterminate hiypothèques created on it in favour of married
women, minors and interdicted persons; but, at the same time, we are not
without hope that the chief part of these evils may be got rid of; and, should
this be the case, and a general system of registration be established, we can
sec no objection whatever to the proposal of substituting franc aleu roturier
for free and common soccage. The truth is, that if that were done as regards
franc alen, and, on the other hand, free and common soccage divested, as we
have suggested it should be, of the rule of primogeniture, there would not
remain any appreciable difference between the two. In the meanwhile, how-
ever, and until something be effected to remedy the present evils of the, hy-
pothèques created by the French law, or cotltume de Paris, we do not think it
would be advisable to substitute in any wayfranc aleu for the English tenure
of free and common soccage.
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V.-REGISTRY OFFICES. -V.
1. THE want of Registry Offices has long been one of the principal complaints Registry Offices.

set forth by the population of English or kindred origin, and more especially by
the persons who compose the commercial interest in the Province of Lower
Canada. In consequence of the want of a registry, and the indeterminate
character of mortgages, or of claims having the effect of mortgages under the
French law, it is alleged, and we believe with justice, that it is impossible to
discover the encumbrances which may exist upon real property, and conse-
quently that it is unsafe either to buy real property or to lend money on its
security in the Province. The impossibility of obtaining -money, even wlhen
good security under a different state of the law might be offered for it, is also
said to operate very prejudicially on the owners of fixed propcrty, who see their
estates frequently taken from them and sold in execution for a trifling debt,
which it would have been easy for them to discharge if capitalists were not
deterred by the state of the law from lending money.

- 2. On the other hand it is maintained by some, that the introduction of Regis-
try Offices vould be productive of more evil than good; that the trouble and
expense of them -would be very considerable, and the consequent exposure of

private affairs, not only unpleasant but mischievous; and that, in consequence
of the numerous claims which, under the kw of the Province, take precedence
of mortgages, a registry would not of itself afford the desired security, but that it
would be necessary, in order to make it efficient, to alter great part of the law of
the land, and the very part of it to which the people are from long habit
most attached, and which they understand the best, the part on which all their
domestic arrangements depend, which regulates their marriages, makes a pro-
vision for their offspring, ensures the due guardianship of minors, and protects
the interest of those who are incapable of acting for themselves.

3. In order to put this in a clearer point of view, it must be explained that
the 'word "hypothèque " has a far more extensive meaning than that of "mort-
gage" in England. The English mortgage, as is well known, is a conveyance
of the legal estate, whilst hypothecations, under the Civil Law, are effected in
several other forms, and sometimes without any form at all. In Canada, hypo-
thèques arc implied by far the greater number of pecuniary obligations whiclh an
individual can lie under,-not only such as lie has contracted voluntarily before a
notary, but the most important of those which devolve upon him fromi his station
in society, as well as all which may be imposed upon him by any judgment of a
competent court; and, according to these three general distinctions; hypothèques
have, by some writers, been divided into conventional, legal and judicial.

4. These different sorts of mortgage affect the whole of a man's possessions,
and extend not only to all property which lie had at the time of contracting the
obligation, but to all which lie may subsequently acquire. There is nothing to
secure their publicity, but, on the contrary, the law even favours secrecy by
imposing it on notaries before whom hypothèques are passed; so that a. person
who has been in long possession of an estate, and believes it quite secure, is liable
to find it suddenly wrested from him by the production of a deed, the existence
of which he had no means of discoyering at the time he acquired it. The evi-
dence appended to this Report contains ample statements and illustrations of the
inconvenience arising from the circumstances ve have just described.

5. The evil is the more unqualified in Lower Canada, because the Criminal
Lav of England having been introduced, while the Civil Law remains as before,
the punishment which was applied by the French Criminal Code to persons
makiug false.declarations that their estate was free from incumbrance, lias ceased
to exist. It is disputed how far this law (denominated Stellionat) was efficient
in France, and certainly the frequent complaints. and reforms attempted of the
system in that country, would appear to show that the check was far from
adequate; but whatever may have been the extent of its operation in Lower·
Canada, it is wanting. A BiH for establishing it passed the Assembly this
year, but late in the session, and it did not reach a decision in the Legislative
Council. We would not be understood to convey any opinion on the merits of
the law of Stellionat ; our object here is merely to note the fact that it does not
exist in Canada.

0.3. F2 6. We-
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6. We will now mention some of the most prominent in each of the threeý
classes of hypothèques above-named.

7. Conventional hypothèques. In these are comprehended not only what we
call niortgages, but every other species of obligation, bond or· security that
a man can voluntarily enter into or ackn'owledge, provided he do so formally
before a notary. As an instance of the extent to whieh they are carried, we
find it in evidence before a Committee of the Legislative Council, that a certain
country merchant was in the habit of calling in a notary at the end of every
year, and causing all his customers to pass acts before that functionary for the
balance of their year's accounts, every one of which acts had the force of
a general mortgage upon the property of the persons passing it, though perhaps
none of them might have been aware of.what they were doing. (Sec Evidence
given by Mr. J. Fraser before the Committee of the Legislative Council,
1836.)

S. Legal hypothèques, called also " tacit."

In this class are compreliended all the obligations on property that the simple
action of the law imposes upon a man as a member of society. The most impor-
tant of them may be enumerated as follows:-

1st. The dower of his wife, unless barred by an antenuptial contract.
2d. Security to his ward, in the event of his being appointed guardian to any

minor, which he may be without his own consent, the office being, in many
cases, compulsory.

3d. The same obligation in the event of his being named curator, that is truste
or administrator of any interdicted person, which office likewise may be com-
pulsory.

4th. The obligation of an heir entering on his inheritance subject to the pay-
ment of the debts of the person from vhom he received it, or "sans benece
d'inventaire."

5th. And, lastly, the liability of public servants for the due performance of
their trusts.

The wife's dower, moreover, is the inheritance of the children of the marriage,
and consequently an entail is created by it as well as a life-interest. The cus-
tomary dower is one half of all the real property possessed by the husband at the
time of contracting the marriage, and of all that he may acquire by inheritance
afterwçards.

9. Judicial hypothèques. , These comprehend all judgments given against a
person in a competent court of justice; and they have each the force of a general
mortgage on the whole of his property. They are registered, however, in the
office of the prothonotary of the court, and must necessarily have, to a certain
extent, a publicity which hypothèques of the other two classes need not have.

10. From the preceding review, it is clear that the extent of vague, general
and undetermined hypothèques, is immense; and it seems obvious that the
number of husbands, guardians, curators and persons, accountable for publie
monies, must far exceed borrowers of money upon mortgage.

11. This state of the law has not continued without some attempt to remedy
the inconveniences arising out of it. ·An Act was passed by the Local Legislature
in 1829 (9 Geo. 4, c. s0), for the discovery of secret incumbrances, and for the
confirmation of titles to persons acquiring real property by purchase. This
measure was intended to provide a substitute for the old process of " Décret
Volontaire," or voluntary sheriff's sale, by which means, though in a more
expensive manner, a good title might previously have been sought for; and the
Act was in great measure modelled on an edict published in France in 1771..
Under its provisions, a person applying to the Court of King's Bench for a éon-
firmation of title, must go through certain formalities, and -advertisements must
be issued for a certain length of time, after which, if no opposition is made, a
confirmation is obtained froin the Court,, securing the proprietor against all
secret incumbrances, save those.which may have their origin in dower, or, in the
rights either of married women or heirs in entail, or, lastly, in rent or feudal dues
to the seigneur.

12. This Act has been extensively called into' operation, and decidedly pro-
ductive of good, but it is still much short of what is required. In the first place,

as
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as by its nature it is confined to eases of sale, it can only be useful to the actual .V.
purchaser of real property, and can afford no security to the lender of money on Registry Offices.
mortgage; nor can the difficulty be surmounted by a fictitious sale, for no such
proceeding could be resorted to on seigneurial land, without giving to the
seigneur a claim to the heavy fine of one..twelfth on the mutation of property.
In the next place, an important class of tacit or legal mortgages, as above-stated,
remains unextinguished. And lastly, the time requisite to obtain a confirmation
of title, even without opposition, is not less than four months, at an expense of at
least 10 l., which expense and delay must of course be largely increased by oppo-
sition.

13. In order to complete a view of the law as it at present stands in the Pro-
vince, it is necessary to state, that by the local Act 9 & 10. Geo. 4, c. 77, mort-
gages on soccage lands were made special ; and by the 10 & il Geo. 4, c. 8,
offices were established in the five counties of Drummond, Sherbrooke, Stanstead,
Shefford and Missisquoi, for the registration of ail deeds or instruments affecting
immoveable property held in free and common soccage; and all such deeds or
instruments then existing were required to be registered within 12 months from
the passing of the Act, and future deeds were not to be valid until enregistered.
The saine provisions were extended to the counties of Ottawa, Beauharnois and
Megantie, by a subsequent Act of 1 Will. 4, c. 3; and to the counties of Two
Mountains and Acadie by the 4 Will. 4, c. 5P All these Acts, however, as they
are confined to lands held in free and common soccage, go but a small way to-
wards attaining a general system of registration; and, moreover, by a practice
too common in this country, they are all temporary, and expire in 1838 ; so that
if the legislation of the Province be subjected to the suspension threatened by
recent proceedings of the Assembly, they will fall to the ground. It is needless
to point out the confusion which must ensue in the rights of property in the
townsbips, should such prove to be the event.

14. In addition to the Acts above recapitulated, we may observe, that, notwith-
standing the popular objections we have already alluded to as being urged
against Registry Offices, and others of a more latent nature, to which we shall
subsequently advert, the necessity has been repeatedly admitted by both
branches of the Legislature, of giv.ing more publicity to acts passed before nota-
ries, and of affording greater security to creditors having claims on real property.

. 15. In 1823 the House of Assembly resolved to take into their consideration
The passing of a law for the public registration of instruments conveying,

charging or affecting real property, with a view of giving greater security to the
possession and the conveyance of such property, and to commercial relations
in general." In December of the same year a Bill passed the Cbuncil, and was
committed in the Assembly, " For the enrolment (insinuation) of deeds and
instruments affecting property by way of mortgage or hypothèque."

16. Early in the year 1825 the House of Assembly resolved, " That it was
expedient to provide that more ample publicity to certain acts passed before
notaries bearing mortgage (hypothèque) be afforded in district subdivisions."

17. In 1826 the Flouse of Assembly resolved:-

" 1. That every purchaser of real property lias the indubitable right of ascer-
taining what charges and mortgages encumber the property which lie is pur-
chasmng.

"2. That every creditor is entitled to ascertain what real property of his
debtor is liable to the payment of his credit, and the charges and mortgages
with which such property is encumbered.

" 3. That the existing laws do not give purchasers of real property any
means of ascertaining what charges and mortgages encumber the property which
they are purchasing.

"4. That the existing laws do not give creditors any means of ascertaining
what real property of their debtors is liable to the payment of their credits, nor
what are the charges and mortgages which encumber such property. ·

" 5. That from the want of means of procuring for purchasers a knowledge of
the charges and mortgages which encumber the real property which they.are
purchasing, and for creditors a knowledge of what real property of their debtors
is liable to the payment of their credits, and what are thé charges and mort-
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V. gages which encumber such property, there have resulted, and do daily
Registry Offices. result, frauds, destructive of all confidence, the ruin of bondfide purchasers and

creditors, the depreciation of real property, contempt of. the laws, and' the
deterioration of public morals in this Province.

" 6. That it is expedient to make legislative provision for giving to pur-
chasers of real property the means of ascertaining the charges and mortgages
which encumber the property they are purchasing, and for giving to creditors
the means of ascertaining what real property of their debtors is liable to the
payment of their credit, and what charges and mortgages encumber such pro-
perty."

A Bill founded upon these resolutions was read twice, committed, and dropped.

18. In February 1827, a similar Bill, " For making privileges and mortgages
public, and for the security of creditors and of purchasers of real property,"
was introduced, and likewise failed.

19. Seeing, then, the just and liberal views expressed by the Assembly more
than 10 years ago, we think it fair to presume that the want of any satisfactory
provisions on this important subject should be attributed to the state of political
dissension in which the Province has continued since 1823, and to the fact that
the question has unfortunately always been considered one of party, rather than
to a desire in any part of the Legislature to adhere to institutions no longer
fitted to the intelligence of the age and the wants of the people.

20. We regret that we cannot make this statement without adding that there
are, nevertheless, some symptoms of a latent apprehension that the ultimate
effect of the introduction of Registry Offices will be to deprive the present land-
holders, of French origin, -of a portion of their possessions in the seigneurial
counties on the banks of the St. Lawrence, and transfer them to British settlers.
It certainly is very probable that the introduction of Registry Offices, and the
facilitating commutations of tenure, may have the effect of introducing a greater
number of English settlers into the seigneuries; but we cannot admit the sup-
position that sucli a result would be disadvantageous to the population of French
origin already established there; on the contrary, we should confidently expect
that the flow of capital into these districts, and the emulation consequent
thereon, would lead to the improvement of their agricultural system, the de-
velopment of the resources of the country, and the ultimate advantage of all
classes of its inhabitants. We think the inhabitants of the seigeneuries could
not fail to derive benefit from a system that would tend to raise the value of
property, to supply the wants of agriculture, and to afford to landholders a pros-
pect of obtaining loans of money at a lower rate of interest.

21. There is, however, we must confess, one discouraging feature in the
prospect, vhich ve would mention, not for the purpose of exciting ungenerous
or unjust suspicions against any class, but as an illustration of the manner in
which unequal laws are liable to operate with a like injuriousness to all parts of
a community, as well those to whose benefit they miglit, at first sight, appear
conducive. as the rest. By the Act of 1774, confirmed in that particular by the
one of 1791, Roman-catholics in all the seigneuries are required to pay a tithe
to their clergy of one twenty-sixth of their produce in corn, whilst Protestants
are exempt (partly by the same Acts and partly by custom) from any payment
of tithe whatever. That such an inequality in the law must tend to create
a desire, not only on the part of the receiver, but also on the part of the payers
of tithe, to keep Protestants out of a parish, is sufficiently obvious; for, if
half of the lands in any parish were to pass into the hands of Protestants, the
support of the Catholic clergy vould fall, of course, with very increased weight
upon the occupiers of the other half. Until some alteration be made in this
respect, it cannot be expected that any measure 'will be well received which is
supposed to promote the introduction of, Protestants into the seigneuries.

22. Having thus reviewed the existing state of the law, and adverted to the
disposition of the Legislature, we have to express our opinion that a very efficient
improvement of it, and the introduction of a systein of registry, is most desirable.
In France, in Louisiana, and, we believe, in every country where the law origi-
nally admitted of such extensive hypothèques, something has been done to
correct the evil of them by registration. 'An account of the main features ofthe
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reformed system in France may be found in the Appendix, in the Evidence of
the Solicitor-general, and in a paper communicated to us by Mr. Walker, a
distinguished member of the bar at Montreal. In the latter paper also, is con-
tained an account of the law, as it bas been amended in Louisiana.

23. In this Province a Bill was passed by the Legislative Council during the
present year, but lost in the Assembly, containing provisions to the following
effect:

To make mortgages and hypothèques of every kind special, except such as
should be created by judgment in a court of lav.

To abolish customary dower, and require that in marriage-settlements on the
wife or offspring, any immoveables to be charged should be specially described,
and the sum of money for which they are pledged be set forth.

To extend the Provincial Act of 9 Géo. 4, c. 20, so as to extinguish by the
same process every description of encumbrances, save only of heirs in entail,
seigneurial dues, or sucli as may be reserved in the act of confirmation itself.

A copy of the Bill, as well as of the Committee's Report, and evidence on
which it was founded, is contained in the Appendix.

24. And in Mr. Walker's paper above referred to, as well as in some clear
and able letters published by Mr. Badgley of the Montreal Bar, under the sig-
nature of " Civis," will be found a detail of various other alterations proposed as
improvements of the existing law. We do not think it necessary to describe
them here. They will be seen very well stated by their authors themselves in
the Appendix.

25. Our notice has further been drawn to a suggestion, that although the
establishment of a complete system of registry in the seigneuries may be unat-
tainable, the custom of the Province in respect of encumbrances of land, -might
be improved by being somewhat assimilated to that of England; for instance:

That conventional hypothèques should be made to consist always of a convey-
ance of the legal estate, wYith an equity of redemption, or of a deposit of the title-
deeds with a like equity, or of a confession of judgment.

2dly. That judgments should be docquetted, as in England, under the statute
of 4 and .5 Will. & Mary, c. 20.

3dly. That for legal hypothèques and customary dower, should be substituted
a power in the King's Bench of each district, to assign reasonable maintenance
to widows, to appoint guardians in the manner in which it is done by the Court
of Chancery in England, and to do other acts for obtaining those ends, by the
pledging of a speciic portion of a man's lands, which now are provided for by
causing all his estates, present and future, to be pledged secretly and generally,
and for a contingency which may never arise.

26. Inasmuch as the subject is one which we cannot at present'recommend to
be dealt with except by the Provincial Parliament, we think it needless to enter
into a comparison- of the merits of the several suggestions that have been made.
It seems to us enough on this occasion to submit our opinion that the present
systen is highly objectionable; that the establishment of a well-digested law of
registry is very desirable, and that at an early opportunity after the restoration
of union and efficiency to the institutions of the Province, this subject should be
strongly recommended from the Throne to the attention o? the Provincial Legis-
lature.

V.
Registry Offices.

VI.-APPORTIONMENT OF CUSTOMS' DUTIES BETWEEN THE TWO
PROVINCES, AND EFFECTS OF THE CANADA TRADE ACT.

1. WE have inquired into this subject, in obedience to the directions contained
in paragraph 83 of our Instructions.. The disagreement between Upper and
Lower Canada on the subject. of revenue, led to the project of reuniting the
Provinces in 1822; and, when that was abandoned, to the Canada Trade Act.
Under this Act, the duties of customs being levied .entirely at the Ports of
Quebec and Montreal, are afterwards divided between the two Provinces by
arbitrators appointed for the purpose once in every four years. .
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2. The difficulties that would arise on the subject of cùstoms' duties were
foreseen and urged by Mr. Lymburner, when the division of the Provinces was
still only a project; and they did commence within a twelvemonth after the
separation took place. At first, however, and for several years afterwards, they
vere met by a series of agreements between Commissioners appointed from time

to time by the two Legislatures, according to whicl agreements Lower Canada
imposed many fresh customs' duties, but Upper Canada was always admitted to
a definite share of their produce. This proportion was progressively increased
from one-eighth to one-fifth of the revenue. But in 1819 the subsisting agree-
ment between the two Provinces having come to an end, it was found impossible
to form a new one; claims, moreover, of the Upper Pro'vince had grown up for
certain arrearages, and had. already been for some years in dispute; and when
Commissioners were called together in 1821, they were obliged- to separate with-
out effecting anything, and manifested their impression that all further attempts
to negociate would be fruitless. Petitions vere then presented to His Majesty
from Upper Canada, and the matter, accompanied by an infinity of labour and
contention in the two Provinces, was carried into the Imperial Parliament, vhere
it brouglit on, as we have above stated, an attempt to unite the Provinces, and
afterwards the Act of 3 Geo. 4, c. -19.

3. The following are the awards that have been made under this Statute to
Upper Canada:-

For arrears due at the time the Act was passed, and for the subsequent period
up to the 1st July 1824, one-fifth of the whole duties.

For two periods of four years, from 1st July 1824 to lst July 1832, one-fourth
of the same.

For four years, from the latter date to the present time, one-third of the
duties.

The next period for making an award will be in Spring 1837. These arbi-
trations are all supposed to have been made on the basis of population only, and
it does not appear that data exist on which to proceed according to any other
principle. The awards are not, we believe, satisfactory to either party ; and it
will be seen by the Evidence of the principal officers of customs (Mr. Jessop and
Mr. Hall) that they consider the Upper Province to receive at present more than
its due proportion.

4. During the last session of the Legislature of Lower Canada, an Act, called
The Inland Customs' Act," vas passed, (6 Will. 4, c. 24,) into which a clause

was introduced for the purpose of ascertaining the exact quantity of goods
passing from the Lower to the Upper Province, by means of the custom-houses
established on the two principal lines of communication, the St. Lawrence and
the Ottawa: a copy of the clause is placed in the Appendix. In the opinion,
however, of Mr. Jessop and Mr. Hall, the enactments are insufficient to attain.
the object in view; and even though the Act were amended in the way sug-
gested by them, we think it extreme'ly doubtful whether both provinces would be
satisfied with an arbitration based upon the result, or prefer it to the present
mode of proceeding on the basis of population only.

5. As Upper Canada can obtain a communication with the sea only through
Lower Canada, or some of the United States, she would probably, if we suppose
her for a moment in the condition of an entirely independent state herself, be
made to pay, in some way or other, for the privilege; as, for instance, by
a transit duty on the merchandize which would have to pass through a foreign
country in order to get in or out of her territory. And if. Upper and Lower
Canada had both been independent states when they disagreed about the
apportioument of these duties, one of three things must have happened: the
intercourse between then must have been suspended, and the external commerce
of the Upper Province turned through a less convenient channel, or they must
have sought the arbitration of a friendly power to settle that for them which
they could not settle for themselves ; or, finally, they must have gone to war
about it. We cannot, therefore, but consider it fortunate for both provinces,
that the right, or rather the duty, of interference existed in, and was exercised
by Great Britain, as the head of the empire ta which they belong.

6. In the part of the Trade Act, therefore, that relates to arbitration, we can
see nothing to complain of. It appears, indeed, that.Upper Canada cannot laim

her
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ber share of any British duties, except those levied under the Act of 14 Geo. 3, VI.
c. 88, and we have not been able to discover a reason for the. exclusion; but by Apportionment of
a Report we annex from the collector of customs (Appendix No. ],) the amount Duties and Canada
affected does not seem to be considerable, and unless there be some better ground Trade Act.
for it than we can hear of in the Province, we doubt not it will be readily removed
at the fi rst convenient opportunity. With the exception of this defect, as it cer-
tainly would seem to be, although the information we can obtain on it is too
scanty to allow us to offer a positive opinion, the principles on which the clauses
respecting arbitration are framed seem to us equitable: England had no object
of her own in view in the enactments, and there is no idea of enforcing them
a day longer than is necessary for the good of the parties concerned.

7. There are, however, other clauses in the Bill, which, although they. may
be equally justified by the necessity of the case, are, nevertheless, open to more
serious objections at first sight: we mean the 28th and 29th sections, by which
the Lower Province is virtually deprived of the power of altering the duties
levied in her ports; and neither Province has the power singly of increasing or
taking off any impost. The prohibition extends to all duties of customs levied
under the authority of the Provincial Legislature; it therefore has had the effect
of making permanent taxes which were only imposed for a limited period, and
has even recalled into existence some that had expired when the Act was passed.
The " ad valorem " duties of 2 . per cent., imposed by the Provincial Parliament
on certain goods, by the Act of 55 Geo. 3, c. 2, would have ceased in 1823 had
it not been for the operation of the clauses in question, under whicb they have
been continued to the present day; and by the retrospective effect of the Act,
other duties on tea, wines, spirits and molasses, which had expired in 1819,
were revived, and have been equally continued ever since. They were levied
under an Act of 53 Geo. 3, and amended by 55 Geo. 3, c. 3, both Provincial
Acts. To illustrate the operation of the inconvenience in the other direction, we
may remark that the Legislature of Upper Canada had occasion to apply in 1824
for an increase of duty on several articles, but was refused.

8. Since the whole of the revenue of Lower Canada is, with few exceptions,
raised by duties of customs, the House of Assembly is by the operation of the
Trade Act essentially cramped in the exercise of one of the most important
functions of a representative body. They have a larger r'venue than they want
for any of the ordinary purposes of Government, without the power of reducing
it by taking off taxes ; and this superabundant revenue is consequently applied
by them to many purposes, which perhaps, in their own opinion, and certainly
in ours, would be better provided for either wholly or in part by local assessments,
such for instance as the expenses of gaols, the maintenance of schools, and the
repair of highways, bridges, &c.; and thus it happens that the inhabitants of
parishes or districts are first prevented from having in their own hands the ma-
nagement of the affairs in which they are immediately concerned, and then
reproached by their political opponents with an incapacity for public business.
We cannot help making these remarks, because we think that, in the present
particular at least, the leaders of the popular body have shown a laudable
desire to get out of what has been called the French system, a system which
made the Government everything and the people nothing ; and that'their oppo-
nents have laboured, and are still labouring, to perpetuate the vices of a condi-
tion, the evils of which, as far as they hurt themselves, they are ever loud in
denouncing. We need scarcely say that we allude to the frequent failure of
Bills for the election of township and parish officers, and for the management
of other matters of local concernment.

9. Every reason therefore concurs to make us wish that each Province could
be enabled to Taise and regulate its own revenue, but the difficulties that stand in
the way are greater than we have heard any good suggestion how to surmount.

-While we should be happy to see any plan by which the two Goveruments could
be made independent of each other in this respect, we are forced to acknowle e
that we cannot propose one. We adopt the conclusion then that the necessity f
the present arrangement justifies its continuance ; and that until a better methoti
can be pointed out of guarding against the confusion and disagreement which
preceded the Trade Act, it could not be repealed without far more injury than
benefit to the Provinces.
- 0.3. 10o. Before
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10. Before we leave the subject of the trade of Canada, we feel it right to
notice a·hardship, of which complaint lias, we think, witli reason, been made to
us. Cattle, grain, potash and other articles of agricultural produce are admis-
sible in Canada, free of duty, from the United States; but the same articles, if
of Canadian growth, are charged with a heavy duty on passing into the States.
It was represented to us in the townships that persons crossing the frontier, for
business or for pleasure, were sometimes charged with a duty for the horses on
which they rode; and we have even heard it asserted that, in the case of a per-
son who happened to possess property on boti sides of the frontier, an attempt
had been made to charge him witlh duty when he removed his cattle from one
pasture to the other.

i1. With respect to the general state of duties, we would beg to refer to the
evidence of the officers of customs, and to point out that they agree in thinking
that the tobacco duties require alteration.

vil.
Execution of recon-

rnendations of
Canada Conimittee

in 1828.

VII.-EXECUTION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CANADA
COMMITTEE in 1828.

1. IN the 84th and 85th paragraphs of your Lordship's Instructions, the
question proposed to us is: " Whether the recommendations of the Canada Com-
mittee of 1828 have, to the full extent of His Majesty's authority and legitimate
influence, been carried into complete effect, or whether there is any, and, if any,
which part of their advice, which it yet remains with His Majesty to execute?"
And in calling upon us for this inquiry, your Lordship lias put us in possession
of a Minute by your immediate predecessor, embodying the result of an investi-
gation into the same question while he held the seals of the Colonial Depart-
ment.

2. After carefully examining into the subject, the principal point on which we
can find that any doubt could be raised on the question proposed to us, is the
fulfilment by the Government of the recommendations respecting the Legisla-
tive Council. The opinion expressed by the Committee was, that a more inde-
pendent character should be given to the Council, that the majority of its mem-
bers should not consist of persons holding office at the pleasure of the Crown,
and that any measure which tended to connect this branch of the Constitution
more intimately with the interests of the Province, would be highly advanta-
geous. If these recommendations are satisfied by the appointment of a large
number of new councillors, none of them dependent on the Governmeit for
their income, but all living by their own means, and possessing property or
engaged in pursuits connected with the general interests of the country, we have
to report that the advice of the Committee lias been followed. But if, on the
other hand, their words be taken to imply that a change ought to have been
made in the political character of the body, we can only repeat what we ob-
served in paragraph four of our preceding Report on the Council itself, that there
does not appear to have been an alteration effected in that respect.: We, how-
ever, have already renarked in the passage in question, that there is no g-round
to assume that the Committee intended it to be understood that the Council
should be made to harmonize in every respect with the Assembly. On the
Judges' seats in the Council the advice of the Committee has been executed.
With respect to the Chief Justice, however, it may be doubtful whether, .when
the Committee recommended that he should be left in the Council, because.his
presence there might " be occasionally useful," it was contemplated that he
should bc continued there as Speaker.

3. Having made these observations, in order to guard against any misconstruc-
tion on the preceding topic, we have to state that, after our investigations on the
spot, we can confirm the general accuracy of the statenents in Lord Aberdeen's
Minute, and, consequently, the accuracy of his- Lordship's conclusion, that 'His
Majesty has, to the utmost extent of his constitutional power and influence,.ful-
filled and displayed his willingness to go beyond the recommendations of the
Canada Committee in 1828.

'.4..In
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4. In this declaration we would not wish to be understood as conveying the
result of a general review of the whole conduct of Government since 1828, or an
unqualified approval of everything that bas passed subsequently to that period,
but simply a statement of the fact that the Executi ve Government has donc ail
within its power to fulfil the advice of a Committee of the House of Commons,
which was admitted, at the-time, to present a just, impartial and liberal view of
what was requisite for the good of the Province.

ViL.
Exeention of recom-

mendations ef
Canada Committee

in 1828.

VIII.-EDUCATION.

1. WE feel that we ought not to close our General Report without saying a
few words on the state of education in the Province, though we regret that it is
not in our power at present to go into the subject at any length.

2. On the 21 December 1829, a Despatch was addressed to the Secretary of
State, by Sir James Kempt, to which we would refer (Appendix No. 1); as ex-
hibiting a correct view.of the means of public instruction then existing in Lower
Canada; since which time, although great liberality bas been evinced on the
part of the Provincial Legislature, and a strong desire to advance the cause of
general education manifested by the Executive, we regret to say that the pro-
gress has not been, as-far as we can judge, such as might have been expected.
The entire proceeds of the Jesuits' estates have been dedicated by Goverument,
since the date of Sir James Kempt's despatch, to the advancement of education ;
and a total sum has been appropriated to the same purpose by the- House of
Assembly, of 172,519 1. 5s. od., being on an average 24,645 1. 14 s. 3d. per
annum, or about one.ifth of the total revenue of the Province. The Royal Insti-
tution, partly owing to the extensive operations carried on by the Legislature
through different channels, and partly from other circumstances, has fallen into
neglect, and we fear that any attempt to revive it or make it efficient would be
unavailing. The allowance of 2,000 1. per annum for the support of its schools,
continued to be made by the Legislature up to 1832, but in the latter year the
grant was reduced to 1,265 L., and lias since been discontinued altogether. The
schools, however, under the management of the institution, may still, under cer-
tain conditions, receive the allowancethat is made generally to all elementary
schools in the Province.

3. By the Despateh which we have referred to it will be seen, that an Act was
passed in 1829, for the encouragement of elementary education, which was to be
in force three years; and we find that Acts were passed, amending and explain-
ing its .provisions, in the two following-years, 1830 and 1831. In the latter
year, also, a Standing. Committee was appointed in the House of Assembly, to
report, from time to time, on all subjects connected with education, by which
Committee, renewed, as it bas subsequently been, at the commencement of every
session, several very valuable Reports have been presented to the House. The
views entertained in them appear to us generally so judicious, that we can only
lament that they have not been more extensively acted on by the House to which
thev were addressed.

4. The system established in 1829, was furthercontinued, bysuccessiveenactments,
to the 15 May in the present year; but a Bill which would again have continued
it failed in the late session, so that the elementary schools are left for the present
without any support from the.Government. We find that as thé grants made by
this Bill were far more extensive than in any that went before, and would, in the
whole, have amounted to nearly 40,000 1., it was thrown out by' the Council,
principally- on the ground that if it had passed, sufficient money would not have
been-left in the Provincial- treasury' to discharge the-long arrears ofsalaries due
to the public officers. In the Report, however,.which the Committee of the
Council made on this*Bill, additional reasons for ·rejecting it are set forth, based
on the ill success of the·former grants, on the danger of liberality degenerating
into prodigality, and on the extent of the powers that the Bill bestowed upon
county members. A copy of this Report, and of certain resolutions founded upon
it by the Council, is placed in the Appendix No. 3.
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VIII. 5. But though this Bill was lost, two others respecting education were passed;
Education. one under which special grants vere made to particular schools or colleges to

- the amount of 7,620 i. sterling; another by'which Normal schools, or schools for
the formation of teachers, were established in the cities of Quebee and Montreal.

6. We have placed in the Appendix an extract from Lord Aberdeen's Despatch
of i January 1835 (Appendix No. 2), explaining the grounds on which the Royal
Assent was refused to a Bill that had passed in 1834, for very generally conferring
a corporate capacity on all institutions for education in the Province. A Bill of
somewiat a similar nature, but framed apparently with an advertence to Lord
Aberdeen's objections, was passed this year, but it received some amendments in
the Council, and was not returned to the Assembly till after there had ceased to
be a quorum in attendance.

7. The general system of elementary èducation established by the successive
enactments we have described, commencing in 1829, may be stated as follows.
The whole Province is divided into school districts, which, under the Bill that
expired in May last, amounted to 1,344, and by the Bill which was lost in the
first session of this year, would have been increased to 1,657, notwithstanding the
repeated comments of the Standing Committee of the Assembly upon thé excess
in their numbers. In each district a school may be established at the discretion
of the visitors, and an additional one for girls in each parish; a parish generally
containing several districts. Every school may receive from the funds of the
Province a grant of 20 1. per annum, provided no greater charge than 2s. per
month is made for the education of each scholar, and that 20 scholars, at least,
have been in regular attendance during a certain portion of the year. In any
school where there are not less than 20 scholars paying this sum for instruction,
the trustees have power, under certain restrictions, to admit a proportion of poor
children gratuitously. Half the expense of erecting school-houses is often granted,
provided such half does not exceed 50 L. The sum of los. per annum is allowed
to be distributed in aci school by the visitors, in prizes or rewards amongst the
children.

8. Visitors are appointed for each county, consisting of the following persons:
the resident members of the Legislative Council, the members of Assembly
returned by the county, the superiors and professors of all colleges in it, the
presidents of all societies for promoting education ; to whorn are added in cach
parish, but for the parish only, the minister of the most numerous religious
denomination, the senior justice of the peace, and the senior militia ofiicer.
These visitors (or any. three, or latterly two, of them,) are required to visit
annually all the-schools in their respective counties, and must certify all the
documents which are necessary to obtain the various grants of money which have
been enumerated ; public examinations are also to be held by them once a year.

9. In eaci school district, moreover, there are three trustees, chosen by persons
qualified to elect members of the Assembly, and empowered to iold the property
which may belong to the school, and to receive benefactions and bequests, within
certain limits, notwithstanding the laws of mortmain.

10. The Bill of 1836 further went to authorize school districts to assess them-
selves, with the consent of a majority of the persons qualified to vote at clections
for Members of Parliament, for the erection of school-houses or the support of
schools; and the Bill also provided for the establishment of one superior or
model school in' each parish, the master of which might be paid out of the
public funds a salary of 50 1. a year, provided an additional sum of -20 i. were
raised for him by the parish.

11. That the system of which we have given this rapid outline has been much
abused, is sufficiently shown in the valuable Reports which. we have already men-
tioned of the Standing Committee of the House of Assembly. The principal
defects seem to have been, the want of a central board or authority to direct and
control the working of the system, a want of qualification in the teachers, and the
want of attendance in the children'; the vant of sufficient exertion on the part of
parents in general, arising perhaps from tie too prevalent impression that the
education of their children is amatter of concern for the Goverument, and not for
themselves; and, lastly, the want of power to raise money for the support of schools,
even where there might exist amongst the majo'ity of the iniabitants a desire to

subject
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subject themselves to assessments for the purpose. The Standing Committee, VIII.
in their first Report for 1836, expressly state that the liberality of the Legis- Education.
lature in support of some societies ". had paralyzed their efforts instead of
stirulating thein."

12. The failure of the Board of Education, which was instituted under the
name of the Royal Institution, might at first be regarded as a fact tending to
discourage any future plan for the creation of a central authority, to be entrusted
with the control of all establishments for elementary education in the Province ;
but we think that errors were committed in the formation of that Board which
would now be avoided ; and if ve are not deceived in the hope we entertain
that the laudable efforts, lately begun, to introduce a general system of education
in Ireland are proceeding successfully, we would recommend that the fullest
information respecting the working of that system should be sent to Lower
Canada; for where such abundant proof exists of a willingness to engage in the
generous enterprise, -we cannot doubt that any hints to be derived from successful
practice in other countries -would be well received *. We are happy to be able
lere to add, that the Report of M. Cousin on the state of education in Prussia,
as well as several works on the subject of education in the United States, are
beginning to attract notice in the Province.

13. We do not think that the system of supporting schools entirely, or even
principally, out of the general revenue of any country is a good one. We think,
on the contrary, that the funds for elementary education should be supplied from
the following sources:

First. From a general assessment on all property within the parish or school
district, on the principle that as education is a matter in which the public good
if concerned, every inhabitant ought to contribute to it in proportion to, his
means; and also because the expenditure of money, raised in part by local assess-
ment, is likely to be better superintended and more carefully watched by persons
on the spot, than the expenditure of money supplied entirely ont of the general
revenue.

Secondly. By a grant fromu the public purse of the Province, which grant,
however, should never exceed the amount of what is levied by local assessment.
The general revenue in Canada being sufficient, and more than sufficient, for
all ordinary expenses of Government, it is but reasonable that a portion of it
should be applied to reduce the amount of local assessments.

Thirdly. By payments from the children themselves, or rather from their
i )arents, for the reason that what people get for nothing they are apt not to value
lighly..

14. With respect to the superintendence of the elementary schools, we think
trustees and inspectors should be elected by the rate-payers in each parish or
school district, who should correspond with, and be in subordination to,
a central board established in each of the districts into which the Province
is divided. In Quebec and Montreal we think that the board ought tô be
composed, at least in the commencement, of the persons who have been already
constituted a committee for the management of the 'Normal schools, and that in
the other districts boards should be formed, as nearly as possible on the same
principle. The control exercised by the visitors appointed by the recent Acts of
the Legislature, has been, as far as we can judge, neither satisfactory nor
efficient. That it was insufficient to check jobbing and malversation, appears
to bc admitted in the Reports made to the Assembly, whilst the possible employ-
ment for political purposes of the patronage, which, was afforded by it to mem-
bers of the Assembly, is objected to, and we conceive not without reason, by the
Council.

15. With respect to the very important question, how far elementary schools
should be charged with the duty of affording religious instruction, we must
confebs frankly, that we have not sufficient information to enable us to express

a decided

Since tbis passage was vritten in our Report, we liave had the satisfaction of learning that the
lcv. Mr. 1Iolmes, one of the Roman-Catholie clergy in this city, and a very intelligent and active
niemiber of the seminary of Quebec, has gathered much information on the subject in Ireland duri'ng a
visit tu Europe in which lie it now engaged, with a view to the.promotion of education..
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Viii. a decided opinion. As a general principle, we cannot hesitate to declare, thàt as
Education. it is highly important that such schools should be as comprehensive as possible,

so is it, in our opinion, desirable that the religious instruction imparted i them
should crmbrace only such general doctrines as all who are Christians may agree
in; but whether a plan of this sort would be suitable te the present state of
Lower Canada is a question on which we are not prepared with an answer. There
is a deep sentiment of religion sp-ead, we believe, over the whole population of
the country, and we are happy to bear testimony se cordially as we can do, that
it is accompanied with fewer feelings of acerbity of the followers of one creed
towards another, and particularly of Protestants towards Catholics and Catholics
towards Protestants, than perliaps in any country where distinctions so marked
and se numerous exist. From this we might not unreasonably be led to expect
that a systein of education founded on the truly Christian principle of toleration.
and general charity would not be unattainable; if we further, however, venture
te express a hope that such a plan may be prosecuted to completion, we feel that
in doing se we ought to add, that the best chance of its being realized may, as
fir as we ourselves are concerned, depend on our here dismissing the subject,
rather than attempting to prescribe to those who must be engaged in the great
and gratifying work of carrying it into execution, the means that they are to
employ.

10. Upon the subject of the higher class of schools we cannot enter at present;
tiougl, as we have received applications for assistance from the Trustees of
M'Gill College in Montreal, we must prepare ourselves to do so hereafter; as
also to turn our attention to the subject of the establishment of a university in
the Province, te which all classes of its inhabitants might resort for the attain-
ment of the higher branches of education, and the general cultivation of science.
This latter we believe to be an object of earnest desire amongst persons of
influence in the Province, and one which, we apprehend, is every way befitting
the care of the Imperial as well as the Local Government.

We have the honour to be your' Lordship's most obedient humble servants.

(signed) GosFoRD,
GEo. Gipps,
CHAs. EDWn. GBEY.*

A MINUTE delivered to the Secretary by Sir Charles Grey, upon signing the Sixth or
General Report of the Commissioners, on Thursday the 17th of November 1836.

Sirute cf I. The Reports of the Commissioners have been drawn up in pursuance of their Instruc-
Sir C. Grey. tions, by the Secretary to the Commission.

For this purpose papers have been supplied to the Secretary by the Commissioners upon
which, when any material difference of opinion lias appeared, it has been determined .by the
Secretary's bringing it to the notice of the Commissioners, and when it has not been waived,
by taking the decision of the majority of the Commissioners. Some differences of opinion
have been dependent, perhaps, on temporary circumstances, and the posture of affairs at the
moment, and the course of events bas obliterated soma of these, and I think it will have that
effect upon others. But in complying with our instructions by signing the General Report,
it is necessary that I should in soma way obviate the usual inference which might be drawn
from the signature.

I shall be excused for not criticising expressions, political sentiments or general princi-
ples which may not correspond with my own; and for avo.iding aven im our recommendations
a pointed controversy with my colleagues. I shall fully satisfy my own wishes upon the
present occasion, when I shall have opportunities of givmg any fuller explanations which
may be required, if I can so indicate my views that they may be available for any good
purpose, and may prevent the supposition of my baving come te conclusions which I dis-
approve: and I would rather leave any opposition of opinions to be perceived in the general
tenor of our statements, than fix attention te it by marked comments.

Il. There are three powers, by one or other of which legitimate changes may be made .in
the method of government, the laws and institutions of the Province ; namely, the preroga-
tive and executive power of the Crown, the power of the Provincial Legislature, and that of
the British Parliament. The Instructions of His Majesty's Ministers direct the attention of
the Commissioners chiefly to the redress of grievances, which may be effected by the first

.two

I Tsign this Report subject to a statement of a difference of opinion, which is delivered to the
Secretary to go home, with the Report.

17 November 1836. (signed) Chas. Edw. Grey.
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two powers; and although it has struck me that there have been occasions when a timely Minute of
application to the louse of Commons might have saved some trouble, I should regard it in Sir.C. Grey.
present circumstances as a wise resolution to make, either no application at all to the Impe-
rial Parliament, or one for a comprehensive and permanent adjustment. At the same time,
I am obliged to say that I have no hope of the troubles of the Province, as it is at present
constituted, being settled by the existing Canadian Legislature. A year's residence in the
country has conviced me that without a perpetual dissension, the ·Brtish in Lower Canada
cannot legslate in -forensie affairs for the French Canadians, nor the French Canadians for
the British, or for a province and a river which are the heart and life-blood of the British
American commerce and colonies; nor is there any chance.that, under the present laws of
election, the two parties will be so blended in the Houses of Legislature as to make those
bodies effective instruments of imperial government.

Two courses appear to me to be open for the choice of His Majesty's Ministers. The one
that of exercising firmly though temperately the powers ·of the Crown, and~developing its
resources, by which, without affecting the existence or privileges of the Bouses of Legisla-
turc, but without expecting from them much assistance for some time to come, I think that
the Government might be carried on, and all interruption of public traînquillity might be
prevented; the other that of laying the affairs of Lower Canada before the British Parlia-
ment, with comprehensive views, and for great and permanent objects, which would bring
interests so many, so various, and of so much weight to bear upon the principal questions as
to sustain beneficial measures by their combined support, and to put down any vexatious
opposition which should be advanced under frivolous pretexts or on formal grounds.

I1. To bring before His Majesty's Ministers the information which might enable them,
without further inquiry, to forn an immediate judgment añd to act upon it, it seems to me
that the final Report of the Commissioners should comprise the following divisions of the
subject.

1. The circumstances which led to the Commission ; the tenor of it; the instructions by
it was accompanied, and those which have since been sent to the Commissioners ; and the
resolutions, petitions and representations which have been brought to their own notice, or
have been addressed to the Govemor-in-chief, or to His Majesty or to the Imperial Parlia-
ment since the issuing of the Commission.

2. The form of government and system.of laws in Lower Canada.
3. The most important statistics of the Province.
4. The parties and conflicting interests.
5. The real causes of the present discontents, and the extent to which they have a reason-

able foundation.
6. The principles, general rules, and most obvious facts, which ouglit ta be kept in view

in the Report of the Commissioners.
7. The Executive Council.
8. The Legislative Council.
9. The House of Assembly.
10. The civil list.
11. The King's domain and hereditary revenue of the Crown.
12. The wild lands and .forests.
13. The clery reserves.
14. The British North American Land Company.
16. Emigration.
16. The aboriginal tribes or Indians.
17. The judicial branch of Governnent: the proposed institution of a Court of Im-

peachments; the Court of Appeal; the Court of Escheats; the fees of the officers of the
courts.

18. The police, the prisons, and the conservation of the peace.
19. The law of real property ; the lands in possession of the Roman Catholie religious

communities; the incidents of tenure in free and common .soccage; the right of commuting
the tenures en fief and en roture into soccage ; the disme or tithe ; the inconveniences of the
seigneurial tenure; the proposals for the general establishment of offices of land registry, ta
obviate the mischief of secret encumubrances, and of the French law of hypothèque; the law
respecting aliens.

20. The seigneury of Montreal and the King's censive of Quebec.
21. Institutions for religion and education.
22. The apportionnient between Upper and Lower Canada of the receipt of import duties;

and the question as to a union of the two Provinces.
23. The means by which effect mnight be given to the improvements required'under each

of the preceding heads of policy. Of the organization of townships and parishes for local
purposes; and the establisliment of subordinate legislatures or municipal districts.

24. The future instructions of governors.
25. The just liiimi*s of imperial legislation.
20. The relations of the Province with foreign states.

Of these divisions of the Report, from the 7th to the 22d inclusive, a subdivision might be
made under the following heads:

1. The instructions of the Commissioners.
2. The complaints which have been made on the particular subject of inquiry.
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Nlinute of
Sir C. Grey.

29 Hansard's
Par1. Hist. p. 345.

3. A narrative of the circumstances of which a knovledge is requisite for the riglht under-
standing of the suibject.

4. The real extent of the grievance.
5. The plans which have been proposed for the remedy of it.
6. The recommendations of the Commissioners.

To fill up this outline more time would be vanted. From six to ten mronths migit be
sufficient for Lower Canada, but inasmuch us it is one of the most essential considerations
that the aflairs and interests of the'British A merican colonies on the Gulf' and River of St.
Lawrence should be regarded as one whole, and thtat the institutions of no one province
should be such as to disturb the peace or impede the improvenent of the others, it seems to
me that, after finishing their inquiries in Lower Canada, soie of the menbers of the Com-
mission, with the advantages of recently acquired information, miglit go forward into Upper
Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, and might be required
also to visit sucli of the United States as are conterminous to the British territories, for the
purpose of infonxninîg thenselves accurately of sone oftheir institutions ; bearing in mind the
wise and appropriate suggestion of Mr. Burke, in the debate of the 1ith May 1791, that
" the great examples to be considered were the constitutions of America, of France, and of
Great Britaiti. To that of Ainerica great attention was due, because it was of importance
that the people of Canada should have nothing to envy in the constitution of a country so
near to their own0."

In this Mintute I do not consider nyself entitled to touch any other of the subjects I have
enumerated than those un which opinions have been expressed by the Commissioners in the
present or in sone former Report.

IV.-TIIE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
WITIIouT neaning to say anything in disparagement of individuals, I think tlhere ias

bcen some foundation for the conpi lnts, tiat the Executive Council ias not comprised
amongst its nenbers a sùfficient nuiber of persons residing occasionally in different parts of
the Province, or who have been of sufliciently various qualifications, acquirements, connexions,
professions and occupations, but lias consisted pritcipally of holders of office under Govern-
ment, resident at Quebec, and has been almost ostentatiously blended with the Legislative
Council.

I would suggest that instead of the Exceutive Council constituted as it is at present, the
Governors-in.chief should be empowered at all tintes to appoint provisionally such and so
imany persons to be Executive Coinciillors, during the periods of their own govertînient,
but no longer, as to thent may seem meet, such apjoittnîcnts to be subject to confirnation
by Ilis Alajestv, and to cease citirelv and be vacated by every vacancyin the oflice of
Governor-int-chief; that the President 'f lte Cotrt of Appeal (to be constituted as hereinafter
is mentioned under the head of " The Judicial Branci of Governnient," &c.) should be,
ex officio, a member of the Executive Council*; that the existing members of the Executive
Council should retain their seats for the period of the present Governor-in-chief's governrment,
in like manner, and upon the same conditions, as if they vere newly appointed by him, but
that no person holding any office or appointment, the duties of whiclh require that ie should
collect or receive uncertain amtouts of public money, and should accoutnt for the samte, nor
any person holding any office or appointment other than that of Speaker under the Legis-
lative Council or House of Assembly, shall at any time hereafter be appointed to the office of
Executive Couicillor ; that vith the exception of the Registrar or Secretary to the Council,
and lis clerks or tmessengers, no salary or emoluments of any sort shall be attacied to, or
connected with, the office of Executive Councillor, unless it should ho enacted by the
Canadian Letislature to establish some salaries or emoluments for the members of the Council
during te life of His Majesty, or for a term of years not less than sevon.

That no person, after being appointed an Executive Councillor, shall, during the.period
for which lie lias been appointed, be dismissed fron office by the Governor othenvise thIan
ns ntow, provisionally, and on account of being unfit for Ilis Majesty's service.

Thit in the month of Janunry in every year there shall be one full meetino of the Execu-
tive Council, to which all the menbers shall, if possible, he sumnonied, whiclt meeting shall
continue as long as to the Governor-in-chief shall seen fit; and for the purpose of supplying
vacatcies in a Legislative Council with a fixed maximum of nunbers, it shall be the first
duty of every sucIt meeting to prepare a fresi list of 10 persons duly qualified (according to
the recomniendations under the hcad of " The Legislative Council") to hold the office of

Legislative

This mnay appear, at first sight, to bc the reverse of wlat was proposed by me on a former
occasion; but vliat is stated in a subsequent part of this Minute, under the head of the " Judicial
Branch of Government," &c. will show that the object is the same, nam-ly, that the Court of
Appeal should conitst chiefly of the most experienced of the legal profession, and that they should
not prcviously advise as to the cxpîedicncy and propriety of measures, on the legality of whici they
are afterwards, called tpon to decide. Tlie reason for reco.nmending that which I now. propose is,
that if necessary it nuî.y be effected by the pover of the Crownt alone, without calling upon the
Britishi Parliamnt.
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Legislative Councillors, and who shall bc known to the persons who recomniend them to be Minute of
willing to accept the saine ; and that thereupon the list of the by-gone year shall bo super- Sir C. Grey.
seded and cancelled. --

That except upon the occasion of the one full meeting in January, it shall not be neces-
sary for the Governor to summon more than four members to any one meeting, of whom
the President of the Court of Appeal, if he he known to be within 10 miles of the
place of meeting, shall bc one; but that the President shall not in any case be required
or be competent to advise as to the mere expediency of any nieasure, or in any other matters
than matters of law, or questions as to the compatibility of any proposed measure or
proceeding with the constitution of the Province, or its relations with the United Kingdom;
and that on such points the Governor may always require, or the President may give, the
advice in writing, which advice it shall be lawful for the Governor to lay before either House
of Legislature.

That one of the Executive Council shall from time to time be appointed provisionally by
the Governor, and finally by His Maesty during pleasure, to be Auditor-general of the
revenue and of all public accounts, and shali be paid an annual salary of 4001. out of the pro-
ceeds of the hereditary revenue, and Gon 1. out of flic duties collected under 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, and
other Acts imposing duties of customs, by virtue and under the authority of the words in the
1 & 2 Will. 4, and other Acts, to the efiect that the monies shall be appropriated by the
Legislature, except se much of such monies as shall be necessarily defrayed for the charges
of raising, collectmng, levying, recovering, answering, paying and accounting for the sane.

That it shall be lawful for any meeting of the Executive Council to refer any matter
to one, two or more members of the Executive Council te consider and report thereon
to the Governor-in-chief in Council, and that once a year a reference shall in this vay
be made for the purpose of obtaining a General Report upon the state of the Province,
and especially upon all alleged grievances, which Report shall be sent home te His Majesty's
Ministers. Finally, that the Exccutive Council shall no longer be a Court of Appeal, or
that its functions in that respect shall be regulated according te the plan proposed in this
Minute, under the head of the " Judicial Branch of Government," &c.

By these alterations, the whole of which I conceive to be within the prerogative and
lawful anthority of the Crown, it would appear to me, that the objections which have been
made te the present composition and functions of the Executive Council would be answered ;
that the Governor-in-chief would be enabled to bring into his councils the most eminent per-
sons of the Province of every profession and class ; might acquire an increased influence in
every part of it, and open easy channels of communication with himself te every order and
description of its inhiabitants, whilst, wivthout giving te the members of the Council any undue
inmunities or privileges froin iesponsibility, the Governor could scarcely be put te the incon-
venience of having te change the whole of bis advisers upon a demand of the Assembly.

In the present posture of affairs, it is of some importance, also, that this plan, at the same
tine that it would provide for an efficient audit of accounts, would be compatible with seme
reduction of those estimates for whichi it is held that annual appropriations by thé lieuse of
Assembly should bc obtained.

V.-THE LEGISLATIVE COU.NCIL.

I Abx convinced that no change in the composition of the Legislative Council would eatisfy
the Assembly which should net reduce the Council te a state in which it would support the
mneasures to whiclh the Assenbly has pledged itself by the 92 resolutions, and by its last
address te Iis Majesty; and that no plan cf clecting a Legislative Council could, for a long
time te come, as the Province is at present constituted, have any other result than that of
creating a French Canadian majority in both louses, the proceedings of which would se
threaten the mercantile and Britisli interests with vexatious laws es te produce immediate
irritation, and gradually a deep-rooted discontent and alienation of affection from the United
Kin¿domii. The Government, instead of holding the poor advantages even of its present
position, would be brought into collision with the two other branches of the Legisiature united
againist it. Either it is unuecssary to yield more at present to the importunities of the
Assenbly than reason recommends, or it would be inipossible te refuse anything afterwards,
however unreaisonable.

That thie Couicil should be firmly opposed te the demands of the Assembly, seeing what
those de.mands are, so fir froin being a disposition which is to be blamed or lamented, is
lecessary for the prevention of confusion; it would be produced at once by taking from the

Council this character. The British interests are scarcely at all represented in the Assembly;
aund it is only the dili'erent organization of the Council, ùsnd its appointment by the Crown,
which enables it, without any danger te liberty, te check and stop the evil which may be
bred fron the formus of our constitution when filled up with the crude and discordant mate-
rials of an infant state. I do not pretend, however, te say, that a British majority in the
Couîncil, and a Freàci Canadian inajority in the Assembly, will make a good and efficient
Legislature for the Plrovince, but only that this is le-a injurious than to make two French
Canadian Chambers. In the one case the Government may have te stand still, but in the
other it vould go to ruin. Vhatever line of policy may be resolved upon for the affairs of
Canada, vlatever partial changes in th.e structure of the Governient or of the Province may
take place, i would recommend instead of the principle of election, that of an open recom-
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Minute of mendation be made use of for the construction of the Lecislative Counci for the general
Sir C. Grey, .legislature of the Province. This principle of recommendationn might be brought te bear in

one of the two ways, either by having a large and open Executive Couneil, of which it should
be the duty to prepare annually for the information of His Majesty's Ministers, and, perhaps,
even to publish, a fresh list of persons fitted to supply vacancies in a Legislative Council
with a fixed maximum of numbers; or, if the commercial towns of Montreal and Quebec
had good effective charters given to them, and if the rest of the Province was divided into at
least three municipal districts, with a view of leaving to the French Canadians their own
laws and regulations and judicial tribunals, and to the British theirs, the election of indivi-
duals to the municipal councils and principal offices of these towns and districts would be
so many recommendations of the parties to the notice of the Crown for the occasions of
vacancies in the number of members of the Council of General Legislature for the Province.
I think it vould be desirable to provide further, that every member of the Legislative Council,
upon the opening of each session of the Provincial Parliament, should make a solemn affir-
miation that, after allowing for the paynient of all his j ust debts, he is lawfully possessed of
pro erty te the amount of 5,00 I., or of a life income of 500 1. by the year.

That not more than one-tenth of the members of the Legislative Council should be capable
at any one time of holding any office or appointment of emolument at the pleasure of the
Crown; and that no membier should be capable of~holding any office or appointment in. or
under which he should have the receipt or collection of uncertain amounts of public money
for which lie should be liable te account.

That it should be lawful for His Majesty te revoke and cancel the appointment of any
member of the Legislative Council, upon his being convicted of any crime or misdemeanor,
and that it should be lawful for any member of the Legislative Council to resign his seat,
and for the Governor provisionally, and for His Majesty finally, te accept and confirm the
saine.

VI.-THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY.

TiHE principal complaint which is alleged against the constitution of the House of
Assenibly is, that by a new arrangement of electoral districts in 1829, under the Provincial
Act of 9 Geo. 4, c. 73, if the six counties of Megantic, Missisquoi, Ottawa, Shefford, Sher-
brooke and Stanstead are excepted, which return 11 members, all the rest of the population
of Lower Canada were either placed or left in minorities, as compared -with the French
Canadians. Such, I believe, was the fact. The census of the population of the Province
taken in 1831 shows that, in every other of the electoral districts but those six counties, the
majority of the population were Roman-catholies; and though amnongst these, in some
districts, there was a class of Irish, I am net aware of any in which they were se numerous
as te nake the population of British origin a majority of the whole; if in any, it was in
Drummond, a township-county, which had then a scanty population, returning one member
to Parlianent, and has only lately exceeded the number of 4,000. The population of the
whole Province was given by the census of 183 as rather more than 500,000, out of which
the number of French Canadians, at the time of this census, cannot be rated se high as
400,000; but by the arrangement of electoral districts they were empowered te elect 77
members out of 88; that is te say, they, being less than four-fifths of the people, were
enabled te return seven-eighths of the representatives. To state it according te another fact:
they being in a minority in 69 out of 319 subdivisions, according te which the census was
taken, or in more than one-fifth of the whole, yet, of the electoral districts they were left in
a minority in six only out of 40, or less than one-seventh. To put it still more forcibly:
net se many, perhaps, as 2,000 of the French Canadians out of 400,000 were left in a situa-
tion te be outvoted by those of a different origin and religion; but more than 50,000 out of
100,000 of the rest of the population remained liable to be outvoted by the French Cana-
dians. These may appear in England te be trifles; but they are net se. Few cases could
better illustrate, by its consequences, the political truth, that in representative governments
it is essential te the well-being of all parties, and te none more than the numerical majority,
that the minor parties and interests should have means, in proportion te their numbers at
least, of being heard in the Legislature. If this had been the case in Lower Canada, the
indignation and impatience of the British party, and especially of the commercial interest,
would have been less; they would net have renounced all desire te sit in thé Assembly;
the mutual repulsion of the two " origins" would not at this moment have been quite se
strong. If there had been a steady opposition party of about 20 in the Canadian House of
Assembly during the last seven years, the proceedings of that Chamber might cither have
been more moderate or more fully appreciated.

There have been at times such indications of more considerate views being entertained by
some of the French Canadian majonity than by others, as te end me te believe, that on some
important occasions a considerable portion of them might have acted with a temperate oppo-
sition party of respectable strength,, if it had existed. The Assembly would thus, perhaps,
have avoided the reproaches which are now cast upon it, and the disfavour with whichit is
regarded, for its repeated refusal of the appropriations necessary-for the support of the
execdtive and judicial branches of Government in their ordinary ftnctions; for its informal
condemnâtions of several of the judges; for its demands from the Crown of impossible con-
cessions; for its declarations of te invalidity of Acts ôf the Imperial Parliament, upon whicli
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extensive rights of property depend; for its entertaining Bills of vhich the Provincial Legisla-
turc is not competent to make enactments; and, finally, for its recent declaration, which lias
been regarded as a resolution that, unless it can enforce its demands for a change in one of the
principal branches of the constitution, it will no longer assemble for the purposes oflegislation.

I have no inclination to urge these charges against the Assembly. Many causes, operating
through a long series of years, have brought matters to the pass at whieh they now are; and
great alowances are to be made for the feelings of the French Canadians of ail classes and
descriptions, still more for the circumstances in which they are involved. They are not more
to blane than any policy would be which should fix them in their present false position.
They represent the numerical majority of Lower Canada, it is truc; but that Province is one
of five British American Colonies, the principal one, the only one which possesses both banks
on any large portion of the River St. Lawrence, whicli is the common property of them ail;
it includes the principal fortification, and is, in fact, the citadel and key of the whole. But
ail the rest of these Provinces arc inhabited by a population almost entirely of British origin ;
the Protestant religion is decidedly predominant in them; the laws, institutions and manners
are British; the pursuits chiefly commercial. The persons of that class who are within the
boundaries of Lower Canada are supposed to amount to 150,000; and being in communica-
tion, on all sides, with the other colonies and the United States, every pain which they sus-
tain vibrates through the kindred and surrounding population. All these circumstances
combined would not, in my opinion, at ail justify any measure by whieh the French Cana-
dians should be obliged, against their own consent, as they have been in some other cases on
the North American continent, to give up their peculiar laws and institutions. tut is it
reasonable or possible within a British Province, so situated, that they should constitute the
two Houses of Legislature ? Placed in the curule chairs of the capitol of British America,
the task which they would be required to perfonn comprehends interests, and I may say
destinies, for the guidance of which a diversity of objects of pursuit and.interest, a differ-
ence of religion, law, customs, mianners and language, and a general want of community of
purpose and sympathy of feeling, on either side, much more than any want of talent or of
good intention, would unfit them. The Assembly is, even now, in this extremity ; and its
extraoirdinary sallies and determinations indicate a struggle with something which it cannot
compass, and a sense of its being impossible that it should rule the policy of the United
Kingdom on the American Continent; yet no other station compatible with its distinct exist-
ence is provided for it. Even the superiority of numbers of the French Canadians over the
rest of the population within the boundaries of Lower Canada is gradually and, I believe,
surely decreasing. In 1831 they were four to one; now they are· not more than three to
one. As they lose their numerical advantage, lowever, they feel the necessity of being more
united and energetic. The British party believe the French Canadians to be now not more
than 450,000, and that themselves are 150,000; yet, at the last general election, the
British Protestant and mercantile interest could not return one member out of eig-ht for the
cities of Montreal and Quebec; and the British party in the divisions of the 7 House of
Assernbly lias not numbered more than from a to 11 out of 88. In such a state of thins,
and considering the adverse temporary interests and bitter feelings of the two parties, and tlie
measures threatened by the Assembly, it is a natural consequence that the British should
regard the prospect of any change in other branches of the constitution being conceded to
their opponents with irritation; they would do so with despair, if they did not feel the
impossibility of its being permanent. Another defect in the constitution of the Assembly,
besides that arising from the systeni of elections, is, that the existing law requires 40 mem-
bers to be present to constitute a House. This obviously aggravates the grievance to those
of British origin, of being inadequately represented. If they returned members in propor-
tion to their numbers, or if the Assembly could act with a less numerous House, they
might sometimes bear a tolerable proportion to the whole number present ; but as matters
stand, they are upon ail occasions necessarily insignificant. Another consequence is, that
it has almost always happened of late years, that before the Governor has desired to pro-
rogue the Parliament its proceedings have ceased, from the want of sufficient attendance in
the Assembly to constitute a Iouse ; and as an usage lias prevailed of not sending a con-
siderable part of the Bills to the Legislative Council until a very late period of the session,
the Council, after the stoppage of proceedings in the other .House, has had only the alter-
native of adopting without amendmetiLs, or of rejecting the Bills in tnto. .

The present qualification of clectors for countîts is one which, without any system of
registration, affords an easy opportunity for deception at the poli; and it is alleged that
many unqualified persons vote, and that other irregularities are frequent at the elections.

However difficult and delicate might be the question, as to any steps being taken by
a Governor, or by His Majesty's Ministers, for the removal of.these grievances, it certainly
is by no means impossible, nor very difficult, to state provisions by which, even if the con-
stitution were to remain in other respects unaltered, they night be remedied, provided the
Legislative body vere rendy to enact them.

A system of registry of votes night be established without any extraordiuary difficulty.
A qualification, involving residence ns well as notoriety of property withn the electoral dis-
trict, night be required; and the presence of one-fifth of the members of the. Assembly
might be declared sufficient to constitute a House.

To give a fuir opportunity to the British population oF having a share in the representation
proportionate to their numbers, a new division of counties has been proposed as the only
remedy ; but there vould not be any chance of carrying that measure through the Provincial
·Parliamcnt, nor, even if the Imperiai Parliament should be obliged to interfere,.could.it be
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Minute of expected to entertain the discussion of provisions, the justice of which would so much depend
Sir C. Grey. upon minute facts and details of so local a character, that they scarcely could be ascertained

with accuracy anywhere but in Canada.
There are two ways, by either of which the object might be more easily effected, and

-which rest upon a prnciple much more than upon any local facts or circumstances. The
one, that of mncreasmng considerably the number of representatives, and giving one to every
two or three parishes or townships. This plan prevails in Vermont, one of the, adjoining
states of the American Union, in which there is a representative for every township. The
other course, and the one which I should prefer, would be to leave the electoral districts as
they are, or to make them larger, by the consolidation of some of themn, and to give more
representatives to the more populous ones, so as to proportioi, in some degree, the number
of representatives to the number of registered voters, but to allow to each voter only one
vote, no matter how many representatives might have to be chosen for the electoral district.

Unless by acting on one of these two principles, or by dividing the Province into new
districts, with distnct municipal constitutions, and the power of making laws for their inter-
nal afthirs, I know not how a minority of the people, where party feelings run so high, can
have its fair share of representatives, a point of such essential importance to prevent the
majority froni oppressing or harassing, by partial and imperious laws, the less numerous
parties. It is a conviction of its being a vital principle of freedom, that minorities should be
represented, that eands me to suggest an innovation which I do not expect will be received
with favour, though I know it to be susceptible of forms which would secure the most exact
proportion betwen the numbers of the voters of different parties, and the number of their
representatives. It is so certain that no change whatever, which should be favourable to the
B3ritish party, would be agreed to by the Provincial Assembly ut present, and it appears to
me that it would be so mischievous to agitate insulated points of Canadian policy in the
British Parliament, that 1 am induced to recommend, upon the whole, that if the necessity
of going before the Imperial Parlianient should not anse out of other circumstances, the
present unequal state of the representation should be borne with.

The evils, however, of which it is productive, and the difficulty of finding a remedy under
the present structure of the Province, impress more deeply the settled conviction on my mind,
that nothing less tian a change, as decided as that of 1791, will effectually remove the
impediments which now stand in the way of good government. I am anxiously desirous,
however, to mark the distinction between an alteration of the constitution and a suspension
of it. The necessity for the first will e manifest ere long, and, if it depended upon myself,
it should take place now; but I would remove nothing until sonething better had been pro-
vided. There should be additional supports for liberty and for the laws before the old ones
were displaced; and I know of nothing which can occur that would reconcile. me to the
Province being left, even for a day, without a constitution.

VII.-TIIE CIVIL LIST.

Tii F declarations of the Assembly, in the short session which ended on the 4th of October
1836, nust have satisfied most persons that it is very desirable to use lawful means, if thera
be any, of' paying the arrears of the Civil List, and of carrying on, without an absolute depen-
dence on the votes of the Assembly, those executive and judicial functions of the Govern-
Tient which are provided for in the United Kingdom without the annual appropriations of

the Hoiuse of Commons, and which are necessary for the protection of the lves ànd prospe-
rity of the people. An enactrent, that when the two louses of the Provincial Legislature
have been unable to agree as to the mode of appropriating the duties which, until very
lately, vere appropriated by the Crown alone, that power of the Crown shall revive for the
particular occasion, would provide both for the payment of the arrears of the civil list, and
for the future expendituce of the Goverînent; but in order that there may he alarger choice
of expedients, and inasmuch as it is plainly unadvisable to apply to the British Legislature
upon single points, I shall proceed to state some other means by which it seeis to ne
that the case miglit still be met without the necessity of an immediate application to
Parliament.

The arrears, by the 1oth of A pril next, will have amounted, perhaps, in round numbers,
to 115,0001. or 120,0001. beyond what can be discharged out of the annual proceeds of thq
hereditary revenue, and other monies which are at the disposa of the Executive. But to an
amount considerably exceeding this, there will be in the Receiver-general's hands the pro-
ceeds of duties of customs, which are considered to require for the disbursement of them an
annual Act of Appropriation. These, probably, hy the refusal of the Legislative Council and
of the Government to give their sanction to any other appropriation of them, will be retained
in the Receiver-general's hands until the Assembly applies them to the -discharge of the
arrears, and there mnay be retained yearly, in the same way, additional monies which will
lie suflicient to cover interest on the principal sum. An amount is in this way secured, which,
vith a reasonable Legislature, insures the means of discharging ultimately the arrears, or of
repaying with interest any sumis which may be advanced lby way of loan to His lajesty's
Government in Lower Canada, for the purpose of discharging them; these, however, cannot
be made available otherwise than by the concurrence of the three branches of the Provincial
Parliament. In the meantime 1 am not aware of anything which need prevent His Majesty's
Governm ent from borrowing, upon the security of the wild lands and forests, and of the
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King's domain and hereditary revenue of the Crown, a sun sufficient to discharge what bas Minute of
been repeatcdly acknowiedged to bc due to the ordinary executive and judicial officers. If Sir C. Grey.
the matter were before Pariament, and if the resources which are under the management of
the Commissioners of Woods and Forests in England should admit of it, I would recom-
mend that an enactment should be proposed to empower and direct the Commissioners to
advance, from time to time, by way of loan to His Majesty's Governrmet in Lower Canada,
upon the secunrity of the wild lands and forests comprised within the boundary line of that
provint. and being at the disposai of the Crown, any sums not exceeding in the whole a
fixed sum of 150,0001. or 200,000., to be repaid ir. 10 years with interest, at the rate of
four or five per cent. per annum ; of which sums a sufficient portion should be applied as
soon as received, for the complete discharge of the arrears of the civil list, and statementa
and accounts of the management of the wild lands and forests in Lower Canada might be
submitted annually during the 10 years, or until the repayment of the loan, to the inspec-
tion of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests in Engrand. Of course it would be neces-
sary to stipulate thut this mortgage or pledge should not prevent the disposai of the wild
lands by the Government of Lower Canada, according to established regulations; but
subject to these, the security would be amply sufficient. I should deenm this to be a satis-
factory provision for the liquidation of the arrears, and if the plan were to be steadily per-
sisted in, I should look forward with some confidence to the whole transaction being closed
before the 10 years had elapsed, by the Canadian Legislatures approving of it, and appro-
priating the monies retained in the Treasury to the repayment of the loan. If the present
state of the affairs wYhich are under the management of the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests in England, should not admit of such a loan being made, or if it should be thought
inexpedient that the Imperial Parliament should enter at present into the subject of Cana-
diai affaira, I do not conceive that Ministers would find any difficulty in obtaining the loan
at any time from otier quarters upon the sane security. Supposing the arrears to be dis-
posed of and settled, the principles on which a provision niight be made for the necessary
expenditure of the executive and judicial functions of Government seen to me to be, first,
that until a civil list is established by an Act of the Legislature, it is lawful for the Crown,
without any vote of appropriation by the Assembly, to apply the whole hereditary revenue
and proceeds of sales of wild lands in paying the executive and judicial officers of Govern-
ment, and to apply also, as it has hitherto done, to the sane purposes, the sums permanently
appropriated by the Assembly to'the general uses of the Civil Government. These different
revenues taken altogether, according to the statement in the Appendix to the first Report
of the Commissioners, amounted, in the year 1834, to more than 28,000 Z., if the payment
of the Land Company is taken into account.

Secondly, I apprehend that the superior courts of justice have a lawful power of esta-
blishing such reasonable fecs as will in themselves provide for the unavoidable expenses of
the courts, and afford the subordinate officers a reasonable remuneration for the duties they
pCerform; thirdly, that the inhabitants of the townships, parishes, counties or districts of
Lower Canada require at most only the permission of a Canadian Legislature, to enable
them, by self-assessment, to form a- systen for the conservation of the peace in their own
neighbourhood, and for the prosecution of felons; and that until such permission is obtained,
a moderate assistance from the hereditary revenue would probably enable them to attain the
same objects under the direction and with the countenance of the executive power. If,
upon these suppositions, an examination is made of the civil establishment of Lower Canada,
with the object of amscertaining, first, vhat part of it is now, or may lawfully be, paid out of
the public revenues before they are handed over to the Receiver-general; secondly, for what
parts of it any permanent appropriations have been made by the Legislature; thrdly, what
oilices or appointnents may be abolished or coisolidated ; fourthly, to vhat offices and
services the monies which are lawfully at the disposai of the Executive May, for the purposes
of Govrnmcit, be most effectually applied; and lastly, what others may be provided for
by the fees on [aw procecediins, or by vohmintary assessnixts imposed upon themselves for
local purposes, by the inhabitants of the subdivisions of the provinces ; it will be found
that a sufficient civil establishment for the protection of life aid propèrty, and for the ordi-
iary fuictions of the executive and judicial branches of Government, may be supported in
Luwer Canada, wvithout any extraordinary revenue or aid froin the a'nnual votes of the As-
senbly, though not vithout considerable inconvenience. I trust I shall not be supposed to
wish tiat the necessit should continue for the Government acting, as it vere, on the defen-
rive, and resting on thie resources of the Crown alone; but I consider the possibility of its
doing so to be se certain and clear, that it is unnecessary to enter at any length into a con-
sideration of other resources to which I conceive His Majesty's Ministers md the Govern-
ment of Lower Canada might lawfully have recourse. The expenses of postage in tle
Secretaries' office, which are estimated at 1,3001. per annum, might be saved by an arrange-
ment with the Post-office ; it would deserve an inquiry which would be better conducted in
Enigland than in Canada, whether the net revenue, if there be any, derived from Cana-
dian postage, might not be carried to the account of the heleditary revenue in Cgnada, and
whether this might not also be done with a trifling revenue arising out of the old Crown
duties, wvhich are now understood to be carried to the account of the consolidated fund in
England ?

There are several vays in which the wild lands and forests, Crown lands, and rights of
the Crowyn, especially as they regard the banks or bed and navigation of the St. Lawrence,
and the other grat rivers, might, without doubt, be made to produce a larger revenue than
they do it present, if means could be provided cf applying capital to them under skilfui and
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Mlitiîjte of econornical management; and it appears to me that it not only would be unobjectionable,
Sir C. Grey. but that on many accounts it would be both j ust and expedient that a part of the salaries of

the heads of Governmnent in territories dependent on the British Crown should be defrayed
out of the British Treasury, for the reason that the Governor at lcast is an immediate officer
and servant of the tniperial Crown, and that a part of his duties are not merely provincial,
but consist in preserving and conducting the relations of the dependent territory with the
empire.

No necessity, however, would exist at present for resorting ta these means. It is unwillingly
that, even in. the present circunistances of Lower Canada, I exhibit in any form distinct
from the co-operation of the representatives of the people, the permanent resources which
the principles of the British constitution supply for the maintenance and execution of the
laws; but the occasion demands it; and for this reason, above ail others, that whatever
alterations nay be required, it shows it to be unnecessary that the constitution which bas
been given ta the Province should be cither annulled or suspended.

VIIh.-THE KING'S DOMAIN AND HEREDITARY REVENUE OF THE
CROWN.

Two Papers, namely, No 1. (A.), and No. 4, of the Appendix ta the First Report of the
Commissioners, have already exhibited to lis Majesty's linisters a statement of the bere-
ditary revenue in Lower Canada. Although I conceive the property of the Crown in the
domain to be a distinct thing from the prerogative of the Crown as ta the wild lands and
forcests, it appears ta nie that, whether any division into legislative districts takes place or
iot, the receipt and inanagement of the whole might be advantageously consolidated and
brought under one department, of which the principal oflicer, though bis duties would be of
a very important character, yet, as a person in the receipt of uncertain amounts of public
mnoncy, and liable to account for the sanie, ouîght, according ta the opinion I have expressed
under the head of " The Executive Council," to be incapable of being a member of the
Executive Coincil, Legislative Council, or House of Assembly, and should be required ta
find sureties to a sufficient nmnount. If it should be necessary ta apply to the Inperial
Parliament on other accounts, I would reconmmend that an enactment should be proposed
that the oflicer above nentioned, under the control of the Governor in Council, should have
the powers whvich by the British Statutes are vested in the Conmissioners of Woods and
Forests in England; but duat an account should be rendered half-yearly to an auditor-
general of accounts, to be appointed as I have stated, under the hend of the " Executive
Council." There is not any probability at present of the Ilouse of Assembly Of Lower Canada
assisting in giving a more'effective contrai of the donain to the officers of the Crown, If
the suggestion whieh I have made under the hcad of " The Civil List," as to the wild lands
and forests being made available as a security fbr a loan, should be acted on, it night deserve
consideration whether the Kinig's donain should not forni a part of the security. But at
ail events, if' Canada is to be saved from a dissolution of Governiment, one of the points ta
be nost carefnillv watched is the retention nnd improvement of the hereditary revenue, per-
mitting not the less the annual proceeds of it ta be thrown for a given period into the general
revenue, wlncevcr the representatives of the people will appropriate for the sanie period a
suflicient portion of that revenue to the support of the executive and judicial branches of
Governmnent.

IX.-TIIE WILD LANDS AND FORESTS; TIUE BRITISH AMERICAN LAND
COM PANY.

I CANNOT perceive any ground for raisin5r a question as to the right of disposal of the
wild lands and forests. 'i'ie forty-second (42d) section of the 31 Geo. 3, c.31, by vhich its
present constitution was given to Canada, has prevented ail doubt. The prerogative of the
Crown is not only asserted, but Ilis Majesty is even precluded fron giving the Royal Assent
to any Bill of the Provincial Legislature vhich nay alect that prerogative, until it has been
submitted for 30 days to both Houses of the British Parliament. NIy present abject there-
fore is only to recommend a little more strongly than nmy colleagues have donc, a simpler and
casier method of exercising in this respect the power of the Crown. I have not heard any
complaint of the nmanner in ivhichl the licences to eut timber are granted, or that in this
respect any new regulations are required. But as to wild lands, J would do away with
nearly the whole of the existim systeni of sales by auction, of payment by instalments, and
the consequnt keeping of accounts, and of compelling parties who wish ta settle upon unsur-
veyed lands ta wait til the survey is made, and to pay ti expenses of'iL. Of course many
persans who fmnd employment and enolument under the existing systen, will be inclined to
uphold or even ta extend it or render it more artificial; but it is complicated, ineffective,
expensive, dilatory, founded on wrong principles, and stands in thd way of settlenient instead
of pronoting it. The first thing ta be donc is to remove the prejudice of harm being done
eitier to the Crown or ta the people as a body or -to individuas, by grants of wild lands
being niade ta others. This is contracted from the habitual impression in old countries of
the value of land. But in countries abounding: with ;desert tracts every body is benefited
by the grants made to others. There is no want of, waste land ; and if there was, cultivated

land
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land is better than waste, and either the one or the other is just as easily to bc bought after Minute of
grantsi are inade as they vere before. When a revenue indeed is raised from the sales of Sir C. Grey.
wild lands, they cannot bc given away withaut depriving the Treasury of the amount they
would have brought at auction ; but that i the whole extent of the evil. Sone few instances
may be found of individuals who desire to invest a sum of money in vaste lands, and to
keep them vaste, and to wait till, by the surrounding improvements, an increase of value is
given to the purchase; and in a colony, there will always be some cases in whici waste
fand is bought, and is afterwards neglected and forgotten, so that the owner cannot easily
bc found: but these instances are never so comman as really ta create a public inconvenience,
and may be entirely prevented by some very simple expedients, which are in use in the
United States. The real interest of the people is that cultivation should go forward as
speedily as it can, without detriment to morais and civilization. To promote this, it is
desirable to make it as safe and as easy as possible to apply capital ta land ; nnd instead of
obstacles being tbrown in the wvay of enterprize or even of speculation, every facility should be
afforded to them. We could not do better than adopt ut once the method which in the
United States scems to answer all main purposes, and to give satisfaction to that vast and
not easily contented community. It has been productive of a very considerable revenue, and
I have heard no complaint against it, except that it is attendedvith a great deal of specu-
lating in land, the evul of which, beyond that of speculating in merchandize or in the f unds,
I have been unable to discover. In conformity with wlat ? believe to be the general outline
of that plan, I would propose that an office should be opened at each of the towns of
Quebec, Three Rivers, Montrent, Hull, William Henry, and either at Kamouraska or in
Gaspé, and of course that an officer should be appointed for each. The surveys now in the
offices of the Surveyor-general and the Commissioner of Crovn Lands should be divided
amonget these, and the further surveys of the waste lands of each district should be pro-
ceeded in and completed with as muclh expedition as possible. No payment by instalments
sihould be allowed, but land should be sold, if required, in parcels of 50 or even 25 acres.
One uniform price should be set on all wild lands, by which means the good lands are sold
first, and the settlement and cultivation of these brings up the prices of the inferior spots in
the neighbourhood. The present upset prices ut the auctions are too high; that of the
(Inited States, which is a dollar and a quarter, vould also be too higih for the less genial
climate and less fertile tracts of Canada. I would recommend that at first, and for the pre-
sent, the price be fixed at a dollar; it might, perhaps, be lowered after the best lots had
been disposed of nt this rate. The utmost flcilities and simplicity of arrangement should
lie established as to the mode of obtaining a grant. A plan should lie in the office, on the
face of which every one should bc able to sec what surveyed lands are grunted, and what
are vacant: when his own mind is made up, a purchaser should have nothing to do before
obtaining his certificate of purchase, but to produce and pay as many dollars as he wants
acres of ungranted and surveyed land; and the certificate, drawn up accordmig to an uniform
precedent, should be handed to him without further expense, or delay or dfliculty of any
sort, a duplicate beinsg of course prepared and rcgistered in the office. The period required
for perfecting the patent is not of much consequence, if the certificates of purchase are duly
registered. I would venture further to recommend that in the patents the Crown should
waive the reservation of mines and timber; it never yet in this colony has produced any-
thing for the Crowr, and yet it is to the owner of the land an unpleasant qualification of lis
esutate If any one wishes to occupy unsurveyed land, he should bc allowed, upon paying hal?
price, that is, half a dollar an acre, to lodge in the office a petition for the land, and memo-
randum of his payment, and to take possession ; and the regulation ought to be, that, on the
srvey coming up with hini, he should have notice to complete the purchase within a given
time, on pain of having the land put up and sold by publie auction at the upset price of
hialf a dollar, in which case, wlatever it should fetch beyond half a dollar per acre, should
be paid to or retained for the party vlo made the 'riginal deposit and lodged thme petition.
If this plan were strictly adhered to, the whole duties, including the accounts, would be
extremely simple: the moncy should be paid in quarterly to the Receiver-general, and car-
ried to the land and timber fund ; the accounts and the register of land sold should be sent
quarterly or half-yearly to the Auditor-general, and the Provincial Secretiry, who should
register the grants and have thera published in a gazette, in vhich nlso ail persons taking
posession ut unsurveyed lands should Ue obliged to publish, or pay for the publication of
the particulars of their petition, deposit and occupation of the land. A gazette in Canada
might be made extremely advantageous for this and other Èurposes, and in some departments,
an under an accurate system, it might almost render other records useless.

X.-THE JUDICIAL BRANCH OF GOVERNMENT; THE PROPOSED COURT
OF IMPEACiMENTS; THE COURT OF APPEALS; THE COURT OF
ESCHEATS.

Tiie circumstances in which the Judges of Lower Canada are placed are deplorable.
They hold their offices during the pleasure of the Crown. Their salanes, though they might
bc law fully paid out of the hereditary revenue, have been allowed to depend on the annuil
appropriations of the Legislature. These are far in arrear, and great inconvenience, to say
the leuat of it, bas in some instances been the consequence. The party feelings of the two
races are so exacerbated, that many of the French Canadians repose fittle ëonfidence in the
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Minute of British Judges-the British as little in the French. There is an eagerness on each side to
Sir C. Grey. push new Judges of their own party on to the bench; each dreads its coming into the undi-

vided possession of the other "origin." Two languages are indiscriminately employed in
the Courts in interpreting and enforcing two systens of Imv, diversified by the provincial
statutes, which for the most part are enacted only for a few years at a time, to be then varied
or suffered to expire, or in some cases to be simply renewed. The profession of an advocate
comprises the whole business vhich, in England, is divided between the two professions of
barnster and attorney or solicitor. The duties of the notaries are distinct. There are a
great many, in proportion to the whole numbers of the French Canadian advocates and
notaries, who are members of the House of Assenbly ; and for. some years no session bas
passed without the appointment of committees to inquire and report as to the conduct of
some of the Judges; charges are made and evidence is brought forward without the presence
of the party accused, and addresses are preferred to the Government, vilifying the characters
of those on whose integrity, impartiality, learning and sense of justice, property and life are
allowed daily to depend. These papers are necessarily despatcled to the Home Government.
For a time the judge who is arraigned must keep himself ready for a voyage to England;
sometimes ie is called upon to defend himself, sonetimes the attack dies away, sometImes it
is repeated annually. For the sake of that independence which is necessary for uprightness,
it seems to me tiat the very first application of the procceds of the hereditary revenue should
be to the steady and punctual discharge of the salaries of the judges, and that their tenure
of office should be as nearly as possible the same as it is in England, and that by some well-
considered declaration on the part of His Majesty, in the form of instructions to the Go-
vernor or a message to the House of Assembly, the irregular warfare against then should be
discouraged, whilst other modes should be proposed of hearing and deciding any considerate
and formal accusations. The Assenbly bas long been calling for a Court of Impeachments,
but has latterly appeared to have resolved to be satisfied with no other court than their own
House. I sec no difficulty whîich could be felt by a wise legislature, in constituting a very
respectable and sufficient court out of the Legislative Council by taking annually five mem-
bers froin that body by lot, and allowing the Governor to appoint a president, wlmo should
be either another meinber of the Council or a judge or professional lawyer of 20 years'
standing. Such a court should not be capable of awarding punishment in any other mariner
than by a recommendation that the party accused should be removed from office. It is to
be remrnembered that provision is to be made only for that sort of accusation which is properly
tried by impeaclment, on account of its not being casily tangible by law; when a heavier
punishment is called for, the accusing party should he referred to the ordinary courts of
justice. This tribunal of impeachients, like other remedies which I have had occasion to
propose, vill not, I fear, be established by the existing Legislature of Lower Canada. 'fTie
Court of Appeals is another part of the judiciary systen wiich requires alteration. By the
imperial statute of the 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, s. 34, it was made to consist of the Governor and the
Executive Council, appointed by lis Majesty, but subject to such further or other provisions
as might be made by the Provincial Legislature; and the Provincial Act of the 34 Geo. 3,
c. 6, s. 23, enacted that the Governor and Executive Council, with the two Chief Justices,
or any five of then should constitute the court. Under this Act the Chief Justice of Mon-
treal sits in the court, without being a member of the Exceutive Council. Ail parties aree
in thinking that this is not as good a Provincial Court of Appeals as they might have. 'he
principal objection is, that the members of the Executive Couincil are not only not profes-
sional lawyers, but in some other respects are not the fittest persons to sit as udges, inas-
much as they must necessarily, in the conduct of the affhairs of the Provmnce, becorne
connected with the subjects in which they have to pronounce judicial decisions. Parties
who, for whatever reason, suppose themselves to be not favourably regarded by the Govem-
ment, vill not be persuaded that they must not be viewed with disfavour by the members of
Government, thougli sitting in a judicial capacity. A striking instance of the jealousy of
the French Canadians in this respectextenidingeven to so grave andconsiderate a bodyas the
ecclesiastics of the Seminary of Montreal, is afforded by-Mr. O'Kill Stuart's report of the
case of Fleming against the Seminary of Mlontreal (O. Stuart's Reports, Part ii. p. 184), in
which a rule on the appellant vas obtained to show cause ivhy the opinions of two members
of the Court of Appeal should not be reckoned as one, on account of their being brothers-in-
lav, and the point ivas earnestly supported upon grounds of French law by two gentlemen
who were afterwards placed on the bench. Anotiher objection made against the Court of
Appeals is, that each of the two Chief Justices having to decide upon the cases tried by the
other, some opinion must in course of time be pronounced vhichi makes that law in the first
instance, in each Court of King's Bench, which will not be held to he law upon appeal. In
a former paper I suggested that lis Majesty should be erpowered to appoint judges of
appeal who are not members of the Executive Couneil, and that it might be a source of
advantage to both Provinces, if there was only one court of appeal for Upper und Lower

- Canada. I am still of that opinion, and ultimately I should hope to see a court of this sort
entirely distinct fron the Executive Council; but in the meantime, as a mncasure which may
be carried into effect by the sole authority of the Crown, I would recommend that the other
alteration in the Counel being made which I have suggested under the head of the Executive
Council; al] the judges of *the superior courts of both Provinces should bn.appointed mem-
bers of both Executive Councils, but with the understanding that it is for the purpose only
of forming a Court of Appeal in each ; and at the fixed times for holding the two Courts of
Appeal; each of which, I apprchend, might evén noiv sit at any place withini the Province
for which it is leld, as many of the ivhole nunber of judges should bc sumnmoned s with
convenience could attend. The provincial saatute of Lower Canada, 30 eoo. ., c.:6, s. 23,

would
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would not present any obstacle to this arrangement, and though, unless some fresh enactment
should be made, the members of the Executive Council who are not lawyers would still le
entitled to sit as members of the Court, it is probable that they would not claim the pri-
vilege; and if they did, the presence of several judges would draw the superintendence and
decision of the causes into their hands. In this way, besides the advantage to be derived
by the judges of each Province having frequent opportunity of comparing the laws of the
other Province with their own, un impartiahty and freedom from connexion vith the pre-
vious proccedings in the cause would be secured as to sorne of the judges at least, and the
tribunal would resemble in principle the constitution of the court of appeal of the Ex-
chequer Chamber in Englant.

Thie Court of Escheats in Lower Canada is an anomalous institution, though not without
precedent iii British A merica. I am of opinion, perhaps more decidedly than my colleagues,
that it never ought to be brought into operation; that in the present state of Leswer Canada
it would be impossible to nake it act with impartiality; that it would be difficult in many
instances to find jurors vhose own estates would not be liable to be taken froma them by
inquests similar to those on which they would be called upon to sit; that a forfeiture of an
estate for non-performance of conditions is not an escheat nor a forfeiture, properly s called,
or of such a class that it can be adequately tried by inquest of office; that if the patents of
the Crown are to be revoked, the appropriate form of proceeding is scirefacias.

XI. THE SEIGNEURY OF MONTREAL.

I A r.utr with ail that is said in the Report of the Commissioners as to the extent of
inconvenience which is occasioned to the inhabitants of Montreal by the tenure en roture;
as to the advantages which would be obtained by putting the possessions of the seninary
u pon sonie better understood and more solid footing; and, unless ill-advised assertions of a
legal titie in the seminary, should render this course necessary, as to the inexpediency of
theCrown asserting, by legal proceedings, a claim to the valuable property which under its
authority bas been enjoyed by the ecclesiastics of the seminary for i years; as to the fair-
ness, in most respects, of the ternis on which the ecclesiastics have proposed to give their
assent to a commutation of the seigneurial dues, and as to the esteen ad respect whichi
those gentlemen are ield by all classes of society at Mlontreal. But I decem it to be incum-
bent on me to state a more decided opinion upon the title to the seigneury than that which
is expressei in the Report, and in some respects a different one.

The ecclesiastics of the seminary of St. Sulpice at Paris had been established as a coni-
munity of Ronan-catholic priests in 1045; und in 1663, an association which had subsisted
for some'time for the conversion of the Indians of New France, made to them, b -na regis-
tered contract in Paris, a donation of ail their riglht .of property in the Island of Montreal,
upon condition that the domain and property of the island should be inseparably united to
tIe seminary.

In this instrument the seminarv declared their domicile to be at Paris. In 177, the
King of France, by letters patent«, gave permission to the above.mentioned commnunity to
establish a community and seminary of ecclesiastics in the Island of Montreal, vhither
they lad alreudy sent some priests, and intended te send more to the number of 14; which
new community vas to be for the conversion and instruction of subjects of the crown of
France; and, to facilitate this establishment, the king confirmed the donation of 1663, and
put for ever inito mortmiain the lands aud seigneury of3Montreal, as consecrated to Cod, and
te be enjoyed by the members of the seminary and their successors, free cf all rights or
clains e t he crown, from vlich they wvere declared to be releasecd.

As it scems to have been stated in 1826, as the opinion of M. Dupin*, a very cele-
brated Parisian lawyer, tit the effect of these letteis patent vils to give the landis and
seigneury to the new community at Montreal, it is necessary to remark, that the tenor of the
letters patent is not, of tiemselves, to estnblish the new community, but only to give autho-
rity to the community at Paris to establishi it ; and that, so far fron seYarating the seig-
neury from the community at Paris, the letters patent confirimed the donation of 1663, which
in distinct terms forbad any such separation. Sonie public documents of a later date put
it beyond aIl doubt, tit the connunity at Paris retained ils seigneury. An edit of 1693,
recites the title to the entire seigneury of " the ecclesiastics of the seminary of St. Sulpice
of orr good city of Paris," and mentions the documents which tle derive from the adminis-
tration of justice, wihich forms a considerable part of the foundatior. of their seminary in the
island. Other letters patent of 171.1, prove the sanie thing. An arrêt of the council of
state of 15th May 1710, describes the ecclèsiastics of the seminary of St. Sulpice, ai Laris, -
ns seigneurs-of the Island of Montreal, and recites another arrét of 1711, for reuniting to
the domain of the said seigneurs certain lands formerly. conceded by ftlem. The instrument
of 1764, executed by the seminary.at Paris, under the authority, at is said, cf the British
Minitsters of the-day, and accepted by the seininary at Montreal, established the same point.
Therefore, notwithstanding the opiton ofM. Duipîn,- consider it as clear and certain that,
at the time of the capture of Montrent in 1760 by the British army, the right of property.to
the seignurr of the island of Montreal was in ,ie coinmunity of ecclesiastics of the semi-
nary of St. Sulpice at Paris; but although no formal instrument is now to be fond by
which it was done, it appeurs by the words of an arrêt of 1702, and another of 1716,
that- the> Parisian comnunity, under the permission given by the king, had established'a
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Minute of community at Montreal, somewhere betweeen 1677 and 1702, most likely imnediately after
Sir C. Grey. the letters patent of 1617; and the arrêt of the 5th May 1716, which imposed a tax of
.- - 2,000 livres upon the seminary at Montreal for the repair of the fortifications, styled that

seminary the " seigneur direct" of the island. In 1760, therefore, at the time of the sur-
render of Montreal, there were two communities, the one domiciled at Paris, who were the
seigneurs of the island of Montreal, and the community at Montreal who were in the
actual occupation of the seigneury, and in the immediate receipt of its revenues, but who
had been created by, and were subordinate to, the community at Paris, and to whom it was
a legal impossibility that the Parisian community could have transferred the whole of their
seigneurial rights. The M ontreal community being the creation of the other, could not well,
in its corporate calacity, have been a meiber of it without some reconstruction of the parent
society, which does not appear to have taken place; but it seems that all the individuals of
the M1ontreal community were members of that at Paris. They exercised the right of
appointing the registrar or greffier of the King's Court at Montreal, and their own places of
residence were exempt frorm the jurisdiction of the King's Courts: See i Edits & O.p. 289.
By the capitulation of M ontreal * in 1760, a demand made in article 33, that " the con-
munities of Jesuits and Récollets, and the house of the priests of St. Sulpice at Montreal,
should be preserved in their constitutious and privilges, was, by the general commanding.
the British army, " refused, until the King's pleasure be knovn." But by the 34th and
35th articles, it was granted that all the communities and all the priests should preserve
their moveables, the property and revenues of the seigneuries and other estates which theypos-
sessed in the colony, of what nature soever they were; and that the same estates should be
preserved in their privileges, rights and exemptions. By the definitive treaty of 1oth Febru-
ary 1763, Canada, with all the rights of the crown of France, was ceded to His Britannie
Majesty, ivho, by the 4th article, agreed to grant the liberty of the Catholie religion to the
inhabitants of Canada, and to give the most effectual orders that his new Roman-catholie
subjects miglit profess the worship of their religion, according to the rites of the Romish
church, as far as the laws of Great Britain pernitted. Ris Britannie Majesty further agreed
that the French inhabitants or others vho had been the subjects of the most Christian King,
in Canada, mîight during the period of 18 months, retire with ail safety and freedom wher
ever they should think proper, and might sell their estates, provided it should be to subjects
of His Britannie Majesty. At this point it is desirable to consider in what position the
two communities of the seminary at Paris and the seminary at Montreal were left by the
capitulation and the treaty. General Amherst, when he assented to stipulations respecting
the permanent enjoyment of immoveable property, which could not be construed otherwise
than as extending beyond the period of the war, allowed the limits of a capitulation to be
exceeded, and it does not require any argument to show that conditions granted by a
gencral cannot be valid to any extent beyond what the laws of the nation for which the
general is acting, will permit. This indeed was intimated in the answer to the 41st and
4-2d articles of the capitulation, and more distinctly in the 4th article of the definitive
treaty. But inasmuch as it is certainly within the authority of a general to grant to a
capitulating party the property in their moveables, and as General Ahnlierst's assent respect-
ing the permanent enjoyment of real and immoveable property, was blended in the samne
article with that respecting moveables, if the British Government meant to repudiate any of
the stipulations respecting the permanent possession of real estate, it was incumbent on
them to do so at the first opportunity, or at all events in the definitive treaty. Not having
done so otherwise than by expressing, what must always have been implied, that the liberty
of the Catholie religion ivas not to exceed ivhat the laws of Great Britan permitted, it seems
to me that, subject te that proviso, the 33th' and 34th articles of the capitulation of Montreal
have always been binding, in honour at least, as lasting conditions; and that they mist be
looked to, even now, as a part ofthe grounds on which all claims respecting the seigneury of
Montreal must be argued. From this opinion, however, I exclude those words in the 34th
and 35th articles which relate to " privileges" and "honours " of estates, as repugnant to
the 33d article, which referred all " privileges" to the pleasure of the King. Two somewhat
discordant stipulations then were to be reconciled after the ratification of the definitive
treaty. By the one the constitutions and privileges, as far as Canada was concerned, both.
of the community at Paris and. of that at Montreal, were made dependent on the King's
plcasure; by the other the communities and priests were promised the permanent possession
of their seigneuries, as far as the laws of Great Britain permitted, but with the liberty to sell
their estates within 18 months to any subjects of His Britannic Majesty, under which term
were included those Roman-catholic inhal>itants of Canada who should choose to remain
there, and give their allegiance to the British Crown. Now the point on which the whole

case

It must be remembered that the capitulation of Montreal did not take place until a year afler
that of Quebec, se that the demands of the garrison, probably, were in sme degree foreseen, and
the remoteness of the Province both from England and froem France, and the dificulty of bringing
te the notice and understanding of the authorities in Europe the interests of the inhabitants of
Canada, may account for, and perhaps justify, the fact that the capitulation resembles rather a set
of preliminary :rticles of peace than the mere capitulation of a town. It certainly has been conai.
dered, both in Canada and in Englànd, as having effect beyond the occasion on wfoich it was made.
It is published at the head of the volume of Public A cts, which is regarded as comprising the funda-
mental laws of the colony, and is referred to in 'the opinions of the Crown lawe officers, even in
recent times, as bearing on the present interests of the parties to the questions, respecting the
seigneury of Montreal.
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case turns is, whether the laws of Great Britain at that time permitted the recognition in minute of
Canada of the constitutions of the seninary of St. Sulpice at Paris and of the seminary at Sir C. Grey.
Montrcal, or of eit.her of them; and it seems to me they did not, which makes it unnecessary
to take any notice of the question which might otherwise arise, according to recent decisiol,
respecting the rights of aliens to hold real estate in Canada. The two constitutions of the
seiminary at Pans and of that at Montreal, as they are disclosed to us in the letters patent
of 1677, and every other document which relates to tbem, equally established the temporal
pre-eminence, authority and jurisdiction in Canada of a corporation domiciled at Paris; and in
this respect each of those constitutions was incompatible with the supremacy of the British
Crown. I know not how the constitution of a corporate body can in law be so separated
into parts, as that one of its pervading principles may be vicious and void as repugnant to
the univereal law of the empire, aid the others stand good: and as the constitution of the
seminary at Montreal appears to have been in substance that it should occupy the property
and discharge vicariously the duties of the Parisian community, under its directions, I come
to the conclusion that thé definitive treaty of peace of 1703 deternined and put an end, as
far as Canada was concerned, to the powers and rights of the seminary at Paris, and to the
corporate capacity and legal existence of the seminary at Montreal,.cxcepting that both were
to remain capable for 18 months to dispose of their property if the members of them should
choose to do so. Having stated this opinion, which, I am confident, it is better for all par-
ties should be distinctly brought forward, I ara desirous of stating, with equal plainuess, that
the 34th article of the capitulation having been in no way repudiated by the treaty, nor
qualified otherwise than by a restriction of the liberty of the Roman-catholic religion to what
the laws of Great Britain would permit, and the objects and purposes of the semnary having
always been considered to be laudable and beneficial, the Cîown appears to me to have been
bound, according to every generous construction of the law of nations, to give, within that
limit, to those ecclesiastics of the two seminaries who remained in Canada as full an enjoy-
ment of the ordinary seigneurial profits of what had been their property or their possessions,
as they had before, and this not merely for their natural lives, as prvate and unconnected
individuals; but, seeing that the objects''of the community had been praiseworthy, to give it
to them as neurly as might be in the same manner as they would have enjoyed it if the
constitution of their community, vhich was now at an end, had continued to subsist as a
legally recognized institution. This would not include such franchises as the appointment
of the greffier of the Kinge's Court at Montreal, nor an exclusive jurisdiction within their
own wallfs and within the armi of St. Gabriel, both of which they had enjoyed, and have
since at one time claimed ; but it would, by a liberal construction, include and account for
the permission, which was given to them by the Crown, to admit new persons (even foreign-
crs) into their society: and I feel some confidence that if the whole subsequent history of
the possession and the claims of the seminary on the one hand, and of the conduct of the
British Crown on the other, not only towards this seminary, but towards the other eccle-
siastical lioman-catholic communities of Lower Canada, be examined fron this point of
view, they will admit of a consistent explanation which cannot otherwise be obtained. In
this separate Minute, .which does not lay claim ta the authority of a Report of the Commis-
sioners, it would be considered superfluous for me to go minutely through the whole series
of subsequent events, but in the opinion which I have expressed I have had in view:

1. The Proclamation of October 1763.
2. The Instructions to Governor Murray, 1703.
3. The Letter of Monsieur de Guerchi, of 1764; given in the 1834 Report of the Assembly

of Lower Canada.
4. The Instrument of 1764, executed by the St. Sulpicians at Paris.
G. The difficulties stated by Sir James Marriot, at p. 122 of his Report of a Plan of a

Code of Laws for the Province of Quebec, 1774.
a. The Statute of 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, s. 13.
7. The Instructions to Governor Carleton, 3d January 1775.
0. The Act of Fealty and Homage on the part of theSeminary, 1781.
9. The Claims on the part of the Seminary, and opinions of the Crown Law Officers in

1789.
10. The introduction of soie Priests from France in 1794, and upon subsequent occasions,

with the sanction of the British Government..
11. The assumption by the Crown of the property of the Jesuits and of the Récollets,

and the proceedings fron 1770 to 1801, respecting an intended grant to Lord Amherst of the
Jesuits' estates. (See the BReport, vith an Appendix, fron a Select Committee of the House
of Commons in 1817, on the Regulations of Rtoman-catholics in Foreign States.)

12. The Opinions of the Crown Law Officers on questions respecting the Seigneury in
1806 and 1811.

la. The Instructions to the Governor-in-Chief, Sir George Prevost, in 1811.
14. he case of - Fleming against the Seminary of M ontreal, which is taken notice

of in Mr. O'Kill Stuart's Reports, Part 2, p. 184.
15. A correspondence and negociations which have been going on -at intervals for nearly

the last 20 years between the Seminary and the Provincial Government and the Colonial
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R EGISTRY
OFFICES.

·No. 3.

In fact the establishment of registry offices li some portions of the province lias already
admitted their utility. If beneficial to a portion, viy should not their benefits be extended
to the whole?-" Because," say the adversaries of the measure, " the enregistration of ail
titles and encumbrances relating to real estate, is incompatible with certain important
branches of our lavs ; viz. customary dower, the rights of minors against their tutors, and
perhaps some others."

The question if put upon this footing may assume two different forms, first, Is it true that
such incompatibility exists ' Second, if it exist, are the advantages of the proposed law suf-
ficiently great to justify a modification or a repeal of the existing one ?-In reference to the
aileged incompatibility, it may be doubted whether it be so absolute and irreconcileable as
has been imagined.

But without now dwelling upon this part of the subject, we proceed to inq'ire whether
the advantages of the proposed law be sufficiently great to j ustify the repeal of the existing
one ?-We think they are, for the following reasons; in considermg which, it will always be
necessary to remember that the evil is great, and the remedy proposed the most effectuai that
has been devised.

The reasons then are these:-First, That the laws which are incompatible with the pro-
posed one, originated in a society essentially different from our own in its character, its
policy and its wants, and, as applied to a new country, where the transfer froin hand to hand
of ail objects and rewards of enterprize should be unrestricted, are essentially bad; they
ouglit therefore to be repealed or modified for this reason alone.

Second, That, even il they were good laws in themselves, they operate to the benefit of
only a particular portion of the community, namely, married women and minors, and should
therefore yield to a law which would be beneficial to the whole; aud it may be added, that
these particular classes would themselves benefit by the change, as the value of real property
would be incrcased, and thereby their security be rendered better.

Third, That the minor's interests may be protected by another mode combined with the
proposed law, as perfectly as by the existing law.

Fourth, Tlat in reference to the rights of married wonien, the parties may nake a law to
themselves by contract of marriage, and if they do not avail themselves of this right, ouglt
niot to benefit under a law which operates hardly upon ail other classes.

It is not new to the laws of Canada tlat the rights of married women should be super-
seded and destroyed by other interests. The decret of real property for the satisfaction of
lodsî et ventes extinguishes the right of douaire non encore ouverte upon such property.

If then the interests of married women are but secondary to the interests of one class of
society, the seigneurs, and are made to yield for their protection, with how much more
propriety may a modification be demanded, which will afford protection to ail classes, and
tend to the general benefit.

Vhat is souglt in this respect is only the extended application of a principle already
recognized.

Fifth, That the system of law now in force offers facilities for, and temptations to, fraud.
It is consequently injurious to morais, and likely to influence unfavourably the character of
the people, and should on broad principles be so modified as to lose this tendency and
assume a contrary one.

If, then, the existing laws, incompatible with the proposed one, ought to be changed,
what changes wouild be requisite and advisable for best removing this mncompatibility ?-
As to customary dower, it might be altogether abolished, and the parties left to their con-
tract, which should be enregistered, in so far as it might affect real estate.

This is a simple and effectual course, and one which we strongly recommend.
More difficulty might perhaps be anticipated in disposing of the minor's security against

the tutor. But this difficulty does not appear to be insuperable; it may be overcome by
obliging the tutor to give security for a certain sum, dependent on the value of the minor's
estate, or the mortgage, which is now general upon ail the tutor's property, for the amount
of the compte de tutelle might be made special, and be enregistered at the diligence of the
sub-tutor; or the mortgage might still remain general, and 'be for an unlimited amount, yet
subject to enregistration.

In this last case, however, the party interested would be able merely to ascertain the
existence of the encumbrance, nut its amount.

These remarks are applicable to curators also.
The provisions made by the Code Napoleon, and fully explained and conmented upon by

Mer/in, in his Répertoire de Jurisprudence, under the words " Inscription " and " Transcrip-
tion," have given to France, whence cur law is derived, the advantage of a systeni of regis-
tration ; but in place of adopting ail the formalities observed in that country, we recommend
the modification of the law of this province, proposed by the bill passed by the Legislative
Council last session, and sent to the Assembly, " for making ail mortgages and hypotheques
special, for abolishing customary dower (douaire coutumier), and for other purposes," and
the adoption of the systein of registry established in the adjoining provinces, and in the
heighbouring States of America.

2. Are you aware of the objection which has sometimes been made, that with a system
of registry, and the facilities which'it would give to the borrowing money on landed secu-
rity, the real estate of the province vould 'soon pass out of the hands of the French Cana-
dian portion of the conmunity; and

3. What, in point of fact, do you conceive vould be the result of the system in that respect?
-WVe are aware that the objection stated in the first of 'these questions is urged by those
hostile to the introduction of a systerm of registry, and that an appiehension of the result
there alluded to is frequently afelcted.

The
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perilously opposed to each other. The division has, up to this time, prevented so extreme Minute of
a danger; ut from the old roots a similar state of circumstances to that whiclh was ale- Sir C. Grey.
viated i 1I in the old province of Quebec, lias been reproduced in Lower Canada; and
instead of weakening the French Canadian party by an advance to a balance of numbers,
the more rapid increase of the British seems to have the effect of compacting them into
a harder mnass, as if to resist the dissolution. with which they are threatened. The jea-
lonsy with wvhich they watch over the preservation of their laws, customs, manners and
language, is the same as ever, and the saine reniedies are required for the state of repulsion
and antipathy toatvrds each other (io gentler terns will convey the truth) in which, as far as
all questions of internal policy are concerned, the two parties exist; nor would the change
be a diflicult one to effect. It is not without a due sense of the grave and momentous con-
siderations whici are connected with the task of altering a constitution that I say this; but
if the Act of the 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, be divested of its ecclesiastical provisions, it will be per-
ceived that it is not of a very diflicult or complex structure, yet might serve as a precedent
for what would be now wanted. To discern the occasion for brning forward such a measure,
to be sure that the innovation is suited to the emergency, are the points at which the risk is
run; and, with a consciousness of that which I incur, t venture to propose that Loier Ca-
nada be divided into several subordinate Legislatures, with one general and controllig one.
To eaci of the towns of Quebec and Montreal a charter should be given, calculated to suit
a place of commerce. Sherbrooke and Hull night ench be the seat of a municipal-Legisla-
ture for all the contiguous soccage lands, and Three Rivers of one for the whole seigneurial,
lands of the Province; and there should be a provision that commutations of either tenure
into the other might take place upon the borders of the adjoining districts, and that upon
such occasions the land should be added to that district of which it should have been sub-
jectcd to the prevailing tenure. In these subordinate Legislatures the Council or Upper
Chamber miglt be appointed as the councils or upper ciamers of the English nmunicipaities
are, by elect;on, without any violation of the principles of the British constitution, whilst
I would catiously and firmly guard and preserve to the Crown the right of appointing the
members ofthe Upper Ilouse of the general Legislature. It seems to me that in this altera-
tion aill parties would find their account; and if we could recall to life the statesmen who
debated in 1791 on the affairs of Canada, it ivould be found to coincide with*the principles
to vhici they looked; its consonance vith the words of Mr. Pitt I have shoivn. The per-
vading laws of electioi and representation, and of criminal justice, the preservation of soccage .
tenure and of the British laws of property in the districts of Sherbrooke and Hull, the unim-
paired power and diguity of the Crown, would.be an ùdheernce to the British constitutioni;
the federal character of the subordinate districts, an adoption, to a sinall extent and on a re-
duced scale, of the spirit of American institutions: the security of the Roman-catholic
religion, and of the ancierit civil law and customs of Canada, and.of the seigneurial teaures,
a preservation o? the institutions of old France, of which he was to so great an extent an
admirer, which would satisfy Mr. Burkc's recommendation, that something should be drawn
from the constitutions of all those three states: nor if lie could at this day extend his care
to Canada, would Mr. Fox desire that the principle ôf electing the Upper Chamber should
be now extended further than to the subordinate Legislatures.

The commercial interest of Canada would acquire the prevailing influence which it ought
to possess in the two ports of Quebec and Montreal. The British American Land Company,
releved from the attacks on its stability and credit witl iwhich it is now assailéd, would
rapidly colonize and establish in social order and prosperity the eastern counties. The town-
siîps on the Ottawva, surrounded by at least as fine a country, and having the advantage of
immedinte access tu a river second only to the St. Lawrence, might sooi rival the possessions
of the Company.

The French Canadians, who would retain on *both sides of the St. Lawrence a solid territory
of much greater eCtent, population and naricultural improvement, than any of the others,

vith an undisturbed cnjoynent of their religion and laws, would have only themselves to
blame, were they not to maintain a footing of at lcast perfect equality witi all'their coin-
patriots. My iope vould be, that wvhen the two races ceased to. be opposed to egeli other
lpon questions of interest and domestic regulaiion, they would begin to fe'el the advantages
of co-operation on all subjects of common interest; and wou'lddesire to be assimilated and
to s!ii port an union froni more generous scheies of politics, tihan th'e succession of.quarrels
which has marked the history ot Lower Canada for the last quarter of a'century. .

The moving and most indnediate cause of the uiintosiLy ivliicl.éxists, is .the.!pprehen'sion
which cach entertains that its adversary meditates destructivé .designs agan.st.,s .imtests
and insti ions, and this fceling is exacerbate.d .as the. prties. appr.oach to.a balanée of

The French Canadians proclaimn their settled determination. to have the charter of- the
British:Américan Company. annulled-, and:never to recognizethe ,Tenures':Act'by which the
British law vas declared to be an incident of àoccage tenure, .and on··whiéh- the title 'to -so
mnany soccage .estates depends. The British, on the other hand, urge on too. cagerly the
gencral adoptioi of rcistry.'offices, with the' scarcely-concealed expectatian that it will lead
to the dissolution of the seigneurial system, and to an extensive transfer of the lands;. in
which is involved the vhole structure of the civil law of the French Canadians, and the
temporal interests of the Roman-catholic priesthood.·

'1 here are pretensions on cither aide vhich must be repressed; let this then be effected by
placing aci systerm under the care of its separate and peculiar Legislature; the alarr will
subside, and with it the greater part of the hostility; and I should not despair of the adverse
parties being immediately capable of acting together in a generul Legislature for the greater

0.3. Z3 objects
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Minute of objects of mutual interest, especially such as regard the navigation of the St. Lawrence and
Sir C. Grey. the revenue, and the settlement of those vast tracts of wild land and forest, in which all its

subjects have an equal claim on the linperial Crown to be allowed to participate.
Though I vould not have it attempted immîuediately, Upper Canada might perhaps he

inclined to cone under the same systen at no distant period, and ultinately, perhaps, the
other provinces of British Anierica.

That general legislature, of which I have spoken, night be constituted of a Governor-in-
chief, a Legislative Council appointed by the 'rown, and a Lower Hlouse, consisting, in the
first place, of 10 memubers fron each district, and of 10 more for every successive 100,000
of population in cach district, so that a district containing 200,000 would send 20 inembers
in the whole, one of 300o,000, :30 inenbers, and so on. It would be a niatter of secondary
importance where the general Legislature should sit, but it would probably be found iiadvan-
tageous that it slould not be either at Quebec or M ontreal, and the town of William Hlenry,
at the confluence of the Richelieu and the St. Lawrence, combines many advantuges of a
central and very defensible position, and of easy and rapid communication with Europe,
either by the way of New York or Halifax; and, as it is situated in a small donain of the
Crown, there would be fitcilities for constituting it at once a distinct and peculiar jurisdic-
tion. I will not go further into the details of a measure which I scarcely should have
thought myself ut liberty to suggest, if the opinions whicl I have felt conipelled to state
as to the unfitness of the existing Legislature for the great and various and important
functions assigned to it, did iot appear to nie to require that i should point out some
other course by which the inhabitants of Lower Canada may have a Legislature capable
of acting for their benefit. I have pointed out two plans; one, that of an economical,
cautious, restricted goveruinent, contentingr itself with maintaining the laws and public
tranquillity, not expecting any assistance fromi the Legislature, but relying on the hinited
resources of the liereditary revenue; the other, that of proceeding to reconstruet the Cana-
dian Legislature with sonewhat different arrangements, but according to the leading pria-
ciple of the Act of 1791, and with a view to tie introduction of improvements whiJ were
then recomnended, but not attained ; but, above all other considerations, witht a design to
strengthen the connection with the United Kingdom, at the sane tine that securities are
given to the French Canadians for the preservation of all their ancient institutions that are
dear to them. By either of these plans it seems to me that the Province may be governed ;
that by the latter its prosperity may be incalculably augnented. But that if there were to
be an attempt to rule it by the neans of two majorities of Frencli Canadians in the Houses
of Legislature, it would not be long before it vould be inanifested that such an administra-
tion of afflairs is incompatible with the interests of British Ainerica.

4 The very short time which circunstances permit me to. dedicate to this Minute must be
mv apology for imany defects of arrangement and expression; but the main propositions
wfiicli it is intended to set forth, are the fruits of reflection, and the deliberate conclusions to
which my mind lias come.

17th November 1830. (signed) Chas. Edw. Grey.

• To complete the explanation of the points on which ny opinion is different from that which lias
been expressed in our Reports by the other Conmiissioners, this Minute wvas intended to have
coniprised the subjects of,--

i. Thie lritish Ancrican Land Company.
2. The L.aw of Real Property; including,

(a) The possessions of the Roman-catholic religious communities;
(b) The incidents of the tenure in free and connon soccage;
(c) The righits of conmuting the tenures en fif and en roulre into free and conmon

. snecage ;
(d) inc or tithie;
(c) Inconveniences of the seigneurial tenure;
(f) The proposals for the establishment of Registry Offices, and the inconveniences of the

French law of hypothèque.
(g) The law respecting aliens.

3. Institutions for religion and education.
4. The apportionment between Upper and Lower Canada of the proceeds of duties of import,

and the question of an union of the two Provinces.
My notes on these points are prepared, and require only to be copied ; but it lias been impossible

that tlhis should be done in the interval which lias clapsed between the completion of tie Report
and the hour at which it is necessary that it shîould bc despatclied, in order to go to England by the
New York packet of the 24th instant.

I propose, therefore, to put into the hands of the Commissioners, before I sait for England,
some additional notes on the subjects above mentioned.

0iy November 1836. (signed) Chas. E dw. Grey.
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•STATEMENT delivered by Sir George Gipps to the Secretary, 15 December 1836, to be Statement by
placed upon the Minutes of the Commission and transmitted to the Secretary of State. Sir George Gippa.
1 A M desirous of entering, as shortl as I cat, on our Minutes, a few observations on

the paper that was cielivered by Sir Ciarles Grey t thic secretary, on the day on whiclh the
last Report of the Commnissiom-rs was forwarded to England.

The fuct of Sir Charles Grey's not having signPd any one of our Reports without an
expression of dissent, is, I think, caiculated to produce an impression that a wider differ-
ence of opinion between Sir Charles and the other Commissioners has existed, thian in
reulity is the case; ny object, tlherefore, in the present entry, will rather be to point out
the cases in whicht the Commtissioners are agreed, than those in vhici they disagree. I
shall enter into no detail on onv subject, not only because a difference of opinion on minor
points is of but little importance, hut in order thai, by confining my remarks to the leuding
fetures of euci case, I nmîv run the Iess.risk of misrepresenting the opinions which I sup-
pose to be held by Sir Charies.

On the subject of Finance, Sir Charles, I believe, agrees with the other Commissioners,
that the first thing to be done is to pay the public oflicers, as wve ail think, that until they
are paid, the King's nuthority cannot he respected in the province. Hie agrees also, that
iftheir arrears are to be paid out of Canadian funds, there is no better vay ofdoing it than
by resuming, under authority of a British Act of Parliainent, the funds which, up to 1831,
were ut the disposai of the Crown, and which were oniy then relinquished in the confident
expectation, T may almost say under an implied promise, that a competent, civil list would
be provided by the Local Legislature.

Sir Charles thinks, and so do his colleagîues, tait money sufficient to pay the public ser-
vants migit be obtained on the credit of the Crown Lands ; but hsis colleagues do not par-
ticularly recommend this plan, because they think, if borrowed without a guarantec from
the Briiish Treasury, it would not bc obtaitned upon advantageots ternis, and if donc under
the zurantee of the British Government or nimperial Parliamîent, it would seem to thein
nearly the saie.thing as if Par'lianment vere to authlorize the payaient in any other vay, or
out of funds of its ownu.

Sir Charles further ugrees wiîth the other Commissioners in thinking, that if these arrears
of saluries vere once got rid of, the governient of the provimce might by possibility be
carried on,even tiough the Imperial Parliaient should bc indisposed to authorize the
future application by the executive of any revenues beyond those which have, since 1831,
beeti ut its disposai. But in order to do this, Sir Charles would rely principally on un
enforcement of sone of the prerogatives of the Crown not usually put in action ; the stricter
collection of the hereditury and territorial revenues ; the exertion of sone povers inierent,
as lie says, in ail courts of justice to exact fees suflicient to cover their own expenses, and
a seict interpretation of those revenue laws under whiclh deducions mnay be made from tho
stuns collected, not only offthe expense of collecting themt, but also fuacounting for themn.
The other Commissioners, ratier than sec ihe executive driven to support i.,.elf by such
means, would ask for a decIaration from the Inperial Parliamuenr, ut' the terms on which
the provincial government is to bc conducted, believing, or at any rate hoping, that any
tinn exprision of the opinion of Parliament, und especially of the House of Commons,
though conveyed only in the shtape of resulutions, would be recived with respect by the
provInce; and the otiter Conmisqioniers do not think that any attempt- at government by
the meanis reconmnended by Sir Charles, wutid he successful, unless some expression of
the opinion of the flouse of Commons were made in support of il.

Oni the next financial question, viz. the amount which ought to be provided for a civil
list, ifter the immediate diticulties respecting the arrears of public oflicers shahl have been
reioved, and some degree cf harmony restored between the different branches of the Legis-
lature. Sir Charles Grey is ei opinion, titat a larger civil list vill be required Litai the on
recommended in the Ftrat Report of the Commissioners; his colleagues, lovever, adhere
to their former recommendation, and the more so as they thinîk it to be in harmony with
the mensures which either already have been, or which are on the point of being recoin-
inenied to soute of the sister provinces in North America.

2. LEOISLATIVE CoVNCL.

The Commissioners ail agree in not recommending a compliance with the demand for an
elective council, though some would object to the measure absolutely, and others only under
present circumstances.

They also agree in some minor recommendations, having for their object to enable Legis-
lative Councillors -to resign, or in certaini cases to be removed by His Ma;tjesty. They
further agrec in thinking, ilat the Legislative Coutcil, eitler in whole or in part, ought to
be declared a court for the trial of inpeachments.

Vith.respect L the appointment of Legislative Councjilors, Sir Charles Grey hua pro-
posed (apparently as a sort of substitute for popular electionm) that recommendations of
persons fitted for the situation, should bc made by the Executive Council; but lie submits
titis proposnl, if I understand hin rigitly, onIy in the event of the Executive Council being
constituted on a new plan, also proposed by himself. Thie other Comimissioners have not

joined

•'his Statement was written afier the departure oJSir Charles Greyfor England, who cannot
therefore be assumed tu acquisce in the view-therein given of his opiions.
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Statement by joined in the recommendation of the last-named plan, neither do they think that it would
Sir George Gipps. prove advantageous to relieve the Governor fron the principal responsibility for the

appointient of proper persons to the Lezislative Council. The other Consmissioners, on
the supposilion tihat no greater chinge will be made in the constitution 'of the Executive
Counsci ithan the one they have recosuîmm nded, thinik that the nominations made by the
Governior, of persons for the Legislative Council, should be susbmitted to the Executive
Countcil before they are transmitted homne, and that either the Executive Council as a body,
or the ieibers of it individually, shiould inake such observations as they might choose on
the nominations; but they thinik the plan of naking suci nominations to originate with the
Couincil, would relieve the Governor from msuch of the responsibility whici now seens
properly Io attach to him, without giving to the appointament of Legisiative Councillors any
of the popularity derived from the principle of elections.

Sir Charles Grey is perhaps inclined to view, vith more indulgence than bis colleagues,
what he nleverteless aliows to have been the fihfifs of the Legislative Council ; and in the
additions hereafter Io be made to it, he would nake, perhaps, his selection somewhat
(thougi not esýsentially) different front wiat the other Commssissioners would think proper.

For ny own part, i do not hesitate to declare, that thougli I would not go the length of
mnaking the Legislative Council harnonize entirely with the present feelings of the Assen-
bly, or proceed on the principle of naking the Council and Assembly tvo bodies, in which
the interests of the French Canadian party should entirely predominate, I do strongly
feel the necessity of addinsg to it men of a popular as vell as independent character.

Tie opinion 1 now express may perhaps be considered somnewhat at variance vith what
1 stated in the concluding part of the 13tl paragraph of an entry made by me on our
Minutes, on the 14th March 1836, and transmitted to Eigland vitlh our Second Report.
Events, however, have occurred, both in this province and the neighbouring one, since Jast
M arch, to make me look not oniy with lessapprehension than i then didon theconsequences
of a vigorous measure, but also vith mure hope of support for any measures of Government
front a considerable portion of the French Canadian party, provided only that such mensures
shall be adopted under the sanction of the B3ritisi Parliaient, and especiallv of the House
of Commioins. 1 expressed in Marci last, an appreiension that nu good would result fron
an antempt to improve the constitution of the Legislative Couneil by the introduction of
nev menibers into it from the popular party; and f should be still of this opinion, if it were
proposed as a single measure; but if adopted as part of a systen of measures, and done
under the sanction (any way expressed) of the Imperial Legislature, I should hope for a
good result front it.

3. HousE oF AssEMIBLY AND S'rATE OF THP REPREsENTATION.
On this icad, perhaps, a greater differcnce of opinion exists between Sir Charles and his

colleagues, than nither of the two formler unes ; but even here wC are al agreed, that
though the English inhabitants nay iot have the share in the representation that thteir num-
bers would entiiie them ta, the mieans do not exist within the province of' procuring it for
them, if a sense ofjusiice in the Ilouse of Assenbly itself vill not afford it.

Sir Charles undoubtedly considers the degree of disadvant age which the Englisi inha-
bitants labour under as much more serious than I du; and lie also considers tie Act, by
which a change in the representation was efTected in 18-9, much more objectionable than
i do. I amu prepaied to maintain that an impartial view of both these subjects is taken in
the Report.

Sir Charles, in enumerating the counties in which the English interest prevails, omits
Drumsmond, Beauharnois and Gaspé. Drummond elected, îin 1830, a staunch constitu-
tionalist (Colonel Ileriot), and there is no doubt that the same gentleman night have
continued to represent the county to the present day, lad be not resigned his sent, which
le did on the 31st of' January 1833, withuut waiting for a dissolution of the Parliamente*.
The political principles of his successor (an Irishmian) were not known vhen lie was
elected, and though ie ls since voted with the riajority in the House of Assembly, had
it been known that lie would do so it is generally supposed the would not have been
elected; lastly, at a new election, held within the course of last month, on the occasion
of the county becoming entitiled ta a second member, a constitutionalist has been retturned
as I nay say, by acclamation, thougi ie only came forward on the very day of the
election.

The circumstances respecting the county of Beauharnois are accurately stated in our
Report; i will therefore only add that, from the best information I could collect on the
spot, especially from Mr. Ellice's agent, I have every reason ta believe that the persons
in it of Ensglislh origin do form at the present moment a majority, and even did at the
period of the last general élection. Beauharnois was always considercd by the Enîglisi
party as il their interest, tintil by sote mismanagement, as it would seem on their part,
it returned inembers vio voted against thei ; in prooft of its being su considered, I might
refer to the evidence taken on the subject of the state of representation prior to tihe
passing of the A ct of 1829 (Vide A ppendix to Journals oi' the' louse of Assembly, 18:i2,
G. a.), and to the Bill which in the same year vas introduced into the Couneil, wiich,
thougli it professed only to be a Bill to give representatives to the townships, woutd have

made

l About the sanie time (or itth Februnry 1833) the solicitor-general resigned his sent forThree
Rivers; had hte not dune su, it is generally bclieved that, ont accounît of his personal popularity, he
night have been re-eclected at the last geieral clection.
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made Beauiharnois a new county, çith exactly the same limits as were afterwards assigned Statment by Sir
to it by the Bill that passed both lHouses. GeorgeGipps.

The omission of Gaspé by Sir Charles seens more vorthy of notice, as it not only -
always has, but does actually at. present return one Englishman, who is a staunch, con-
stitutionalist, and another geutleman, Mr. Le Boutillier, a native, I believe, of Jersey,
who, though not so fired in his political opinions as his colleegues, voted against the 92
resolutions n 1834, against the address to the King in i835, and for the stipplies in i836,
and whio decidedly is not a regular adherent of the political majority of the Assembly.
Before 1832, the population of the county of Gaspé entitled it only to one member, but
lie was always a constitutionalist. lu the district of Gaspé, which since 1829 bas been
divided into the two counties of Gaspé and Bonaventure, there is a mixture of British,
French Canadians, Acadians or French emigrants from Nova Scotia, and of settiers frot
Jersey and Guernsey, and it is so remote that it is difficult to ascertain which party pre-
vails, but undoubtedly the French Canadians do not form a majority of the whole. If the
Canadians and Acadians are to be considered as one party, and the British and Jerseymen
another, the latter will probably be found to preponderate in the county of Gaspé (proper)
and the former in Bonaventure.

Sir Charles omits to draw any attention to the important fact, that of the i members
which he admits to be returned by majorities of British origin, three are in the habit of
voting with the Anti-British majority. The six counties which lie enumerates as the only
ones where British majorities exist are Ottawa, Sherbrooke, Shefford, Megantic, Stanstead
and Missisquoi; but the two menbers for Stanstead, and one of the two returned for
lissisquoi, vote with the majority in the Assembly, which facts are mentioned and

accounted for in the Report. It is also not unworthy of remark, that according to the
rensus of 1831, the population of these two counties (Stanstead and Missisquoi) was
19,107, whilst the population of the other four was only 19,257.

One reason that the inhabitants of English origin bave fewer members in the Assembly
than their numbers would entitle thern to, evidently is, that they are not so firmly united
as the French Canadian party is. They have doubtless been more united latterly than at
any former period, but there is still an American party, or a party composed principally
of settlers from the United States, that is opposed to them.

If the whole population of English descent were as compact, and under as effectual
management as the French Canadians showed themselves nt the last general election,
there can be little doubt that they could at the present moment return 16 or 17 members
instead of eight. They ought to be able to command majorities in

Sherbrooke, which returns - - - - - - - 2
Shefford - - - - - - - - - - 2
Drummond - - - - - - - - - 2
Megantic - - - - - - - - - - 1

Stanstead - - - - - - - - - - 2
Missisquoi - - - - - - - - - 2
Ottawa - - - - - - - - - - 2

Beauharnois - - - - - - - - - - 2
Gaspé - - - - - - - - - - - 2

17

There is, moreover, another county, Bonaventure, in the district of Gaspé, which might
perhaps return a constitutionalist. At an election too that bas occurred since the last
general one, the English party returned a member for the Upper Town of Quebec, and
thouglh accidental circumstances probably contributed to the event, a constitutionalist of
liberal principles would at another general election have, 1 think, a fair chance of success,
not only in the Upper, but also in the Lower Town of Quebec, and probably even in- one
of the vards of Montreal. It does not seem therefore at ail unreasonable to suppôse that
if the population of British origin were firmly united, they could return even as many as
18 or 2o members, though this would be the very utmost that they côuld do, out of a
louse that will hereafter consist of 0.

With respect to the portion of the British population mixed with the French Canadians
in the seigneuries, Sir Charles agrees with the Report in thinking that there is no way in
which any influence can be given to them but by the introduction of some novel principle,
as for instance, by confining each clector to one vote, and by mnking the electoral.
districts larger than they are. Now the Report does not declare itself unfriendly~to this
principle, and 1, for my own part, should be glad if, after fair discussion, an adaptation
of it could be made to suit the province; but to usk that, as a first attenmpt, it shoild be
forced by the Imperial Parliament on Lower Canada, would, I must confess, appear to ine
rather unreasonable.

A Table is appended, which I have pirepared to show how the principle might be ex-
pected to net, of giving to each elector one vote only, or any number of votes less than the
number of representatives to be returned.

Sir Charles Grey, after all,seems to conclude that not even the Imperial Parliament
can effect any improvement in the representation of the province, without making un
essential alteration in the constitution of it, and accordingly, Sir Charles suggests, as an
ultimate remedy, the division of the province into five or more municipal districts. The

0.3. proposal
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Statement by Sir proposal for making the electoral districts much amaller than they are at present, in
George Gipp. imitation of what bas been done in the neighbouring state of Vermont, and thereby greatly

iucreasing the number of representatives, will, I apprehend, find little favour with any
Party. 4. EcTIV COUNCIL.

On the subject of the Executive Council, a decided difference of opinion certainly does
exist between Sir Charles and his colleagues; but *as the different grounds on which we
form our separate opinions have been sufficiently stated in our Third Report, and in the
papers that were sent home with it, I shall make here only one additional remark, which
is, that if all the Executive Councillors are to go out of office on the removal of a Governor,
the first act of every Governor will be ta appoint new ones, and that lie will thus have ta
determine on the relative claims to bis confidence of all the men of influence in the pro-
vince before he can have had time ta become acquainted with any of them.

5. WILD LANDs.

The only difference of any importance between Sir Charles and bis colleagues respecting
the management of the Crown lands is, that Sir Charles vould entirely do away with the
systen of selling by auction, which the other Commissioners would retain. When Sir
C harles says that we could not do better than adopt the American system, lie appears ta
have overlooked the fact that a sale by auction forms a part of their system. It is only
what remains unsold at public auction that is afterwards sold at the fixed price of 11 dollar
per acre, in the United States.

This portion of the American system*, I confess, I sbould be disposed to recommend
for adoption in Canada, were it not for the consideration, that in a country where accusa-
tions are so readily entertained against public officers, I think the only security in the
disposal of the wild lands that can put the officers of the executive above the suspicion of
a want of integrity, is the rigid observance of the rule of selling every thing by public
auction..

6. COURT oF A'PPBALs, AND COURT 0F ESCUATS-.

Upon these two points there does not appear ta me any further difference of opinion
than that bis colleagues cannot concur with Sir Charles in recommending that there
sbould be but one Court of Appeals for the two provinces. In mattera growing out of
the French Civil Law, or " Coutume de Paris," it does not seem to me probable that the
French Canadians would look upon the Englisb judges of Upper Canada as competent ta
decide. Inter-provincial jealousies might also arise from such an arrangement, which it
would seem the duty of a prudent government to avoid.

7. SEMItAuY oP ST. SULP!CE.

Upon this point all the Commissioners are agreed in tbinking that the effect of the
conquest of the country was ta leave the Seminary of St. Sulpice entirely dependent on
the plensure of the Crown for its continuance ; and we are also ngreed that though sa
placed at the discretion of the Crown, and without any legal claim to the contxnued
enjoyment of the former possessions of the society of St. Sulpice, the branch of that
society wbich was established at Montreal had an equitable claim on the Crown for the
continued enjoyrment of tho. We are further agreed that the Crown bas, by a long
series of Acts, extending from the conquest ta the present time, so far confirmed these
possessions ta the existing seminary of Montreal, that under existing circumstances,
nothing but the most urgent necessity,-a necessity, that is say, stronger than any that
bas been yet shown ta exist, could justify His Majesty's Government in seeking ta
re-establish the King's rights in a court of justice. One slight shade of difference only
appears ta me ta exist amongst the Commissioners on all these points, which is that In
estimating the various circumstances that combine to fora an equitable title in favour or
the seminary, Sir Charles would give somewhat more weight than bis colleagues ta the
34th article of the capitulation of Montreal.

There may be probably sone more recondite points of difference between the state-
ments in the Report, and the more elaborate one mode by Sir Charles, but I must confess,
that neither in conversation, nor in the pertsal of bis paper, have I been able ta discover
them.

The Commissioners are moreover of one opinion as to its being desirable ta conclude
an arrangement on the terms offered by the seminary; and it is only as ta the means by
which the arrangement can be carried ito execution tbat there is any essential disagree-
ment. The other Commissioners think it not only desirable that.the adjustment shou[d be
effected under the authority of the Local Legislature, but , that it vould be wrong to seek
the settlement of it by other means, until such an attempt bas been made and shall have
failed. Sir Charlés, [ believe, thinks, not only that there is no chance of its being effected
by bringing the matter before the Assembly, but that new obstacles to un adjustment will
be created by appealing to that body.

CRANoEs

• The practice, tliat is to say, of elling at a fixed price any land that remained unasoid'after having
been exposed to public auction.
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8. CnANGES IN THE CONSTITUToN OF TUE Pnov:NCE.

The Commissioners have not, in any of their Reports, recommended a change in the
fundamental principles of the constitution. thougli in the 32d paragraph of their Report on
the Legisiative Council, a doubt is expressed, vhether a suspension of the Constitutional
Act niglt not be judged less objectionable than the specific measure recommended by
them; the meaning of which is (att lenst the meaning in which I understood it wlen 1
subscribed to it). that it nay be doubtful whether, on general political grounds, it is not
better to suspend fora time, cither in vhole or in part, the Constitutional Act Of 1791,
upon the broad grouind that the dissensions arisiarg out of antipathies between Canadians
of French and thiose of British ori, .%, have rendered the working of the constitutiun impos-
sible, than to break in, even in appearance, upon a principle which, since the declaratory
Act of 1778, has been constanty lookcd on as a leading rule in the policy of England
towards lier Colonies, the rule, that is te say, of leaving them to dispose as they please of
their own money.

Upon this point I must confess I have still some doubt, and also nome apprehension, as
to the result of a measure that shouild repical or suspend the 1st & 2d Will. 4, c. 23, though
less certainly than I had in the month of March last, wlen i hazarded some speculations la
the Gth, 7th and 8th paragraphîs of a Minute appended to our Second Report, upon the
way in wvhich any legislative Act that should resume the proceeds of the 14 Gco. 3, c. 88,
night be received im the province. Many circumstances have occurred to make me look

with less apprehension unon the conrequences of a repeat of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 23, now
tihan I did t lhst Mlarch ; the progress that bas been made in gaining the good will of all
but the extreme party in the Assenbly, is of course one of these, and I sbould not niow be
afraid to resort to-a strong measure, provided only it could b paused through Parliament
in a decided manner.

The project, however, broughît fonvard by Sir Charles Grey for an alteration in the con-
stitution, is quite of a different nature; and though it hai often been spoken or by the
Commissioners amongst thenselves, is one on which they have net ascertained the opinions
of nny leading party, or even of any leading individuels in the province.

The mensure recommended by Sir Charles would have the effect of breaking up ti pro-
vince of Lower Canada into five or more districts or divisions, each of which shîould have a
qualified jurisdiction, or some inferior legisiative powers of its own, whilst a general legis-
lature vouîld regilate the nfiTirs liant were common te all, so that the vhole province would
form a sort of federal union, and bear a resemblance, in miniature, to the neighbouring
States of North America. Of these five subordinate listricts or states, the population of
two, viz. Sherbrooke andI Hiull, vould be almost entirely of British origin; the former night
contain about 5o,ooo inhabitants, but the latter not more than from 12 te 15,ooo. ThîreO
Rivera would be almost entirely Frencli Canadien, vith nny amount cf population that
niighît lie thought proper to give to it, as by givinig to it more or lesa territory, the popula-
nou night be iade anything net less than 50,ooo or more thtan i 30,ooo.

li the municipalities of Quebec and Montreal, the French Cunadian interest would also
prevail, hovever small miglt be the extent of territory annexed to each city, and the supe.
rioritv of this interest ivould be more or less permanetly secured, in proportion to the extent
of territory over which the municipality vas inade to exiend.

Whether it may not be prudent ulitimately te make sone arrangement of tis sort, is quite
a different question from dnt of its inmediate adoption. Like the project for the ru-union
of Upper and Lower Canada, it is, I think, a mensure that never onglt to be resorted to
without its being first demunded by a considerable proportion of the peuple. It is there-
fore one that requires time and dIiscussion; and wiatever iay be, its merits, and par.
ticularly as laying the foundation for a more extended fedcral union of all Britishi Ainrica,
il is evidendy not of a nature to meet the iamediate emuergency which ve have te pro-
vide for.

Cf other projects for a different territorial arrangement, it would also ba premature for
me te speak on thtis occasion; but whilst up on the subject 1 may perhaps be permitted to
observe, that the idea of anr.exing the islands of Montreal to Upper Canada for the sake of
giving it a sen-port, would seem, to me an act of very questionable justice. Montreal in
the shipping port of a district of Lower Caînada, which contains a population not muuch (if
at al) inferur te the vhole population of Upper Canada, and though tie banks of the
St. Lawrence mighlt ofler many favourablo situations for the foundation of a new commer-
cial city (as, for instance, the point vhere the Richelieu falis into it), it would appear to me
a strange sort of justification for taking away the present townî from the peopilo of Lower
Canada, to plead that they have the power of building another. A fairer sort of arrange-
ment might be, I think, te declare Montrenl an absolutely free-trading port, making it con-
tribute te the generai revenue, in some other shape, an equivalent for the loss that would
be sustained by the remission of import duties on all articles consuned within it; or if
titis could not be donc for the whole city or island, to do it for a portion of it that should
be weli divided from the rest.

In the concluding part of Sir Charles Grey'a papter, he inimated an itithnteoni of furniah-
ing some further observations on the subjects that he then left untouched, such, for instance;
tis commutation of tenure, the estabhshment of registry ofices, the apporiuonment of
duties hetween the'two provinces, the statu of education, &c. &c. In the expectation of
receiving this supplementary paper, I have waited until the present moment te make the
vntry o ?my own remarks ; but as it has net yetcomoe to hand, and %*e have reason to believo
thiat Sir Charles lins sailed for England, I do net think it right to incur any longer delay in
entering my present Minute, and requesting that it may be transmitted to England.

0.3. IL Tas.s

Statement by Sir
George Gipps.
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TA BLE referred to in Page 69 of the preceding MiurE, on the Subject of the REsENTATIoN of the PEOPLL

EACH ELECTOR TO HAVE ONE VOTE. EACH ELECTOR TO HAVE TWO VOTES.

Number of Representatives to be returned by the Minority. Number ofi Reprcsentatives tobe retumed by te Minority.

I 2 3 4 a 0 24 49 1 2 3 4 5 a 24 49

3 it4 - - - - -

4. 1/5 - - - l-- a/

5 1/6 2/6 - - - 2/7 2/6
6 1/7 2/7 - - - 2/8 2/7

7 1/8 2/8 3/8 /- 29 2/8 318
8 2/9 3/9 - - 2/to 2/9 /9
9 1/:o 2/3o 3/10 4/10 - - - 4/11i o

10 1/1 /l1 3/11 4/Il - - - - 2/12 1/Il 3/11 4/11

n1 1/12 2/12 3/12 4112 5/12 - - 2/13 2/12 3/3 4/1' 512
1 1/13 2/13 3/3 4/13 5/13 - - - 2/34 2/13 3/13 4/13 5/13

13 1/14 2/4 3/14 4(14 5/14 6/14 - - /5 2/14 3/34 4/14 5/4 6/14
14 1/15 2/15 315 4115 5/15 6/î - -(/)6 25 3/15 4/15 5/5 6/î5
15 1/6 2/16 3/16 4/16 5/16 616 - - 2/17 2/16 3/16 4/16 5/16 6/h6
16 1/17 2/17 3/17 4/17 5/17 6/37 - - 2/18 2/17 3/17 4/17 5/17 6/17
17 1/18 2/18 3/18 4/18 5/18 618 - - 2/19 2/18 3/18 4/18 5/18 6/18
18 1/19 2/19 3/19 419 519 6/19 - - o 2/19 3/19 4/19 5/19 6/19
19 1/20 2/go 3/20 4/20 5/20 620 - - 2/21 2/20 3/20 4/20 5/20 6/20
20 1/21 2/21 3/21 4/21 5/2 6/ i - - 2/22 2/21 3/21 4/21 5/21 6/21
30 1/31 2/31 3/31 4/31 5/31 6/31 - - 2/32 2/31 3/31 4/31 5/31 6/31
40 1/4: 2/41 3/41 4/41 5/41 6/41 2/42 2/41 3141 4/41 51: 6/41
S0 1/51 2/51 3/51 4/51 5/51 6/51 24/51 - 2/52 2/51 3/51 4/51 5/51 6/51 24/51
;0 1/: 2/6: 3/61 4/61 5/61 6/61 24/61 - 2/62 2/61 3/61 4/61 1t/ 6/61 24/1i
70 1/71 2/71 3/71 4/71 5/71 6/71 24/71 - 2/72 2/71 3/71 4/71 5/71 6/71 24/71
Bo î/81 2/81 3/81 4/81 5/81 6/81 24/81 - 2/82 2/8s 3/81 4/81 5/8i 6/81 24/81
90 1/91 2/91 3/91 4/91 5/91 6/1! 24/91 - 2/92 2/91 3/91 4/91 5/91 6/91 24/91
100 1/01 2/30 3/01 4/103 5/101 6/01 24/101 49/101 2/102 /o101 3/301 4/01 5/101 6/os 24/101 49/101

EACH ELECTOR TO HAVE THREE VOTES. EACH ELECfOR TO HAVE FOUR VOTES.

Number or Representiii.es ta be retumed by the Minarity. Number of Representativs to be retumed by the Minorlhy.

1 3 4 5 a 24 49 1 2 3 4 5 6 24 49

3

5 3/8 37 -4/9
6- 3/9 -/8- - - - -4/10 4/9

7 30 3/7 / - - - - - 4/114 4/98 3/9 3/0 3/9 - - - - - 4/10a 4/9141
9 3l10 al/9 3/8o -i - - - - 4/l3 4/30 4/914:8 311 3/30 3/9 / - - - - 4/32 4113 4/10
9j 3/34 3/i1 3/10 4/1 - - - 4/13 4/32 4/11 4 /0

1l 3/13 3/l2 3/Il 4/1l / - - - 4/14 4/13 4/12 431 3
il 3(14 3/l3 3/12 4/12 5/12 - - - 4/15 4/14 4/3 4/32 5 /s1
12 3/15 3/14 3/13 4/15 5/13 - - - 4/36 4/5 4/14 4/3 5 /13
13 311 3/5 3/14 4/14 5/14 6/14 - - 4/7 4/186 4/15 4/16 516 6/14
14 311Î 316( 3115 4/ 9 51 5 /15Ci1 - - 4/18 4/87 4/16 4/15 5/15 6/îs
123 3/31 3/97 3/36 4/16 5116 6116 - 4/39 4118 4/17 4/36 5j 6 6/iG
16 3/19 3/38 3/37 417 5/17 6/7 - - 4/20 4/39 41 4/17 #17 6/17
17 3/20 3/19 3/18 4181 5/18 6/18 - - 4/21 4/20 4/19 4118 5/8 6/8
18 3/21 3/20 3/89 419 5/9 6/19 - - 4/g1 4/21 4/20 4/99 519 6/19
19 3/23 3/21 3/20 4120 5/20 6/2o - - 4/23 4/22 4/21 412o 5/2o 6/2o
20 3/23 3/22 3/21 4/21 5/à 6/21 - - 4/2+ 4/3 4/22 4/21 51 6/21
30 3/33 l3a3 3131 4/31 5/31 6/31 - - 4/34 4/33 3 4/31 531 6/3
40 3/43 3/+2 3/+1 4/41 5/41 64 - - 4/4 4/43 445 4/41 64,
50 3/53 3/52 3/51 4/41 5/58 /î 4/1 - 4/54 4/53 4/52 4/51 )/51 c'là1 24/i
6C 3/63 3/62 3/61 4/63 5/61 6/61 24/61 - 4/64 4/63 46-3 4/61 5 /61 24MI
70 3h 3/7 3/71 4(71 5/7: 6/h1 24h 4/74 473 4 /72 4/71 _571 6/71 24/71
80 3/83 -382 3/81 4/11 /81 6/8: a4/8î - 4j84 4/83 4 2 4/8: 5/81 6/8: 24/81
90 3/93 SI92 391 4/9l 5/91 -6/g1 24/910 - 4/94 493 4/9 4/91 51 6/91 24/9

10 3/03 3/192 3/1o1 4/9o0 5/1o1 6/101 24/o0 49/101 4/104 4/03 4/102 4/101 5/10 6/1o: 24/rl 49/803

Notr.-Whenever itI fraction, in the Table comîîea out withounît ua reminldir, one m tt be adlde :whenever
iere is a reiaiider il mmitit be reckonued ais une; ai for initan3ce i 2j o of t00 ust bc reckoned a* 201, Asd
e/3 ut tUUo must he, reckunid 334.
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EXPLAN ATION.

The fraction in the Table shows the portion which the minority ought to form of ilhe
whole constituency, in order to return any required number of representatives, less than
half of what the whole constituîency returis.

By the ordinary method of giving to each elector as niany votes as there are representa-
tives to be returned, it is well known that a timijority thowever smali) may retirn them all.
If four members are to be returned by a constituency of io1 electors, and eaci elector
have four votes, a majority of 501 miy return the whole four, and the minority of Soo
remais unrepresented. But the Table~shows that if each elector had onîly three votes
instcad of four, a minority of 3/7 of the whole constituency would suflice to return
a member; if they had only two votes, a miniority of 2/d vould do the saine; and lastly,
if they had but one vote, the Table shows that a minority of 1/5 would be enough.

Applying these numbers to the case above supposed of a constituency of iooi electors,
a minority of 3/7 of 1oo1 vill be 429; but here, as there is no remainder after the division
by 7, one must be added, and instead Of 429 ve must say 430*. Again, if the electors
have but two votes each, e16 of iooi will be 334; and lastly, if the electors be limited to
one vote, a minority of 1/5 of îooi, or 201, wuuld be sufficient to return.one nember.

It thus appears that if each elector were linited to one vote, the minority would in fact
acquire more thon their due weight, for in the latter case we see that î/5 of the electors
would be able to return 1/4 of the elected.

This advantage would be still grenter if only two representatives were to be elected
instead of four, for in sucli case a minority of 1/3 of the electors would be able to return
one halif of the elected. In a c.<nstituency of iuo0 a iinority of 334 would be able to
return one member, and consequently have as imuch weight in the representation os the
mnajority Of 667.

It is in order to reduce this tindue advantnge to the minority, that it has been stated as
advisiable, in any adaptation of this plan of voting, to make die electoral districts, and the
number of members returned by aci, larger tian at present. If the districts were No
arranged as to return live or six nimnbers each, the advantage to the minority would
almost disappear.

Statement by Sir
George Gippu.

Sec the note at
the foot of the
'able.
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RE PRESENTATION.

Nu. 1.-Stateo f thc Rcpresentation of Lower Canada - - . -P. 1

No. 2.-Table sbuwing the Division of the Province before nd ii(ter the Provincial Act of 1829 - - P. g

No. 3 (a. 1>. c.)-Wuitten Sttemnts and Oral Evidence dclivered by M1r. Gibb - - p. 3

-No. 1.-

STATE of the REPURSEN7TAMO oiuf Lorei' Canada.

Square oufti elle Nu rpopulation l'upulation TOta Number Nuzeber et
1 cardug la onautitrnts

2 Ste.rny~a , 9 Lqrýne of th 8,BNnt tir the Caunt. lltclctl of elle of the poaluiosno dliepre. t cih

1 Saguenay (a) 72,700 ,5835 2

3 9 -,4941349 2
5 Chamiplain 783 6,991 - 6,991

6 Terrebonne 1,100 16,1323 - 10,613 2
7 Montroul 194 16,067 :1 16467 12
8 Ln Prairie. 2,18 18,497 1 8,497 2
9 Clînnitily - - 211 15,483 - ~ 15,483
10 Vercl>erca - 192 1'2,319 . ( 12,319 2
il Rlouville * 1 384 18,108 .8,108 2

12 iclicti -367 14,3149 - 14*149 2
souîh - .13 St. llynellntlie - -77 15,3t6 1 5 ,366 2

14 Yîinaska - - 283 !).490 9,496 2
15, Lutbilliere - 735 9b,194 * - 9,194 12
16 Dorchcater 1.-3423 11,946 - 11,946 2

17 Maflet 3 ,034ý 13,518 - 13,518 2
S Rtimno.uski - 8,840 10,061a 10 î,061 2

19 Qucl>ec(a) 1 3,2o . 8,000 1 t3 8,123 2
120 St. ihlourice(a) - 9,810 1 2,8!U1 j î 12,DCU9 2

J 21 Berthiecr - - 5,7630 20,196 -2» 20'.,25 2
Nuriih 22 L':Amonipticin -08 i1,*458 1309 113,767 g

-. 3 l.nclleiliye - 299 91333 1 18 9,469 *2
a+ Tivo blounwiUis 979 17,039 3,866 U0,95 12

25 Vadr9155t ,85 '276 j13,111 2 6,883~
26 l1~uiroi- - 710 955 7-302 16,857 2

I 27 t'Acadie - - 242 11,070 349 11410
Sout 2«8 Nicot - - 475 112,377 12 27 . 2,504

29 Beauce - 1,987 11,675 5 12,6W0 2j 30 llellwilosase 581 13,455 73 13,528 2
il Kallnourailix - 4s320 14,461 9(j 14,557 2

The Couutieh mnarkcd tes (0) contain voit tracta Ur lund nnAt fur culUivation,
i'hose iB Coulitie aie clau.ed hy tlit-nuielve, because, by the Census of 1831, tbs'lr population is represented ait

eîîîireIy Seigneurial. Sonîte wîlis ncerh llave been laid out lu, tharn, l) wllih a population of Britishi
dm'cent'ls ,îow hegînninl; tu collect bohinil thà Seignourima lu1 the Seignriedc, tSo, there la a population (lna uunie oi
themu considerableof Ba i sil descelit, lgiterbperaed Witte îlntt of French.- ,

,ý Thmt 13 Coutaii (os-li a cînsa, in whicu tlîcî is a utixMure of Soi rcurieâ and Townisluip; but the ppulition of
Ille selgieuîiricim fur excecilti dit of lieu Towimhlîi. 'The propoit ion is nbouti. s : 1 t 1 , or, if DL.Rubaois heo ntitted
(on whlîi i'ce tiio.,litrks lu t'tr. 14 lif t1se Report), the proplortion wiIl 10- liarlyr U 21 ta 1. BJut, in addition, <o Uu
populationi of thei Toviasliîp <î&inl tiiexc Cowîic, toro e l iith Seigneurles, in the arm nianner at i lu m to f
Ille Cmiwiex of <li firet Clams, an~d probably iii tise sumo proportion, a pujepmlstioîî of Bitibh mixed Ill %vith that of
Frenchi diutt.
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Superficies in f

BIank of the NSquare ilesac- Population Population Total Number of Cons tiueî s
of the Namne of the Counsy. r of the of the Population Repre- to cach

St. ~~ ~Is r.wene Boucp.tt stpeetSt. LTopographical Seigneuries. Townships. in 1831. senitatives. ena-
-CDictinay. tie..

North - 32 Ottawa - - - 34,669 826 3,948 4,774 2 ,
South - 33 Missisquoi - - 360 3,021 5,780 8,801 2 f3394

34 Shefford - - - 749 - - 5,087 5,087 2
35 Stanstead - - 632 - - 10,306 10,306 2

South 36 Sherbrooke - - 2,786 - - 7,104 7,104 2 3,543 t
37 Drumnond - - 1,674 - - 3,566 3,566 1
38 Megantic - - 1,465 - - 2,283 2,283 1

South - 39 asp et r - - - - - - - - 10,312Gas5 8

4.o Bonaventure 1031 4- ,7
f Quebec - - -I

Cities - - Montrea - - - - - - - 55,34-7 8 6,918 4
Boroughs - - - hree Rivers -6,ooo 3 2,oo

LSorel - - £- - - - - 6oo 3 2,0

TOTAL - - - - - - 385,237 52,695 509,591 88 5,791

These two Counties are classed by themselves, because they are the only two of nixed Seigneurial and Township
population, in which the Seigneurial is less than the Township. There is reason, however, to believe that even the
Seigneurial population is for the most part of British origin.

t In these five Counties there is no Seigneurial population. The county of Drummond, however, contains a good
many French Canadians.

‡ These two renhote Counties are inhabited by a very nixed population, chiefly engaged in the fisheries.
§ The numbers in the Cities and Towns are assuned as approximate only, as the Returns afford no accurate

information. The majority is, as yet, of French descent, but the English population, perhaps, augments the mot
rapidly.

The Remarks which are appended to each class of Counties in the foregoing Table, will explain why the Total of
the Township population is not to be taken as the Total of the population of British descent. The numbers inter-
spersed with the population of French descent are variously estimated from 50,000 to 8o,ooo souls; of whom froi
20,000 to 30,000 are in the Cities and Towns. The remainder are dispersed about the country, but always overborne
(as in the Towns and Cities), with the exception, perhaps, of Beauharnois, by majorities of French origin. In the
County of Two Mountains, and behind the Seigneuries on the north bank'of the St. Lawrence, perhaps the inhabitants
of British descent may be found sufficiently condensed te claim, under another rule of division,.to form separate
electoral districts; but in general they are so dispersed as scarcely to make it possible for their influence to be felt in
elections, except by the adoption of sone novel principle, such as that to which allusion is made in the 27th Paragraph
of the Report.

General Remnark.-The Census of 1831 bas been adopted in framing this Table, not only because it is the most
recent, but the only one that bas been made according to the new division of Counties. The framers of the Act of
1829 could, of course, only have had before them the Census of 18c5, which was made according to the old division
of Counties; and that it was very incorrect there can be no doubt.

- No. 2.

No. 2. TABLE showing the DivisioN of the PRovINcE before and after the Provincial Act of 1829; also
the NUMBER of REPiREsENTATIVEs allotted to each Countv by the Bill as it was sent up by the
Assembly, and as it was passed with the Amendments of the Couucil.

~0 L D N A M E S Population N E W N A M ES Population NO of Men- No of 3em-
according to according to bers proposed bers by the

of the Census of the Census by the 1i! Act
COUNTIES. of 1825. COUNTIES. of183t. s ec bly. as passed.

Quebec, exclusive of 8,237 Quebec - - - 8,123 2 2
the City.

Hampshire - - 13,312 Port Neuf - - 12,350 2 2
Warwick - - - 15,935 Berthier - - - 20,225 3 2
Effingham - - - 14,921 Terrebonne - - 16,623 3 2
Montreal, exclusive of 14,628 Montreal- - - 16,467 3 2

the Citv.
Kent - - - 10,890 Chambly - - - 15,483 3 2
Surry - . - 11,573 Vercheres - - 12,319 2 2
Heriford - - - 14,o44 Bellechasse - - 13,528 3 2
Orleans - - - 4,022 Orleans - - - 4,349 1 2
Devon - - - 11,934 L'Islet - - - 13,518 2 2

The boundaries of these 1o counties were not altered.
The population of the. counties of Quebec and Montreal is givenas exclusive of the cities of the

same names, which haverrepresentatives of their own.
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O L D N A M ES Populatib N E W N A M ES Population No of Mem- No of Meni.
according to according to bers proposed bers by the

of the Census of the Census by tne Bill Act
COUNTIES• Of 1825. COUNTIES. of 1831. the Asbembly as passed.

St. Maurice

Leinster -

Bedford -

Dorchester

Cornwallis

Gaspé -

Northumberland

York -

Huntingdon

Richelieu -

Buckinghan

2i,o66

19,757

23,654

19,707

20,012

† 6,425

11,210

30,096

39,586

36,256

33,522

f St, Maurice -
jChamplain -{ Assomption -

Lachenaye .
SR ouville - -
Miisisquoi -
Dorchester -
Beauce - -

Kamouraska -
Rinouski -

EGaspé - -
Bonaventure -{Saguenay -
Montmorenci -
Two MountainsIOttawa - -
Vaudreuil -
Beauharnois -
Acadie - -
La Prairie -fRichelieu -
St. Hyacinthe -
Shefford - -

t[Stanstead -
Yamaska - -
Drummond -
Nicolet - -

Lotbiniere -
Sherbrooke
Megantic

12,989
6,991

12,767
9,461

18,108
8,801

11,946
12,600
14,557
10,061

10,312

8,385

‡ 3,743
20,905

4,774-
13,111
16,857
11,419

18,497
14,149
15,366
5,087

1o,3o6
9,496
3,566

12,504
9,194
7,104-
2,283

Cities and Towiis -

Number of Representatives by the Bill as it was sent up to the Council'
by the Assenbly - - - - - . - -

Presenît number under the Act as passed - - - -

REPE ESENTA-
TION.

No. 2.

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

4
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2

2
2

2

2
2

i ¶88

* Exclusive of the town of Three Rivers, estimated at 4,000.
† The counties of Northumberland and Gaspú were divided in consequence of their vast extent, and

of their remoteness frorn tbe seat of government.
‡ The counties of Montmorenci and Diummond have acquired their right to the second representa-

tive, and will have each two in the next session.
§ The population of the county of Richelieu is given exclusive of the town of Sorel,
|| Megantic was for purposes of election to be united to the neighbouring county of Beauce.
¶ To this number of 88, two are already to be added for the couuties of Drumnond and Mont-

maorenci, and one more will in course of time be added for Megantie.

N.B. The alterations rnade by the Council, and afterwards assented to by the Assembly, may bo
considered to have taken five members fromn the counties in vhich French Canadians prevail, and
added six to those principally occupied by persons of British descent.

- No. 3 a. -

STATEMENT delivered in Writing, by Mr. J. D. Gibb, 16.August 1836, on REPRESEN-
TATION of the PEOPLE.

Tn estate of the representation of the people in the Provincial Assembly of Lower
Canada, is one of the sub'jects upon which the inhabitants of British and Irish origin have
complained as being deprived of their fair share, and has been referred for consideration to
lis Majesty's Commissioners of Inquiry.

Before entering into details for suggesting a remedy, I shall point out the enacttnènts
relative to it.

By the Act of the Parlianent of Great Britain, 1*4 Geo. 3, c. 83 (1774), intituled, 4 An
Act for making more effectual provision for the Government of the Province of Quebec, id
North Aimerica," a council was constituted and appointed for the province of Quebec, to
cousist of such persons resident there, not exceeding 23, nor léss than 17, as His Majesty,
his heirs and successors should appoint, to which council power and authority was granted
to make ordinances for the pence, welfare and good government of the said province, with
the consent of His Majesty's Governor, or in his absence of the Lieutenant-governor, or
Commander-in-chief for the time being.

Thesaid council exercised its powers until the yeai 1 79o, when tie Britisb Act, 3 17Geà. 3.
c. 31, intituled " An Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the 14 th year of Ris
Majesty's reign, intituled, ' An Act for making moré effectual provision for the Government

0.3.f

No. 3 a.
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of the Province of Quebec, in North America, and to make further provision for the
Government of the said Province,"' carne into force. -

By this Act the province of Quebec vas divided into two separate provinces, called the
Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, with a Legislative Council
and an Assenbly to each province respectively, to be severally comprised and constituted
as therein set forth, and it was provided that the whole nurnber of menbers to be chosen in
the province of Upper Canada, should not be less than 16, and those of Lower Canada not
less than 50 members.

On the 7th May 1792, a proclamation was issued by Sir Alured Clarke, Lieut.-governor,
dividing the province of Lower Canada into counties, cities and towns, to be represented as
follows:

The several counties of i. Cornwallis, 2. Devon, 3. Hertford, 4. Dorchester, 5. Bucking-
bamshire, 6. Richelieu, 7. Surrey, 8. Kent, 9. Huntingdon, io. York, il. Montreal,
12. Effingham, 13. Leinster, 14. Warwick, 15. St. Maurice, 16. Hampshire, 17. Quebec,
and 18. Northumberland, shall and may be represented in the said Assembly by two mem-
bers each, making - - - - - - - - - - - - 36
And the counties of Gaspé, Bedford and Orleans, by one.member cach - - - 3
And the cities or towns of Quebec and N ontreal respectively by four members or

representatives for cach, to wit, two for each division thereof - - - - 8
And the town or borough of Three Rivers by two members - - - - - 2
And the town or borough of William Henry by one member - - - - - j

50

The whole of which members were returned by French majorities of the people.
The increase of population in the townships where the Loyalists from the former colonies

had settled, and the constant accession to their numbers by emigration fiom the British
Isles, caused an application to be made upon their right of being represented in the Pro-
vincial Assembly.

An Act was passed by the Provincial Legislature in the year 1829, 9 Geo. 4, c. 73,
intituled, " An Act to make a New and more convenient Subdivision of the Province into
Counties, for the purpose of effecting a more equal Representation thereof in the Assernbly
than heretofore," wyhich Act establishes the division of 40 counties now existing, viz.
Thirty-seven counties containing respectively a population of. 4,oo souls each and

upwards, two members each - - - - - - - - - - 74
Three counties, Drummond, Megantie and Montmorenci, containing upwards of

1,ooo each, but less than 4,ooo, one member each - - - - - - 3
City of Quebec - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
City of Montreal - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
Town of Three Rivers - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
Town of William Henry - - - - - - - - - -

88
The following STATENMENT will show how this Division was made.

OLD COUNTY DIVISION.

Bedford - - -
Buckingham - -

Cornwallis - - -
Devon - - -
Dorchester - - -
Effingham - - -
Gaspé - - - -

Hampshire - - -
Hertford - - -

Huntingdon - -

Kent - - - -

Leinster - - -

Montreal - - -

Northumberland - -
Orleans - - -

Quebec - - -

Richelieu - . -

St. Maurice - - -

Surrey -. - -

Warwick - - -

York - - - -

TOTAL - -

Nuniber of
New Cointies

in the
Old ones.

- n2
- 6

- 2

- 1
- 2

- 1.

- 2

- 1

- 1

- 3
- 1

- 2

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 1

- 4

- 2

- 14

- 1

- 3

- 40

New County Division by the Act of the Pruvincial
Parliament of 1829.

Rouville and Missisquoi.
- -. Yamuska, Drummond, Nicolet, Lotbiniere,
Sherbrooke and Megantic.
Kamouraska and Rimouski.
L'Islet.
Beauce and Dorchester.
Terrebonne.
Bonaventure and Gaspé.
Portneuf.
Bellechasse.
Acadie, Beauharnois and La Prairie.
Chambly.
L'Assomption and Lachenaye.
Idem.
Montmorenci and Saguenay.
Idem.
Idem.
- - Richelieu, St. Hyacinthe, Shefford, and
Stanstead.
St. Maurice and Champlain.
Vercheres.
Berthier.
Two Mountains, Vaudreuil and Ottawa.

- - New Counties into which the -21
Counties are divided.

Old

Complaints
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Complaints have been made with regard to this division ; territories inhabited principally REPRESENTA-
by persons of French origin have been divided into numerous small counties, while others TION.
where a large body.of those of British origin resided were so divided, that by joining that
territory vith another more numerous in French inhabitants, the votes of the British were No. 3 a.
rendered ineffectual.

The county of La Prairie contains 238 square miles.
- Acadie - 250 -

- Beauharnois - 717 -
The population of the latter is nearly one half of British and Irish descent.
The Census of 1831 estimates the total nimber of souls of that county at 16,857; of

wvhom 9,349 only were Catholic, including Irish, and the remainder 7,508 were Protestants.
These last, and the Irish included in the iunber of Catholics, will mnake up nearly one-

half of the county.
The county ofTwo Mountains contains upwards of 6,5oo inhabitants of British and Irish

origin, but they are outvoted by a larger body of French. French majorities exist also in
the cities of Quebec and Montreal, and the towns of Three Rivers and William Henry, and
in every county in the province wherein lands are held under the seigneurial tenure, and
these occupy the entire borders of the rivers St. Lawrence, Richelieu and Ottawa, excepting
only the county of Ottawa, on the river last named.

Throughout the whole of the seigneurial lands, the cities of Quebec and Montreal, and
the towns of Three Rivers and William Henry, rnembers are returned by French majorities.

The state of the representation is as follows:-
Thirty-two counties of French majorities, returning two rembers each; viz. i. Beauce,

2. Beauharnois, 3. Bellechasse, 4. Berthier, 5. Bonaventure, 6. Chambly, 7. Champlain,
8. Dorchester, 9. Gaspé, 1o. Kamouraska, 11. L'Acadie, 12. Lacbenaye, 13. La Prairie,
14. L'Assomption, 15. L'Islet, 16. Lotbiniere, 17. Montreal, 18. Nicolet, 1g. Orleans,
20. Port Neuf, 21. Quebec, 22. Richelieu, 23. Rimouski, 24. Rouville, 25. Saguenay, 26. St.
Hyacinthe, 27. St. Maurice, 28. Terrebonne, 29.Two Mountains, 30. Vaudreuil, S1. Ver-
cheres, and 32. Yamaska.

Britisb. French,

Say 32 counties, returning two members each, by French ma-
. jorities - - - 64

2 Ditto - - ditto, one each (say, Montmorenci and
Drummond) - -

1 English majority, Megantic - - - - - -
5 Ditto - - - Sherbrooke, Stanstead, Missisquoi,

. Ottawa and Shefford, 2 each - - - - 10

Total 40 Counties.

Two cities, French majority, Quebee and M ontreal, 4 each - - - 8
Two towns, - ditto, Three Rivers, 2; and William

Henry, 1 - - - - - 3

11 77

Total 88 Members.

The two members from Gaspé voted with the English minority, and the two members
from Stanstead voted with the French majority.

The member from Drummond was elected by a French majority of votes, although the
English have a majority in the whole county.

The following is an extract from a letter on that subject, dated Granthan, 12th January
1836:

" It is-my firm conviction that the freedom of election would be better consulted by
having the poli holden in townships inhabited by English people. The last-election was
well contested by a constitutional member, or candidate, who would have carried his return
if it had not been that the numerous irresponsible French Canadians, without a colour'of
title, were encouraaed to give their votes by the Papineau party ; and it cannot be supposed
that they would tike the trouble to go to a distance for that purpose, in the uncertamnty of
their votes being received.

" They were kept as a corps of reserve, and were brought forward to swell the lists of the
adverse candidate where the difficulty of coming to tbe poll debarred many constitutional
votes from supporting the cause."

A plan for a new division of counties is respectfully submitted with this Report. The
changes are as follow :

The county of Ottawa is divided into three counties. The five counties of Two
Mountains, Terrebonne, Lachenaye, L'Assomption and Berthier are formed into five other
counties, of which two will be of British and three of. French majority.

The counies of La Prairie and Acadie are joined and foimed into one county.
0.3. a 3 The
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The counties of Richelieu, St. Hyacinthe and Rouville are formed into two counties, witlh
the exception of the seigneuries of Sabrevois, Foucoult and Noyau, at the south part of the
county of Rouville, containing a British majority, which are transferred and added to the
county of fMissisquoi.

The thrce counties of Shefford, Missisquoi and Stanstead, with the tbrec seigneuries
abovenentioned from Rouville, to be fornied into four counties. The counties of Drummond
and Sherbrooke to be formed into five counties. The county of Megantie, with the parish
of St. Sylvestre transferred to it from the county of Lotbiniere, to be formed into two
counties. The county of Orleans, being only 69 square miles in extent, and not sufficient
in comparison with other counties, is added to the county of Montmorenci, to be called
the county of Montmuorenci.

The Return of Members will be as follows:

District of Montreal

19 counties, one city, one town - - - - -

District of Three Rivers:

9 counties and tvo towns, including two members for
the town of Sherbrooke, being the court town of
the inferior district of St. Francis - - -

District of Quebec:

14 counties and one city - - - - - -

District of Gaspé:

2 coutties - - - - - - - -

Total - 44 Counties.

Eritisi, Mnjo-
rit.y.

14

G

n

French AMajo.
nty.

25

I1

4

66

Say 22 British and 66 French. Total 88 members, being the same number as the existing
division.

In this statement, the population of the first division of Megantie, in conjunction with
the parish of St. Sylvestre transferred to it from the county of Lotbiniere, exceeds 4,ooo
souls, and two members are therefore inserted.

The above number of 22 British vill, I trust, not be considered unreasonable, as their
share in comparison with the nunber of 66 members of French majority, when the number
of British and Irish is computed as 150,000 to 350,000 French inhabitants.

The census of 1831, in givinr the total population at 511,917, stated the number of
Roman-catholics to be 403,472, leaving therefore the number of 108,445 to be protestants,
none of whom would be of French origin.

Of the catholics above stated, we nay reasonably infer that 5o,ooo are of other origin
than French, and the statement must therefore be satisfactory that the total number of
British and Irish, and others not French, exceed 15o,ooo, and this without estimating the
increase by emigration, vast numbers having settled throughout the province since the
year 1831.

On a census being again taken, the population will be correctly ascertained, and when
the newly formed counties will have acquired sufficient to entitle then to the return of two
members each according to the existing law.-See Provincial Statute, g Geo. 4, c. 73.

" That each and every county now fornied, or which shall or may hereafter be formed,
the population of which shall amount to i,ooo souls, shall be represented in the provincial
parliament by one member, and when the population of such county or counties as afore-
said shall amount to 4,000 souls, the said county or counties shall be represented by two
members; and when any county now formed or hereafter to be formed, shal contain less
than 1,ooo souls, the said county or counties shall be attached to the next adjoining
county in which there shall be the smallest number of souls."

The returns in the course of years may be expected as fiollows, viz.:

Members according to present population - -

Further anticipated

From the county of Ottawa - - - - -

- Hull - - - - -

Clarendon - - - -

- Kilkenny - - - -

- Enfield - - - - -

- Middlesex . - - -

- Worcester - - - -

Second division of Megantic - -

Caried forward

British.

22

French.

66

1-
1 -

1

32 66
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British. French. REPRESENTA-
--- TION.

Brought forward - - - 32 66 -

The new county of Drummond has a French majority, but on the No. 3 a.
lands being settied as is supposed by British emigrants, it will
ultimately have a British majority, and therefore diminish one
(sce page ,) from the French and add two to the English
number - - - - - - - - - 1 i

34 65

In making the foregoing divisions, regard lias been had to territorial extent, as well as
population.

I had wished also to divide all the seigneurial lands from those of frce tenure, but could
not entirely carry out that principle. In making a divisiou of the county of Two
Mountains, by separating the seigneury of Argenteuil from the east part of that county, and
forming it into a new county with the townships on the west, a separation has been made
of the British and French people, vhich will prevent a recurrence at future elections of those
tumults vhich cannot be recollected without regret.

The British and Irish settlers residing in the southern part of the county of Rouville,
have complained of being unrepresented, being svamped in the French majority of the
northern part. The present division, uniting tlien with the county of Missisquoi, will no
doubt correct the evil.

A large body, of the same origin, in the county of Lotbiniere, had the same cause of com-
plaint, and the parish of St. Sylvestre lias therefore been added to the county of Megantie.

The qualification for electors according to the 2oth, 21st and 22d sections of 5 Geo. 4,
c. 33, is as follows:

For counties. Proprietor of an estate of the yearly value of 40s. sterling, or 44 s. 5 .1 d.
currency.

For cities, towns or boroighs. Proprietor of a lot of ground and dwelling of the yearly
value of 5 1. sterling, or 5 /. 1 i s. 1 .! d. currencv.

For the same. A tenant paying i o 1. sterling per annum, or i 1 1. 2 s. 2 . d. currency.
In a commercial community, the interests of commerce, independently of territory and

population, ought to be represented ; and as those interests centre in the principal cities,
the members allotted to tbem slould be increased. The commercial interests of the empire
are affected by the system of taxation resorted to in the province, as well as by various local
regulations, and they are therefore entitled to be heard. The right reserved to the King to
disallov any Act within two years after its having become law, does not adequately protect
the interests in question. i vould therefore suggest that vhen the city of Montreal shall
have acquired a population of 45,000 souls, that it should have two additional members,
and that the existing qualification of voters for cities, towns or boroughs should be doubled.

As an additional.safèguard to the principles of the constitution, and against persons not
having a sufficient stake or interest in the province becoming members of the Assembly, it
is recommended to establish a qualification of residence and property for each candidate
tlereto, of at least 5o 1. of clear annual revenue, arising froi real estate in the county, city,
town or borough vherein lie may reside.

Where we see securities are considered necessary for every public office or employment,
and that even an ensign of militia must by law be qualified in a certain amount of property,
wivth hov much more reason should that principle be extended to a legislator?

The payment of inembers of the House of Assembly wages out of the general
revenues of the country, appears. highly objectionable; and if payment is continued, it
should be borne by the counties, cities, towns or boroughs for vhiclh they are elected.

la the cities of Quebec and Montreal, the county of Two Mountains, and other parts of
the province where difference of feeling exists from national origin or political views, dis-
sensions have arisen to an alarming height at the places of election.

Persons not qualified have voted and taken the oath required by law, leaving the opposing
candidate no remedy but that very useless one of prosecuting for perjury. To prevent such
abuses, I would recommend that all votes be registered previous to the period of election in
the manner adopted in England. It would be advantageous to the public peace that the
general election should be had simultaneously throughout the province, in order to' check
the facility of persons being elected for two places, and also to prevent agitators interfering
with elections not in their own locality.

It is also desirable that a fixed peri9d for the meeting of the legislature should be esta-
blished by law, unless under extraordinary circunstances. The early part of the month of
January vould perhaps be found the most convenient for the public interest.

The objections so often made to a recent amendment of the election law must be again
alluded to.

The 27th section of the 28th chapter of the Provincial Statute William 4, i8th March
1834, intituled, " An Act to regulate the manner of proceeding upon contested Elections of
Members to serve in the House of Assembly, and to repeal certain Acts therein mentioned,"
contains the following clause: " Nor shal any one of any number of persons being proprie-
tors in common (par indivis) of any immovable- property, vote at any such election as being
qualified by his undivided share of such property, unless such persons shall hold such
propertv as. co-ieirs." This clause is a direct violation of the elective rights of a large

0-3. a 4 portion
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REPRESENTA. portion of the mercantile body of British and Irish inhabitants of this province, whose
TION. valuable real estate being in copartnership, they are dîsfranchised from voting. for members

to represent them in the provincial Assembly.-(See copy of Resolutions passed in the
No. 3 a.'* West Municipal Ward of the City of lontreal on the 1rth September 1835, presented on

the i2th August 1836 by a deputation to Ris Excellency the Right Honourable the Earl of
Gosford, Governor-in-chief.)

Another important subject for cdnsideration must be noticed, the large quorum of the
Ilouse of Assembly as established by that body. It consists of a majority of 88 members,
and is therefore 45.

The experience of the last two sessions lias proved to what extent the power thus
assumed by a majority of that Ilouse, can be exercised. A body of the nembers having
retired almost simiultaneously, the House was left without a quorum, and therefore rendered
as incapable of continuimg its legislative proceedings as if it had been prorogued in due
formn. To prevent similar occurrences, it is desirable that the quorum be established by
law, and not to exceed the number of 20.

How different is the system in the British House of Commons, wliere with 658 members
they established the moderate quorum of 40?

Al hiich is respectfully subnitted.

Montreal, 16 August 1836. (signed) James Duncan Gibb.

Alterations and further remarks:
Only one of the members from Gaspé voted with the English minority, and one of the

members from Missisquoi voted with the French majority.
The township of Farnhan is taken fron the county of Shefford and added to the county

of Nlissisquoi; the population of Shefford being therefore but 3,317, entitles that county
to the return of only one niember.

In order to insure the new counties an early return of members according to population,
it is recommended that a census bo taken annually therein until the number of souls shall
aimount to 4,000, to entitle thein to two irembers respectively.

The information of the supposed population in March 1836, was derked frorm letters
received in reply to circulais addressed in December last and subsequently, bv Henry
Dyer, Esq.; chairrnan of a sub-committee appointed by the executive committee of the
Constitutional Association, to inquire into the state of the representation of the people; one
of whicl circulars is delivered herewith.

- No. 3 b..-

.1. .D. Gibb, Esq. 16 August 1836.

No. 3 b. MR. J. D. Gran having delivered a written paper on the State of the Representation of
the People, and having given explanations of it, illustrated by a reference to the map, the
following questions and answers passed.

With reference to the resolutions in the West Municipal Ward of Montreal, passed in
Septeiber 1835, and presented to the Governor in August 1836, which youi huve nentioned
in your paper, can you point ont any other documents in illustratiòn or confirmation of the
views you have stated ?-I think that a petition to the King to disallow the Act of Wili. 4,
c. 28, on account of the 27 th clause precluding co-partners from voting, was presented to
the Governor during the last session, to be transmitted to fis Majesty. I au certain that
such a petition vas presented to the King,· and I think tlrough the Governor.

On what documents do you found your statement that there is a majority of British and
Irish in the county of Drummond?-l learned it frorm John Ployard, Esq., a resident at
Grantlam, in that countv.

You are aware that in Drumniond, by'the census of 1831, there is a majority of Roman-
catholics ?-Yes.

In reference to a staternent in your paper respecting Drumnond, are there any other
instances in which you think thtat elections have been carried by voters not properly
qualified ? -I have heard that it takes place in the new settlements to a considerable extent
fron squatters.

What violence do you allude to in your paper, at the election at Two Mountains ?--I have,
been informed that there was great excitement and some show of violence, and I understand
that the British party vas kept away from the poll at St. Eustache. The greater number
of the British polled at St. Andrew's.

At what other places have you heard of any example of violence ?-There were cases at
William Henry and ut Quebec.

Besides the members for Stanstead, does not Mr. Knight, one of the members for Missis-
quoi, vote with what is termed the French party in the Assembly ?-HIe does.

What do you take to be the present number of the population, including the increase
since the census ?-As regards the province at large, I have not studied that question par-
ticularly. In the statisties appended to iny paper, I have derived my statenient of the
population in the new setilements fron letters which, as secretary to a sub-committee of
the Constitutional Association, I received from residents in those townships.

Do you suppose that since 1831, the proportion of persons of British origin to others,
has
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has increased ?-Yes, because they have the increase by emigration to add to the natural REPRESENTA-
increase. TION.

Can you state why for present purposes, and without reference to future population, there -
is any reason to take extent of territory into consideration in dividing the country into No. 3 6.
electoral districts?-The local wants of inhabitants, difference of situation, climate, &c.,
and probably corresponding peculiarities of interest.

Would it not be a sounder principle to proportion the number of representatives to the
nurmber of voters, than to the number of the whole population, including women and
children ?--That is n difficult question regarding points of abstract politics, into which
I would wish to be excused fron entering on the present occasion.

Does your plan provide against the inequalities which may arise from increase of
numbers, or against the occurrence of minorities of one origin in counties ?-My plan
particularly guards against inequalities, for the counties being made of equal extent, all
will be alike. With respect to the existence of minorities in counties who will not return
the representatives, no system, that I am acquainted with, can guard against that.

But do you think that under your system of division the province would approach to
a state in which each county would contain inhabitants of only one origin ?-There will be
13 counties according to my plan, wvhich in time would be nearly ail Euglish.

If there were a system established for the registration of titles, should you contemplate
a considerable influx of English into the seigneuries?-In the district of Montreal, but
iot, I think, in Quebec, except as regards merchants settling in the towns. The climate
is too severe.

Supposing the province divided into electoral districts, each of which returned 10
representatives, and that each voter had only one vote, do you not perceive that it vould
ensure the minority baving representatives w hilst your plan leaves them unrepresented?
-L think it ivould if they were sufficiently uiited, but I should anticipate difficulty as
to the detail. There would be always apprehensions in the minority that the pract.ical
operation of the system would not do full justice. I must observe also, that I corne here
only to give opinions founded on the old, or usually received, systens of representation, und
I am scarcely prepared to discuss new principles.

PAPER delivered by Mr. Gibb in Illustration of his Proposed SuBnivisionç of COUNTrIs in the Province of
Lower Canada, for the Return of AIEMBlEs to the HousE of ASsEMBLY.

Territorial P O PULA TIO N. ORIGIN.

Extent in Square Supposed British

Miles. Census of Census or Population and French.
188. nrish.

DisvTeR OF MONTREAL:
The county of Ottawa to be divided into three

counties.

i. To be called the county of Ottawa, to con-
sist of

The seigneury of Petite Nation - -

The township of Lochaber and its augmen-
tation or Gore. - - - - -

Buckingham - - - - - -

The townships of Derry and Rippon - -

And other townships to theiboundary in the
rear.of the province (not exceeding Portland and
its rear).

To·rAL - - -

Miles. ïooth part
of a Mile.

232 35

1o6 Co
96 59

200 o0

635 54-
w.-. *I. .4. -

1,632
- - M - .. - ô - - -

2. To be called the county of Hull, to con-
sist of the townships of

Templeton . - - - - -

Hull - - - - - - ·

Eardley - - - - - - -

Portland, in rear -. - - - -

Waklefield (not surveyed, suppose) .
Washer - - - - - - - -

And the territory extending to the rear boun-
dary of the.province.

ToTAL 62o 10 •

270
C,059

214

2,543

390
2,700

200

3,290

24-7
2,640

- - - I - t -

(eontinued)

1-- - -
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DISTRICT Or MorTaEAL-continued.
3. To be called the county of Clarendon, to

consist of the townships of
Onslow - - - - - - -

Bristol - - - - -

Clarendon - - - - - -
Litchfield, in rear - - - - -

Mansfield - -- - -

'Huddersfield, (not surveyed, suppose) -
With the territory in rear, and on the north-

west to the boundary of the province.

ToTAL - - -

The five counties of Two Mountains, Terrebonne,
Lachanaye, L'Assomption and Berchier, to be.
newly divided and formed into the five follow-
ing counties :
i. The county of Chatham, to consist of the

townships of
Grenville (and ils augmentation) -
Chatham - - - -

The seigneury of Argenteuil - - -
The township of Chatham Gore, in rear -

Wentworth - ditto - -
Harrington - ditto - -

Arundel - ditto - -

Howard - ditto - -

And the remaining territory in rear, until the
lines of the county of Ottawa and that of the
county of Kilkenny meet atan angle.

TOTAL - - -

Territorial

Extent in Square

Miles.

Miles. ootlh part
of a Mile.

121 o0

56 70
115 30
41 67

100 00
100 00

534 67

119 g0

179 02

73 14

97 30
100 0
100 00
100 00

POPULATION.

Census of

1825.

Census of

1831.

79
96

257
55

112

Supposed
Population
in Mtarch

1836.

147
445

422

4

- - I ~ Exceedi

ORTGIN.

British

and Frencb.
lrish.

no intelligence.
no intelligence.

- . - - - - - w-

563
88o

2,050
1o6

1,262
2,604
2,596

473

1,450

00

- I. -

728 50 3,599 1 6,935

This calculation Of 728 miles is made by the boundary lines of the whole county. I I
2. The county of Terrebonne, to consist of the

parishes of
St. Scholastique - . - - -

St. Benoit - - - - - -

St. Eustache - - - - . -

Lake of Two Mountains - - - - -

Isle Bizarre - - - . -

Parish of St. Martin - - - -
St. Vincent de Paul - - - -

St. Francois - - . - -

St. Rose - - - . -

Terrebonne - - - - -

New Glasgow - - . .-
St. Anne des Plaines - - - -

St. Threse - - - - -

Riviere du Nord - - - -

TOTAL - - -

3. The county of L'Assomption, to consist of
the parishes of

Lachanaye - - - - - -

Muscouche - - - . - .
St. Roch - - - - - . -

St. Lyn - - - - - - -

St. Es prit - - . - . •

And the parish of L'Assomption - -
St. Sulpice - - - . .
Repentigny - - -
St. Jacques - - - . - .

ToTAL - - -

4. The county of Berchier, as it now is, less
the townehip of Kildare on the west side, the
population of which is not given in the census

TOTAL - --

563 2o

2,684.

4,115
4,833

907
668

2,895
1,808

664
2,169
1,682

3,313
2,648

313

28,699

3,769
4,431
4,830

6i4
799

3,022
1,934

788
2,229

1,563
479

1,412

2,703
473

29,046
I.--

r r - - - - - .. - . -

376

8,410 00
61 63

8,348 37

1,o16
2,152
3,622

1,754
3,621

1,464
1,571

4,073

19,273

1,068
2,276
2,517
1,583
1,889
3,865
1,040
le703

4,850

20,791

- - thé nuimber not
included in the
census of 1825.

i - - - * -

.

15,935 20,225

2001,250

100
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POP U LAT ION. ORIGIN.
Territorial

Extent in Square Ccnsus of Census of Suppsed British

M.iks. n and French.
1825. 1831. 1836. Irih.

5. The county of Kilkenny to consist of the
townships of

Abercrombie - - - - - -

Kilkenny - - . - - .
Rawdon - - - - - - -

Kildare - - - - - - -

Howard, in rear - - - - -

Wexford, ditto - - - . -

Cliertsey, ditto - - - - -

And the territory in rear, running parallel to
theside lines, uorth-westerly to the boundary of
the province.

TOTAL - - -

The two counties of Laprairie and l'Acadie to be
formed into one county, called the county of
Laprairie; viz.

Laprairie - - - - -

Acadie - - - - - - -

ToTAL - -

The two counties of Chambly and Vercheres to
be formed into one county, called the county
of Chambly ; viz.

Chanbly - - - . - - -

Vercheres - - . - - -

ToTAL - - -

The three counties of Richelieu, St. Hyacinthe
and Rouville, to be newly divided :

1. To be called the county of Richelieu, to
consist of
The actual county of Richelieu - - -
And all that part of the county of St. Hyacinthe

lying and being eastward and northward of
the riviere La Tortue and its disbcharge into
the Yamaska river; consisting of the parishes of

St. Pie - - - - - - -

St. Hughes - - - - - -
St. Simon - - - - -

And extra-parochial places, &c. - -

TOTAL - - -

2. The county of Rouville to consist of that
part of the county of St. Hyacinthe which is not
included in the last-mentioned county; being
the parishes of

St. Damase - - - - - -

St. Hyacinthe - - - - - -

La Presentation - - - - -

St. Cessaire - - - - - -

Also that part of the old county of Rouville
whîich lies northward of the seigneury Blenrie;
viz. the parish of

St. Mary - ..- - - - -

St. Hilaire - - - - - -

St Matthias - - - - - -

St. Jean Baptiste - - - - -

TOTAL - - -

The remuaining part of the old county of
Rouville to be added te the county of Missisquoi;
viz. the seigneuries of

Noyau.
Foucault.
Sabrevois.

Miles.

8i
83
92
61

iooti patt
of a Mile.

74
18
16
63

100 OO
100 00
.100 00

618 71

238 o0 19,254

250 O0 - -

488 o0 - -

373 00

I. . - - -

16,351
11,573

I -- -- I --

27,924

15,896

27,802

16,149

2,294

________________ *I. I.

_______________ - . n -. ~

308. 84

586 14

1,705
6,6oo
1,712
1,764

4,096
973

2,193
1,967

21,010

_______________ - ,.~*

1,309

128

480 1,437

18,497
11,419

29,916

15,483
12,319

e

2,045
3,960
1,646
2,796

5,362
1 ,106 :
2,431
2,150

21,496

(continued)
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DlsTRIcT oP MON TREAL--continued.
The three counties of Missisquoi, Shefford and

Stanstead, with the south half of the old county
of Rouville, to be formed into four counties:
i. The county of Shefford, to consist of the

townships of
Milton - - - - - - -

Roxton - - - - - - -

Ely - - - - - - -

Granby - - - - - - -

Shefford - - - - - -

Stukeley - - - - - -

Farnham - - - . - -

Deduct Farnham - -. -

TOTAL - -

2. The county of Missisquoi, to consist of the
townships of

Stanbridge - . - - - -

Durham - - - - -

Seigneury of St. Armsrod - - - -
Novau l From the old county

Sabrevois of Rouville.

Add Farnham - -

TOTAL - - -

3. The county of Brome, to consist of tie
townships of

Sutton - - - - - - -

Brome - - - - - -

Polton - - - - - - -

Bolton - - - - - - -

West of the Lake Memphramagng.

TOTAL - -

4. The county of Stànstead, to consist of the
townships of

Barford - - - - - -

Barnston - - - - - -

Stanstead - - - - - -

Hatley - - - - Q - -

East of the Lake Memphramagog.

TOTAL -

DISTRIcT oF TnRa RivERs:

The counties of Drummond and Sherbrooke to
be formed into five counties.

i. The county of Drummond, to consist of the
townships of

Upton - - - - - -

Grantham - - - - - -

Wickham - - - - - -

Acton - - - - - - -

Wendover - - - - - -

Simpson - . - - - -

Brton - - - - - -
.Aston - - - - - - -f
Bulstrode - - - - - -

Stanfold - - - - - -

Warwick - - - - - -

Archabaska - - - - -.

TOTAL - - -

Territorial

Extent in Square

Miles.

POP UL A TlON.

Ccnsup of

1825.

Census of Supposed
Population

in Marcn1831. 1 1836.
*1 -I-I

Miles. iooth part
ofa Alile.

100 0o
101 25
88 35
111 75
101 25
100 00

45 30

647 90
45 30

602 6o

86 10

87 40
82 08

120 16

376 18
45 30

421

297
891
250
138

• 1,576
138

1,438

1,638
1,929
2,654.
I;839

928
550

9,538
138

48 1 9,676

101
101
97

119

730
718
187
945

148

25

797
1,176

388
1,314

3,846
2,314

2,532

190

50
131

991
1,470

485
1,642

4,959
1,642

3,317

2,180

1,239
1,005

4170

1,548

.1 i -

420 2,590 1 5,594
i - a - . - -

58
96

111

109

376 o6

1,409

3,160
1,387

5,956

84
2,221

4,226
1,600

8,131

ORIGIN.

British

and

JIish.

French.

- - - - a

. - b - S - 4 -

116
114
IC6
103
81

100

210

113
129

154

1,230 66

354
188

28
32

f - -7

434
620

378

76
55
12

72
97

- - 400

400 '450

350 100

50 30

40 9o
- - 12

- - 50
1o 220

-----------i-

629 1,744 2,232

s - S - a a a

~~ 85 1,282

2,380
2,220
3,021
2,428
1,222
1,125

1,314

13,72o

1,642

- - - a1
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TPOP U LAT ION. ORIGIN.
Territorial ______ _____

Extent in Square C o Cm Supposed Bridih

Miues. • nf Marn and French,
1825. 1831. 186. Irsb.

DISTRicT oy Tiianz RivERs--ontinued.
2. The county of Sherbrooke, to consist of the

townships of
Durham - - - - i -

Melbourne - - - - - -

Brompton - - - - ;. -

Orfotd - - - -

Ascott - - - - -

Compton - - - - -

ToTAL - - -

3. The county of Enfield, ta consist of the
townships of

Kinsey - - - - -

Shepton - - - - -

Windsor - - - - - -

Tingwick - - - - - -

Chester - - - - - -

Wotton - - - - - -

Hm - - - - - - -

Woolfstown, and its augmentation - - -

TTA - - -

4. The county of Middlesex, ta consist of the
townships of

Stoke - - - - - -

Dudswell - - - • -

Weedon - - - - - -

Garchly - - - - -

Westbury - - - -

Bury - - - - - - -

Longwick - - - * - -

Stratford . - - - - -

Hampden - - - - - -

Part of Gayhurst - - - - -

Maradon - - - - - -

TOTA - - -

5. The county of Worcester, to consist of
Eaton - - - - - - -

Newport - - - - - -

Ditton - - - - - - -

Chesham - - - - -

Clinton - - - -

Clifton - - - - - -

Aukland - - - - - -

Emberton - - - - - -

Hereford - - - - - -

Drayton - - - - - -

ToTAL - -

DTartcr or QuruBac:
The county of Lotbinière, as it now is - -

Less the parish of St. Sylvestre, ta be added ta
the county of Megantie.

The county of Megantie ta be formed into two
counties.

1. To be called the county of Megantic, to
consist of the parish of St, Sylvestre, from the
county of De Lotbinière.
'Ibe township of Somerset - - - -

Nelson- - - - -

Halifax - - - - -

Invernes - -

Leeds - - - -

Ireland, and its augmentation

ToTar. - - -

Miles. 100 pare
oa Mec.

109 09 334
71 82 479
88 43 214

229 à6 202

94 o6 756
82 22 965

746
864 -
248 -
230

1,155
1,510

1,000 -
1,Q80

350
320

1,8oo
2,020

j-' i -

2,950 4,753 6,770

J. - ~ - - .6

96 27
126 85
111 34
]05 96
121 20
93 20

117 59
132 68

906 09

879
1$313

129
1 8o

9
8

11334 2,518

1,100
1,.900

220

300
12
10

12

3,554

h q - * -

140

92
109
68
81
94

115

209
o

110

242

67

342

100
15

950 60
1,250 30

350
300 20

1,650 150
2,000 20

6,500 270

650

200-
300

12
10

12

2,984

342

00
15

____- h -- - t -

4104 87 I 93 309 457 457
- - .1 - - T

93
96
97

138

93
91

46
103
40

781

760

86

76

985
120

70

1$500
150

1•

1>500 .
150

100

10 10

50 - 171 250 5

0 - - .- 350 350

922 1 1,346 2,360 Q,360

450
100

20

570

~- - - i - 7 -

735,

L . I - i T

-

97
99

114

140
143

656

03 -

27 - -

47 - -
00 84
70 36,5

249 3,457

1,323

16
71

853
754
440

50
150

950

740
500

50
130
950
740
490

- ~ 1~-

b 3 (contimied)
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PO PULA T ION. OIGIN.

ExtentC nua Census of Census of Suppsed British

Mile. in March and French.
1831 1836. Irish.

DISTRICT OF QUEBEC-ontinzued.
2. To be called the county of

to consist of the townships of'
Chetford - - - - - -

Broughton - - - - - -

Coiraine - - - - - -

Adstock - - - - - -

Tring - - - - - -

Winslow - - - - -

Oulney - . - - - -

Thelney - - - - -

Gayhurst - - - - - -

Dorset - - - - -

TOTAL - - -

The two counties of Montmorenci and Orleans
to be united, and called the county of Montmo-
renci.

Montmorenci
T9

TOTAL - - - 7,465

Miles, soh rt
' of -

85 14
8o 04
63 65
go 82
68 73
36 62

100 48
72 35

107 31

799 14 38

q q M - - - . - -

Note.-The township of Wolfstown and its augmentation arc by this arrangement included in the district of Three Rivers.

.RESULT of the SuiDivrsion of COUNTIEs.

Extent ORIGIN.

in Square British
and French.

Miles. Irish.

DISTRICT OF MoNTREAL:
Counties : Ottawa (besides waste lands) - - - - -

HuIl - - (ditto) - - - - - - -

Clarendon - (ditto) - - - - - - - -

Cliatham (including some waste lands) - - - -

Terrebonne - - - - - - - - -

L'Assomption - - - - - - - -

Berchier (of which 7,839 square miles arc waste lands, less
those in rear of township of Kildare) - - - -

Kilkenny (besides waste lands) - - - - - -

Chambly - - - - - - - - -

Laprairie - - - - - - - - -

*3eauharnois - - - - - - - - -

*Venudreuil (including Isle Perrot) - - - - -

Richelieu - - - - - - - - -

Rouville - - - - - - - - -

Missisquoi - - - - - - - -

Shefford - - . - - - - -

Brome - - - - -

Stanstead - - - - -

Montreal, city:-Eastward - - - -
Westward - . - -

*County - - - -

Town or borough of William Henry - - -

635
620
534
728
563
377

8,348
618
409
488
717
330
572
586
421
602
420
376

-' :- 197-

TOTAL - - - 1 -

Co

12

- -

2

DIsTsICT OF TuREE RWIEsL.
unties: *St. Maurice (of which 9,386 square miles are waste lands) - .g,810 - -

*Champlain - - - - - - - - - 783 - -

*Yamaska - - - - - - . - 283 - -

*Nicolet - - - - - - - - - 487 - -

Drummond - - - - - - - - - 1,230 - -

Note.-The counties marked (*) have not been affected by the present arrangement.

2
2

2

2
25

2
2

2

22
2

25

i
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Extent

-- in Square
Miles.

DisTRICT oF THREE RivERs-continued.
Counties: Sherbrooke - - - - - . -

Enfield - - - - . . - - .

Middlesex - - - - . . . . _

Worcester - . - - - . . .

Town of Three Rivers - - . - - - . .
Sherbrooke, being the court town of the inferior district of St. Francis

TOTAL - - -

DISTRICT OF QUEREC.
Counties: "Beauce (of which 1,037 square miles are waste lands) -

*Bellechasse (of which 1,202 square miles are waste lands) -
*Dorchester - - - - - - -

'Islet (of which 2,608 square miles are waste lands) - -
*Kamouraska (of which 3,891 square miles are waste lands) -

Lotbinière (735 miles, less the parish of St. Sylvestre) -
Megantie, 656 miles, besides.the parish of St. Sylvestre -

- (second division) - - . - . -

Montmorenci, including the island of Orleans, (of which
6,820 square miles are vaste lands on the north shore) -

*Portneuf (of which 8,o68 square miles are waste lands) -
Quebec city, Upper Town - . - - - - -

Lower 'own - - - -

*County (of which 13,780 square miles are vaste lands) -
Counties: eRemouski (Of which 7,554 square miles are waste lands) -

*Saguenay (of which 72,123 square miles are waste lands) -

TOTAL -

DIsTRIcT OF GAsPFi.
Bonnventura

574
905

1,104
781

1,987
1,775

348
3,044
4,320

799

7,465
8,640

14,240
8,840

72,700

ORIGIN.

British&
and French.

1rish.

2

i

2

6

REPRESENTA-
TION.

No. 3 b.

221

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

2
2

20

- - - - - . . - - 4,1.0 - 2

Gaspé, including the Magdalen Islands on the Gulph f3,188 3,281 - 2
L 931

TOTAL -- - - -J- - 4

PitoviNcE oF Lowmn CANADA.
District of Montreal - . - - - - - - - . 14 25

Three Rivers - - - - - - - - - - - 6. ' 1
Quebec - - - - - - - - - - -- 2 26
Gasp -- - - . - - - - - - - - - 4

TOTAL - - - - - 22 66

For further particulars see Report of this date.
Note.--The counties marked thus (e) have not been affected by the present arrangement.

Montreal, 16 August 1836. James Duncan Gibb.

WILD LANDS.

No.
i. Arrears of Revenue in the King's Domain,

p. 15
2. Arrears of Revenue arising from Water Lots,

P. 17
3. (a.b.) Returns ofexcessive Grants, &c.&c.p. 18
4. Amount of conceded and unconceded Lands

in theSeigneuries - - - p. 20
5. Return of surveyed Crown Lands - p. 21
6. Return of unsurveyed ditto - - P. 23
7. Emoluments of the Inspector of King's Do.

main - - - - p. 23
8. Present and proposed Fees on Land Patents,

p. 24

9. (a. b. c.) Despatches and Letters on the
Management of Water Lots - p. 24

10. All Sales of Crown Lands in 1834, 1835 and
1836 (to October) - - - p. 25

11. All Sales of Clergy Reserves for the same
period - - - - - p. 26

12. Abstract of Land Accounts . - p. 27
13. Ditto - - Timber ditto - - p. 28
14. (a. & b.) Reports on the Court of Escheats

from the Commissioners of Escheats aid
the Attorney-Gencrai - - p. 28

15. Regulations for the Sale of Lands - p. 43-

- No. 1.-
Sir, Quebec, 14 October 1836.

IN consequence of your letter of the 16th May last, requesting me to furnish you, for
the information of the Royal commissioners, with a statement of all sums now due to the
Crown on account of the King's domain; and also vith a return of the ordinary revenue
of the King's domain, that is to say, a return of the rent-roll, or what the annual income
would be, if every thing due were paid within the year; I have the honour now to send
you the statement and return you require in, the best form and as accurate as circumstances

·O.. .enable

IVILD LANDS.,.

SNo. I.
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No. 1.

enable me to do. I wish at the same time to explain that I have delayed making the
return for so long a period, from hnving such imperfect materials from which to compile
it, that I was conscious I could not give you the inibrination you desired in a manner satis-
factory to inyself; i was anxious therefore, although at the expense of considerable per-
sonal labour, to endeavour to make it as complete as possible; but even now its accuracy.
cannot be depended upon in many particulars, from -there being no perfect terrier of the
King's domain in my office, and althougli attempts have been made to form one, both here
and at Three Rivers since 1828, such obstacles bave occurred in the course of its completion
that it may be considered ruerely as commenced. I had hopes that before niow a plan
would have been adopted by the Government, the outlines of -which I had the honour to
recommend in a report to his Excellency the Governor-in-chief, of the 5th May 1835,
which would have facilitated the formation of a papier terrier, and tended as well to the
recovery of the arrears as to the future regular collection of the revenue, on principles of
liberality tovards the censitaires; but circuinstances, 1 presume, have retarded the putting
this plan in operation, although I had understood it was nearly matured.

In consequence of this want of a terrier, and of many notaries neglecting to furnish the
extracts of sales, which they are bound to do by law, the amount, of the arrears due, as well
as that of the annual revenue, is, to a considerable degree, conjectural, but I believe the
statements I have made would in the result be found not far from the truth.

In respect to Three Rivers, the dues accruing within the King's domain there, have never
been collected as they ought, and have amounted since the conquest to a mere trifle ; I
have been unable to obtain frora thence an estiniate of the probable amount of either the
arrears or the annual revenue; but from what general information I have on the subject,
I should conceive the arrears could not fall short of 1o,ooo 1., and that the annual income,
if collected, would average from 7001. to 1.,ooo L.per annum.

To T. F. Elliot, Esq.
Secretary, Royal Commissioners,

&c. &c. &c.

I have, &c.
(signed) E. W. Primrose, .. G. D. R.

ARREARS.

Amount of arrears of dues, regulated and ascertained by the inspector-
general of the King's domain, to the ioth October 1836 - - -

(Lods et ventes, due at Three Rivers, not included.)
Amount ascertained due from notarial extracts furnished during the last

10 years, vhen the parties have not produced their titles - - -

(Three Rivers, as above, not included.)
Quints due, for which neither titles nor extracts have been produced,

about - - - - -· - - - - - - -

Probable amiount due upon titles neither produced nor of which extracts
have been furnished - - - - - -

(This sum very conjectural, most probably much under the real
amount.)

Arrears of annual paymients not included in the above
Custom House Wharf, thr.e years to May 1836 - - - - - -

Forges of St. Maurice, 1. year to J uly 1836 - - - - -

Small Rents - - - - -

£. s. d.
13,423 8 5

9,659 8 s

1,980

5,000

30,062 16 1o

750 - -

637 10 -
6o 3 2

Currency - - £. 1 31,510 10 -

Of these arrears, the undersigned is of opinion that if proper measures were adopted
there might, without any improper pressure on the debtors, be collected as follows ; viz.

Amount of the foregoing account that might be collected: £. s. d.
1. Of the sum of 13,4231. 8 s. 5 d. - - half, or - - - 6,711-14 2J
2. Of'the sum of 9,6591. 8s. 5 d. - - three-quarters, or - 7,644 -1 4
3. Of the sum of 1,9801. os. o d. - - the whole - - - 1,980 - -

4. Of the sun of 5,oool. O s. o d. - - half, or - - - 2,500 - -

£, 18,836 5 6
5. Of the suin of 750 1. os. od. - - the whole - - - 750 -

(The buildings on this property are a full guarantee for the debt,
but the rent, I believe, more than the lease is worth.)

6. Of the sum of 637 1. 1 os. o d. - - the whole -. - - 637 10
7. Of the sum of 60 l. 3 s. 2 d. - - the whole - - 60 3 2

20,283 18 84



OF CANADA COMMISSIONERS.

MEMoRANDUMi of the AvERAoE PAYMENTS into the Receiver-General's Hands on
Account of Quints, Lods et Ventes, &c., accruing within the King's Domain.

£. s. d.
Average of io years from October 1817 to October 1827 - - - 2,575 11 -
Average of 5 years from October 1822 to October 18.27 - - - 1,765 15 8
Average of 8 years from October 1827 to October 1835 - - - 3,372 12 2
Average of 5 years from October 183o to October 1835 - - - 2,921 3 -

Note.-The two first averages are taken for the periods immediately preceding the
undersigned entering into office; the two last since his appointment.

(signed) F. W. Primrose, j. G. n. a.

H EADS of REvENUE or ANNUA1. INcOME of Ris Majesty's Domain in Lower Canada.

King's Posts - - - - - -

Forges of St. Maurice - - - - -

Water and Snall Rents - - - -

King's and Custom House Wharf - - -

Quints, Lods et Ventes, &c., average of last 8 years

Add probable additional amount of Seigneurial Dues at Quebec, if
regularly collected - - - - - - - - -

Ditto, Three Rivers - - - - - - - - - -

WILD LANDS.

No. 1.

£. s. d.

1,200 - -

425 - -
195 - -

250 - -

3,372 -

5,442 - -

2,000 -
1,000 -

TOTAL - - - £. 8,442 - -

Land and Timber Fund not included.

Quebce, 14 th October 1836. (signed) F. 1V. Primrose.

-No. 2. -
MEMORAI(DUM of the SUMS now owing on Account of Rents of

Quebec and Three Rivers.
Town and Vater Lots in or near

Date of the Grant. Descrption. Situation. Amount now Due.

Water Lot
- ditto -
- ditto -
- ditto -
- ditto -
- ditto -
- ditto -
- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -
- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -
- ditto -

C. Fortur - - - -

H. Rientord -- - -

L. Lassissiraie - - -

J. Chillas - . - -

Monro and Bell - - -

Monro and Bell - - -

G. Carter - - - -

H. Atkinson - - -

Heirs Brebaut - - -

Rev. Jos. Signay - -
WilliamWalker& J.B.Forsyth
William Sheppard - -
Grant and Greenshields - -
J. S. Campbell - - -
Gillespie, Finlay & Co. - -

Grant and Greenshields -
F. Buteau - - - -

William Walker & J. B. Forsyth
Hon. J. Molson - - -

F. Buteau - - -

F. Buteau - - - -

W. Phillipps - - -

W. and George Pemberton -
W. and Henry Sharples -

Three Rivers
- ditto -
- ditto -
Quebec -
Three Rivers
Quebec -
Three Rivers
Quebec -.
- ditto -
- ditto -
- ditto -
- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -
- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto .
- ditto -

Pointe Levi -
Quebec -
- ditto -

Currency - -

* The arrears upon this grant were paid up on the 16th July 1835, upon a commutation of
tenure by the present proprietor, Mr. Thomas Hunt, and 'the rent itEelf is now extinguished.

t The rent reserved upon this lot according to the letters patent as enrolled nt the Provincial
Secretary's Office, which I have inspected, appears to be 2 1. 18 s. 1od. currency per annum, instead
of 5 s., as stated in the projected return accompanying this.

Quebec, 13th May 1836. (signed) F. W. Primrose, .. a. n. R.
0.3. ,C .-

No. 2.

7 Feb.
26 April
12 Mny

*29 -
31 -
31 -
31 -

26 Oct.
27 May
30 -

31 Oct.
26 Sept.
26 -
i1 Feb.

2 April
7 Nov.

i28 -
19 June

3 Sept.
15 May
21 July
21 Aug.
28 Dec.
28 -

1824 -

1824 -

1824 -

1824 -

1824 -

1824 -

1824 -

1824 -

1825 -

1832 -
1831 -

1832 -

1832 -

1833 -

1833 -

1833 -

1833 -

1834 -

1834 -

.1835 -

1835 -
1835 -
'1835 -
1835 -

£. s. d.
58 13 4.
28 6 8
-45 6 8

none.
176 13 4
136 13 4

46 - -

46 - -

.23 16 8
none.
none.

37 9 4
65 il -

none.
none.

- 10

5 17 8
18 15 7
il 15. 6

none.
- none.

none.
, none.

none.

701 9 1l
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-No. 3a. -
GRANTS and SALES to Individuals exceeding 5,ooo Acres.

LiST of GRA N TS to Individuals in Free and Common Soccage, exceeding 5,ooo Acres.

TO WNS111PS, &c..

Tract of land to the south
of Chaleur Bay and mouth
of the River Caraquet in
Nova Scotia.

Tract of land adjoining the
River des Loups.

Potton - - - -

Eaton - - - -

Westbury - - -

Sherrington - - -

Ditto - - - -

Stanstead, Barnston
and Compton.

Godmanchester -

Leeds - - - -

Durham - - - -

Ditto - - - -

Stukely - - - -

Ely- - - - -

Potton and Sutton - -

Ascot - - - -

Brandon - - - -

Granby, Shefford, Stukely,
latley, Compton, Barn-
ston, Stanstead and Ship-
ton.

.Jersey - -
Ascot, Brompton,

and Orford.
Hatley

G RA N TEES.

John Martieth - -

- - Richard Murray and
Malcolm Fraser.

Lauchlan M'Lean - -

Isaac Ogden - - -

Henry Caldwell -

Francois Baby - -

- - Jacob Mountain, Lord
Bishop of Quebec.

- - Sir Robert Shore Milnes,
Lieut.-governor.

- - Robert Ellice, in trust
for himself and the heirs of
the late Alexander Ellice.

George Hamilton, esq. -

- - Eleanor Bernie, widow
of the late Arthur David-
son, esq.
Hon. J. Richardson, esq.

lon.Thonas Duînn -

Isaac W. Clarke, esq. -

William Osgood, esq. -

Hon. W. B. Felton - -

Edward Antrobus - -

François Languedoc -

Edward Bowen, esq. -

Hon. W. B. Felton, esq. -

Nunber of
Acres.

1 - 1

20,000

6,000

6,ooo

6,ooo

12,000

7,600

7,800

48,062

.25,592

7,900

11,600

29,800

S,60oo

11,000

12,000

5,200

9,700

9,000

5,200

5,013

D A T E
of the Patent.

1o February 1764.

7 May 1766.

31 October 1797.

i March 1804.

13 March 1804.

22 February 18o.

22 February 18og.

12 March î81o.

10 May 1811.

7 December 1812.
3 April 1815.

7 December 18u5.

17 May 1816.

18 May 1816.

16 May 1817.

31 May 1824.

8 January 1827.

30 June 18-27.

21 July 1829.

2o November 1830.

Secretary's Office,
Quebec, 18 August 1836.

(signed) D. Da/y,
Secretary and Register.

N.B.-For many years subsequent to 1796 a practice obtained of granting large blocks
of the waste lands of the Crown to -a leader and associates, as it was termed. In many
of these cases, it is believed that the names of the associates were only introduced for the
purpose of augmenting the grant to the leader; they having previously arranged with
him, for some trifling consideration, to relinquish their shares after the issue of the letters
patent, by which means the leader became possessed of the whole grant.

It is therefore apparent that this return cannot convey a correct idea of the number of
persons who have acquired grants fron the Crown exceeding 5,ooo acres, nor is it possible,
from the records of this office to give a correct statement of the grants over 5,ooo acres
which have been thus obtained.

(signed) D. Daly, Secretary and Register.



OF CANADA COMMISSIONERS.

SALES of CnowN LANDS and CLERGY REsERVES, between i September 1828 and
30 June 1836, in which the Quantity sold to each Individual or Company exceeds
5,ooo Acres.

P U R C H A S E R S. CROWN. CLERGY. TOTAL

British American Laud Company -
Hon. Matthew Bell - - - -

Humphries and Webb - - -
Kea and Kempton - - - -

Lieut.-Colonel M< Dougall - - -
Tyler larvey Moore - - -

Charles R. Ogden - - - -

Hon. John Richardson - - -

Randolph Isham Routh - - -
Thomas Ryan - - - - -

Thomas Allen Stayner - - -

TOTAL - -

Office of Crown Lands,
Quebec, 20 August 1836.

726
5,ooo

22,888
4,300
1,713

38,101 3
3,2oo0

6,599
10,500
10,700

103,727

1oo,oS6

5,331
4,2oo0
5,053

17,3844
11,600
5,6oo

1,800
7,448

158,472 4

WILD LANDS.

No. 3a.

100,7821
5,000

28,219
8,500c
6,766

55.4864
14,800

6,599
12,300
î8,i 48

262,200 e

(signed) John Davidson,
Acting Commissioner of Crown Lands.

- No. 8 b. -

LIST of the LEADERS of TowNsiPis, to wlliom, conjointly with their Associatei, Lands
were originally grunted in the undernanied Townships in Lower Canada.

LEADEIS' NAhlES.

Gilbert lyatt - - - -

Elizabeth Gould - - -

John Gregory - - - -

Calvin May - - -

Patrick Langan - - -
Isaac Wiislow Clarke - -
Robert Lester and Robt. Morrough
William Barnard - - -

H enry Junken and William Hall
Asa Porter - - - -

Nicholas Austin -
Jane de Montmollin -
John Frederick Holland
Simon M'Tavish -
Jesse Pennoyer and Nath. Coffin
lion. Thomas Dunn - - -
Minard Harris Yeomans - -

Thomas Scott, esq. -
John Black - -

Josiah Sawyers - -
Isaac Ogden - -

Amos Lay, juu. - -

Samuel Gale -

Jane Cuyler and John Allsopp-
Peter Edward Desarats - -
William Grant - - -

John Jones - -

Henry Cul] and Ebenezer Hovey
Benjamin Jobert-
James Rankin- -

Philemon Wriah-
William M'Gitevray - -

Joseph Frobiher- -
Pierre Paul M. de la Valtree
George Longmore-
IsaacTodd - - -

menry Ruiter - - - -
Nathaniel Taylor - - -
Simon Fraser Fer-uson - -
Bjervin Nooth - - -

0.3.

TOWNSHIPS.

Ascott -

Aucklaud
Arthabaska
Bury -
Bul'trode
Barford -
Barnston -
Brompton
Broughton
Brome -
Bolton -
Wentworth
Clinton -
Chester -
Compton -
Dunham -
Ditton -
Durham -
Dorset -
Eaton -
Ditto -
Ely - -
Farnham -
Ditto -
Frampton
Grantham
lunterstown
Hatley -
Halifax -
Hereford -
Hull -
Inverness -
Irelaud -
Kildare -
Kingsey -
Leeds - .

Potton -
Newport -
'ingwick -

Thetford -
C 2

RENJARKS.
Average Quantity granted.

Nearly half a township.
Half a township.
Quarter of a township.
Ditto - ditto.
Half a township.
Exceeding half a township.
About half a township.
A township.
Half a township.
A township.
Ditto.
Quarter of a township.
Ditto - ditto.
Ditto - ditto.
A township.
Ditto.
A quarter township.
Half a township.
A township.
Exceeding half a township.
About one-eighth of a township.
Quarter of a township.
Half a township.
Oie-third of a township.
Quarter of a township.
Half a township.
Township of small dimensions.
About half a township.
Quarter of a township.
Half a township.
About quarter of a township.
Quarter of a township.
Ditto - ditto,
Ditto - ditto.
Ditto - ditto,
Ditto -· ditto.
About three-fifths of a township.
A quarter township.
About half a township.
Ditto.

(continued)

No. 36.
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'No. 3 b.
Isaac Ogden - - - -

Samuel Willard - - - -

John Savage - - - -

Hugh Finlay - - - -

William Lindsay - - -

Henry Caldwell - - -

James Cowan - - - -

P. Conroy and I. Best and others
Luke Knowlton - - -
Elmer Cushing and Wm. Barnard
Kenelin Chandler - - -
Capt. G. Wulff and D. Letourneau
Nicholas Montour - - -

John Bishop - - - -

Abraham Steel and others - -

M.Gaspard and A.C. de Lotbinière
J.Richardson,J. Forsyth and others
Henry Caldwell - - - -

William Voldenvelden - -

George Walters Alsopp and others
Archibald M. M'Millan - -
Archibald M. M'Millan - -
Jenkin Williams - -

George Walters Allsopp - -

Gother Mann - - - -

Major Holland's Family - -
David Alexander Grant - -

Stanstead
Stukely -
Shefford -
Stanbridge
Wickham
Westbury -
Stoke -
Sutton -
Orford -
Shipton -
Stoneham
Tewkesbury
Wolfstown
Dudswell -
Warwick -
Newton -
Onslow -
Melbourne
Lingwick -
Maddington
Lochaber -
Templeton.
Stanfold -
Acton -
Ditto -
Kingsey
Upton -

N. B.-It is, I believe, generally known that the leaders of townships, or parts of town-
ships, in many instances, did take a reconveyance from their associates to the extent of
1,ooo acres, mn consideration of the expenses incurred and borne solely by the leaders, for
surveys and patent fees, upon the issue of warrants of suirvey in favour of such leaders and
their associates, whicl warrants were directed by the Governor to His Majesty's surveyor-
general of the province, to cause the same to be carried into execution, and contained the
condition that al[ the expenses should be borne by the parties applying. The deputy
provincial surveyors, who received the instructions from the surveyor-general's office, to
carry those surveys into execution in the field, were also enjoined to transmit to the said office
a faithful and exact report of their surveys, with plans and field books of their operations.

Previous, however, to the year 179.5 the expenses of survey of the exterior lines of
townships were borne conjointly by the Government and the leaders of townships ;
several of the leaders, however, did not conform to this rule. It is proper here to
state, that a township of ten miles square contains about 44,000 acres of grantable land ;
and a township of nine miles front by twelve miles depth (being the dimensions of a town-
ship fronting on a river) is about 48,00o acres, more or less, according to its locality
(exclusive of the usual reservations for Crown and clergy); according to which data the
townships and parts mentioned in the foregoing list will bear a proportion or nearly so.

Surveyor-General's Office, (signed) Jos. Bouchette,
Quebec, 4 Nov. 1836. H. M. Surveyor-General, Lower Canada.

-No. 4. -

GENERAL STATEMENT by DISTRICTs of the Conceded and Unconceded LANDs
within the Seigneuries and Fiefs in the Province of Lowcer Canada.

DISTRICTS. Contentsin Arpents. QuantumofArpentConceded. Remaining Unconceded.

Quebec - - -

Three Rivers - -
Montreal - - -

ToTAL - -

6,181,740 2,204,278 3,977,462

1,444,863 505,364 939,499
3,380,537 2,425,400 955,137

11,007,140 5.135,042 · 5,872,098

The first column of this statement is from correct data; and the second and third are cal-
culated from the best general information that could be 'collected, as well as from correct
data in many seigneuries, and the information contained in ny Topographical Dictionary
of this province. It appears there remains about the aggregate quantity of 5,872,o98 super-
ficial arpents of unconceded land in the three districts, including the whole of the island of
Anticosti; but exclusive of that island, about 4,059,098 superficial arpents unconceded,
one-third part of which quantity, at least, may be considered as unfit for cultivation, and at
least seven-eighths of the island of Anticosti is considered unarable.

Surveyor-General's Office.
Quebec, 23 Nov. 18:12.

About half a township.
Ditto - ditto.
About three-quarters of a township.
A township.
Half a township.
About a ouarter of a township.
A township nearly.
Ditto - ditto.
Quarter of a township.
A townshi .

About halfa township.
Ditto - ditto.
Quarter of a township.
Ditto - ditto.
Half a township.
Ditto - ditto.
Ditto - ditto.
Exceeding half a township.
Exceeding quarter of a township.
About a quarter of a township.
Exceeding a quarter of a township.
About one-fifth of a township.
Half a township.
Ditto - ditto.
Ditto - ditto.
Quarter of a township.
About half a township.

APPENDIX TO GENERAL-REPORT

f REMA RKS.
LEADERS' NAMES. TOWNSHIPS.

Average Quantity granted.

No. 4.
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-No. 5.-

STATEMENT exhibiting the actual Condition of the WAST LANDS OF THE CRoWN comprised
within the Surveyed Districts, including the Reservations set apart for the support of a
Protestant Clergy, as they appear on the 26th day of December 1835.

Quàantity of Surveyed Land, Total
Subdivided into In, Extent of Vacant and

nuw renaiiing Vacant and of the part Disposable
District. County. Township. Disposable. renung Land,

Unsurveyed including the
ni ea Iteservation

Crown. Clergy. Township. for the Clergy.

Montreal - 1 Ottawa

[Two Mountains

Litchfield -
Clarendon -
Bristol - -

Onslow - -

Eardley - -

Hull - -

Wakefield -
Templeton -
Buckingham -
Portland - -

Lochaber and
Gore.

Grenville and
aug.

Harrington -
Wentworth -
Chatham - -

Terrebonne - 1 Abercrombie -

Vaudreuil -

Lachenaye

L'Assomption
Berthier -

Beauharnois -

Missisquoi -

St. Francis - 1 Stanstead -

Montreal - I Shefford

St. Maurice -

Portneuf -

Quebec -

Saguenay -

Drummond -

Newton and aug.

Kilkenny - -

Rawdon - -

Kildare and aug.
Brandon - · -

Hinchinbrooke -
Hemmingford -

Stanbridge -
Dunham - -.

Sutton - -

Potton - -

Bolton - -

Stanstead - -
Hatley - -

Barnston - -

Barford -

Farnham - -

Granby - -

Milton - -

Shefford - -

Brome - -

Stukeley .
Roxton - -

Ely - - -l

.Hunterstown -
Caxton and aug.

Alton.

Stoneham -
Tewkesbury -

Seltriigton -

Upton - -

Acton - -

Grantham. .
Wendover and

Gore.
Simpson - -

33,654
24409
35,314

600
19,713
10,050

54,215
33,939
16,700
11,000
14,071

16,526

40,050
35,194

3,400

- in dispu

1,804

10,775

11,500

1,300
8,005

2,093

1,706
4,825

4,168

31,800
33,900

2,593

3,458
8,963
4,487

319

c 3 -

6,421

7,342
6,030
1,876
5,870
8,217
9,035
9,021

8,785
2,140
5,515

5,550

7,898
7,158
1,300

.e.

2,344

7,235

8,500
3,490
7,980

1,170
8,075

4,785
5,375
8,533

3,028
7,981
5,205
3,475
2,617

600

6,142
2,968
3,200

7,147
2,935
2,713
1,566
3,000

4wo
443

8,700
9,100

3,189

3,975
2,508
4,551

450

478

46,200
113,200

5,120

WILD LANDS.

No.. 5.

40,075
48,551
41,144
43,801
25,583
18,267
63,250
42,960
25,485
59,340
30,786

22,076

47,948
42,352

4,700

4,148
18,oo
20,000

4,790
21,105

1,170
8,075

6,878
7,081

13,358

3,028
7,981
5,205
3,475
2,617

6oo

6,142
2,968
3,200
7,147
2,935
2,713

1,566
3,000

400

4,611

40,500
43,000

5,782

- 7,433
- 11,471

- 9,038
- 2,398

- 797

(conitinued)

Three Rivers

Quebec -

Three Rivers

0.3.
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WILD LANDS.

No. 5' Dierict. County.

Three Rivers

St. Francis -

Quantity of Surveyed Land,
Subdivided into Lots,

now rernaining Vacant und
Disposable.

Crown. Clergy.

Drummond- Wiekhan -

continued. Kenscy . -

Durham - -

Aston and aug.
Horton - -

Bulstrode - -
Stanfold - -

Warwick - -

Arthabaska -
Tingwick - -

Chester - -

Ham and aug. -

Nicolet - Maddington -
Blandfiord -

Sherbrooke - Shipton - -
Wendover -
Melbourne -

l3rompton -

Orford - -

Stoke -
Ascot - -

Compton . -

Eaton - -

Dudswell - -

Newport - -

Wecdon - -

Clifton - -

Hereford - -

Auckland -
Bury - -

Megantic - Sornerset -
Nelson - -

Halifax - -
Leeds -

Ireland .
Inverness - -

Wolfestown -
Thetford - -

Brouglton -
Tring - -

Shenley - -

Dorset - -

Beauce - - Frampton -

Cranbourne -
Watford - -

Jersey - -

Bellechasse - Buckland - -
Standon - -

Ware - -

Armagh - -

L'Islet - - Ashford & aug.
Lessard - -

Kanouraska - Irworth - -
Woodbridge ·

Rimouski - Matane - -

St. Denis - -

Gaspé - - Cap Chat - -

7,111
1,722
1,255

15,352
774

24,430
7,682

12,867
2,600
4,760
6.583
7,160

7,578
7,221

16,437

9,600
4,200

28,400
2,200
8,400

16,300
32,83 1
5,412

2,800
27,985
10,Y717

1,030

10,850
20,072
19,703
44)455
14,896
5,408

300
i i,o66

63,537
31,i69

5,8oo

999,976 568,099

971
5,450
6,441
8,416

320
5,281
8,136
8,400
2,000

8,154
8,400

32,190.

3,481
420

8,294
9,703
4,477
5,116
8,725
6,ooo
2,610

4,060
2,644
1,000

Goo

400
8,400

600
200

5,869
6,819
7,600
4,103
7,900
3,5009,oo
9,000

31,000

7,900
8,800
5,309

10,625

6,432
9,103
1,787
1,036

4,201
4,700
5,529
9,300

2,178

1,400

10,600
5,103

1,2bo

408,916 11,976,991

15,400

57,498
8,112

51,000

34,460

64,291

Quebec -

(signed)

Quebec, 26 December 1835.
William B. Felton,

Commissioner of Crown Lands.

.

.1

Extent
of the part

renaîilIiIg
Ultsurvt>eid

in each
Townhip.

16,510

1G,8o0
24,200

T*own,1hi).

Total
f \Vacant and
Disposable

ncluding the
Reservation

fur thcClcrgy.

8,082
7,172
7,696

23.768
1,094

29,711
15,818
21,267
21,110
12,914

14,983
56,150

35,259
7,641

8,294.
9,703
4,477
5,116
8,725
6,ooo
2,610
4,060
2,644
1,000

600
200

400
8,400

Goo
200

22,903

23,256
7,600
4,103

17,500

7,700
37,400
33,200
16,300
25,100
38,140
16,037

9,232
37,088
12,504-

2,066

30451
24,772
25,232
53,755

74,572
13,520

52,700

45,526

74,137
36,272

71,291
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-No. 6.-

AN ESTIMATE of the Quantity of WASTE LANDS in the Province Unsurveyed, of the Quantity fit for Cultivation,
of the Forest and Quality of the Timber.

On which aide
of the District. De!criptive Outline of the Tract.

St. Lawrence.

North - 1 Montreal - - In the country north and
east of the Ottawa, from the
rear of Grenville to a point
about ioo miles above the Falls
of the Chaudiere, in Hull, ex-
tending back from the surveyed
tract about 3o miles.

A strip of land lying in the
rear of the present townships
on the margin of the above-
described tract, with the average
depth of three quarters of a
township, or seven miles and a
half, making about fifteen town-
ships.
- - The country on the river
St. John, comprised within the
disputed territory.

In the rear of the seigneuries
south of the St. Lawrence, on
the average depth of half a
township, or five miles, by a
length of about go miles.
- - The Saguenay country sur-
rounding the Lake St. John.

Quantity

of

Waste Landi.

IStimated Quantity
or i

Wu-)le Ld
futfr Cuitiion.

- - about 4,500 Unknown
square miles.

900,000

208,000

Quality of Timber.

- - Principally pine of
two sorts, red and white;
extensive lumbering
transactions are carry-
ing on in this tract.

-Mixed timber; some
white pine, spruce and
bard wood.

Spruce and white pine.

- - Principally spruce
timber.

Spruce.

Quebec, 26 December 1835.
(signed) Williarn B. Felton,

Commissioner of Crown Land.

-No. 7.

STATEMENT of the Average Annual Emolunents of the Inspector-general of the King's
Domnin and Clerk of the Terrars or Land Roll of the King's Domain (Greffier <lu papier
Terrier.)

THE emoluments of the inspector-general of the King's domain consist of an allowance
of 73 per cent. on the gro>s nnount of ail quints, lods et ventes, and ail other seigneurial
dues paid into the hands of the receiver-general. The average annual amount of these
emnoluments for the last five years is 1951. sterling.

The emoluments of the clei k of the terrars, or land-roll of the King's domain (Greffier du
papier Terrier,) consist of a yearly salary of 90 1. sterlitig, and fees payable by individuns
for actes of fealty and homage (foi et hommage,) for copies of proceedings and records,
and for reports on applications for change of tenure. These fees for the last five years
have averaged annually 40 1. sterling.

N.B. There is no regular tariff of these fees to the knowledge of the present incumbent,
except for the last (oae guinea), which is regulated by an order in council. The others
appear to be established by custom, and the present incunbent lias been guided by the
Return made by his predecessor to the governor-in-chief' in 18îi, and published in the

journals of the House of Assemibly.

RECAPITU LATION.

Average annual enioluments of the inspector-general of the King's domain, £. 195. sterling.
Average annual enoluments of the clerk of the terrars or hînd-roll of the

King's domain, (Greffier du papier Terrier) - - - - salary, 90 -
fees, 40 -

Total average annual emoluments - - - £. 325 sterling.

Equal in currency to- - - - - - - - 361 -

Civil Secretary's Office, 15th October 1836.
0.3. •c 4

South

North

Quebec -

Quebcc -

No. 7.
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-No. 8. -

MEMORANDUM showing the Amount of Faîs taken under the present Tariff, on a Patent granting Land; and the
Amount that will eventually be payable should the alteration proposed in Lord Gosford's Despatch of the 28th of
July 1836, be carried into effect.

FEES Payable under the existing Tariffof 1831. Fees tbat will be
payable under the pro-

posed alteration.

Attorney. Surveyor- Clerk of the Provincial Total
Auditor. Executive..

Gener.d. General. CoAnnel. Secretary. Anoutnt. Provincial Total
Coo~il Sereîry.Secretary. Amant.

£.s.d. £.s.d. £..s. d. £.d. £.s.d. £. s.d.£. s.d. £.s.d.
1oo acres, and under- - - - -. 10- - 5 -- 1 - -1 - 1 - 7 - 1 10- 110-

Over loo, and not exceeding20o - -io6 - 5 3 -1 -g - -. 8 11I- o 8 i1.. 1 il-.

- 200, - - 3o - - 11 - - 5 6 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 12 - 2 10 8 1 12 - I 12 -

- 300, - - 400 - -î16 - 59- 1-1 1 13 - 22 6j 1 13 - 13 -

-400, - - 500 - -12 - - -- î2 -- 1 2 1 14-2144 1 14 14-
-500, - - 600 -- 126-63 -13 -61 3 1 15 - 2 16 3 1 5-1 15-
- 6oo, - - 700 . - 13 - - 6 6 - 1 3 - 1 3 ¾ 6 - 2 18 -J 1 16 - 1 16 -

- 700, - - 8oo - - 13 6 - 6 9 - 1 - 1 4 1 17 - 2 19 Il 1 17 - à 17 -

- 800, - 900 - -14- 7 - - 1 4 14 1 18- 3 1 94 1 18 - 1 18 -

- 900, - - 1,000 - · 146 - 7 3 - 1 54 1 54 1 19 - 3 3 71 1 19 - 1 19 -

It is proposed to abolish the fees payable to al the officers who now receive them. excepting those of the provincial
secretary, allowing, however, a compensation to the present incumbents, taking the fees for a fee-fund so long as they
continue to hold office.

- No. 9 a. -

No. 9 a. My Lord, Downin -street, 2o Feb. 1833.
I H AVE the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's despatch,. No. 6, of

the i1th January laat.
On perusing the copy therein enclosed of the proceedings of the Executive Council of

Lower Canada for the last half year, my attention has been arrested by the report of that
board of the 2d August last, on the valuation of some beach and water lots applied for by
Mr. Campbell. As the principle of sale by public competition has been established in ail
cases in the disposal of the Crown lands in British North America, I am at a loss to under-
stand, without a previous reference to your Lordship, what may be the reason, if indeed
any should exist, for exempting water lots from the operation of .this sylstem. I should
therefore feel obliged if your Lordship will favour me with any explanation whichl you may
have to offer upon this subject.

Lieut.-General Lord Aylmer, c.c.B. I have, &c.
&c. &c. &c. (signed) Goderich.

- No. 9 b.

No. 9 6. Sir, Executive Council Office, Quebec, 4 July 1833.
I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt ot;your letter of the 1st instant, enclosing to me by

direction of bis Excellency the Governor-in-chief, a copy of a despatch from Lord Viscount
Goderich, dated 2oth February last, in which his Lordship inquires " what may be the
reason, if indeed any should exist, for exempting water lots from the operation of public
sale established in ail cases in the disposal of the Crown lands in British North America,"
and you request by desire of his Excellency that I will communicace to you such explana-
tion on the subject as 1 can procure.

Having beld the situation of governor's· secretary in ibis province during a period of
20 years, and that of clerk of the Executive Council for upwards of six and thirty, it is
reasonable that I should be expected to answer this inquiry satisfactorily ; yet as far as
my recollection and the records of My office enable me to speak on the subject, I can only

-say that from the cession of Canada to the present time, beach and water lots on the
Rivera St. Lawrence and St. Charles have not been considered in the same light, or put
on the saine footing with regard to the disposal of them, as the waste lands of the Crown.

Prior to the conquest of this country, these beaches,·to a certain extent, had been con-
ceded under the French Government, either to corporate bodies or tu individuals, conse-
quently all that remained for His Majesty's Government to concede, was an. extension of
these lots to low-water mark, with a view to the erection of wharfs for commercial purposes,
which required a very considerable outlay on the part of the grantee. The ternis therefore
of these concessions have bitherto been left to the discretion of the Governor and Executive
Council.
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Till witbin these few years, they were given, as I may say, almost gratuitously on pay-
ment of some small fees to the officers concerned in passing the patents, and under an
obligation to erect wharfs within a limited time. Latterly the addition of a smail annual
reditus to Government has been stipulated for in the grant. But the encouragement of
commerce, rather ilian a trifling revenue, bas invariably been considered as the main object
of the Crown.

It is necessary I should further observe, that the water lots applied for by Mr. Campbell
vere in continuation of beach lots extending only to high-water mark, which he had pre-

viously acquired by purchase from a corporate body. Had this continuation been offered
to sale by public competition, il. would have been within the power of any individual who
becanie the purchaser, to exclude Mr. Campbell from his comnuhication with the river, and
to render the beach lot previously held by him of littie or no value, and the same observa-
lion vill apply to every other case where the extension of a beach lot lias been prayed for.
I know of no instance in the vicinity of Quebec wlere " the principle of sale by public
competilion" of water lots could be acted upon without injustice to individuals, except it
be on the shore of the St. Lawrence, situated batween the river St. Charles and Montmu-
rency. liere is a shore of four or five miles in extent, with a depth in ils whole length of
several acres, from the boundaries of the original grants to low-water mark, affording
ample space for a large commercial city, if laid out in lots for streets, buildings and wharis;
and these lots might without doubt be dispesed of -at public sale to great advantagce, as
well with regard to the creation of a public :evenue, as for the relief of the redundant
population compressed within the nalls and s-.àburbs of Quebec.

I trust I shall be excused for thus freely offering my opinion on this occasion.

WILD LANDS.

No. 9 &.

Lieut.-Col. Craig, Secretiry to his Excellency
the Governor-in-Chief, &c. &c. &c.

I have, &c.
(signed) H. W. Ryland.

-No. 9 c. -

My Lord, Downing-street, ic Sept. 1833.
I HAvE the honour to acknowiledge Ihe receipt of your Lordship's despatch, No. 75, of

the 3 d of August last, in which with reference to the mode of disposing of water lots,
brought linder the Earl of Ripon's notice by some entries in the minutes of Council for the
year 1832, you enclose an explanation from the cleik of the Council on that subject.

When ny predecessor addressed you on this point, he seems to have been under the
impression that Ihe terni "wateér lots," designated lands on the banks of rivers or harbours,
and not, as is now explained, the space between high and lo%-%vater mark in front of such
lands. Mr. Ryland's report is quite satisfactory ; and I am entirely of opinion that water
lots, in the sense de.:cribed by him, ought to be conveyed on very easy terms to the pro-
prietors of the adjacent ground, taking care of course that navigation be not obstructed,
and that in any cases wvhere an interference for the maintenance of towing paths or other
public purpose of that kind might be requisite, the necessary rights should be reserved to
Ile Crown.

Lieut.-General Lord Aylmer, x.C.B.
&c. &c. &c.

I have, &c.
(signe d) E. G. Stanley.

- No. 10.-

STATEMENT showing the Quantity of Acres of Csows LAxDs Sold, whether to private Individuals or to the British
American Land Company, with the Average Price per Acre, in the Counties of Drummond, Stanstead, Sherbrooke,
Sheford, Two Mountains, Ottatva, Bcruharnois, St. Maurice, Kamouraska, Missisguoi, Berthier, Megautie, Beauce,
Bellechasse, Bonarenture, Vaudreuil, Nicolet, L'Islet.

1834.

COUNTIES.

Drummond
Stanstead -
Sherbrooke
Shefford -
Two Mountains
Ottawa -
Beauharnois
St. Maurice
Kamouraska
Missisquoi -

Private Persnni.

Acres.

6,879

533
860
goo

1,450
13,103

117

100

Average.

s. d.
4 71
8 10
8 9
4 111

40 7
3 9

10 .5

Land Company.

Acres. Average.

-

- d..

1834-continued.

COUNTIES.

Berthier -
Megantie -
Beauce -
Bellechasse
Bonaventure
Vaudreuil -
Nicolet -
L'Islet -

TOTAL -

Private Persons. Land Company.

Acres. Average. Acres. Average.

s. d.

-~~~ ...-
- 1,400.-4 7. -

- 1,652 2 91 - -

- 8,026 2 3
- 7,929 7 - -

- 70 4 -- -

- 43,0191

No. 9 c.
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1835.

Private Personsi. Land Cumpeiy,

COUNTIES.
Acrs. Aerage. Ares. Ave

Drummond
Stanstead -
Sherbrooke
Shefford -
Two Mountains
Ottawa -
Beauharnois
St. Maurice
Kamouraska
Missisquoi -
Berthier -
Megantio -
Beauce -
Bellechasse
Bonaventure
Vaudreuil -
Nicolet -
L'Islet -

TOTAL -

63,936
30

650

3,850
13,284

27,908
400

15,472

s. d.
3 5

12 9
6-

26
5 l i
2 6
2 9,,

3 loi
993 4 -

2,742 2 -
12,517 1 5 i

141,782 -

700

700

s.
5

COUNTIES.

Drummond
stanstead -
She'rbrooke
Shefforcd -
Two Mountains
Ottawa -
feauharnois
St. Maurice
Kamouraska
MíNls.isuoi -
Becrthit-r -

Megantie -
lk:aace -

liellechasse
Bonaventure
Vaudreuil -
Nicolet -
L'Iset -

TOTAL -

1836.

Private Persons,. Landi Comspszy.

Acres.

- 11,1G4

- 148

- 6,726

- 200
- 8,027

. 1,220
- 9,428
- 2,700

- 39,613

Average. 1 Acres. Ar

s. d.
4 7 1,000 5
7- -- -
7G

G 5 - -

2 - -
2-

3 11½ --

76 -

4 -. 00
2 6 - ..

- 1,000 --

Rcmarks.-These include all sales made within the province, and the above-mentioned counties are only specified
because they happen to be all in which sales of Crown landa took place within the period named.

November 1836. (Certified.) (signed) J. Davidson.

· -No.1 Il.-

STATEMENT showing the Quantity of Acres of Crra ItzstERvEs Sold, whether to private Individuals, or to the
British American Land Company, with the Average Price per Acre, in the Counties of Stanstead, Sheford, ShCrbrooke,
Drunmond, Ottawa, Two Mountains, St.M4uurice, Bcauce, 3liuisquoi, Megantie, Bellechasse, Vaudreuil, and Nicolet.

1831.

COUN FIES.

Stanstead - -
Shefford - -
Sherbrooke -
Drunmond -
Ottawa - -
Two Mountains -
St. Maurice -
Beauce - -
Missisquoi - -
Megantic - -
Bellechasse -
V'audreuil - -
Nicolet - -

TOTAL - -

Prinate Persons.

Acres. Average.

4,762
1,127
3,312
2,282
i,691
2,100

9,946
2,100

174
goo
477

s, d.
6 1î
5 34
6 7
43

2 --.4
2 8
3 -¼

8 11 4
4 5 4
6 2 ï

28,871 -

Land Cumpany.

Acres. Army

5.308
17,440
28,037

7,655

58,440

s. d.
4 71

4 G ¾
4 2

I-

1836.

COUMIES.

Stanstead -
Shefford -
Sherbrooke
Drummond
Ottawa -
Two Mountains
St. Maurice
Beauce -

Private Plertons.

A cres. Aver.,ge.

s. d.
100 4 -

723 5 -
3,207 5 5 ¾-

11,430 4 2 4
244 6 5

Land9 Compj,4y. t

Acre. Average,

s. d.
832 4 74-
450 4 il '

15,033 4 i; I
2.200 421

-- j

COUNTIES.

Stamtead - -
Sherbrooke -
Drummond -
Ottawa - -

Twn Mountains -
St, Maurice -
Beauce - -
Mi.sisquoi - -

Megantie - -
Bellechasse -e
Vaudreuil - -
Nicolet - -

TOTAL - -

1835.

Private Persons.

cres. Average.

1,829
2,884

12,834
27,938

2,093
700

175
5,140

136
5,740

59,469

s. di.
5 674:65 2¾
4 9
3 5
5 84

-i

12 6
3 51

7 6
4-

Land Company.

Acres. Averae.

12,651

8,871
20,238

41,76o

s. d.
4 71
4 11½

-

1836-continued.

COUNTIES.

Megantie - -

liellechasse -

Vaudreuil - -
Nicolet . .

TOTAL - -

Private Person.

Acres. 1 Average.

1,371

1,466

19,041

Land Company.

Acres. Avers;e.

s. d. s' d.
4- - -

4- - -

- 18,515 --

Renarks.-These include all sales made within the province, and the above-mentioned counties are only specified
because they happen to be all in which sales of Clergy Hervees took place withini the period named.

November 1836. (Certified) (signed)- J. Davidson.

1 -
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-No. 12.-

A3BSTRACT of the Half Ycarly Accounts for LAND, Of the Commisioner of Crown Lands in Lower Cana(a, between the 5th day of Januazy 163-
and the Gth day of August 1836.

1.

Half Year ending

June 30 - -

Decenber 31 -

1831:
Jure 30 -

Dccember 31 -

1831;
June 30 - -

Deceniber 31

1835:
June 30 -

DIcember 31 -

1836:
Aulu't 6 -

11.

A mount
collected

a the courmec
of the

llalf Year
on account

of Rent
for Lai.ds on

Lease.

£. . d.

81 8 3

66 16 Z

21 8 1049198

76 6 5202

nil. 193
76 2 3.3 87

nil.
80 15 11

2.

Number
of

Town-

ships in

which
Sales we c

made.

12.

Amount
collected

mi the course
of the

Hlalf Year
on account

Q f
Quit fonts.

£s.

172 15
292 13

- 2

19 9

G 7

4 65

308 2 7
130 12 G

3.

Number

of

Acres sold.

14,925 

0,187

10,389
32,180

14,1841

28,928 &

2G,401
110,043

8,520

13.

Amount
cullected

in the course
of the

Half Year
for the

Redemption
of

Quit Rents.

£ . ci.
78 18 1

176 5 -

89 7 2

88 63

53 3 1

118 19 1

120 9 4

110 12 -

62 9

14.

rotal collected
in the course

of the
Half Ye:tr,

being
the Amont of

Columns
8,9,10,11,

12 & 13.

s. d.
1,514 I1 9
1,440 4 5

1,149 14 -¾
2,287 5 8à

1,345 4 9
1,821 13 9

1,748 15 -¾
5,255 - 5

3,900 12 6

4.

Average

Price

per Acre.

s. d.

5 -1
5 2

J.

Amount

of the

Sales.

£. s. d.

3,790 1G 11
2,377 5 1

4 8 2,463 0 7 1
3 1¾ 5085 11 911

4 5i

3 21

6.

Remitted
to H:df-pay

OJficers
on account of

Purchases
made by them

under the
Regulation

of the
1 Aug. 1831.

s. d.
111 2 2

444 8 10

222 4 5

1,277 8 2

3,174 15 8 1,498 14 4

4,G.17 19 6 1,068 15 6

2 9q 3,670 8 8s 719 5 10
3 3½ 18,101 19 2 3,460 12 3

1,000 8 8

15.

Contingent
Expenses

deductedi by
the

Commissioner
before the

Monlies are
brought to

account.

£. a. d.
128 5 8

244 15 -

555 7 9

1G.

Arount paid
ira thre course

cf thre
lialf Yeur

by the
Commissioner

to the
Rleceiver
General.

s. d.
800. - -

2,200 - -

137 12 2 1,000 - -.

135 2 6 1,700 - -

139 2 9j 1,200 - -

159 - 1 1,800 - -

206 6 5j
857 6 10

Oi7 16 3

1,600

4,343

3,000

7.

Remitted
to other
Persons

underspecial
Authority
from the
Governor,

or
Secretary
of State.

s. C.
nil.

nil.

436 16 8
nil.

nil.

218 8 -

17.

Balance
remraining

in the hantis
of the

Commisioner
at the end

of the
Half Year.

£. s. d.

1,060 13 21
66 2 7j

55 7 11

507 11 2

508 19 4j
359 8 6}

8.

Amount

p3id by the
Purchaser

at the time of
Sale.

£. s. d.
695 10 5
448 1 G

343 3 4

1,632 7 7j

568 8 7
992 19 bi

812 - -j

3,628 9 8

9.

Amount
collected in

the course of
the

Half Year
on account
of former

Sales.

£. s. d.

485 19 il
456 8 3j

497 14 5e
291 5 8

530 6 6

646 8 41

508 3 -1
1,304 Il 4

373 1 '6 3,118 18 G

,18.
Arsount o!
Instalnents

and
Quit Rents

u'npaid, thougi
actually due

to the
Comrnissionel
at the end o

the Year.

s. d.

1,431 14 81

3,418 14 1i

5,060 19 4

276 17 l1 5,917 9 9
432 13 7 8,385 12 2

19.

Armount
of

lastalments
accruing,

though net due
at the end of

the Year.

s. d.

3,538 Il G6

5,033 10 l

6,233 8 5j

10,601 1 5¾

19,063 1 3

160 13 4 15,266 13 8 1 20,625 - -

10.

Amount
collected

ir the coufrl
of the

Half Year
for Interet

i1nstaIjoeras
Dot paid

up.

raiL
nail.
niL

nil.

niL

niL

nil.

nil.

nil.

nil.

20.

Amount
of

Capital
outstandiun on

Quit lient
on luteretC, at
Five p' Cent,

£. 8. d.

24,321 14 1

TOTAL of the Outstanding Debt due to the Crown for Land, being the Amount of Columns 18, 19 and 20 - - £.50,213. 7. 9.

The above Abstract is compiled from two Returns; the first, up to 30 June 1835, certified by the signature of Wm. B. Felton, Commib-
siuner of Crown Lands; the second, by that of John Davidson, Acting Commissioner of Crown Lands.

(signed) T. Fred. EWiot.

From the foregoing Table the following Results may be deduced:
Average number of Acres sold per annum, 56,614.
Average price pet Acre, 3r. 6 j d., nearly.
Average Amount of Annual Sales, '£.10,067. 5. 7.
Average Annual Amouit remitted to Half-pay Officers, £. 2,079. 11. 0.
Average Annuai Amount actually paid into the proyincial Treasury, £. 3,920. 13. 4.

d 2

74 17 6 1271 G -

'
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No. 13. -No. 13.-

A BSTRACT of the Yearly Account furiTsm.u of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, and Surveyor General of Woods
and Forests in Lower Carnda, bettue the I1t day of January 1832 and the 31st day of December 1835.

t.

Year ending

2.

Number
of

Licences
granted to

cut Timber
on tte
CVasrelndh
of the
Cruwo.,

31 December 1832 45

31 December 1833 22

31 December 1834 32

31 December 1835 t 45

8.

Amount

paid at time

of Sale.

9.

Amount
collected

in the Year
on account

of
former
Sales.

£. s. d. £. s.
450 - - 2,30G 12

93 10 2 1,388 18

2,807 16 4

1,208 10 10
1,434 17

3.

Oak Timber,

4.

Reil Pine,

Feet.

35,271 525,323 .

1,0 347,590
1112 I 920,054

- - - 580,000

10, 11.

Total Expense

colc .Cllectionin the cour O d "ucte
the Year, ! before

hemg Arnount the Munies art
cf Columns bruught tg)

.account.

£. s. d.
2,846 12 5>

1,482 8 

4,332 14 - j

£. s. d.
193 - -

nil.

216 5 7

5. G.

White Pine, Nnmber of

Feet. Saw Logs.

411,190

t52,950

78,750
190,000

12.

Amrîunt
paid in the

course
(if the Year

by the
Commis ioner

etou
the fReceiver

General.

£.s. dl.
2,842 18 6

1,500 - -

4,0412 - 9

88,400

5,000

72,754

140,500

13.

Balance

remainin.'

oi hand at the

end

of the Year.

s. d.
3 13 11l

13 17 7
ovcrpaid.

307 12 10

Rtemaining Columni not filled up, the Returnsheio, incomple

7.

Amount

of the Sale of

1.icences.

£.s. d.
3,840 7 -

1,574 7 4

4,019 19 3

5,054 3 4

14. 15.

Amount Amuunt
cf cf

Duties uupaid, Dues accruing,
thoughthough1

actually due
to the not actually

Cummissioner. Due.

£. s. d. £. s. d.
1,079 18 8 2,310 8 4
2,188 13 4 1,407 14 8

3,835 4 2
1,753 7 -

te. - - 3,785 12 6

t For this last period the Abstract is takcn from the account of the King's Auctioneer ; the yearly account of the
Commissioner of Crown Lands and Surveyur General of Woods and Forests not being yet made up.

Owing to the circumstances which revent Column 14 from being filled up, the Total Outstanding Debi for Timber
at this time cannot be stated; but un thie 31st day of December 1834, it was £. 5,588. i. 2.

The above Abstract is compiled fron two licturni ; the firtf, up ta 31 December 1834, certified by the signature of
Wmc. B. Felton, Commissiuntr of Crown Lands; the second, by that of John Dtividson, Acting Commissioner of
Crown Lands.

(-igned) T. Fred. Euins.

- No. 14 a -

Sir, Quebec, 24th October 1836.
I sIOULD sooner have complied with the desire of the Commissioners of Inquiry con-

veyed to me in your letier of the 13 th Au gust, calling for a Report respecting the Court of
Escheats, but that I was shortly afterwards made aware of the intention of the Commis-
sioners to leave Montreal, and I thought it better to await their return to Quebec; since
which period I have been prevented by other publie business and by circumstances beyond
my control from preparing the Report which I now proceed to make.

I am, in the first place, required by your letter to state " the causes which have in my
opinion rendered the Court of aEcheats inoperative."

TLe only cause of* %% hich I an aware that ias re:ndered that court inoperative since the
ist of August 1831, has, been that the government has abstained from putting it in opera-
tion, except in December 1834 and January 1835.

Before the 1st of August 183î circumstances existed which may in some degree account
for the Government having allowed the court to remain inoperative until then. It was not
until February 1828 that instructions were received from the Secretary of State, as to the

amount
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amount of the salaries of the officers to be appointed, and the manner in which the whole WILD LANDS.
expenses of the court should be provided for. The Commissioners and clerk vere ap- -

pointed in July 1828, and instructions vere immediately given to the law officers of the No. 14 a.
Crown at Quebec and Montreal to commence proceedings in ceitain cases; these instruc-
tions had not been acted upon when Sir J. Kempt assumed the government in September
1828. His Excellency having, in 1829, called upon the Commissioner of Crown Lands
and myself to report to him on the general system best to be adopted for the escheat of
lands, our suggestions were submitted to the Executive CouncilinJuly 183, and that body
reported in October i,3o (a copy of which Report is herewith enclosed), on some points
Telating to the general Course of proceeding to be followed; but advised that in the first
place a proclamation should be issued announcing the establishment of the court, and
fixing a period after which the Government would take proceedings for the escheat of
lands, in cases in which it should be expedient so to du. That period was subsequently
fixed at ist August 1831.

From that date there was nothing, to my knowledge, that could prevent the adoption of
such proceedings; on the contrary, hy Lord Goderich's despatch of 2ist November 1831,
the Governor was directed, by a strict enforcement of the existing law, to endeavour to
correct the evil arising front former large grants of land remaining still unctikivated. In
June 1833, the late Governor-in-chiefinstructed the law officers of the Crown to institute
proceedings for escheating land, but they were delayed for causes not known to me, nor,
I believe, to the Governor, for in June 1834 his Excellency,in apprising me of the instruc-
tions he had then again given for the commencement of proceedings, informed me that he
did not know for what reason this court lad been left inoperative.

It is perhaps unnecessary for me to state that it did not belong to me as commissioner
of escheats, eiher to commence proceedings or to urge the adoption of them.

In December 1834 and January 1835, inquisitions were taken according to law before
the Commissioner and a jury ; and certain lands in the districts of Quebec and St. Francis
were found forfeited and escheated to His Majesty for non-performance of the conditions
ofthe original grants. These inquisitions being_, returned, as reqûired by the statute, into
the Court of King's Bench at Quebec and at S1erbrook, an attempt vas made by motion
in the Court of King's Bench at Quebec, to set aside the inquisitions affecting lands iii
this district. This application faiiled; but as I have no exact information- of these
proceedings I cannot state the grounds either of the application or of the judgment
rejecting it.

The inquisitions in these casés remain in full force, and the lands consequently are
ravested in the Crown. Objections being also taken to the inquisitions returned into the
Court of King's Bench for the district of St. Francis, they vere quashed in September
1835 (on mere motion, and without any formai traverse or pleading by any party inter-
estéd), by a judgment vhich I have seen reported in one of the newspapers, and of which
the principal grounds appear to have been that the information filed in the Court of
Escheats was insufficient; that the inquest ought to have been held in the district of St.
Francis where the lands lay, and not in the district of Qtebce ; and that the transcript of
the proceedings returned into the court of St. Francis uas imperfect in consequence of
not setting forth the precept to the sheriff to summon the jury, the return thereto, and the
publication of the notice required by the statute. As these last are the only grounds of
the judgment as reported, % hich touch the regularity of my proceedings as Commissioner,
and as ihat judgment rendered the Froceedings of the Court of Escheats inoperative in
the particular cases therein referred to, I think it proper to state, First, that conceiving
myself to be only acting ministerially, 1 directed the officer of the court to make up the
transcript or return according to the, instructions he should receive from the Attorney-
general, who conducted the proceedings on the part of the Crown, and whose duty it vould
be to support it elsewlere ; and I believe this was done. But, Secondly, it was also and
still is ny own opinion that the transcript was correctly made up, and I have reason to
believe that it vas conformable to the practice pursued in the like matters at Nova Scot.a,
where such proceedings have for a long period of time been in use,-and are governed by
the course and practice of the law of England. Thirdly. Thiat as it appears to me the
court of St. Francis, whose jurisdiction in the matter was given and limited by statute,
exceeded its legal jurisdiction in quashing the inquisition on motion, when the statute only
gave authority to proceed upon a formal traverse. Fourthly. That so far as regards the
alleged imperfections of the transcript, the proper course would have been to cause thetm
to be amended, or the alleged defect to be remedied, on certiorari or otherwise, instead of
quashing tîhe inquest oftthe jury.

I enclose a newspaper containing a report of the judgment alluded to, vith some notes
on the different grounds stated in IL.

Your letter havinr furtier called upon me' to furnish any observations I may have to
offer on the court itself, or on the best means of uttaining the object for which it was
created, 1 beg leave to submit herewith, in a Quebecnewspaper, some general observations
on the object, the origin and the general course of proceedings of the court, which I
addressed to the first jury suntoned to hold an inquest.under the étatute. . The regula-
tions of the French government constituting the ancient law of the province relating to
the forfeiture or resumption of uncuhivated lanids, will be found in the following public
Acts, in the first volume of the Collection of the Provincial Edicts and Ordinances.

0.3. Arrêt
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WILD LANDS. Arrêt of the Roval Council of State - - - - 4 June 1672

M. 14 a1 Edits and Ordonnances - - - p. 61 - - -

Arrêt of the French King in Council - - - 4 Jane 1675
i Edits and Ordonnances - - - p. 71 - - -.

Another Arrêt - - - - - - - - 9 May 1679
Ibid - - - - - - - p.247 - - -

Arrêt of the French King in Council - - - 6 July 1711
Ibid - - - - - - - p.321 - - -

Another Arrêt of the same date - - - - - -

Ibid - - - - - - - p.323 - - -

Another Arrêt - - - - - - - 4 Sept.1732
Ibid - - - - - - - p.487 - -

Royal Declaration - - 1- - - - - 17 July 1743
Ibid - - - - - - - P.533 - - -

Another Royal Declaration - - - - - 1 Oct. 1747
Ibid - - - - - - - p.557 -

The system established by these regulations, however well suited -to the circumstances of
the colony at that time, or to the arbitrary principles of the existing governmeit, would
have ill agreed with those notions of the sacredness of proprietary rights, and of the neces-
sity of securing them from any invasion, except by a public, formai and weil-guarded pro-
ceeding, which prevail under the administration of English law and government.

'But the system itself became impracticable of execution in consequence of the introduc-
tion of an entirely new course of judicature, and the impossibility offollowing up any pro-
ceeding in the existing courts for enforcing the forfeiture of land on account of the non-
performuance of the conditions of cultivation prescribed by the grant, is shown in the
Report of the provincial law officers of the Crown in 1823, which is appended to the Report
of a special committee of the Assembly on the waste lands of the Crown.-(Journals of
Assembly 1824, Appendix R.)

Other proceedings of the Assembly relative to the escheating of uncultivated lands will
be found in the Journals of the Assemblv, 6th March 1823.

It nay be proper here to state, that the highest law authority in the province had ex-
pressed an opinion, in a Report dated 26th May 1824, that the establishment of a Court of
Escheats was desirable, but that though legislative provision to that' end might be more
efficacious, a commission under the Great Seal of England, and under the authority of the
14 th Geo. 3, c. 83, would be adequate to all the purposes of government.

The Bill for establishing a Court of Escheats, which was introduced in the Assembly in
1824 and 1825, in consequence of Lord Dalhousie's message of 1823, submitting the above
mentioned Report of the law officers, suggesting such a measure, was in its general provi-
sions similar to the enactments of the Imperial statute passed in 1825, except that it con-
tained a clause restraining the prerogative of the Crown in the granting of the waste lands,
which would have rendered it necessary.to obtain the sanction of the two houses of the
Imperial Parliament, under the 42d clause of the Constitutional Act, before the measure
could become a law.

In submittingmy views "as to the best means of attaining the object for which the
court was created," I beg leave to premise, that the immediate object of the creation of
this court was to enforce the forfeitures of land granted under conditidns by the Crown,
when the conditions ofthe grant have not been performed. The more remote and general
object must have been to pronote the settlement and cultivation of the country, by pre-
venting or checking the monopoly of large masses of waste land in the hands of indivi-
duals. There are three classes of grants by letters patent containing conditions; with the
penalty of escheat and forfeiture annexed. First. Grants in freehold of the waste lands
properly so called, on condition of settlement and cultivation; or with a special condition
(as in the single case of the grants on the Kennebec road) to maintain a public road.
Secondly. Grants of beach and water lots, and town lots with rents reserved, and on con-
dition of building wharves, or of doing or permitting other things for the benefit of the
public. Thirdly. Grants for a term of years of portions of the Crown lands, with rents
reserved, on condition of making certain improvements.

The two last-mentioned descriptions of grants, though not so frequent' heretofore as
grants of the waste lands, are becoming every year of more common occurrence;, and
those for beach and water lots in particular relate to a most important part of hie Crown
property, witl respect to which it is of essential public advantage that the Crown should
have the power of enforcing with vigour and effect the forfeiture of the grant for breach of
its conditions. But it is principally with respect to gratuitous grants of the waste lands,
and especially those of old date, that the operation of a systétn of escheat and forfeiture
would become applicable.

As to the expediency and necessity of enforcing ,the forfeiture resulting from the non-
performance of the conditions of such grants, there scarcely seems to be any differenée of
opinion. In all the existing North American colonies the evil oflatid monopoly'bas been
felt, and the forfeiture-of the land for non-cultivation has been.enforced, and in this pro-
vince the Government, the popular branch of the legislature and the public at large were
agreed .as to tle.necessity of applying this remedy to the evil. Three methods presented.,
themselves for attaining the object in view. ýThe ordinary tribunals of the-country might

be
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be resorted to ; but though their jurisdiction was clear, it was found on consideration and WILD LANDS.
experiment to be utterly impracticable to carry on such a proceeding in those tribunals -
under the existing laws and practice by which they were and still are governed. Another No.14 a.
course vas to alter, by legislative enactments, the law·and practice of those tribunals (in
regard to this particular matter), and to mark out a new line of procceding ; but to effect
this object, and to meet all the difficulties presented by the constitution of those courts
and by the laws regulating their process and pleadings, the new legiplative enactments
must have been minute and com plex, and the whole purpose might have been defeated by
imperfection in one unforeseen point.

It seemed to be a less innovation, and a more simple, expeditious and effectual means
of attaining the desired object, to adopt the measure of establishing a special tribunal.
The highest authority in the provincial judicature and the law officers of the Crown con-
curred in approving of this measure. It was adopted and introduced into the Assembly
under the authority ot a special committee, who had been investigating the evil which it
was designed to remedy ; and it had the advantage of being a proceeding actually in use
in other colonies, where its easy and beneficial operation had been experienced, and where
it was governed hy the established and known rules of Engli h law. In the bill which was
discussed in the Assembly (and which it is probable woild have been carried through that
branch in 1825 but for the accidental absence of the Attorney-general, who had it in
charge), the course of proceeding to complete the forfeiture of the land was even more
sunmary and final ithan that existing in England and in the neighbouring colonies, as it
allowed no traverse of the inquisition in any other court.

Whether any better measure might be devised for attaining the object for which the
Court of Escheats bas been created, is a matter of speculation on which it is not for me
to pronounce an opinion. The sufficiency of the measure that bas actually been adopted,
can only be ascertained upon a full trial of its operation. So far as can be judged from
the proceedings in 1834 and 1835 (the objections to which turned upon matters of form
alone), the provisions of the law under which the court is established, appear to be effica-
cious and sufficient for the purpose in view. Those provisions were copied from an Act
framed by Lord Eldon (when Attorney- general), to be adopted in Prince Edward's Island,
and they are entirely similar to the course of proceeding established and followed in Nova
Scotia from 1759 to the present ýime ; and I believe that any attempt to .conduct such a
proceeding through the existing courts of original jurisdiction, under the present state of
ihe law and practice by which they are governed, would he found, as before, utterly imprac-
ticable, and that any alteration of that law and practice, in all the points necessary to be
aitered, would require so many new regulations and be attended still with such difficulties
as vouid render the efliciency and success of the mensure extrernely doubtful.

Viewing the establishment of a system of escheat as having for its more remote and
general object to promote the improvement and settlement of the country, by preventing
or checking the monopoly of waste lands, it is again a question of theory and speculation
vhether any better means of attaining that object might be found. Experience may-tbus

far furnish an answer, ihat viierever the plan of enforcing the forieiture of the granted
waste lands of the Crown for noi-cultivation, bas been fully and fairly brought into oper-
ation, it bas succeeded both in breaking up the monopoly of land and in promoting the
seulement of the country.

I refer for instances to the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Ed-
ward's Island, where nearly 4,000,000 of acres have been in this manner revested in the
Crown, and re-granted to actual settlers or to persons who, having obtained their grants
under such circumstances, do not venture to leave them unimproved.

In Prince Edward's Island, where this remedy has only been resorted to in a limited
extent, the agricultural population are now pressing the government to bring the measure
into more active operation, and in this province the execution of this law bas been called
for not only·by individual but by general representations from different parts of the
province.

A tax or vild lands bas been suggested as a means of attaining the same end, and as
an auxiliary measure it night be useful, but by itself it has not bven found effectual.

It is to be observed, that wherever such a tax exists on the American continent it is
found only as part of a general direct tax or assessment on. all property. 1t bas been
adoptedl, not with the view of enforcing the cultivation of wilderness land or to destroy
monopoly, but as a municipal fiscal measure for the maintenance of roads and of the
ordinary expenses of the local divisions of the inhabited country.. In the United States,
wlhere this system universally prevails, the evils of monopoly and speculation in land, are
yet only.checked by.the commercial spirit of the.nation, by the activity of enterprise, and
the diffusion of capital.

In Upper Canada, the.only British colony where such a tax exists, and where capital
and enterprise, though more abundant than in the other provinces, are not. found in suffi-
cient degree to act as a -corrective, the forfeiture and periodical sales - of. land for non-
payment of the tax have produced' speculation and monopoly of land more:extensive and
injurious than ever existed under the system of gratuitous grants. In this province a-tax
<,n wilderness land, though often proposed, bas never found favour in the legislative bodies.
As a fund for the improveient of roads, it would probably be found evenmoré signally
ineffectivetan it lias proved in Upper Canada. Whether iniposed for this purpose, or to
compel the settlement of uncultivated lands, to be just it must be equal and universal,
applying to the lands of all persons whether in the townships or seigniories ; and to be
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effective as a means of enforcing cultivation and settlement, it must be onerous; and
being universal, must thus bear so hardly on the actual settler as to le in fact an obstacle
to its own design.

A well-ordered system for the sale of all the Crown lands at an upset price, at fixed
times and places, with permission to purchase at any other time at tIhe price obtained
at the last sale for lands of the like quality and advantages, would seerm to be the most
effectual means of ensuring the application of capital and labour to the cultivation of
the Cro.wn lands so granted ; but it may be a question wiether even this will prevent
the engrossing of large tracts in the hands of individuals, ufnless purchasers are required
to bring the land into cultivation within a reasonable time. Until the present slow influx
and diffusion of' capital and population from abroad into this province shall give place
to a different state of things, tiere cati bc no comparison or analogy of reasoning between
its circumstances and those vhich we witncss in the United States, or even in Upper
Canada; nor is the tendency to land nonopoly subject here to the same remedy and
restraint which operate there to reduce its extent and its evils.

But the future sale of the waste lands affords no remedy for the existing monopoly,
if it does not even aggravate the injury by constantly increasing the actual value of the
uncultivated lands held in large masses by individuals.

During the last. two years immense tracts of vild land, which had been granted 30 or
40 years ago, have been sold as a mere article of speculation, and are now held at prices
greatly enhanced by the progressive sale of the Crovn lands during the last eight years.
But in addition to this abiding effect oF the old system, upwalrds of 3,ooo gratuitous
grants have; been made within the last four years for tracts varying front too to 2,oo
or 3,ooo acres, subject only to conditions of seulement and cultivationr, and other grants
are still in progress.

Is it, then, proposed that the Governmrent should proceed to resuine, by the neans of.
the Court of Escheats, all the grants wvhich are liable to escheat for non-performance of
the conditions of cultivation ? Far from it. But if the powers given by the law are to
be enforced at all, no more just rule or limit, as it appears to ue, could be found, nor any
that would be more beneficially applièable to the present circumstances of the province,
than that indicated by the late Governor-in-chief to the Assembly, " That the process of
escheat should be resorted to in those cases where tracts of land, long neglected by the
grantees or owners, impede the opening of roads, the formation or extension of actual set-
tlements, or are otherwise prejudicial to the improvenent of the country."

On the general regulations contained in the Report of Council of' 183o for putting the
Court of Escheats into operation, I have onlv two observations to offer. That Report
recommends that inquests siould Le holden only in the three principal towns. I wus then
of opinion, and still an, that inquests should be taken as near as possible to the lands to
which they relate, and in any part of the country where a considerable population and an
intelligent jury rnight be f'ound.

The Council also overruled a suggestion that Government should proceed to the escheat
of lands on the application of individuals desirous of obtaining grants thereof. I was
then of opinion, and still am, that this plan might have been adopted vith propriety and
good effect, subject ahlays to such a limitation and control on the part of Governiment as
should prevent it from running into abuse. It vill be seen by the bill introduced in the
Assenbly in 18'24 and 182.5, that this method of proceeding (on the application of indi-
viduals desirous of cçbtaininr grants) w'as particularly provided for in that measure ; and
I am now more than ever persuaded, that if it had been adopted in 1830 (as it long has
been in the other colonies, without injury or complaint) the Court of Escheats might at
once have been put into safe and easy operation, in a manner b.eneficial to the country,
and satisf'actory to all except those who have engrossed and desire to hold large tracts of
uncultivated land.

With respect to the expense attending such proceedings, I will only observe, that I arm
satisfied from experience that, under proper regtlationrs, a contingent expense of 300 i. or
350 1. per annum would be found more than adequate to carry on such proceedings as it
would be advisable to adopt for some years to come.

In recapitulation of these observations, I beg leave to state, that in my opinion lthe
Court of Escheats has been inoperative because it has been left so by the Government.
That the partial failure of some of the proceedings adopted in 1834 and 1835 for the
escheat of lands was caused, not by any defect inherent in the system, but by extrinsie
and accidental causes; that the provisions of the law establishing the court, which were
founded on the representations of the popular branch of the legislature after deliberate and
laborious investigation, and were supported by the opinions of' the highest law authorities
in the province and in England, and recommended by the practice and experience of other
colonies, appear to me sufficient, if fully and fairly.carried out, to attain both the imme-
diate and more remote objects for which the court must be presumed to have been createi;
and that it is to me doubtfnl at the best whether by any other measure the same objects
could Le as effectually attained.

T. F. Elliot, Esq.
Secretary to lis Najesty's

Conmrîissionrers of'inquiry.

I have, &c.
(signed) Andicw Win. Cochrane,

Commissioner of Escheats.

REPORT
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REPORT of the Executive Council, pth Octaber 1830, respecting the Court of Escheats- WILD LANDS.

Present:-The Hon. Mr. Justice Kerr, Mr. Smith, Mr. Lee Lery, Mr. Stewart, and No.14 s.
Mr. Attorney-General.

T E Committee have perused with attention the documents which accompany the order
of reference, and though they foresee that the diffieulties which are apprehended by the
commissioner of Crown lands may arise in the exercise of the powers vested in the
Court of Escheats when they shall be called into action, yet they are of opinion that those
difficulties ought to be no obstacle to carrying the court into operation ; and they humbly
recommend that notice be given, by an order in Council, to be inserted in the officiai
gazette, that the operation of the Court of Escheats shall commence at a future specified
terni, to be fixed by the order in Council, and sufficiently distant to carry with it full
notice to the parties to be affected. In answer to the question proposed by your Excel-
lency, whether it might not be expedient that the court should be opened andheld in the
vicinity of the lands to be proceeded against, or that the sittings of the court should be
confined to the three principal towns of the province, the committee do not hesitate to
advise, that they should be held in the first instance at Quebec, Montreal and Three Rivera.
This would be more convenient to the Crown officers or counsel conducting the inquests,
and in all probability prove less expensive to the public; besides it would be a more
certain means of obtaining an intelligent and impartial jury. In respect to a tariff of fees
for the officers of the court, the committee beg leave respectfully to advise, that.previously
to their suggesting what amount of fees should be allowed to the respective officers, the
commissioner of escheats be desired to lay the draft of *a tariff before your Excellency.
And in offering their opinion on this branch of the reference, the committee feel obliged
to say, that they cannot approve of the plan suggested to your Excellency, that an indi-
vidual shall be allowed to institute proceedings against lands with an understanding that
on bearing all expenses, they shall be repaid by a reasonable grant of lands escheated, in
the event of the prosecution being successful, as such an arrangement would in their
opinion be derogatory to the dignity of the Crown, and hold out a temptation to evil dis-
posed persons to institute groundless proceedings, and to prosecute the suit to final judg-
ment by unfair and unworthy means.

As the funds at the disposal of the provincial government for this purpose are incon-
siderable, the committee presume to hope that the commissioner of escheats will modify
the tariff, by assi ging only a fair remuneration for the service of each officer, so that a
course of proceeding founded on such obvious principles of public justice and policy may
not be impeded or rendered fruitless.

The committee have no doubt that the difficulties anticipated will be surmounted by
a prudent and liberal exercise of the powers vested in the court.

ESCBEAT CASES.

COURT OF KING'S BENcH. DasTRIcT OP ST. FRANCIS, Monday, 31st August 1835.
Present:-The- Hon. Mr. Justice Bowen, the Hon. Mr. Justice Vallières de St. Real,

the Hon. Mr. Justice Fletcher.
The King v. William Walsh.

JUDGMENT.

Tuxs case is one of the first which has (1) [t was weII known ta every lawyerwho
occurred under a recent statute, 6 Geo. 4, had at ail cansidered the subject, that it was
c. 59, establishing a Court of Escheats and almost impossible ta enforce this remedy in
Forfeitures of Land for the province of the Courts af Rirg's Beach as at present
Lower Canada, a species of tribunal hitherto constituted, in any case wbich the parties
unknown in the law of this country, though interested should choose ta contest.
a like remedy for re-uniting to the domain
of the Crown, lands which are or may be
liable to forfeiture had antecedently existed,
and might have been enforced in our Courts
af Iing's Bewch as by law constituted (t).

It inay not therefore be impraper ta enter oa a fupser detail than mit have been
necessary in more ar 1inary cases, ai the reasons and griunda upon which the present
judgment of the court is founded, for the purpose of avoiding any misapprehension with
regard to the principles which it bas felt it right to adopt.

The 1oth and iith sections of the statute enact, that it shal and may be lawful for the
Governor, Lieutenant Governor, or person administering the go'ernnent of the province
of Lower Canada, by and with the advice of the Executive Council théreof, to constitute
and appoint, by a commission under the great seal of the said province, one. or more
person or persons to be a commissioner or commissioners of escheats and forfeitures of
land within the said province, which said commissioneri or commissioriers is and are.thereby
authorized and enpowered, from time to time, on information being inade and filed
before him or them by the attorney-general or solicitor-general of the said province, or
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WILD LANDS. other person appointed for that purpose, on behalf of His Majesty, his heirs or suca
- cessors, concerning the performance or non-performance of the conditions of any grants

No. 14 a. or letters patent, by which any such -land as aforesaid shall at any time have been
held, to enquire on that part and behalf of His Mafesty, by the oaths of twelve good and
lawful men to be duly summoned by the sheri for that purpose, upon a precept.to
be issued and directed to hin from the office of thé secretary of the province, whether
the lands mentioned in the Isaid information are or shall be liable to escheat and be,
forfeited to His Majesty, by reason of the non-performance of any of the- conditions of
the respective grants or letters patent thereof; and the said commissioner or comnissioners
shall proceed in the cognizance of the matters aforesaid, as nearly as circumstances will
admit, according to the rules, course and practice of the law of England in the like cases,
and shall have power and authority to surmmon witnesses to attend and give evidence before
the said inquest ; and the testimony on oath of one or more competent witness or witnesses
either before the said inquest, or taken in writing before a person or persons to be ap-
pointed for that purpose, by the said commissioner or commissioners, and returned and
exhibited before the said inquest, shall be good and sufficient evidence of the matters
alleged in such information ; and the said commissioner or commissioners shail duly return
the inquisitions, which he or they shall from time to time take by virtue of that act, under:
his or their seals and the seals of those by whose oaths he or they shall have taken the
same, into the office of the secretary of the province within thirty days after the taking
thereof; and aiso within the same time return a transcript thereof, and-of the whole pro-
.ceedings relating to the same, into the Supreme Court of original jurisdiction holding
civil pleas in the district in which the lands anid prenlises comprised in the information
shall be situate ; and thereupon sucli lands and premises as are thereby found to be forfeited
to His Majesty for non-performance of any of the conditions on which the same shall have
been granted, shall be and they are thereby declared to be revested in His Majesty, his.
heirs and successors, any former grant or letters patent thereof notwithstanding: provided
always that no new grant of such lands shall be made for the space of one year from the
date of sucli inquisition, except to the person or persons holding or claiming the same
1nder the former letters patent thereof, or by a lawful title derived under the same.

And it is further enacted, that the clerk of the said Court of Escheats and Forfeitures, to
be appointed in like manner as the commissioner or commissioners, shall within fourteen
days after the fiding of such information, insert in the Quebec Gazette published by autho-
rity, a notice signed by him, and shall as soon thereafter as may be, cause the same to be
posted up on 'a public place as near to the lands mentioned in the said information as
circumstances will admit, thereby notifying to all persons interested in suchlands, that-such
information has been filed for the purposes aforesaid ; and of the time and place of holding
an-inquest of office before the said commissioner or commissioners concerning the matter
therein alleged, which time shall not exceed four or be less than two calendar months, from
the publishing of such notice; and such notice being so published, and proof thereof made
to the satisfaction of the said commissioner or commissioners, shall be instead of all other
notice, process, writ, summons or other proceeding whatever for the notification and ap-
pearance of the person or persons interested in such lands, and shall conclude all persons for
ever*; provided that it shal be lavful for all peisons interested in or entitled to such lands as
are conprised in any office or inquisition so made and returned as aforesaid, to traverse the
saine in the court into which it shall have been returned within three calendar months
from the date thereof; and the notice therein before required, and the inquisition so to be
taken in pursuance thereof, shall be deemed sufficient and conclusive notice to the traverser
and all others concerned in such traverse; and such court shall thereupon hear, try and
determine the said traverse as nearly as circumstances will admit, according to the rules,
course and practice of the law of England in like cases, and the judgment of the said
court thereon shall be final.

The attention of the court in the present case bas been directed to the form and course
of procedure which have been adopted on behalf of the crown with regard to the alleged
forfeiture of certain lands in the township of Volfestown, heretofore situate in the district
of Three Rivers, but now forming part of this district of St. Francis, and which were
originally granted by letters patent to William WalsI and other individuals,-on certain con-
ditions of settlement and cultivation which are stated to have been broken, and by the
non-performance whereof the lands so granted are alleged to have become liable to escheat
and forfeiture.

From a perusal of the 1oth and ilth clauses of the statute, it is manifest that it was the
intention of the British Legislature that the proceedings in the Court, of Escheats in
Canada should be assimilated, as nearly as circumstances would permit, to the rules,
course and practice of the law of England in like cases.

The objections taken during the last tern to the proceedings had on the part of the
Crown, founded on certain supposed informalities and defects appearing on the face of
documents then transmitted to this court (being the supreme court of original civil juris-
diction for the district within which the lands in question are situate) induced the court
to grant a rule to show cause on the first day of the present term, whythe'transcript of the
informations, inquisitions and other proceedings had before .the escheator at the'city of
Quebec, on the fifth day of January now last past,,should'not be set.aside and annulled.

The case has been ably argued iii thé present term by counsel on both. sides, and we
have given to it mature consideration.

It has, amongst other matters, been urged on behalf of the Crown, thiat this court cannot
judicially. notice any of the 'supposed 'nullities ór imperfections in the proceedings had
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before the commissioner of escheats and forfeitures, as appearing upon the transcript
returned to it, but that its duty is confined to the mere recording of such transcript,
leaving to any person interested in traversing the same to controvert its validity at a future
period, and that if it be not su controverted, Ris Majesty, after the expiration of twelve
moniths, will be at liberty to regrant the lands to which the inquest may relate to any
other person.

WILD LANDS,

No. 14 a,

The court feeling it right to dispose of (2) Whatever might be the consequences,
this preliminary point in the first instance, if the statute limited the powers of the court
has weighed the objection to its jurisdiction, of King's Bench to the trying a traverse, to
and is of opinion that it is wholly without be put in by a party interested, for the
foundation, and were it suffered to prevail, purpose of disputing the facts found by the
it would lead to consequences equally inju- jury or the legality of the inquisition, they
rious to the honour of the Crown and the were not borne out in entertaining 6r decid-.
security of the subject (2). ing on a mere suggestion (by a stranger) of

alleged irregularities.
(') But authorities are not wanting in (3) It is undoubted law that, in England,

support of the course which this court both in the Court of Chancery (proceeding
bas adopted, and which pppears even at so at law) and in the Court of Exchequer, this
early a period as the 5 Edw. 4 to have course might be adopted; but in this pro-
been recognized as sound law: see the Lord vince the Court of King's Bench, acting
Chancellor's decision in the Year Book, under the statute respecting escheats, stands
Michaelmas Term, 5 Edw. 4, (anno 1465) in a very different relation to the Court of
" that where an inquisition of office is in- Escheats, and has not the same powers with
sufficient by reason of matter appearing respect to its proceedings, as the Court of
upon the face of it, any onîe may be admit- Chancery has with respect to inquests of
ted as amicus curia, to point out the insuf- office, or the Exchequer with respect to in-
ficiency to the Court, though no certain quisitions and extents. The whole pro-
person had traversed or shown in what ceedings in England respecting iuquests of
manner the office might operate to bis' office for escheats, begin in Chancery, and
prejudice, (in the same manner 'as in the end there; those for extents begin and end
case of an insufficient indictment or a writ in the Exchequer; the proceedings, ("As the
of outlawry against an individual against inquisition iq engrafted on and becomes part
whom it did not lie,) inasmuch as the Court of the record it may, for defectsofthis nature
itself, on being apprised of the insufficiency, on the face of it, be demurred to or set aside,
would, ex officio, have quashed such a pro- on motion to the court." Chitty on Pre-
ceeding as nul[ and void. And the inquisition rogative, 269,) are therefore as records of
in the case which is now referred to, vas those courts respectively, from first to last,
accordingly holden to be null and void, and and the courts are considered in law to have
quashed accordngly." knowledge and control over them in every

stage, and may exercise that control ex officio
for manifest irregularity in the process ; but in proceedings for escheat
in this province, the process does not issue in the first instance out of the
King's Bench, nor bas that court any knowledge or cognizance of the
proceedings, from first to last, until the transcript of them is returned
into the King's Bench thirty days after the inquest is held: and the statute
declares, that that return being made, the lands comprised in the inquisition
are revested in His Majesty, without any proceeding in the King's Bench
being necessary to give effect to that in the Court of Escheats. The only
purpose, under the statute, for which such transmittal of the proceedings
into the King's Bench is required, is to enable parties interested in or en-
titled to the lands, to traverse or contest the inquisition within a limited time,
either by raising un issue of fact or by a demurrer as to the law; and the
court of King's Bench is required by the statute to try the traverse according
to the course of English law. The statute did not intend that the King's
vested right under the inquisition should be defeated by any less formal
course than that thus prescribed ; but quashing the inquisition, on motion
of a party not alleging any interest, is a very different thing from trying
a traverse or regular issue. It is a maxim in law, says Lord Coke, that.
whensoever any man is amoved from bis possession by any inquest that is.
traversable, he must traverse the inquest in the court where it is returned;
and, "no man shall have lands out of the King's hands witbout making
a*title: "here the landswere revested in the King as soon as the inquisition
was returned into the King's Bench.

In England such a traverse from the Court of Chancery is triable in the
King's Bench; but there is no instance of the Ring's Bench, on motion,
setting aside the proceedings had on the inqueSt or i Chancery, for irre .
gularity, instead of trying the traverse.

It is observable also that the authority oh which the Court of King's
Bench founded its proceedings in this case, was long anterior to the statute
of Edward 6, by which Act the law on the subject was much altered; and·
though, on the one hand, it was made more beneficial for the subject, on
the other the course of proceeding was more strictly idefined, by which
that benefit to the subject was to be secured.

Thestatute having created a Court of Escheats and Forfeitures of Land, this court considers
itself bound to notice the appointment of the commissioner vitbout such appointment
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WILD LANDS. being specially shown, in the sanie manner as it would notice any otherjudicial appointrnent
in the province. The commissioner being directed duly to return into the office of the

No. 14 a. secretary of the province the inquisitions which he from time to time shall take under bis
seal and the'seals of those by whose oaths he shall have taken the saine, within thirty days
after the taking thereof, and also within the same time to return a transcript in question,
iotwithstanding it bas not been delivered into the court by the commissioner in person,
or by the clerk of the escheats, but lias been certified to this court under the hand and
signature of the commissioner, as a transcript of the whole proceedings had relating to the
four inquisitions therein mentioned.

It has been doubted whether the court could legally have possession of any such tranc
script until it had been so delivered by the commissioner or the clerk of escheats in person,
or sent to the court out of the office of the secretary under the seal of the province or
under the seal of the court of escheats, but the statute does not seem to have, contemplated
any other formality in the return of the transcript than such as bas been observed by the
commissioner.

The transcript shows (not an inquest of instruction where the King's titie is already
found by matter of record,) but an inquest of institution for the purpose of entitling the
King (who can only take by matter of record) to certain lands said to have been forfeited by
reason of the non-performance of the conditions of cultivation and settlement set forth 1i
the letters patent or grant thereof, and it is necessary so to entitle His Majesty, that the
provisions of the statute, which tend to protect the grantee or bis assigns,should be strictly
and literally complied with.

To constitute a legal inquest under the statute, it is necessary-
1st. That there be a sufficient information on behalf of the Crown, setting forth the

nature and extent of the grant and the conditions under which it was made; the subsequent
breach thereof, and the consequent forfeiture, with the appropriate and sufficient con-,
clusions for thl' holding of an inquest of office.

2ndly. That there be a precept to the (4) (4) The words of the statute simply are
sheriff of the district in which the lands " twelv.e good and lawful men to be sum-
mentioned in the information are situate, moned by the sheriff for that purpose.
(we have no county divisions of .the pro-
vince, except for the purpose of returning members to parliament ; the pro-
,vince for all judicial purposes has* been divided into the five districts of
Quebec, Montreal, Three Rivers, Gaspé.and St. Francis,) commanding him
to sumuxon a lawful jury to take such information, and that there be due
return made.by the sheriff to such precept.

3rdly. That there be due notice in the Quebec Gazette, published by authority, to
informi all persons interested in the lands, of the time and place of holding such inqui-
sition.

4 thly. That there be proof of such notice having been posted up on a public place as
near to the lands mentioned in the information as circumstances will permit.

5thly. That there be a jury of'twelve good (4) The words of the statute simply are,
and lawful men taken from, the district (4) "twelve go6d and lawful Men to be suai-
(atleast,) in which the lands are situate. moned by the sheriff for that purpose."

6thly. That there be a sufficient verdict finding the non-performance or non-fulfilment
of the conditions of the grant and the consequent forfeiture thereof to the Crown, and that
the inquest be sealed by the commissioner and-thejurors taking the-same.

And lastly. That there -be due retura 'thereof made into the office of the secretary of
the province, and a transcript thereof returned to the supreme court of original civil juris-
diction for the district in which the lands lie within the time prescribed by the statute.

() In the transcript before the Court, the (5) This and the following objection relate
information does not aver the nature of the to the manner in which the information was
grant, no habendum is set forth, whether it drawr by-the Crown officer, and not to the
was a grant for one or more lives, or a grant proceedings of the commissioner; but it may
to William Walsb, bis beirs or assigns for be observed that the information was in the
ever .or otherwise, and this Court has not ~form followed in Nova Scotia for half a cen-
the letters patent before it to discover either tury, and found sufficient; it set forth as
the nature of the grant, or the conditions much of the grant as was necessary by way
upon which it was made. of premises on which to found the conclu-

sionwhich it drew; it averredthat the landwas
granted toA. B. on condition that he'or his heirs or assigns.should cultivate
it; and that he or his heirs and assigns had not.cultivated it. These were the
only facts material to be averred. The Court went out of its way to suppose
that-the estate granted might'have been only for'òne or more lives; had it
even been so, it could have made no difference 'in that which was the gist
of the information, viz. that thé estate, to ivhomsoevergranted, was granted
on condition, and that the.condition had;not beenperformed.

(®) It may be possible that at the time the (6) The defect here alleged is, in substance,
informations were filed, the lands therein that the information did not pray that the
respectivelydesignated were supposed to be. inquisition should be returned into the Court
within the district of Quebec, for the infor- for.the districtof St. Francis, in 'wlich dis-
mations pray that the inquisitions ".thereof trict-the lands lay, aud.where.the inquest
so taken as aforesaid, under thie hands and, ought to have been beld.
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seals, as well as of the said commissioner as Wlhen the grant was made, the lands were
of thejurors aforesaid, may be returned into in the district of Quebec, and were so de-
His Majesty's Court of King's Bench for scribed in the patent; but when the inferior
the district of Quebec," instead of praying district and Court of St. Francis were erected,
that they be- return.ed into the office of the the township, withini which the lands lay,
secretary of the province, and transcripts wa.s included in that jurisdiction: that in-
thereof returned into His Majesty's Court ferior district was made a district by an Act
of King's Bench for the district of St. Fran- passed in 1833; but by another Act of 1830,
cis, with-i which the township of Wolfes- the township had been included in the district
town is situate. of Quebec. At the presentmomentanoffence

committed in that township would be cog-
nizable in the courts at Quebec; for some purposes, therefore, even of
judicature, the township is still to be considered as within that district.

The commissioner, however, though not answerabie for the correctness
of the information, directed the clerk~of the court to apprize the attorney-
general that the township in question might be considered as in the dis-
trict of St. Francis. The attorney-general, it is believed, went upon the
ground that the Crown had the right te have the jury and trial in any of its
Courts of King's Bench, as, upon a traverse of an inquisition in England,
the King, it is said, may try an issue wherz- he pleases; but issues on
extents are always tried at Westminster.

The transcript also purports to be of the (') The first of these statements is incor.'
whole proceedings relating to the. inquest (7) rect; the certificate appended to the tran-
as directed by the statute, and yet contains script by the cominissioner was carefully
no precept to the sheriff (s), either.of this worded m a differen manner; viz. that it was
or any of the other districts of the province; a " transcript of .the inquisitions of the
no return thereon is shown; no notices, as information, and of the entries made by the
directed by'the statute, are made apparent(9) commissioner in the registe.r of the court,
(and which alone would be -sufficient te of the whole proceedings relating to the in-
render nult and void the whole proceedings). quisitions."
The inquest has been taken not by 12 good (®) The omission of the precept to the
and law ful men of the district of St. Francis, sherifi, and of his return, is made a defect in
in which the lands are situate,(Staundf. Prie. the transcript; but when the statute says
Regis, cap. 176, fo. 51,) but by a jury " of that " all the proceedings relating to the
the county and district of Quebec," at the inquisition" shall be transcribed, what does
Court-house, in the. city of Quebec, nearly it intend ? The ·proceedings thenselves, in
100 miles from the lands in question, and the literal sense, could not be transcri.bed;
nearly twice that distance frem this court but the record made of those proceedings
(@). nmight be and was transcribed. The pro-

ceedings intended by the statute must have
been those of the court; but neither the precept te the sheriff nor the
return was a proceeding of or in the court. The precept, by law, issues
fron the provincial secretarv's office ; and the return of the sheriff is only
a list.of the jurors sumoned, annexed to the precept.

The commissions appointing the commissioner and clerk, which issued
in like manner from the provincial secretary's office, and were read at the
opening of the court, were in one sense proceedings relating te the inqui-.
sitions. Se also were the proceedings in swearing in the jury and the
vitnesses ; the examinations of the latter, the letters patent given in evi

dence, relating te the lands in question, and other documents which were
in a more particular sense proccedings in the court itself, relating to the
inquisitions ;. yet it will hardly*be maintained* that ail these ought to have
been set forth in the transcript.

It was however set forth, among the entries of proceedings transcribed,
that the sheriff brought into court a precept froni the provincial secretary's
office for sumnoning ajury, with a panel annexed ; and that that jury were
sworn ana gave their verdict; and no less credit was due te this part
of the transcript and return, than to other parts which.the court have
assumed as correct.

The expression of the law, " the .whole proceedings relating te the
inquisitions," is too vague, and may again give rise, as in this instance, te
difficulties; but a reasonable construction would seem te limit. it te
proceedings with.n the court, beginning and ending there, and reduced te
writing before the jury separated. • Anything else would appear not te be
a proceeding of the court; which in truth only exista as a court when the
jury is empannelled before the commissioner.

(") In the objection that "no notices are made apparent in the tran-
script," theré is either an.error in fact or.(tbe expression being ambiguous)
the court should seem te have forgotten that by the statute it is expressly
left te the commissioner to judge- whether the. notices given were
sufficient, and that the rule of law is, that,.until the contiary appears, the
inferior jurisdiction must be taken te have proceeded iegularly. Here
the contrary should have been made te appear .te the court by a distinct
pleading or allegation of a party having .interest, supported by affidavits
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WTILD LANDS. of some irregularity in the publication, or in the proof of the notices
required by the statute. The fact that such publication of the requisite

No. 14 a. notices was proved 'to the satisfaction of the comnissioner," was
distinctly certified in the transcript ; it was a matter within bis competence,
and the court were bound to presume in favour of and not against the

-- regularity of the proceeding.
(") The observations in note 6, apply generally to this objection ; with

respect to the distance which the court introduces by way of aggravation
of the error, it is only to be remarked that the lands lie about equi-distant
from Quebec and Sherbrooke, where the Court of King's Bench of St.
Francis gave its judgment.

It is clear, therefore, that in these particulars, and others whicb might be alluded to, the
proceedings had before the commissioner were and are illegal, and not such as are con-
templated by the statute; that the transcript in itself is defective in not setting forth the
whole of the proceedings relating to the inquest of office; and that it bas been found by a
jury wholly unqualified to render a verdict affecting lands without the district of Quebec.

The judgment of the court. therefore, is, that the said transcript remaining of record in
this court be, for the causes assigned and others appearing on the face thereof, set aside
and quashed, and declared and adjudged to be utterly null and void to all intents and
purposes whatsoever.

Similarjudgments were also given in the following cases: The King v. John Murphy.
The King v. Luke Gaul. The King v. William Gaul.

COURT oF EscuEATS.

The King v. Divers Lands in the Townships of Halifaz and-Ireland.

Friday, December 1g.-This day being fixed for th-e argument on the declinatory plea
filed by James M'Gill Des Rivières, esq., curator to the vacant estate of the late Joseph
Frobisher, esq., in which the above lands are included:

Mr. R. S. M. Bouchette stated that the plea disclosed two grounds of objection, both
of which went directly to the person of the commissioner who presided in that court. The
first had reference to the seat occupied by the Hon. Andrew W. Cochran, in the Executive
Council of Lower Canada; the second to the office he beld as auditor, in which capacity
he Was entitled to certain fees or perquisites, upon the auditing of the letters natent under
which the waste lanas or the Crown were grantea in the province. Upon tue first objec.-
tion it was argued that there existed an incompatibility of pflice, inasmuch as all grants of
land made by the Crown to individuals in this country, were so made with the advice and
consent of the Executive Council; and the commissioner of escheats, as a member of that
body, was participant in all grants of this description made by the·Crown, and as such
should be unconnected with any proceeding involving their forfeiture. The reason was
that the lands forfeited were subject either to sale or regrant; that, in the firat case, they
formed the fund out of which the Court of Escheats was paid ; in the latter, the forfeiture
and the regrant came, in some measure, under the saine contro. Mr. Bouchette waa
going on to state, that as executive councillor, the commissioner had also a right to ait as
judge in the Court of Appeals, where the subject matter before the Court of Escbeats
might eventually be brought from the Court of King's Bench; but, upon reference to the
Act, to which. bis attention was called by the commissioner, it was found that the decision
of the Court of King's Beach, upon the inquests held by the Court of Escheats, was to be
final.

Upon the second point, it was contended that the Hon. A. W. Cochran had a clear
interest in the forfeiture of lands to the Crown, since, upon the subsequent sale or regrant,
be, as auditor, was entitled to a stated fee upon such sale or regrant; and that he could
not, therefore, sit in that court as a disinterested judge. The offices were incompatible,
and though the one was not immediately under the control of the other, the emoluments
of the office of auditor were contingently increased by the forfeitures declared by the
escheator. Upon this subject authorities were cited from Comyn's Digest.

The attorney-general objected the plea altogether, as to a proceeding irregular and not
sanctioned by any precedent in the English law. He considered the facts upon which the
plea rested as insufficiently proved ; it was sworn to by a party in the proceeding, but he
would nevertheless show its inadmissibility upon other grounds. The English law he
exclusively appealed to upon this point, as the rule laid down by the Act; and he found
there nothing to support tlat plea. A judge could not be recused or challenged in
England. The recusatio judicis of the civil law, adopted also by the French law, could
not be applied to the present case. (The attorney-general here quoted the 3 d vol of
Black. Com., and vol. 2 Brown's Civil Law.) He also contended that it was the preroga-
tive of the Crown to nominate whom it thought fit to office, and that if a person were
appointed to two offices, incompatible, the second appointment vacated the first dejure
(quoted Chitty on Prerogative). The remedy, if an inferior court assumed an unlawful
jurisdiction, was by prohibition; but here, in fact, the commissioner acts more as a minis-
terial than a judicial officer; that the facts witbin the cognizance ofrthis court were esta-
blished by a jury. There appeared to him altogether no ground for the exception put in;
it.was not recognized by English law, and should be overruled.
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Mr. Bouchette stated that the facts uttered in the plea were sworn to, that tlie commis-
sion of A. W. Cochran, esq., as auditor, was filed, and that he was unable to summon wit-
nesses, had it been necessary, for the further proof of the facts alleged, owing to the
absence of subpenas, the clerk of the court not having been prepared.(as yet) to furnish
him with them. Hlowever, the facts he considered such as, with the proof already before
the court, the commissioner was bound to notice. He admitted that the recusatio judicis
of the Roman law was more analogous to the challenge to the juror, (as explained in vol.
2d Brown's Civil Law, .quoted by the attorney-general,) but be stili contended that some
similar remedy was reserved in England to the parties when a judge interested thought fit
to sit in judgnent. Without this remedy, how could the rule of law be enforced, that
" none can be judge in his own cause." (4 Com. D. 419.) or that "if any judge has an
intei est, he or his deputy cannot hear the cause, or sit in court ?"-(Ibidem). A plea to
the jurisdiction is a measure precedent to an application for a prohibition, which can only
be obtained in term, upon a rule to show cause. The present plea he considered the only
mode of stopping an irregular plea in limine, and he, in conclusion, begged to state, that
he considered the facts disclosed in the plea as of a nature to check the decision of the
court upon its merits, the Hon. A. W. Cocbran being a party thereto and interested in
its fate.

The attorney-general was of opinion it could not amount to an estoppel.

Per Curiam.-From what bas been said, it appears I am not expected to pronounce on
this plea; 1 therefore abstain from giving any opinion on the subject.

The court adjourned tilt the following day.

Saturday, Dec. 2oth.-.The commissioner this morning disposed of the plea. He stated
substantially to this effect, that he had taken time to consider how far it could be disposed
of by another tribunal, but not finding how'far that could be' done, he felt called upon to
decide upon it himself. He observed that the facts of the plea had not been satisfactorily
proved ; that the court was conusant of the facts without such proof, he held insuffi-
cient; and the oath of the party who hiad sworn to the plea, was the oath of a party in his
own cause. He thought the facts and the plea itself could not amount to an estoppel; nor,
indeed, did it appear to be so considered by the learned counsel who framed the plea, the
conclusion to which prayed for the consideration of the court thereon, and whether the
party was bound to answer, &c. The consequence of the court being estopped in this
case, might become general, and there was no certainty that the proceedings of the court
might not be entirely interrupted by similar measures. He would consider the law on the
subject, and express his reason vhy he proceeded. It had been admitted that theEnglish
law was to be appealed to in this case; but even by the French law the plea was defective
in form and substance ; for by the French law, a whole bench could not be recused; the
commissioner sat alone, and therefore constituted that whole bench. This was viewing the
commissioner as a judge, a character which he denied he had (referred to Coke). He
would inquire whether in England there was no remedy a!rainst a judge sitting in his own
cause? There was a remedy : he did so at his peril, and was responsible to the party.
The commissioner, however, was not a judge; a judge's office was to try, determine and
give judgment; the commissioner performed no such office. A mere question of fact was
to be proved by an inquest of twelve jurors, and he presided there merely to maintain
order, and to record the fact ofthe finding of the jury. Thejury was not bound to follow
the directions or inijunctions of the commissioner ; his office was more assimilated to that
of sheriff or of coroner. The Court of the Sheriff in the county had extensive powers-
the proceedings. there could, however, be revised, under a·writ of false judgment ; here, it
can be done by traverse in the Court of King's Bench. The style of the tribunal as a
court, was no argument to make him a judicial officer; he sat there merely to preserve
order, and to certify the inquisition held conjointly with the jurors. In doing so, he acted
merely ministerially; but could he as such sit on his own cause ?-certainly not. If he
did, the remedy lay in the Court of King's Bench. The plea does not make out-such
interest as would exclude his sitting: it ought to be a direct and not a contingent interest.
The first ground stated in the plea bad refèrence to the office of executive councillor,
which it alleged was held by the commissioner; but, allowing the fact to stand proved,
which he conceived was not proved, there was no interest made out or alleged. The plea
stated that it wa-; by the advice and consent of the Executive Councilîthat the Crown
lands were granted; but when? Are they so now? The reverse would appear by the
appointment of the commissioner of Crown lands, who was publicly known to have taken
that branch of the administration out of'the control of the Executive Council. .As to the
second point, objecting to the commissioner as auditor, he found no proof of the fact of
his receiving the fee stated in the plea. The filing of the commission might be proof of
his holding the office, but there was nothing té show that he receiv'ed or was entitled to
fees. Suppose the commissioner should know facts contrary to those stated in the plea,
was lie to stop? He denied that the auditor was entitled to such fees on the regrant of
lands: a document or declaration would be put upon record. to that effect, establishinge tei
fact. Upon these grounds the court overruled the plea. 0

The court then proceeded to business, wrhen the commissioner delivered a lucid and able
charge to·the jury explaining the objects for which that court was constituted,.and the
duties they were called upon to discharge.

NWILD LANDS.

No. 14 a.

December
o.3. 

.
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WILD LANDS.

No. 14 a.

December 22, i8 34 .- The commissioner, on thejury being sworn, addressed them in
French to the following purport:-

lI opening the proceedings of this court, wbich, though it has been constituted by law
for several years, is only now for the first time called into active operation, it would seem
proper that, before the matters which the Crown officer has to bring before the court are
given you in charge, I should explain to you in a general way, the origin, grounds and
nature of thejurisdiction wbich you are authorized to exercise in this court.

You are aware that in this province, since it became a part of the British Empire, and
more particularly since the year 1795, the waste lands of the Crown have been granted by
the King's letters patent, to individuals applying for them, upon the modified feudal
tenure, known by the name of the tenure in free and common soccage, free from ail oner-
ouR payments; rents, duties and services, and subject only to such conditions and reserva-
tions on the part of the Crown as were necessary for the public security, convenience and
advantage. Among these are the reservations of a right of making highways, the riht to
mines and minerals, the right of constructing works of military defence, and the conditions
of settlement and cultivation imposed upon the person receiving the grant. These condi-
tions form the subject which requires our more particularattentionon the present occasion.
The grantee is required by the terms of the letters patent, to clear, settle, and effectutlly
cultivate, within a time fixed by the letters patent, a certain quantity of the land granted to
to him; and it is declared that in default of his performing this condition, the grant shall

.become absolutely null, and the land granted shah escheat and revert to the Crown, and be
vested in it as fully and effectually as if the grant thereof had never been made.

The utility of this condition is obvious, and the necessity of it is illustrated by the history
of almost every colony on this continent of which we have any knowledge. lu the original
settlement of these colonies where the land, in a wilderness state, is easy to be obtained,
not only those having capital, but others of a poorer class, bave been actuated by a general
eagerness to engross more of it than they had the means of cultivating. The injurious
effects of this monopolizing spirit bave been felt in all the northern colonies, and in none
more than in tbis. To guard against it however, as faras possible, and to provide a remedy
for the evil when it should inevitably arise, the Crown, as the proprietor of the waste lands,
and bound to administer this public property for the public advantage, caused these con-
ditions of actual setlement and cultivation to be inserted in its grants. The like conditions
springing from the same policy were also inserted in the seignorial grants made by the
crown of France in ibis province, by which the grantee was required to cause the land to
ibe settled upon, to oblige his tenants to actual residence, and to clear or cause it to be
cleared.; and to cause the like conditions to be inserted in all grants to be made by him
to bis tenants ; and in default of sucb actual settlement the grant was to be null and void.
To ibis day accordingly, the seignior in conceding bis land exacts the sane conditions of
the tenant who takes it ; nor were these mere nominal or formal conditions, but, as appears
from the public records of the province, the crown of France frequently .interfered to
enforce them by acts of legislation and ofjudicial administration.

Several arrets were passed by the French monarch (which are collected in an Appendix
te a Report of a Cornmittee of the Assembly of this Province in 182, on the Management
of the Crown Lands), by some of which the provincial authorities were enjoined to insert
these conditions in all grants made by them ; by others, uncleared grants were revoked ;
and the lands re-united or escheated to the Crovn; by others, grants which were to
extensive were reduced, or a further time was given to the inhabitants, in some cases,
to bring their grants into cultivation, in default of which they were to be forfeited ; and
by others, a summnary course of proceeding for effecting such forfeitures was marked out.

These acts are t be traced to within a few years of the cession of the province to Great
Britain, and they were followed up within the province by frequent proceedings of the
local tribunals (both before and since the cession), for re-uniting to the domains of different
seigniories the concessions of such censitaires as had not fulfilled the conditions of theii
grants.

In the neighbouring provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's
Island, the Crown bas at various times enforced the forfeiture of large tracts of waste land
for non-performance of the conditions of settlement and cultivation contained in the Royal
grants ; and in the province of Nova Scotia alone, out of 6,oooooo of acres whiclh bad been
granted, down to the year 1828, more than two millions of acres (or one-third of the
quantity granted) bad been at that period revested in the Crown by inquests of office in
the provincial Court of Escheats.

In this province, the necessity of adopting a similar course of proceeding with respect
to the grants in free and common soccage, muade since the cession of the province, had
long been felt. From the year 1791 to the year 1816, those grants amounted to about
two millions and a quarter of acres, which were held by individuals in large tracts upon
which nothing bad ever been done towards the performance of the conditions of settle-
ment upon which alone the lands were granted. To remedy the evil of these improvident
grants, His Majesty's Government directed, in 1816, that proceedings should be adopted
for revesting these uncultivated lauds in the Crown, but in consequence of changes in the
local government, and difficulties as to the course of proceeding, nothing was done until
the year 1823, when several actions were brought in the Court of King's Bénch on the
part of the Crown, for the purpose of endeavouring to effect the escheat of certain lands
in the neighbourhood of those against which proceedings are now instituted in this court,

but
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but it was found that the ordinary forms and course of proceeding presented difficulties WILD LANDS.
(arising partly fron the form of the grants, and partly from the impossibility of bringing -
the actual grantees or actual owners into Court), which rendered it impracticable to effect Nu. 14 a.
the object desired. The subject was accordingly brougbt hy the local Government before
the Legislature in the following year, with a view to the removal of these difficulties, by
the erection of a separate tribunal for causes of escheat and forfeiture of land, as recom-
mended by the law officers of the Crown, whose opinions were laid before the Legislature.
The subject of the uncultivated grants of land had already occupied the attention of one
branch of the Legislature in the years 1821, 1822 and 1823, and had been thorougbly
investigated in a special committee of the Assembly, whose reports have been already
referred to, and upon whose recommendation the Assembly, on 6th March 1823, had
adopted a resolution, "That the Provincial Government had not enforced the conditions
of actual settlement contained in all grants made of the waste lands by -His Majesty, and
upon breach of those conditions that no legal measures had been taken for the escheating
of the said lands, whereby the gracious intentions of His Majesty in that behalf had been
frustrated, the grantees of the Crown encouraged in their neglect, and the settlement of
the vaste lands retarded."

And wl,en the report of the Crown law officers on the subject of the establishment of an
efficient tribunal and course of proceeding for the escheating of lands, was brought before*
the Legislature in 1824, the saine committee of the Assembly recommended " That the
most effectual legislative aid should be afforded to the Provincial Government, to enable
it to carry into effect the wise and beneficent measures suggested by it ;" and a Bill was
thereupon proposed to the assenmbly by that committee, containing provisions (similar to
those of the Act under which this court is now constituted) for the erection of a Court of
Escheats, and for othei-wise giving effect to the measure ; but it was no further proceeded
upon at that time, nor in the following year 1825, though it was then again introduced.
But in that year His Majesty's Government thought fit to make provision for the erection
of a Court of Escheats, by an Act of Parliament which was then passing, relating to other
matters concerning this province ; and under that Act of Parliauient you are now called
upon to perforn the important public duty which it imposes.

The Act of Pýrlianent empowers the government of the province to constitute one or
more commissioners of escheats and forfeitures of land, who shall have authority, upon
information filed before him or them, by the law officers of the Crown, touching the per-
formance or non-performance of the conditions contained in letters patent, or grants of
land in free and common soccage, to inquire on the behalf of His Majesty, by the oaths of
a jury, whether the lands comprised in such information are subject to escheat and become
forfeited to His Majesty, by reason of the non-perfornatnce of any of the conditions on
which such grants vere made. The commissioner is to proceed in the cognizance of thesie
matters, according to the law, course and practice of the law of England in like cases, as
nearly as circuumîstances will admit. He has power to summon witnesses to give evidence
before thejury; and the testimony of one or more witnesses before the jury, or taken in
writing before a person appointed for that purpose biy the commissioner, is declared to be
sufficient evidence of the facts alleged in the information. The inquisitions are to bc made
under the seals of the commissioner and jurors, and deposited in the office of the provin-
cial secretary, and a transcript to be sent in to the Court of King's Bench for the district in
ivhich the lands are situated ; and on the inquest being founid, the lands comprised in it
and declared to be subject to escheat for non-performance of the conditions of the grant,
are by the Act declare'd to be re-vested in His Majesty. But to enable the Governmet. to
mtitigate, if it sees tit, the rigour of the law, on un equitable consideratien of the claims of
parties interested, the Act provides that no niew grant of the land escheated shall be made •
within a year, except to the original grantee, or to some person claiming under title from
him; anid it is further provided that parties interested in or entitled to such lands may tra-
verse tha inquisition in the Court of King's Bench, into which àe. shlall have been returned,
within three tmonths after îsuch return, and that the judgnent of that court thereon shall
be final.

With respect to the notification or stummoning of the parties interested, it is provided
that within 15 days after the filing of any such information, the clerk of the court shall
publish in the Gazette (and cause to be posted up in some public place, as near as circum-
stances will admit to the lands comprised in such information,) a notice to all persons inte-
rested of the filing of such information, and of the time and place of taking the inquest,
which time shall not be less than two nor more than four months after the publication of
such notice, and such public notification shall be instead of ail other notice, process, sum-
mons, or other proceeding whîatever for the notification and appearance of the parties inte-
rested in such lands, and shall conclude theu for ever.

The powers vested in Governinent by this law have not as yet been called into actual
exercise until the present occasion ; but the principle upon which they will becarried into
effect has been stated by Hie Majesty's representative in this province, to one of the
branches of the Legislature, in answer to a request for information on this subject, and thai
principle appears to be, that the process of escheat will be resorted to in those cases " where
tracts or lots of land long neglected by the grantees or owners, impede the opening of
roads, the formation or extension of actual settlements, or are otherwise prejudicial to the
imiprovement of the country."

In executing the provisions of the law by virtue of which you are impanelled, your duty,
gentlemen. will be to weigh and consider the pioofs that are laid before you, touching the
performance or non-performance of the coiditions of seulement and cultivation contained
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WILD LANDS. in the letters patent, by which lands have been granted to any individual, and you will fidd
-- the fact according to those proofs. In considering them, you will bear in mind that .theNu. 14 d. , letters patent do not require that the conditions of settlement or cultivation should -be

performed by the ongial grantee himself, or even by his heirs; but if he has assigned
over his iterest to other persons, and any one of the persons-lawfully representing him, or
in the words of the patent, "of bis assigns," has performed the necessary cultivation, the
conditions of the patent are sufliciently complied with.

If, on the other hand, the proofai which shall be laid before you establish the fact that culti-
vation and settlement have not been performed according to the terms of the letters patent,
by the original grantee or his heirs, or his law ful assigns, then your province is merely to
find that fact, and by your finding the forfeiture is complete to the Crown,,which thereupon'
by operation of law, and according to the ternis of the grant, becones fully invested with
the property and possession of the land to which your finding shall relate.

It only remains for nie to state to you, gentlemen, that it will be my duty as commis-
sioner, to preserve proper order and regularity in the proceedings had in this court, accord-
ing to the terms of the Act, and the rules and course of the law which governs us, and that
I shall be ready to give you any information or assistance that you may require froma me in
the performance of your duties. The Attorney-general will now open the cases toyou and
call his witnesses.

No. 14b. - No. 14 b. -

Sir, Montreal, October 22d, 1836.
IN compliance with the request of the Royàl Commissioners, signified in your letter of

the 13th August last, I have considered the provisions of the Act of thé imperial Par.
liament by which a Court of Escheats of Land was erected in this province, and have the
honourof stating that I do not ree anything in the Act by which the Court can be rendered
inoperative. Some difficulties, it is true, occurred to prevent the recourse on the part of
the Crown from being attended with success, with regard to lands situated in the district
of St. Francis. Those difficulties are set forth in the accompanying Report made by Mr.
Buchanan, King's counsel, of the proceedings had on the quashing by the Court of King's
Bench for the district of St. Francis, of four inquisitions taken before the coimissioner of
escheats.

It would appear from that Report, that the main ground for quashing the inquisition was,that the inquisition was taken before jurors not belonging to the district within which the
lands are situate, summoned under a precept directed to the sheriff of the district òf
Quebec.

In my humble apprehension, the precept should have been directed to the sheriff of
the district of St. Francis, as it may be implied fron the terms of the Act, that the sheriff
of the district within which the lands are comprised is the proper officer to whom the
precept should be addressed; a procedure which would be consistent with the usual rules
of judicial practice. The other objections to those inquisitions are of a merely teclinical
character and may in future be easily avoided, so as to secure to Ris Majesty his right
of causing to be declared legally forfeited such lands as may be liable to escheat.

T. F. Elliot, Esq.
Secretary, &c. &c. &c. I have, &c.

(signed) C. R. Ogden, Attorney-Gen.

Sir, Montreal, October isth, 1836.
IN your communication to me, in the month of August 1835, the commands of His

Excellency Lord Aylmer, that i should proceed to Sherbrooke to shew cause against certain
rules granted by the Court of King's Bench for the district of St. Francis, for quashing
and setting aside four inquisitions of office taken before the Honourable Andrew William-
Cochran, His Majesty's corimissioner of escheats and forfeitures of land in the province
of Lower Canada, I repaired to that place for the purpose of performing the duty confided
to me.

The individuals whose lands, liad by those inquisitions been found forfeited were Luke
Gaul, William Gaul, William Walsh, and John Murphy. The rules were sitmilar in the
four cases.

" The Court 'sitting this (6th March 1835) day, Henry Black, esq., one of the advocates
practising in His Majesty's courts of judicature in this province, appeared and prayed
leave to suggest to the court, as amicus curia, certain objections to the inquisition and
transcript of the proceedings in this cause before the said commissioner,. and appearing
on the face of each transcript as'certified by him; which request appearing to the court:to
have been heretofore sanctioned by the usage and practice of His Majesty's courts of
judicature in England in the like cases,- and being'acceded to accordingy by the cour,
the said Henry Black suggests, that the said inquisition and transcript ought to be set
aside and quashed for the following amongst other reasons

"1. Becáuse the said commission, in the cognizanïce of thêmatters in the format
the said inauisition tnentioned,. contained, hath not proceeded as nearly as circuinstanée

*wdl
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will admit according to the rules, course and practice of the law of England in the like WILD LANDS.
cases, and because, on the contrary, the information and the proceedings thereupon had, -
have been wholly and altogether repugnant to the law of England in like cases. N. 14 b.

"a. Because the said information is altogether insufficient, and doth not set forth any
legal or sufficient grounds for the escheating of the lands therein mentioned.

3. Because no legal or sufficient notice, notifying ail persons interested in the said
lands that the said information hiad been filed, and of the time and p!ace of holding the
said inquest of office, as required by law in that behalif, appears to have been inserted and
published in the Quebec Gazette by authority, and posted in a publie place as near to
the lands mentioned in the said information as circumstances would admit.

" 4. Because the precept issued and directed to the sheriff of the district of Quebec,
from the office of the secretary of the province, for the summoning of the jurors, ought to
have heen directed to the sheriff of the district wherein the said lands lie ; and because
the said precept was not so directed, but is erroneously and illegally directed to the sheriff
of the district of Quebec, who hath not nor ever had by law any power in the premises;
and because the finding and verdict of the jurors so illegally empanelled was and is null
and void.

5. Because the saidjurors ought to have been summoned from the body of the county
wherein the said lands lie, and not fron another and different county and district; and
because the array of the said jury was and is against law and right.

" 6. Because no inquest could lawfully be had by reason of ail or any of the matters and
things set forth and contained in the said information alsewhere than in the county where
the said lands lay ; and because the said inquest hath been illegally taken in anotiher and
different county, to wit, at the city of Quebec, in the county and district of Quebec.

- 7. Because by the law of the land title to lands cannot be brought into controversv,
nor any other p:occedings had to entitle the King to enter or seize the lands of the sub-
ject out of the district whaere such lands lie.

" 8. Because the said office inquisition, and ail the proceedings had in relation thereto,
were and are irregular, illegal, insufficient, vexatious and oppressive, and subversive of
the law of the land and of the security of His Majesty's subjects in their property and
inheritance.

" And hereupon the court having inspected the said transcript now remaining of record,
and having heard the said Henry Blabk in support of his said suggestion, It is ordered,
tliat the said inquisitio.n and transerpt be set aside and quashed as informal and illegal,
and in itself null and void, unless good and sufficient cause be shown to the contrary
on Saturday the 25th day of August next, being the first day of the ensuing term; and it
is further ordered, that notice of tiis rule be given to His Majesty's commissioners of
escheats and forfeitures, and His Majesty's attorney-general of this province, on or before
the 31st day of May next."

According to the instructions signified to me, I showed cause against the rules, but not
anticipauîng that any full reports of the arguments ever would be.required, I did not cause
then to be recorded. During the same term the court rendered their judgment, quashing
the inquisitions in the following language.

[Here occurs the judgment, which, as it is annexed to Mr. Cochran's report, dated
24th October 1836, is not inserted again here.-T. Fred. Elliot.]

This is the only report which I am enabled at this moment to give of the proceedings
an question.

I have, &c.
Chas. Rich. Ogden, Esq. (signed) H. Buchanan,

His Majesty's Attorney-General, Quebec. (n. in Counsel.

-No. 15.-

REGULATIONS for the DiSPOSAI of LNDs belonging to the Crown in the British No .
North American Provinces.

Colonial Office, 7th March 1831.
Ta E lands are-no longer' to be given away by free grants, but are to be 'sold.
The commissioners- of Crown lands will, at least once in everv year, subimit to tbe

governor a report of the land which. it may be .expedient to.offer for sale within the next
ensuing year, and the upset price per acre at which he would -recommend it to be offered ;the land so offered having been previously surveyed and valued in one or more con-
tiguous tracts of those which are most adapted for seulement, according to the local pecu-
liarities of the province, and in proportion to the number·of deputy-surveyors who can beemployed.

0.3. f 2 The
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WILD LANDS. The lands to be laid out in lots of 1oo acres each, and plans of such 'parts as are sur-
- veyed are to be prepared for public inspection, which plans may be inspected in the office

No. 15 of the surveyor-general, or in that of his deputies, in each district, on payment of the fee
of 2s. 6d.

The commissioner of Crown lands will proceed to the sale in the following manner i
Fie will give public notice in the official gazette, and in such other newspapers as may

be circulated in the province, as well as in any other manner that circumstances will admit,
of the time and place appoinited for the -sale of lands in each district, and of the upset price
at which the lands are proposed to be offered ; he will give notice thatthe lots will be sold
to the highest bidder, and if no offer should be made at the upset price, that the lands
-will be reserved for future sale in a similar manner by auction.

The purchase-money will be required to be paid down at the time of sale, or by four
instalments with interest; the first instalment at the time of the sale, and the second,
third and fourth instalments at intervals of half a year.

If the instalments are not regularly paid, the deposit money will be forfeited, and the
land again referred to sale.

Public notice will be given in each district in every year, stating the naines of the per-
sons in each district who may be in arrears for the instalments of their purchases, and
announcing that if the arrears are not paid up before the commencement of the sales in
that district for the following years, the lands in respect of which the instalments may be
due will be the first lot to be exposed to auction at the ensuing sales ; and, if any surplus
of the produce of the sale of each lot should remain after satistying the Crown of the sum
due, the same will be paid to the original purchasers of the land who made default in
paymient.

The patent for the land will not be issued, nor any transfer of the property allowed until
the whole of the instalments are paid. The lands sold under this regulation are not to be
chargeable with quit rents, or any further payaient beyond the purchase money and the
ex pense of the patent.

Persons desirous of buying land, in situations not included in the tracts already sur-
veyed, must previously pay for the expense of survey, and the price must of course depend
upon the quality of the land and its local situation.

The Crown will reserve to itself the right of making and 'constructing such roads and
bridges as may be necessary for public purposes, in all lands purchased as above; and also
to such indigenous timber, stone and other materials, the produce of the land,'as may be
required for making and keeping the said roads and bridges in repair, and for any other
public works.

The Crown further reserves to itself all mines of precious metals.
The regulations for granting licences to cut timber will be learned by application to the

surveyor-general's office, in the respective colonies.

INFORMATION for the Use of Military and Naval Officers, proposing to settle'in the
British Colonies.

Colonial Office, 15 August 1834.
ist. Annexed * is a statement of the regulations according to which, ith such modifi-

entions as local circumstances nay render necessary, lands belonging to the Crown are
disposed of in the several British colonies in North America.

2d. Under these regulations military. and naval officers cannot receive free grants of
land, but in buying land they are allowed a remission of the purchase money, according to
the under-mentioned scale.

Field officers of 25 years' service and upwards, in the whole - - - 300

Field officers of 25 years' service and upwards, in the whole - - - 30,

Field officers of 15 or less years' service, in the whole - - - - 200

Captains of 2o years' service and upwards, in the whole - - - 200

Captains of 15 years' service or less, in the whole - - -150

Subalterns of 20 years' service and upwards, in the whole - - - - 150

Bubalterns of seven years' service or less, in the whole - - - - 1oo

Regimental staff officers and medical officers of the army and navy will be deemed to
come within the benefit of this rule.

3. Officers

*Same statement as above.
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3. Officers of the army or navy, who propose to proceed to the colonies in order to take WILD LANDS.
ndvantage of this indulgence, should provide themselves with certi6cates from the office of
the general commanding-in-chief, or of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, show- NO. 35.
ing that their emigration has been sanctioned, and stating exactly their rank and length
of service. No document from the office of the Secretary of State is necessary.

4. Officers· on half-pay, residing in the colony, vhen hey propose to settle, may be
admitted to the privileger of military and naval settlers, without referring to this country
for testimonials, provided they can satisfy the Governor that there is no objection to their
being allowed the indulgence, and that their return of their rank and length of service is
accurate, and provided, if they belong to the navy, that they produce their letter ofleave
of absence from the Admiralty.

5. Military chaplains, commissariat officers, and officers of any of the civil departments
connected with the army, cannot be allowed any privileges on this subject of land.
Plirsers, chaplains, midshipmen, warrant officers of every description, and officers of any
of the civil departments connected with the navy, must also be considered as not qualified
for those privileges. Although members of these classes may have been admitted for-
merly, and under a different state of circumstances, they must now be excluded.

6. Gentlemen who have ceased to beloig to His Majesty's service cannot be allowed
the advantages to which they were entitled while in the army and navy. It is not, how-
ever, proposed to affect by this rule officers who desire to quit the service for the express
purpose of settling iii the colonies; it is onfly required that when they resign their com-
missions they should apply for a certificate from the general commanding-in-chief, or froin
the Lords Commissioners of the Adtniralty, that they do so with a view of emigrating;
and such certificate, if produced to the Governor of any colony within.one year from its
date, but not otherwise, will be a sufficient warrant for allowing the bearer the same advan-
tages as officers of His Majesty's service.

Officers who have sold out within the last 12 months precedihg the date of this memo-
randum will be allowed the usual privileges, notwithstanding their want of the certificate
required by these regulations, if they present themselves to the Governor of the colony
within a year fron the present date. And all officers who have already been recom-
mended by the general commanding-in-chief, will be entitled to their privileges without
regard to any obstruction which might otherwise be offered by the regulations now
established.

7. Officers cannot be allowed advantages in the. acquisition of land in any colony, unless
it be their intention to fix their residence in that colony. In order to insure the observ-
ance of thisrule, it has been determined that the titles to lands obtained by officers who
take advantage of the peculiar regulations existing in their favour, shall be withholden for
a period sufficient to prove that they have not repaired to the colony for the mere purpose
of gpining possession of a portion of land and then departing. Two years is the period
for wvhich it has been decided that the titles shall be kept back ; this delay will be suffi-
cient for the salutary object in view, and will not constitute any very serious inconvenience
to the bonafide settler.

8. By the annexed regulations for the disposal of Crown lands, it will be observed that
the general sales will take place periodically. But in order to prevent inconvenience to
the officers who mny arrive in the intervals between those sales, and be desirous at once
to obtain an allotment, the Governors of the colonies are authorized to allow officers to
acquire at any time;on payment of the upset price, lands which have been previously
ofl'red for sale, at some general sale, and not been bought.

Officers will thus be relieved from delay at the time of establishing themselves in the
colony. They will also be enabled by this arrangement, which will permit them to obf.ain
their land at a fixed price, to choose such a quantity as shall be exactly equivalent to the
amount of the remission to whic.h they are entitled. instead of being liable to be called upon
to pay a balance, which must be the case if they bid for lands at a sale by auction.

9. There being little or no Crown land available in Prince Edward's Island, officers
cannot be offered any privileges in the acquisition of land in that colony. la Cape Bre-
ton, an island in which the natural inducements for the seulement of officers are not very
considerable, it is necessary, from local circumstances, that there should not be a remis-
sion of puirchase-money as in other colonies; to sucli officers as may wish to settle in this
island, allotments of land will be granted on the same scale and conditions as before the
gencral introduction of the system of selling the Crown lands; viz.

To a lieutenant-colonel - - - - - - 1,200 acres.

To a major - - - - - - - 1,000 .

To a captain - - - - - - - - 8oo -

To a subaltern - - - - - - . 500 -
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-No. 1.-

TENURES. MEM0XIANDUM on the Means of forming a GeneralEstimate of the Rate at which Censitaires
-9 migit equitably demand Commutations of Tenures fom their Seigneurs.

No. i.
o. WITHOUT pretending to offer any accurate calculation of what the payment for a release

from the seigneurial dues ought to be, it may be remarked, that if cominutations are to be
voluntary on the part of the censitaire, he will, of course, choose the time for making them
which is most advantageous to himself, the time, for instance, when lie contemplates an
extensive improvement on his land, or is on the point of selling it; and, therefore, that in no
case ought the commutation fine to be less than one ordinary fine, or " lods et ventes," on
a change of tenancy; on the contrary, that it ought to exceed the amount of such a fine, by
the present value of all the reversionary fines to which, if the tenure remained unaltered, the
land would be subject. Now, if it is assumed that a change of tenancy occurs once in
every 20 years (and the average recurrence, in pôint of fact, would be ascertained by inquiry
in the Legislature), the present value of all the reversionary payments will be obtained-by
calculating the values successively of a payment made 20 years hence, of another 40 years
lience, another 60 years hence, and so on; and if this be done on the principle of allow-
ing compound interest at six per cent., the total value of all the reversionary payments will
be found equal to nearly one-half of a present fine; that is to say, equal to one-half of an
ordinary payment of " lods et ventes," so that a present payment of a " lods et ventes" and
a half, would be required to exonerate the land from all future as well as presênt demands.
But as a "lods et ventes" is equal to one-twelfth of the price or value of the property,
a " lods et ventes" and a half will be equal to one-eighth of the same; and consequently, if
this calculation be correct, the seigneur ouglit to have the option of taking the property on
payment of seven times the sum awarded to him by the arbitrators, as a compensatioi for
lis rights.

This calculation, however, has been made rather for the sake of elucidating the subject
than in the hope of arriving at any very correct result; and in supposing property to change
hands once in every 20 years, it has probably been considered, especially in the agrieultural
districts, as subject to too frequent mutations; moreover, no allowance has been made to the
censitaire for the remission by the Crown of its " droit de quint," the benefit of which remis-
sion (if made) should not be given to the seigneur alone, but divided between him and the
censitaire. When, therefore, these two circumstances are taken into consideration, it may
perhaps be found that, in voluntary commutations, one-tenth of the actual value of the
property will be a sufficient compensation to the seigneur for the-rights which he surrenders,
provided he has this tenth clear of any deduction on account of the " quint" due to the King.

It may be observed, that in the preceding estimate no allowance is made for the cens or
rente, or for any feudal burthens beyond "lods et ventes." The "cens et rente" being a fixed
payment, the value of them may easily be calculated, and redeemed at so many years' pur-
chase, or they might be left'as a charge upon the property. The other seigneurial rights are
so trifling, that the payment of compensation, under the award of arbitrators, might probably
be made to cover them all.

-No. 2.-

Attorney- General's EviD E NCE.

No. 2. 1. DoEs any doubt exist as to the Provincial Act 9 Geo..4, c.77, relative.to tenuresbeing
in force in the province, and what is your own opinion ?-Doubts are, entertained by' some
persons whether that Act be in force in this province; but I differ:in opinion from those indi-
viduals. ý I ·conceive that the statute 1 Will. 4;; of the Inperial, Parliament, was an'
implied repeal of the 31 Geo. 3, as far as regarded the necessity of the King's giving his
consent to that Act within tvo years from the period when it was passed by the Leeislative
Council and Assembly; this statute of the 1 Will. 4, having notoriously been passed in order
to enable His -lajesty to sanction the Provincial Act, notwithstanding the repugnance of -its

provisions
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provisions to the laws of England, as confirmed here, with respect to soccage lands, by the
6 Geo. 4, c. . Two decisions of the Court of King's Bench, for the district of Montreal,
have, as I am informed, given operation to the Provincial Act, which was proclaimed by the
Governor-in-chieiin September 1831. It is said that the question will be brought before
the Provincial Court of Appeals, and a difference of opinion may prevail in that tribunal.
But as innumerable transactions and settlements of property have been entered into and made
by His Majesty's subjects, undeïr the well-founded belief that the 9 Geo. 4, duly pro-
claimed, was law, and without any supposition that the Executive Government could even
accidentally lead them into error, I venture to suggest whether it would not be an act of
justice, if not matter of duty, in His Majesty's Government to set these questions at rest,
and quiet men's minds as to their titles, by recommending an Act te be passed by the
Imperial Parliament, declaratory of the Act 1 Will. 4, or containing such new enactrenta
as would obviate the great evil likely soon to be felt, if such a remedy be not applied.

2. Supposing that Act to be in force, does it, in your opinion, provide an efficient remedy
for the alleged imperfections of the lmperial Tenures' Act, touching the descent, alienation
and transfer of lands held in free and common soccage ?-Supposing the Provincial Act
9 & 10 Geo. 4, c. 77, to be in force, I do not conceive it provides an efficient remedy for the
alleged impeifection of the Imperial Tenures' Act. The abolition of the right of prinogeni-
ture, the regulation of dower and the other rights of married women, making them nearly
conformable to those enjoyed in other sections of this country, where a different tenure pre-
vails, and the rendering the forms of conveyance less intricate and less expensive, would
seem to be what the provincial legislature vould have in view in modifying the English law.
Nov, although the Provincial Act, besides confirming past transactions, contains provisions
as to the forms of voluntarv conveyance in future, and although it settles retrospectively the
mode in which soccage lands shaHl be held affected by rights of inheritance, dower, &c.,
yet no prospective regulations are made as to the descent of lands, or the nature of the
dower which shall af'ect them, and thus the privilege of primogeniture must still exist; and
the important question, whether such lands fori part of the stock of the communaute de
biens, or copartnership between man and wife, is left open for litigation. As far as the formis
of volhntary conveyance are concerned, I consider that the Provincial Act lias provided
a sufficient remedy.

3. It lias been complained that the Tenures' Act vas too favourable to the seigneur, and
vent to deprive the censitaires in any seigneuries of the advantages which they formerly
enjoyedunder-an arrêt of the Gth July 1711, and another of 15th March 1732. To what
extent are you of opinion that the arrêt went in securing privileges to the censitaire), as, for
instance, the privilege of obtaining unconceded lands on the taux ordinaire; and further, are
you of opinion that the said ordinances are at present in force in the province ?-One effect
of the Tenures' Act bas been the depriving of the King's subjects here of the right of com-
pelling the seigneurs to grant to them the wild lands within their seigneuries, in consideration
of annual rent (cens et rentes), and of the usual seigneurial servitudes or burthens, such as
lods et ventes, droits de banalité et retrait, 4çc. ec., advantages, if they can be go termed,
which persons willing to be censitaires enjoyed under the arrêts of the-King of France of the
6th July 1711 and 15th Marci 1732, promulgated in consequence of the abuse practised by
the feudal landholders of holding their lands for sale, which prevented the speedy settlement
of the province, the colonists at that period not having the means of advancing or of obliging
themselves to pay a capital sum; 1 am of opinion that those arrêts are in force as to all
seigneuries, concerning which no commutation has been effected under the Tenures' Act.

4. Are you avare of any proceedings that have been had in the courts of Canada to
enforce those arrêts, or any applications to the Governor on the same subject; if so, can you
state the resuit, and whether there has been a unifori course of decision on the subject?-
I am not aware of any application to the Governor to enforce those arrêts, but I know that
proceedings under them have been had in the Court of King's Bench for the district of
M ontroal, and I have reason to believe the opinion of that tribunal was, that the arrêts were
in force. It cannot however be said that there has been a uniform course of decision on the
'uîbject, because I doubt whether the arrêts were more than two or three times the subject
of discussion. As to the taux ordinaire, it would be difficult to define it, for it would appear
to be unjust, considerng the changes in the value of money, to compel the seigneur to
accept now a rent which 150 years ago might have been a just equivalent, but which at this
time would be a merely nominal consideration.

5. Do you think that, under the present state of the law, it is possible for seigneurs and
censitaires to make voluntary commutatious where the seigneur bas not commuted with the
Crown ?-Under the present state of the law in the province, I do not think that, where the
seigneur lias not commuted with the Crown, the seigneur and his censitaire could voluntarily
commute. Such a proceeding would be tantamount toa démembrement de fe and lead to
a forfeiture in favour of the Crown of the seigneur's feudal interest in the Iland

6. Supposing the power not to exist at present, would it, in your opinion, be desirable to
give it to themn; and in such case what would you do with respect to the rights of the Crown,
whose interest in the quints that might thereafter become due would. be diminished; and
what, with the rights ofthe seigneur's wife and heirs, liable to be affected by the commuta-
tion ?-.I fear that the interests of the Crown, with regard to quints, could net be secured
by allowing the seigneur to commute with his censitaire without a previous commutation of
the King's rights. As respects the rights of the seigneur's wife; in either case it would be
difficult, if not impossible, te devise any remedy except that of compelling the seigneur; if
he had not prevented the necessity of so doing by his marriage articles, to nvest part of the
price of commutation in real estate, -to be subject by representation te the samte burthuett!s as

0.3. f 4 would
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TENURES. would have attached ta the territorial property. Heirs-at-law, under our modified system of
-- law, the légitine having been abolished, have no indefeasible rights, and therefore commuta-

No. 2. tion on the part of the seigneur never could be disturbed by those claiming bis succession.'
7. Do you think it desirable to grant ta the censitaire the right of demanding commuta-

tion even where the seigneur is not disposed ta commute ?-I think it is desirable that the
censitaire should chiefly, in all towns and villages, have the right of demanding a commuta-
tion, notwithstanding any reluctance of the seigneur ta grant that advantage.

8. Would it be difficult ta guard this right so as ta secure the seigneur from injury through
too low assessment of his property by experts or juries, mostly belonging ta the class of cen-
sitaires?-In my opinion it would be difficult ta guard the just interest of the seigneur, if the
assessment of the indemnity due ta him were left ta experts or juries mostly belonging to
the class of censitaires. I am inclined ta think that the finding of the indemnity could be
more safely trusted ta three sworn experts, one chosen by the seigneur, another chosen by
the censitaire, and a third by a court of justice, judge or other officer of high standing.

9. Under the present Tenures' Act would it be possible for any religious bodies (in mort-
main) ta commute with the Crown? If not, are the censitaires of such seigneuries shut out
from any hope of benefit under the present Tenures' Act; and wouid it not be proper ta
afford them the means of commuting ?-Under the present Tenures' Act I think it more than
doubtful if religious bodies holding seigneuries in mortmain, and therefore.not having the
riglit of free alienation, could commute with the Crown; and as the censitaires, having lands
in those seigneuries, would thus in all probability be deprived of the advantages within the
reach of censitaires holding of other seigneuries, I think it proper that these obstacles ta the
emancipation of lands situated within seigneuries, owned by religious cominunities, should
be removed.

(signed) C. R. Ogden,
Quebec, 26 September 1836. Attorney-General.

- No.3.

Solicitor-General's EVIDENCe.

No. 3. 1. Dons any doubt exist as ta the Provincial Act 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, relative ta tenures beincr
in force in the province, and what is your own opinion ?-Doubts do exist as ta the Provincial
Act 9 & 10 Geo. 4, c. 77, being in force in this province. '

In venturing my humble opinion on this important question, I do so with a great deal of
diffidence, because I am aware that it is at variance with judicial decisions, which, from the
great learning and ability of those by whom they have been given, are entitled ta the highest
respect. The bill, which became the 9 & 10 Geo.-4, c. 77, was presented for Ris Majesty's
assent, and reserved for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure thereon, on the 14th M arch
1829. On the 11th May 1831 it was assented ta by Ris Majesty in Council. The Royal
assent was signified by the proclamation of his Excellency the Governor-in-chief on the
1st September 1831.

A period then of more thàn two years elapsed between the time the bill was presented for
His Majesty's assent and the date of the Governor's proclamation. Such a bil therefore,
according to the. 32d section of the Imperial Act of 31 Geo. 3, c. 31, cannot have any force
or authority in this province, for in the express terms of that section, " no such bill which
shall have been so reserved as aforesaid shall have any force or authority within either of the
said provinces respectively, unless his Majesty's assernt thereto shall have been signified as
aforesaid within the space of two years from the day on which such bill shall have been
presented for His Majesty's assent ta the Governor," &c. &c.

But it is said that, notwithstandingr this section, the Loyal assent was duly given ta the
bill in question under and by virtue of the Imperial Statute 1 Will. 4, intituled, " An Act to
explain and amend the law relating ta lands holden in free and common soccage in the pro-
vince of Lower Canada." This Act, after reciting the 43d section of the 31 Geo. 3, c. 31,
and the 8th section of 6 Geo. 4, c. 59, and stating that doubts had arisen how far it was
competent to Ris Majesty, with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Assem-
bly of Lower Canada, ta make and enact any laws or statutes establishing rules respecting
the descent of lands held in free and common soccage, &c. &c., and that it was expedient
that such doubtsshould be removed, proceeds thus: " Be it therefore enacted, &c. that it
shall and may be lawful for Ris Majesty, his heirs and successors, ta assent ta or authorize
his or their assent ta be given ta any bill or bills, which bath or have heretofore been, or
which may hereafter be passed by the said Legislative Council and Assembly for regulating
the descent, grant, bargain, &c. &c., of any lands which are now, or which may hereafter be
,holden in free and common soccage within the said province of Lover Canada, &c. c.
any repugnancy or supposed repugnancy of any such regulations to the law of England, or
ta any of the provisions in the before recited A cts of Parliament, or either of them, contained
ta the. contrarv in anywise notwithstanding."

It would seem from the preamble and enacting part of this statute, as well as from the
clauses of the 31 Geo. 3 and C Geo. 4, which it recites, that its sole abject was ta removë all
doubts as sta the power of the subordinate legislature of the province to make regulations
repugnant ta and at variance with Acts of the Imperial Parliament respecting the descent,
&c. &c. Of lands iri free and common soccage, without intending any alteration as ta the period

withiï,
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within vhich the Royal assent should be given to any bill froni the Legislative Council and TENURES.
Assembly, containing such regulations, andsreserved by the Governor for the assent of lis -

Majestv; no intention to make euch alteration is expressed. If by the 1 Will. 4 it had been No. 3.
intended to make any such alteration, it is iatural to suppose that that Act would have also
recited the 32d section of the 31 Geo. a, or would at least have made mention of it ; no such
intention can be implied, for there is nothing in the 9 & 10 Geo. 4 which is either repugnant,
or can be supposed to be repugnant,*to the provisions of the said 32d section.

To say that we must presunie that the Inperial Parliament nust have known of the exist-
ence of the bill, now the 9 & 10 Geo. 4, and therefore intended to make it lawful for His
Majesty to assent to it, would be to fall into a petitio principii. But it is said that, by the
1 Will. 4, lis Majesty vas authorized to give the Royal .assenit to any bill or bills which had
theretofore been passed, and that therefore it was lawful for His Majesty to assent to the bill
n question.

if it be considered that under the words " any bill or bills which hath or have been
passed," the Royal assent could have been lawfully given to the bill in question, notvith-
standing the lapse of more than two years, it mu.st be granted on the other hand that unider
these other words, " any bill or bills vhich may hereafter be passed,", the Royal assent may
be as lawfully given to any bill of a sinilar character whiich may hereafter be reserved for
Ilis Majesty's pleusure, and may be allowed to renain quiescent for a sinilar period,-or any
indefinite period uf time. The vcrds of the enacting part of 1 Will. 4, are certainly as strong
in a prospective as tliey are in a retrospective sense ; the one interpretation necessarily im-
plies the other; there is nio medium. It vould follow then as a malter of necessity that,
vith respect to bills of the description of the 9 & 10 Geo. 4, the said 32d section has been

abrogated in toto.
But those who contend that the 9 & 10 Geo. 4 has the authority of law are not prepared

to oo thus far; and yet it is ditlicult to see how, upon their own showing, such a conclusion is
to be avoided. They admit that the provisions of the said 32d section are of the utnost-
importance to the province. This secticn they say is not repealed,,but an exception is made
by the 1 Will. 4 in favour of the 9 & 10 Geo. 4. Where, it is respectfully asked, is such
an exception to b founi? Certainily not in the preamble, nor in the enacting part of the
1 Will. 4.

It may then, it is humbly coneived, be inferred that the 1 Will. 4 only gave to lis Ma-
jesty the power of assenting to a bill or bills of the description of the 9 & 10 Geo. 4, sucli
bill or bills being in every other respect susceptible of rceiving such assent. No.w, if it
cannot be shliowi tiat an exception bas been made in favour of the bill in question, it follows
that it had ceased to exist as a bill wlien the 1 Will. 4 was passed. The limitation of time
miientioned iii the said 32d section had gone into operation, and had produced its eflect with
as much certainty as the. liiuitition of tine mentioned in the 31st section of the 31 Geo. 3,
c. 31, would have done with respect to the right of His Mjesty to declare his disallowance
of a bill whicl more than two years previously had been assented to by the Governor,
&C. &c.

If this be a correct position it must be also correct to infer from it, that it would have-
reqired express terms iii the 1 Will. 4 to have called again into existence the bill of the
9 10 Geo. 4, cap. 77, and to have made it thus susceptible of receiving His Majesty's
assent.

If the above objections can be considered as affording any reasonable ground for the.
doubts which exist as to the 9 & 10 Geo. 4, c. 77, being in force in the province, it is
respectfully suggested that a declaratory law nould be highîly desirable to remove all ii-
certainty touchmîg a question of so much importance to the holder of lands in free and coin-
mon soccage.

2. Supposing that Act to be in force, does it, in your opihion, provide an efficient renedy
for the alleged imperfections of the Imperial 'l'eures' Act, touching the descent, alienation,
and tranîsfer of lands held in free and conmmon soccage ?-l think it does. -

'3. It has been complainîed that the Tenures' Act was too favourable to the seigneur, and
went to de prive the censitaires in any seigneury, of the advanitages vhich they fornerly
enjoyed under au arrêt of the 6th July 1711, and another of 15th March 1732.- To what
extent are you of opinion that the arrêt went in securing privileges to the censitaires, as, for
instance, the privilege of obtaining unconceded lands on the taux ordinaire; and fdrther, are
you of opinion that the said ordinances are at present in force in the province ?-An arret
of the 6th July 1711 made it incumbent on the seigneurs to grant perpetual leases to the
habitants (conceder), of the lands wvhich had been granted to then à titre de seigneurie. Those
leases could be made à titre de redevance only, that is to say, subject to a perpetual -seigneu-.
rial rent, cens et rentes, and to lods et ventes upon every mutation by sale, or by any act
equivalent to a sale. The seigneur was not allowed to receive frora the censitaire any sui
o noney as a consideration for such lease. If the seigneurs neglected to lease out their
lands, the habitants were allowed to make a formal demand of them, and upon the refusal
of the seigneurs to apply to the Governor.in*-chief and the intendant, who ivere empowered to
concede or lease out the lands demanded, subject to the sanie rights, aux méines -droits, as
those under which the other lands had been conceded, vhich rights were to be paid by the
new censitaires to His most Christian Majesty, to the exclusion 'f the seigneurs. •

The seigneurs having continued, notw ith'standing this arrêt, to sel their uncultivated lànds,
terres en bois de bout, nstead of simply conceding thei à titre de redevance, it was enacted
by.the arrêt, dated the 15th March 1732, .enregistered in the month of Septenber follow--
ing, .that all.sales made by seigneurs of waste lands,.or terres en bois de bout,- should be con
sidcred null and void, and that the censitaires should have a right of aciion to recover the

O.3. sums
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TENURlES. sums paid in consequence of such sales. The other provisions contained in the preceding
arrêt, were by this latter one confirmed and ordered to be enforced.

Nu. 3. These arrêts have been considered by the Court of King's Bench for the district of Mon-
treal, as being still in force in this province. I an not aware of any application having been
made to the Governor to enforce the arrêt of 1711, nor do I think that if such an application
vere made it could be granted by him.

Prior to the conquest, such an application conild only be granted by the Governor and the
intendant, the highest judicial functionary in the colony, vho, in that capacity, would, no
doubt, have first declared the land demanded in concession by the habitant, to be forfeited
to the King.

By the Provincial Statute 34 Geo. 3, c. 6, s.8, all the powers of the intendant were vested
in the Court of King's Bench in eaclh district. I am informed that, in 1818, one Lavigne
brought an action against a seigneuresse, to compel ber to concede to him a farm, subject to
the same rights as the other farms already conceded in the seigneurie. The court maintained
the principle of the action, and admitted the parties to proof, but as it appeared in evidence
that the plaintiff had already no less than four farns in the saine seigneurie, the action was
dismissed.

Somewhat about the sanie time, an action was brouglit under the arret of 1732, by one
Therien, against a seigneuresse and lier agent, for the purpose of setting aside the deed of
sale of a certain farni.

The seigneuresse, with a view of evading the law, as it was stated, conceded a farm, en
'oois de bout, to ber agent, that the agent miglt sell it. The agent sold it to Therien, and
the latter brouglit his action to have the deed of sale set aside.- The court adnitted the
parties to proot, but as the knowledge of the facts alleged rested entircly with the parties
theinselves, the plaintiff was driven to the examination of the defendants upon their oaths,
by a proeeding well known in ouir law, that is, by exhibiting interrogatories upon faits
et articles. The defendants resisted the examiiation, but the court, upon view of the
interrogatories, declared them to lie pertinent and relevant, and ordered the defendants to
answer.

This judgment ivas appealed from and was reversed, because it was held by the Court of
Appeals that the defendants being accused of fraud, could not be compelled to commit them-
selves, upon the principle that niemo tenctur prodere se ipsum. The action therefore failed,
not because it was uufounded in law, but because there was no evidence to support it.

As a further proof that those arrêts are still in force, I beg leave to observe, that there is
another arrêt of the 6th July 1711, which was made entirely for the purpose of protecting
the interest of the seigneurs.

It frequently happened that several habitants, after having obtained deeds of concession,
satisfied theniselves with cutting down a few acres, imagining that such au act of possession,
conbined vith their titles, was sufficient to constitute them proprietors, and gave themselves
no fartier trouble about the cultivation of the soil. As this evil retarded the progress of agri-
culture, and the advaneenent of the colony, it was provided by the last-mentioned arrêt,
that all habitants who did not reside on the lands which had been ceded to them, should be
held within a year and a day to keep feu et lien thereon, and to improve the sanie; and
failing so to do, that such lands should be forfeited to the seigneur, and re-united to his
domnain.

The last-mtentioned arrêt vas frequently acted upon before the conquest, and bas been
frequently cnforced since.

As this law in favour of seigneurs lias been hitherto maintained, it is but just that the
laws in favour of the habitants should be considered in force also.

4. Are you aware of any proceedings that have been had in the courts of Canada to enforce
those arrêts, or any applications to the Governor on the sanie subject ; if so, can you state
the result, and vhether there has been a uniforni course of decisiot on the subject?-This
question is answered by my answer to the preceding one.

5. Do you think that under the present state of the law it is possible for seigneurs and
censitaires to make voluntary commutations where the seigneur has not conmuted with the
Crown ?-I do not. Such voluntary commutations would be null and void. The seigneur
cannot diminisi the rights of the Crown by commuting vith the censitaires according to the
princi le Le vassal ne peut pas se jouir de son fief."

6. upposing the power not to exist at present, would it, in your opinion, be desirable to
give it to them, and in such case what would you do with respect to the riglits of the Crown,
whose interest in the quints that muight thereafter become due would be diminisbed, and
what with the rights of the seigneur's wife and heirs, liable to be affected by.the commuta-
tion ?-From what I have said in my answer to the preceding question, it would be wholly
subversive of the riglts of the King, as soverejLn lord, seigneur suzerain, and therefore
not desirable to grant to the seigneurs and censitaires the power of making volutntary com-
mutations amongst themselves, without a commutation between the Crown and the seigneur,
because, without such commutation, the transactions between the seigneurs and the censi-
taires would, by extinguishing the censive, leave nothing to His Majesty as seigneur domi-
nant, for there would be no longer a seigneur under him, and of course there would be no
quints to be disposed of.

If commutations were to be made between Bis Majesty and the seigneurs, I think that
the amonies arising.from such commutationsought to be applied toward s the administration
of justice, and the support of the civil government of the province. In commutations be.
tween a seigneur and his censitaires, I see no other method of protecting the rights of the
seigneur's wife, whether as to dower, or to lier reprises matrimoniales, for wihich sie has a mort-

gage
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gage fron the day of ber marriage, than to make it necessary that a tutor, ad hoc, should be
appointed to ber, whose duty it would be to sec that the sums of money arising from com-
mutation should be-so invested as to secure her rights, and those of her children inheriting
fromi her.

• 7. Do you think it desirable to grant to the censitaire the right of demanding commuta-
tion, even where the seigneur is not disposed to comniute ?-L should not wish to venture
ny humble opinion upon a question affecting the rights of property to so great an extent;
it is one which, above all others, seems to call for the' exercise of the wisdom of the Legis-
lature.

8. Would it be difficult to guard tbis right so as to secure the seigneur from injury through
too low assessment of bis property by exeerts or juries mostly belonging to the class of
censitaires ? -If such a right of demanding a commutation were granted to the censitaire,
I think the interests of the seigneurs might be secured from injury by the selection of proper
persons to act as experts (whom I would prefer to jurors) from adjacent seigneuries, not of
the class of censitaires, or from the townships or cities, according to the situation of the par-
ties. Two would be chosen by the parties commuting, these two would nane a third e.rpert ;
they. would be governed in their estimate by the recent sales of lands of a similar description,
either in the seigneurie, or in the adjoining seigneuries, and by the average rents, issues or
profits, during the last 10 years, the state of the buildings, &c. I think an appeal ought to
be allowed from the decision of the experts to the Court U King's Bench.

9. Under the present Tenures' Act, would it be possible for any religious bodies (in mort-
main) to commute with the Crown ?-1 do not think it would.

10. If not, are not the censitaires of such seigneuries shut out fron any hope of benefit
under the present Tenures' Act, and would- it not be proper to afflord them the means of
commuting? -They are; and I think it would be proper to afford them the means of com-
inutation by an Act of the provincial Parliament, which would empower religious bodies
holding seigneuries to commute with the Crown, and vould provide for the investment of
the commutation monies paid by the censitaires, in order to secure to the public the continua-
tion of such institutions.

Montreal, 30 August 1836. (signed) M. O'Sullivan.

-No. 41.-

Mr. Qucsnel's EVIDENCE.

9 August 18:1c.-F. A. Quesnel, Esq., called in; and Examined.•

HlAvrE you thought of.any principle on which it could equitably be made compulsory on
the seigneur to commute with his tenants?-I should object to any law rendering commu-
tation compulsory on either party, either the seigneur or the censitaire, at any rate until the
effect had been tried of perinitting both to enter into voluntary agreements for the purpose.
On the sane* principle, I cannot approve of that provision of the Imperial Tenures' Act
which obligêd seigneurs who had previously coinmuted with the Crown to commute after-
wards with any of their censitaires who might demand it.

Are you of opinion that the local Act of 9 Geo. 4, C.77, changing the effect of the Inipe..
rial Tenures' Act, is invalidated by the circunstance of the Royal assent having been given
after the tin2 prescribed by law in other cases?-The Court of King's Bench for the district
of Montreal has expressed a contrary opinion; for in the case of Wright v. Spark, decided,
I believe, in April 1832, it recognised the validity of the Act.

Supposing the local Act of i Geo. 4, c.77, to be in force, would it prôvide a suflicient
renedy for the objections which have been taken to the effect of the Imperial Statute on the
incidents of property, such as descent an'd'alienationii?--I believe it would.

llas anything been done by the Legislature, since the Report of the Committee of the
Ilouse of Commons in 1828, to render mortgages special?-Nothing as to the province
gencrally. Mortgages have been made special in the townships by a provincial Act for the
pirpose.

Has thc Act 9 Geo. 4, c. 20, for the extinction of tacit incumbrances, been called into
beneficial operation?-It is in daily operatiân, and vèry b'enefiéial. The only objection is
the costs.

What is the usual amount of costs ?-From 121. to 25 ., according to circumstaeces.
To what extent are incumbrances discharged by the process prescribed by this statute ?-

All the incumbrances (the dower excepted) existing at the periòd-of the last sale of the
property, are discharged by the operation of the said Azt.

Is it the case, that as a sale is necessary to the operation of the statute, it can only be
emiployed for the security of a purchaser, and cannot be used, when property bas been long
in the same hands, to give any assurance to a lender of money on mortgage ?-It is so. Nor
could fictitious sale~be resorted to for avoiding the difficulty, as the process would carry with
it a payment of " lods et ventes."

Can you state the objections that have been taken to establish registry offices; except'in
the townships, and your own opinion as to any means of obviating those objections?-The
principal objections are, the necessity.of.altering thé old laws.of the country; which-byim!ny.
are thouglit beneficial, such as the law of dower and general mortgages, the embarrassment

.0.3. - g created
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TENURES. created by a new system, which even in France is allowed to be intricate, the expense
- attending the saine, the danger of exposinZ private transactions and family compacts to the

No. 4. public eye, and niany other reasons which I do not at present iecollect. My own opinion is,
that a registry law vould be beneficial, but that the Canadian population is not at present
sufficiently prepared for its reception. Such a law can only be passed by the local legisla-
ture; and I believe that few years will elapse before the majority will be convinced of the
necessity of adopting a measure of this nature.

Do you consider the two arrêts of 1711 and 1732 to be in force in the province ?-They
have been laws, but have fallen into disuse.

Have there been many cases in which censitaires have preferred claims in court under those
arrêts and failed ?-I do not recollect.

Have there been any such cases in which the censitaires have succeeded, or is the course
of decision in the courts uniform?-Not to my knowledge.

Do you consider that " lods et ventes " were intended, as they are now usually claimed in
practice, to be chargeable on the value of improvements?-l do; and I think that the low
terms on which lands were originally conceded are explained by this.

If you had an Act passed by which the seigneurs and the censitaires would be empowered
to commute by agreement, how would you provide for the quint of the Crown ?-- I would
gîve it up.

After these commutations, on what tenure would you have the enfranchised land held ?-
1 would not have the English laws introluced.

Setting aside descent and the rights of dower, will you state what difference there is
between franc-alleu and free and common soccage, as to tenure ?-There would be little if,
besides the rights of descent and dower, the property held in common soccage could be
transferred and mortgaged according to the French lavs.

What is your opinion of the existing provision for a Court of Escheats?-I think the prin.
ciple on which the Court of Escheats ivas established not wrong, provided it were enforced
with lenity, as under the French law; but i would have the rules fixed, and not left to the
discretion of the attorney-general.

Is there anything you would wish to add or alter in reference to the opinions expressed in
the Report on Tenures, in which you concurred as member of the committee of the House
of Assembly in 1834?--No.

Can you state whether the English laws of descent and conveyance are considered in force
in the townships?-It depends on the question, whether the provincial Act of 9 Geo. 4, c. 20,
is in force.

What is your opinion generally as to the system of laws in force in the colonies, or is there
any amendment of a general character you think called for?-As to our civil laws, I am of
opinion that some beneficial changes could be introducèd, particularly as to the law of dower.
The English criminal laws require a reform ; and a law of bankruptcy adapted to the situation
and trade of the country is much desired by all classes of commercial men.

In the system of judicature, is there anything which you think calls peculiarly for amend-
ment?-I approve generally of the Judicature Bill which was before the Legislature last
session, and which vas framed on one I had myself prepared.

Did vou then contemplate a repeal of the provisions for an appeal to the Privy Council,
without7replacing them in some other way ?-No. If that be the case, I should suppose it
must be by mistake.

Did you include in your bill all the amendments you thought the administration of the
law 'required ?-l did.

What do you think as to the fees and costs in Lower Canada?-I think the disbursements
iot proportioned to the means of the province, or the importance of the causes. The judges
who have all the responsibility, have a fixed salary, sufficient indeed to the purpose, while
the prothonotary, the sheriff and other oflicers of the court, whose responsi ility is much
less and duties less arduous, may receive half as much again.

lias it occurred to you that, as to the prisons, any reform is necessary ?-They require
system, in which at present they are defective. I should be favourable to the introduction
of the plan of penitentiaries.

Were you in the provincial Parliament when the Representation Bill of 1829 was passed?
-I was.

Do you think it requires improvement?-No. I agreed in it. Every individual is repre-
sented in this province as fully as in England. The majority elects,. as everywhere el se;
and I do not conceive upon what.principle and by what laws the minority, however respect-
able it may be, can be converted into a majority.

- No. 5.-

Atiorney-General's REPORT on. COMMUTAT ION s in Beaulharnois, &c.

Sir, Quebec, 13 October 1836.
No. 5. I RAvE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday's date, -eferring

to a statement which is said to have been made, " that no seigneur has yet commuted the .
settled parts of his seigneury, but that in St. Ann's and Beauharnois it is only of the unset-
tled parts that the tenures have been converted, so a.s to evade the right wvhich the Tenurest-

1 Act
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Act would confer upon the censitaire'to demand an enfranichisement from the owner of a
seigneury released from its obligations to the Crown," and acquainting me that you are
directed by the commissioners of inquiry to request that L would furnish you, for their
information, witlh a report on the subject, stating how the fact is, and adding any explanation
it may seem to me to require. In compliance vith the request thus conveyed, I have the
honour to acquaint you, for the information of the Royal commissioners, that the statement
mentioned in your letter, so far as the sanie has reference to the commutation of the fief and
seigneury of Beauharnois (of vhich I have a personal knowledge), is incorrect, and that it
vas not limited to the unsettled parts of that seigneury, nor was the tenure sa converted as

to evade the right of the censitaire to demand, under the Tenures' Act, an enfranchisement
from the seigneur, but, on the contrary, vas made to enbrace not only the unconceded parts
of his seignettry, amounting to about 120,000 arpents, but likewise the droit de quint, the
droit de relief, and all other feudal rights and burthens to His Majesty upon or in respect of
the said fief and seigneury of Villechauve or Beauharnois, now called Ann-field; and that
M r. Ellice, the present seigneur, his heirs and assigns, and all and every the lands compirised
in the said fief and seigneury, have been released from.the said droit de quint, droit de relief,
and all other feudal burthens to grow due thereupon to Hlis Majesty, his heirs aud successors,
of what nature or kind soever, fron henceforth for ever. It is therefore manifest, that in
respect of the commutation of the seigneury of Beauharnois, there has been no evasion of
the right of the censitaire 'to commute with the seigneur, the application for which is now,
and has been for the last four years, open to him under the Act in question.

As respects the commutation of St. Ann's, i have only to observe that it took place before
I had the honour of holding the office of attorney-general; but if I am correctly informed,
and I have no reason to doubt the accuracy of the information, it only had reference to the
augmnentation of the seigneury of St. Ann s, which was a distinct territory held by a distinct
title, and in which no concession had been made, so that in this case, there being no censitaire,
there could be no evasion of his rights.

Thomas Frederick Elliot, Esq.
&c. &c. &c.

I have, &c.
(signed) C. . Ogden, Attorney-General.

- No. . -

RETURN of all CoiUTATIoNs under the Act 6 Geo.-4..

CHANGES of TENURtE effected under the 6 Geo. 4, c. 59, commonly called the" Canada Tenures' Act."

N A M ES Date nf Amount paid
f the . te DESCPTION OF THE PROPERTY. Previous Tenue. for

CG R A N T E E S. Letters Patent. '.Commutation.

Don. Edward Bowen -
Hon. John Hale - -

Robert Shaw - -

Alexander Simpson, esq.
lion. John Hale - -

11obert Patterson, esq. -
U. C. A. Gugy, esq. -
Eliz. Newton and others
Elycar Bedard, esq. -
.dward Burroughs, esq.

Jcan Baptibte Giroux -
John Munn - - -

Edward Ellice - -

!.ouis Lacroix - -

William Price, esq. -
.Messrs. Grant & Green-

shields.
Joseph Hove Shaw, esq.
George Campbell - -
Thiomas Hunt & Elizabeth

Chillas.
Rlobert Wood - -
John Fraser, esq. -- -

(ustave Joly; esq.'

25 July
il Aug.

8 June
27 Aug.
28 Dec.

8 Feb.,
19 Aug.
14 Sept.
19 April
3 Mtay

30 May
21 Feb.
'1o May

1830

831

1832

1833

30 July -

i Nov. -.

21 Nov. -

.8 Dec. :1834
6.May 1835

27 June. -.

-t oJuly

o Nov. -,

's Dec. -

Lot of ground, Upper Town, Quebec
Ditto - - - ditto - -

Ditto - - - ditt, - - .
Lut of land, St.*Louis-road, Quebec
Fief and seigniory, St. Ann's - -
Lot of ground, Upper Town,.Quebec .:

Ditto -. - .- ditto . - -

Lot of ground, Lower Town, Québec
Lot of ground, Upper Town, Quebec

Ditto - - - ditto - - -

Farm at Sans Bruit, Quebec . -

Lot of land, St. ltoch's suburbs, Quebec
Seigniory of Villechauvé or Beauhar-|

nois, now called Annfield.

à titre d.e cens
- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

à titre de fief-
à titre de cens
- ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

ditto -

- ditto -

- ditto -

à titre de fief -

Lot of land, St. John's suburbs, Quebec à titre de cens
Lot of land, Wolfesfield, near Quebec - ditto
Ditto, and Beach Wolfe's Cave, Quebec - ditto -

Lot of land, St. Foy-road, Quebec - - ditto -
Lot of land, St. Roch's suburbs, Quebec -. ditto -

Certain ·lots of land, Lower Town, - ditto -
Qiebec.

Land & premisès, UpperTown, Q'iebec ditto -
Land & beach L'ance de Mères,Quebec ditto - -
Seigniory of Lotbiniere - . - à titre de fief-

Toni. CURRE.Nc - -

£. s. d.
25 - -

1.35 - -
62 1o. -

120 - -

70 Il 3
54. 18 9
88 8 8

150 - -

7 10 -
12 10 -

72 - -

120 --

1,622 19 loi

.- .-

22o - -

222 8 9
432 3 7

4,443 Il 4

TENURES.

Nu. 5.
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-No. 7.-

TENURES. SHERBRoOKE PETITION ON STATE OF TniE TOWNSHIPS.

No. 7 To the Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Condition of Lower Canada,
&c. &c. &c.

The Petition of the Executive Committees of the Constitutional Associations of the Northern

Shewethi, and Southern Divisions of the County of Sherbrooke,

That while your petitioners, representing the loyal population of this county, composed
almost entirely of persons of British and Amnerican orin, yield to no other body of their
fellow-subjects in attachment to the British constitution, and in a desire to continue con-
nected with the mother country, they nievertleless decn it not incompatible with their
allegiance, freely to make known their conscientious opinions, and to advocate any mea-
sures of constitutional reform which they may consider necessary.

Sympathising as they most cordially do with their brethren of the Constitutional Associa-
tions of Quebec, Montreal, and other parts of the province, in their several complaints rela-
tive to the existing state of public affairs, they nevcrthcless deem it uncalled for here to
advert to those general grievances, oppressing thein as well as the other friends of the
Government in this province, which have been so well explained to your Royal Commission
by some of those associations.

There are, however, several other suîbjects of complaint of a local nature affecting the
easterni tovnsiips in particular, whîich your letitioners consider themcelves called upon by
their duty to this their adopted country, to nake known to the high functionaries deputed
by His Majesty to inquire into the sanie.

1. They beg leave to represent that the share which the eastern townships enjoy in the
representation of the province, is very unfàirly apportioned to the extent of country aid
population which they contain, as compared with the more favoured parts of the* province
having French inhabitants: a fact whiclh they conceive will be apparent when it is con-
sidered that only ten representatives are allotted by the law as it now exists, to the
large territory comprised within the limits of the eastern townships, in which the county
of Sherbrooke in particular contains nu less than 32 townships, containing a large popu-
lation.

2. They would call to your notice that the wellbeing of this part of the province de-
mands the permanent establishment cf a local court of judicature, instead of its being, as at
present, a tenporary provision, renîewed fromt time to time, and exposed at the stated
periods of its expiring to sone degree of' uncertainty in its renewal; a state of things whicl
checks that improvement in the country, and increase in the value of property, which a
more stable systen for the administration of justice would undoubtedly occasion. The non-
continuance even of this temnporary provision bas been but recently threatened in the lHouse
of Assenbly, by the loss of the bill whiclh would have extended its duration for a further
term of' years, thougli your petitioners can scarcely allow theinselves to apprehend that the
representative brandi of the legislature can seriously vish to ann:ul this district, or re-annex
it to other distant ones, and thus in cither case deprive them of a due provision for the
administration of justice.

3. Your petitioners consider as of nearly equal importance with the subject last adverted
to, the establishment of registry offices in the several counties of the district of St. Francis;
they too are only founded upon tenporary acts, and on them depend the prosperity and
advancement of this portion of the province, hi as essential a degree as upon the local
administration oi' justice. Your petitioners however have not yet had any well-grounded
reason for apprehending the non-renewal of the Act in question, and trust that so glaring a
departure fron good government will not be contenplated by the Legislature.

4. 'l'he hostility evinced by the inliabitants of the province of French origin, and particu-
larly by the branch of the Legislature in whlch that class has a preponderance, towards the
Imnperial Act of' Parliament, comnonly called the Tenures' Act, an Act which all other
classes in the province consider a boon 'rom the mother country, as confirrúing the existence
of' the fi-eeluld teinure, fills your petitioners vitl reasonable alarni, lest any modification
.4hould be made therein, tending to deprive thema of the advantages of the freehold, and to
subject then, even iii the slightest degree, to the exploded usages of the feudal tenure pre-
vailinig in the Frencl part of the province. On this hcad they conceive that they are prin-
cipally concerned, that this enactment wa wisely made by the Britislh.Legislature, to adapt
the tenure of the townships to its inhabitants, who, though mixed in their ongmi, were
equally versed in enlightened forms of governmient, and that the manner in which their
French fellow-subjects oppose its existence is a captions interference on their part, to
sacrifice the wishes of this conmunity chicfly interested therein to their own prejudiced and
national views.

à. Your petitioners also think themselves authorized to complain of the saine class of.'
their fellow-subjects, and of the body in which they are principaly represented in their un-
constitutional efforts to annul the charter granted by the Imperial Land Company. la this
likewise they deem their individual intercsts to be concerned, more exclusively if possible*
than in the subject comprised under the f'ourth hcad, and they have no hesitation in declar-
ing their opinion, that no event has occurred since the settlement of the eastern townships,
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so conducive to their rapid advancement, as the formation of the said company. Through TENUREE
their exertions the interests of agriculture, emigration, internal commerce, the settlement of -

the country, and the improvement of internal communications, with many other objects of No. 7.
local importance, will be forwarded, while the disadvantages of the monopoly vested in
them, exist only in a commodity of little or no present value. The lands possessed by the
company in question are almost exclusively situated in the counties of Sherbrooke, Stan-
stead and Shefford, a large majority of whose inhabitants are decidedly favourable to its
existence; they possess but a few acres in the French part of the province, acquired as
private individuals through the ordinary process of negotiation; yet are the inhabitants of
the latter those who arc made, through their representatives, to protest against the company
in question.

6. The fact is further adduced as a grievance by your petitioners, that the several appli-
cations made to the Legislature by the inhabitants of these townships, for charters for the
different railroad companics, which were in contemplation, were rejected by the House of
Assembly, although the works were to be completed at the expense, not of the province,
but of the petitioners, and nothing more was asked for than the mere charter. The inhabi-
tants of these townships, while they have failed te imbibe revolutionary doctrines from their
southern neighb ours, have nevertheless learnt from that source that it is the right of a free
people to put into operation undertakings for their local benefit when unanimously desired,
and chargeable only.on their own resources.

7. It is a cause of dissatisfaction to your petitioners that the Act renewing the tax upon
emnigrants lias received the sanction of two branches of the Legislature, and is likely to
become part of the law of the land. They regard it as an encroach*ment upon the liberty of
the subject, effected in the only part of the province and of the North Anierican continent
net immediately interested in the course ofemigration, to the prejudice of every other portion
of His Majesty's American dominions. They feel that this rising part of the province is
essentially injured by this enactment, and they earnestly request your Royal Commission to
remonstrate vith His Majesty's Government against the continuance cf so partial and unjust
a measure adopted at its suggestion.

8. The Code of Civil Law to which your petitioners are subject, as inhabitants of the pro-
vince of Lower Canada, being principally founded upon " The Coutume de Paris," now
discarded from the statute book of the nation from whom it was derived, does not accord
with the ideas of your petitioners, reared in the more enlightened schools of Great Britain
and America. They are convinced that many of its enactients tend to retard the progress
of civilization, te discourage the spirit of enterprise, te impose burthens and restrictions upon
property, te mystify and confuse the titles to real estate, and te be often opposed te the
principles of equity.

These several local grounds of dissatisfaction, originating principally in -the popular
branch of the Legislature, your petitioners take the liberty of representing te you, His
Majesty's commaissioners, in the hope that you will take them into your serious considera-
tien, and that the steps which you, in your wisdom, may think necessary for their rcdress,
may be included in any system of provincial reform which you may recommend in your
capacities as advisers of His Majesty. •

It niay perhaps be considered inconsistent with the respect which is due froin your peti-
tioners te the Royal authority with which you are clothed, if they presume to suggest any
plan for that redress, but whilst they disclaim the least intention of se offending, they beg
leave te state that, anxious as they are to retain the essential principles of the present con-
stitution, and te remain connected with the parent state, yet they cannot but perceive a dis-
tant possibility that their being joined under one local government with their fellov-subjects
of French ongin will be found incompatible with peace and unanimity and good govern-
ment. In this case they avow that a dependency in some other form upon the mother
country would have their preference, whether as a distinct province, or connected·with some
other or all of the British Colonies of North America.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

(signed) Samuel Brookes, President.
T. S. Walton, Sec. S. D.

-- No. 8. --

SuERBROOKE PETITION ON STATE OF THE TowNsHiPs.

To the Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Condition of the Province of No. 8.
Lower Canada. &c. &c. &c.

The Petition of the Executive Committee of the Constitutional Association for the Southern
Division of the County of Sherbrooke,

Sheweth,
That we your petitioners were ·honoured with your reply of the 28th March last to our

petition, and have endeavoured to the best of our ability to act* up on the suggestions con-
tained therein, by " the collection' of the fullest information procurable on the population-of

0.3. g4 that
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TENURES. that part of the province, as weil as aniy practical examples of the inconveniences said to lie
- feit there fron the existing system of civil law."

No. 8. The population of thiî county ainointed, in the year 1831, to 6,814 souls, according to
the census then taken, to which must now be added, according to the best estimate the com-
mittee has been able to forni, 11,M7, of which number at least one-lialf has accrued diring
the present year, making a total ut the present moment of 15,751. Referring, however, to a
larger share in the representation, based on the great territorial extent of this county, to
which this statenent of the po pulation is intended to lead, we are aware that it would not
produce any decided or imime<iate result, for the increased nmiber of our representatives

vould still be lost in the overwlelinisig numbers of a hostile body ; but a perfect remedy:
being wantingz, it would eflhtix a partial one to the defects of which we complain.

With regard to the injurious influence of the French civil law upon the interests of this
part of the province, vu beg to remark that the inhabitanuts are principally composed of
persons of British and Aierican origin, vlio naturally regard its provisions, belonging to the
unenlightened age of a peaple ever less enlightened than themselves, %with repugnance. The
extraordinary anomîaly exists here of the people being ruled by laws of which both the
government (it is believed) and the governed disapprove, where, while both the sovereign
and the subject are of British desceit, a system of judicature is borrowed from a French
" coutume," now obsolete, contrary to the wislhes of ail concerned, and this nerely because
the said laws are guaranteed to a conquered foreign portion ofthe inhabitants, occupying
a distinct part of the province.

Aniong the many miiV conveniiences arising from this code of laws, we have to point ont in
particular the eflect of the widow's dower and rights of ininors upon real estate, froni which
it cannot be freed by aniv existing process, neitlher are there any certain means of ascertaining
that sucli exist. In this way boni fide purchasers may be ejected fromi possessions, the
validity of the title of vhichi they lad adopted every possible step to ascertain, and the set-
tlement of the country naterially checked in consequence. This is an evil very sensibly felt
in these townships, in vvieh the inliabitants, deriving their origin a3 above nientioned, never
contemplated the existence of such an enactnhent in British territory, and have unconsciously
beconie liable to its inconvenience.

Upon the subject of municipal institutions, for the management of the internal affairs of
the chief districts of the province, our best acknowledgments are due for your inviting its
discussion. We humbly conceive, with little hope however of deriving so advantageous a
measure from the provineial legislatire, that the formation of local councils, conposed of
several nembers, and noiinatjed by the Crown, to whom should be entrusted the complete
control of roads and bridges, and fenccs adjoining the sanie, the superintendence of police,
founded upon rules framed by constituted authority, the conducting of the general sessions
of the peace,<md the usual duties of the magisterial office, would be productive of great and
general beiefit, particularly in the latter instances, as very great inconvenience has been
repeatedly felt by the imperfect organization of our present courts of generai sessions, by the
consequent vant experienced at the present moment in this iiniîediate neighbourhood of
qualified justices of the peace, and by the expense inicurred by individuals in bringing
offenders to justice.

We would iot be understood to feel less alive to the other grievances to which our previ-
ous petition called your attention, nor to consider them as of ininor importance than the
subjects upon which tley have here entered into further detail in compliance vith your
desire; on the contrary, we consider them more than ever important to the wellbeing of loyal
British subjects in t his province, and ve avail ourselves of this opportunity of earnestly
pressing them once more upon your seriouns attention, adding some fuither remarks upon
subjects of local interest.

ist. The influence of Acts of a temporary nature will be found, we apprehend, to be pro-
ductive of endless confusion and individual injury, and as particularly applicable to the
castern townsiips, we vould eniinier.ate those establishig the district of St. Francis, the
erecting of courts fór the trial of siall causes, and the establishiung of registry-offices through-
>ut this country. In the latter case we are particulaily sensible to the bad effectsto be
expiected fron its noi-renewal, whicl, from the general hostility eviinced by the House of
Assemibly ta every measure tending to our prosperIty, we have every reason to fear, as it will
becomîe a niatterof doubt whetlher transactions which are now rendered legal under its pro-
visions, vould not bear a totally different stamp, and incur loss and ruin to an incalculable
extent.

2d. The continued attempts of the flouse of Assembly to subvert the British American
Land Company: vith regard to this subject, we respectfully direct your notice to the stirring
scene of busimîess aid prosperity that presents itAelf in every direction, and by vhich you are
at this moment surrouiided, to the thriving condition of our internai commerce, our farming
interests, and ail the res pective branches of industry, to the recent acquisition heré of a
valuable enigration from the inother country, to the total absence of want or dependance
upon charity anong our population, to the abundance of money, and to the countless
numbers of labourers empi;loyed on every side,-for ail of vhich the country is indebted to
the beneficiai influence ut a liberal land company ; and while Ive respectifully ask whether-
a state of proportionate prosperity h as presented itself to you in any other part of the Lower
Province, we cannot lesitate to declare that shouîld tlie Home Government allow itself'to be
influeuced by these unîj ust attemplîts un the part of the revolutionary branch of the legisiatiire,
it wili be considered by the iniabitants of these townships, vho solely are concernedin the-
land company, a shaneful negleut of their immediate and future welfare, and will tend-

greutly
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greatly to weaken the feelings of loyalty and attachment to their Sovereign, which are at
present their boast.

3d. The unjust stipulations of the Normal School Act, passed in the last session of the.
Legislature, are such as cannot but have attracted your attention. The extraordinary pre-
ference granted to instructors. educated and examined at virtually French seminaries of
learning, and the almost entire exclusion of those whose qualifications, often of the highest
order, are derived from the celebrated institutions of Great Britain and America, is naturally
looked upon with indignatioi by our population.

To avert these threatened and existing evils, we solicit your powerful aid and influence in
recommending to the Imperial Goverinment such measures as you may think mostonducive
to that end.

From the above statements, as well as from many other circumstances which must have
come under your notice during your sojoura in the province, you will.have perceived that
the inhabitants of the British and French parts of the province form a union of too* incon-
gruous materials to lead to harmony and good understanding; and we deemn ourselves called
upon to repeat our opinion, that a complete and permanent cure for our wants and dissatis-
faction will not be found in any less general measure than constituting us a distinct province,
re-uniting.the provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, or connecting under one governiment
all the British possessions of the continent of North America; for, bound by the ties of
loyalty to Great Britain, attached to her laws and institutions, and constituted er subj ects
by more binding obligations than the fortune of war, we have yet te be convinced cf the
expediency or justice cf being in a great measure degradingly dependent upon a class cf the
inhabitants to whom noue cf these attributes belong.

(signed) S. Brooks,
President of the Constitutional Association of the
Southern Division of the County of Sherbrooke.

Sherbrooke, 10 Sept. 1836.
J. M'Kenzie,

President Northern Division.

- No. 9..-

EVIDENCE TAKEN AT Sherbrooke.

Sherbrooke, loth September 1836: -Messrs. Brookes, Mackenzie, Walton and Hale,
examined.

IN what way does the law of dower operate to your inconvenience here ?-A reference to the
registry does not afford the means of ascertaining whether there be a charge of that descrip-
tion ; there is a considerable difficulty in practice in learning whether land is chargeable
with dower.

Can you state any instance ?-A young gentleman is at this moment in Sherbrooke, who
was on the point of completing the purchase of a property, when he discovered, just in timZ,
that it was chargeable with dower.

Are you aware of the proceedings of a committee of the Legislative Council on this subject
last session ?-We are not.

In order to remove the evil of which you complain, is it your proposal that customary
dower should be abolished or made subject to registry ?-Either would equally remedy the
obstruction to settlement. Objections might be entertained to the entire abolition of the right,
and our opinions are not unanimous on the point; but the greater number of those who are
now present would prefer that it should be abolished.

In the event of customary dower being abolished, could you substitute any other provision
for the widow ?-We think they should have.a share of the inheritance, meaning thereby,
a share of what the husband- posseâses at the time of his death.

Do you mean thät this share should only be taken in case of the husband dying intestate?
-We should wish it confined to what he dies possessed of, but a share of that te go to the
widow absolutely, and by law.

Is theire anything in the law of succession which you complain of or wish to see altered ?
-We think the*nearly equal division among the children by the French law equitable, ànd
adapted to the state of the country. A perfectly equal division is what we should deem
best.

Will you explain somewhat more fully the complaint in the petition respecting the vant
cf magistrates ?-There is at present not a magistrate in the neighbourhood of Sheibrooke,
except Mr. Justice Fletcher and Mr. Felton ;. and we scarcely know of any wbo bave quali-
fied in any yart of the couniy within our acquaintance.

The magistrates have omitted to prove their ~qualification' under thé new Act passed last
Éession, and they. pieviously gave very rare attendaicè at the general sessions. The reason
of both, we conceivé, is the want of some competent presiding magistrate with stifficient
professional knowledge. The remedy would be, the appointment of stich a peroi to be
chairman, with a suitable salary.

Would there be any objection to providing the salary by assessment ?-No..
là referenceu to the *observation in the petitioji *respecting a nitinicipal council, will you

0.3. h state
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TENURES. state your opinions on the mode of appointment for municipal officers?-We suggested
appointment by the Crown, in reference to the council for the whole district, but township

No. 9. officers might bc most advantageously named by election.
What are your opinions of the measure which has frorn time to time been before the

Legislature for the establishment and election of parish and township officers?-We are not
acquainted with the details, but ve see no objection to the principle of such a bill, so far
as regards township officers.

• Has not the want of township officers been felt ?-It may be diflicult to state the precise
extent, but the introduction of such officers would no doubt be an advantage.

What grounds have you for the apprehension that the laws of registry and the law under
which the district court of St. Francis exists, will not be reuewed at the expiration of the
period for which they are passed ?-We apprehend it from what we believe to be the hos-
tility of the Assembly to this part of the province, and its disposition to discourage the influx
of British settlers. Another reason is, the opposition we experienced last year to the renewal
of the St. Francis District Act.

Would not the Judicature Bill, if it had passed, have superseded the necessity of the Act
for your district court ?-We believe it would.

Will you mention the grounds on which you allude to the hazard that the Land Company
mny be abolished ? -We do not mean that we can suppose it likely, but we see great effort»
making tovards that end; and we presume, with some hope that they nay succeed. We
therefore express the feeling which their success would produce. Some of the organs of the
party which nais at that object have openly avowed it. Sentiments of the same kind have
appeared in reports of the debates in the Assembly. Their agent demands the -subversion
of the company. Hand-bills have been printed and distributed, warning persons against
purchasing property from the Land Company, on the ground that they could iot confer
secure titles.

In respect to your complaints on the Normal School Act, have you good schoolmasters
at present ?--We have not for the elementary schools; ut any rate not thoroughly educated ;
we may hope, however, to supply the defect from England. One of us is aware at this time
ofsome teachers who are likely to come out. Many teachers also come into the province
froin the United States ; some of them not adequate, but others.very competent.

Into what number of school districts ivere you divided in this county under the clemen-
tary school Acts ?-Between 50 and 60.

Do you think that you are likely to get desirable teachers for that number of schools?-
From Scotland alone we apprehend that a sufficient nunber of even highly qualified persons
night be derived.

How many of the clementary schools have been discontinued since the withdrawal of the
vote ?-In some townships almost a half; in others, scarcely any.

How is their continuance provided for?-By voluntary contributions.
Under ordinary circunstances, what proportion of children at the proper age do you think

actually attend school?-Almost all. About the villages there are soie idle pcople who do
not send their children to school, but throughout the district, probably nine-tenths attend.

Do you think there would be any advantage in making it compulsory?-Decidedly not.
Do you think it preferable that instruction should.be entirely gratuitous, or that'the

parents should pay something for the children they send to school?-We think that in
geneiral, though not without exception, there should be some payment by the parent.

Have you extended your inquiries on the increase of population to any other county than
Sherbrooke ?-No. We may observe, however, that the increase in other parts cannot have
been proportioned to that in Sherbrooke last year; previously the increase may have been
about commensurate. In the township of Barnston, in Staustead, the population has been
ascertained to have nearly doubled since the last census.

Is there much communication between Sherbrooke and Megantie?-Very little. Now
and then an individual takes some cattle that way to Quebec.

How do you account for the election in the adjoining county of Stanstead being favour-
able to that majority of the Assembly which you describe as hostile to the interest of this
part of the province ?-The low qualification cf electors, the attachment of recently arrived
Americans to republican institutions, and the efforts of agents froi a party in the Assembly
te excite the population. The greater part 'of the population in Stanstead is froni the United
States.

What would be your expectations of the .result of another election in Stanstead ?-The
present representatives would have less support than before, though they might be elected.

Besides the members for Stanstead, how do you account for the circumstance that two
other members from the townships are of the saie party as the majority of the Assembly ?-.
One, the member for Missisquoi, was elected ùnder the belief that lie was a constitution-
alist. The other is member for Drummond, a mixed county, in which the French Canadians
out-number the British.

How often in the year, and where does the district court sit ?-Five times at Sherbrooke,
and twice at each of three other places in the district.

How long is it since there has been any general sessions? -Nearly a twelvemonth; 'but
there seerms no prospect of the ensuing one. 'he sessions ought to bc twice in the year.

Do you mean the Commissioners to uniderstand thut you have not ut the present moment
any magistrate to -whom you could resort for a warrant to take up a man under any offence
whatever ?-None, except Mr. Justice Fletcher, who declines to act, and Mr. Felton, -whb
hitherto has seldoni been here. Ve have heard that Stanstead is iii the same condition.

What
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What view do you take of the Smalil Cause Act of last'session?-We approve it as dimi- TENURES.
nishing expense; but we should think it better that the judges should be paid.

Has there often been vexations by an improper use of the visits of the small cause court ?- No. 9.
A great deal has been said of that, but we do not-know of much evil fromn it. There used
to b'e oppressions under the commission courts, when the principal jurisdiction was at
Three Rivers.

.ln referenice to the opinion expressed in your memorial, that the Land Company is highly
beneficial, what answer would you- make ··to the broad objections commonly taken to con-
ferring land on large corporate bodies ?-They pay and expend too much to allow·of-their
repayng themselves by any other means than selling their lands. The filing up ôf the
remander of the country is too distant a- prospect for the company to bold back their pro-
perty with that»view, and'their bloek is too exten;ive to admit of it.

The danger, if any, is remote, as well as doubtful; the advantage immediate and certain.
With respect to waste lands, aud also-to clergy reserves, have you any representation to

make ?-We have nothing particular to observe on that head.
Can you state whether auy inconvenience has occurred as regards the conservation of the

peace, by the stoppage of the supplies, from which source in this province expenses in that
matter are defraved.?-The functions have gone on as usual. There must, however, have
been advances from private individuals, independently of the stoppage of the salary of the
clerk of the peace.

Furniture and fuel for the court-house, and charges for witnesses, must all have required
expenses from time to time, without which the public business must have come to a stop.

Do you think it would be acceptable to the townships that a power should be conferred on
therm of electing officers for the purpose of rating themselves, each township having the
option of rating itself or not ?-We tbink it would be acceptable.

Supposing there were an executive officer appointed by the Govemment for each county,
and a power amongst yourselves, as just proposed, of rating each township for local purposer,
incliudng the administration ofjustice, would that be generally acceptable'to the inhabitants
of the towne-hips ?-We think it vould; probably the more so if the appointment of the
excecutive oflicers required to be renewed from year to year.

• Woiuld it be desirable that religion should be connected with education by placing schools
under the superintendence of ministers?-They should be eligible for trustees in like manner
with layneni.

Do you believe that the ernigrant tax bas been imposed with a view hostile to emigration ?
-That is our impression.
. Are you aware that it was imposed at the instance of the Government at home?-

We are.
Do you then think tiat the object of the Government at home was hostile to emigration ?-

Not so; but we speak of the part that the Assembly took in it.
Being then of opinion that the law proposed by the Government for the benefit of emigra-

tion was passed by the Asse.mbly, because they believed it would injure emigration, which,
in your opinion, will really be the effcet of the law ?-IVlost of us think it will injure
cmigration.

Are you of opinion that the cause of emigration would be promoted if there were no pro-
vision for emtigrants on their arrival?-There ought to be a provincial grant.
. Would you prefer that the accommodation of emigrants should depend on the annual

bounty of the Assembly, which you represent as hostile to the influx of British settlers, or
rather on a lasting law?-We would prefer it by a lasting law, if the money vere derived
from some other source than the emigrants themselves. -

But supposing that no appropriation could be obtained, either by permanent law or annual
grant, from any other sources than the emigrants,·would you have the existing provision or
none ?-Sceing the disadvantage vhich must accrue from the entire absence of a fnnd, we
may somewbat differ in that point; the majority of us would be against the tax, but would
rather trust to voluntary contributions, when a public grant should be wanting.

You doubtless remember that occasions have been known when 50,000 enigrants have
passed through Quebec in a season, 10,000 have landed in a week, and 2,000 in a morning.
These people do not remain at Quebec, nor many of them at Montreal,-but they prceed to
the townships, to Upper Canada, and often to the United States. Under these circumstances,
do you conceive it hikely that either the means or the charitable disposition of the two* cities
would long sustain private individuals in making adequate provision for..the sick or the
indigent among such multitudes as pass through tiem on their way to other places ?-Emi-
gration reached that great extent suddenly. If the tax had not béer imposed* the people
miglt have organized themselves better, and establisbedsocieties on a more systematie mode.
We are not, however, unanimous on this point.

Does it occur to you that, for the encouragement of emigration, it is as important, or more
so, *that people should be uble to have some feeling of security when they leave the other
shore, as that in case of need the relief should actually be given ; and if s6, do you think
that this object could be accomplished as effectually by trusting to the dhances of private
charity, as by a certain *and legal provision, known to the emigrants before ·they ,tart?-
That is a consideration no doubt in favour of a provision by law.

o.a. hn REGISTRY
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- No. 1. -

EVIDENCE DY THE Attorney-general.
OF what nature are the liabilities of " Tuteurs," which are said to create claims which,

take precedence of mortgages, or any other claims or liabilities.of the same kind relating to
married women or others; could not these claims or liabilities, whatever they be, be made,
special, or registered as well as mortgages?-The real estate of tutors to minors, and of
curators to.the property of absentees, of curators to persons of insane minds, and of curators.
to successions vacant for the want of known heirs, is hypothecated or mortgaged indefinitely.
for the payment of any balance of monies or assets which remain, or which should be in their
hands at the time of the termination of their administrations. Such Hypotheque or mortgage,
which is technically called a legal or tacit hypotheque, should date from the period when
the administration is accepted, and that date is the day on which the oath for the faithful
discharge of duty was admnistered by the judge making the appointment.

The preference in the matter of hypotheques depends wholly on priority of date, without
reference to the fact of the conflicting claims being vested in married women or others; so
that if the day of the taking of the oath of office by a tutor or curator preceded that on which
the tutor or curator, by articles of marriage, settled any express pecuniary dower on his wife,
the minor, absentee, lunatic, or those claiming a vacant succession would be preferred.

I consider that the indefinite extent of the liability, and the . uncertainty whether at the
end of the administration any liability at all should exist, evince the almost total inutility of
special registration of such claims, althougli they are susceptible of registration in general
terns; unless, indeed, it should be found expedient to limit to a certain amount, at the
discretion of the judge, or by the assessment of the relations and friends, after whose advice
the judge makes the appointment, the responsibility of the persons appointed to such
offices.

There is, however, a difficulty connected with the subject independent of the safeguards
to be afforded by registration, and that is the improbability, on the adoption of enregistration
in other respects, that persons holding property on which other incumbrances could be dis-.
covered, would voluntarily accept of offices rendering their real estate liable for a debt which,
even if it be definite, cannot be discharged before the lapse of their administrations ; and I.
doubt wlether it would be considered tolerable in any country enjoying free institutions, to.
make compulsory the acceptance of offices not only occupying the time, but encumbering:
the property of those subject to such constraint, which latter evil does not attend the
execution of duties of justices of the peace, jurors, &c. &c., which necessity renders
imperative.

It has occurred to me, and I believe a similar view, after much experience, has at last
been taken of the subject by jurists in France, that some public officer should for a proper
remuneration, and under such security as may seem advisable, be entrusted with the custody
of the estates of minors and others labouring under disabilities, whose duty it should be to
advance to the guardians or curatois of ininors and lunatics the means of<supporting the
persons under their charge, leaving that officer to retain the sole administration of. the
property of absentees, and of the successions of persons dying without heirs and intestate
subject to account to those interested.

Quebec, 26 September 1836. (signed) C. R. Ogden, Attorney-general.

SECRET INCUMBRANcES.

1. Can you state what on the average is the expense of putting in force the Provincial Act
9 Geo. 4, c. 20, for the discovery of secret incumbrances-?-l think the average expense of
putting in force the Provincial Act 9 Geo. 4, c. 20, &c. is, as nearly as possible, 10l.
currency.

2. Is this Act frequently resorted to, and by what class of persons ?-This Act is often
resorted to, but chiefly by persons purchasing. property in the cities where mutations are
more frequent, property more valuable, and vliere purchasers, having in general more means,-
are desirous of ascertaining the existence of any secret incumbrances bef're they risk their
money in the improveinent of their newly-acquired property. It is probable thiat upon. un
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accurate computation it will be found that, of the persons who avail themselves of the Act,
the greater number, in some degree, are of the class of persons of British or of kindred
origum.

3. Is it not the case that as a sale is necessary to the operation of the statute, it can he used
indeed for the security of a purchaser, but can afford no assurance to a lender of money on
mortgage, if the property continue to be in the same harids ?-A sale, exchange, or other
mutation of the property, is necessary to the operation of this statute, and, therefore, it can
be used by those only who by such means have beéome invested with proprietary righte.
In this country, at least in so far as the lands held by the seigneurial tenure are concerne],
the rights of a lender of money under a notarial obligation consist of a mere lien, and is not
real estate. It is clear, therefore, that such lender of money cannot employ the provisions
of this stàtute in order to obtain any additional security.

There is a possibility of the lender's securing himself, though in an imperfect manner, and
with a mere diminution of risk, by stipulating with the borrower that the mere Joan of
money shall not be paid until the borrower shall proceed under the Act to show that ho bas
a title in his own person clear of all previous incumbrances. But it is to be observed, that
these proceedings have in any case the effect only of purging away mortgages or hypotheques,
and that they cannot destroy any right of property, or even a right of way, or other servitudes
or easements, and, therefore, in the present state of things, as well a purchaser as a mort-
gagee may be defeated by rights of a person having an estate of prior date, which .would
continue unaffected by the j udgment of confirmation obtained under the statute by a later
purchaser or mortgagee.

4. If so, can you suggest any remedy for its defect in this respect?-There is no remedy
which I can suggest for the defects of this Act in not foreclosing rights of prol erty and dis-
covering prior incumbrance, but that of establishing offices for enregistering itles and
instruments creating mortgages or hypotheques. Some difficulties would necessarily be
encountered in adapting the system of enregistration to the state of the laws respecting
property in those parts where the seigneurial tenure prevails, or in making such changes im
the laws themselves as will render the erection of register offices more easily practicable.
That these objects are attainable I do not question; but the consideration of the difficulties
to be overcome would occupy much time, and would demand the entering into many details
not suited to the present occasion.

Quebee, 26 September 1836. (signed) C. R. Ogden, Attorney-general.

-No. 2.-

EvIDENCE BY TnU Solicitor-General.

1. CAN you state what on the average is the expense of putting in force the Provincial
Act 9 Geo. 4, c. 20, for the discovery of secret incumbrances?-The average costs on
obtaining a confirmation of title, when the property is in the city, is about 10l. 10s.; and if
in the country, from 112. 10s. to 16l., according to the distance the bailiff has to travel
to make his publications. This is under the supposition that there are no oppositions to be
contested ; in such case there would be a detailed bill on each contestation.

2. Is this Act frequently resorted to, and by what class of persons ?-It is frequently
resorted to by purchasers of real property.

3. Is it not the case that as a sale is necessary to the operation of *the statute, it can be
used indeed for the security of a purchaser, but can afford no assurance to a lender of mone'
on mortgage, if the property continue to be in the same hands ?-The presumption is a pier-
fectly correct one.

4. If so, can you suggest any remedy for its defect in this respect?-l can suggest no
such improvement in the Act, as thàt mentioned in this question. The relief desireu could
only be obtained by establishing register offices; and that is a measure which should be the
subject matter of a distinct and separate Act of the Legislature.

(signed) M. O'Sullivan.

Of what nature are the liabilities of " tuteurs," which are said to create claims which take
precedence of mortgages, or any other claims or liabilities of the same kind relating to inar-
ried women or others; could not these claims or liabilities, whatever they be, be made
special or registered as well as mortgages?-The mortgages which are established in favour
of married women and minors are called legal mortgages.

Legal mortgag*es, according to the present state of the law, extend to the wlole of the real
or immoveable property possessed by the husband and the tutor-at the time of tlie marriage
commet, or at the day of the celebration, if there be no contract, or of the acceptation of
the tutorship (tutelle), and the whole of the real and immoveable property which they may. .
afterwards acquire.

As prescription or limitation of time can·begin to operate against the legal mortgages
of a married woman during her coverture, or that of a minor during his nonage, it 'appears
to me that the legal mortgage of a minor could be rendered special vithout violating
those principles of justice which watch over bis rights until'he himself be'came of suffi-
cient age to defend tiem.' Wlen the tutor -or sub-tutor have completèd *ain inventory of
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REGISTRY the estate of the deccased, the family council, by whomn the tutor has been appointed, could
OFFICES. be again called, and thcy would upon their oaths point out the innoveables to which the

- legal hypothec of the niinor should attach. The tutor is generally a*member of the family;
No. 2. he is named by his relations, who must be well acquainted with the full extent of bis for-

tine, and for whom it must bè an easy matter to determine what portion of bis real property
should be registered to secure the rights of his pupil. To render thus special the legal
hypothecs of minors is less repugnant (if repugnant at all) to the principles of public Iaw
.which relate to tutelles than the provisions of the provincial Act of the 9 Geo. 4, c. 20, s. 7,
by which minors are bound to file an opposition within a certain time, in order to preserve
their privileges and hypothecs in and upon immoveables in respect of which a sentence -or
judgment o? confirmation may be applied for; and in default of so doing, such privileges
and hypothecs are declared to be extinguished. A stili more rigid enactnent in that behalf
is to be found in the edict of 1771, upon which the last-mentioned statute is predicated.

The legal hypothec of a married woman extends to-
ist. Her dower.
Dower is either customary or conventional. Customary dower consists in the one half of

the real or immoveable property possessed by the husband on the day of the celebration of
his marriage, and the one half of the real or imnioveable property which lie may inherit in a
direct line during the marriage.

Conventional dower is that which is agreed upon between the contracting parties. It
generally consists of a sum of money.

The usufruct of the one and the interest of the other, constitute the right of the wife, the
riglit of property and the capital belonging to the children, if they should renounce to the
succession or estate of their deceased father.

2. ler dot dos, which comprises ail that is given to her by her parents in ber marriage
contract.

3. lIer matrimonial stipulations (conventions matrimoniales), which comprise ail the
advantages conferred on her by her marriage contract by lier husband besides her dower,
such as the préciput gain de saisie, &c.

4. lier reprises, that is to say, her riglt to the reimbursement of ail sums of money which
may have fallen to lier during her marriage as propres, and have passed into the hands of her
hîusband, and to the reiimbursement of ail suivs of money which the husband nay have
received by the sale of lier iminoveable property, &c. &c. &c.

2d. Her right to be indemnified against ail obligations which she has contracted with her
husband.

One ofl the extraordinary effects of this right of indernnity is, that the creditor who has the
signature of the wife witlh that of lier husband, is preferred in the distribution of the proceeds
of the immoveable estate of the huîsband to a mlortgagc creditor many years older, who has
onîly the signature of the husband, because lie wio has the signature of the wife exercises
her riglts, and, by virtue of her legal hypothce, goes back to the date of the marrinage
contract.

1 have obtained in the Court of King's Benîch of this district a decision confirmatory of
this principle.

Thus, according to the present state of the law, though A. may have a mortgage on the
property of B. of 1o years' standing under the obligation of B. alone, B. may, in collusion
vith C. after a lapse of 10 years, give an undue preference to C. by prevailing on his wife to

sign vith him un obligation in favour of C., who, exercising the rights of B.'s wife, will be
preferred to J., and paid before him out of the proceeds of B.'s immoveable property.

I think that the legal hypothecs of married women ought to be divided into two classes;
viz.

1. Into those which should take rank from the date of the marriage coutract, or the day
of the marriage in the absence of a contract.

2. Into those which should only date fromn subsequent periods.

I should say that dowe'r and dot and matrimonial conventions ought to belong to the first
class, and vhatever should corne under the denomination of reprise to the second..

1 would suggest the abolition of the customary dower.
This species of dower lias been found to be productive of the most ruinous consequences,

after many years of -apparent security. The douaire préfix, or conventional dower, might be
well substituted in its stead, and a special mortguge granted upon a part of the inùmoveable
property of the husband.

If the lusband have no immoveable property, then let the enregistration take p!ace with
respect to that which le niay acquire, and the mortgage take place from the day of the
iniarriage contract.

The legal hypothecs of'the second class should only take rank fron the date of. theii
existence, and should not be carried back to the period of the marriage contract, or the day
of the celebration of the marriage. Thus, the legal hypothec for an idemnity should only
exist froni the day the wife became bound with her husband for the payment of a debt; and
the purchase-money of an inmoveable belonging to the wife and sold by the husband, from
the day of the sale, or the day of the receipt of the price. The legal hypothec for a donation
proper to the wife would only date from the day it was made, and so forth.

With respect to the registratiou of legal hypothecs, no provisions can be morè Wise. than
those of the French Code Civile..

By
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By that code the legislator has imposed upon the tutor and the husband the express obli-
gation of enregistering all legal mortgages upon their immveable property.

He bas enjoied the sub-tutor, upon his own personal responsibility, to see that the hypo-
thec be regularly inscribed. He bas fore-seen the case of the tutor, the sub-tutor and the
husband .ornitting to do their duty in this respect, and bas invited· the law officers of thie
Crown, the parents, the members of the families of the married woman and the minor to
supply their places. Finally, in the event of the sale of any of the immoveables of thettitor
or t e husband he bas ordered,

1. That the purchasers should deposit a copy of the deed of sale at the office of the pro-
thonotary of the highest tribunal in the district or arrondissement where the property is
situated.

2. That be should, by an instrument in writing, notify as well the wife as the sub-tutor,
and a law officer of the Crown, of such deposit having been made.

3. That an extract of such instrument in writing should be posted up in the court-house
for two months.

4. That during that time the married woman and the minor, or in default of their so doing
the nersons above mentioned, should cause the legal mortgages to be inscribed upon the
books of the register.

5. That in the event of no inscription being made within two months, the property sold
should pass to the purchaser free from any charge or incumbrance, and that quoad such
property, the legal mortgage of the married woman or the minor should be completely extin-
guished; saving to them their recourse against the husbund -and the tutor. It would be
difficult, if not impossible, to add to this solicitude and these injunctions for the suppression
of legal hypothecs.

- No. 3.-

EVIDENcE by Messrs. Mofjatt, Penn, and Day.

1. You are of course aware of one objection which bas been urged to the establisbment
of a system of registry, that it would be inconsistent with liens, such as those affecting bus-
bands, tuteurs and curators, which under the French law attach .of themselves to real pro-
perty. Is it your opinion that obligations of that nature could be, and that they ought to be,
inade subject to registration?-It is difficult to reply satisfactorily to this qu'estion with-
out entering at some length upon a discussion of the character and tendency of the laws of
this province relating to incumbrances on real estate, and pointing out their peculiar and per-
nicious influence on the interests of society, as here constituted.

We shall, nevertheless, confine our remarks within a very narrow limit.
It will be admitted that in most countries in which the principles of government and legis-

lation have attracted attention, and been made the subject of berious study, it has been con-
sidered a matter ot paramount importance that titles to lands should be rendered secure, and
landholders be protected from all occult claims which might interrupt their possession, or
interfere witli their perfect and permanent enjoyment of the rights of property; and, in fact,
it cau scarcely be denied that any system of laws which should fail to provide such security
and protection, must be regarded as in a high degree defective and unsafe.

This truth seems to have been felt even in those countries in which general and tacit mort-
gages have always been looked upon with a ýfeeling of hostility; and' in France (where un-
happily for us suc a feeling did not. prevail) the multiplied .and varions efforts made in
different parts and from time to time, to render mortgages public, evidently show that the
state of law in this respect, was there considered essentially defective and bad; but bad as
it nay justly have been considered in France, it is worse both in its character and operation
in Lower Canada. It is vorse in its character, because to the hidden incumbrances arising
from the mere authority of the law, are added the equally hidden mortgages which the.dis-
honest are by the absence of all penal check on the crime of stellionat encouraged to create.
It is worse in its operation, because its tendency is to check the transfer of real estate, and
prevent it from becoming an object of commerce; and this tendency, whatever may bave
been said of it in France, where it was probably designed, is' peculiarly injurions to a-new
country, in which every legitimate object of commercial and agricultural enterprize should
be thrown, without reserve, into the market, and every means afforded to aid the.energies
and stimulate the industry.of its inhabitants.

The application of these remarks to the subject of the question wili be made apparent by a
moment's reflection.

It may then be assumed that the evils arising from .the presentstate of the law are un-
doubted and great. What should the remedy be?-It is fairly to be inferred from the
nunber and variety of the measures adopted and .uodified, abolished or disused in ante-
revolutionary France, all of which have. been superseded under the new régime, that they
were found miadequate to their contemplated object.

As to three of them, Decret Forcé, Decret Volontaire, and Ratification of Title, we can
speak from experience, and unhesitatingly declare them to be totally ineffective. for pro.-
tecting the mortgagee or securing the purchaser in the enjoyment of his.rights.

Tbe legislation ot' the most enlightened countries in the world, France heiself included,
justifies the opinion that public enregistration is the simplest, chcapest and most.effeetive
remedy which can be devised.
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ItEGISTRY In fact the establishment of registry offices in some portions of the province lias already
OFFICES. admitted their utility. If bencficial to a portion, why should not their benefits be extended

- to the whole?-" Because," say the adversaries of the measure, " the enregistration of ail
·No- 3. titles and encumbrances relating to real estate, is incompatible with certain important

branches of our lavs ; viz. customary dower, the rights of minors against their tutors, and
perhaps some others."

The question if put upon this footing may assume two different foris, first, Is it true that
such incompatibility exists *! Second, if it exist, are the advantages of the proposed law suf-
ficiently great to j ustify a modification or a repeal of the existing one ?-In reference to the
alleqed incompatibility, it may be doubted whether it be so absolute and irreconcileable as
has een imagined.

But without now dwelling upon this part of the subject, we proceed to inquire vhether
the advantages of the proposed law be sufficiently great toi ustify the repeal of the existing
one ?-We think they are, for the following reasons; in considering which, it will always be
necessary to remember that the evil is great, and the remedy proposed the most effectuai that
has been devised.

The reasons then are these:-First, That the laws which are incompatible with the pro-
posed one, originated in a society essentially different from our own in its character, its
policy and its wants, and, as applied to a new country, where the transfer from band to hand
of all objects and rewards of enterprize should be unrestricted, are essentially bad; they

-ought therefore to be repealed or modified for this reason alone.
Second, That, even il they vere good laws in thermselves, they operate to the benefit of

only a particular portion of the community, namely, married women and minors, and should
therefore yield to a law which would be beneficial to the whole; and it may be added, that
these particular classes would themselves benefit by the change, as the value of real property
would be increased, and thereby their security be rendered better.

Third, That the minor's interests may be protected by another mode combined with the
proposed law, as perfectly as by the existing law.

Fourth, That in reference to the rights of married wonen, the parties may make a law to
themselves by contract of marriage, and if they do not avail themselves of this right, ouglht
iot to benefit under a law which operates hardly upon ail other classes.

It is not new to the laws of Canada that the rights of married women should be super-
seded and destroyed by other interests. The decret of real property for the satisfaction of
lods et ventes extinguisies the right of douaire non encore ouverte upon such property.

• If then the interests of married wonen are but secondary to the interests of one class of
society, the seigneurs, and are made to yield for their protection, with how much more
propriety may a modification be demanded, which will afford protection to ail classes, and
tend to the general benefit.

'Whatt is souglt in this respect is only the extended application of a principle already
recognized.

Fifthi, That the system of law now iii force offers facilities for, and temptations to, fraud.
-It is consequently injurious to mords, and likely to influence unfavourably the character of
-the people, and should on broad principles be so modified as to lose this tendency and
assume a contrary one.

If, then, the existing laws, incompatible with the proposed one, ought to be changed,
what changes would be requisite and advisable for best removing this incompatibility ?-
As to customary dower, it might be altogether abolished, and the parties left to their con-
tract, which should be enregist2red, in so far as it might affect real estate.

This is a simple and effectual course, and one which we strongly recommend.
More difficulty might perhaps be anticipated in disposing of the minor's security against

the tutor. But this difficulty does not appear to be insuperable; it nay be overcome by
obliging the tutor to give security for a certain sum, dependent on the value of the minor's
estate, or the mortgage, which is now general upon ail the tutor's property, for the amount
of the compte de tutel/e might be made special, and bo enregistered at the diligence of the
sub-tutor; or the mortgage might still remain general, and be for an unlimited amount, yet
subject to enregistration.

ln this last case, however, the party interested would be able merely to ascertain the
existence of the encumbrance, nut its amount.

These remarks are applicable to curators also.
The provisions made by the Code Napoleon, and fully explained and commented upon by

Merlin, in his Répertoire de Jurisprudence, under the words " Inscription" and " Transcrip-
tion," have given to France, whence cur law is derived, the advantage of a systeni of regis-
tration ; but in place of adopting ail the formalities observed in that country, we recommend
the modification of the law of this province, proposed by the bill passed by the Legislative
Council last session, and sent to the Assembly, " for making ail mortgages and hypotheques
special, for abolishing customary dower (douaire coutumier), and for other purposes," and
the adoption of the system of registry established in the adjoining provinces, and in the
heighbouring States of America.

2. Are you aware of the objection which bas sometimes been made, that with a system
of registry, and the facilities which'it would give to the horrowing money on landed secu-
rity, the real estate of the province would soon pass out of the hands of the French Cana-
Clian portion of the community; and

3. What, in point of fact, do you conceive vould be the result of the system in that respect?
-Ve are aware that the objection stated in the first of these questions is urged by those
hostile to the introduction of a system of registry, and that au appiehension of the result
there alluded to is frequently affected.
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* The existence of any such feeling among the Canadians generally may be fairly doubted, REGISTRY
and from the information which has come within our reach, we are disposed to believe that OFFICES.
ail the apprehension felt on the subject is confined to that class of the rural population of .
the province which is engaged in other than agricultural pursuits. The men of this clasi No. 3.
exercise a powerful influence over the minds of the Canadian farmers, and in too many
instances exercise it for selfish.énds.

In fact, under present circuimstances, the fariner is in a great measure dependent upon
them; he becomes in almost ail instances, more or less indebted to them for those neces-
saries and comforts of life Yhich are not the produce of his own farm, and moreover he is
frequently obliged to apply to them for seed grains, and in some instances for small sums
of money; upon advances so made an enormous usury is demanded.

Upon the loan of seed grain the rate is rarely if ever less than two bushels for one, and
frequently more.

The interest upon cash advances cannot be so easily ascertained; but there is reason to
believe that it is scarcely less extortionate.

When it happens, as it often does, that the debtor is unable to realize means for satisfy-
ing the debt he has contracted, he gives to bis creditor an obligation or bond, imposing a
mortgage upon his farm; and when this mortgage becomes due, if not paid, which is too
frequently the case, a new obligation with new usury is taken.

T'bus the amount, at first probably small, is augmented to a sum at least sufficient to
enable the creditor to sue in the court of superior jurisdiction. Costa are added to the debt,
amounting perhaps to 10l. or 20L., the land is brought to sheriff's sale (of course a cash
sale), the neighbours of the unfortunate debtor have no command of money, many of themn
perhaps are in the samine situation as himself, the land is disposed of at the parish church
door, and the plaintiff becomes the buyer at one tithe of its value, and probably much less
than the amount of his debt.

.This is a process constantly going on, and one which, it is evident, a class of the coin-
munity considerable in wealth, numbers and influence bas a most direct and powerful inte-
rest in perpetuating.

It is among these men that a sincere apprehension is felt of the effects likely to arise
from the establishment.of a system.for securing the publicity of mortgages.

It is among them that such a system is feared; because it would afford the farmer a
facility in raising money upon fair terms, and at once take him froin their bands.

The facts upon which the foregoing remarks are founded, are not of a doubtful character;
they are a matter of common notorety, and cases might be pointed out in which individuals
have thus become possessed of 20, 30 and 50 farims, wrested from the poorest and most
needy of the country inhabitants.

It would be too much to say that these men have not by artful workings upon the sim-
plicity of the Canadian character, availing themselves of a seclusion from al sources.of true
informationr and of the national prejudices vhich unfortunately exist among us, induced
the people to believe that the effects of a systen of registry would be such as alluded to by
the second question; but we are fully convinced that after a short experience of its opera-
tion, ail feeling of distrust would be dissipqted, and they would regard the institution as
fraught with the highest advantages.

Thus far the second and third questions have been answered in reference merely to the
existence of any feeling of apprehension on the part of the Canadian people.

We would now remark that such apprehension, however generally it might be supposed
to operate, is totally groundless.

· It is hoped that the introduction of a system of registry will bring with it an increase of
capital, give an impulse to enterprise, and render immoveable property of a greater, more
certain, and more available value than it now is; that is to say, it will render every .Cana-
dian farmer who is the proprietor of the land which he tills, a richer man; and it is difficult
to comprehend by what process of reasoning it can be shown that increasing a man's means
will be likely to ruin him.

The same causes which will give him a facility in borrowing, will also afford him a like
facility in paying; and further, these same causes will go far to remove the necessity for bor-
rowing at ail; and if through misfortune or improvideice it should sometimes happen that
the debtor's farm must be sold, he will at ail events have the benefit of a competition in
the market, and will enjoy a better chance of obtaining its reasonable value than he can
now have.

This argument against a system of registry appears almost too absurd to be combated,
for it amounts, in fact, to an assmptiori that the increased prosperity of the province and
the enhanced value of its lands will be injurious to them, by vhom far the greater portion
of those lands are held, and whose interest is the most broadly and deeply involved in that
of the country. -

But if the apprehensions alluded to were well founded, it cannot be conceded that they
constitute any reasoiable argument against a system of registry.
. it is admitted even by those most hostile to the measure, that its effect will be to intro-
duce capital into the country.

It is capital that we require, " but," say our opponents, " it will do more, it will intro-
duce a British population, wbo wiil become possessed of our lands." This might be -fairly
urged, if Canada were a dependence of the crown of France instead of that of. Great Britain.
But surely a measure;.the-worst features of which, even as stated by its'adversaries, is, that.
it will introduce British capital and British. subjects into a British colony, is not open to
any grave objection. It is undoubtedly the duty of the Government to place ail its sub-.

o.:. jects,
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PAPER on HYPOTHEQUES, communicated to the CoMMissioNEEs of INQUIRY
by W. Walher, Esq., Montreal.

TH system of hypothecation which obtains in this province, bas no necessary or
acknowledged connection with the fendal holding of lands therein, and may be amended and
modified to the extent required by the British population, without assailing any j ustly che-
rished principle of its institutions, or operating a detriment to the real interests of any class
of its people.

Aware of the gross frauds perpetrated by debtors under the existing system, the peti-
tioners are desirous of rendering such frauds impracticable for the future; and they see no
other means of doing so, than by giving to the hypothegue a certain public and special cha-
racter, that is to say, r uiring that every description of htypotheque, with the exception of
that which is created bythe judgment or sentence of a competent court of justice, and which
is known to the laws by the denomination of the " hypotheque judiciare,"' should be special
upon property particu&ir1y designaied, and that the existence of every description of kypo-

qAegue should be susceptible of being made known by means of an inscription upon a publie
register or registers. The

jects upon an equal footing, and to secure to al eqa 1rights and advantages; if with this
perfect equality one individual, or one class of individuals, obtain superiority in wealth or
power, it is the natural and just meed of guperior industry or intelligence; and it certainly
will not be contended that the probable existence of such superiority can justify the perpe-
tuation of a state of things obviously hostile to the prosperity of the province, and at vari-
ance with the rules of common honesty.

4. Rave you any stateinents you wish to adduce in answer to any of the other objections
commonly urged to the institution of registry offices, such, for instance, as that they would
be very expensive and troublesome, repugnant to the feelings and habits of the people, and
lead to the disclôsure of the affairs of private families?-Registry offices are sought be-
cause they would lessen the trouble and expense. We cannot see wherein they can be
repugnant to the feelings or habits of the people; they would only be resorted to by persons
desirous of borrowing money, or acquiring property, and would facilitate their operations in
obtaining the loans they night require.

5. Do you ad.here generally to the provisions of the bill passed by the Council last ses-
sion, but lost in the Assembly, " for making all mortgages and hypotheques special, for
abolishing customary dower (douaire coutumier), and for o er purposes " ?-Information on
the point referred to in this and other questions may be collected from the evidence taken
by the Le lative Council, a copy of which bas been hande'd in to the commissioners.

6. Are there any improvements you could suggest in the bill, or do you think there are
any modifications which might conduce to passing it through the House of Assembly, with.
out sacrificing what you consider its usefulness ?-The objects of that bill were to prepare
the way to the establishment of registry offices, and to enable persons to acquire undoubted
titles to landed estate, and any modification of the bill which would interfere with those
objects, would impair the useftlness of the measure.

7. la not the abolition of customary dower one provision which would be viewed with
dissatisfaction generally by the inhabitants of French origin ?-In point of fact, customary
dower is at present abolished in many if not in most instances, by the parties entering into a
marri contract.

8. ince the establishment of registry offices in the townships, bas capital flowed into
them in greater abundance than before ?-Yes; and the value of lands therein has nearly
trebled, a result not to be exclusively ascribed to the establishment of registry. offices, but
,which they have most essentially contributed to produce.

9. Are there as yet any banks established in the townsbips?-There are two bank
agencies in the to*nships, one at Stanstead and' one at Sherbrooke, recently established.

10. Is more money lent on mortgages there than in the seigneuries ?-There can be no
question that money would be lent on mortgage mach more readily where registry offices
exist, than where they do not; and as one instance in proof of tbis, it may be stated that
Mr. Moffatt having been lately entrusted with a sum to invest in mortgage security, for the
benefit of a third party, after making inquiries found it necessary, in justice to the party
interested, to make the investment in Upper Canada.

11. Have the farmers any facility of obining money on their notes of hand, or on the
credit of their growingcrops'-Not that we are aware of any further than has been explained
in the answer to the second question. In reference to the fourth question in the general
interrogatories on this subject, we should prefer the remedies being applied by the provincial
legislature, and did we entertain any hope that relief could be afforded from that source, we
should deprecate any interference in the local affairs of the province by the Imperial Parlia-
ment; but past experience deprives us of the hope that the wants of the public in this
respect will be attended to by the assembly of the province; and inthe absence of a general
and comprehensive measure, such as the union of the provinces of Upper and Lower Canada,
which would in time afford adequate protection to the great interests of the colony, we see
no way of obtaining the system of registration required mn the province, except by the inter-
vention of the Imperial Parliament.

No. -.
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The hypotheque ought to result not merely from the nature or character of the debt, or
the instrument by which the obligation is contracted, except in particular cases which
partake of a privileged character, but also from an adherence to the formality of an
inscription.

The principle of giving publicity and speciality to hypotheques is conservative of property;
it tends to the promotion of public and private credit, of morality and good faith.

The general and clandestine hypotheque, sanctioned by the laws in force, impairs the value
of property, and is destructive of confidence and good faith.

Without rendering inscriptions of hypotheques special, and giving to thein publicity, the
security contemplated to the creditor and to the public at large is illusory. An immoveable
is taken as a pledge to secure the payment of a debt, or the fulfilment of an obligation; but
the precaution is useless if unaccompanied by an entire security ; and this is impracticable,
unless the creditor bas it in bis power to verify the' incumbrances, if any, to which the pro-
perty is liable.

Under the present system, the hypotheque extends over ail the property of the debtor,
present and future. Its defects have been endeavoured to be met here, as they were in
monarchical France, by letters of ratification. These letters, in both countries, have proved
insufficient ; and in the latter country, more efficient provisions have been recently intro-
duced.

The faculty of creating a legal or conventional hypotheque, ought, in every instànce, to be
limited to the property present. The security of the future property can be obtained by
means of proceedings which the creditor is at ail times at liberty to adopt; the credit of the
debtor ought not to be paralyzed by an excessive or unlimited hypothecation. Property, as
it is successively acquired, ougbt to be the common pledge of all the creditors then in being;
none of them in principle ought to possess a preferable or exclusive claim upon a security
not in existence when he contracted.

In requiring a gcneral systemn of registry, the British population are not alone guided by
what is due to the interests of trade. Thèy are not desirous that commerce should
draw to itself all the capital 'which is susceptible of being laid out. They think it fitting that
agriculture and other branches of industry, vhich equally conduce to the prosperity of a
people, should possess a facility*of drawing to themselves a portion of the disposable pro-
perty of a country. They consider that a wise government has an interest in every class of
its subjects; that the husbandman, the mechanic, and the gentleman, as well as the
merchant, fill their places, have their provinces in society, and ought equally to be the
objects of its attention and favour.

This province is agricultural as well as commercial. Capital is as necessary·to one branch
of industry as another, and its legislation should be so directed as to secure to each equal
facilities in raising means for its successful prosecution.

In any system of registry which may be adopted, the following objects ought to be kept
in view ; ramely, that the purchaser of real estate should know himself to be secure, and
be afforded the means of promptly, and -withouthazard, discharging the obligations he may
assume towards the vendor;· that the latter equally should be enabled to receive promptly,
and without sacrifice, the consideration of the sale; that, in the event of incumbrance, ha
should have it in bis power, promptly and without sacrifice, to appropriate in whole, or in
part, such consideration in discharge of any hypotheques he may have created upon the
property; that the proprictor of an unencumbered real estate should possess all the credit and
advantages derivable from a publie knowledge of its being' free froin burthen; that the owner
of an imoveable, hypothecated for the security of a debt, should derive from the system a
means of acquiring a credit equivalent to the value of such property, over and beyond the
claims by which it is encumbered; that the capitalist desirous of mvesting bis funds, and
all others entering into engagements, should find a prompt and effectuai way of arriving at
a knowledgé of the means of those with whom they deal; that the law should assure to
them the guarantee which they may acquire; that such regulations should be adopted, as
that the man of bad faith could not dispose of what did not belong to him, nor delude the
party with whom he transacts by a fictitious credit; that solvent debtors should have the
means of establishing their solvency to the satisfaction of their creditors, and thereby avoid
the ruinous consequences attendant upon the enforcement of legal remedies.

Any system which shall offer the foregoing advantages, and remove the risk to purchasers.
and capitalists, would render real estate more greedily sought after, would increase the comn-
petition at public sales, and raise every property to its true value, with reference to its local
and other advantages ; and capitalists findug a perfect security for the loan of money upon
inmoveables, vould be-satisfied with a smaller premium. Hence a double advantage woid
arise; the wants of agriculture would be more readily supplied, and the interest of money
would dininish in proportion as the securities for its repayment were enhanced. .

The desired advantages eau only flow from adopting the principle of rendering mortgages
special, and giving to them publicity.

A system approaching to that which is desired by the British population was not a novelty,
even in those countries where the laws were akis to those of this province; it existed in
many parts of France, coutumier, at ai early period; in some of the provinces which were
added to France in the reion of Louis 14, and in several of the countries conquered by the
arms of the republic. It las frequently been sought to restore this system in France, of
which an example will be found in an edit of Louis 14, of the month of March 1673;
but the endeavours of public spirited men in that country werc defeated by prejudices, by
the times, and by the selfish interests of extensive landed. proprietors, seeking 'to evade
their creditors.

0.3. i If
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OFFICES. of hypotheques, the sçme is common to both systems, and are more sensibly felt in that

- which admits of general and clandestine hypothecation.
No. 4. The latter system, in fact, defeats the very objects which are contemplated by a system

of hypothecation.
In commercial transactions, the comparatively brief duration of the loan, the superior ad-

vantages, the greater promptitude by which satisfaction can be enforced, and the odium
which attaches to a breach of engagement, will always draw to commerce a large share of
.capital for investment.

These advantages must operate to the depression of agriculture, and the other interests of
societ, if in loans upon the security of real estate, and the other transactions which are
refera le to that description of property, the inferiority of advantage is not met and com-
pensated by the facility and secunty of te investment.

Real estate is included in the transactions of society for the purposes of alienation, to
secure the payment of money lent, or to ensure the fulfilment of obligations, ·and it is essen-
tial for all these purposes to give to the transaction a character of safety, without expensive
and embarrassing forms.

• In consequence of the total absence of security to lenders or purchasers of property under
the present laws, instances are without number where the farmer or agriculturist, unable to
obtain a temporary advance of money, has been prosecuted for amounts infinitely below the

· actual value of lis property, and has seen bis real estate sacrificed for the satisfaction of the
debt and costs established against him, a calamity which a proper system of registry would,
in almost every instance, have protected him agamst.

There are three descriptions of hypotheques known to the laws of this province, the legal,
the conventional, and the judicial. In the first class, for their number and importance, are

the hypotheques légales. Amongst them are,
1st. That of the wife upon the property of the husband, for the security of her various rights.
2d. That of the minor, or of the mterdicted, upon the Property of the tutor or curator.
3d. That upon the heir accepting a succession sous benefice d'invéntaire.
4th. That upon the public servant for the fulfilment of is trust.

In the second class are the hypothegues conventionelles, which may be subdivided into
engagements for a sum certain, and obligations undetermined, either on the score of amount
or extent, or because they are dependent upon an uncertain condition or event. Of the
latter description are the obligations of guarantee, in the event of a total or partial eviction
in the cases of sale or partage; obligations contracted upon a condition uncertain, suspen-
sive or resolutory, and obligations susceptible of being ascertained at a period more or less
distant, or of being determned with rpore or less certainty.

In the third class are the judicial hypotheques, whereo a great number are undetermined
or uncertain. They are undetermined when the judgments carry a condemnation for sumas
to be afterwards liquidated, for restitution of fruits, or for damages and interests, for the
rendering of an account, for eventual guarantees of an uncertain extent.

The judicial hypotheques which are uncertain, are those under judgments which, by means
of appeal, may be reduced or set aside.

lence it is clear, that the extent of vague, general and undetermined hypotheques is im-
mense, and that the husbands, tutors, curators, and those accountable for public monies, far
exceed the borrowers u n mortgage, or those who are likely to become such.

From the nature of Uie obligations which are guaranteed by legal hypothegues, the latter
are, of necessity, of long continuance.

The obligations created in favour of the wife only cease with the rupture of the nuptial
tie; those in favour of minors, at the time when the compte de tutelle bas been rendered and
settled ; those in favour of the interdicted, during all their lives ; those to the state, so long
as the public servant is in office, or proves a defaulter.

The conclusion is obvious, the larger share of immoveable estate, under the existing sys-
tem, is encumbered with indeterminate hy-potheques, and consequently it is difficult, if not
impracticable, to arrive at the situation of the greater number of properties. - None of the
undetermined hypotheques can be reduced to anything approaching to certainty by an estima-
tion. To give them a mere publicity, without rendering them also special, would accomplish
but little for third parties, to whom it would be useless to know of the existence of an hiypo-
theque, without alse declaring its amount or extent.

It is certain, that in some parts of the Netherlands, where the hypotheque was required to
be exhibited upon a public register, and the immoveable designated, neither the hypothegue

judiciare, as created by a judgment or sentence, nor the hypotheque conventionelle, as ansing
from a notarial act, was recognized. The hypotheque of Belgium partook of the English
mortgage; it was a species of alienation, attended with most of the results of an absolute
sale. In that county also, the hypotheque légale or tacite was nearly, if not altogether,
unknown.

An edit of 1611 assumes no other hy. otheque tacite to have existed in Flanders and the
other Belgic provinces than that of the c.

In Prussia a like systema obtained ; there were public registers containing a description of
every real property, with its mutations; all kypotheques, as being assimilated to alienations,
were mnsenbed thereon.

The formalities required in the Belgic provinces imprinted upon the hypotheque a character
of publicity and of speciality, which afforded to all persons acquiring property or accepting
obligations a means of testing the existence of incumbrances.
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An edit of Louis the 14th, of the monih of March 1673, aimed at extending to France REGISTRY
some of the·advantages of the Belgic Jlegislation in this respect. This edit establîshed publie OFFICES.
offices, where creditors by hypotheque were bound to register the amount and nature of -
their claims. Hypotheques enregistered upon the propertypresent of the debtor, within four No. 4.
months from the date of the titles of àcquisition, and w:thin a like period from the time when
other property subsequently came to the debtor, took precedence of hypotheques anterior, or
even prwivileged, which had not been enregistered. Creditors, by virtue of an acte authen-
tigue, were allowed a delay of four months, in the case of the debtor's decease, to obtain, b
means of enregistration, a preference over other creditors. The hypotheques, not enregistered,
ranked in the order of date upon the remaining property of the debtor. From the necessity
of enregistration, however, were exempted the legal hypotheques upon the properties of hus-
bands, tutors, and those accountable for publie monies. This law proved inoperative, the
most extensive class of claims being those which were uncertain and undetermined.

The edit in question was revoked by another promulgated in the following year, in oppo-
sition to the sentiments of the most enlightennd statesman of the day, but in deference to
popular prejudice. The acknowledged abuses arising froin the revival of the old system led
to the use of the decret volontaire, in imitation of the decretforcé. It protected, to a certain
extent, the interests of purchasers; but the risks .which attached to the lender upoîn the

.security of real estate were in no degree diminished.
An edit, -similar in some respects to. the provincial statute now in existence for the ratifi-

cation of titles, was promulgated in 1771.
This edit required purchasers to give notice of their acquisition during two montls, and to

signify their contracts to such creditors as should have lodged their oppositions within that
period ; the proceeding closed in letters of ratification. -This edit, however, excluded certain
hypotheques légales froi its operation. Letters of ratification, under the edit of 1771, in like
manner as under the provincial statute, extinguished all claims, whether of minors, of inter-
dicted persons, of absentees, of communities m mortmain, of wives under coverture, saving
the recourse of all against the tutors, curators, administrators or husbands, who had neglected
to protect their rights. There was, however, an exception in favour of the douaire non ouvert,
whether customary or conventional; and the rights of the substitute, during the lifetime of -
the party grevé, as partaking of a right of property, were also protected. .

'bis edit vas framed to protect the sale only, and not the hypotheque of property; but it is
assuredly as practicable to inscribe an hypotheque as to file an opposition to a confirmation
of title.

There are three different systems of hypothecation vhich may be adverted to. That of the
Roman law, which admitted neither of publicity nor speciality, and which, modified by
the provincial Act for the ratification of titles, is the system of law actually in force in
Canada.

That of the edit of 1771, which, for a limited object, that of securing the purchaser,
admitted the publicity without the speciality, and which, to a like extent, has been lately
introduced amongst us; and that of the reformed system of France, which admits equally of
publicity and speciality in the case of the hypotheque conventionelle, and of publicity in the
cases of the-hypotheque légale and the hypotheque judiciare, excepting only the hypothegue
légale of the minor, and of the interdicted upon the tutor, and of the wife for her dowry
and matrimonial conventions upon the property of the husband, which subsist indepen-
dently of inscription.

The latter and most effective of the three systems, if ado pted here i its fullest extent,
would prove inadequate to the exigencies of the country; it affords an unnecessary degree
of protection to the hypotheque légale. In no instance should any transaction in society,
except in the case of a judgment, operate a general and undistinguishing hypothecation of
property present and future.

The following are the principal features of the system of hypotheque recognized by the
present Code of France:

Of privileged claims upon real estate, there are,
ist. The vendor for the payment of the price.
2d. The lender of money towards the acquisition.
3d. Co-heirs upon the property of the succession for the guarantee of the partage or divi-

sion, and the soulte or retour.
4th. Architects, builders, masons and other workmen employed to construct, rebuild or

repair, but only provided a proces verbal shall have been previously drawn up, establishing
the state of the property, and the extent of the alterations or repairs ; and also provided that
an estimation shall have been made within six months after the completion of the work, the
privilege, in no case, to extend beyond the improved value of the property.

5th. The lenders or those who shall have advanced money to pay or reimburse the builder,
&c. Amongst creditors the privileged claims can have no effect upon the immoveables,
unless rendered publie by an inscription; and they rank only from the date 'of such
inscription.

The co-heir or co-partageant.preserves his privilege upon the shares.which have fallen to
the others for the soulte et retour, or the price of the licitation, by an .inscription effected
within 60 days:.from the partage or adjudication, during which interval no hypotheque is
allowed-to take preference to his prejudice.

The privilege of architects, builders, &c. dates from the inscription of the procèsverbai,
whicb precedes the work; but to render this effectual, both proces verbaux,. that which pre-
cedes and that which is required afler the completion of the work, nmust be énregistered.

1.3. i 3 Creditors
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Creditors and legatees demanding a separation of the property of the deceased, preserve
their claims thereon in preference to the creditors of the heirs or other legal representatives,
provided such claims are enregistered within six months from the date of the succession
deferred ; previously to which period the property of the succession cannot be affected to their
prejudice.

The assignees of any of the claims enumerated stand in the situation of those from whom
they deduce title.

All these claims continue to partake of an hypothecary character, althougli the formalities
required to their validity have not been fulfilled ; but they only take effect against third
parties from the date of the inscription.

The hypotheque légale orjudiciare attaches upon the property of the debtor, present and
future. No hypotheque conventionelle is valid, unless in and by the instrument which estab-'
lishes the debt or obligation, or by another posterior to it, the property upon which it is
intended to attach shall be specially designated. Property in futuro is thereby excluded,

but the hypotheque may, by a subsequent instrument or instruments, accompanied by inscrip-
tion, be rendered available upon other property, as it is successively acquired by the
debtor.

To the validity of the hypotheque conventionelle, it is also essential that the debt should be-
to an amount certain, and establisied by the instrument; but if the claim is conditional or,
contingent, or undetermined as to extent, the creditor is held to enregister to an amount
estimated and declared.

Amongst creditors the hypotheque in general dates only from the inscription.
The hypothegne, as already stated, exists independently of inscription in favour of the

minor or interdicted from the day of the tutor or curator s acceptance of the trust ; of the
wife for her dotal property and effects, and matrimonial rights, from the clay of the cele-
bration of the marriage; but with respect to dotal effects accruing by inheritance or succes-
sion, or donation made during the marriage, the hypotheque only ranks from the period of
the succession deferred, or of the donation taking effect; for her indemnity on the score of
obligations contracted, or the replacement of lier propres alienated, from the date of the obli-
gation or sale. Husbands and tutors are bound to give publicity, by means of inscription, to
the legal hypotheques, which in those characters attach upon the property, and failing to do
so they incur the penalties of stellionat.

The subroge tutor is also bound to attend to the inscription of the hypotkeque légale upon
the property of the tutor. Failing any neglect in this respect, the duty of inscription de-
volves upon a public officer.

The relations of the husband or vife, those of the minor, the wife, and minor themselves,
may cause the inscription to be effccted.

It is competent to the parties in and by the contract of marriage to limit the hypotheque
to certain property, to the exclusion of the rest. The same restriction may be adopted in
the case of tutors, ivith the assent of the friends and relatives assembled.

While there exists no inscription upon the property of the husband or tutor, it is still in
the power of the purchaser to extinguish the hypotheque in favour of the wife for her dotal
property, reprises et conventions matrinoniales, and of the minor for his tutor's gestion, by a
comphance with the forms enumerated in the 2194th and 2195th articles of the code.

From the above synopsis it appears that, under the present system in France, the conven-
tional hypotheque is bpecial and public.

Neither specialty nor publicity is required to give effect to the hypotheque légale of the
minor or interdicted, or of the wi'e; their claims, however, except that of the wife for douaire
non ouvert, are subject to be barred by a compliance with the formalities indicated in the
2194th and 2105th articles of the code.

The hypotheque judiciare~must be rendered public by inscription.
The hypotheque of the vife for very claim except dower, and of the minor or interdicted

upon the property of his tutor, may be extinguished by a proceeding somewhat analogous to
that by which a confirmation of titie is obtained in Canada.

Tvo reasons have been assigned, and correctly, for restraining the generality of hypo-
theques, the facility vith. which they are in general assented to by the party contracting,

ithout reflecting that they niust impair his credit, and operate to the detriment of the public
interest, which is best consulted by removing obstacles to the transmission of estates, and
the accumulation of several hypotheques upon the sane property, with the consequent accu-
mulation of expenses attendant upon a discussion.

Conscious of their inability to sustain the systemn now in force in Lower Canada, its par-
tizans recognize the nccssity of publicity; from which, however, they would withdraw the
typothegues légales andjudeiciares; but if publicity is advantageous, it should extend to

every description of encumbrance, and the hypotheque légale, as well as the conventionelle,
should be special.

10 amendnent of the systen w1ichî shall exempt legal and conventional hypotkeques from
publicity and specialty, and the hypothequejudiciare fron publicity, will meet the views of
the committee. Husbands and tutors form no inconsiderable part of society; and the un-
known and undetermined laypotheques which attach, to their respective characters, do actually
embrace a large portion of tie real property of the country. If, however, specialty should
be denied to the hypotheque légale, it oughtnot to extend to the property present.

In the opinion of this committee the following rules might be adopted with safety. The
nature and situation of the immoveable should be indicated in the'instrument which. creates
the hypotheque conventionelle. From this it would follow that the future property could not

be
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bc hypothecated by the sane instrument. A like exclusion of the future estate ought also REGISTRY
to be pronounced with respect to the hypothegue légale or tacite. OFFICES.

With respect to the judicial hypothegue, i1 may safely be permitted to extend to all the --
property of the debtor, present and future, within the limits of the district or county where No 4.
the creditor shall cause his judgment, or other act creative of a judicial hypotheque, to be
recorded.

With respect to the hypotheque légale, it would be expedient to specify the property upon
which it shall attach, and the party for whose benefit the right is created should be pre-
cluded from taking any other or additional security by way of hypotheque.

It is fitting that the hypotheque, which is acqmred upon the property of a tutor or hus-
band, and every other legal hypotheque, should be determined by an inscription, and be
confined to the property designated therein. In such a case the tutor or husband, or other
party liable, would retain a credit upon the score of his unencumbered estate ; but if the
hypotheque continues general as it now is, bis means of borrowing or acquiring credit must
depend altogether upon the impression of his personal integrity.

Whenever, by the contract of marriage, it is provided that no hypotieque shail be created
upon the property of the husband, or only upon one or more immoveables designated, to
the exclusion of the rest, then and in such case it would follow that the real estate of the
husband, or such part thereof as may have been not designated, would be free and exempt
from any hypothecation in favour of the wife for her dotal property or effects, reprises and
conventions matrimoniales, and all other rights.

The sane principle ought to apply to the case of the tutor whenever in and by the acte de
tutelle, the otheque mn favour of the minor or interdicted person is limited to such real
estute as may be designated therein.

It is by no means so difficult as it is generally imagined to record an hypotheque upon the
property of a husband or tutor.

In the one case the relatives of the parties assist at the writings, the property of the
husband can hardly fail to be known to them. In the other case the tutor is generally a
member of the fhmily, selected by its other members, who ought to be acquainted with bis
means. Th.ey also ought to know upon what property the hypotlcque should attach.

With respect to the husband, the property upon which the hypotheque is created should
be designated in the contract of marriage; and with respect to the tutor, in the act creative
of the tutelle, subject in either case to be reduced upon due cause showrr, at the instance of
the husband or tutor, or of their creditors respectively.

The hypotheque for the benefit of minora and interdicted persons should attach upon the
property of the tutor or curator fron the day of his acceptance of the trust,.provided the
acte de tutelle or curatelle be enregistered within four months thereafter; but in no instance
should an hypotheque be allowed upon the property of the subrogé tutor.
• The hypotheque in favour of married women for the restitution of their dotal property and

effects, repriss et convention matrimoniae, should attach upon the property of the husband,
specially designated from the day of the marriage, provided the contract of marriage beenrens-
tered within four months thereailer; and the hypotheque for indemnity on the score of obli-
gations contracted with or at the instance of the husband, if such should be retained in
consideration of the protection which is due to a woman under coverture, should take effect
froni the date of the obligation, provided the same be inscribed within four months thereafter,
and not otherwise; reserving to the wife, however, under every circumstance, the benefit of
any inscription made by the creditor in whose favour she bas obliged herself upoa the pro-
perty of her husband.

It shall be imperative upon all husbands and tutors to give publicity to the hyp.otheques
crcated upon their property, by inscribing the contracts of marriage and actes de tutelle, by
means vhereof such hypotheques have arisen upon the register of hypotheques in the sane
nanner as may be required for other hypothcques.

Although it may be said that under the proposed reformas neither the wife nor the minor
would have any security, inasmuch as the duty of inscribing the hypotheque would attach tO
those whom it is intended to affect, that is to say, the husbandand the tutor, it is to be
remarked that under the edit of 1771, both the wife and the minor lost their remedy, if
those to whom their interests were confided failed to oppose the granting of letters of ratifi-
cation.

If it is objected that neither the husband nor the tutor have any interest in registering the
respective acts, it mighît be rendered incumbent upon the notary who receives the mariage
contract, to give it the uecessary publicity b menus of inscription, and upon the publie
oflicer who receives the acte de tutelle to do tle like.

If for the security of an hypotheque, whether conventional or legal, the inscription shal be
found to embrace an excessive mass of property, the debtor or party liable, or any other
creditor interested, should be at liberty to reduce the security, consideration being had for
the amount of the claim, if fixed, or for its probable extent, as lu the hypotheques légales,
already described ; and in the case of the judicial hypotheque when uncertain or unde-
termmned.

The privilege of the bailleur defonds upon the immoevable sold for the price, should in every
particular be assimilated to an hypotheque conventionelle, and be subjected to the formality of
registration.

The privilege of the builder, "entrepreneur," of the workman or repairer, "ouvrier," and of
him who bas contributed to the purchase, should also be assimilated to an hypotheque con-
Ventionelle, and bc subjected to the formality of registration.

The deed or instrument of concession of [and from a seignior to a "censitaire," should be
0.3. i 4 enregistered,
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OFFICES. lods et ventes inscribed in like manner, unless that with respect te the pecuniary obligation s

-- imposed upon the censitaire by the deed of concession, a prescription much shorter than that
No. 4. which is now admitted by law, shall be introduced.

Every instrument creative of an hypotheque, whether legal or judicial or conventional,
should be liable to re-inscription at the expiration of every ten years, failing which the.
hypotheque arising fron the first inscription should be divested, and the claim of the parti-
cular creditor postponed to those of other creditors, using diligence to inscribe.

The petitioners, aware that petitions were in the last session presented to two branches of
the legislature upon the subject which this inquiry embraces, have given their attention to
the proccedings had upon those petitions, and in particular. to a bil introduced into the
Legisiative Council, having for its obj ect the making of all " mortgages and hypotheques
special, for abolishing the customary dower, and for other purposes."

The proposcd law provides that from and after the 1st day of January 1837, no contract
of marnage, donation, act, deed in law, or instrument in writing, to be made and executed
before notaries or a notary and witnesses, according to the laws of the province, shall have
the effect of creating a privilege, mortgage, 13potheque, or incumbrance upon any real estate
in parts of the province where register offices are not as yet by law established, in fief or
seigniory, enfranc-allen noble or en roture, or under any other denomination of seigniorial
tenure, or where the original tenure has been converted into that offree and common soccage
or franc-alleu roturier; or where immoveables are held under the soccage tenure, unless the
vrting shall specially set forth and describe the property intended to be made subject to

privilege, mortgage, hypotheque, or other incumbrance; and also set forth and contain the
specific sum or sumas of money intended to be secured; that from and after the saine date,
no marriage shallh bave the efleet of creating the customary dower, but that from thenceforth
the saine shall cease to exist; that no writing, sach as alluded to, whereby a special prefix
dower, douaire, dowry, dot, shall be stipulated or provision made for any other marriage
rights, shall create any incumbrance upon real estate in respect of dower, dowry, matrimonial
reprises and stipulations, or other marriage rights, unless the immoveables whereon the same
are'intended to attach shall be specially set forth and described, and the sum or sums of
money for the security, whereof the security is established, declared.; that all immoveables
which from and after the 1st of January 1837, shall be sold under execution, or in respect of
which any sentence or judgment of confirmation of title shall be rendered, shall from the
date of such sale or confirmation respectively be liberated from all privileges, mortgages,
hypotheques and other incumbrances, save only such as shall be specially reserved in the
deed of sale or confirmation, the rights arising from entails, "substitutions," and the cens et
rentes, and other seigniorial burthens.

The British population of the province would gladly receive a law to the above effect,
as an instalment of the claims they have put forward. It may not be irrelevant .in this
place to allude to the law of mortgage or hypotheque as it exists or did lately exist in the
state of Louisiana.

Mortgages there are, as with us, of three classes ; first, conventional, as resulting from an
express agreement in writing between the debtor and creditor ; judicial, resulting from a
judgient against a debtor; and tacit or legal mortgages, which exist by virtue of the.law
alone; as for example, that of the minor upon the property 'of the tutor, which takes effect
from the day of his appointment; that of the wife on lier husband's estate, for the restitu-
tion of ber dowry and dotal effects, and for ber security and indemnity in other respects.
Many other tacit mortgages of a similar description are enumerated in the revised code of
the state.

Conventional and judicial mortgages have no effect against third persons until recorded or
registered in the office of the recorder of mortgages ; no public notice by registry is required
te give legal mort-ages effect against third persons.

These last attaci upon the immoveables present and future of the debtor; the evil how
ever vas partially remedied by legislative enactinents in 1803.

Mortgages are either general or special ; general when they affect all the immoveables of
the debtor,present and future; special, when they affect only special property.

On failure of payment of the sum secured by mortgage, the remedy of the creditor varies
according te the evidence of his right and the situation of the property.

If the contract be evidenced by an authentic act,- that is, an act passed before a notary
public and two witnesses, it is considered as importing a confession of judgment, and the
creditor, on naking oath that the debt is due, obtains from a j udge in chambers a summary
order of seizure and sale, and the property is sold as under legal process. This course is
pursued when the property is still in the poss.ession of the debtor; but if alienated, a judg-
ment must be first obtained, even wvhen the title is authentic, and" the seizure mustbe pre-
ceded by the oath of the creditor as to the existence of the debt. A previous notice must be
given to the third possessor, who has a limited time te declare his option of paying the debt,
or relinquishing the property to be sold.

Any provision to carry ito effect the views of the British Population would prove inef-
fectual, unless an office for the registration of all instruments in writing, by vhich immove-
able property shall or may be transferred, disposed of, or encumbered in any way, were
established in each district or county of the province; and it should be rendered impéra-
tive upon every person now entitled to rank upon real èstate, either by mortgage, Ypo-
theque, or privilege, to record his or her claim within a certain period.

Ail acts, deeds in iaw, or:instrunents in writing, inteided te convey, alienate, bind or
affect immoveable propeity to be executed from and after the passing of any law which the

wisdom
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wisdom of the legislature may adopt, should be enregistered ; failing which, they should REGISTRY
prove ineffectual as respects the security contemplated~by the parties. OFFICES..

The machinery of any lar of this description may be partly drawn from the Act of the
11th Geo. 4, c. 8, intituled " An Act to establish Registryoffices in the counties of Drumi- No. 4.
nond, Sherbrooke, Stanstead, Shefford and Missisquoi, arnended by an Act passed in

the i Will. 4, c. 3. As collateral to the question discussed in the preceding pagès,
attention ought to be directed to the consequences which, i nubnierless instances, flow
from the matrimonial community of property, "communauté de biens," in rendering the
husband who, by successful personal exertions and unwearied efforts, bas accumulated an
easy competence, liable upon the decease of his wife, and in the absence of any issue
oftheir marriage, to admit lier leirs to a participation of his property, and to enrich strangers
at-the expense of oie-half of bis earnings; the obligation to return the, perhaps, unfilial
conduct of his children by accoîunting to them for one noiety of his estate in riglht of
their mother. The tacit incumbrance created upon his property by his adninistration of
the share accruing to his minor childreni in the sanie right, viicl, in the case of him who
bas embarked in commercial pursuits, and eventually proved unifortunate, enable his-clildren
to sweep the whole of his remaining property from the hands of his just creditors, who
may be ignorant of his domestic engagements.
'The petitioners submîîit it as their opinion, that the community of property, " communauté

de biens," should be abolished with respect to all marriages to be hereafter contracied;
that all real and personal estate, which, under the present system, would fali into the
comnuiitv, should be held nud taken to·be the property of dhe husband, to be liable to
all his engagements, to formn a part of his succession, and to be subject to his last testa-
mentary dispositions; and that the power of testamentary bequest which is now enjoyed by
the wife should be confined to property accruing to lier 'en nature de propre," and such
personal estate as may be bequeathed or gifted to lier own separate use, and invested in
such a mianner as that the distinction between lier property and that of lier luusband muay
be preserved, so as not to effect injuriuusly the obligations contracted by the latter, on the
strength of property apparently subject to his disposal and control.

-No. i5.-

REPORT and EVIDENCE of LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON HYPOTIIEQUES.

Tu E special committee to whon was referred the petition of certain inliabitauts of the No. 5.
city and district of Montreal, respecting the state of the law relating to the creation of
incumbrances upon real estate in this province, and praying for the establishment of regis-
ter offices therein, with instructions to inquire into the subject matter of the said petition,
and to report thereon by bill or otherwise, and to whom was also subsequently referred,
the petition of certain inhabitants of the city of Quebec on the same subject, having atten-
tively considered the said petitions, and weighed the testimony upon the subject, derived
fron various individuals resident ii different parts of the province, have agreed upon the
following report:-

Y our conmmittee, without conceiving it necessnry to enter into any lengthened reasoning
upon a subject whose deteruination mainly depends upon conclusions te be drawn from
facts, beg to state, generally, that whatever conduces to prevent fraud, expose deceit, and
render the daily transactions between man and man secure and certain, is an object of the
greatest importance.

Your committee consider that the introduction of foreign capital into a new country,
whose principal wealth consists in its agrieultural and natural products, must materially
pronote its general prosperity, by encotiraging the active energies of its inhabitants, aind
extending their means of improvement, not -only tu land actually under cultivation, but
likewise to the unsettled portions of the country ; and that the advantages derivable from
its introduction will be greatly increased, by mueans being at the sane time afforded for its
retention within the country.

The general results of agriculture and commerce are so biended and connected together,
that any increased facilities extended to the one become sensibly felt by the other, while
depression in the like manrner is equally influential in its effects upon both.

If, therefore, the landed property of a country could be made to contribute-to the
advancement of its general interests, and the introduction of foreigu capital could promote
that desirable object, it clearly becomes expedient to render its transfer from band. t hand
secure, expeditious and economical; for this purpose it.is requisite, that the written docu-
ments upon which titles to land in every civilized community depend, and to which the
capitalist looks for protection, as well as prool of the holder's right.beyond the fact of his
possession, should not be liable to be defeuted, either by other documents being kept out
of' sight, or by the impossibility of procuring all the information necessary to ascertain the
validity of the title, and the freedom of the property from tacit or conventional incumbrance.
It also follows, that ineans should be afforded by the law for the protection of capitaliats
against the effect of any documents which, for the want of the use of such means, have
not been brouglt to their knowledge.

Your committee conceive, that· the establishment oF- offices in the seigniorial parts of
the province for the registration of titles to land, aud the incumabrances created thereon, is
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REGISTIRY the only effectuai mode of attaining the above-mentioned objects,, and of remedying the
OFFICiS. evils of which the petitioners complain, but they are also sensible that their establishment

- would be encompassed with dificulties, unless previous modifications are made in certain
No. 5. particulars of the existing law relating to real estate, which would in a great degree renove

the obstacles to the general measture, without endangering existing interests, or creating
too sudden an innovation in a long established systein of jurisprudence.

Even if the introduction of these modifications should be productive of more inconve-
nience, or attended with greater diffliculty than your committee now see any reasonable
ground to apprehend, they still believe that the inconvenience and the difficulty will be
greatly counterbalancei by the benefit to accrue from the change.

In order to assist their inquiries upon the subject matter contained in the petitions sub-
mitted to them, your conimittee have extensively circulated amongst persons whose know-
ledge and experience were considered useful, a series of questions relating to the general
measure, and the matters of detail connected with it; the substance of the evidence and
information derived from these varions sources, your committee now submit to your
Honourable House.

It is generally admitted that under the existing systeni of law it is impossible to ascer-
tain the freedomu of any landed property in the seigniorial paris of the province from incum-
brance, or the extent to which it nay be incumbered, and that the only means available to
persons desirous of purchasing real estate or of lending money on the security thereof, are
ist, The integrity and honour of the seller or borrower; 2d, The general report respecting
his estate or property ; 3d, The proceeding of a décret for a sheriff's title by suit at law ;and,
lastly, The obtaining of a judgnent ofconfirmation of title under the act for the more effec-
tual extinction of secret incumbrances. The two former means are evidently not to be
relied upon, fron numerous instances of fraud and destructive loss detailed in the testi-
mony adduced before your committee, and the two latter are also equally ineflicacious
from affording no relief against the operation of dower, an evil which has been productive
of serious injury, and which is generally admitted to be of the greatest magnitude. The
delay and expense of both these mîeasures are so great, that they are resorted to only where
the real estate is of considerable value, and it is established that even these limited means
of protection are not participated in by the inhabitants of the conntry parts fron the ope-
ration of the above causes. The evils of the present systen are moreover fully proved by
the numerous hypothecary actions constantly instituted against the possessors of real
estate, w'ho were in profound ignorance of the existence of the incunbrance until the action
was instituted against them.

hn consequence the resort to the net for a judgment of confirmation, or to a suit at law,
for a décret is but partially efficacious in its operation, limited in practice to real property
of considerable value, not available to the irhabitants of the country parts, does not disen-
cumber real property from the worst evil of the present system, and is attended with great
expense and loss of time.

Nor can the searches and investigations wbich are mnade use of previous to investnents
being effected by loan or purchase, satisfactorily ascertain the safety of the title or the
freedoin froni the incumbrance of the real property in question, because prudence cannot
guard against representations whose falsehood it is at tihe tme impossible to discover. It
is moreover stated that fromn the expense and delay with which these investigations are
attended, they are generally neglected by the peasantry, to the ruin of thenselves and fami:-
lies in many instances, and that transfers of real estate are not only impeded but frequently'
prevented.

By the establishment of registry offices, means would be afforded of arriving at a know-ý.
ledge of ail incumbrances on real property and the recurrence of fraud be prevented. By
substituting a safe, ready and economical mode of transfer in the place of the present
cumbrous and expensive system, capital would be attracted te and retained in the country,
and real estate, now much depreciated, be enhanced in value, while the great interests of
agriculture and commerce would be promoted and the general welfare advanced.

The disclosure which would be afforded by these offices is considered by the evidence in
general as most desirable, while its disadvantages would be of temporary duration, only-
operate in individuel instances and solely affect the fraudulent and dishonest. That though
it might be productive of pain and mortification in some cases, the -general good is of;
paramount importance, and that the apprehensions entertained of unnecessary exposure
are ill-founded and futile; for it is in evidence from the registrars of the counties where
the registry system prevails, that thougi few transactions of any amoiunt take place in the
counties without reference to the books of registry, no instance has occurred in their expe-
rience since the establishment of those offices, of the disclosure of mortgages or incum-
brances having been required except for actual purposes of sale or loan; they also state,
that great, and universal satisfaction is entertained by ail who have occasion to take advan-
tage of the registry, that real estate in all the counties has been greatly*enhanced in value,,
transactions therein much facilitated, and that its expense is trifling and no delay is
incurred.

It is further urged, that the partial advantages resulting fromn the necessity of the present
publi registrahion in the severa protionotaries' offices of wills, donations and other legal
instruménts bearing substitutions, deionstrate-that neither inconvenience nur evil can,
arise from disclosure.

It is generally stated in evidence, nnd it must be evident that a character of suspiion
has from these causes been cast upon landed property in geneil, vhether incumbent or',
not, by the difficulty of ascertaining the existence of this fact, and many instances are

recorded
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recorded in the evidence of the total inability of obtaining loans upon real estate the most
free and unincumbered.

It is the general impression of those who from personal knowledge and experience are
most competent to judge, that the difference in the habits, manners, language and laws of
the inhabutants of Lower Canada, are of partial effect only in inducing emigrants to prefer
settling themselvea in Upper Canada and the United States, and that this marked prefier-
ence proceeds principally from the want of security for their investments in this country,
and from the delay and expense incident to the obtaining of even the partial protection of
a dcret or a judgment of confirmation.

The evidence forcibly insists on the advantages that would result from the rendering of
all mortgages special, the abolishing of customary dower and part icularizing marriage rights
of every kind. Customary dower has been the fruitful source of many of ihe evils com-
plained of, and though it might have been intended to assure a provision for the widow and
the orphan, it will be apparent by reference to the testimony that its retention is inappli-
cable to the present condition of this province.

The evils of the present system, regarding tutors and curators are nso exhibited, and the
remedy proposed consists in requiring specific security to be given by both.

Your committee have thus laid before your Honourable House, the substance of the
testimony adduced before them;they also have exhibited the evils of the existence of gene-
ral and legal mortgages, the preference so often afforded to fraud and deceit, over honesty
and integriîy, the liability of land in the bands of a bonâ fde purchaser, to incumbrances
both tacit und couventional, of which he had no notice ; that these evils surround all trans-
actions of sale and loan, as reg-ards real estate, with great hazard and difficulty, and that
the only legal means of relief, the décret and judgment of confirmation of title, are, from
the great expense and delay incident to both, not generally resorted to, and only afford
partial security.

Your committee are sensible of the advantages to flow from the establishment of register
offices in the seigniorial parts of this province, but at present they are only disposed to
prepare tor their introduction in the removing of the obstacles' in their way, by making
such modifications and changes in the law, as are best fitted to attain the desired end;
namely, ist. By rendering all mortgages specital. 2d. By entirely abolishing customary
dower, and making all marriage rights of whatsoever nature special and particularized.
3d. By requiring that ail claims, by privilege or mortgage, under any title or by any meuMs
whatever, includ'ing dower, upon real property advertised for sale by the sheriff, in virtue
of a writ of execution, or advertised for a judgment of confirmation of title, shall be
brought forward by opposition, within the tinte nov litnited by ltw in such cases. 4th. lly
allowing no nmortgege or incumbrance to be created by deed or instrument in writing,
unless the sane shall have been executed by a notary resident in the county, in which
the real property intended to be mortgaged is situated; and lastly, By requiring notaries t0
furnish-certified statements of mortgages upon propei application made to then for that
purpose.

pour committee, therefore, subnit the expediency of introducing a bill beforo your
Honourable House, providing for the modifications of the law above suggested, which,
if adopted by the legislature, would prepare the way for the admission of the general mea-
sure of registrations, whenever it shall be deemed expedient to bring it forward.

With respect to the other reference made to your committee, the measure hercin recom-
nended will embrace tlie prayer of the petition of certain inhabitants of Que.bec, go far
as it is at present deemed expedient to advançe towards the attainment of the more limited
application of the systein of registration prayed for in this instance.

All which is, nevertlieless, humbly submitted.

(signed) G. Moffait, Chairman.Committee Ronm.
16 February 1836.

Sir, . Committee-room, Qu<bec, 19th January z836.
I am direcied by the special committee of· the Legislative Council, to vhom lias been

referred the petitions of certain inhabitants of the cities and districts of Quebec'and Mon-
treal, respecting the state of the law*relating to the creation of incunbrances upon real
property, and praying that register offices may be established, to transmit to you the
questions herewith enclosed, and to request that you will be pleased, at your earlicst con-
venience, to send mie your answers thereto, for the information of the committec.

I have, &c.
(signed) Charles de Léry, jun., C. A. L. C.

SERI ES of U ESTIO N s ordered to be put by the Select Comrittee of the Legislativo Council,
respecting the State of the Law.relating to the Creation of lacumbrances upon Real.
Property, &c.
i. la it possible in. the present state of the law in this province, as it regards inoum-

brances on real property in the sei gniories, to be certain ltat a property is not subject to
mortgages or incurnbrances, or to whbat extent it is go subject?

2. Atc there any and what means of discovering that every iustrument affecting the title,
0.3. k 1 * or
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REG[IRY or creating or producing an incumbrance on the property, has been produced, or is known
OFFICES. to purclhasers or persons intending to lend money on the property ?

. 3. Have yous known instances vhere parties purchasing real property, or lending money
No. 5. on the security thereof, have been subjected to loss or the risk of loss, or have been

deprived of such property or of their security thereot, by the discovery of prior mortgages
or incumbrances, not disclosed to them by the venders or debtors, and which thev could not
discover at the time of purchasing the property, or of lending the money on the security
thereof?

4. Are there not nany actions hypothecaires instituted in every superior terr of the
Kin.g's Bench of this province, and in a large proportion of such actions are not the defen.
dants ignorant of the mortgages which, such actions are intended to foreclose?

5. Is it not the practice, in very many casest, to resort to the act provided for the extinc-
tion of secret nortgages or incumbrances on lands, or to adopt other means, and incur
considerable expenses to obtain protection against secret or concealed mortgages or in-
cumbrances?

6. Are not numerous searches, inquiries, and investigations of titles and family Drrange-
ments made previously to any purchase or mortgage, for ascertaining as far as possible the
safety of the title and the freedoin fron incumbrance?

7.'What is the expense incurred in obtaining a confirmation of title under the Act
9 Geo. 4, c. 2o, to provide for the more effectuai extinction of secret incumbrances on lands,
and the time usually consumed in obtaining the judgment of the court?

8. Would or w ould not a county register, showing, vith respect to lands in the county,
what mortgages, charges or incumbrances, or other conveyances have been made, nnd
which of theni have been satisfied or cancelled, afford a protection against the risk arising to
purchasers or mortgagees froni the concealment of such incumbrances ? State the grounds
of your opinion for the affirmative or negative of this question.

9. Would not the operation of such a register tend greatly to prevent or to check
the commission of frauds by such concealment of mortgages or incumbrances? State
the grounids of your opinion for the affirmative or negative of this question.

io. Would not such a register tend very much to diminish the time and expense
attending the obtaining a secure title on purchasing property, as well as on lending money
thereon.

i . Do yon consider that the disclosure which a register would afford of mortgages
and incumbrances rould be productive of more evil or good ? State your reasons for an
affirmative or negative opinion on this question, with any particular facts on wYhich such
opinion may be grounded.

12. Do you think that the disclosure, by such register, of fhmily arrangements and
seulements, would be productive of more cvil or good? State vour reasons foran affir-
mative or negative opinion on this question, with any particular facts on which such opinion
nay be grounded.

13. ,lave vou known evils to arise, or have you not on the contrary known advantigesto
be derived ron the facilities afforded by the necessity of enregistering wills, donations
and other instruments, in ascertaining the dispositions of real property, or incumbrances
thereon? State your reasons for an affirmative or negative opinion on this question, with
any particular facts on which such opinion may be grounded.

14. Would not such a register be beneficial in aiding creditors to ascertain the true
circumstances of the real estate of their debtors ?

15. Have you known instances were parties were unable to obtain money on the security
of their real property, though actually uniincunbered, or only partially incumbered, by
reason of the impossibility of satisfying persons who would otherwise have been willing
to lend money, that suci property was not subject to incumbrance, or was only so in
part ?

W6. Would the establishment of register offices in the seigniories favour commerce ut the
expense of agriculture, or to conduce to the prosperity of both?

17. Are you not of opinion that the impositions and frauds to which the difficulty of
discovering mortgages and incumbrances gives rise, and the delay incident to the obtaining.
of cônfirnations of title, prevent emigrants fron the United Kingdom settling in greater
numbers in the seigniories, and induce them to give a preference to Upper Canada and the
United States, were register offices are universally established ?

i8. Would it be productive of more good or evil to provide by kw, that in future
mortgages shall be special and not general?

19. La it advisable to retain the douaire coutumier, or to abolish it, and to nrovide by
law, thnt in future ail rights tif dower shall be particularised and be specially applied ? .

20. Have you knîown instances of the fraudulent application or dissipation of estates
confided to the management of tutors and curators clected in conformity with the existing
law, and of losses thereby occasioned to the petsons for the care of whose property such
uppoimtments were made ?

21. Would the object of the law be more effectually attained, if tutors and curators
were rcquired to give special securisy by themselves or sureties in the amount required by
the jud ?
.22. eould it ntot he productive of much public convenience, and facilitate transactions,
in real propeity, if tle judgnents rendered im the several districts and the ministerial acts
perforned by the judges, w iereby mortgages or incumbrances on real property are created
by the operation of la, were required to be registered without delay in the prothonotary'à
cilice in the district of Quebec?

A Ns Waas
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ANSwEILS Of JameS Holmes. ' REGISTRY
To the 1st Query.-It is not possible. OFFICES.
To the 2d.-There are no means.
To the 3d.-I have known many such instances, but am not sufficiently master of the No. 5.

fac-s to be able to detail them.
To the 4th.-I am unable to speak to these questions.
To the 5th.-It is usual so to resort or to adopt other means incurring expenses, in order

to obtain the limited protection, v Sich the law now affoids. •
To the 6th. -Without doubt.
To the 7th.-I cannot say.
To the 8th.-The concealment of such incumbrances being prevented by the enregis-

tration, protection against risk would necessarily be afforded.
To the 9th.--Concealment being prevented by the registry, the commission of frauda

would be prevented.
To the ioth.-It would.
To the i1th.-I can see no evil of- which it would be productive: those only would

complain who were desirous to practise fraud.
To the 12th.-I can see no evil that would arise froin such registry. Individuals miglit

desire that family arrangements should not be disclosed, from motives of delicacy, but
certainly no evil could thence arise. A great good should not be prevented by mistaken
feelings of delicacy on the part of a few individuals.

To the i3 th.-lt is palpable that advantages must be derived from such facilities.
To the 14th.-Certainly. It would be the. means of preventing the recurrence of frauds

which grow out of the present system.
To tie î5 th.-I have; great injury is done to the possessors of real estate from that

impossibility: they are thereby deprived of the means of improving their property by the
erection of buildings or otherwise.

To the 16th.-In iy opinion, no doubt can exist that both interests would be benefited.
To the 17th.-I am of that opinion, and the evil is a subject of general conversation

and reprobation.
To the i8th.-It would be productive of much good, and I cannot discern how evil can

be apprehended.
To the 1th.-It is highly desirable to provide by law for the particularization and

special application of ail rights of dower.
To the 2oth.-I huve no personal knowledge of such instances.
To the sist.-I should think so.
To ihe 2ud.-Registry offices would not afford the sane advantages, unless some mea-

sures of this kind were adopted.

ANs'w.sas of H. Hughes, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-The present law as it is, it is impossible to know what incumbrances
are on real property.

To the 2d.--The only means of discovering any incumbrance on property would be by
enregistering ail sums borrowed on property.

To the 3cf.-I.heard of several instances of the kind.
To the 4 th..-I believe there are.
To the 5t.-I cannot say.
Tu the 6th.-1 believe so.
To the 7th.-I cannot say.
To the -8th.-I believe a county register would be higliîy benefic'al.
To the gtb.-I certainly think it would.
To the ioth.-Certainly.
To the 1ith.-It would be productive, in my opinion, of more good than evil.
To the 12th.-Certainly of good to an honest person.
To the 13th.-Cannot say.
To the 14th.-Certainly yes.
To the 15th.-I have not, but have heard the case often represented.
To the 16th.-I should think it would be advantageous to both.
To the 17th.-Cannot say.
To the 18th.--Should say yes.
To the igth.-Yes.
To the 20tb.-No.
To the 21st.-Cannot say.
To the 2id.-I think it should be registered by the prothonotary of each district.

ANsWE s of the lion. H. W. Ryland.

.All that I can say at the present moment, in answer to the foregoing questions, gene-
rally, is, that I atu decidedly of opinion the establishment of offices for the enregistration
of ail incumbrances and mortgages on real property througbout the province, is in the
highest degree desirable, and that such establishments would greatly contribute tu the wel-
frare and prosperity of His Majesty's subjects in the province of Lower Caùada..
- 0.3. k 3 Ariswrts
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ANswEls of Jos. F. Perrault, Irothonotary at Quebec.

OFFICES To the ist Query.-Yeî, by making inquiries in the offices of notaries residing in places
__E ' where the properties are situtne, ani by the informations which the parties interested

No. 5. e"i.ht te give.
'o theed.--Yes, as above.
To the 3d.-No, or if instances of this have happened, it must have been by the fault of

the creditor, wio must have neglected making the proper researches.
To the 4 th.-L cannot answer this question. I uni net at the head of the proth6nota-y's

office for the superior term ; it is Mr. Burroughs.
To the 5th.-Sane answer as the last.
To the 6th. -I do not tiniîtk se.
To.the •;th.-i am not aware.
Tlo the 8th.-It might for the first years, but after a fev years the expense of making'

these researches would he se considerable that ne one would have recourse te this means.
To the 9th.-Undoubtedly, but not with greater effect than the law of Stellionate.
To the ioth.-Not in my opinion.
To the i th.-It would certninly injure the merchants in debt, and deprive them of the

Means of retrieving thetselves fron their difficulties by their labours.
To the i2th.-i think se. 'l'le secrets of famtilies ought to be kept concealed. A dis-

closure would destroy the peace, and be the disionour of families.
To the 13ti.-Tiese enreSistrations are productive of good and often of evil, as the

animosities of law suits.
To the 14 th.-They could no more do so thian at present.
To the i5t.-I know of ne instance of this ; there are, however, lenders of money so

cautious that they take nany securities wlen they lend, besides their imortgages.
To the 16th.-[ do not think thut the establishment of register offices would be favour-

able'to either.
To the 7tih.-l cannot think that.
To the 18th.-I am of opinion that à special mortgage without derogating te the general

is the best.
To the 1th.--I am in favour of the douaire coutumier, such as it is establisied by law.
To the 2oth.-I do not recollect of any at the moment, but the thing is possible.
To the ist.-Yes, by means of securities, but always recollecting that the fatler and

mnother are the natural tutors te their children, who cannot be under a sa'fer care.
To the 22d.-The enregistration of these public acts cannot be productive of evil by the

great publicity that thut would have given them.

Mr. Ldrard Burroughs' ANswEIRs.
To the 1st Query.-It is not possible, I think, in the actuai state of the law in tits pro-

vince, as it regards incumbrances on real property in the seigniories, te be certain that a
property is not subject te mortgages or incumbrances, or te vhat extent it is se subject.

To the 2d.-Tiere are ne otter means of ascertaining titat at instrument afFecting a
title, or creating an incumbrance on property, has been produced, or is none, to purchaserg
or persons intending te lend mioney on property, except by examining the reptertoires of ail -
the notaries of the prcvince, and many othier public documents authenticated, deposited of
record in the offices of the diflerent.'clerks of the province.

To the 3d.-As prothonotary, I have lad occasion te know ofeeveral cases where parties
having purchased real property, or lent mioncy on the security thercof, have been subjected
te loss, or the risk of loss, and have been deprived of suci property, or of their security
thereon, by the discovery of prior nortgages or incumbrances, net disclosed te them by the
vendors er debtors, and which they could net diaçover at the time of purchasing the pro-.
perty, or of lending the money on the sectirity thereof.

To the 4th.-Ycs.
To the 5th.-In nany cases it is the case.
To the 6it.-Yes ; there are many.
To the 7 tl.-The expenses incurred in obtaining a confirmation of titie under the Act.

9 Geo. 4, c. 2c, anount to the sun of 51. 6s. 8d., which is paid to the printer, attorney,
protionotary and bailiff, inclusive of the printer's bill; and four months, and sometimes
more, are required te obtain the said judgment.

To the 8th.-A county register for the purposes specified in this question, would afford
te purchasers protection against the risk arising from concealed mortgages and incum-
brances. The details ordered bv the different laws regulat'ne rec;ister offices in this part
of' England where they are establislhed, in France, and in the Untite'd States, and particularly
in the.part called New England, are not sufficiently known by me; but iaving always
heard those vhio have the benofit of such establishments speak most.advantageouisly of
them, I am in faveur of then, provided they are established on a principle vhich will meet
the general object of the society, both commercial and agricultural.

To the 9ti.-Most undoubtedly it would, provided that the law establishing new register
offics do require that nIl seciet incinbrances now existing, and those te be hereafter
enacted, be entered, and the abolishrment of all tacit incumbrances, by whici alil hypotheques
te be hereafter created, would be special hypotheques.

To the ioti.-I think it would.
To the i ith.-I believe that such a register giving the means of making the discovery of

mortgages, would cause more good than evil, masnuch as the capitalist vould be enabled
. to
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to learn with more certainty whether real estate, upon whiclh he should feel disposed to REGISTRY
lend money, or other securities, was anywise incumbered anterior to the date of bis mort- OFFICES.
gage. The advantage in a country like this, of bringing the nominal value of reai estate -

into cirulation, under proper checks, must be evident, in my opinion, to the most superfi- No. 5.
cial observer. To me, it appears that vast and rapid improvenent vould immediately
follow, in increasing the value of the individual estate upot whicli such advances and secu-
rities shall have been made, thereby rnpidlv increasing and extending the real value of the

fonds, and creating greater security for the creditor. It would be particularly beneficial
in a commercial point of viev, in affording the young enterprising and hardy subject ofthe
contry, where capital is yet so difficult to be obtained, the means of competing -to the
extent ofibs capacity with our more fortunate, but no more deserving, neighbours.

To the 12th.-I do not think that the discovery by such a register of famiy arange-
ments, or even of the arrangements of companies forned for commercial purposes, as it may
be found necessary to enrol, can in the aggregate be injurious, but, on.the reverse, benefi-
cial. The object of such an office must he considered, when liioked at in its enlarged and
liberal sense, for the publie good, and in acceding to which, ihmtilies and companies ought
to be considered as private individuals, subject ta how vith subnission to sueh-an effect.
The honest and upright, in his individuai capacity, or as a miember of a finn or company,
can have very little objection to expose to the scrutiny of* the world, when and wher'e
necessary, the state of every fair and honest transaction. None others ought tu be pro-
tected by law, to the prejudice of the whole conmunity.

To the i3th.-I am of opinion that no inconvenience whatever bas resulted from the
necessity of enrolling last wîlis and testaments, donations and other instruments,-now by
law required ta be enrolled in this province, in establishing a disposition of real estates, or
of morigages ithereupon ; and I am of opinion that great inconvenience bas resulted -there-
fromn, in affordtng ta individuals interested in obtaimng such information, a point certain
where ta apply and obtain the information requisite, upplicable to such matters.

To the 14th.-I arn of opinion that such registers wili be found advantageous in putting
creditors in a position ta establish the real and true situation of the reul estate of theiç
debtors.

To the i5th.-It has often corne ta my knowledge thtat individuals having extensive rel
property have not been enabled to raise money ta any considerable amomnt upon the secu-
rity thereof, arising out of the inpossibility or great difficulty there exists in establishing
that such estite was free from-mortgage, to the extent required of the security in question,
such circunstances corne ta ny knowledge inridentally in ny official situation almost daily.

To the 16th.-I am of opinion tliat the establishment of one office of this description, in
a central situation in each of the districts or counties of this province, would not tend ta
favour commerce at the expense of agriculture, but would tend on the reverse greatly te
extend the former, with the increase of the latter.

To the 1711h.-l can only give an opinion ipon this question fontded on general rumour,
that front the idea whiclh is gone abroad, and obtains, particularly in Great Britain, capita-
lists of every description, under.the view that motey cannot be safely placed on real estate
in this country, in consequence of the great ditiiculty of discovering irortgnges and other
real incumbratces al-ecting sucit estate, are ot. disposed to any extent to give preference
to this province over Upper Canada or the United States, where register offices are univer-
sally established.

To the a8th.-My opinion is strongly in favour of mortgages, hereafter ta be created,
becomingspecial in the place of generai as at present; proper provision being, however,
first made by lav to secure, in an efficient munner iereafter, a variety of riglits at present
secured under the bead of tacit uortgages.

To the igth.-A special enactment, in default of a vritten contract of marriage, miglt
with propriety be made. whereby a douaire either coutumier or préfix, night be created upon
a certain portion of the real estate possessed by the husband upon the day of his marriage.
as, and for a partial support and protection of his wife and children, subject, however, tu
such limitations and restrictions as the legislature should devise.

To the 2oti.-I have no personal knowledge of the matters or fact contained in this
question ; there is, however, in my opinion, a great laxity in the law of the country, parti-
cularly so far as regards the security vhich ought ta ho given by tutors and curators for
the fathful discharge of their duties as such, atd in the want of proper authority and a
particular tribunal, before and to which they should be frequently required to account and
exhibit an entire etat or statemuent of the interest subjected to their administration in such
quality; for the want of some such provision (and this opinion is derived front my officiai
position), I at sa.tisfied that great losses are incurred by minors und others whose estates
have been administered by tutors and cutators ii this province, under the existing laws,
without adequat security.

To the east.-I am ·of opinion that legislative provision may be s0 made as ta secure
the due execution of the duties of tutors and curators, in reqnirng ihet to give proper
security, and in pointing ont the manner in which ilteir dulties, in a generai point of view,
shall be performned, and aise in requiring thein to frequently lay before a proper oflicer-or
tribunal a cleur but concise view in all thingsa relating ta the estate.comutited to their
administration.

To the 2ed.-In ail cases where judgmtîents and ministerial acts of a judge, vhereby it is
intended by law that moitgages should be created, shail have been uiven or rendered, it
vould very much tend to public end private convenience, that such judgnents and acts

altould be duly enrolled in soie one office, for that purpose designated by ,
0.3. k4 AsswERS
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EGISTRY ANswEins of S. Gerard, Esq. of Mont real.OFFICES.
To the ist Query.-I do not think it possible.

No. 5. To the 2d.-There is no ineans of ascertaining that every instrument affecting the title,
or creating an incumbrance on property, has been produced, for there may exist incum-
brances on it of wYhich the actual proprietor and the previous possessor were ignorant.

To the 3d.-I know many instances where the parties have sustained heavy losses by
purchasing and lerlding money on real property, owing to the concealment of prior mort-
gures and incumbrances, and have suffered cunsiderably in both respects.

To the 4 th.-I believe there are; but as I seldoni attend the court, I cannot say to what
extent.

To the 5th.-Such a course is very generally, but not invariably, pursued.
To the 6th.-People are much stricter now than they formerly were in their inquiries into

the safety of titles, but they are not unfrequently infltenced in their purchases and invest-
ments by their previous acquaintance with the character and fortune of the seller.

To the 7th.-It costs about iol. to e1. to obtain a confirmation of titie, and five to
eiglht months are consumed in obtaining the judgment of the court.

To the 8th.-A county register, for the purposes specified in this question, would afford
to purchasers and mortgagers the fullest protection against the riaks ariuing from concealed
mortgages and incumbrances. The negligence and omissions of those on whom it is in-
cumbent to cause them to be reo;istered, might occasionally produce injury to families, but
by no means commensurate witi the benefits that the establishment of county registers
would produce.

To the gth.-Undoubtedly it would, for there could he very little inducement to commit
a fraud which could not remain long concealed.

To the îoth.--It vould abridge both toss of time and expense.
To the iith.-I consider that such disclosure would produce much good, as it would

give solidity ta the credit of the proprietor, and remove the doubts and uncertainty that
existe on the mind of the lenders. It would enable the former, should he require it, to ob-
tain wherewith to improve bis property or discharge famaily claims on it, and the latter
would be able to place his money in security.

To the t2th.-I do not think that the disclosure by such register would produce any
evil, for those who have no interest in family arrangements and settlements might be de-
barred access ta them, and those who have, ought to be allowed te inspect them.

To the î3 th.-I bave not known evils te arise fron the necessity of enregistering wills,
donations and other instrumenta, but it prevents fraud and concealments by executors and
others.

To the 14th.-It vould.
To the î5th.-I bave known nany instances where parties were unable to obtain money

whose property was only partially incumbered, because that fact, but not the extent, was
known ; and many people dislike questioning a person about the state of bis affairs. I have
repeatedly declined making large investmeuts for muy friends, in England fur the reasons
I have assigned.

To the i6th.-It wvould undoubtedly conduce to the prosperity of both.
To the 17 t.-I ara of opinion that the want of confidence in tities in the Lower Province

is a strong inducemuent for emigrants, who would utherwise settle in it, td proceed ta the
Upper Province and the United States, where register offices are established.

To the 18th.-.It would be productive of good to provide by law that in future all mort-
gages shail be special.

To the i 9th.-It is advisable ta abolish the douaire coutumier, and to provide by law that
all future rights of dower shall be particularized, and be specially applied.

To the 2oth.-l know many instances of loss occasioned to persons when estates were
confided to tutors and curators, elected in conformity with the existing law, owing te their
wasting and misianaging the property entrusted to then.

To the 2ist.-The law would be more efficient than it is if tutors and curators were
required to give reasonable security for the faithful discharge of their trust, and if héritiers
sous bénéfice d'inventaire were subject to a similar regulation, it would be a great relief to
creditors, whose property they get possession of.

To the 22d.-I do not think it indispensat>ly necessary that the judgments rendered, and
the ministerial acts performed by the judges in the several districts, should be registered at
Quebec, as they can be obtained at the prothonotaries' offices in the districts where they
m ere rendered and performned, without much trouble or inconvenience.

ANSwERS of'J. D. Gisb.
· Sir, Montreal, 25th Janiuary 1836.

I bave ta acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 1gth instant, directed tu me
by order of the special conmittee of the Legislative Council, tu whom was referred the
petitions of certain ihabitants of the cities and districts of Quebec and Montreal, respect-
ing the state of the law relating tu the creation of incumbrances upon real estate, and
praying that register offices may be established, and 1 now beg leave to hand you annexed
iy answers to the questions proposed for the information of the committee.

I am, &c.
(signed) James Duncan Gibb.

Charles Du Léry, jun. E49q. C.C. L.C. Quebec.
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To the 1st Query.-It is not possible in the present state of the law, applicable te lands REGISTRY
lield under seigniorial tenure in this province, to be certain that property is not mortgaged OFFICES
or incumberéd.- The existence of simple -mortgages for debis contracted may be disco-
vered by a purchaser advertising for ajudgment of confirmation on his deed of acquisition, No. 5.
but this proceeding gives him nu relief from the claims of dower or fron substitutions.

To the 2d.-There are no means of discovering that every document has been produced
and made known at the time a holder of property is borrowing money on mortgage.

To the 3d.-Numerous instances have occurred vhere parties purchasing real. property
or lending money on the security thereof, have been subjected to loss, and if all such had
been recorded there would h sufficient te form a volume.

My father, many years since, lent Major Murray 8oo I., and took a mortgage on the
seigniory of Argenteuil; vhen the pro erty vas sold, mortgages of older date were pro-
duced, and my father lest bis debt. He lost many large sums in nearly a similar manner,
which he often spoke of. I was then very young, and particular cases have escaped my
recollection, except that of Major Murray.
. Several properties were brought to sheriff sale last year at the suit of De Rouville,
plaintiff, against Monjeau, curator to the late Philip Byrne; part of his claim was a very
old mortgage which ha always thought secure, but I had an older one, being balance of an
obligation per 1,oool., dated in 1826, and was therefore paid first by the judgment.of
distribution in June last, leaving the plaintiff but a small sum on account of bis claim.

In the year 1832, I was induced te advance 50 1. upon a transfer of part of the balance
due on a sale made by Mrs. Stansfield to Alexander Kirk, of a property on the Papineau-
road, near ibis city; but finding since, that there exists a previous mortgage of 60 L., I doubt
the possibility of collecting the sum due me.

To the 4 th.-I cannot say to what extent actions hypothecaires are instituted in the supe-
rior terms of the Court of King's Bench of this province, but think there must be a great
many.s I instituted one against Michael O'Meara for a mortgage due me by John Bland,
which was not made knotyn by the latter to the former at the time of the sale; I obtained a
judgment againsthim on the 19th October 1831, for 541. 18s. gd. with interest and coste,
vhich he was thereby condemned te pay, unless.he, the defendant, chose rather te quit and
deliver up, abandon (délaisser), the said lot of land te be sold in due form of law in the
possession of the curator, who shall ha appointed to the détaissément to the highest and best
bidder, te the end that out of the proceeds of the said sale the plaintiff may be paid the
principal sum, interest and costs of the suit, or part thereof, according te the sufficiency of
the said proceeds, and that in .default of the said defendant abandoning the said piece or
parcel of land within 15 days fron the service upon him of the judgment, execution do
accordingly issue against him the defendant for the satisfaction of the saidjudgment.

Te the 5th.-The practice is prevalent te resort te the Act providing for the extinction
of secret mortgages or incumbrances on lands, and there is no relief to be had by any other
menus. I have three advertisements in " The Quebec Official Gazette," notifyimg my in-
tention te apply te the Court of King's Bench in ibis district, in conformity with the pro-
visions of that Act, for judgment of confirmation on three lots of land I purchased. These
wiill relievé me from the future claims of simple hypotheqles, such as mortgages for money
lent, or balance due on lands sold, or judgment of the court, or debts contracted, but
they will not relieve me fron the risk of demands in relation te dower and substitutions
net yet open.

Tc the 6th.-All prudent persons would, I conceive, be anxious te investigate and
inquire into as far as possible the titles and family arrangements on property before pur-
chasing or lending money on mortgages thereon, but there is very little scope for arriviug
at a just conclusion. The owner of the property may sav it is free of privdeged incum-
brance, having been acquired by him and his -avife by purchase during marriage, and that
having made no marriage contract the property is clear of dower. But this may be
untrue, and the children, issue of that marriage, may after the death of their parents, and
on obtaining their majority, produce their parents' contract of marriage, containing a
douaire préfix for a larger amount than the property is worth, and therewith by an action
at law dispossess the holder of it, notwitbstanding any sheriff's sales or judgments of con-
firmation it may intermediately have undergone.

To the 7th.-I bave heard that the expense is about 81. on each deed ; the time occupied
is four months for advertising, and thence during the next term of the Court of King'%
Bench.

To the 8th.-A county register would, I conceive, afford ample protection to persons
purchnsing property or lendîng money on mortgage, from the frauds so long complained
of. It would save manv a family from ruin, who %y being enabled te borrow money on
sufficient security, might ha relieved from a suit at law. The property of a person in
Sanguinet-street, named Christian Grotte, is advertised to be sold by the sheriff on the
1st of February ensuing, for a debt of about 401. . It is worth 2501., but no person bas
confidence te lend him while the present system of uncertainty exists.

I vould recommend that there be a separate register office for the cities of Quebec and
Montreal, the town of Three Rivers, and the boreugb of William Henry respectively.

To the 9th.-The operation cf a register office for sales of property and mortgages
thereon vould put an end te the fraudulent practices wbich have se long operated to the
ruin of persons, and to the scandal of the provimw-..

Te the loth.-Most assuredly, it would remedy every evil of that kind.
To the 11ith.-The disclosure of sales, mortgages and incumbrances, vhich would be

made through the register offices, would ha prodtuctive of much good to the public; fraudu-
0.3. I lent
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No. 5.

lent sales would be prevented, purcliasers would not be harassed with doubts, nor disturbed
in their possession. and money wiould be lent with confidence. As regards delicacy of
feeling towards mortgagers, I must observe that even under the present vicious system
the existence of mortgages must eventually become kniown, whetber in consequence of an
action to be instituted by the mortgagee te bring the property te sale, or in the event of
its being sold at the suit of another plaintiff, by an opposition àfin de conserver upon the
proceeds returned by the sheriff.

To the i2th.-I do not think that the disclosure of family arrangements by the registry
system would be an evil, vhen it is considered that legal instruments, the most secretly
executed, must at somtie period corne before a court of justice te be rendered operative.

To the 13th- know of no evil arising to any party from the enregistering of wills;
on the contrary, I think it highly proper to secure te minor children the benefits of the
legacies and substitutions miade by testator in their behalf.

To the 14th.-Certainly.
To the 15thi.-I have knîown many such instances, and will allude te Christian Grotte,

referred to in my Sti answer.
To the 16th.-The establishing of register offices in the seigniories would favour com-

inerce, by affording security and confidence in giving credit. It wôuld favour agriculture,
t>y enabling flarners to keep their produce when at a depressed price, and te acquire loans
of money te aid their other transactions.

To the 17 th.-I an decidedly of that opinion.
To the 1Sth.-It would be beneficial te the public that ail mortgages should be special,

except as regards the douaire pryir, and those created by the operation of law upon the
property of tutors and curators, referred to in my igth and erst answers.

To the igth.-The douaire coutumier shiould be abolished, and all contracts of marriage
containing a douaire pryir or other matrimonial settlement, should be registered in a sepa-
rate book, as a general mortgage upon ail the immoveable prope.rty of the husband, until
by the direction or sanction of a public guardian to minors, or a judge of the Court of
King's Bench, te be empowered for that purpose, the dower could sately be made to apply
specially on a particular property, relievmng all other properties from that charge.

To the 2oth.-I have heard cases of the kind mentioned, but do not at the present
moment recollect particulars; sec my next answer.

To the 2ist--If the register system was in operation, it would afford the means of
obtaining secur'ty fron tutors and curators, but now, though the liability exists, their
solvency is doubtful. The imnioveable property of Lutors and curators should be respon-
sible to minors and others conceried, on the same principle as stated in my i9 th answer
in regard to the douaire préfir.

To the 22d.-Judgments of the Court of King's Bench should be registered in the same
place and manner as any other simple mortgage. Thie plaintiff should have the right of
registering his judgmxîent against any property lie thought proper belonging to the defenîd-
ant, but the generat mortgage created by a judgment should only have effect upon the
properties against whîich it is specially enregistered. I see no good reason for .restricting
the enregistering of judgments and the ministerial acts performed by the judges, whereby
mortgages or incumribrances on real property are created by the operation oflaw, te the
prothonotary's office of the district of Quebec, but rather regard it as an useless formality
inconvenent to the public interest.

In conclusion: I conceive that ail deedn of sale and mortgages on property should coi
tinue to be executed before notaries, but the injunction on them te secrecy should be
abolished.

All contracts of marria e containing or stipulating douaire préfir or other settlements
should be duly enregistered at the city or tovn of the district where the superior courts
are held, at the diligence of the notary before whom they are executed; and ail nomina-
tions of curators or tutors should be mn like manner enregistered by the prothonotary of
the district, under penalties in case of default. If the; husband, tutor or curator bas pro-
perty in any other district of the province, the enregistering of the contract of marriage,
tutelles or other instruments in that district, should be at the diligence of those concerned.

Ilonourable Mr. lIeney's i.Sw E S.

To the ist Querv.-I do not think so.
To the 2d.-Neither do I think se; besides there are tacit mortgages.
To the 3d.-This may happen, and happens very often, particularly with regard te

dowers.
To the 4tl.- an inclined te think that such is the case ; but as I do not practice at

the bar, I cannot positively say whether instances of this occur ofien.
To the 5th.-Yes.
To the 6t1h.--Prudenice ought tu induce onc te make them. I arm. not aware, however,

if they are made ofei.
To the 7th.-l have no knowledge wiatever.
To the 8th.-A register intended nerely for the enregistration of acts bearing mortgge

would net be suflicien, because there are mortgages created without any nets. Tho
dower exists without a marriage contract. The tutorship, the curatorship establish a right
upon the property of the tutor or cirator until the rendering of account. These mort-

gaiges
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gages not appearing in the register, might lead one into error, by inducing the belief that REG'ITRYthere are no other charges than those stated in the register. OFFICESTo the 9 th.-It might have a good effect vith regard to lands in free and common soc-
cage, subject to the English civil laws, but could not have as ample an effect with respect No. 5.
to those subject to the French law, on account of dowers and tacit mortgages.

To the ioth.-Answered by the two preceding answers. .
To the 1ith.-It might be veryjust if no persons but those really interested were allowed

access to this register. But under the pretext of interests ill-will might lead a man to
scrutinize the affairs of other people, and induce him to find out and buy up the debts of
another to whom he might owe a spite, with the intention to vex and deprive such other
of bis property.

To the 12th.-All I can say on the subject is, that in family affairs or transactions of a
delicate nature, persons always employ, by preference, the most prudent and discreet
notary.

To the i3th.-I can say nothing positive on this subject.
To the i-4th.-Yes, regard being had to preceding observations.
To the 15th.-I cannot positively say that instances of this have occurred, but it is

evident that the thing can happen.
To the 16th.-In general I would suppose it would ha more useful or advantageous to

commerce than to anriculture; I am not well convinced that it Vould be advantageous to
give a too great faciaity to agriculturists to get into debt by means of loans.

To the 17th.-I have already said, in my gth answer, that this would be more advan-
tageous to lands in free and common soccage, not because there would be register offices
there, but Tather on account of dowers and tacit mortgages affecting property by the
French law.

To the 18th.-I ihink that it would be better.
To the 19th.-The douaire coutumier is closely interwoven with our laws. It is often the

only resource of the widow and ber children, and would require the strongest reascns and
a well established necessity to authorize its abolition.

To the 2oth.-I cannot positively answer in the affirmative.
To the 2tst.-Tie assemblée de parens is, I think, the best remedy. Should there be any

doubt as to solvability of the tutor or curator, he may be either displacea or obliged to
give security.

To the 22d.--I do not at ail understand why the judgments or ministerial acts of the
judges of the different districts of the province, should be enregistered in Quebec.

ANSvERs of J. Neilson, Esq.

To the ist Query.-It is possible in some instances, in many it is nearly impossible,
or very difficult and expensive.

To the ad.-The décret volontaire, or voluntary sheriff's sale, purges many hypotheques;
but it is expensive, and does not give entire security.
' To the 3d.-Yes. In a case where I was guardian, the sum lent was lost in consequence
of rior claims, of which it would have been very difficult to have any knowledge.

T'o the 4th.-[lbelieve it is so.
To the 5th.-Yes.
To the 6th.-Yes.
To the 7th.-I cannot say.
To the 8th.-It would.
To the 9th.-Yes
To the ioth.-Yes.
To the i ith.-There can be no danger of disclosure to any honest man.
To the 12th.-A repetition of former question.
To the i3th.-I have no experience on ibis head.
To the 14th.-Yes.
To the ith.-No.
To the 16th.-l think it would be beneficial to both; but I do not tbink it safe or prac-

ticable in the present state of the law and education, when almost every one is a propretor.
To the 17th.-It may have that effect.
To the 18th.-I think general mortgages are the fairest. A person who lends, in faci

lends on the security of ail the unincumbered property of the borrower at the time, and
the latter ought not to be enabled to apply the money out of the reach of the lender after
the date when it vas lent.

To the 19th.-The douaire coutumier is a portion of property set apart for the children
vho may be born of the marriage, and it is very proper that people should not marry with-

out making a provision out of the property they have at the urme for their children, so that
they may not be i>urthensome to the community. It ought to apply, like a mortgage, to
ail property, fron its date.

To the 2oth.-Not within niy personal knowledge.
To the 21st.-Tutorship is an onerous charge imposed by election of the family and

friends of the. deceased. Their choice depends on their knowledge and the sanction of an
oath. The charge is compulsory. I do not see how sureties can be exacted, when there:

0.3. 12
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REGISTRY is nothing but burthen on the person required to furnish them. As to curators, I believe a
OFFICES. per centage is allowed, but the acceptance, in case of security being required, ouglit to be

voluntary.
No. 5. To the 22d.-I believe they are now so enregistered in each district, and it is no difficult

matter to become acquainted with them throughout the province. They are public.

Mr. E. Glackemeyr's ANSwERS.

To the ist Query.-Tlat is impossible.
To the 2d.-No.
To the 3d.-Yes.
To the 41h.-Somîetimes.
To the 5 th.-Yes.
To the 6th.-Often.
To the 7 th.-Fron 1ol. Io 15l. These expenses are considerably increased, as I under-

stand, by the existence of a rule of court which compels any person applying for the con
firmation of title to employ an advocate.

To the 8th.-Withotut a total change in the law relating to mortgages, these registers
will not attain the object in view ; tiis change is very desirable.

To the 9th.-Answercd by the foregoing answers.
To the iothi.-Ditto.
To the i th.-Ditto.
To the î2lth.-
To the is3th.-These enregistrntions being but partial, could not afford any security in

transactions; and unless ail iiortgages be enregistered, the present evil will not be
renoved.

To the 14 th.-
To the 15 ti.-Often.
To the 16th.-See the answer to the 8th question.
To the 17th1.-It mttay in' some iieasure contribute to it.
To the i8th.-I cannot venture tnswering this important question, upon which the most

celebrated lavyers have disagreed.
Tu the i9 tl.-Therc mnst certainly be a total change in the law of dower; to reject

entirely the douaire coutumier and subject the douaire conventionel to special mortgages
wouîld probably bean advantage.

To the 2oth.-Seldom.
To the aist.-Tiat might be ai remedy.
To the 22d.-Sce mny reply to the 8th question.

A.iswERs oflNoah Freer, Esq.

To the ist Query.-I think it is not possible, unless by great delay and at a great
expense.

To the 2d.-I conceive thecre are no means of discovering correctly incumbrances on
pro>erty, but by reference to an office where titles should be required to be enregistered.

'r0 the 3d.-I have known nany instances where parties have been subject te loss by
the i discov-er-y of prior mortgages or inmctbrances.

To the 4 th.-1 believe so.
To the 5h.-It certainly is.
To the it.-Certainly ; but in nanîy cases the inquiries are very unsatisfactory for

want of register ofilces.
To the 7th.-I believe fronm iol. to 15l., according to the extent of property to be de-

scribed bv advertisenteut ; and the time usually consumed in obtaining the judgnent of
the court is fromt four to six months.

To the ilt.-I ni fully of opinion a county register would be desirable, as affording a
protection against tie risk nrsinig to purchasers or nortgagees from the concealment of
aiv incumîbrances.

'To the 9 th.-Tlhe opermnion of such a register would certainly tend to prevent and to
check the commission of frauds by such concealmient of mortgages or incumbrances.

To the iotlh.-Certainly.
To the i :h.-I do consider that the disclosure which a register would afford vould be

productive of inuch good; for tio one with lionest intentions'could object te show the
moi igages aid incumbrances on his property tu those with whom he may be in treaty, and
whîo have a riglht to obtain thitis informntion.

To the ieth.-This question is replicd to by nylast aswer,with this addition, thatitila
highily expedienit thait fasiily arrangemcents and settlements producing mortgages should
bc enuegistered as well as ll other tcumbrances.

To ti 13tl.-I have known great advantage ta be derived from thie facilities afforded
by the ntecessities of cnregistering wilis, donanions anti.6ther instruments.

To lthe 4tLh.-Il certainly would.
To the 15th.--I have kniownl ma11ny instances.
'l'O the i6ti.-I am of opinion thiit te establishment of register oflices in the seigniories

vuuld coiduce tu the prosperity of coimerce and agriculture.
To
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To the 17th.-I am of opinion the difficulty of discovering mortgages and incumbrances,
and the delay incident to the obtaining of confirmations of title, do prevent emigrants from REGISTRY
the United Kingdom settling in greater numbers in the seigniories, and induce theni t OFFICES.
give a preference to Upper Canada and the United States, where register offices are uni- N
versally established. No.5.

To the i8th.-I am of opinion that it would be productive of more good to provide by
law that in future mortgages shall be special and not general.

To the 1gth.-It would, in my opinion, be desirable to abolish the douaire coutumier,
and ta provide by law that in future ail rights of dower shall be particularized and be
specially applied.

To the 2oth.-I cannot say that I have known instances of the fraudulent applications
or dissipation of estates confided to the management of tutorsand curators elected underthe
existing law, but I have reason to believe that losses have been occasioned ta the persons
for the care of whose property such appointments were made.

To the 2st.--Tutors and curators should be required to give special security by then-
selves, as well as further sureties in the amount required by the judges.

To the ed.-I am of opinion that it would be productive of much public convenience,
and faicilitate transactions in real property, if the judgnents rendered in the several districts
nnd the ministerial acts performed by the judges, whereby mortgages or incumbrances on
real property are created by the operation of the law, vere required ta be registered with-
out deay in the prothonotary's office in the district of Quebec.

ANswEns of L. M'Pherson, Esq,

To the ist Query.-It is impossible to ascertain the mortgages and incumbrances on
any real property in this province, either in the seigniories or elsewhere, except only
vithin the limits of a few counties in the townships, Vhere register offices are established

by law.
To the 2d.-There are no means whatever of discovering this.
To the 3d.-Instances of this kind are of very common occurrence, and are severely feit

by all classes of the community.
To the 4th.-The records of the King's Bench at each superior term will show this to

be the case.
To the 5th.-Yes; and still no proceeding or process of law whatever can extinguish

the secret rights of minors and married women, on immoveable property.
To the 6tb.-Yes; but the professional man can only report upon t e titles and docu-

ments subnitted ta him, without there being anything to direct bim as to deeds and
papers affecting the property not produced. The condition, ability and character, as to
general report, of the vender or mortgagee, are the principal dependence of security in the
matter.

Ta the 7th.-The expense varies according ta circumstances; 121. is about the ordinary
cost, and with opposition and contestation, it may cost about 24 1.; the time usually
consumed is four or five rionths. The matter must be advertized four months; and, in
cases of contestation, eight to ten months may be consumed in obtaining the judgment of
the court.

Ta the 8th.-County registers would for the future avert ail the evils before mentioned.
The grounds of my opinion are before stated. The evil is known to ail, and register offices
vould effect the remedy.

To the 9th.-This question I conceive is answered in my reply which precedes.
To the 1oth.-Such a register would obviate ail delay in obtaining a secure title, and

afford security in ail matters relating to landed property, would encourage industry and
enterprise, and would generally, more than any one other mensure, tçad to the improve-
ment and prosperity af this province, and ta develope its great natural resources.

To the i th.-The disclosures which a register oflice >would afford, would more parti-
cularly affect the fraudulent actors under the present hidden system, but in a general point
of view, it would only partially affect the truly honest and prosperous, whlst it would
establishx a perpetual wholesome order of things, add value to landed property, and tend
to immediate general permanent good.

To the i2th.-This question i conceive answered in my reply to the preceding.
To the i3th.-I know of no evils which have arisen from the cnregistering of deeds of

gift, or other deeds requiring enregistration, and my opinion is in favour of enregistering
ail deeds affecting immoveable property for the causes before stated.

Ta the 14th.-Most undoubtedly.
To the 15th.-I have known many instances of this kind; they occur to me almost daily

in the ordinary course of my business. Persons possessing landed property worth several
thousnnd pounds, and unincuimbered, wanting to borrow money for a particular object,
cannot procure thse smallest sum on loan at six per cent. interest, or on any terms, although
persons are found, possessing money, desirous of lending it at six per cent. interest, but
object to part with it from the uncertainty of the title to landed property, by. reason of the
absence of a registry.

To the 16th.-It would undoubtedly conduce ta the prosperityboth of agriculture and
commerce.

To the ith.-It is certain that this difficulty prevents emigr nts from the Unfited
,3. l3 Kingdoini
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REGISTRY Kingdoi settling in the seigniories, and induces then to give a preference to Upîper
OFFICES. Canada and the Ünited States, where registry offices are universally established.

- To the 18t.-It vould be productive of much good; and viether it be effected by a
No.5. general systein of registry, vhere all mnortgages nust necessarily be special, or by a statute

to that particular enâ, guards must be provided in lieu of those which the general mortgage
now affords.

To the i9th.-The douaire coutumier may have suited the primitive times in which it
was established, but all its advantages have long passed away ; it is only a clog in the
transactions of the present day wherever it affects, and cannot too soon be efflaced from
the custoni having force of law in this province.

To the 2oth.-There are many instances of this kind : the only security which the
minor, crediior or others interested, have in this respect, is the general mortgage on the
property of tie tutor or curator for the due administration of bis charge, and if lie, as it
not unfrequently happens, is worth nothing, and dissipates the property confided to bis
management, there is no remedy.

To the uist.-Tutors and curators ought to be held to give good and suficient special
security in the necessary amount.

To the e2d.-The registry of the matters here mentioned vould be productive of much
public convenience, but I think it should be made in the county registers in the saine
manner as deeds, &c. affecting landed property, te which end the necessary matter might
be transmitted by the prothonotaries to the registrars.

ANswnns of .J. IL. Lambe, Esq.

To the ist Query.-It is not possible to be certain that a property is not niortgaged.
To the 2d.-No; there is not any.
To the 3d.-I have known many instances of parties purchasing property or lending

rnoney on the security thereof, having been deprived of such property, or lost the money
so lent, In consequence of prior mortgages, incumbrances not disclosed to thein by the
venders or debtors, and which they could not have discovered at the time they made the
purchase or loan.

To the 4th.-There are many such actions ; in most of which the defendants, previous
to the institution of the actions, were ignorant of the existence of any such nortgage.

To the 5th.-It is.
To the 6th.-Doubtless there are; but many persons in consequence of the known

impossibility of ascertaining the existence of all incumbrances on such estate, neglect the
opportunities actually within their power of investigating the titles and family jarrange-
ments of the vender or mortgagee, confiding, in preference, in his supposed integrity; and
under the present system ofiniquitous laws, many unsuspicious persons vill stil continue
to so confide and be deceived.

To the 7 th.-A professional man cati answer this question best. A décret volontaire
used 1o cost about iol. or 15l.; a confirmation of title usually about 8 1. or io L. The time
requisite for obtaining either is not less than five months.

To the 8t.-It certainly would ; many instances have occurred within my personal
knowledge, of persons having sold real estate and securities thereon, declaring that no
mortgage had ever been effected by them on saine, and that the property vas unincum-
bered, whereas it was afterwards discovered that the said parties had themselves mort-
gaged said property, and vere cognizant of many other incumbrances thereon. Had a
registry.office been in existence such frauds could net have been committed, and persons
desirous of acquiring real estate, or of advancing money on mortgage, could have done so
with safety.

To the 9th.-No doubt it would, for the reasons partially stated in my last answer ; it
vould also prevent a fraud more common than is generally supposed, and against which

no person can be secure, I mean the fraud of ante-dating actes passed before a notary,
which fraud it is almost impossible to prove.

To the 1oth.-Certainly.
To the i i th.- -The disclosure of mortgages and incumbrances might possibly incon-

venience some few individuals, but would tend to the advantage of the public in general.
For by the prescrit system, a person possessed of considerable real estate, desirous or
obliged to pay off a particular incumbrance thereon, or desirous of purchasing an addition
thiereto, or of rebuilding thereon, is unable to prove that his estate is unincumbered, or
only incumbered to a certain extent, or to prove that a certain puiblicly known incum-
brance lias been cancelled, and in consequence catnnot, either by sale or mortgage, raise
money for the contempldted object, but instead of benefiting and improving, his estate,
he may fron his inabihity to-disclarge claims tiereon, bave it eaten up ia legalcontest.

The benefit derivable fron a registry of aIl deeds, is further deduceable fron the fact
that real estate in Lower Canada, although the country is daily and rapidly improving,
seldoi, at public auction, sells at more than 10 years' purchase, viereas in England reaI
estate sells readily at public sales, ut 36 to 35 years' purchase on the rental, and money
can be obtained on landed security at three and a half te four per cent., and that notwith-
standing the great expense of aIl deeds of conveyance of property. Thiere, it is alnnost
impossible, witlout instant detection, to inke a fraidulent deed, all mortgages and
narriage contracts being specially applied and forming a hart of the title deed of every

estate, are ianded to the purchaser or miortgagee at the tiune of the execution of-the deed.
Could
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Could money be safely invested in this province on landed cstate, large sums would be
transmitted from England to be applied to that purpose; for added to the difference of
rate of interest, the Iigh rates of exchange would, at particular times, induce capitalists to
invest their funds in this country.

To the 12th.-Such disclosures would be of general advantage, for reasons stated in my
last answer; it would also enable heirs or other persons having an interest in any estate or
succession, to dispose of the same at its full value, and not be compelled as they now are,
to sell ut a great disadvantage, from their utter inability to show the intended purchaser
the real state of the estate.

To the i 3th.-l have knovn evils to arise froim wills, donations, &c. not being registered,
but on the contrary never from their having been.

To the 14tl.-Certainly. .
To the 15th.-Many instances have come within my personal knovledge.
To the 16th.-Registry-offices, by increasing the capital employed in agriculture, vould

thereby favour commerce and promote the prosperity of both; but most assuredly not at
the expense oF agriculture.

To the 17th.-Great numbers of emigrants from the United Kingdom and elsewhere
have, from the insecurity of title to landed estate in this province, consequent on the ivant
of registry-offices, proceeded to Upper Canada and the United States, where register-offices
are universally established.

To the i8th.-It 'vould be productive of good and not evil, if all the mortgages in future
were spëcial, and general mortgages declared illegal.

To the 19th.-All dowers in like manner should be specially applied and particularised.
and the douaire contumier should be abolished.

To the 2oth.-I have no personal knowledge of the matters in this question; public
report, hovever, says that frequent cases have occurred of the improper application of
estates confided to the management of tutors and curators.

To the 21st.-I apprehend great difficulty would be found in compelling tutors and
curators to give sufficient securty, but certainly, if attainable, it would farther the object
of the law.

In case where a curator or a tutor is to be appointed, the relatives resident in the vicinity,
and in the absence of relatives the friends of the decensed, or absent person or minor, as
the case may be, shousld be summoned and their attendance enforced; inquiry should then
be nmhde of themu individually as to there being other or nearer relatives; and if so, their
atteqdance ehould be also required, so that the judge may be properly advised in the
appointmesnt of a tutor or curator.

It is notorious that incompetent persons are frequently appointed curators to estates
without the advice of any of the relatives, or actual intimate friends of the deceased
person, although it is publicly known that he has many relatives residing in the immediate
vicinity of the place whcre the appointment of curator or tutor is made.

To the 22d.-Great public advantage would be derived from such registry.

A NswEis of J. M'Cord, Esq.

To the ist Query.-It is scarcely possible.
To the ed.-There are no means of ascertaining that ecery instrument affecting the title

or incumbering the property has been produced.
To the 3d.-I have known many instances im vhich mortgage creditors have last their

caims on the real estate of their debtors, from the circumstanice of prior mortgages, not
disclosed to their creditors ; I have also known instances where (the debtor acting in good
faith) the creditor has still lost his claim by the operation of tacit morigages, vhich at the
moment of borrowing the money from his creditor, the debtor was probably not aware of.
I allude to tacit nortgages created by the acceptance of the offices of executor, tutor and
curator. I will cite a case of sone note, fron the large sms claimed and.still pending in
the Court of King's Benchi for this district, Nos. 786 and 787. • Desrivières, plaintiff, v.
Hon. Pl. M'Gill, curator to Simon M'Gillivray, and divers opposants, where the pro-
ceeds of the estate of the defendants were insufficient to pay the claits of many mortgage
creditors, in consequence of tacit mortgages, such as I have mentioned, the defendants
having many years prior to the borrowing of any money, accepted executorships, the one
to the will of D. M'Dougall, the other to that of Mrs. Gregory. These executorships
never having been closed, the proceeds of the defendants' estate were adjudgted to the heirs
of M'Dougal and Gregory. In this case I ain perfectly assured that the defendants were
acting in good faith, and were not aware of the effect in law, created by the assumption of
those offices.

To the 4th.-Hypothecary actions, suc as referreò to in this question, are of frequenit
occurrence.

To the 5ti.-It is almost universally the practice to huve recourse to the Act nentioned
iii this question, previous to the loan of umoney on the security of reai estate.

To the 6th.-Yes, very commonly; for which investigation it is necessary to disburse
fees from one guine to five, over and above the expenses reerred to in the next answer.

To the 7thr-From ol. to 15 ., according to the length of the advertisement; and the
circumstance of the publications being made in town or country.

To the 8th.-In my opinion, it would.T
3. 14 To
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REGISTRY To the 9th.-There is no doubt of ir.
OFFICES. To the loth.-Certainly.

To the 11th.-Te disclosure of suci mortgages and incumbrances might certainly, in
No.s. individual cases, produce evil to such persons as had obtained a greater credit than the

value of their estates warranted, but the evil could only be partial and temporary, the good
to result, general and permanent.

To the 12th.-I do not see any cvil which could result from such register; donations and
wills, carrying substitutions, are now by law required to be registered, and are open to the
inspection of the public; I never heard of any evils arising therefrom; on the contrary,
much good, and these generally certain,-the most private of family transactions.

To the 13th.-In the course of my practice I have seen instances where good lias already
resulted fron the register offices established in the townshtips.

To the 14th.-Yes.
To the i5th.-Many; I know professionally, that it is customary with capitalists to

decline lending on the security of real estate, unless they can obtain the transfer of the
obligation held by the bailleur dufond. Where no such privileged mortgage could be given,
I have known many refusais, even when the parties having capital have been most anxious
to invest, but were deterred, from the impossibility of ascertaming whether secret incum-
brances existed or not.

To the 16th.-It is my opinion that it would conduce to the prosperity of both.
To the 17th.-Such is my opinion.
To the 18th.-It would, I think, be productive of good.
To the igth.-It is very inadvisable to retain the douaire coutumier, which is a fruitful

source of strife and litigation.
To the 2oth.-A few such instances have corne within my knowledge.
To the 21st.--Tutors and curators should be bound to satisfy the judges appointing

them, that they are possessed of suficient real estate to answer the amount they are likely
to have the administration of.

To the 22d.-I do not know whether the plan suggested in this question would be pro-
ductive of public convenience.

ANswExts of A. Simpson, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-Under the existing laws of the province there is not, I believe,.any
mode of ascertainîng with any degree of certainty, the mortgages and incumbrances on-
pro ,perty.

oe the 2d.-There is no means of discovering that every instrument affecting the title,
or creating or producing incumbrances on property, has been produced-or is known te the-
purchasers or persons intending to lend money on property.

To the 3dl.-I have known instances where persons have not only run a very great risk
of loss, but have been deprived of the property whiclh they purchased and paid for, in con-
sequence of secret mortgages iaving been brought forward.

To the 4th.-[ believe so.
To the 5thi.-Yes.
To the 6th.-Yes, lent in most cases fruitlessly.
To the 7th.--Thie expense of obtaining a confirmation of title is very heavy-advertise-

ments, &c., but the exact amount I cannot state at this moment. The time usually con-
sumed in obtaining judgment is from four to six months.

To the 8th.-I conceive that register offices would be of the greatest benefit, as persons
either wishing te purchase or lend money on property would, on reference to the county
register, be able to sec ant once the extent of ail incumbrances on the property.

To the 9th.-Register offices would certainly tend greatly te prevent the commission of
fraud, and would be a protection to purchasers and mortgagees.

To the 10th.-There cannot be a doubt of.it.
To the 1th.-The disclosure which a register of mortgages vould afford would be of the

nost essential benefit to the honest part of the community, as proprietors would tlein be
able te raise moderate suis of money on their property te meet pressing demands. Whereas
under the present system many respectable families are sold out, and their property sacri-
ficed at public sale, when a loan of 50 1. or 6o 1. on a property well worth several hundred
pounds would have satisfied ail claims against them, and left thei in coinfortable cir-
cumstances.

To the i2th.-Many persons might feel some delicacy about making their family arrange-
ients and settlements public, still the evil, if it can be se called, would be overbalancedi %y

the good to be derived froi such a disclosure, as it would give confidence te intending;
purchasers or persons ready to loan money;' and those not anticipating the necessity of
either selling or mortgaging property, might keep their secrets te themselves.

To the 13th.-I cannot say nîuch 'on this point.
Te the 14 th.-Most certainly.
To the 15t.-I have known many instances, where persons possessed of real property ii

value many thousand pounds, if at all, very partially incumbered, could not raise as many
hundreds, the persons willing te lend being afraid of secret incumbrances on the property.

ro the 16th.-I feel:satisfied that register offices, in every county, whcther in the-
seigniories or not, would be conducive to the prosperity both of commerce and agri-
culture.

To.
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To the 17th.-I have good reason for being of this opinion, having known personally REGISTRYmany very respectable emigrants in good circunstances, who would have preferred settling OFFICES.in Lower Canada to going up the country, iad it not been for the danger and delay of _
securing sure titles to property in the Lover Province. Indeed al emigrants appear to No. 5.
consider it unsafe to purchase property i Lower Canada. •

To the i8th.-1 am of opinion that ail mortgages ought to bc special and not general, as
at present.

To the i9th.-I do not clearly understand the nature of ihis, but consider that claims of
every description should be included in any nct of registration.

To the 2oth.-I have known of some and heard of many fraudulent applications of
estates confided to the management of tutors and curators.

To the 2tst.-Persons appointed curators to vacant estates at theirown request, ns is very
frequently the case, ought certainly to be required to give special security, but it would be
rather a hard case to demand security from tutors appointed by the court, who are com-
pelled to act, even without their consent if once appointed, which I am led to believe is
often the case.

To the 22d.-1 think it would be a public convenience were all judgments rendered in
the severni districts required to be registered, without delay, in some public office in the
province, vhere persons interested could nt all times have reference.

ANswzns of R. J. Routh, Esq.
To the ist Query.-As far as I know, it is not possible.
To the 2d.-
To the 3d.-I understand that it frequently occurs.
To the 4 th.-I understnnd this to be the case.
To the 5t.-Certainly, it would be very imprudent to omit this precaution.
To the 6th.--Same answer.
To the 7t11.--
To the 8t.-My previcus habits and experience are in favour of such a measure. I think

it would be advantngeous to both parties. The property vould not be depreciated by the
uncertain tenure of the sale. It would bc open to public valuation, vithout nny appre-
hension of fraud to deter competition.

To the 9th.-As I understand the nature of a register, that no mortgage would bu valid
that was not recorded, and that the deed of mortgage must be signed by the registrar, I see
no possibility of fraud.

To the ioth.--It vould avoid it ahtogether.
To the i tth and isth.-No actual evil but nuch good would come from it, not only to

the public but to the individual. The first object or aIl laws, is to prevent the cormission
of fraud, and the second to punish it. The law, therefore, that makes the commission of
a crime impossible, must be beneficial. This argument affects future transactions, but
a disclosure of existing incumbrances uight certainly be painful to tie feelings of imany
families, yet no one (not even they tiemselves) could assert that it would be unjust. If
profusion or misfortune compels a man to resort to mortgages which lie cannot redeem,
sooner or Inter the disclosure must be made. If soon, there may be yet sufficient menus to
retrieve bis affairs; and if laie, loss of character mny be added to the evil; and perlaps the
sudden and unexpected ruin of a whole fanily, brought up and educated in the expectation
of a large succession.

To the i3thi.-l think diese advantages stand to reason, ail conducing to public integrity.
To the 14th.-Certainly.
To the 16th.-I am told that such instances occur repeatedly.
To tie i6tl.-It appears to me that commerce and agriculture are two sister sourcc of

wealhii. Agriculture nust laniguish without commerce, which stimulates industry, and
absorbs thxe surplus produce. It insures to the farmer a market constatly open to him,
an object of first utility, and trade derives a new source of speculation ant enterprise.
I think, therefore, that the protection so conferred must be mutual, and conduce to thge
prosperity of both.

To the 17th.-Certainly, the fact bas experience for it.
To the 18th.-I am of opinion thiat mnortgages should be special, because it carres vith.

it a proof that the property particularised shail be equal to the value of the nortgage, and
it is a clear and tangible transaction which does not affect any subscquent acquisitions of
property.

0o the 19 1th.--As far as I understand this question, I conceive it' ought to be par-
ticularised, for mnny donations are made on marriage by individuals without means or
property wlatsoever; and in case of death or failure, the creditors of the prarty are
defrauded of their just demands.

To the Qoth.-Il have heard gencrally of many instances sufficient to influence stronlly
my opinion against the practice. It appears te me the law is very open to abuse, which
it would be desiruble to remedy.

To the 2ast.-Certainly; but miglt unt this indispose nany fit persons to be tutors?
To the 22d.-I 1a under the impression that ail judgments are registered of necessity

in the prothonotary's office; but 1 conceive that this ought not to supersedo the record
in the county register, where the information would be more easy of access, and of moî%
convenient reference.

0.3. m ANswas
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REGISTILY ANswzus of B. Wagner, Esq.
OFFICES. To the 1st Query.-To the best of my knowledge and belief it is not possible, tihese

No laws applying to the past and present, to the living and dead.
o To the 2d.-I neither know of any such means, nor do I believe any such'meanus to

exist.
To the 3d.-These instances are innumerable, and I have myself had serious and tedious,

as well as expensive, proceedings therefrom.
To the 4th.-If not in every such terni, certainly in very Many of them; and I believe

that in nine-tentis of these actions the defendants vere unaware of the existence of tiose
legal niantraps and snares.

To the 5 th.-I believe it to be the practice with every intelligent and prudent purchaser,
but Europeans never suspect these dangers, and are frequently let in by purchasing without
precaution.

To the 6th.-If these researches, &c. are not made, the purchaser or nortgagee may
expect to have ample cause to regret his negligence.

To the 7t.-I believe both the expense of tine nnd money to be considerable, but
being utterly averse to the laws, delays and expenses, I prefer making a sacrifice in the
first instance, and looking out for the future, therefore cannot state the sun.

To the 8th.-Every county register, if regularly kept, and under due responsibility,
vould afford the best possible protection against concealment or deceit, if the statutes

creating such oflice were made clcar, explicit, and without anbiguity, and beyond the
reach of legal quibble.

To the 9th.-Most indubitably it would; and in my opinion a clause niight be very
desirable in the Act, authorizing if not requiring public exposure in ail cases of nanifest
fraud, as well as legal redress.

To the zotl.-MI'ost certainly ; both time, muney, and great trouble and mortification
would be spared thereby.

To the i i th.-Thes disclosures vould, in my opinion, be of great benefit to the honest
part of the connunity, and detrimental only to the lovers of fraud and deceit. My reasons
are, because truiat is preferable to.falsehood, light to darkness, and honesty to knavery.

To tIe 2th.-Those disclosures would doubtless bc productive of some inconveniences
to needy and distressed proprietors; but in a moral as well as political view, whatever is
based on fraud and deceit is bottomed on a faise foundation, and as such ought to be dis-
countenanced by every vise and good governmnent.

To the i3th.-I can say very little on this subject from personal experience, but, as a
matter of opinion, 1 think much fraud would be prevented by the eiregistration of wills,
donations ani otiher dispositions of real property, &C.

To the 14 th.-i decidedly think il would, to a certain degree.
To the 15th.-I have known and felt this personally, athough perfectly unincumbered

by debt or mortgage.
'o the 16th.-These lovely handmnaids of prosperity always flourisi best together, and

deliglht in everything chat is founded on industry, truth and integrity, and the very oppo-
sites of fraud, deceit and concealnient.

To the 17th.-ln soie degrece hese are the causes, but the principal ones, in my
opinion, are the confusion of iaws,languages and customs in the Lower Province, to vhicF
add climate.

To the 18th.-I think it would decidedly be productive of far more good than cvil, and
is very desirable.

To the 19th.-i think ils abolition is very desirable under the legal provision alluded to.
To the 2oth.-Not of my own positive knowledge, but I have been informed, and believe

maiiy such inistances to exist.
To the 2ast.-l think certainly this object would be muchi more effectually obtaincd.
To the 22d.-I dccidedlv think suci enregistration in the district prothonotary's oflice

is very desirable.

A ,swtns of B. ulmes, Esq.

To the ist Query.-It is, I believe, impossible.
To the 2d.-There are, 1 believe, no means of ascertaining that every instrument creat-

ne incumbrances on property ias been produced.
To the :d.-Instanices have corne within my knowledge in which mortgage creditorâ

have lost tiir claims on the real estate of their debtor, in consequenée of prior claims not
disclosed ; there are frequent instances where, even when the debtor lias acted in: good
faith, a tacit mortgage lias lost tothe creditor his claim; tacit mortgages created by the
offices of curator, tiiitor or exector, nre peculiarly liable to injure the creditor.

To the 4 th.-Actions, such as descibed, are of freqient occurrence.
To the 5th.-IL is very genierally tht practice to resort to the Act named in this question

previonus o investing nmoney on the security of rteal estate, and also to adlopt other means,
at considerable expense, ii search of protection agninst secret mortgages.

To the 6thi.-Yes , and these investiaions are attended witlh cosiderable expense.
To the 7th18-I think it cost "ie abo t 15/. or '8 , to obtain a confirmation of titie

under the Act 9 Oeo. 4, c. 20, and niear six tonths elapsed in the procesi, aithough I was
inforned that but three months wonild b necessary for the proceedings.
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To the 8th.-It would; the grounds of such opinion being, thnt vhen un individuai has REGISTRY
all necessary knowledge or information upon a given subject in which he is iterested, that OFFICES.
lie wili in al probability use it to bis own advantage. Under the existing law that know- .
ledge is beyond lis reach. No. 5.

'to the 9 th.-There can be, in my opinion, no question of the chcck to fraud vhiclh
would be produced by county or district register offices.

To the 1oth.-Most assuredly.
To the isth.-The disclosure of ail mortgages or incuxnbrances miglht in individual

cases be productiveof some injury, but the evil could be only partial. The concealmnent of
incumbrances gencrally cannot be necessary to honest intentions; on the contrary, the
mentis of obtaining certain knowledge of these gives facility to transfers, and docs away
the temptation to fraud; the good which would resuli from a register vould be permanent
and general.

To the ith.--I cannot suppose any evil would result fron such register.
To the 13th.-It is, I believe, admitted that good has resulted to the townships by the

late introduction there of registers; cvery incumubrance or niortgage of any or whatsoever
kind, if not enregistered, should take rank, not according tu date, but after 1lI that tire
registered; the evils arising out of the want of such a law are innumerable; among
others, I cite a case: Judgment rendered, April Term,183o. Ermatinger, a mortgage
creditor of De Witt, brouglt the eitate to sale; to the distribution of the mionies levied,
a claim was preferred by the vidow of De Witt claiming douaire coutumier. De Witt had
narried in the United States, and brought her to Canada. The court granted her claim to
dower in preference to ail the mortgage creditors since her marriage, by means of which
the bailleur du fond and dower were paid, and ail the inortgage creditors choused out
of their just demands. Similar and worse cases are notoriously of frequent occurrence.

To the 14th.--Yes, certainly.
To the i 5 th.-I know that cupitalists are very unvilling to lend money on the security

of real estate. I was employed tu negotiate for a loan of about 20,000 1. currency, whiclh
I could have obtained at five per cent. interest, but when the parties were infirmed that
offices ror the register of inortgages did not exist in seigniorial Canada, they stated that no
rate of interest would induce the investment, and this when the parties were most anxious
te lend their money; they were deterred solely by the impossibility of ascertaining wlether
secret incumbrances existed or not.

To the 16thi.-Commerce and agriculture are so intimntely biended in their successful
.results, tait the establishment of register offices* could iiotbe injurious to either, but
conduce to the advantage of both.

To the 1 7th.-I have had personal knowledge that such is the case, und as respects cmi-
grants of the muore wealhby order, very few can be induced to remain in Lower Canada,
owing to the impositions and frauds to whiclh the difficulty of discoverinig mortgages and
secret incmubrances gives rise.

To the 18th.-It would be productive of vast good.
To the i9th.-All rights should be particularised; all mortgages inade special; the

retaining the douaire coutumier is the retaining a fruitiul source of litigation.
To the eoth.-l have na personal knoiledge, but believe such cases are not uncommon.
Tu the 2ist.-Tutors and curators should satisly thejudges appointing them, that they

possessed property adequate to insure the just and faithful discliarge of ail claimlis to which,
as administrators, they were liable.

To the 2ed.-l answer it would, in may opinion, be productive af much good and public
convenience if all judgments or other acts performed by thejudges, whereby mortgages
or other incunbrances are created by the operatiotns of the law, were required without
delay to be enregistered at an office for that purpose located at the seat of governient.

ANsw.Rs of A. Paterson, Esq.

To the 1si Query.-I conceive it perfectly impossible.
To site ed.-Tliere are no means at preseit that 1 ar aware of.
To the 3d.-Frcquieitly; and in une instanceç I knew of a person who applied.to the

notary who passed the deed of sale, ta know if lie (the nutary) vas awure of any incumu-
brance being on the.property, and received for answer that he could not tel; a short time
after the last paynent was made a mortgage nppeared, granted before this very notary; the
land was seized and sold, and the pour marn lost ail hie was worth, aind more, bnving actually
borrowed a sums to enable him to make up the last payment.

Tu Ilhe 4th.1--Yes.
To the 5th.-Very frequently.
To the 6th.-Yes; purchasers, of course, try to ascertain as far as practicable; still this

is frequently without effect, and purchasers often find out, when ta laite, their error'*as
stated in tny answer to the third question.

To the 711.-I cannot say what the expenses are, but it is soncthing considerable; it
generally requires froui five to six months.

To the 8th.-Most decidedly; and until county registers can be established, I consider
tlcre is no security to purchasers or mortgagees.

To the 9tli.-There cannot be a doubt but that the establishment of registry offices
would greatly prevent frnuds.

0.3. i m Tu
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REGISTRY To the ioth.-It would.
OFFICES. To the i1th.-I do consider that the disclosure which a register office vould afford would

be productive of nuch benefit to the public, and would afford not only security ta pur-
No. 5. chasers and mortgagees, but frequently prevent fraud.

To the 12th.-I think the disclosure of fauily arrangements would produce no evil, but
miglt be productive of nuci gond, and enable proprietors when in want to borrow noney
at a moderate rate, which freqently cannot be done at present.

To the i 3 th.-I have never known any cvil arise, but on the contrary.
To the 14th.-Most certainly it would.
To the 15th..-Thtis, I believe, is frequently the case.
To the 16th.-I consider that register offices would very much tend to the prosperity

and advancement of both.
To the 17th.-I do; and an aware iat the difficulty and delay ta be encountered in

obtaining good titles to landed property in Lower Cunada prevents emigrants of capital
from the ITnited Kingdom settling here, preferring Upper Canada and the United States,vhere registry ofEces are establislhed.

To the 18th.-[ am decidedly of opinion that ail nortgages should be special, and not
general.

To the i 9tl.-I think it would be better ta abolisi it ; but this being a point of law,I regret ta say i cannot satisfactorily answer this question.
To the 2oth.-I have known instances ofmisapplication of tutors and curators, and have also

known, instead of the persan placing the funds belonging ta minors in the hands of a per-
son where it was sale, lose the vhiole, fron the want of register offices ; and a case of this
nature bas very lately happened in this district: the poor tutor went ta consult a person
of large landed property, und who was reputed ta be wcalthy, in what way he vould advise
hlm for security ta dispose of soie noney lie Ield belonging ta minors (upwards of oo .
currency), viien lie answered, tiat being himself at that time in want of a little money, lie
vould take it, and grant nortgage on ls property for the amount, ani that he would repay

it when wanted ; to which the tutor consented ; and it turns out that lie is likely to los$
the hvitole, the property having before been mortgaged for far above its value.

To the 2sst.-Ycs.
To the end.-I think that all judgments should be registered at the register-ofilce of the

county wherc the party resides aigainst whom judgment was obtained ; thuis, it appears ta
me, would be better than the prothonotary's-otfice, as it would show at once vhat incum-
brances are on the property, without applying at two oflices.

ANswERS of J. Molson, Esq.

To the ist Query.-I think it impossible.
To the ed.-I consider there are no means.
To the 3d.-I know of scvernl instances, one of Ite occurrence, whercin I was the pur-

chaser for account of my late father, last sunmer; I obtained at a décret volontaire, and
was on the point of pnying the purchase-money, wlien I discovered a prior claim upon the
saie for minor' rights ; mny father has sustained a loss in another case, arising from this
cause.

To the 4th.--They are of frequent occurrence, ani have happencd ta myself.
To the 5th.-I consider it iecessary ta resort ta it in ail cases, and ta make other

researches at considerable expense.
To the 6tl.-Thliere are.
To the 7tl.-l have paid io1l. and upwards, and six nionths have elapsed in procuring

the samne.
To the 8th.-It would afford greait protection, and, in ny opinion, create confidence,

and induce nany persons froum the mother country to invest large suis of money in this
country, and would offer an opportunity ta mnany of employing money that otherwise vould
be lockcd up, and it would eniance the value of real estate very much.

To the 9 th.-I[t would.
To the ioth.-Thcere cannot be a dnubt.
To the it1th.-I do consider it would be productive of no real evil, and that it would

ecure niany from considerable loss or utter ruin.
To the 12th.-I ani not aware that any evil would arise, but think thîat much gond

would resuit.
To the 13th.-I think it would bc beneficial ta enregister them; no casés have come

under miy notice on these point; tait i have any recollection of.
To the 14th.-Very uich; i have met ivith nany lusses from the want of the information

which would have bcen utforded by such a register.
Tu the 1.5,ii.-I know it to be the case.
To the iCtl.-I think it would beiefit both to a great extent.
Tu the 17th.-[ am' confident it litas done sa tu a grent degrce.
Ti) the 18tl.-I think it absolutely necessnry.
To the i9tli.-I think the douaire coutumier ougit ta be abolisied, and that ail rights of

dower should be particulatrised, and specially applied.
To the 2ot.-I do not know of any.
To the 2ist.-I think tutors and curators ouglt ta satisfy the judge that they are sufli-

ciently responsible for the charge they undertaike.
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To the 22d.-I think it would be very desirable that thcy should be registered without REGISTRY
delay in the prothonotary's office in the district of Quebec, but I think they ought also to OFFICES.
be registered in the district register-office, ivhere the mortgages or incumbrances are -

created, if an office be there established.

ANsw ERs of Mr. Chandler.

To the ist Query.-I consider it, in many cases, impossible to know the extent of
maortgages.

To the 2d.-I know of no certain means of discovering every instrument affecting real

pro the 3d.-I have heard of many losses incurred by purchasers of properties, as well as
by loans thereon, in consequence ot prior undiscovered miortgages.

To the 4 th.-1 believe them to be common occurrences.
To the 5th.-Yes; but I do not, consider even that proceeding can fully secure a pur-

chaser.
To the 6th.-Yes.
To the 7th.-That may depend on circumstances, as oppositions are liable to con-

.testation.
To the 8th.-I think it would have that effect, because reference to the register vould

afford the information required.
To the 9th.- consider a register could not fail to prevent many frauda that are now

practised.
To the ioth.-No doubt exists in my mind that it vould.
To he iith.-I am net aware of evil that could result to the honest man; it miglt pos-

sibly affect a vel-intentioned one, desirous of speculating beyond his means.
To the i2th.- I cannot conceive real evil would result; it might affect duplicity, vanity

or fidse pride.
To the i3th.-Avantages have been derived in many cases, which proves that if all

cet# were similarly situated, corresponding additional benefit would be reaped.
To the 14th.-I am decidedly of opinion it would.
To the 15 th.-I fear it is too frequently the case, to the manifest injury of the hlonest

-farmer.
To the 16th.-I think they would be favourable to both.
To the 17th.-I think there con be no doubt on the subject.
To the i8th.-L think such a mcasure calculated to simplify transactions and save

litigation.
To the 19t.-The present law of dower is complicated, and affords openings for unjus-

tifiable practices, which the nrtful avail themselves of; it is therefore advisable it should
be mïodified ; thc renedy proposed appears fensible.

To the eoth.-I fear the case ls too comntion.
To the 2ist.-Certainly.
To the 22d.-Ycs; but if it were practicable to cause all reister to be mode in the

sane county vith the property, it rnight greatly facilitate the obtaining information when
required.

ANswr.xs of the lion. Mr. Priinrose.

To the ist Query.-It is not possible.
To the 2d.-There are no such means.
To the 3d.-I have known many such instances.

• To the 4th.-Many.
To the 5th.-Yes.
To lie Gth.-Yes, where the vaiuc of the property is considered.
Tu the lth.-The expense varies ftrom 71. 1(o io 1. currency in ordinary cases. The time,

when no oppositions are filed, from four to six nonths. If oppositions are «led, on which con-
tesatnns urise, the period will bie protracted the sarne ns in suits of a similar description.

Ta the 8ti.-It vould operate as a great protection, but not, a complete one, as it could
not be maode to the prejudice of narred wanen, minora, children entitled to dower, (non-
tucerte), &c.

To the 9th.-It would greatly so tend in ny opinion.
To lite 1 otl.-I arn of opinion that it would.
To the 1i th.-I consider thait such a disclosure would be productive of more good than

evil. I think the facility of obtaining credit injurious to both debtor and creditor, gene-
rally speakiug; of which the proceedings in the Insolvent Debtors' Court in Englandafford
a sultiude of striking examples. It :s adverse tu the spirit of economy; the parent of
riches to the one, nad nduces specuation and often harsh ireatlment froni te other. When
credit is given un a fulse notion of the means of the debtor, these evils, in my opinion, are
aggravated.

To> the i 2th.-Tie smrne answer as to the lait.
To lthe 13th.-As far na umy circumstances of this nature have cone under my observa-

tion, I consider ndvantages to be derived from these dispositions of the law.
Tu the 24t11.- think it would.
To the 5tih.-I have knows such instances.

0.3. m 3 To
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ÏIEISTIY To the 16ti.-l do not consider timt register oliices would favour commerce at the
OFFICES. expbense of agriculture; I believe that both would bc cqually benefiteci by sucl a provision.

To the i 7:i.-l beieve tiat emigrants nut only fear incumnbrances, but mnany are averse
Nu. 5- to the seigniorinI tentre ; both of tihese operate to deter them front settling in the seignio-

ries. The vant of register oflicei, I believe, prreventîs many capitalists froit eubarking their
meains ins the purchase of scigniorial lands othernî ise than at sheriff sale.

To the i 8thi.-I think it would be higihly ud vantaecous.
To the 1 gti.-I amu adverse to Ithe alolishiing of the douaire coutumier, as it would in

maîny itnstnnees lenve wife and children wlholly unprovided for.
To tihe coth.-l have known isiitancex of the kinid.
'To the eist.-l thinik ail tutors and curator should be obliged to give security, and that

sueh mpplointments and strys his should be registered in such a mnanner as to be-casily
searcted fur nud ascertained tu exist.

l'o the ild.-l tiin se registern sloild be made reciprocally in aill the districts, and
tiat wienl judgmnents are satisfied, and liabilities creating incumbrainces by operation of law
become extinet, entries should bu smnde vacating such judgments, &c. in such registers.

ANsw1Pns of William Patton, Esq.

To the Ist Query.-Yes.
To tIhe 2id.-No.
To Ihe 3 d.-I have suffered vcry scriotsly, andic have known a great many instances

where othersi have also suiffered.
To Ihe 4 th.-Yes.
'l'o the 5 1th.-Yes.
'l'o Ilhe 6ti.-Yes.
To tie 7thî.--lrul iol. to ic I., accurding to thc lengti of the advertisernent.
To the 8thi.-Tiere could bc so doubt but a county register would have the desired

eflect.
To the 9th.-Yes, with sutch ani office site many frauda daily practised vould be prevented.
To the ioth.-Yes.
To ite i it.-Il am of opinion ntt the circumsntances of inortgages being known vwould

enable the htncit ainsi wio had property so obtain noncy at a reasonabJe rate of interesit,
wlicl is naot tle eswe at preent.

To the ieti.-I ennnot coiceive iow the discloinre of family arrangements ani seule-
menti could bc productive of evil, but on te contrary wuuld bu a great public benefit by
sucht register.

To the bath.-I have known very great benefit arise fron the enregistering of wilils ini
the Uniteid Kingdum.

To the î4th.-Ycs.
l'o ite c5th.--IstancCs occur vcry frequently vherc the property of families -s sacri-

ficed, aitihouight untiiicumtmbired, frumt thseir noi being ennibled tu raise noney upon the same,
iviicit would niot be th caise couil C apiCai[ be secure.

'r the :thti.-Tetre crin be noc loubt tif ar etanblibhment of the kind assisting both
commituîtece ant atgriculture, anud wouild tend very iimcit to the settlenent of the new conces-
sions by te Canad1ianus frouti lie scigniories, for it cannot bc expectecd the Canadian youth
will Icave imte nnd go into tIe woodi without sorne aissistance fron tihcir parents, who
cannot ait the present tmie give it to the.mn, not being able to borrow moncy tpon their
faîrîms.

To i' t 1t.-Alhtost every senauns btnee imy arrival in Canadn, niow 16yearl, instances
have comle belre mIe fromn letteio of introductin. wtere elmiigranits with capital have
declined remuaining in the .ower Province fron bieing utable to mtvest their money witt
security, atnd coiseqtteitly went u Upper Canada ai ithe United States; this accounts for
our emuigrants rcmîmaîmimng m she Lover Province, being ailmnost exciusively without capital.

Tu oi 8th.'-Yes, decidedly.
To ale i9ti.-Ali rigiti of dower shuould lie particularised and be specinlly applied.
To tIhe Qoti.-Yed, it nsiîy isitaunces&.
To the 2 i.-Yes.
To the 22d.-Yes.
in cntictltsiion, I beg lenve to oate to tie comnmittee, independent of the bencfits referred

t ibove in the ansvwers, Ite estabishmnct of register oilices would protect the inabitants
fronm Ite nets of frauduilent or t;Cligent nlolarics, some of vich, I regret to state, have
cone uMler immy observation ; tti indm ane part of the county of Dorchester, vhere 1 am well
acqnnsitmvd, I mat ntami'md tihere is iot ote farmter in ten whto is aware how bis property is cir-
cuimibtsitced, from the niegligence of i niotary now decescd.

Axhwnuns of M r. Cotrel.

Tu Ilie i it Query. - -Therr are to means tihat I know of to nscertain viether property in
Ithe titigniories us not incumînbered withm morigages. Proplerty nay bu incuntbereci for double
itsî valiue, anti titn certin ments tc swertinu it.

Ti the 2d.-Noe thiat i knmow of, except brinsging the properly to sheriff's saie.
'l'o tie 3dl.-I have knonvî several instances where persons purchsinig property and

payang
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paying the full value, have been obliged tu pay mortgages which werè not disclosed by the
venders. I myself have in three several instances, after payiog the full value uf property,
been obliged tu pny mortgages which were not disclosed, and wvhich I had no ments of
ascertaining that such murtgages vere in existence.

To the 4 th.-I have known several such actions in the King's Bench of Three Rivers.
Some instances where persons after paying the full value of their property, have been com-
pelled to abandon it in consequence of secret mortgnges coming upon the property ; and
others have been obliged to pay vhîen able to do so.

To the 5th.-It is the practice in' many cases, but to what extent I am not able to say.
To the 6th.-lt is the gencrul practice when a person is ta purchase property, to make

every inquiry possible, to examine titles and previous family arrangements, to ascertain as
far as possible whîether the property is free of incumbrance.

• To the 7th.-I have no personal knowledge what may be the expense.
To the 8th.-Suci a county register wonld afford a protection against the risk arising to

purciasers or mortgagees fron the concealment of such incusmbrances, because the pur-
chaser or mortgagec could by access to the register office ascertain whether the property
was incumbered, and ta what amount.

To the 9ti.-It vould, because a grenter facility vould be afforded of ascertaining any
mnortgages or fraudulent transaction.

To the soth.-It vould.
.To the isth.-I do not considel that the disclosure would be attended with evil, because

a man acting upon honourable principles, would have no objection that the incumbrances
upon his property should be known. Besides, if he wanted to raise moncy upon the secu-
rity of his property, the tender by knowing the state of such property, would be abte to
know wlhether he would be safe in advancing any more upon it; on the contrary, if no
register office exista, one may presmtae that a property is fully covered with incumbrances.

To the 12th.-I do not think that the disclosure vould be attended with evil, because
I should have no objection tu have my own fanily arrangements disclosed, and ought to
presume that others should be equally open if acting honourably.

To the 23ti.-I cannot speak upon this with any personal knowledge.
To the 14ti.-It vould most assuredly.
To the 15th.-I have known several instances where persons were unable to obtain

mioney on the security of real property of large value, and perfectly unincumbered, because
it vas impossible to satisfy the person who was willing to lend, if lie could have been satis-
fied that such property was frce from incumbrance, or that lie would have been safe and
secure in lending.

To the 16th.--The establishment of register offices in the seigniories would favour and
conduce to the prosperity of both commerce and agriculture.

To the 17th.-[ amu fully of opinion that the want of register offices lias a great ten-
dency to prevent emigrants from the United Kingdomîs purchnsing in the seiniories, and
induces then to go to Upper Canada or the United States whecre register ofices are esta-
blisied. Several emigrants of a good standing have called upon me for information
respcecting the purchase of property, and finding the difficulty of getting secure titles, and
the tenor under whicih such property was held, they would not purchase.

To tihe i8th.-I should consider that ail mortgnges ouglt to be speciai and not gencral.
'r the 19th.-I am of opinion that the douaire coutumier ought to be abolisbed, and to

provide by iuw that ail riglhts of dower should be particularised and be specially applied.
To the 2oth.-I have known several instances when tutors and curators have been clected

in conforimity viti the existing laws, and where a iandsome property bas been dissipated,
and left the minors nothing, or very litile.

To the 2ist.-I should consider tihat tutors and curators to attain more effectually the
object of the law, should be required to give solvable security, specially or by sureLies, in
an amount required by thejudge.

To the 2*d.-I consider that judgnients rendered, and ministerial ncts performed by the
judges, whereby moragnges or incumbrances on real property are created by the operation
of the law, ouglt to bc enregistered somewiere. Perhaps the establishment of county
register offices vould nuswer a -better purpose than having them enregistered in Quebec
exclisively.

ANswEas of G. Pembcrton, Esq.
To the ist Query.-It is not.
To tise ed.-I know of nu means.
To the 3d.-Many such instances have coume to my knowiedge during my residence in

the province.
Tu the 4t1.-I catnot say Of My ownl knowledge wlether such is the case, but I have

heard that they are of frequenit occurrence.
To the flt.-It is a very general practice.
To the 6thi.-Yes.
Ta the 7thl.-l cannot say.
To the 8th.-Ini my opinion certainly, and that opinion in grounded on my knowledge

of the ei.cts produced by registry offices in other counstries.
To the 9th.-Aiswered in the foregoing.
To the totl.-Usdoubtedly.
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REGISTRY To the 11th.-I cannot conceive th2t a register could be productive of' evil to any but
OFFICES. dishonest persons; no honest person can wish to deceive by an appearance of wealth,

- which in reality lie docs not possess.
No. 5 To the 12th.-I have never known any evil produced by registers in Ireland, with whiclh

country I am best acquainted, and ivhere family arrangements and settlements can be
learned for 2 s. 6d.

To the ;3th.-The same remarks as given in the two preceding answers, apply in this
case also.

To the 14th.-Certainly.
To the 15th.-l have known many, and I believe they occur every day.
To the i6th.-In my opinion it wuuld conduce to the prosperity of both.
To the 17th.-I am decidedly of that opinion, and have heard many instances of it

• mentioned, of the truth of which I emertain no doubt; and from personal knowledge
I can assert that many wealthy emigrants have stated such as their reason for not settling
in Lower Canada.

To the 18th.-In my opinion registry offices, if established, would render allgeneral
mortgages unnecessary.

To the 191th.-I believe that much inconvenience and uncertainty arise fron the douaire
coutumier, but 1 am not prepared to say that it ought to be abolished.

To the 2oth.--I have known such instances and suffered loss therefrom.
To the 2ist.-I think so as regards curators who are paid, but with respect to tutors who

are not paid, and whose duties are very onerous and compulsory, it would be impracticablé..
To the 22d.-[ think in the event of registry offices being established, that such judg-

ments should be registered there as well as in the prothonotary's office, in order that ait
incumbrances affecting real property could be seen at one glance.

ANSwERs of Mr. Castle.

To the ist Query.-I do not think it possible to be certain that the property is free from
incumbrances.

To the 2d.-The above answer applies here.
To the 3d.-I do not at the present moment recollect any instances occurring within my

personal knowledge.
To the 4th.-Fortunately having nu acquaintance with the courts of law, I am unable to

offer any personal opinion hereon.
To the 5 th.-I cannot say.
To the 6th.-Invariably.
To the 7 th.-I cannot say.
To the 8th.-It would certainly afford protection against ail future and ordinary mort.

gages, but not against dowers, minors' daims or tutorships, until the present existing laws
on these points be repealed.

To the 9th.-For the future it most certainly would, because no payments vould be paid
nor loans effected on real estate until the sanie was registered, hence doing away with the
induceinent to keep mortgages concealed.

To the 1oth.-Unquestionably.
To the ii th.-" Of good," because on a good title property would be worth its full

value, and prices would be enhanced one-third.
Because loans could readily be obtained on an undoubted title, and because by this

means, as well as permanent investment, much foreign capital would find a home among us,
which would be profitably employed in commerce and agriculture.

To the i2tl.-" Of more good," because it cannot injure any family arrangements or
settlements, and cannot weaken their title or claim on the property. Whereas to a pur-
chaser or lender such registry greatly increases his security and confidence.

To the 13th.-
To the 14 th.-Most cerainly.
To ile 15th.-Indeed I have; without descending to particulars, nine proprietors out of

ten have at une tine or another been subject to inconvenience on this subject.
To the 16th.-" To the prosperity of buth," because farmers with capital would purchase

and settle, and this purchase money would be added to our commercial capital.
To the 171h.-Certainly, certainly-nothing else.
To the 18il.-Special mortgages would, I think, be best, though they would be useless

until the dower s stem, &c. be abolisled, whiclh is a general mortgage.
To the gth.-it is advisable that everything should be ."clear as the noon day," and

that ail claims and rights of whatsoever nature should be enregistered.
To the 2oth.-I have known instances wherc tutors have dissipated estates, to the loss of

minors or others.
To the 21st.-I think tutors and curators would not like to give special security, and

that in most cases they think too lightly of the general mortgage they give in assuming
a tutorship.

To the 22d.-In the event of registry offices being established, I should consider the
enregistration of judgments imperative, and the judgment of non-effect till so registered..-

ANsw Eits.
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ANswEils of J. Fraser, Esq., of Mlontreai.

To the Ist Query.-I know of no means of ascertuining the fact. REGISTRY
To the 2d.-None. OFFICES.
To the 3d.-Several to a large anount. I would state the case of the late Win. Grant,

with Brickvood and Daniel, of London; the case of three brothers, Caron, of Rivière du No. 5.
Loup, wlhc, purchasing three farns in a state of nature, afier many years' labour and
improvement on Item, were dispossessed by Johni Blackwood, sen., of Quebec, swearing un
a general niortgage held by him from Mr. Phineas, thd person fron whom they purchased;
the case of Calia.han, who purchasecl front St. George Dupré, and paid the amount agrecd
on, and was obliged to abdicate firom a heavy claim by mortgage comiing against the pro.
perty, executed by the same notary who made out the deed of sale ,to hii (quitte et nette),
and in presence of the party holding such incumbrance. Theie are many others that
I could state; one is now before. the court, the heirs Dubois, against a*property sold and
paid for by the late Thomas Delvechio, somne 30 years ago.

To the 4th.-There are.
To the 5rb.-It is; but latterly considered by nany lawyers insufficient.
To the.6th.-It is generally done.
To the 7th.-I cannot state, as it varies from circumstances.
To the 8th.-There would be adiffBcultyofenregistering all incumbrances, as the French

law constitutes so many, for instance, the acceptance of executor or tutorship, or in short,
al] actes passed before only a notary, cause mortgage; and the genierail practice with coun-
try miierchants, is to call in a notary once a year, and cause him iio take notes for the
balances agreed on by their customers, wçho, in gen'ral, have no intention to, nor are they
aware that they are incumbering their property.

To the 9th.-I certainly thinik it would ; althougli, as I before stated, it would require
to be very voluminous to engross them al.

To the ioth.-It would ; as every day's experience shows the impossibility ofrendering
real estate available front the obscurity of title.

To the 1ithi.-I cannot for a moment suppose that any evil could be produced by such
disclosure, but on the contrary, it would render property as tangible as any other commo-
dity, and shield the capitalist, who would then be able to invest his means with that secu-
rity, the reverse of which, from the frequent uncertainty of title in Luwer Canada, obliges
many who would prefer domnesticating themselvesin it, to go where they eau with more
confidence invest it.

To the 12th.-It would, in my opinion, protect integrity, a'nd be a bar to the daily impo-
sitions that the mere occupancy of pràperty(already secretly incumbered for mucl more t.han
its value,) practises on the liberality of the mercantile body, who shell out their effects on
fallacious representations, which, the sequel too often shows, were made but to deceive.

To the i3th.-From experience, I am of opinion, that in every instance it has been p'ro-
ductive of good.

To the i 4 th.-I think, as I stated in my answer to the 2tth interrogatory, it certainly
would..

To the t5th.-Many.
To the 16th.-From my own experience, I do not hesitate to say both would be bene--

ficial to a great degree ; as from the uncertainty entertained by commercial men·-of the
state of the agricultural tenure, the liberality and indulgences which casualties might
render beneficial to the one, are vithleld, and the backwardness of the other attributed
to any but the real cause.

To the t7th--I know it to be a fact, as stated in my answer to the t ith interrogatory.
Tu thI i8th.-I am of opinion ihat the special mortgage would be beneficial, inasmuch

as large possessions being rendered untangible for sonetimes very small considerationus,
is attended wih, at least, great inconvenience.

To the igti.- should be of opinion that the droit coutemier should give way to one
definîed and particularized, and not left to the party to accept or not, at will.

To the 20th.-Many; and one is still in our court here, by whicl the property of minors,
involving some thousands, has been embezzled.

To the 21st.-I think it would be proper that satisfactory security should be required,
as, how often does it occur, that of the seven persons picked out of the lobby of the court
hose, and denomitiated assemblé de parens, there are otnongst them iwho neither know the
minors nor the persons they aie about to elect; but are wliispered to by the active person
in the transaction, that tlhey wish suck a person to be clected.

To the 22d.-I am of opinion it would.

ANSwEas of John Frothingham, Esq.
To the ist Query.~-1 have had very little experience in this matter; ny opinion, how,-

ever, is that it is very difficult.
To the 2d.-I am not much acquainted with the subject.
To the 3d.-Have heard of many such, but am not personally acquainted with the cir-

curmstances of but one case. Some years since three gentlemen were authorized by ,the
Commissioners of the British and Canadian School to ptîrchase a lot of ground for the
crection of a school.house, said lot being advertised for sale at the church door, -for the
.03, • n snpport
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REGISTRY support of minor children; four or five years after the purchase a claim was made on the
OFFICES. property by reason of a mortgage, altogether unknown and unsuspected.

- To the 4 th.-Do not know.
No. ;. To the 5 th.-Unacquainted with the subject; but believe it to be the case.

To the 6th.-It would seem to be necessary.
To the 7 th.-Do not know.
To the 8th.-If aIl deeds and mortgages were registered, a purchaser could see at once if

the property he was buying were free or not, which I believe it is very troublesome to
ascertain at present.

To the 9th.-I an not personally knowing of any frauds under the present system; but
think a regular register of all deeds and mortgages would prevent any.

To the 1oth.--It would be attended with no expense either of time or money worth
naming.

To the 1ith-Of inevitable good; I believe if a register, such as is common in New-
England, were once established here, so as to be simple and intelligible, that real estate
would advance 5o per cent. all over the country, and find buyers too; permanent loans
could be obtaincd by holders of real estate, and those who want to place noney safely at
interest would then place it in the province instead of going out of it.

To the 12th.-I am not enough acquainted with the subject to say.
To the i3th.-I have had no experience on the sibhject.
To the 14th.-Certainly.
To the 15th.-I have not known any, but presume it is a thing of course.
To the 16th.-It would proinote agriculture and commerce both.
To the 17th.--I have no doubt thatthe difficulty of obtaining clear titles here prevents

many an emigrant from settling amongst us, as well as many who are not strictly
emigrants.

To the 18th.--More good, I should think, though I do not pretend to be inuch acquainted
with the subject in its details.

To the igth.-I am unacquainted with the subject.
To the 2oth.-No.
To the 2ist.-I believe this is the custorn aniong our neighbours. There they have

ajudge of probate and wills, &c. who looks after the interests of estates, directs the anount
bond, security, &c.

To the e2d.-It seems absolutely necessary; for, if the register does not give all- the
loans on a man's property, it would be a delusion.

ANswES of T. S. Brown, Esq.

To the i st Query.-In small communities the circmmstances of individuals are generally
known as well as the incumbrances upon their rea' property, but a degree of uncertainty
inust remain, especially to persons not intimately acquainted with the condition of par-
ticular fainilies, inasmuch as information must be obtained from private sources instead of
from public record.

To the 2d.-I am not aware of any by which absolute certainty cai be insured ; one
-party must depend greatly upon the honour and integrity of the other.

To the 3d.-This lias been made an outcry for party purposes; but I believe that losers
have generally been indebted to their own rashness.in making advances without seeking
for such information as night have been easily obtained.

To the 4th.-I have had no experience in the effects of such suits.
To the 5th.-It is; but I am not aware that the expense is disproportioned to the other

exorbitant charges of our courts.
To the 6th.-Yes; and generally a person may discover much real property that it is

unsafe to buy or lend upon.
To the 7th.-Having never obtained a title in this manner, I do not know the precise

time or expense.
To the 8th.-It would ; but the propriety of establishing register bifices depends upon

.the question, whether land shall be considered dead property, from which families and their
descendants can draw only a certain annual revenue, or whether it shall be considered active
capital, to be made available whenever circumstances require. i consider that whatever
may have been the wisdom of European policy in making a distinction between capital
invested in land and capital invested in other property, that no reason exists for such
distinction in republican America. I consider that in advancing the resources of a new
country, where no privileged class is recognised, ail the capital that it contains should be
made directly available to encourage the energy of the people, and that an exchangeable
value should be added to the real value of land. i know not why there should be any
difference of obstacles crcating a difference between sales of réal and sales of përsonal pro-
perty. In one, a sale may be confirmed and ownership established by delivery ; in the
other, it cannot; and consequently a public office is.only necessary, in order ihat ail things
affecting titles of real estate may be established, ratified and preserved. The abundance
of capital in old countries permits the proportion which is in real estate to be withdrawn
from circulation, and locked up; but in a new conutry the inhabitants cannot thus divest
thernselves of these activ*.e resources*without paralysing their ewn advancement, and retard-
ing general prosperityr tt

Tu the pth.---t Would. -Publiciry is the surest preventive of frzaud.-
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• To the :oth.-Certainly. . REGISTRY
To the i ith.-Decidedly of more good; while uncertainty remains attach0ed to the OFFICES.

situation of real property a person may hold a vast amount quite clear fron incumbrabces,
and yet be generally classed among others in less favourable circunstances. The tem- No. 5.
porary mortification that first disclosures might inflict upon the pride of a few indi-
viduals should not be weighed against the advantages of the great measure in question;
security of property and confidence between man and man in .l.l transactions are indis-
pensable in the attainiment of natural prosperity.

To the i2th.-Of more good, for the reasors above-mentioned, and because acts of this
nature affecting the descent of real property belong, not to the families above, but in
a certain degree to the whole comiuniîty.

To the 13th.-Everything relative to. the dispositions of real estate should be publicly
enregistered, for reasons given in answerto No. 8.

To the 14th.-The question requires no answer.
To the 15 th.-I have known many. The vast quantity of valuable ground in this city

now unemployed is sufficient evidence. Were there no uncertainty in regard to titles, it
would be easy to borrow money upon the security of the ground, by ineans of which these
lots could be built up-and made profitable to their owners.«

To the 16tîh.-They would conduce to the prosperity of both, so much are the commer-
cial and agricultural interests of the province identified.

To the 17th.-This argument has been used for party purposes, and is true to a certain
extent; but emigrants go to the States and Upper Canada, not for register offices, of which
they know little, but for a better climate. There can be no doubt that the establishiment
of register offices would bring into and retain in the province an immense amount of
foreign capital to be invested in, or loaned upon real estate, whereby the fixed property of
the country would become of greater use and profit to its owners.
• To the î8th.-All mortgages should be special. The conditions and precise amount of
all claims should be enregistered.

To the i gth.-They should be particularised and specially applied.
• To the 2oth.-I have had no experience in these matters.

To the 21st.- Same answer.
• To the 22d.-I would deprecate partial legislation ; we should have offices in every parish
or township for the registration of all acts creating incumbrances on real estate. They
should cause no experise and afford no patronage to Government; but before their
establislment many laws should be modified, and the relative rights of censitaires and
seigniors should be established and settled. Any attempt to establish register offices pre-
vious to a settlement of these questions, would appear influenced by other motives than by
a desire to advance the wvelfare of the province. The exchangeable value.given to real
property would so enhance the nominal price, that any plan afterwards adopted for the
equitable extinction of feudal privileges would become much more onerous to the great
body of the people.

ANswERs of W. Yule, Esq.

To the ist Query.-It is not possible; I have sustained losses myself, and known many
who have suffered great losses from that cause.

To the 2d.-The means of ascertaining whether there are incumbrances on property or
not, are unknown to me. .

To thte 3d.- -I have known many instances, experienced losses myseif, and have also run
the risk of loss, by discovering prior mortgages and incumbrances, although assured by the
bondsmen there were none at the time of lending the noney.
• To the 4th.-Many·such actions have been instituted, of some of which I have had
personal experience.

To the 5th.-It is almost the universal practice, being the only protection against secret
mortgages.
• To the 6th.-Every possible inquiry is made by those who effect purchases, or lend
nioney on mortgages, but their inquiries very often prove ineffectual.

To the 7th.-I cannot say, as the expenses incurred, and the time usually consumed in
obtaining the judgmnent of the court, are cqually unknown to me.

To the 8th.- A county register, affording the means*of detecting many of the frauds and
impositions at present practised, vould be of the greatest utility.

To the 9th. -Unquestionably, as the parties interested would have a register to refer to.
To the ioth.-In my opinion, the time and expense attending the obtaming of a secure

title to property would, by means of a register, be greatly diminished.
To the i ith.-The disclosure would be productive of a great deal of good, and of no

evil whatever, excepting to those whose intention was to deceive, in which case a register
would be the meauns of preventing them from doing so.
• To the i2th.-I can perceive no evil that could arise from the registry of family arrange-
ments, a register being the best reference in case of doubt or difficulty.

To the 13th.-1 have known no evils to arise therefrom, on the contrary many advan-
tages to accrue, particularly to those who wished to purchase property, lend muney, or give
'credit, having it in their power to ascertain their security for so doing.

To the 14th.- -Most undoubtedlyv it would.
To the 15th.-I lhavz known many instances in both cases.

· 0.3. n 2 To
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REG ISrtY To the 16tli.-The establishment of register oflices wvotild advance the prosperity of con-
OFFICES. merce and agriculture.

To the i 7th.-I consider the waiint of register offices to he one of the causes why
No. 5. emigrants from Britain do not settle on the seigniories in Lower Canada.

To the iSth.-L would say, that a special niortgage would be more beneficial to the
bondsman, but perhaps not so much so to the lender.

To the igth.-
To the eoth.-l have known several instances.
To the 21St.-I certainly think that the object of the law would be more effectually

attained were tutors and curators required to give security.
To the 22d.-Great advantage would accrue fron the judgments and acts -ï the judges

bcing registercd in the prothonotary's office, Quebec.

AnswERs of W. Walker, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-Real property in the seigniories may now be subject to nortgages
to an unlimnited extent without any possibility of its being discovered.

To the cd.-There are no efficient ineans.
To the 3.-A great many.
To the 4th.-Yes.
To the 5 th.-Yes.
To the 6th.-Yes.
To the 7th.-
To the 8th.-The establishment of a county register would certainly afford the protection

alluded to.
To the gth.-The access that ail intending purchasers or mortgagees vould have to such

a register, must of course greatly tend to prevent the commission of fiaud.
To the otih.-It would.
To the i ith-As such disclosure would tend to check imposition and protect honesty,

I amn of opinion it vould be productive of much more good tihan evil.
To the 12th.-Although such disclosure might be inconvenient and disagreeable·-to

some families, this consideration ought to be sacrificed tu the public good.
To the 13th.-As far as I have been able to observe the systen of enregistration, both

in Scotland and Upper Canada, has been productive of good only to ail whose intentions
were honest.

To the 14th.-It certainly vould.
To the i5t.-I have.
To the 16th.-It would favour capital·and honesty at the- expense of subterfuge and

fraud, and thus conduce to the general prosperity cf ail interests.
To the 17 th.-I have no doubt of it.
To the 18th.-I am very much in favour of mortgages being special and not general.
To the igth.-
To the 20th.-I have; but as tutors have numerous duties to discharge without renu-

neration, it would be unreasonable to ask them to give security ; but as curators are paid
for the duties they perform, they ouglt certainly to be required to give security.

To the 21st.-Answered by the preceding.
To the u2d.-Yes.

ANSWERs of W. Shepperd, Esq.

To the ist Query.-Mortgages and incumbrances on the seigniorial lands are not easily
discovered by intending purchasers.

To the 2d.-There are no effectual means that I know of.
To the 3d.-I purchased a property sorne 25 years ago, in Montreal, and having re sold

it, I have lately been called on by the purchaser's heirs to pay the rights of minors.
A property bought here was discovered to be liable for the debts of a third person, in con-
sequence of a guarantee given by the seller, not disclosed at the time of sale: by each of
these transactions I lost money.

To the 4 th.-I can give no information on this point.
To the 5th.-It is a very general practice where doubts exist.
To the 6th.-There are.
To the 7th.--I cannot say.
To the 8th.-[ have not the least doubt that a county register would be higbly usefui to

purchasers of real property; hy such means he would be enabled to discover.all incum-
brances ihereon, provided it be incumbent on holders to cause al] incumbrances of what-
ever nature to be enregistered.

To the 9 th.-It would ; intending purchasers would by reference to such register, check
anv intention to commit fraud on the part of the holder.

To the ioth.-It would tend much to lessen time and expense in ascertaining the state
of the property.

To the i ith.-Good would undoubtedly be produced by such disclosures; no honest mar
need apprehend evil by the state of his fixed property being known.

To the i 2th.-The last answer applies with equal force.to this question.
To
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To the i3th.-The only practical experience that I have on this subject, las been derived .
fron the establishient of registers within these few years in the townships where I have REGISTRY
properly, and have had willinnd other deeds enregistered ; as yet certainly not attended OFFICES.
by any evil, but flrom which I anticipate advantage.N

To the 1411.-1t would. No. 5.
To the 15th.-I cannot cite any such case.
To the 16th.-The establishment of register offices would conduce to the prosperity of

ail classes, and certainly not at the expense of the agricnturist.
To the 17th.-I have understood this to be the case, and have heard it asserted in a

general waV.
To the i8th.-I am clearly of opinion that good, and not evil, would ensue were mort-

gages and ail other obligations made special and not general.
To the 19th.-It would be advisable to have the rights of dower applied in a special

manner.
To the 2oth.-I am not aware.
To the 21st.-Cannot give an opinion on this point.
To the 22d.-This kind of incunibrance should undoubtedly be enregistered, and if such

be not possible in the county vherein the property lies, perhaps best in the prothonotary's
office.

ANSWERs of Mr. Guillet.

Sir, Bastican, 29 th January 1836.
Ihave had the honour to receive the letter you addressed to me, by order of a committee

of the Legislative Council, with divers questions respecting the law on mortgages.
Without entering into the details, I would submit to the honourable committee as my
opinion, that register offices are not necessary, and that they wouid be more inconvenient
than useful to the inhabitants of the country parishes. That it appears -o !ne that the
only thing required vould be that notarial acts creating mortgages should be considered
public acts, and the notary obliged to communicate the saine to any person applying for
information. That special mortgages ought* to be preferred to the general, or these
entirely suppressed; and lastly, that the douaire coutumier should be abolished as given by
law, leaving it in force when the contracting parties mnay think proper to stipulate it.

I amn, &c.,
C. De Léry, Esq. (signed) T. Guillet; x. P.

ANswERs of T. .Boutillier, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-I think it is very difficult in the presentstate of the law, as it regards
seigniories in this province, to be certain in all cases that a property is not subject to
mortgages or incumbrances, or to what extent it may be so subject.

To the 2d.-1 do not think that there exists (save the declaration of the proprietor) any
means of discovering. vhéther an instrument affecting the titie, or creating or producing an
incumbrance on property, has been produced or is known to purchasers or persons intending
to lend money.

To the 3d.-I have known instances where parties having purchased property or lent
money.on the security of rnortgages, have been subject to the risk and loss by the discovery
of mortgages prior tu their purchase or'loan, which iad not been diselosed to. them, and
which they had no means of discovering.

To the 4thi.-I think that many actions hypothecaires are instituted in the superior terms
of the Court of King's Bench, and in which defendants are ignorant of the mortgages or
incumbrances which such actions are intended to foreclose.

To the 5th.-In many deeds-of sale the confirmation of title is stipulated as one of the
conditions ; it is required in.other cases without any stipulation to that effect ; of six sales
which I have made of immoveable property, three of the purchasers have asked, at their
own expense, and obtained a judgment of confirmation.

To the 6t.-I have been obliged myself to relinquish, last winter,. a profitable sale of
immoveable property on account of the numerous investigations to be made in different
parishes, of titles, marriage contracts, seulement of accounts, acquittances, &c. &c..
demanded by the purchaser's advocate, and which vould have occasioned a delay of two
or three months, and possibly. more. I consider, however, xmy titles of this property as
goud as any that can be obtained in this province.

To the 7th.-As far as I can judge from what has passed to my knowledge, the expense
incurred in obtaining a confirmation of titie is about.o l..in ordinary- cases, and the
judgment of the.court.cannot be obtained.in less .than four months ; it.sometimes happens
that the judgment of the court is tiot rendered before eight or twelve months fron the time
of the application, especially when there are oppositions.

To the 8th, gth and ioi.-A register in each county affording ut all times information
wvith respect to ail mortgages and charges, cancelled or existing, witi which any immove-
able property in the county might have. been and might then be affected, would. doubtless
protect purchasers or -lenders against the risk arising from concealed. charges, would

O.3. n 3 materially
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REGISTRY materially contribute to prevent the commission of frauds which may restlt therefron,
OFFICES. and would diminish the time and expenses necessary tn obtain a secure title on purchasing

-- properties, or lending money on the security of mortgages. I conceive, moreover, that
No. 5. the'difficulty docs not exist in the proper operation of die register-office, when once well

organized, but in the changes which it would be necessary to make in the existing laws,
in order to adapt them to this new institution.

To the tith.-This disclosure might be disadvantageous to persons whose property
would be greatly mortgaged, but not beyond the value of the property. Sonie creditors
might get uneasy and force the sale of properties at ruinous prices for the proprietors, who
otherwise might have honourably acquitted theinselves of their obligations.

To the ieth.-Without being productive of great evil, the disclosure hy such register of
family arrangements and settlements, &c. might displease and raise obstacles to the estab-
lishment of register-offices; perhaps for the interest of this measure it would be better to
introduce them by degrces, and not to give them immediately a retroactive effect; at least
the retroactive effèct ought to be optional to the parties. concerned ; the thing might be
done in the following manner: supposing that an Act passed by the Legislature enjoin the
enregistration of ail charges, &c. created afier a given date (say from the enforcement of
the bill), another or the same Act might in the meanwhile provide Io the establishment of
a new décret, which I shall name for the moment the décret de purgation, to distinguish it
fron the present décret of confirmation. The object of this décret would be that any pro prietor,
desiring to avail himself of it, may, by an advertisement during a certain time, such as
practised with regard to the décret of confirmation, besides ail other process deemned neces-
sary, oblige ail persons having any claims, &c. against him, to present tihem witlhin a certain
period at the register-office of such county, in order that they may be enregistered accord-
ing to their respective dates, declaring at the same time that such or sucli iminoveable
property situate in that county, will not, after the delay prescribed, be affected with mort-
gages, &c., but from the date of their subsequent enregistration which shall not have beenl
then presented. In order to avoid frauds, an advertisement of six or even twelve montiths,
published in journals of thc dis::t as well as in the Official Gazette of Quebec, might be
required; my informations in the law not extending beyond what I have been able to acquire
in the ordinary course of business, I shall not enter into the details of such a plan. I will
merely observe that since in cases of a sale, we have afforded the purchaser the means of
compelling ail persons to make known, within a certain time, any claim they may have on
a property, i do not see what inconvenience would arise from giving the samne facility
with regard to his own immoveable property, to a proprietor not disposed to sell, but
desirous of borrowing, or who for the interest of bis family and his own, would wish to
free his property from any charges whîich might be unknown to him; and as it is probable
enough that ail persons whose property is not mortgaged, or who might be desirous t seli
or to borrow, would resort to this means in order to make known the real stat.e of their
properties, the result would be that in a few years ail properties would be enregistered
with both their ancient and recent incumbrances.

To the i 3 th.-I have had no opportunity of knowing any advantage or disadvantage
resulting from the enregistration of wills and donations.

• To the ]4th.--Sueh a register would enable creditors to ascertain the true circumstances
of the real estate of their debtors.

To the î 5 th.-l have known instances when individuals were unable to obtain inoney oit
·the security of their property, because they had not the means to prove that the same was
unincumbered, or only partially incumbered.

To the 16th.-I think that the establishment of register-offices in the seigniories would
favour agriculture just as well as it would conduce to the prosperity of commerce.

To the 17th.-I think that the fear of frauds, the difficulhy ofdiscovering mortgages, &c.
and the delay incident to the obtaining of confirmations of title, sometimes prevent eti-
grants from settling in seigniories; but I also think that these inconveniences have frequently
been exaggerated. By the décret of confirmation, and with the assistance of an advocate,
emigrants can always make secure purchases.

To the i8th.-I am inclined to think that if mortgages were for the future special and not
general (with certain provisions), the public would not be worse off than at priesent.

To the igl.-I have often observed that the douaire coutumier (as well as the marriage
contract in community,) would occasion differences and law-suits in families, and some-
limes between the creditors; however, with the little information I possess on this matter,
I wilil not take upon myseif to state that it would be expedient to change or to abolish a
practice to wiich the muajority of the people of this country adhere so generally.

To the 20th.-I have had no knowledge of particular instances, at least [ do not recollect
any at present, where estates confided to the management of tutors or curators appointed in
confbrmity with the existing law, have been fraudulently applied or dissipated, and that
lusses have thereby been occasioned to the persons for the care of vhose property such
appointments had heen made.

To the 21st.-I should think that, generally speaking, the object of the law might be
attained as effectually if tutors and curators were required to give special security by thenm-
selves or sureties in the amourt required by the judge.

'l'o the 22d.-In the present state of things I do not see vhat public convenience would
result from the enregistering in the prothonotary's office, in the district of Quebee, ail
judgnents renidered in the several districts and the ministerial acts performed by the

'judges, whereby inortgages or inctumbrances on real property are created by the operation
of
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of law ; for the knovledge one would have of the existence of these charges alone, could REGISTRY
not suffice to dispense with the judgment of confirmation, which would make them known OFFICES.
if theywere not so before; it seems to me that with a register-office these acts ought to
be enregistered in the counties wYhere the properties thereby affected would lie. No.5.

ANSWERS of P. A. Degaspe, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-It is almost morally impossible to be certain of it.
To the ed.-I know of none.
To the 3d.-In the course of my practice as a lawyer, and since, I have seen several sad

examples of it.
To the 4th.-1 know Lhat several actions hypothecaires have been instituted.
To the 5th.-Yes, and- sometimes the expenses are very considerable.
To the 6th.-Yes, very often.
To the 7th.-A practising lawyer could answer this question in a precise manner; I

cannot do so.
To the 8th.-Certainly; my answers to the preceding questions form the basis of my

opinion on this subject.
To the 9th.-Certainly; for by referring to such a register it would be easy to discover

secret mortgages.
To the ioth.-i have no doubt of it.
To the 11th.-I think that such a register would be very advantageous, because every

one would then act with safety.
To the i 2th.-The visest laws sometines produce abuses, so would the preseunt register

with respect to certain family arrangements and settlenients; but the general good must
prevail over partial inconveniences.

To the 13th.-I have no knowledge of such inconveniences; quite the contrary.
To the 14th.-I firmly believe it.
To the 15th.- I have known many instances of it.
To the 16th. -I believe that such register-offices would conduce to the prosperity of both.
To the 1711.-I think so.
To the 18th.-.%ccording to my opinion, il. would be productive of more good than evil.
To the 29th.-To my knowledge the douaire coutumier lias produced evil consequences;

1 should thmk it would be expedient to abolisi it.
To the 20th.-I have known such instances.
To the 2ist.-I think so.
To the 22d.-Each court ofjustice enregistering its ownjudgments ; I sce no advantage

in having them enregistered in die office of the prothonotary for the district of Quebec;
however, it would facilitate the said transactions.

ANSwIERS of G. Marchand, Esq.

To the ist Query.-Itis possible; we must confide to the honesty of the vender or the
debtor. To demand information from notaries who are the depositaries of mortgages,
would be asking them to violate their oath of office.

To the 2d.-l know of none.
To the 3d.-I have myselfsustained, last winter, a loss of 100 1. that I had lent to a person

to enable him to complete the payment of a property, over which lie gave me mortgage; but
which, however, was of no avail to me, because this person being dead, wlhen I wanted to
exact the payment thereof, the widow presented a marriage contract, giving her*a dower
of 5oo i., of which I had not been informed, ahhough both the man and wife had assured
me that their property was unincumbered. I know many instances of persons having been
ruined by similar transactions.

To the 4th.-There are many actions hypothecaires instituted in the superior terms, and
it is seldom that mortgages unknown to defendants are not disclosed.

To the 5th.-Few persons resort to this ncans on account of the delay, the inconvenience,
and the expense that it occasions.

To the 6th.--I do not think that the country people are much in the habit of making
these researches ; they generally act without precaution until arrived at a state of ruin,
caused by the systemn of concealed mortgages.

To the 7 th.-From io 1. to 151., a sum still too high lor the generality of the people,
and probably greater than what the Act intended it should be; but as the thing cannot
be done without an advocate, it cannot be obtained for less, and without a delay of some
months.

To the 8th, gth and ioth.-Such a register would afford sure and honest means of pre-
venting frauds, and would shield purciasers from the risk they run with the systein of
concealed mortgages now in. use, for every one vould have tise means and be enabled to
ascertain the state of properties without Ioss of time and the expenses now required.

• To the iitls-I do not see hov a register-office, which would give an easy mieans, and
.without much ex pense, of discovering mortgages, could be productive of evil. This Maunner
ofaffording to the public so necessary in.ormanions could only be productive of good,
.since it would establibh honesty and justice. I am aware at the .same time that many
persons think it would be better to maintain the systen of concealed mortgages; but as
I have alwnvs considered as frivolous, illiberal and often dishonest, the reasous adduced by
them, I canÎiot adopt them.

0.3. - n 4 To
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REGISTRY To the 12thi.-l'iis disclosure would put an cnd to a nunber of law-suits fdunded on
·OFFICES. doubtfnl and frequently on dishonest principles, and consequently could not have but a

good effect.
No. 5. To the i3t'.-I do not know of any inconvenience, and think that the enregistering of

wills, &c. must have been productive of advantages, althoLugh I cannot cite any particular
case.

To the î4th.-Such a register would be very advantageous, for it would enable creditors
to ascertain the true circumstances of their debtors.

To the 15th.-Vcry ofien.
To the 26ti.-Register-offices, in affording grenter security to commerce, could not fail to

give it more extent, and as it appears to me that experience tells us that it is commerce
which calls forth, with the greatest advantage, the resources of agriculture, I firmly believe
that nothing but good would result from both.

To the î 7 th.-I have often heard myself emigrants, vho had a little money, express
themselves on the danger of investing their noney on estates in Lower Canada, on account
of the difficulty and even the inpossibility of ascertaining the real suite of properties. 1

To the 18th.-I think it would be better if mortgages were special.
To the 19th.-It is advisable to abolish it, and to enact that in future all rights of dower

shall be special, and applied on an estate free from all incumbrances; otherwise they shall
be null and void.

To the 2oth and 21st.-There is an instance of this in this parish ; an estate which,
according to the inventory, ought to have given to each child 8-8ooo livres (francs), has
in the space of two years been squandered away by the tutor, so that the heirs got almost
nothing; the tutor not being worth anything, the inheritance has been lost; for this
reason I think it would be proper to require special security.

To the 22d.-I think this would be inconvenient, and that the enregistrations should take
place in each district.

ANsewERs of G. Boisseau, Esq.
To the îst Query.-We have the décret and the confirmation of title that can be

.obtained, &c. which purge all mortgages, except dower, not dcclared, &c.
To the 2d.-There are no other means than by obliging the parties in the Act; but the

vender nay deceive as well as the debtor.; we have tie surety which we cani deînand.
To the 3d.-Yes, to my knowledge several persons have paid twice, there being dowers

notdeclared, and of which the venders theniselves were ignorant.
To the 4 th.-I reside at too great a distance from the towns to answer iis question.
To the 5th.-Yes; but this is done only in cases where properties are of a certain value,

and persons distant from the towns in many instances prefer rather not to make transactions
than to give theniselves the trouble.

To the 6th.-Yes; but this is what parties in country parishes frequently neglect to do.
To the 7th.-The expense incurred in obtaining a confirmation of titie is not excessive,

but the delay of four months is too great ; besides, this is very inconvenient for persons at
a great distance front the towns, and is not equal to a register-office established in aci
county, by which we could ascertain.peevious to iending mnoney what security. we.could
have.

To the 8th.-Yes, such a register is very desirable ; for it often happens that a trans-
action fails because purchasers do not wish to apply for a décret'or ratification of property,
on account of the trouble and expense ; and persons in need of money would, froi the
security afforded to persons lending, obtain it much easier if such a register were esta-
blished in each county.

To the 9t.-Yes, for the rensons given in ny Sth reply.
To the 1othi.-.Yes.
To the i · th.-Such a register wtould produce more good than evil, because the person

in need of money would obtain it more easily by the lenders knoving the state of th.e
borrower's affairs. I know of several persons im my parish who have money, and froin the
want of such a register keep it in their chest.

To the 12thi.-It would certainly be productive of more good than evil; for lie who is
unable to obtain money for the want ofsecurity is much to be pitied.

To the 13 thi.--.The enregistering of wills, donations and other instruments, would be to
a certain degree advantageous to parties, and although these. enregistrations would not
purge ancient mortgages, they vould facilitate the discovery of these anterior mortgages,
and after these discoveries the lender would decide.

To the 14th.-Yes.
To the î5th.-Yes.
To the 16th.-Yes, it would contribute to the prosperity of both.
To the 17 th.-l think that a register-office vould facilitate the settling in this province

of emigrants from thie United Kingdom.
To the 18th.- I think that the special mortgagejorined to the general would be prefer-

able to the special alone.
To the i9th.-Thie present law relating to a dower is very wise.
To the 209th.-No.
To the 21st.-This miiight be proper.
To the 22d.-This would answer for the towns only; country parishes require register-

offices.
ANsvEtas§
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ANSWEPS of Wm. Berckzy, Esq.

To the ist Query.-I think that it is difficult, and in many instances impossible, to ascer- REGISTRY
tain ail mortgages affecting real property in seigniories ; however, this regards more parti- OFFICES.
cularly mortgages which can be purged by the décrets. The rights of minors nad dowers
cari, in the greater number of cases, be known by naking the necessary researches. No. 5.

To the 2d.-I do noL know any means whereby we could ascertain the object of this
question.

To the ,d.-I think tiiat losses have very seldom been sustained by the means in question,
if it is not by the negligence of persons lending or purchasers: for my part I have known
only the latter to have suffered in that way, and they were few in nunber.

To the 4th.-I have too little to do nith the courts of justice to be able to answer this
question.

To the 5th.-He who is prudent ought, or course, to resort to this act in order to secure his
titles, though I know many instances vhere this precaution was not taken. The expense
which it necessitates is, I believe, the principal reason for neglecting it.

To the 6th.-I do not know, but I conceive that such researches must necessarily be
made by persons who do not like to run the risk of losing their money. .

To the 7 th.-I do not exactly know ; but 1 do not think that it is less than io1. or 1l.
To the 8th and gth.-If there were not difficulties attending the adoption of this systema

to the laws of the country (a thing which I cannot take upon myself to say), I believe that
register-offices wotld be vastly useful, and would afford the means of ascertaining with very
little expense-the charges affecting properties upon which a person might be disposed to
place his money, lor by obliging every individual desirous of recuring his deeds of
purchase, mortgages or others, to enregister the act in virtue of which he acquires his rights,
every one vould know where to apply to ascertain what risk he would run either in pur-
chasing estates or lending money un the security thereof ; besidesà this would be the means
of checking concenled nortgages, as no mortgages would be valid when not enregistered.

To the ioth.-Undoubtedly, for the reasons given in the preceding answer.
To the iith and 12th.-I do not see vhat bad effect such a disclosure could produce,

either generally or with respect to family arrangements or settlements. Experience on the
contrary lias convinced me that nothing was more useful than the means· of ascertaining
the reul state of properties, on the security of which one would wish to place money ; and
i have no knowledge that any such* disclosure lias ever been injurious to any person what-
ever who did not intend to del'raud. It might, however, sometimes be unpleasant for the.
parties concerned to disclose iheir arrangements; but this would happen seldom, and ought
nlot to prevent a measure so generally advantageous.

To the 13 th.-I do not recollect any particular facts bearing on this question. I see no
inconvenience to be derived from enregistering wills ; on the contrary, it seems to me that
we ought to render these acts as publie as possible; besides, my answers to the 8th, 9th,
1 it and i21th questions are here applicable.

To the 14 th. - Undoubtedly.
To the î5th.-I do not recollect at present any instances similar to Ltis n question, but

it is easilv conceived that when there is any doubt as to the unincumbrance of a property,
and that the proprietor cannot at once satisfy pèrsons that his property is unincumbered, he
must find it more difficult to obtain money than if lie were differendy situated.

To the 16th.-I apprehend that if register offices favour commerce they mîust be bene-
ficial to agriculture; these two branches of human industry are so connected with. one
another that the evil accruing to one must be felt by the other. For my part i think that
they would coutribute to the advantage of both.

To the r 7th.-I am convinced that the reasons alleged in this question do not prevent
emigrants from remaining in this province, for I am inclined to think that most of them are
ignorant of them; but many do not settle here fron the prejudices they entertain against
this country and ail its institutions; besides, they would -find themselves more or less
strangers in our country parishes, not knowing-the language of the majority of the people;
and being for the most part Protestants, they would be deprived of the comfort of the reli-
gion to which they belong; and moreover they consider the soil and climate of Upper
Canada and the United Staies more favourable to agriculture, and the laws and custois of
the people of those countries more analogous to tieir own. Besides, they already have
their friends and relations establislhed there, and on leaving Europe generally have made up
their minds as to the place of their future residence.

To the 28th.-If means could be devised to render niortgages special and not general,
I think it would be very advantageous; besides, the syteu of enregistration would seem to
necessitate the abolition of general nortgages.

To the i 9 th.-I cannot venture to answer. this question for want of sufficient legal
information.

To the 2oth.-I do not know of any parallel case ; but many such have doubtless often
happened.

To the 21st.-I cannot answer this question.
To the 22d.-I do not see the utility of such a measure, but I conceive, on the contrary,

that it Would be very inconvenient, if it becane absolute necessary, to resort to the office of
the prothonotary ait Quebec for information, or to obtain such documents as we might
require.

.ANSWERso.ý •
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ANswERs of E. Mayrand, Esq.

REGISTRY
OFFICES.

No. 5.

A NsWERs

To the ist Query.--It is impossible in the present state of the law in this province tu be
certain that a property is not subject to mortgages and incumbrances.

To, the 2d.--l know of no legal means to discover whether an instrument affecting the
titie, or creating or producing an incumbrance on the property, has been produced, or.is
known to purchasers or persons lending money on the property.

To the 3d.-I know of many inst.ances wlhere individual3 having purchased properties
have been obliged to abandon them; others possessing sufficient means have been obliged
to buy properties twice over, and at considerable prices, on account of the improvements
they had made ; ail this caused by ancient mortgages which had not been revealed by the
vender at the time of the purchase,-and others who lent money*lost it, capital, interest and
costs.

To the 4th.-Yes, many actions hypothecaires are instituted in the superior terins of the
Court of King's Bench in this province ; 1 think that in most of these actions, defendants
are ignorant of the mortgages which such actions are intended to foreclose.

To the 5th.- -k is the practice in many cases to resort to the Act providing for the ex-
tinction of secret mortgages or incumbrances on lands, but it frequently proves after con-
siderable expenses to be of no great service, since the law does not free from the mortgage
produced by the dower.

To the 6th.--Yes, numerous researches are made; but are they not fruitless ?
To the 7th.-~The expense incurred in obtaining a confirmation of title under the Act

above mentioned varies from 20. to 301-; and what is extremely important is the delay of
eight or twelve months previons to obtaining an ordinary judgment of the court, which for
ail that cannot afford a complete protection.

To the 8th.-There is no doubt that a county register, showing with respect to lands in
the county, what mortgages, chargea or incumbrances have been made, would afford more
security in transactions, and would be the means of putting an end to a great number of
vexatious proceedings.

To the gth.-The operation of such a register would, undoubtedly, have the effect of
making known uortgages which remain concealed ; it is.the'only means which we can
adopt to create mortgages without any fear ; by having recourse to the register, one might
then confidently rely upon acts which very often are worthiess scraps of paper.

To the 1oth.-Such a register would have the effect of diminishing the expense and time
frequently spent to no purpose, and would engage persons to lend their money more libe-
rallv from the safety of the mortgage they would have.

To the iith.-l am incliued to think thuys such a register woul he productive of more
good than evil; it would encourage bonesty and afford the means of creating mortgages
with less apprehensions.

To the 12th.-l am of opinion that the disclosure by such register of family arrange-.
ments and settilements would be productive of more good than evil, inasmuch as it would
show what degree of confidence they could mutually repose in each other.

To the i 3 t.-I am of opinion that all acts ought to be enregistered; this would prevent
frauds, and afford more effectual investigations of papers which are frequently to be found
in the bands of inconsiderate notaries, and are often destroyed ; and would make known the
dispositions of acts such as they were passed.

To thé 14 th.-Such a register would bc highly advantageous, inasmuch as creditors
could ascertain the irue circumstances of the real estate of their debtors.

To the i 5 th.-It bas happened very often that persons wishing to borrow mnney could
not obtain any, because the individuals were afraid that their properties were affected vith
prior mortgages.

To the Î6th.-Register offices in the seigniories would favour commerce and.encourage
agriculturé by reason of the lending of mnoney which would take place with more safety.

To the 17 th.-I am of opinion that the impositions and delays incident to the discovery
of mortgages and to the Qbtaining confirinations of title, deter enigrants trom setling in
greater numbers in seigniories, and induce them to give the preference to places where
register offices are to be found ; being ien certain not to be troubled by ruinous law
suits.

To the i8th.-I think it would be productive of more good than evil, if mortgages were
special.

To the 19 th.-I am of opinion that the douaire coutumier is a scourge which we ought
to get rid of entirely, and that all rigbts of dower ought to be special and particularised;
we would thereby avoid a number of unpardonable proceedings.

To the 2oth.-I know many instances where estates confided to the management of
tutors or curators, appointed in conformity with the*existing law, bave been dissipated, and
thereby occasion considerable losses. I have at present a similar case in hand.

To the iat.--I am convinced that a law requiring tutors and curators to give security
would preven. a number of losses which minorr sustain.

To the 22d.-l think that the researches of judgments rendered in a district would take
less time, if the ministerial acts ofjudges were enregistered in the office of the prothonotary
of the district.
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ANswEaS of E. Desberats, Esq.
REGISTRY

To the 1ist Query.-No. OFFICES.
To the 2d.-No.
To the 3d.-I have. No. 5.
To the 4th.-Actions of this kind are often instituted.
To the 5th.-Yes, but the expenses are not very cousideralle.
To the 6th.-l should think so.
To the 7th.-From 8 1. to io I., sometimes more.
To the 8th.-Yes, because this would tend to protect the purchaser from mortgages.
To the oth.-I should think so.
To the ioth.-Yes.
To the 11th.-I do not think that such. a disclosure would be productive of more evil

than good, provided that no person should be allowed to see the register without the con-
sent of the party whose property would be mortgaged.

To the 121i.--I do not see what evil it vould produce with the restrictions mentioned in
my last reply.

To the i3th.-Advantages must necessarily have thereby been derived ; I cannot, how-
ever, cite any particular case.

To the 14th.-Yes.
To the i5th.-I have no personal knowledge; hovever, I think that this may have

happened.
To the 16th.-It would facilitate the borrowing of money.
To the 17th.-No; I thinik that emigrants prefer U'pper Canada and the United States

on account of the climate, I do nut think that either register offices or the fear of mort-
gages induce them to prefer one country to another, for they are unacquainted with both
on arriving; I should raiher think that this preference is due to what I have already ob-
served, and to their partinlity to the English laws.

To the i8th.-I do not think that this would decasion any evil.
To the 19th.-I think it would be proper to ab2ilish it.
To the 2oth.--I have no personal knowledge of this, but I should think that they may

happen.
To the 2ist.-The remedy proposed in tbis question seems to me to be impracticable.

It night besides cause .very.great injustice where the amount of the security vould be in-
sufficient to cover the amonnt of the balance of the tutor's account.

It must be observed that the office of tutor is a public one, which no person can refuse
to accept, save in certain cases provided by law. It might happen that the person ap-
pointed tutor could not find securities, and it is difficuit to conceive how a person vould
wish to render himseif responsible lor another who undertakes to administer an estate over
which he has no controi. I do not think it necessary here to propose any remedy.

To the end.-Judgments are always enregistered in the prothonotary's officé. The en-
registration of ministerial acts would not produce any other advantage than that of esta-
blishing the existence of a mortgage, but it would not show the amount of the debt.

ANswERS of Mr. George Black.

To the ist Query.-I have always understood that it is not possible.
To the 2d.-I am not acquainted with any such means.
To the 3d.-Many. I have now been engaged in business in this country for the last

15years, and have been deterred froma making considerable investments upon real securities
by the uncertainty of the titles.

To the 4tb.-I have reason to believe that there are many such actions brought against
purchasers ignorant of the property being mortgaged when they made their purchases.

To the 5th.-It is.
To the 6th. -Yes.
To the 7th.-I never had occasion to prosecute the confirmation of a title under this

statute, and caunot say what the expense may be.
To the 8th.-Certainly.
To the 9t.-I think there could be no doubt that the operation of a registry systemi

would prevent frauds ; I have myseif suffered from the want of such registry.
To the ioth.-Yes.
To the i th.-I consider that it would be productive of good to the industrious and

honest, and I do not think it un evil that it should deprive the dishonest of the means of
deceptin.

To the itth.-I think that a man applying to another to borrow money upon the secu-
rity of real estate, qught to disclose to the lender all bis family arrangements and settlements
afiecting his real property, and the register acts do no more.

To the i3th.-I have not any particular means of information upon the subject matter of
this question.

To the 14th.-Yes.
To the 15th.- Instances of this kind are not nfrequent.
To the 16th.-It would conduce to the prosperity of both.
To the 17th.-Yes.
To·the i8th.-I think they ouglt to be special.

0.3. 02 . To
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REGISTRY To the i9th.-I am aware that the dower as at present regulated, often produces incertainty
OFFICES. in titles; but it would be for persons who have made the law a study to say how this

.- matter ought to be regulated.
Nu. 5. To the 2th.-In the line of my business I am not in the way of obtaining infor-

mation upon the subject of this question, but I believe great lusses have occirred.
To the 21st.-The object of the law would be more effectually attained if tutors and

curators were obliged to give security; but I think it would be hard to require security
from tutors, whose duties are burthensome and compulsory.

To the 22d.-Whatever contributes to the disclosure ofincumbrances upon real estate
I consider beneficial, but I am not sufficiently acquainted with legal matters to be able to
say whether the judgments and ministerial acts mentioned in this question ought to be
enregistered at Quebec or not, but I believe it would do much good.

ANSWERS of P. Vezina, Esq.

To the ist Query.-It is impossible.
To the 2d.-I know of no means of discovering this.
To the 3 d.-I have known many instances when venders and people lending money have

been subjected to luss by the discovery of mortgages which had not been revealed, and
which they could not discover.

To the 4 th.-I cannot say that there are many actions hypothecaires instituted in each
term, but this happens frequently, and it seldoin occurs that there are not many every year.

To the 5th.-It is the practice to resort to that Act, but. this occasions great expense
and does not lend to the discovery of dowers, and entails which are not opened.

To the 6th.-This is what prudent purchasers do, or ought to do, but they are nevertheless
often deceived.

To the 7th.-The expenses incurred in obtaining a confirmation of title under the Act
9 Geo. 4, c. 20, are rather considerable, and the .iudgments thereof cannot be obtained
in less than four monthe, and frequently not within that time, if there happen to be
oppositions.

To the 8th.-Sucb a register would be advantageous, and necessary to prevent frauds.
To the gth.-I tbink so.
To the ioth.-I think so.
To the 11th.--Such a register cannot be productive of evil, and would be advantageous

to the community in general.
To the t2th.-A register whicli would lead to the discovery of family arrangements and

settlements must be advantageous to society.
To the 13th.-There must result advantages from the enregistering of wills, donations

and other instruments containing the dispositions of real property or incumbrances thereon.
To the 14th.-I believe so.
To the 15th.-I have never known instances of this kind, but similar instances have

doubtless occurred.
To the 16th.-A register office in this province would contribute to the prosperity of

commerce and agriculture.
To the 17th.-This is possible, but I have no personal knowledge of it.
To the 18th.-[ think that greater advantages would be derived if mortgages were

special.
To the 1gth.-I do not think so; moreover, this a matter which requires to be well

considered before anything is done.
To the 20th.-I have known many instances where minors have been ruined by the

fraudulent application and dissipation of their property by their tutors.
To the 2ist.-Yes, by requiring special suretes.
To the 22d.-I see no advantages in enregistering such acts and judgments in the

office of the prothonotary for the district of Quebec; they ought to be enregistered in
each district where there could be a register for that purpose, to which any one might have
access.

LETTrn of William Iiadgley, Esq.

Gentlemen, Montreal, 27 th January 1836.
A committee of the Legislative Council has directed a ieries of questions to be proposed

to a number of persons here, for information on the subject of the operation of the present

system of mortgage law, as securing the title to real estate in this country. I have not been

honoured by the committee on the subject, but as I an desirous of submitting to then my
views upon this interesting and important point, my I beg you to lay before them my
remarks in any manner you may think most advisable.

As a general truth, it cannot be doubted, that capital will only be applied where there
exists a probability of either a satisfactory return for its cmployment or a valid probable
security for its reimbursement; where neither profit nor repayment are secured, it is clear

that money will not be invested. The legislature with the view of giving confidence to

purchasers of real estate passed the law of 9 Geo. 4, c. 20, but though a remedial statute,

its machinery is very clumsy, a title cannot be ratified in less than four months, a period

generally extending to six; the expense to applicants is considerable, but stiti dues not
relieve
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relieve them from incunibrances which, from their very nature, being latent as well as indefi- REGISTRY
nite in amnouni, cause the greatest and best founded apprehensions; in fact it bas not in any OFFICES.
effectively advantageous manner changed the old system of the décrétjbrcé, except in the -

particulars of relieving the purchaser from the payment to the sheriff for the cost of a titie No. 5.
as well as his per centage upon the amount of the sale, and specially fromn the necessity of
paying down the amount of the adjudication; in these three points, the 9 Geo. 4 lias been
of service, particularly in the last object, but it has not rendered real property more secure
than before its existence; upon the whole I conceive the present equally as expensive and
dilatory as the old course whose i.mprovement it had in view, with this sole difference, that
the expense goes into other pockets. The statute is also objectionable from ils exclusive
nature, being confined to purchasers, and offering no security to capitalists disposed to
enibark their capital for the sake of revenue only.

If it were possible to conceive that the increase of population in any country could by
any possibility in a few years cover its cultivable lands with an active and busy population
in its whole extent, a plausible, though by no means a conclusive, argument might be
offered against holding'oui inducements for the use of foreign capital; but in that case,
the climate, the soil, the natural advantages, or if I may be allowed the expression, the
natural capital or wealth of the country, iust all conjointly have existence in an extreme
degree of advancement previous to the population acting upon these sources; as these
advantages are not applicable to this province, it follows, that introduced or inported
capital must be of the greatest possible importance to the lender; the condition of his agree-
ment will be in his own favour, and if he really require the money he would not hesitate to
perforni the condition ; the advantages of this system, I think, would in a fev years be so
apparent that it would become general, without opposing too forcibly the fears or the pre-
judices of the opponents of the measure.

The necessity of that species'of security for holders of real estate at present is most
unquestionable, because occasions are of frequent occurrence of mortgages of old date
having been brotight forward, which have frequently deprived bonà fide purchasers, and
holders of property, of that property whose fuli price they have paid, and besides this, upon
whiclh they have laid out large suins of money in its improvement.

The preceding remaiks apply to mortgages for advances of moncy. As to purchasers,.
the present statute might bc su amended as sufliciently to protect them; few or no cases
occur wherc mortgagees of real property reside out of the province ; if there are any of
that description of persons, their agents in the province are careful of their interests; the
period Of four months for a ratification of title, as at present, is unnecessary, asbeing too.
dilatory; one month is ample for every purpose of information and notification, and two
instead of four advertisements, at a week's interval, wuuld also much reduce the expense.
I would retain the present law with this amenduent, and further improve it by striking out
the 8th* clause of the btatute, whicl I think urnecessary and in some part contradictory of
the preceding clapse. The retaining of' the ratification systein for purchases is advisable,
because it prevents fraudulent sales for less -tban the real value of property, by enabling
mortgagees to bid up the estate sold, to cover its incumbrances, or at least high enough to
make the sale fur the true value.

There are two remaining points respecting mortgages which are of no great importance,
namely, mortgagees underjudgments of the courts, and by every notarial acknowledgment
of debt; the better plan in both cases would be to cut off the mortgage security, but as that
might be objected against, I would only give to them the effect of a mortgage where that
right is stipulated in the deed or claimned in and by the judgment; in both the ingredients
of date and amount are*specific, that of.the realty to be affected by them is alone required;
iflitigants or parties to the detd require the security of a mortgage let them demand it.

You*perceive that my register system applies only to the future introduction of capital,
but it bas a retroactive effect by means of the privilege which I propose to give Io the
registered special mortgage over every other general rmortgage ; if holders of general mort-
gages are disposed to procure for themselves the same security as the special mortgagee,
they hal be entitled to the privilege by adoptmng the saine means .

i believe the greatest evil of the present course of law is the idefnite amount of many
mortgage claims, as for example in customary dover, community of properLy between hus-
band¢and wife, tutorships, curatorships, executorships and others; it is impossible under
the existing lawvs to avoid inconvenience from the occurrence of some of these cases; and
if a mode could be adopted of rendering all those claims of limited amount, great difficulty.
would be removed and much done to destroy the impedimen;ts of prejudice or interest. I
cannot perceive any chance of escape from these inconveniences and evils but by a system
of registration.

It is genei-ally admitted by the opposers of a registry that dower and the preservation of
the claims of children, &c., under hie ministerial offices of tutors, curators and executors,
present the greatest and almost the only difficulties to the adoption of the generalregister bill
proposed ; tes'e objections may, I think, be removed without inconvenience. Few cases have
of late.years come before the Court of King's Bencli in Montreal, whîere dower was claimed;
as-a mortgage upon which an action was instituted, its right is acknowledged and sup-
ported, and the courts in the province generally have constantly maintained it under the
clear and explicit terms of the law.

In Aprilterm, 1830, the Court of King's Bench lere rendered a judgment upon my appli-
cation

My plan is shortly this:-3st. Rendei every claim for doier rpecial, in other words, to. the
province, and that every possible means should be adopted to iender its security effectual
, o;3. o 3
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REGISTRY cation for dower; this is, I believe, the last case in point, and being the first of its particular
OFFICES. nature, and embracing points of some importance, I take the liberty of submitting it to

you, to exhibit the exten of the privilege granted by law to dower, and the necessity of
No. 5. limiting its amount to a specific sum. Jobez D. De Witt, born in the United States since

the declnration of independence, settled in Canada in i8o1, where he acquired real pro-
perty ; in 1811 he returned to the United States, was married there without marriage con-
tract, returned to Montreal, and tiere lived until his death in 1827 ; he died insolvent.
On behalf of his widow I claimed dover, which the court granted, although contrary to the
expressed opinions of every meiber of the bar, whose opinion was worth having. Intthat
case the court held that the dower vas due, alhhough the widow was a foreigner, and
although the marriage had been contracted in a foreign country; that her claim was privi-
leged before ail mortgage claimants, except the bailleurs du fonds; this dower was the
customary dower of Lower Canada, because there was no contract of marriage. In this
case communautí, de biens did not exist, because the latter is a civil and municipal regula-
tion, whereas dower is of the nature of a contract, and may consequently be made by the
parties anvwhere. This case strongly exhibits the inconvenience of the system in general,
and has neither been questioned nor contradicted.

Latent mortgages are a source of great annoyance and injustice, not so much fron the
nature of the claim as from their indefinite amount, and their general unlimited range of
effect. That minors and others incapable of protecting themselves should be protected by
the state, is a principle which has been consecrated in the lavs, and by the recorded wis-
dom of every civilized country, and bv ione su effectually and beneficially as in England;
there the Crown assumes the responsibility, and the highest law officer of the government
undertakes the office of inperial guardian. Great advantages have flowed fromn this system,'
as the Court of Chancery, in its appointments of assistants in discharging the subordinate
functions of its guardianship, sclects the most responsible and capable, while in the mean-
time the Government itself stands pledged for the security of the estate. I would advise
engrafting snch parts of that system as may be required upon ourjurisprudence, and giving
to the Courts of King's Bench a similar power to that of the English Chancery ; the court
would then be enabled to tie down tutors and curators, &c., to specific amounts, and the
inconveniences of a general and indefinite claim would be avoided; individuals would
readily be found to undertake these duties under these responsibilities, and the public
officers accountable to the public, and acquainted with the duties of their office, would
direct them. This plan would require a machinery adequate to perform the required
duties; the appointient of a responsible master or clerk is sufficient for every purpose,
when appointed for this particular duty, under the superintendence of the court. i cannot
conceive that any objection can be offered to this.

1 confess I tlîink these two preliminary points must be settled before a satisfactory
register law can be formed : abolish the customary dower, retain the specific dower, douaire
préfix,of a sum of money, as under this present law,and give to the Courts of King's Bench
superintendence and control over ministerial officers for specific amounts, and a register-
office law miay then be immediately framed, because ail mortgage claims would then be for
specific anounts, and the date and sum being ascertained, there would only remain the
third requisite, the description of the particular property upon which to attach it, otherwise
the law could not but be defective.

I would also advise that the registry law should not make registrations compulsory; the
great object being to give to capitalists a security for their investments, the end would be:
attained as efficiently by giving to the registered mortgage upon specific real estate a
privilege and preference over general mortgages of every description ; thus by making it'
optional with the borrower to benefit from thé capital of others, which he seeks by adopting
this easy and ready mode of securing the words, niake it a douaire préfix, if left optional,
give to the customnary dower no more privilege than to a general mort'gagee.

2d. Render ail ministerial offices liable for specific amounts only.
3 d. -Give to the special registered mortgage a privilege and preference over every enre-

gistered or general morgage, and to every registered general mortgagé the same prefèrence
over every unregistered morgage.
- By this means lenders of nhoney, or persons desirous to invest, would be.rendered secure

in their investmenis.
The statute 9 Geo. 4, amended as I have proposed, would sufficiently secnre purchasers;

these two classes of persons are at present the principal sufferers, whose security I consider
might be rendered effectual by the working up of the foregoing reinarks.

I shall be happy to know that this lias reached you safely, and that I have been fortunate
enough to coincide with you in any part of the plan I have proposed ; if among -the many
opinions whichî have been transnitted to the committee, i shal have been instrumental in
discovering anything efficient I shall be most happy, but at the*same time 1 must apologise
to you for the trouble I have given to you, and remain your obedient servant.

The Hon. George Moffatt, Esq., and (signed) W. Badgley.
Peter M'Gill, Esq., &c. &c. &c.

ANSwERs of J. D. Lucroir,-.Esq.
To the-ist Query.-No.
To the 2d.-There are no other means than by the décrét forced or voluntary.
To the 3d.-In the course of my practice of 34 years this happened frequently, and even

several-times in the same year.
To the 4 th.-.Yes, very.oftcn.
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To tie 5th.-Yes, and even this remedy, althougli very expensive, does not .secure indi-
viduals from dower or entails.

To the 6th.-Yes, but at great expense.
To the 7th.-From 1ol. to 15 ., and often more, according to the number of oppositions

that are filed.
To the 8th.-Yes; and that would be the means of preventing country people from

selling their lands at low prices, not being able to borrow money but at 2o or 25 per cent.;
for frequently these poor people, unable to borrow 12 1., sell a farm worth 200 /. or 3001.
for the small sun of 751. or 8o l.

To the gth.-Yes; and my opinion is founded on 30 years' experience.
To the 10th.-I conceive that it would be a sure means attended with little expense,-and

which would doubly augment the value of property, and more.
To the 1i th.-The advantage thereby derived would be incalculable in every respect,

inasmuch as that would afford proprietors the means of preserving their. properties, and
would secure to lenders their money, and rid the country parts of usurers.

To the 12th.--No; but this question cannot be answered vithout entering into a long
argument.

To the i3th.--Al would be to the advantage of society, and cannot but promote the
general good by affording the necessary informations to persons wishing to lend or to
borrow.

To the 14th.-Yes; and particularly to those unfortunate individuals who wish to borrow,
but cannot do so, because the public opinion is tiat their properties are affected with
mortgages.

l'o the 15th.-Yes; and I can say that this occurs every day, and some are ruined, not
being able to satisfy persons that their property is unincumbered; if there were a remedy
the borrower would gain by it, but the usurer would be the sufferer.

To the 16th.-On the contrary, stch an establishment would favour both agriculture and
commerce.

.To the 17th.-Yes, and very justly; for low can it bc supposed that the emigrant will
bring his money where there is no security; -and, nioreover, as that stranger is not
acquainted with the.laws where lie settles, lie must necessarily be more nistrustful and nut
anxious to.risk his inoney.

To the 18th.-For the good of society general mortgages ought never to exist.
..To the 19th.--ihe douaire coutumier is a public nuisance.
To the.2oth.-This has happened, and not very long ago.
To the 21st.--Yes ; and for the execution of public trusts this precaution ought to be.

taken.
To the 22d.-Yes, and the advantage thereby resulting would be invaluable.

ANSwEns of H. Griffin, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-It is not possible.
To the 2d.-There are no means whatever of discovering all incumbrances affecting reul

property; décret volontaire and ratification of title are resorted to for such purpose, but the
effect is only partial, as the former bars not dower or minors' rights which cannot he
ascertained, and may be claint-d after a lapse of many years; the latter is again doubtful
on this point; but admitting that either mode would effectually purge all incumbrances,
still the systeni of tacit or secret mortgage, by which all future acquisitions, as well as the
present, are held, would prove objectionable to money beiug loaned to a liolder of just title,,
on the faith thereof.

To the 3d.-Many instances have come to my knowledge of the nature referred to in.
this third question.

To the 4th.-Yes; very common.
To the 5th.-It is a very common practice, and incurs a considerable expense, and in .

case of sale puts the purchaser, and oltentimes the seller, to much inconvenience and loss
of interest by the delay created in the payment of the purchase-money waiting a ratifica-:
tion title; the delay also tends to protract improvement.

To the 6th.-Yes, generally.
To the 7th.-For lands situate..within ibe parisb of Montreal the expense referred to is

from 8 1. Io 9 ., of which from 2 1. 15 s. to 3 1. 5 s. is for publishing in the Quebec Gazette,
S1. 5 s. the bailiff's fees, 5 s. the pruthonotary, remainder to the attorney employed to

obtain judgment of confirmation ; for lands situate in the country parishes the bailiff's
fees are much higber, they have been known to exceed 5 1.

To the. 8th.-Most decidedly it would, because a purchaser or mortgagee would then.
ascertain to a certainty the amount of previeus mortgages,. and would regulate himself
accordingly. A county register vould establish confidènce between seller and purchaser,
lender and borrower; mutation would be more frequent, monies on loan more readily
obtained, and im provements consequently more rapid.

. To the 9th.-A register would no doubt tend to prevent frauds, as none could take
place except with the connivance of the registrar, which ought not to be supposed.

To the ioth.--It certainly would, and would -do away with the necessity- of. obtaining
a.judgnment of confirmation of titie as at present practised (except in the commencement).

• To the.1ith.-I can see no. evil that a disclosure can make as far a registry is necessary,
but be productive of mucli -good, as it would tend greatly, 1st, to make soine men honest,
and, 2dly, See my answer.to-the 8th question. "..

0-3. 04 To
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REGISTRY To the i 2th.--This question leads me to offer an opinion, that family arrangements
OFFICES. need not be disclosed beyond the desire or vish of the parties interested, as the fulfilment

. of any condition in a specific sum secured on a property specially described nay be
No.5. inserted, and a memoial of sucli acte only be registered ; which meinorial should simply

set forth the title of the acte, date, naines of the parties, and their description, amount of
obligation, and precise or verbatim description of the property mortgaged, and the notary's
name before whom the acte vas passed, this nemorial to be signed by the' parties certified
by the notary public ; thus fanily arrangements may be kept private, whilst ail the advan-
tages of a registry be attained.

To the i3th.-
To the 141h.-A county register beyond all doubt would be most beneficial, and often

would be the means of a debtor falling into temporary embarassment recovering himself
by obtaining fron his creditors more lenient terms than he probably vould do, if without
the power of obtaining the precise state of his real property.

To the 15th.-Instances of the nature relerred to in this question are of almost daily
occurrence; I know it, and speak personally to the facr, that if registry offices were
established the question would not have arisen.

To the 16ih.-It would, and must conduce to the prosperity of both, by creating a per-
manent and mutual confidence between the agricultural and commercial classes, which the
present system cannot by any possibility effect except temporarily.

To the 17th.-L an fully aware, in the course of my practice, that the impositions of
frauds practised under and encouraged by our present system, to which the difficulty of
discovering mortgages and incumbrances, if any, and to what extent, gives rise, and the
delay incident to the obtaining of confirmations of tities, prevent emigrants from the
United Kingdom, and particularly capitalists settling in greater numbers in the seigniories,
and induce them to give a preference to Upper Canada and the United States.

To the 18th.-It is in my humble estimation the only correct systeni that can be adopted
for the general benefit of the country at large (as regards real estate), viz. that no general
undefined mortgage shail have weight, nnd that ail future mortgages shall be special only.

To the lgth.-lt is most advisable that the douaire coutumier, as it affects real estate,
shall be abolished, providing by law that in future ail rights of dower shali be particularized
and specially applied.

To the 2oth.-
To the 21st.-I should deem it more effectual that tutors or curators be required to give

special security in the amount deemed advisable by the judge, in proportion to the value
of the estate and property likely to come under their charge or administration.

To the 22d.-Nojudgment or ministerial act by thejudges should be allowed to create
a mortgage or incumbrance on real estate,-except the same be described in the judgment
or ministerial act, and then not until registered in full wlhere ail special mortgages are
registered, viz. in the county register, where the land described is situate; making a registry
of the prothonotary's office or of any other, apart from the county registry, would only tend
to create confiusion.

APPENDnix to Answers by H. Griffin.

.st. Tiat from and after the establishment of register offices by law, no notarial acte
or instrument in writing, no probate, tutelle, curatelle, judgnent of the Court of King's
Bench, or any acte ministerial or otherwise, to be held, deemed or considered to be a mort-
gage on real estate, unless made in conformity with this ac.t, notwitlhstanding the laws now
in force in this province.

2d. That no deed of sale, contract of marriage, donation or obligation, either by way of
transfer or mortgage, shall have effect, or be deemed valid or effectual upon or against real
estate, unless the forn shall contain a correct description of such real estate, and suchi
acte or a menorial thereof be registered according to the provisions of this act, and there-
upon to have effect froin the day and hour of such registry.

3d. That executions sued out against real estate, or any judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, bearing a specific description of such estate against .which such execution may
issue, may; be registered, and thereby only create a mortgage from the day and hour of
such registry.

4 th. That ail wills and codicils substituting real property in general ternis, and not spe-
cially described, shall be enregistered in ful. with an appendix, signed by the parties
interested before a notary, describing the real property thereby substituted; which
appendix may be made by extract froin inventory.of the estate of testator.

5th. That in consequence of the superficial manner in which real estate within the seig-
niories in this province is described, and to the end of rende-ing the object öf a registry
more effective, that each county register shahl be furnished .with a correct plan or map of
the fiefs and seigniories, or part or parts thereof, within its jurisdiction, setting forth the
distribution by commissions and forms, and regularly numbered, and that suih number:
shall Le part of the description of the farmi or lot in ail future transfers there. for mortgages
thereon, which plans, certified by a sworn surveyor, to be furnished by seigniors, proprietors
or possessors of the fiefs and seigniories respectively; provided always, that the seigniories
of Montreal and Quebec shall not be held to include in their plans that portion of their
seigniories within the banlieues or the cities of Montreal and Quebec.
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6th. That in order to afford to ail parties interested in real estate every possible security, REGISTRY
be it understood, that this act shall not be held to authorize transfers or mortgages or other OFFICES.
actes affecting real estate being executed sous seing privé, but that the same shall be as -
heretofore made and passed before notaries public, and the certified copy in the ustal Io.5.
form, or memorial, according to the future provisions in this act contained, shall be
registered.

7 th. That ail deeds of sale or conveyance, Yhether absolute or in trust, all obligations
and mortgages, or other actes intended to carry a mortgage, may be registered by meuorial,
which shall set forth the date, before what notary, and in whose notariat the minute is
deposited, the naines and description of the parties verbatim, purchase-money or amount
of debt, and low payable, with the servitudes, if any, and a verbatim description of the real
estate sold or mortgaged, or intended to be; memorials to be regularly filed by registrar,
who shall grant certificates of such registry indorsed on the acte or copy of the acte regis-
tered, or whereof a memorial has been registered. Deeds of sale by the sheriff, or sales by
licitation, to be registered in full.

8th. That froml and after ail sheriffs' sales and judgments of confirma-
tion of titles by the Court of King's Bench shall set aside and novate aIl mortgages (hypo-
thecaires) of every description affecting such estate so sold, unless mentioned by opposition
in due and legal form.

9 th. Ail acquittances and discharges or other acte cancelling any mortgage registered,
shall also be registered, and thereby have full force and effect, and whereof certificates May
be granted by registrar.

The foregohsg principal items for a register bill are most respectfully submitted, with the
annexed answers to questions by

(s igned ) H. Grifin.

ANSWEnS of C. E. Casgrain, Esq.
To the ist Query.-The thing is generally impossible
To the 2d.-By the décret volontaire; and yet this mode is long, expensive, instifficient

and ineffectual, inasmuch as it dues not make known dowers not opened.
To the 3d.-Yes, very frequently.
To the 4th.-Yes, I believe so. .
To the 5th.-Often; but, as I have already observed, this mode is long, expensive, in-

sufficient and ineffectual.
To the 6th.-Yes, and particularly previous to acquiring property of great value.
To the 7th.-I do not exactly know, but I think that the expense carnes from 7L. to 20 1.

and that from four to six months are consumed in obtaining a confirmation of titie.
To the 8th.-Yes, and it would facilitate the sale and mutation ofreal property, which

is deprecated by reason of the impossibility of ascertaining to wYhat degree it may be in-
cumbered.

To the 9th.-I am of opinion that the operation of such a register vould prevent or tend
greatly to check the commission of frauds. But I will observe that a purchaser, without
any bad faith on the part of the vendor, is frequently exposed to considerable losses, for
want of the operation of such a register, by the subsequent disclosure of ancient mortgages
and incumbrances unknown to the vendor himself.

To the ioth.-I think so. Perhaps that, in the present circumstances, this innovation
in our laws might at first be considered onerous and inconvenient ; but I am convinced that
after a certain time, and when we would have surmounted the first difficulties of this new
system, we would appreciate the advantage of such a register.

To the i1th.-The disclosure tbat such a register would afford of mortgages and incum-
brances on real property vould produce a good effect in the province, inasmuch as it would
thereby be easy to ascertain the mortgages and other incumbrances affecting real estates,
the sale and mutatiun of which would be facilitated ; it would also be easier for a proprietor
to borrow money.

To the 12th.-I think that this disclosure would in general be productive of good; for it
is the interest of society that all transactions in life be founded on good faith and upon
established and sure principles, and consequently that these transactions which interest
the public should be known.

To the 13th.-I believe that advantages have been derived without any material evils
having resulted, froin the communication tbe public can obtain of such instruments affect-
ing the property therein mentioned.

To the i 4th.-Yes, but the access to this register must be easy and not expensive.
To the 15th.-Yes, and I have known cases.wbere rich proprietors of real estates, little

or not incumbered, have been unable to borrow small *sums, considering their fortunes,
without giving many sureties.

To the î6th.--I am*of opinion that it would be to the advantage of both the one.and
the other, although the innovation might at first be considered onerous and inconvenient,
as I have observed it in my answer to the ioth question.

To the 17th.-I think that this may be one of the causes which prevent them from set-
tling in the seigniories. But in the lower part of the district where I reside, this reason does
not much influence them ; for the severity of the seasons, together with a population com-
posed solely of Canadians, I mean of people speaking the ;French. language only, having
usages and habits differeht to theirs are sufficient to prevent theni.-

0.3. p To
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REGISTRY To the i8th.-if register offices were established, it would then be better that mortgages
OFFICES. sliould be special, except those created by the judgments of courts of justice, which ought

. to be general.
No. 5. To the 19th.-I am of opinion that it would be advisable to particularize the dower, and

to have it specially applied. It is one of the greatest obstacles to the sale of property in
this country, and which tends to depreciate it very much, for the purchaser of real estates
is alvays afraid of discovering afterwards, notwithstanding ail bis precautions, some similar
incumbrance on bis estate. It would perhaps be advisable to allow the wife to renounce
to ber dower in certain cases, or to apply it on other property, under certain formalities
and conditions sufficient to protect ber.

To the 2oth.-Yes; and the thing sometimes happeus.
To the 21st.-It Vould be very hard, if not unjust, to require tutors and curators to give

sureties, when they are obliged by law to accept these onerous offices, and generally accept
thein but with reluctance; Ï think it is better that the relations, friends and others ite..
rested, should adopt the usual course to have them removed wheri guilty of gross negligence
or misconduct.

To the 22(.-I think it would; and perbaps it would be advisable to enregister these
acts in each locality where properties thereby affected would lie, and where register offices
would be established.

ANswEns of A. Dionne, Esq.

To the ist Query.-Yes, I think it is possible in the present state of the law in this pro-
vince, to discover mortgages on real property in seigniories, except in a few cases.

To the 2d.-The means of discovering whether a property is mortgaged is never to pur-
chase or lend to the proprietor without seeing bis marriage contract, deed of donation,
&c. &c.

To the 3d.-I know of instances where individuals having bought properties, or lent
money on the security of the sanie, have sustained losses by the discovery of mortgages or
charges, which had not been disclosed to them by the venders or debtors.

To the 4 t.-I know of several actions en declaradon d'hypotheques instituted in the
Court of King's Bench, and in many cases the defendants were ignorant of the mortgages.

To the 5th.-It is the practice in certain cases to resort to the volontary décret (décret
voluntaire) when we are not very certain and convinced of the vendor's solvability, in order
to purge mortgages. This process necessitates considerable expenses.

To the 6th.-When purchasers or lenders take tie precautions stated in this question
(which often happens), losses are seldom sustained.

To the 7 t.-The expense incurred in obtaining confirmations of title under the Act
9 Geo. 4, c. 20, is from 9 1. to 1o 1. currency; the time required to obtain the saine depends
upon the number of oppositions and their discussion; if there be no oppositions, confir-
mation of title can be obtained in four months' time.

To the 8th.-Such a county register would certainly make known niortgages and

charges, and would benefit capitalists to the detriment of small proprietors ; but ail would
depend upon the conditions of the enregistration, which I cannot anticipate.

To the 9th.-The operation of sucli a registerwould certainly tend to prevent frauds, if
other frauds stili greater did not produce more evil than those which it would remedy.

To the ioth.-Such a register, with certain precautions in the passing of the law, would
doubtless tend to diminish the time and expenses attending the obtaining a secure title on
purchasing property, as well as on lending money thereon.

To the i th.-Yes, as I understand the thing, I conceive that this register vo uld produce
more evil than good ; but it is impossible for me to state the reasons or the particular facts
upon which I ground my opinion, not being acquainted with the project of such a law.

To the ith.-I think that great inconvenience would result by the disclosure of certain
family arrangements, if we are obliged to enregister them.

To the 13th.-I do not know the evils or advantages arising from the enregistering of
wills, donations and other instruments containing the dispositions of real property or mort-

gages thereon.
To the 14th.-Yes, such a register would be advantageous to creditors, and would enable

them to ascertain the true circunistances of the real estates of their debtors.
To the 15th.-I am not aware of individuals having been unable to obtain money on the

security of their real property. I think nevertheless that this must have happened several
tines.

To the 16th.-I cannot say that the establishment in seigniories of register offices would
favour commerce to the prejudice of agriculture, or that it would contribute to the pros-
perity of both, being without data certain upon this head.

To the i 7th.-No; I am not of opinion that the impositions and frauds relating to mortgages
and other charges are the reasons which induce emigrants from the United Kingdoma to go
and settle in Upper Canada and the United States, rather than establish themselvés in
seigniories; i know that they go to those countries in preference, but I do not know why
they do so,

To the 18th.-I think it would be productive of more evil than good, if it were provided
by law that in future mortga ges shall be special and not general.

To the igth.-It would be very proper to abolish the douaire coutumier,and to enact.tbat i
future
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future the douaire prefx alone will be allowed ta be stipulated in marriage contracts; more- REGISTRY
over it would be prudent ta impose certain restrictions to it. OFFICES.

To the 2th.-I have no knowledge of tutors or curators having ·been guilty of miscon- -
duct in the execution of their duties. No.5,

To the 21st.-It would be hard ta oblige tutors or curators to give security for the dis-
charge of an office whiclh they are compelled to accept gratis. It is for the relations ta
inake a proper choice, and observe thei cautiously.

To the 22d.-1 think that much good would result if the judgments rendered in the
different districts, and other ministerial acts performed by the judges, whereby mortgages
or incumbrances on real property are created, were enregistered in the office of the protho-
notary for the district of Quebec.

ANswERs of -M. Cressé, Esq.

To the 1 st Query.--No, it is impossible, owing ta the rights of proprietors of seigniories,
who are allowed ta demand 29 years of arrears of cens et rentes and lods et ventes, which is
injurious both ta commerce and ta the public in general, particularly when the country
people are in the habit of neglecting their affairs; for the advantage of the pnblic as well
as of commerce, arrears of seigniorial dues ought ta be prescribed after two or three
years.

Ta the -id.-Yes, by the décret, which is a very good vay; but the costs are taxed too
high, indeed they are excessive.

Ta the 3d.-Yes, very often, especially by the discovery of constituts, dowers and separa
lion de biens, which a woman, after having contributed ta ruin her husband, has the right
of claiming, having a mortgage from the date of lier niarriage contract. This latter right
and ail the others are very injurious both to the public and commerce, and have caused
the ruin of many families.

Ta the 4th.-Yes, very often, and principally for the reasons mentioned in my answer ta
the 3d question.

Ta the 5th.-Yes, and this is a very wise act; but the costs are too considerable, as
well those of the advocates, prothonotaries, sheriffs, baihYs, as those of the printers; as
ta the publications, they ought, for the advantage of the public, be given ta the printer
'who would do them cheapest. The Quebec Gazette, publislied by authority, is a complete
nuisance from its enormous charges; the subscription price being 23s. 4 d. yearly, and 4s.for postage, while other newspapers cost less, though published three times a week.

To the 6th.-Sometimes, but generally by strangers.
To the 7th.-I do not know what the expense is, but it is very great, and the delay

generally much too long.
To the 8th.-A register in seigniories cannot by any means answer as long as there is

no law. st. For the prescription of arrears of cens et rentes after two or three years.
2d. To abolish constitutions et rentes. 3 d. Ta abolish rights of entails. 4th. Ta abolish
dowers. 5th. To prevent separations between man and wife after marriage; that is, ta
abolish the right-that the wife has of suing her husband en separation de biens after hermarriage, and ta take away the right of mortgage which she has had from the date of her
marriage contract, thereby occasioning the loss of debts lavfully due ta creditors. 6th. Alaw for the prescription of interests; that is, arrears of interests after two years.

To the 9th.-No, we want first a new law on the different subject mentioned in the abovesix clauses as requiring ta be abolished or amended.
Ta the ioth.-No, on the contrary, it would·produce a bad effect in seigniories so longas the above-mentioned amendments are not made.
To the 11th.-Yes, a register vould be productive of more evil than good with the lawsnow in force. Previous ta making the necessary alterations, it might-be proper to refer ta

the remarks made in my answer ta the 8th question.
To the 12th.-Yes, this disclosure vould be productive of more evil than good, for the

reasons above nentioned. •

To the 13th.-Tlie law with respect ta enregistrations is injurious and prejudicial; it
occasions much useless expense ta the public, without producing any good.

Ta the 14th.-It would first be necessary ta alter the law, such as I have already statedin my answers to the 3d and 8th questions.
To the 15th..-I an of opinion, from the knowledge that I have of business, that auhonest person with good morals, of a good behaviour, saving and industrious, cat obtain

as much moncy as he wants, without great difficulty, and at ail times.
To the 16th.--No; on the contrary, it would be prejudicial and injurious.
To the 171h.-I think that emigrants can safelv establish themselves here, provided theapply ta honest people; but the reasons contained in the answers ta the 3d and 8tquestions are injurtous.
To the i8th.--The remarks contained in my'answers to the 3d and 8th questions oughtbefore ta be taken into consideration.
Ta the i9th.-Yes; dowers ougit t be for ever abolisled, &rc.
To the 20th.-Yes; and tutors and curators, executors and administrators generally net

in a fraudulent manner.
Ta. the 2Ist.-Yes; great advantage would be derived if tutors, curators, executors ofo.3. p 2 wills,
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To the 2ed.-Register offices with the law as it now stands would be productive of

much more evil than good, and would be injurious to the public and-to commerce.

ANswERs of De Bellefeuelle, Esq.

To the 1st Querv.-Impossible.
To the 2d.-I k'now of none; because often dishonest notaries and the creditors of the

individual whose propertv is mortgaged, keep the thing secret in the hope of getting paid
by the purchaser. Besides it frequently happens that those who mortgage their pro-
perty, repair to some distant notary to have the acts passed, so that even the neighbours
know nothing of the transaction.

To the 3d.-I reside in my seigniory since 1815; I have known about 30 cases where
individuals have been obliged (after completing all payments) to pay dowers and other
dues concealed by the vendors.

To the 4th.-I do not know.
To the 5th.-I do not know.
To the 6th.-Researches are made; but as I have stated it in ny answer to the 2d

question, interested creditors and notaries auxious to preserve their practice, prevent our
discovering the truth.

To the 7th.-I do not know.
To the 8th.-I am for the affirmative, for this simple reason, that the moment a county

register would be established, it would be impossible to conceal mortgages or incumbrances
on properties.

To the 9th.-I am for the affirmative, for this reason, that the operation of a register
would make individuals afraid of having their impositions detected and losing their
character.

To the 1oth.--Most assuredly.
To the i th.--My opinion is, that such a disclosure could not but produce a good effect.

Honest people could not suffer from it; on the contrary, if they wanted to borrow.money
to make improvements on their properties, they vould much more readily obtain it, the.
lender seeing (by the register) that lie runs no risks.

To the 12th.-I think that religion, morals and honour oblige every man to pay his debts,
and that no family arrangement can authorize the defrauding of a person lending inoney
or a purchaser.

To the 13th.-Advantages must thereby be derived, inasmuch as that would prevent
frauds.

To the 14th.-Most certainly ; it would bc advantageous to creditors and debtors.
To the 15 th.-I know many instances of this kind; amongst others, the folloving: a

wealthy person from England, came here in 1833, I think, to place 3o,oool. on property;
not finding any security, he has taken back his money.

To the 16th.-Agriculture cannot prosper without commerce, and vice versâ. Boti
vould profit by it.

To the 17 th.-I am strongly of opinion that the want of register offices prevents the
emigration into this country of wealthy people; a proof of this is the growing prosperity of
Upper Canada, vhere as much as 1oooool. are brought out every year, and where the
forests are daily disappearirg to inake room for towns and villages.

To the 18th.-I would be in favour of special mortgages.
To the igth.-That they shall be specially applied.
To the aoth.-I· have known many instances, and often in the higher classes of society,

where minors have been defrauded by their curators or tutors.
To the 2ist.-Manv tutors and curators having their property mortgaged, ivould afford

no security to minors; for that reason I would prefer sureties in the amount required by
the j udge.

To the 2ed.-I would rather have them enregistered in the office of the prothonotary of
aci district; it would be less expensive for the persons concerned.

ANswERs of H. Mount, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-With regard to this question, I answer, there is no certainty at-all;
and I have reason to believe that the evil is extensive indeed.

To the 2d.-I am aware of no means of discovering and making public such discovery.
To the 3d.-There are nany such instances, which I can sùbstantiate b.y the best

authority.
To the 4 th.-I know that such actions are very numerous and expensive.
To the 5th.-Certainly ; this is the frequent practice, and is also attended with much

inconvenience and expense.
To the 6th.-I know them to be innumerable, attended with muchi trouble and expense,

and are often fruitless.
To the 7 th.-To this query I feel incompetent to give an answer.
To the 8th.-To this, I answer in the affirmative. The experience of ages is in its

favour, and it has uniformly accompanied the growth and progress of civilization itself.
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To the 9 th.-Upon this subject, there cannot, I think, exist a single doubt.
To the iotb.-Upon Ibis subject also, I cannot entertain a single doubt.
To the i ith.-I humbly conceive that such disclosure could affect the interiest of no

honest man, and it might indeed reveal and defeat the intrigues and projects of the dis-
honest ; but in exact proportion that it did this, good would result to the community at
large.

To the -2th.-I am convinced that this arrangement would be productive of the greatest
good, and of no evil whatever; and that above ail it would increase the tide of emigraticn,
and bring a vast income of capital into the province.

To the 13th.-I have reason to think that the advantages to be derived from the
facilities in question are innumerable, and that the evils consequent thereon are imaginary
and groundless.

To the 14th.-Certainly. I have not a single doubt upon the subject.
To the 15th.-Certainly, I know that inconveniences are of daily occurrence.
To the 16th.-In answer ta this query, I have no hesitation in declaring it to be ny

,opinion, that in this case there is no rivalship whatever between the claims of commerce
and agriculture, and that wherever the interests of both are well understood, it will bc
found that whatever favours the one cannot fail ta favour the other.

Ta the 17th.-This question is closely connected with the whole feudal system, which
is absolutely an incubus upon the prosperity of the province. We need not appeal to
Upper Canada and the United States. The flourishing condition of the townships in this
the Lower Province is a palpable case in point.

Ta the 18th.--This, as [ conceive, being a question of law, is referred ta the learned
gentlemen of the bar.

Ta the igth.-I am of opinion that the abolition of the douaire coutumier would be
advantngeous, the latter part of the proposition follows of course.

To the 2oth.-I cannot cite from my own personal knowledge any such cases, but
I have learnt and have reason ta believe that they are numerous.

To the 2tst.-I have no doubt that such special securities would guarantee the safety
ofi much valuable property.

To the 22d.-I am firmly of opinion, that everything which tends ta enlighten the
public mind upon subjects of property would be the greatest security and safeguard ta
such property.

ANSwERS of H. De Rouville, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-This question is answered by the answers ta the other questions.
To the 2d.-There are none at present, but means could be devised, as it will hereafter

be stated.
To the 3d.-Yes; but I conceive it would be easy ta remedy this, by prohibiting

gencral mortgages, and putting in force the penalty upon persons guilty of stellionate.
To the 4 th.-This law does very well in ail cases where property is purchased, but the

expense it occasions is too great. It might be rendered more simple, as sure, and not
attended with much expense, by enacting that the notary who passes the act shall cause
ta be inserted in certain newspapers a notice of the sale during three months at léast, and
the said notice ta be published on the four last Sundays of the said three months at the
vendor's place of residence, as also at the place where the immovable property sold is
situated, apprising aIl persons having claims upon such property, that the purchaser wili
deposit the amount of the purchase-money at the said notary's office, on such a day and
at such an hour, and that those who shall not come forward shall forego any.claim they
may have on such property; leaving them their personal recourse against the vendor.
I even think that tis mode might be adopted with regard ta the lending of money, &c.
in not delivering money lent, efects or merchandize sold, until after the accomplishment of
these formalities. The notary annexing ta the original act remaining of record, the cer-
tificate of notice, oppositions or claims filed, if any there be, or a certificate that there are
none. The notary ta be subject ta severe penalties, if guilty of any misconduct. If
oppositions or demands required the decision of the legal authorities, the whole might be
referred to two of the judges of the Court of King's Bench ta be summarily decided, and
that their judgment sent ta the notary to be annexed in like manner ta the original
reniaining of record, and form part thereof. A tarif for these different proceedings mighit
be made in order ta avoid the exactions of notaries, advocates, prothonotaries, &c.

To the*5th.-
To the 6th.-These researches are useless in many cases, mortgages being general;

another proof of the necessity of prohibiting altogether general mortgages.
To the 7 th.-From 1ol. to 151- or thereabouts, which is too much, and beyond the

means of a great number of purchasers; for this reason 1 would prefer the mode proposed
in my fourth answer above written; besides sometimes not less than five and even twelve
months are consumed in obtaining a confirmation of title under the Act 9 Geo. 4,
C. CO.

To the Sth.--The advantages ta be derived from suchi a register would not equal the
injury which it might occasion, inasmuch as it is impossible ta put this systen of enregis-
tration in practice, under-the existing laws of the country.

To the 9 th.-That is impossible according ta our laws..
To the ioth.-Yes, if the.system were practicable with our laws.

0.3. p 3 To
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REGISTRY To the iith.-I have no doubt that it would be productive of evil from the confusion
OFFICES. and disorder it would cause in families.

- To the 12th.-Answered by the 11th question.
No. 5. To the i 3th.-Wills and donations are enregistered in the greffs of the different districts,

where any one can see thein.
To the 14th.-That might be, if register offices were practicable.
To the i5th.-I do not consider this to be an evil, for it lias the effect of preventing

many false speculations, but at ail events this might be obviated by putting in force the
penalty imposed by law upon persons guilty of stellionate.

To the 16th.-It would most certainly injure agriculture or the agricultural class, without
doing much ood to commerce, that I can see.

To the 17 th.-I do not think so, but I believe that the cheapness of pricesinduce them
to go to other countries; good properties here being dearer than elsewhere; for:those who
have enough of money generally establish themselves-in this country.

To the 18th.-I would much prefer special mortgages.
To the i 9th.-I should like to see the douaire coutumier entirely abolished, and all dowers

prefixed and specially applied on one or several properties.
To the eoth.-No.
To the 21st.-Yes, as insolvent tutors are but too frequently elected.
To the 22d.-These acts remain of record in the office of the prothonotary of each dis-

trict, where any one can examine them on paying the prothonotary's fee.

AN swiERs of T. C. Aylwin, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-As the law now stands it is impossible to ascertain whether real pro-
perty in the seigniories be free from al mortgages and incumbrances, or the precise extent
to which property is encumbered.

To the 2d.-There are but two modes of discovering instruments affecting the title to
real property, or creating or producing incumbrances upon it; the first is by décret or
sheriff's sale, the second by suirg for ratificati6n of title in the manner prescribed by the
statute 9 Geo. 4, c. 20, these modes, except in the " coutume de nantissement de vest. et de
vest." were practised in France under the old laws, and although acknowledged to be imper-
fect, were superseded by a better and more-effective process, only after the French Revo-
lution, firstly by the law of the 11th Brumaire an. 7, and then b'y the Code Civil of
Napoleon. My experience bas convinced me that -the old system is as ineffectual and
injurious here as it was found to be in France, if not more so. It will be observed that
persons intending to lend money on property can only resort to the décret and a bail de
fonds, that can lend only to the purchaser of property at sheriff's sale, getting an "acte
de declaration d'emploi," and even then their security is no greater than that of the owner,
whose sheriff's title does not afford him immunity from incumbrances of titre clerical,
dower and matrimonial rights in certain cases, and substitutions or entails; the ratification
of title is applicable only to the case of a purchaser, and cannot be resorted to by a capi-
talist desirous of lending his money on real estate. I beg leave to notice that this question
is limited to incumbrances, created or produced by title, but incumbrances created by mere
operation of law are similarly situated.

To the 3d.-I have known of many such instances to the great discredit of the law of the
country, and I an ready to specify the cases if desired by the committee.

To the 4th.--There are many hypothecary actions instituted at every superior term of the
Court of King's Bench at Quebec. The prothonotary who classifies the action instituted,
mig lit, if required, state with precision the exact number and garans and arrière'garans are
called in, who sometimes are as ignorant of the mortgages put in suit as the holder of the
]and tiers detenteur is himself.

To the 5th.-The Act of the g Geo. 4, c. 20, is frequently resorted to by purcbasers
for protection against secret mortgages, and ineffectual as it is for the purpose, it lias been
of service as it has certainly tended to narrow down the chances of the existence of such
mortgages. As I have before stated, it is inapplicable to the cases of lenders on real pro-
perty, and it is singular that the two contradictory provisions contained in it respecting
dower should have been suffered to deface that statute so long, and that other inaccuracies
in it should not have been removed.

To the 6th.-Yes, by prudent persons.
To the 7th.-The expense varies according to the length of the advertisement printed,

and upon an average does not exceed 12 1. The time usually consumed before the judg-
ment of the court can be obtained is usually about five months, any inaccuracies in the
proceedings (and these frequently occur), of course render it necessary to recommence
them ab eoctio.

To the 8th.-Yes, such a registration vould afford protection, if regulated by sufficient
laws, because, as lias been found in France, it supplies the defect of the system of rati-
fication de titre et de décret, both of vhich are unavailable to lenders, and are insufficient
for the protection of purchasers.

To the 9th.-Certainly it would, if properly regulated, put a stop to nany fraudulent
practices, particularly to tbat committed to an alarming extent. by irresponsible persons,
who become security for large sums of money under colour of owning real property which
is encumbered above its value. I instance this species of fraud because in many.cases.it. is

compulsory
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compulsory upon individuals ta accept security, though well convinced of the insolvency REGISTRY
of the surety. OFFICES.

To the ioth.--Most certainly, the very delay and expense attending the suing out of
lettres de ratifcation detract immediately from the advantage of that proceeding, and in No. 5.
many cases, when money is required upon short notice, render it useless.

To the iith.-It may be both pleasant and profitable sometimes ta, shut out the truth
from the world at large, and even from ourselves, but I consider the knowledge of the
truth under ail circumstances to be invaluable, and to be the paramount inferest of ail ta
attain. Every concealment of fact must mislead, and is therefore bad. I think, therefore,
that the disclosures effected by the system of registration, though they might be injurious
to some, would be generally advantageous ta the public. I do not think that society is
benefited by maintaining the credit of individuals beyond their means; moreover the
number of those Who suffer from. injurious suspicions created by the present system, and
who would profit by a change, in my opinion, bears a proportion ta the number of those,
who, owing their credit ta a system which encourages imposture, would lose it by a return
ta truth.

To the 12th.-I think that. this disclosure vill be productive of good. Family arrange-
ments would be more honestly made than they now are, and these family settlements are
frequently asked for by creditors, lenders and purchasers. The reasons given in my answer
ta the last question likewise influence me in forming an opinion upon the present one,
besides many of these family settlements are now subject ta insinuation, and no person
complains of that species of enregistration.

To the.1 3th.-The enregistering of wills, donations, and marriage contracts must be
advantageous, but to a limited extent, because the officer who performs the duty of regis-
trar is the clerk of the court, who bas too inany other duties ta perform. The instruments
enregistered by him are not rendered as public as they vould be, if entrusted ta a distinct
officer, charged with this duty exclusively. . I have known advantages to arise from insi-
nuation, having seen the vendors of property take intending purchasers ta the greffe to
see their marriage contracts, and I recently in this mauner obtained for a client the know-
ledge of an instrument effecting certain property of great value ta hini, and which knowledge,
but for the insinuation, he would not have been able ta obtain. On the other hand, the
defective system of insinuation is productive of disadvantage, because the presumption of
publicity, which the law derives from the insinuation not being borne out by the fact, frau-
dulent donations are made and insinuated without the knowledge of unsuspecting creditors.
This, of course, is an argument for the reform of the system.

To the 14th.-Unquestionably, it would, if properly regulated by law.
To the 15th.-Yes.
To the 16th.-I think that register offices would conduce ta the prosperity both of agri-

culture and commerce, but more particularly ta that of commerce.
To the 17 th.-Yes.
To the i8th.-This question is one which was treated with great ability by the redacteurs

of the Code Civil. The discussions on the subject will be found in the seventh volume of
the Conference du Code Civil, avec la discussion particulière du Conseil d'Etat, et du tribunal
avant la redaction definitive de chaque projet de loi. Napoleon, as it is well known, decided
in favour of special mortgages, in opposition ta the opinions of mnany distinguished lawyers,
and experience:has shown that he was right..

To the i9th.-The reasons which require that mortgages should be special, appear ta me
ta apply ta douaire with at least as much force, and perhaps more.

To the 2oth.-Yes, I have seen such instances.
To the 21st.-Te present mode of appointing tutors and curators is very defective; this

was felt i4 France, and has been remedied by the Code Civil. The system of conseil de
fimille and the regime hypothécaire have been discussed, established and brought ta per-
fection by the labours of very celebrated jurists, and they are annulled together in conse-
quence of the mortgages.which minors have upon the property of those under whose guar-
dianship they are. I am not prepared ta state that in this country it would require special
security from tutors, and certainly would pause before I snould recommend that the amount
of such security should be left ta the discretion of the judge. Withi such materials for
framing useful provisions ta regulate the two titles of law, de tutelis et de hypothecis as
are furnished by the Code Civil, it would fnot be difficult ta forni a perfect system, which
would do honour ta the country. But I apprehend that the legislative bodies of the colôny
are not better fitted for the business of law reforms than the corresponding bodies have
been found to be in France, in England, in the States of Louisiana, New York and Massa-
chusetts. 1 should, therefore, with ail the respect and deference which I owe ta the com-
mittee, recommend the appointment of a commission similar ta that which is now engaged
in law reforms in. England and in the State of Massachusetts, as I am firmly convinced that
it can only be by such a commission that the discordant materials, comprising our laws, may
be wrought into.a regular and systematic body of law, and· certainly no country bas ever
afforded better·or more ample materials for creating a system as perfect as human wisdomn
can effect.

To the 22d.-I am. convinced that both judgments and the discharge of judgments, and
ail other judicial. acts creative. of mortgages, should be enregistered, but I an not prepared
ta say that the enregistration should be done by the prothonotary. I should think that
unity in the system of registration is invaluable, and that ta be. effective there sliould be one
central office for the enregistration of ail mortgages, and that the prothonotary could do
justice to such an office.

.3. .p 4WERS
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To the 2st Query.-It is scarcely possible.
To the 2d.-It would be difficult to find any.
To the 3d.-There have been similar instances to my knowledge.
To the 4th.-Yes.
To the 5th.-I believe it is customary to resort to the said act, but I cannot state whetlier

the expenses are considerable, knowing merely the prothonotary's fees, which amount to
.a few shillings.

To the 6th.-I an inclined to think so.
To the 7th.-I refer to my answer to the 5th question.
To the 8th.--Having never occupied myself with this very important measure, which

requires much consideration, reflection and tune, I am not able to answer this question.
To the 9th.-The same answer as to 8th question.
To the îoth.-Ditto.
To the iith.-Ditto.
To the 12th.-Ditto.
To the 13th.-I know nothing of the advantages or disadvantages in question.
To the 14 th.-If it had that effect I would consider it beneficial.
To the 15th.-I do not know.
To the 16th.-Same answer as to the 8th question.
To the 17th.-I should think so.
To the 18th.-Same answer as to the 8th question.
To the 19 th.-Ditto.
To the 2oth.-As far as I can recollect similar instances have occurred, but I cannot

particularize them.
To the 21st-The office of tutor or curator being a very onerous one, I do not think that

they would easily find sureties.
To the 22d.-It is not for me to answer this question.

ANswERs of P. L. Letourneau, Esq.

To the ist Query.-There are no other means than by the décret.
To the 2d.-I know of none except by the voluntary décret.
To the 3d.-Considerable sums must have been lost in this nianner.
To the 4th.-Hypothecary actions (actions hypoticcaires), which have caused the dis..

covery of mortgages concealed to the parties concerned, must have been frequently insti-
tuted.

To the 5th.--We often resort to the voluntary décret for this purpose.
To the 6th.--Researches are certainly made; they are more or less numerous and difficul

according to what the people naking them know of the country, and the customs and
habits of irs inhabitants.

To the 7th.-The expense attending the voluntary décret is from 81. to iol. currency,
and it can be obtained in four or six mnonths.
. To the 8th.-Soch a register would be extremely advantageous to a certain number o.
persons, but in the present state of the country it would be disadvantageous to the greatest
part of the inhabitants. I refer, in relation to this subject, to my remarks at the end of these
answers, and which are intended to form part of them.

To the 9 th.-The operation of such a register would certainly prevent frauds; I refer,
however, to my remarks.

To the ioth.-Yes, certainly, the thing vould be excellent if there were no incumbrances
resulting from it. I refer to my remarks.

To the i1th.-l decline expressing ny opinion on so delicate and important a question.
I will merely observe that I was strongly in favour of registry offices, until I read a celebrated
author, Edmund Burke, I believe, who says that lie was doubtful yet whether registry offices
had produced more good than evil. Inasmuch as this question relates to this country,
I refer to the remarks hereunto annexed.

To the 12th.-With respect to this, I refer to my preceding answers and to my
remarks.

To the 13th.-I think that in general little attention is paid these enregistrations which,
however, are frequently useful.

To the 14th.-Yes, certainly; however, I refer my remarks.
To the 15th.-Register offices would certainly facilitate the borroving of money; but

would this be more advantageous than injurious to the great body of the people? that is.
the question ; see my remarks.

To the 16th.-In all countries, registrv offices, in my humble opinion, must be favourable
to the rich and to speculators, but injurious to the poor, who are the most numerous, and
therefore nust favour commerce to the detriment of agriculture.

To the ]7th.-The thing is possible and even probable; this is an inconvenience to whiclh
we must subnmit on settling in a country where one is a stranger to the laws, customs atid
habits of the people inhabiting that country.

To the 18th.-I cannot say.
To the 1t.-Ia my humble opinion, dowers ought to be conventional and specially

applied.
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To the 2oth.-I do not recollect at the moment any particular instance of this kind, REGISTRY
but the thing mnust have happened sonetimes; nevertheless I do not see what remedy we OFFCES.
could apply.

To the 21 st.-The thing seems to me impossible. Who would consent to be tutor or No. 5.
curator on these conditions ?

To the 22d.-Such enregistrations might be advantageous to the public, but in that case
they ought to be established in ail the districts of this province.

Mr. Letourneau's REMA RKs.

If we were required to give a code of laws to a new country not baving any, then perhaps
might we ut once introduce register offices; stili there would exist some doubts us to
the expediency of this measure, for the rensons alleged in my i ith and 16th answers.

In my humble opinion the laws against stellionate are-in force in this country, and are
sufficient, i conceive, to remedy the evils which we pretend obviating by the adoption of
register offices. If I am wrong (and tbis opinion is entertained by the first jurisconsults
in the country), and that these laws are no longer in force, why not re-establish them ?
I humbly conceive that the country is not prepared to receive this innovation, even admittin-
that it is a good une. ist. Because in a new country like this, where property is oflittle
value, and where money is scarce, ail yould beto the advantage of the rich, the speculator,
and consequently of the snaller number, and to the disadvantage of the poor and the
majority of the people, whose greatest interest it is to preserve as long as possible the in-
heritance ransmitted to them by their forefathers. It is true that property would be more
vbluable,.but no one would be the richer for tbat; he who is rich is so merely because he
possesses more than others, more tian his neighbours, &c. Let ail the farmas in the country
be w'rth tomorrow 25 or 50 per cent. more than they are now, who will be the richer
for that ? Nobudy.

2d. Because as long as situations are not given by the people, by means of elections,
there is every reason to believe that the choice will be for the future as it has been for the
past, that is to say bad, and always made, not with the view of promoting the happiness of.
the people, but with the viev of domiueering over them, witness the great majority of the
justices of the peace, of the late commissioners of smalil causes, and the civil officers of
government, in whom the people of the country have no confidence.

The whole humbly submitted.
(signed) P. L. Letourneau.

AtiswERs of D. B. Papineau, Esq.

Sir, Petite Nation, 2d February 1836.
I did not receive until the 3otb of January, your letter of the 19 th of the same month,

containing 22 questions, relating to the state of the law of mortgages and other incum-
brances created on real property, and requesting me to send you my answers to the same
for *the information of the special committee of the legislative couneil, to whom were
referred the petitions of diverb inhabitants of the cities and districts of Quebec and Mont-
real in relation to this object.

Before I answer these questions, or any of them, I beg leave to make a few general and
preliminary observations, which may serve as the basis of the opinions which I shall
afterwards emit.

I shall then commence by stating that I have always considered as absurd. the idea of
transferring any system of laws frou one country to another. And this absurdity appears to
me greater, if possible, when it relates to the laws of a country long established, which we
vish to apply to a new country alnost in a state of -nature, and with quite a different

climate. t is evident that at the moment of the establishment of a colony, the colonists
brinig along wiih them general rules of conduct or laws to govern themselves in their new
state; it is also evident that the state which establishes a colony at a distance, ;the mother
country and the colonists themselves must naturally prefer adopting. hose laws·to which
the one and the others are accustomed. But this order of thinge can only last as long as
the colony has not ucquired a certain stability (and this observation is applicable to ail
young societies), or untul the plurality of the mnhabitants of tlhat colony or Society have
grown into a state of ease, if not of independence, as to their subsistence. Then must
necessarily come a new order of things. The difference of climate, if any difference exist, of
the locality, the general parity of fortunes create new wants, new habits, and new ideas.
We begin to feel a certain social uneasiness which soon makes us see the'absurdity and
experience of continuing to be governed by institutions introduced at the time -of the
establishment of the society, and vhich are no more in harnony with the actual wants of
the colonisis. To modify these institutions of an old Society, and to harmonize them with ·
the wants of a new society, it is absurd to wish to refer everything to the legis*tive power
of the mother country, more especially if this mother country is at a great distance.
In flact, how can a legislator perfectly unacquainted wiih ai order of Society, contrary

0.3. q to
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REGISTRY io ail his ideas, to his notions of governiment, and the wants of the society which he has
OFFICES. until. then governed, legislate with any success, justice and equity on subjects of which

le is entirely ignorant, or on which he can have but a very superficial knowledge.
No. 5. Tt is contrary to experience tu expect that the institutions of a society will always subsist

without modifications. The history of aif the Europeon societies formed for the most
part after conquest, proves that a very short time after their establishment, it was necessary
to nodify the one by the other, the institutions of the nations conquering and conquered.
Tlat these institutions have been constantly modified since, and that they are every day
mrodified. If in these societies the legislative power be ruled and governed by public
opinion, these modifications and changes are made gradually without commotion, and as they
are required. The state is happy and prosperous, and the majority of the people enjoys
a great share of political and civil liberty.

If on the contrary the legislative power be placed in the hands of individuals upon whom
the public opinion has little or no influence, or if there be but a few privileged classes Vho
can exercise some influence upon the legislative power, then these changes and these
modifications can only be made by revolutions more or less sanguinary; these revolutions
cause the annihilation of the privileged classes, if it is by their influence that the modifica-
tions demanded by the people have been retarded or refused. It is useless to refer for
proof of these facts to ail the revolutions which have taken place in England and in France.
That which took place under Charle< the First, and which brought about the death* of that
nonarch and the abolition of the House of Lords, proves that which I advanced in the

case where the privileged classes have the ascendancy; and the Revolution of1688, as well
as the passing of the Catholic Emancipation Bill, and the Parliamentary Reform Bill,
proves what takes place vhen the public opinion bas influence upon the legislative power.
la one case the revolution was terrible, sanguinary, and shook society to its foundation ;
in the other case it was tranquil, and it was only those who profited from the abuses which
had crept in the state who suffered, and even then very slightly.

From what bas been said it folloi's that the political laws of society, that is to say, those
laws which regulate the rights and the duties of society towards individuals, and of indivi-
duals towards society, and which in consequence regulate and define the attributes of the
legisiative, executive and judiciary powers, ought to be cousidered as the basis and founda
tion of the whole social edifice. If this foundation be solid, if the legislative power be
composed of materials homogeneous and well put together, the system of civil laws,thatis
to say, the laws which regulate rights and duties, in a word, the relation of inclividuals
amongst themselves, although intrinsically imperlect, will always be sufficient to provide
aginst actual wants; the legislative power being always able to modify it according to the
exigencies of the times. But if the legislaive power has been constituted so as not to
harmonize in ail its parts, it follows that the wants of society are so much augmented from
the absence of any remecfy applied to the abuses which may have crept in, that a new codi-
fication becomes necessary. Codification will be the more necessary according to the
different elements from which population will be composed, that is to say, of persons
subject previous to their arrivai to a new country to different systems of legislation.
When codification takes place then society is in a state of transition. A part of the ancient
institutions must be abolished, others modified, and others in fact entirely created. The
traditional knowledge of the laws, the basis of the attachment which we bear them, and of
the preference whicl we give them, is not yet established.• The legislative power not being
able to floresee everything,ought,therefore, to be always ready to consolidate its work, until
at last the new system being put into practice, the population obtains a traditional know-
ledge of it and can attach itself to it.

After ail these observations it may be asked if this be the proper time to make consider-
able changes in the civil institutions of this country. No person can be ignorant that all
the parts of a system of law are necessarily connected together; that it is difficult to make
great changes in some parts without being felt by the. other parts, and that the modification
of one part is not attended with the modification oF many others. And how can these
modifications obtain general consent in a country where the compouent parts of the legisla-
tive power, far from being in harmony, are in complete discordance one with the other. The
most pressing want of society in this country is not then that of partial modifications to
certain parts of her legislation; it is to settle the attributes of the legislative power in ail
its branches. When once harmony exists in the different parts composing the legislative
power, ail the rest will be comparatively easy.

I shall now answer, as well as I am able, the 22 questions.
To the 1 st Query.--The fact that so few'have been the particular cases where individuals

have actually suffered losses from there being no register offices established, that it has not
become a general subject of complaint, would tend to prove^that prudent persons can easily
arrive at this certainty; that is to say, can be sure whether real properties are or are not
affected by mortgage.

To the 2d.- t is not very difficult wben notaries state in contracts, as they do for the
most part, the persons from whom the vendor derives proerty, and make mention of the
former titles. We can also very easily know if there has been a marriage contraci or not,
and if ihere is douaire coutumier or préfir.

To the 3 d.-No such fact lias cone to mny personal knovledge ; I should not doubt,
however,
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however, that the fact has happened; it wonld yet remain to be known whether the loss REGISTRY
has been caused from want of prudence in the persons interested, or from the absence of OFFICES.
sufficient legislative provisions.

To the 4 th.-The question can only be answered by those who are versed in the pro- No. 5.
ceedings of courts of justice.

To the 5th.-The same answer as to the preceding question.
To the 6th.-It cannot be doubted that under every systei of law some researches of

this kind wili be necessary.
. To the 7 th.-The answer to this question can only be given by the public officers in the
offices of the courts, and by the advocates who practice.
• To the 8th.-I have always been of opinion that with certain restrictions such offices
might be useful, it yet remains to be known if, after the observations above made, this be
the proper time to make these changes. The establishment of such offices ought.to be
preceded or immediately followed by great alterations in ail our hypothecary system.,

To the gth.-The sane as the preceding.
To the îoth.-Ansvered by the eighth answer.
To the 11 th.-Such 'a register would do more.harm than gond if it were opened without

any restriction, and indifferently to ail those who would wislh to consult it by curiosity or
otherwise, and without the consent of the interested party. I have heard some persons
fron Upper Canada complain, that owing to the facility with which the register could, be
consulted, some persons. had taken advantage of this circumstance to acquire property
below its value, in causing to be transferred rights of mortgage, and in sueing the indivi-
duals who had created such mortgage, that wbich the original creditors perhaps would not
have done themselves.

To the 12th.-With*the restriction mentioned in the foregoing answer, I do not think
that any inconvenience would result; on the contrary, advantages would follow from the
establishment of such a register office.

To the 13th.-Answered by the preceding answer.
To the 14th.-Answered by the preliminary observations and by the answer to the eighth

question.
To the 15th.-I have no knowledge of any instance where individuals could not borrow

money upon the security of their iminovable property, by the impossibility of proving that
such borrower could assure the repayment of the money lent, in showing that the property
was unincumbered or only nortgaged in part. I have frequently heard vague complaints
made that it was more difficult to borrow inoney upon mortgage since the establishment of
banks than it was before. Is it because individuals, not reflecting that the banks only lend
for very short periods, distrust those who seek to borrow, when wishing to have nioney
payable after a long tern they cannot apply to the banks ?

To the 16th.-To reply pertinently to this question it would require an enquête well
directed upon the effect of this measure in the townships where it is established. An indi-
vidual without authority cannot do it with success ; experience in such a case is worth more
than ail the reason in the world.

To the 17th.-The difference of language, manners and religion, appear to me to be the
strongest reason which prevent emigrants from establishing themselves in the province. Is
it necessary in order to settle them here in greater numbers, that a pre-existing society
should be deprived of its institutions? The laws of the country modified according to the
actual wants, made with the general consent, printed in the two languages, in making
known to the intelligent and influential class of emigrants the laws by whiich they are to
be governed in their new country, would induce the majority of enigrants, who in'aIl
countries are guided rather by motives of confidence towards· certain individuals than by
their personal information, to establish themselves more readily in this country.

To the 18th.-Itwould be a desirable refornm if it were not an isolated measure, and
independent of others quite as useful.

To the 19th.-This customary dower is in many c-:ses sufficient to secure the subsistence
of families; and principally in countries long established. In a new country where pro-
perty is of little value it becomes an obstacle to the transfer of' property, and may after-
wards become a source of spoliation. It would, therefore, be better to abolish it, and to
enact that for the futuie ali riglts of dower should be particuilarized and specially applied,
not only by a notarial act, but even by the act of the celebration of mnarriage. The
minister receiving the consent of the parties ought to be required te demand the intention
of the parties upon this subject, and to insert it in the act of marriage. There should be
no dower unless the person who wishes to constitute it possess real property of equal value
to the dower lie wishes to establish.

To the 2oth.-I have known no such instances.
To the 21st.-It appears to me that this would be impossible. Tutorships and curator-

ships being oftien burthensome charges of themselves, it would not be proper to render
them more onerous.

To the 22d.-The greater the distance at which the enregistration of the transactions in
real property,-as well as tlejudgmîeits rendered in the'different distrièts,*and' ministerial
.acts of·judges, in virtue of which mortgages are created upon real property by operation
of law, occurs from the place where these transactions have taken place, the less you will
be able to attain the object proposed. It would, perhaps, be beter to give to such-as
(I. mean the judgments and the ministerial acts of judges,) a desirable publicity, that
a journal in which all the judgnments and ministeriail acts of judges would be inserted
should be published at the expense of.the province, and distributeed gratis to all'judges,
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REGISTRY justices of the pence, notaries, advocates, fabriques and the iilitia officers. Every one
OFFICES. could then inform himself witlout expense upon any of these matters which miglt interest

-thxem.
No. 5. I have, &c.

(signed) D. B. Papineau.

Turton Penn, Esq., Ansvers wlien called in and examined before the Committee.

To the 1st Query.-Secret incumbrances may exist, for when discovered, no means are
afforded under the presenrt system of law.

To the 2d.--The possessor of real estate has no means of establishing his. title or of
removing doubts as to previous incumibrances.

To the 3d.-I have heard of many such instances.
To the 4th.-I cannot answer from my ovn knowledge.
To the 5th.-It is attended with considerable expense to obtain the limited protection

which the law now affords, und it is usual to adopt one or other of the courses alluded to.
To the 6th.-I should suppose no person would purchase real property or lend money on

the security thereof, without observing these precautions.
To the 7t1.-I cannot answer this question without referring to paper, which I have

not wvith me.
To the 8th.:-It is the conceaiment of mortgages, charges and inctmbrances, whicih

affords the opportunity to practise frauds which the establishmnent of registry offices vould
efeectualIy prevent, accompanied by a modification of the existing law.

To the 9th.-This question is answered by the preceding.
To the 1oth.-The expense and delay in procuring tites are entirely occasioned by the

absence of register offices, founded on the principles which prevail in other parts of the
.North Ainerican continent.

To the i th.-I cannot sec what evil would arise, concealnent only operates to encourage
fraud.

'To the 12th.-I an not aware that the disclosure of family arrangements has formed
a subject of complaint in those countries where register offices n1ow% exist; were it other-
vise, a mistaken feeling of delicncy on the part of a few individuals should not prevent

a measure whîich vould be highly advantageous to the comnrunity at large.
To the 13th.-The eniregistering of wills, donations, and other instruments affecting real

property, is a necesrary part of a registry system.
To the 14th.-It would be the neans of preventing the recurrence of frauds which grow

out of the preýcnt systemu.
To -he 5th.--The improvement of the countrv is retarded, and great distress occasioned

to individuals fron this cause; I have known mnany instances in corroboration of this.
To the 16th.-It would be beneficial both to commerce and to agriculture; and I do

not see that it could by possibility injuriously affect any of the great interests of the
colony.

To the 17 th.-The affirmative is a matter of notoriety.
To the 18th.-Unless all martgages are made special, the usefulness of a system of

registry will be greatly impaired if not destroyed, and I cannot see any evil that would
arise from it.

To the 1g.--This question I consider is answered by the preceding.
To the 2oth.-I have heard of such cases, but I catnnot enter into the particulars.
To the 21st.-The interests involved in this question are considered to be adequately pro-

tected in other countries, without a spcial provision of this nature; the mode pointed out
would, how'ever, be far preferable to the existing lav.

To the 22d.-Thle advantage of a registry system would be materially diminished unless
accompanied by some provision of this nature.

The four following Questions were also put; viz.

Q. a3. Would you deem it advisable that judgments, whereby mortgages are created
on real property, should bc registered iii the county register in which the property is
situate ?

Q. .24. What immediate advantages might be expected to restit froin the establish-
ment of an efficient system of registration, wlereby the possessors of real estate would be
enabled to exhibit a clear title, and to give undoubted security upon such estate ?

Q. 25. Is there not at present much difficulty in negotiating the transfer of mortgages
or securities on real property, which would be removed by the establishnent of an efficient
system of registration, and operate much convenience in the administration of trusts as
wei as to persons engaged in the agriculture and commerce of the country ?

Q. .6. Have you ever been charged with the administration of the estates ofi minors or
absentees, and if so, have you experienced difficulty in making investmenis from time to
time of th.e funds accruing fron such administration, and whereby a loss of interests was
occasioned to the party for whom you acted
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REGISTRY
ANSWERS. OFFICES.

To the 23d.-Certainly; it would be a matter of convenience to all parties.
To the 24th.-It would enable the possessors of reai estate to relieve themselves froin No. 5.

pressing dehts by obtaining loans on landed security, and would prevent the compulsory
sales of their property under judgments of the courts, attended with legal expenses and
sacrifice which at present prevail. [t would ake enable proprictors to prosecute improve-
mients which they are now unable to perform for want of pecuniary means.

To the 25 th.-The sanie difficùlties exist in negotiating the transfer of mortgages or
securities on landed property as hi obtaining mortgagee loans, the cause in both instances
being a general distrust in such title and securities ; the efflects of an efficient system of
registration would be to increase the circulating medium of the country, to invite the
introduction of foreigri capital, and to afford a secure investment for monies which under
the present system are not unfrequently withdrawn from the colony. I consider that
mortgages in such cases would pass current as scrip and public secuiities do in.England. -

To the 26th.-I cannot cite any particular instance bearing upon this question, but as
a general principle it is self evident that a loss of interest froun this cause must accrue to
such estates.

SFI.ES OfQUEsTIoNs ordered to be put to the Registrars in the Counties whiere Register
Offices are established.

ist. When was the register office established for the county for which you are a
registrar, and what is the opinion generally entertained by the community as to its advan-
tages or disadvantages?

2d. Are you aware whether the establishment of registry offices has or has not tended
to enhance the value of real property, and facilitate transactions respecting the saine, in
the counties in which they have been established, and particularly in your own ?

3 d. Have you any reason to believe ihat resort is iad to the books of the register
6flice for information respecting incumbrances on or transfer of real property, by any other
person than such as have an intention of purchasing, or are in treaty for lending money on
such property ?

4 th. What is the charge allowed by law, for enregistering deeds, &c. iii your office, and
for a search with and without a.certificate ?.

5th. What is the average price of enregistering a deed or mortgage in your office ?
6th. What is the charge made for copies of deeds or other documents transcribed from

your register?

ANswERs of the Registrar of the County of Stanstead.

To the 1st Query.-Tlhe registry office for the county of Stanstead, for which I am
registrar, was established at Georgeville, 3d August 1830. The opinion generally is very
favourable tu their establishment, and the advantages arising from them are developed
more and more every day. In transactions before me as notary, and connected as I am
with the office, I have heard the parties say, I There you sce the benefit of a register
office."

To the 2d.-I am aware that the establishment of registry offices, and particularly in the
county iii which i reside, have had a tendency to enhance the value of real property, the
certaity of a good title will always have that effect, it cannot be otherwise. I speak from
experience, because I have known money loaned on farns which could not have been
obtained had it not been for the registry office.

To the 3d.--I have never known an instance in my office of resort being had .to the
registry books for information respecting incumbrances or transfers of real property, other
than by those who vere particularly interested. People in this part of the country are not
so fond of paying their money for what does nut concera themn. Thirteen year>' practice
has confirmed this.

To the 411.-The charge allowed by lav for enregistering a deed, not over 6oo .words, is
3s. currency, and for every too words over, 6d. per oo; a search and certificate, is.
i charge no more for both, than if the certificate was not required, that is to say, if a search,
only i s., and if the certificate is asked, for the saine price.

To the 5th.-I am unable to state positively, but I should judgë the average price to be
about 4s. 6d.; certainly not over 5s.

To the 6th.-The charge made for the copies is the same as that made for the original
registry ; viz. 3s. for every deed that does not exceed 6oo words, and 6d. for every oo
vords over, the certificate included.

ANswEits of the Registrar of the County of Beauharnois.

To the ist Query.-Decidedly of great advantage in this section of the county, in not
having any public notaries, all acts are made legal, or the same as by notaries. heretofore
witbin the reach of every one, and at much less expense, &c.

0.3. • 3 To
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REGISTRY To the 2.-In this country I am fully aware of the real property being enhanced, and
OFFICES of capitalists settling among us since, that otherwise would have been doubtful.

- To the 3 d.-I have no knowledze since my appointment to the office, or before, of any
NO. 5. such, and conceive it always in the power by judicious management of the registrar to

detect sucli at ail times.
To the 4th.-By the Act establishing registry offices, the tariff of fees are 2s. 6oo words,

6d. every oo vords over, and is. for certifying; search is. with or without certificate;
a discharge i s. 3d.

To the 5 th.-Upon what we call township's deeds under the free and common soccage
tenure, average over 5s.; notarial deeds, or those drawn by notaries, will average nearly
7s. 6d.

To the 6th.-That depends much upon the length of the document, the law requiring
every instrument to be enregistered (verbatim) ; a good deed can be drawn and is done for
5s.; of course a copy would cost less, unless accompanied with a certificate, which would
be i s. more.

ANswEnts of the Registrar of the County of Two Mountains.
To the ist Query.-The registry office was established in the county of Two Mountains

by commission, bearing date the 25th day of November 1834.
The public opinion of ail classes of people in the county affected thereby is most favour-

able, and the result as yet has proved nost advantageous.
To the 2d.-I am well aware that since the establishment of a registry office in this

county, as well as in the county of Ottawa, that the value of lands are greatly enhanced,
that many sales have taken place in consequence thercof at an advanced rate, that lands
eflected by the register office and lands upon seigniories of the same quantity, divided only
by a line, clearly proves the advantages arising from or by a register office, which result
is one-half ix value; also money can uisually be raised on lands effected by the register
office, when the neighbours residing on seigniorial lands cannot obtain a loan of money, nor
any other credit on their farms, lands or improvements.

To the 3 d.-There has not a single instance occurred of that nature in my office, by
persons disinterested.

To the 4th.-The charges allowed by lav for enregistering a deed or any other instru-
ment in writing is 2 s, for the first 6oo words, and 6 d. for every 100 words over and
above; i s. for a search, also i s. for a certificate.

To the 5 th.-The average price, from the best estimation I am able to make, is about 6 s.,
most of the deeds being by lease and release. and lengthy.

To the 6th.-That depends altogether upon the length of the document; I think they
average about 7s. 6 d.

ANsWERs of R. Dickenson.
To the 1st Query.-Registry-office established in Shefford county, 23d day of July 183,

and but one opinion appears to exist in favour of the nany advantages derived from -the
establisiment of the office.

To the ud.-The establishing of registry-offices and particularly in this county, has a
decided tendency to enhance the value of real estate and facilitate transactions, inasmuch
as it has already induced men with capital to settle in the county and advance large sums
of mouey on landed security, which prior to the office being created was not the case.

To the 3d.-Few transactions of any account have taken place since the establishment
of registry-offices in this county, without a reference being first made to the books, if any
and what incumbrances affected the property about to be disposed of; I am not aware that
any references have been made without having the object of purchasing or advancing
money on the property.

To the 4th.-The charge allowed by law for enregistering a deed or other instrument,
is 2 s. for every document containing 6oo words, and 6d. for every subsequent oo words,
and i s. for a certificate, . s. for a search, and ifa certificate should be required, 2 s.

To the 5 th.-The average price of enregistering a deed is 5 s.; a morigage 3s. 9 d.
To the 6th.-The charge for copies is at the rate of 6 d. for every too wvords.

ANSwERs Of J. Meyer, Esq.

To the ist Query.-Registry-offices were first established by 1o & 1i GeO. 4, c. 8,
and the benefit of that Act was extended to the county of Megantic by the i Will. 4, c. 3•
The-general opinion is that it is very advantageous.

To the 2d.-Decidedly it has as far as relates to this county.
To the 3(.-Applications are frequently made to ascertain whether particular lands are

enregistered, and if any and what incumbrances affect the same, and are often followed by
deeds of transfer or mortgage for enregistration.

To the 4 th.--The charges allowed are set forth in the to & i Geo. 4, above referred
to iri answer to the 1st question.

·To the 5th.-Generally the amount of charge is from 3 s. tO 4s.; in rare instances an
extension of price is charged, depending on the length of the 'ducument.

To thie6th.-The same as for enregistration.
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ANSwERs of Mr. William Robins. REGISTRY
To the ist Query.--This office was opened on the 9th of August 1830, and since its OFFICES.

establishment there appears to be a greater confidence manifested in the purchase of N
property, the certificate from this office being generally decisive.

To the 2d.-I am of opinion that the value of real property lias increased in proportion
to the security afforded by the Registry Act, and thgre can be no doubt but that trans-
actions are much simplified by the present course.

To the 3 d.--The only instances I can cite are those in which creditors have been anxious
to ascertain wlat and low great the possessions or property of their debtors may be.

To the 4 th.-Tlhe Act allows for each instrument in writing placed upon record, when
not exceeding 6oo vords, 2 s.; for aci succeeding oo words 6 d., with i s. for eaclh
certificate of registry ; search without certificate, i s.; with a certificate, 2 s.

To the 5 th.-I cannot state precisely the average price, the ordinary cost is generally
from 3 s. to 15 s.; some few, such as general patents, according to English forms, containing
ligurative plans or diagrams, being voluminous, greatly exceed that price, but in general
the price may be averaged at 5 s.

To the 6th.-Few registry copies are required, and when so the charge is similar to that
of the original entry.

ANSWERS Of P. H. Moore, Esq.

To the 1st Query.-There is but one opinion generally entertained by the enlightened
community of the advantages and utility of register-offices, which are decidedly in their
favour.

To the 2d.-In consequence of purchasers being able to refer to the books containing
the records of real property, and detect all incumbrances, capitalists and persons desirous
of purchasing real estate give a decided preference to land vhere an undoubted title can
be obtained,-and consequently it facilitates the sale and enhances the vaiue thercof, which
has been.the case particularly in this county.

To the 3 d.-Searches are made albnost daily and certificates given for the information of
purchasers, and persons wishing to loan money .and take real estate in security, which
proves to a demonstration their usefulniess.

To the 4 th.-Two shillings currency for a document containing 600 words, and i s. for
the certificate, and 6 d. for every ioo words above the first 6oo; i s. for a search, and
i s. 3 d. for search and certificate.

To the 5th.-Four shillings and four pence currency.
To the 6th.-Sixpence the hundred words.

ANSwErs of E. M. Leprohon, Esq.

IN order to answer the complicated questions put to me by the special committee of
the Legislative Council, to whom had been referred the petitions of certain inhabitants of
the city and district of Quebec and the city and district of Montreal, relative to the law of
real property, I should require informations, and to have made a particular study of the
law and. its provibions; and as the career I have hitherto pursued has nîot required such
an application un ny part, or that I should make researclies on civil matters appearing
in our courts of justice; it is therefore quite impossible for me to answer without
exposing myself to commit many inaccuracies.

1 must remark, however, that in my humble opinion a law which would have the effect
of making known murtgages and otiier incumbrances created on real property ought to be
appreciated, and nust produce great advantages to capitalists, vho often do not know iow
to invest their capitals; but that in this country the state of the fortunes arc such that it
would not be prudent to ask for register-offices, as they would tend to injure the feudal
laws of this country and destroy the great advantages procured by the French civil laws,
vhich make the admiration of lEngland and procure the prosperity of this our Most happy

country. The whole submitted to the special committee of the Legislative Council witht
profound respect.

-No. 6.-

BILL.-AN ACT for maling all Mortgages and Hypothèques Special, for Abolishing
Customary Dower, Douaire Coutumier, and for other Purposes.

WiHEREAS great uncertainty.and risk prevail in transactions relating to the purchase of No. 6.
real property in the parts of the province held under seigniorial tenure, or to the lending
of money upon the security thereof, by reason of the difficulty of ascertaining the existence
of mortgages and incumbrances tiereon, arising from the operation of general and tacit
hypothegues, mortgages, and from claims of customary dower, and other rights of married
wonen and children, and it is necessary to adopt such modifications of the existing laws
as shall tend hereafter to produce greater certainty and security in such transactions; Be
it therefore enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and witl the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Assenbly of the Province of Lower Canada, con-

0.3. . 4 stituted
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-NO. 6.

stituted and assembled by virtue of and under the authority of an Act passed in the Parlia-
ment of Great Britain, intituled " An Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the
i4th year of His Majesty's reign, intituled ' An Act fir making more effectdai provision
forthe Government of. the Province of Quebec,in North America',and to niake further provi-
sion for the Goverunient of the said Province ;" and it is hereby enacted by the authority of
the sanie, that from and after the 1st day of January which shall be in the year 18:37, no
contract of marriage, donation, act, deed in law, or instrument in writing, to be made and
executed before notaries or a notary and witnesses, according to the laws of this province,
shall have the effect of creating a privilege, mortgage, hypotheque or incumbrance, on any
immoveables nov held, or which shall be hereafter held in the parts of this province in
which no register-offices are now by law establislted in fief or seigniory, enfranc-alleu noble, or
en roture,·or under any denomination of seigniorial tenure, or shall charge or subject any im-
ixoveables to privilege, mortgage, hypotheque or incumubrance, in any such fief or seigniory,
whereofthe original seigniorial or other tenure has been or shail be conmuted into the
tenure of free and common soccage, or franc-alleu roturier, or which immoveables are or
shall be held under tife tenure of free and comnon soccage in the parts of the province
before mentioned, unless such contract of niarriage, donation, act, deed or instrument,
shall specially set forth and describe the innoveabfes thereby intended to be made subject
to privilege, mortgage, hypotheque or incuubrance, and unless the said contract of marriage,
donation, act, deed or instrument, shall set forth and contain the specific sum or suis of
money for the security whereof such inmoveables are thereby intended to be made subject
to such privilege, mortgage, hypotheque or incumbrance.

U. And be it further enacted by the authority afor'esaid, that from and after the said ist
day of January next, n) inarriage which inay be thenceforth solemnized within this
province, shall have the effect of creating the custotmary dower, douaire coutumier, now and
heretofore established and created by the laws of titis province ; but that. from thenceforthi,
the said customary dower, douaire coutumier, shlia be, and the same is herebv abolished.

3. And be it further enacted by ihe auhority afiresaid, that no contract of man:iage,
donation, act; deed or instrument, which shall be made and executed before notaries, or a
notary and witnesses aforesaid, from and after the said 1st day of January next, in conten-
plation of marriage, whereby a special prefix dower douaire préfix, or dowrv dots iall be
stipulated, or for the settlement of any other mnarriage rights, shall have the effect of
crenting a privilege, mortgage, hypotheque or incuimîbrance upon any immoveables as
aforesaid in respect of the wife's dower, dowry dot, matrimonial reprises and stipulations,
reprises et conventions matrimoniales, or any other narriage rights as aforesaid, unless the
imnoveables intended to be made subject to privilege, mortgage, hypotheque or incumbrance,
shall therein be specially set forth and described, and unless the said contract of marriage,
donation, act, deed or instrument, sliall likewise.set forth the sum or suis of money for tie
security whereof the said-immoveables are thercby intended to be made subject to' such
priviege, mortgage, hyjpotheque or incumbrance.

4. And be it lurther enacted by the authority aforesaid, that all imînoveables, which
from and afier the said ist day of January next, shall be sold under execution by the
sheriff of any district in this province, and ail immoveables in respect of which from and
afier the said last-nettioned day, any sentence orjudgmnent of confirmation oftitle shall be
rendered by àny court of competen jnrisdiction in this province, under and by virtue of
an Act passed in th.e 9th vear of his late Majesty's reign, intituled "An Act to provide
for the more effectual extinction of sucit Incuibrances on Lands than was heretofore in
use in tiis Province," shall fron the date of such sale by the sheriffs, or of such sentence
orjudgment of confirmation respectively, be liberated and wholly discharged df and from
all privileges, mortgages, hypotheques, and other righîts, claims and incumbrances, under
aity tâte or by any neans whatsoever to whici such innoveables may have been subject,
before such sale or suci sentence or judgment of confirmation, of what nature or kind
soever thîey may be, save and except oniv such as shall be specially expressed and reserved
ii the deed of sale fron the sheriff, or in the sentence or judgment of confirmatioishall
have been obtained under the said Act, and save and except also the rights arising front
entails (substitutions), and save and except also the righit of the proprietors of any fief or
seigniory iii relation to the cens et rentes foncierei and other seigniorial and feudal rights
and burthens, in respect of which nu opposition is by the said Act required to be filed by
such proprietors to the sentence or judgment of confirmation.

5. And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, that no contract of marriage,
donation, act, deed or instrument,'to be made and executed as aforesaid, from and after
the said ist day of January nexi, shall charge or subject to privilege, mortgage, hypotheque
or incumbrance, any immoveables in the parts of tius province where no register-offices
have been and are by law established, which inmoveables are now held or shall be hereafter
held under any such feudal or seigniorial tenure as aforesaid, or which havebeen or shall
be conmuted into the tenure of free and commuon soccage, franc-alleu roturier, or which
are or shall be heid under the tenure of free and cotrmmowx soccage, unless sîch contrct
of marriage, donation act, deed or instrument, shail be made and executed before a notary
or notaries, actually domiciled and resident in the country in which such immoveables-are'
situated; provided, nevertheless, that nothing ierein contained;shall prevent tlie making
and executing of any such contract' of marriage, donation, act, deed or:instrunient by a
notary or notaries as aforesaid, resident out of the county in which such immnveables
therà-by iritended to le made- subject to privilege, mortgage, hypotheque dr: incumbrance,
shall be siuîxate ;. but that the said contract of narriage, donationt dci,- deed or instrument,.
shali not have the efoet of creating.such privilege, niypothequeior incuinbrance upon any'.

subh
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such imnoveables, unless an authentic copy of such contract of marriage, donation, act, REGISTRY
deed or instrument, duly certified according to law, shall have been deposited, déposé, in the OFFICES,
office of a notary resident in the county in which such immoveables are situated, to remain -
with him as an original minute, to whic~h recourse shall be had as fully as if the sane had No. G.
been originally made and executed in the office in which the saine shall be deposited,
déposé, as aforesaid.

6. And be it further enacted by. the authority aforesaid, that the privilege, mortgage,
hypotheque or incumbrance, intended to be created by such contract of marriage, donation,
act, deed or instrument executed out of the county in which the immoveables intended to
be thereby made subject to such privilege, mortgage, hypotheque or incuinbrance are-
situate, shaJ only rank in order of time from the day in which suci certified copy of such
contract of marriage, donation, act, deed or instrument shall be deposited, déposé, as af*re-
said, -in the office of the said notary, to reniain with hitm as an original minute, as aforesaid,
and the said notary shia.l make an act of such deposit, acte de dép6t, specifying the day,
whether the satne was in the morning or the afternoon, the inonth and year in which the
said copy shall be deposited.

7. And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, that each and every notary in
ihis province shall, when thereunto reqîired, furnish to any person making the declaration
hereinaftei nentioted, a statement certified by him of all privileges, mortgages, hypotheques
or incumnbrances affecting any immoveables to which such declaration shall relate, which
shall have been created or made by any contract of marriage,donition, act, deed or instru-
ment made and executed before such notary, and whereof the original minute shall remain
ivith hin, or whereof a certified copy as aforesaid shall have been deposited, déposé, as
aforesaid, in his office, to reniain vith him as an original minute as aforesaid, aud bhali
specify iiisuch statenient, if required, the nanes and descriptions of the parties to such
cuntract of niarriage, donation, act, deed or instrument, the stni or stms of money for
which stuch privilege, mortgage, iypotheque or incumbranîce shall have been created, the
description ofthe imîmoseables aticcted thereby, and all and every other particular relating
ihereto, which the party requiring such information shal demand in the precise terms and

-manner expressed and set forth in the said contract of' marriage, donation, act, deed or
instrument.
. S. Provided always, and be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, that before

any notary shall furnish to any person opplying for the same any such statement as afore-
said. thie peison so applying for the sanie shal sign and deposit with such notary a decla-
ration to the puirport or effect that such statement is required in respect of immoveables
to be therein mentioned, in which the party so applying bas or claims some beneficial
interest, right, title or estate, or that he is a barrister at law, advocate, attorney or notary,
emiployed by some other person to be named and described, and that such staiement is
required on behalf of such other person in respect of immoveables, in which such other
person bas or claims to have some beneficial interest, right, title or estate as aforesaid, and
in every suîch declaration, the person making the sane shall likewise state his name, resi-
dence and proflession, or calling.

-No. 7.-

REMARKS on REGISTERt OFFIcES, by William Badgley, Advocate, M. L.L. A. No. 7.

Tii r folloiving papers were written in numbers for the." Montreal Herald," and published
in that journal under the signature of " Civis," but as it was suggested that their utility
would be increased by their re-publication in the form of a pamphlet, the writer bas adopted
the suggestion, in the hope that some advantage to the province, however small, may result
from his labouis.

Montre'al, 15 September 1836. W. Badgley.

REMARKs oN REGISTER OFFICES.

(No. 1.)
Sir,

As party ascerbity lias in some degree abated of its sharpness, and given way to a less
pungent feeling, the consideration of' a question of importance to the future prosperity of
Lower Canada mny be allowed to claim some attention at present, in consequence of the
early session of the Legislature; but especially, as the silent wisdom of the delegates has
concealed their projected plans of provincial improvement from the knowledge of their
constituents; and still more so, as the Royal commissioners are, at last, allowed to be
disposed, as vell as desirous to obtain every possible information upon the conflicting
interests, wants and wishes of the inhabitants of this province, which their Royal master
commanded them to visit.

The present stagnant condition of Lower Canada must be an object of solicitude.to
every class of ber inhabitants; ber farmers suffering from want of capital and a succession
of bad harvests ; lier merchants partaking in the pressure upon the agriculturists; and all
others, more or less, affected by the evil consequences arising out of this unfortunate state

0.3. r of
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of things. Ruinous indeed will be the result of another agricultural year similar to the
F FICF.S. former, nor can any general improvement be anticipated from more favourable harvests

afone.
No. 7. It is in vain that the merchants in Lower Canada calculate upon support and assistance

fromi Upper Canada. The inhabitants of that province are daily making a market for
thenselves; and, if higher remunerating prices for their priduce can be obtained in the
United States, and the present want of f'cilities to the intercourse between the two pro-
vinces is continued, the timuber and corn of Upper Canada, her staple produce, will be
carried across the line to our neighbouirs: deprived of the bulk of our exports, the amount
or value of our importsi nay be ascertained with the greatest facility, and the inevitable
conscquences to this province, in sucli an event, may be easily anticipated. The inhabit-
ants ot' Lower Canada will be cast on their own resources ; to them, therefore, the consi-
deration of the question assumes an important aspect, because it is by then that its conse-
quences niust be attentively examined and its results carefully applied.

flie French Canadian agriculturists of .Lower Canada, who constitute the greatest
portion of her inhabitants, and who possess the largest part of the landed property of the
counitry, cultivate little besides grain, and a bad season cuts off ail their crops at once,
leaving nothing for their support but their credit with the mercliant, whose interest compels
limjn, for his own protection, to deprive them in the end of the only capital they possess,
and upon which their credit is fouuded; first, their implernents of husbandry, then their.
thrming stock, and finally, their last resource, their farm itself. In the meantime, seig-niorial dues and parish tithes must bc paid out of the proceeds, until penury and famine,
with ail their horrors, stare the luckless fariner in the face. These evils, under no common
circuinstances of agricultural distress alone, could become so fearful if the farners had.the
power of relieving thenselves from the pressure of present necessities, by obtaining tem-
torary assistance from the superabundant and unproductive capital of others. By means
of loans, upon the sufficient security of their real estate, they would be relieved from
distress and destruction, enabled to preserve their property and stimulated to increased
exertion and additional industry.

They should likewise bear in mind, that every improvement in the implements of industry,
in the farmîng stock, and even in the farm itself, is not only a saving of expense, but
beconies an actual profit far beyond the amount of the first outlay in procuring theni.
Instead of the ricketty bîarrow, stuck full of wooden teeth, the harness made of· old rope or
horsehair, two or three teams upoi one farm, and a very large amount laid out for labour
which, in a new country, is alvays extremely expensive, capital vould enable the cultivator
at once to procure the necessary iunprovements in his implements and stock ; and by
rendering his land richer and more easily cultivated, make one team and a less outlay of
capital paid for labour amply sufficient for his purposes. By this means his wealth would
augment, lie would become a capitalist instead of a borrower, and enabled to advance his
chiîdren by locating them upon new farms, where they might obtain similar advantages.

'fhe commercial community, another great class interested in this question, are so well
aware of the important advantages to be derived fromn the introduction miito this province of
foreign capital, that it is id1e te urge it upon their consideration, and, indeed, every enlight-
ened or even commonly intelligeht person must be persuaded of this truth, that money
brought into and expended in the province, must necessarily lead to the present improvement
and future prosperity of the country at large. Individuals may suffer, but the public will be
benefited; the iere speculator may bc ruined, but the country will be improved, By imported
caiital, labour vidl be employed in internal improvements, opening out the country, facili-
tating the intercourse between renote parts of the province as vell as with the neighbour-
ing governmnent ; it vill create public and private enterprize, and cause a general diffusion
of vealth over every quarter of Lower Canada.

To use the language of the report of the Legislative Council, of the 16th of February
last, on the subject of register offices.

'lThe introduction of foreign capital into a new country, whose principal vealth consists
n its agricultural and natural products, must materially proniote its general prosperity,' by

encouraging the active energies of its imibabitants, and extending their means of improve-
ment, iot only to land actually under cultivation, but likewise to the unsettled portion of
the country ; and the advantages derivable from its introduction vil[ be greatly increased,
by mneans being at the same time affurded for its retention vithin the country.

" The general results of agriculture and commerce are so blended and connected together,
that any increased facilities extended to the one become sensibly felt by the other, while
depression, in like mianner, is equally influential in its effects ùponi both."

It is not, therefore, surprising, that the general question of the introduction or attraction
of capital, into this province, should have been frequently, and particularly of late years,
a subject of very great iiîtercat. The securities to bc afforded for the attainment of this
desirable object, and the manner of retaining it in the province, have not -only partaken
largely of this interest, but have, unfortunately also, given rise to violent controversy, sus-
picion and jealousy, la the midst of vhich, the real advantages to accrue from the'
employment of imported capital have been altogether disregarded, and only fruitless -
attempts made to remove the difficulties in the vay of its introduction.
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lHaving stated the neces.sity for the introduction of foreign capital into this province,-and -
its consequent advantages, it is just that the objections to the measure, whether in principie. 7.
or in detail, should be considered.

There is only one great objection to the principle, and it has been raised cither without.
sufficient consideration of the question, or to support interested views of it; is thi.s, "I That
the agriculturalist in Lower Canada would eventually be deprived of his property by
foreigners." To answer this specious but unfounded objection, it is only necessary to
consider, that imported capital could, by no possibility, he spread at once and universally
over the surface of the province; it would extend itself gradually; first, to the vants of
the cities or more extensive villages, tlien to extensive landholders, afterwards to indivi-
duals generally, nnd finally to sections of the province and the province at large. The
benefit resulting to the brrower would be participated in by the farmier, independent of
his·having the sanie ments at hand for relieving his own necessities, in case of need.
A greater quantity of labour would necessarily be required, a greater demand for .the
produce of the soil ould follow, and higier prices woild, of course, he given ; his gains
being thus increased, he wouîld enploy a yet larger portion of labour, w'itl a view to yet
further gains; and so, a perpetual progress would be made. In like manner also, capital
invested in sectional and provincial securities, and affording iucrensed facilities for. the
establishnient and support of sectional and general works of utility, in clearing land, drain-.
ing svamps, making and improving roads, constructing bridges, laying down. railroads,
excavating canais, founding schools, establishing markets, erecting churches, court-houses,
gaols, &c., would, likew'ise, create a greater denand for agricultural produce, and cause.
higher prices; the supply would follow, of course, because the more food was raised, the
more would be requirtd; theIfarmer's capital would increase, and as industry is limited by
capital, if a capital grows faster in proportion to its increase, as ioo l. would increase faster.
in proportion than io 1., a large capital must, of necessity,, aflord increased employient at
a quicker rate than several small ones. Thus, on every side becoming more wealthy,
instead of being cumpelled to dispose- of their present possessions, they not only would.
retain them, but be enabled to establish their descendants upon new farms, or if so inclined,
they might obtain high cash prices for their land, and place themselves where conipetition,
their interest or other inducernents might icad them.

If we look abroad to other countries, for instance, to the United States, a country whose
policy and wisdom, both practical and theoretical, is. upon all occasions exhibited for
imitation ; whether, in general, correctly or not is not now the question, but certainly with .
the greatest propriety in this instance, a refutation of the objection will also be apparent..
That country is sonewhat similarly situated .with this province. She receives a very large
annual amount of immigration; but, unlike this province, she not only receives but likevise.
appropriates a large amount of foreign capital. With it, have aIl her inproveinents, canais,.
railroads, &c. been comienced and completed; and yet complaints are never heard, because
noue exist, of old settlers being driven fron their farms and property by foreign capitalists; on
the contrary, that country is progressing in wealth and capital, in a degree surpassing the.
most sanguine or extravagant expectations. The imported foreign capital is gradually
spreading and expanding through every part of its extent, and aIl classes of her inhabitants
feel its invigorating influence ; while the farmer is a participator in its benefits, in the higli
prices he obtains for ail his agricultural produce. It is tru.e, that the luxuries and sone of
the necessaries of life are costly, but this is easily to be accounted for by causes which
cannot influence this province, namely, protecting duties, for the encouragement of her
nianufactures, and the support of an extensive, but at the saine time complicated and very
expensive machinery of state and general government. In the consideration· therefore, of
the objection, both at home and abroad it has been shown to be unfounded, and at variance
'with common sense and reason as well as experience; and affords a sufficient relief to the
apprehension of some, otherwise well disposed persons, that with register offices and
facilities of borrowing, on landed security, the real estate of the province would pass to
strangers.

The general objection being removed, the next object for consideration is the necessity of
pointing out the means of retaining the foreign capital in the province ; and it is here that
the difliculty principally lies; for as the investment of capital upon real property vill only
be made upon sufficient security, that real property becoies the means of extensive imi-
provement or otherwise,according as it offers the means of such sufficient security; or, in other
words, as it can be brought into the market free or incumbered, and easily transferable ;
and, as a consequence, according as the title to it is. clear and. undoubted. In the
language of the report befare reierred to, " If the landed property of a country could be
made to contribute to the advancement of its general interests, and the introduction of
foreign capital could pronote that desirable object, it clearly. becomes expedient to rendes%
its transfer from hand to hand secure, expeditious and economical ; for this purpose .it ris
requisite that the written documents upon which titles to land in every civilized community
depend, and to which the capitalist looks for protection, as well as proof of the holder's
right, beyond the fact of his possessiou, should not be liable to be defeated, either by other
documents being kept out.of sight, or by the impussibility of procuring ail the information.
necessary to ascertain the validity of the title, and the freedom i the property fromn tacit
or conventional incumbrance. It also follows, thiat means should be afforded by the law for
the protection of' capitalists against the elfect of any documents whicb, for want of the qse
of such incans, have not been brought to their kuowledge."
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- The necessity of affording sufficient security for the investnent of capital having been
No. 7. shown, the mode and manner of accomplishing this object remain to be pointed out.

Independently of the inhabitants of this province by whoin this imported capital is to be
employed, there are only two classes of individuals interested in this subject; the lender of
capital and the purchaser of real property in this province. The main object, ther-efore, is'
to satisfy both by affording to them sufficient security for their investments, either by loan or
purchase ; and in consequence, the general measure of a system of registration of titles to
land has been proposed, as the only certain and efficacious mode of accomplishing this
desirable object.
- The question of register offices bas been agitated for several years past. The subject bas

frequently been submitted to the consideration of the popular branch of the provincial
legislature, and as.frequently bas it been either abandoned or defeated.

In 1823 the House of Assembly resolved to take into their consideration, " The passing
of a law for the public registration of instruments conveying, charging or affecting real
property ; with a view of giving greater security to the possession and the conveyance of
such property, and to commercial relations in general." In December of the sane year
a bill passed the Council and was committed in the Assembly " for the enrolment
(insinuation) of deeds and instruments affecting property by way 'of mortgage and
hypotheque."

Early in the year 1825 the House of Assembly resolved, " That it was expedient to
provide that more ample publicity to certain actes passed before notaries bearing mortgage,
hypotheque, be afforded in district subdivisions."

In the same year, 1825, the House of Assembly resolved,
1. That every purchaser of real property bas the indubitable right of ascertaining what

charges and mortgages encumber the property which he is purchasing.
2. That every creditor is entitled to ascertain what real property of his debtor is liable

to the payment of bis credit, and the charges and nortgages with which such property is
encumbered.

"3 & 4. That the existing laws do not afford to the purchasers of real property, or to
creditors, the means of ascertaining the charges and mortgages which encumber.real pro-
perty purchased by them or made liable to their creditors.

" 5. That fron the want of means of ascertaining the incumbrances upon real property,
there have resulted, and do daily result, frauds, destructive of all confidence, the ruin of
bonâ fde creditors and purchasers, the depreciation of real estate, contempt of the laws,
and the deterioration of public morals in the province.

" 6. That it is expedient to make legislative provision to afford means of ascertaining
such incumbrances." A bill founded upon these resolutioris was read twice, committed,
and dropped. In February 1827 a similar. bill, " for making privileges and mortgages
public, and for the security of creditors and of purchasers of real propoerty," was introduced
and likewise failed. During this time bills were annually sent from the council for thé
establishment of register offices in the townships, which resulted in the laws now in force
for that purpose, and the 10 & i Geo. 4, c. 77, intituled " An Act for rendering
valid conveyances of lands and other immovable property, held in free and common
soccage within the province of Lower Canada, and for other purposes therein men-
tioned."

.This question, therefore, is no novelty in provincial legislation. The louse of Assembly
bas not only deliberately admitted that evils exist, fror the present system of defective
legisiation, but has likewise itself solemnly declared its opinion of the absolute necessity of
register offices- i st, by its own recorded resolutions, and 2d, by establishing these' offices
in the townships of the province. The refusai to make themn co-extensive with the whole
province cannot be viewed in any other light than as a highly exclusive and unjust system
of legislation.

The great objection to the principle of registration having been disposed of, those that
remain are, to use the language of a celebrated modern writer, " Merely trivial, such as
thxat there is no experience how such a thing would work, though there- is the favourable .
experience of every nation in Europe, not to mention Scotland and Ireland; that every
man's debts would be generally known ; as if credit could not exist without tricks of don-
cealment and mystery, or as if the whole world woul crowd to the register office from
mere idle curiosity; that no man would be able to borrow money on bis own individual
securities and deeds ; as if these would not be verified and confirmed, and greater security
given to the lender." And in France, froii which we derive our legal civil system,'registra-
tion is in force and approved of; there the necessity and moral obligation of establishing
such a mode of security have been felt and appreciated; and in that country modern
legislation, breaking through the barriers ofantiquated notions, bas confirmed the maxim,
that " All laws are màde for the- convenience of the community," and that a What is
legally done should be legally recorded, that the state of things may be kn6wn; and that
where-evidence may be requisite, evidence may be found. For this reason, the obligâtion
to frame and establish a legal register is enforced by a legal penalty, which penalty is the
wanf of that perfection and plenitude of rightWhich a register would give. Thence it
follows, that the objection to the presënt insecurity is not an objection-nierely légal for the
reason on whichthe law stands being equitable, makes itan equitable objection." -

The general objections to the principle of -egistration being, therefore, untenable, they
can only be discovered to exist in the defects of the systém 'of-lav in force in this

province;
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province; and it is here that they appear to be well founded, because before such a regis-
tration could be rendered. eflicient, the impediments in its way, arising from the present
system of jurisprudence, must previously be reinoved, and some changes must be
introduced.

The report before referred to thus proceeds
" That the establishment of offices in the seigniorial parts of the province, for the

registration of titles to land, and the incumbrances created thereon, is the only effectua
mode of rendering the transfer of landëd property secure, economical and expeditious, and
of remedying the evils complained of; but the comrmittee are also sensible that their
establishment vould be encompassed vith difficulties, unless previous modifications are
made in certain particulars of the existing laws relating to real estate, which would, in
a great degree, remove the obstacles to the general measure, without endangering existing
interests, or creating too sudden an. innovation in a long established system of juris-
prudence."
. It is unquestionable that innovations in any established system of jurisprudence should
be avoided as much as possible ; but where the general wants of a country, and equity and
justice combine to require them, they should be immediately and spontaneously conceded.
Etsi nihilfacile mutandun ex solenibus, tanen ubi a:quitas poscit, subreniendum est. Incon-
veniences in individual cases must be anticipated, but these should never be allowed to
impede the general good.

" Even if the introduction of these modifications should be productive of more incon-
venience, or attended with greater diffculty than the committee now see any reasonable
ground to apprehend, they still believe that the inconvenience and the difficulty will be
greatly counterbalanced by the benefit to accrue from the change."

(No. 4.)
Previous to entering into an explanation of the details of the contemplated changes and

modifications above alluded to, it is expedient to examine cursorily the origin, extent and
modifications of the law regarding mortgages, in order that their whole system may be
appreciated and distinguished, and facilities .afforded for comprehending any project by
which contracts of this description may b.e rendered at once expeditious,' economical and
secure.

It is a fundamental principle vhich admits of no diversity of opinion, that the contractor
of a debt is bound to discharge it by means of all, or such portions of bis property, move-
able and immoveable, present and future, as may be necessary to complete the payment.
The consequence of this principle is, that his credit is composed not only of alil bis actual,
real and personal property, but also of alil that his good conduct, his industry, and the natural
order of successions might lead him to expect; and the reason is evident, because so long
as his debt endures, so long will the liability of bis actual as well as his future property for
its discharge subsist also.

In the intercourse of civil life, it is well nigh impossible not to borrow and lend; we
borrow sometimes from necessity, sometimes for the sake of anticipated profit; and we are
compelled to lend either from expected profit upon the loan or to prevent our money
remaining unemployed. Such considerations have made this kind of contract very common.
But all obligations are not founded on similar principles, nor are they similar in quality;
wherefore, difficulties frequently arise among creditors of the same person, touching their
preference, privilege or concurrence upon their debtor's property; moreover, as loans are
only effected on condition of reimbursement, and, as good faith is not always to be
found among debtors, creditors have sought different modes of obtaining security, by the
pledge or engagement of their debtor's property ; yet vhatever were the contracts made, or
precautions taken, it was frequently found to be impossible to ascertain the precise situation
of the debtor's aflhirs, or to discover his solvency or insolvency at the time of making the
contract.

Personal obligations were first employed, but having been found not to be sufficiently
solid and permanent, real obligations were adopted, by which at first the thing pledged,
whether real or personal, was actually transferred to the creditor. This mode of security
upon real estate was also, in time, found to be very inconvenient, because, as money is a
commercial commodity and constantly changing bands, every new loan occasioned the
necessity of the actual tradition or transfer of the land itself to the nev possessor, and new
engagenients were required to be made; great loss and depreciation in the value of real
property vere caused by these means. The possession of the creditor being uncertain and
insecure, be took no pains or trouble to cultivate and improve the land ; the debtor could
not cultivate it himself, because lie could not make the ameliorations he intended, without
the consent of the creditor; in a word, he could not give to the land that .constant care
which preserves and improves real property ; while, on the other hand, the creditor must
likewise have felt a repugnance and dislike to cultivate the property of another, and to give
to it that attention which he applied to bis own. This led the way to the introduction of
the existing system of mortgage,.which becoming more fitted to the requirements of the
tumes and the progress of commerce and civilization, did not dispossess the debtor of the
property mortgaged, but prevented its disposal, unless with the incumbrance due to the
existing creditor, who was authorized to claim it, even after the land had passed into the hands
of third persons, and whose right was only lost by means of prescription. Thus, the creditor
had, from the moment of contracting the engagement, a real right upon the property .mort-
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1RGISTRY gaged ; a right con'sidered as accessary to the engagement, and which consequently attached
OFFIC.b. upon the debtor's real property, whether in possession or in expectancy. From this arose

- the preference of the hypothecary before the personal creditor, and that of the first nmortgage
NO. 7. before others later in date.

This systeni applied to conventional mortgages; but therc vere also engagements which,
from their object and from principles of humanity or justice, claimed a preference before al
other contracts ; fron such motives, these claims became like privileges; and were separated
into a distinct class. The rules of equity with respect to theni must have been as irmperious
as certain, because thev.are to be found in ail ages and in ail codes.

There are also engagements formed without convention, by the sole authority of the law,
which interveies at a tnie when it becomes necessary to preserve to creditors a right vhich
the obligation of maintaining public order fully warrants; from the moment that this legal
riglht is established, it should no lon*ger be in the pover of the debtor to give to any person,
by means of a simple convention, any valid preferable right of mortgage over those already
existing. Such is the mortgage of the wife upon her husband's property, that of minors
upon the property of their tutors. &c.

The power or farce of judgments would also have been perfectly illusory, if the party
withholding his consent, and requiring the creditor to be at the expense and trouble of
obtaining a judgment of condemnation against him, could afterwards, hy a simuple conven-
tional nortgage, give a preferable right upon his property ; wherefore it became absolutely
necessary that judgments, like legal mortgages, should rank, according to their date, among
the number of mortgage debts.

If, on the one hand, this conventional manner of contracting appearcd so commodious
and easy to debtors, on the other, it became very dangerous to creJitors, from the difficulty
of effecting secure loans or making purchases without fear of eviction. It therefoie becamne
an object of great importance for the prevention of frauds and deceits, which daily increase
from public necessities, to discover some effectuai manner of preventing a debtor's hypothe-
cating his property beyond its rean value, and of giving security to loans and purchases.

Although contracts of purchase and sale, and of' oan, have been in use among ail nations
and in ail ages, it would appear that, until registration of deeds becanie practised, useless
efforts vere made to give the required assurance, under a simple mortgage.

In Greece, whence the mortgage system is originally derived, marks or visible signs,
placed on some conspicuous part of the real property, declared its engagements, when it
was not actually transferred into the possession of the creditor. At Athens, a mortgago
had a special character of notoriety and publicity, well adapted to prevent frauds so often
practised upon the good faith of creditors and purchasers; it was there made- manifést, by
small columns placed before the mortgaged land, with an inscription upon them, declaring
the obligations of the proprietor. This mode of publicity, which was suitable for a limited
territory and for a peopie but little advanced in civilization and commerce, gave occasion to
much abuse and inconvenience in a great empire, where the demand for credit rises in pro-
portion to the necessity of expense, caused by luxury and commercial operations of great
extent, to the latter of which especially, extensive population are compelled to devote them-
ielves for subsistence.

This mode of publicity among the Grecks, as well as the actual tradition of the real
property, were practised for a long tirge by the Romans; but commerce and the want of
money having increased with the greatness of Rome, and ambition having led individuals
into great enterprizes, for whose accomplishment immense loans were required, the difficulty
on the part of the debtor to give up his possession, and on that of the creditor to make the
transferred land available, caused the real tradition to be abandoned, and 'subsequently, the
use of signs and visible marks of the mortgage, not only fell into disuse under the Roman
Emperors, but was at last abolished by express laws. The mortgage, fron that time,
became occult, resulted from the convention of the parties, and was secured to the earliest
in date, except in cases of preference frum privileges as above mentioned.

Mortgages were introducel into France in nearly the same form as they existed in Rome,
except that they did not attach upon moveables unless in certain localities, as for house-
rent, &c.; that they were the effect of every convention executed before notaries, and that
private writings or instruments could not create a mortgage, until after having been duly
acknowledged by an authentic instrument, executed by a public officer or before a court of
justice. Thus in France mortgages became occult as in Rome.

(No. 5.)
Although the modified hypothecary system before described, was adopted in France, its

occult and clandestine character wasjustly reproached both by ancient and modern French
jurists, with having lent itself to the commission of a multitude of frauds, not ônly against
the creditor, but against the purchaser imprudent enough to pay bis purchase-money, with-
out having previously purged his purchase from mortgage. Complaints were loudly made
against a system so vicious and unprincipled, and whose results were so disastrous, particu-
larly as the old laws of France had, until the promulgation of the Edit des Hypotheques in
1771, scarcely contemplated the possibility of obtaining a secure discharge froni ncum-
brance.

In fact it was found, that mortgages constituted for the benefit of individuals, became
injurious eventually to the interests of the statte, which requires every possible improvenent
of real property from its possessors, as its produce is the principal, not to cail it the only
wvealth of the state.

indeed,
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Indeed, the purchaser of real property, the price of which he bas paid, when troubled by REGISTRY
imortgage creditors, of the existence of whose rights he was in profound ignorance, will of OFFICLS.
course neglect the cultivation of bis purchase, the more so, as his improvemenis would -

awaken them to increased vigilance. No. 7.
13y securing as much as possible the interest of individuals, witb a view to that of the

public, useless attempts were made in the reigns of the French kings Henry the 3d and
4th, and Louis the i 4 th, to correct these abuses; but so inveterate was the evil, that one
femedy alone was brought into operation, which at best could only be considered as a
palliative, namely,. the use of lettres de ratilication, bj means of which purchasers were.
made acquainted with the situation of the inmmoveable, except as regarded dower not open
and substitutions. These lettres were partial in their effect, as they afforded no security to
engagements in general.

This partiality and the general evils of the system became so urgent, that the attention to
French legislators was forcibly directed to the discovery of mieans to secure bonest citizens
against injury, and afford themr precautions against persons disposc. to defraud them.
'Their deliherations resulted in stamping upon mortgages a character both public and
%pecial; that is to say, that a reference to the public registers should without difficulty
exhibit the dates and .amount of ail incumbrances upon a particular property, while the
debtor should be held ta designate and describe the special immoveable subjected to the
mortgage; with this information in hand, capitalists would be enabled to consent or refuse
ta treat with applicants.

The idea of the publicity of mortgages was no novelty in France ; it is the basis of the
miortgage system of modern France, and several unsuccessful attempts were made to intro-
duce it into the old Frencli jurisprudence. An edict of Henry 3, in 1&81, erected offices
for the controle registration of ail deeds, and as a penalty for non-registration, deprived
them of their mortgage effect. This edict, although nominallv intended to complete a
systeni of publicity, was actually converted into so grievous a fiscal burden, that it was
done away with in a few years, without reret,.inasmîîcl as the controle could not be made
to exhibit ii a certain manner the existence of deeds to parties interested in knowing them.

la 1673, during the administration of Colbert in the reign of Louis 14, an edict was pro-
mulgated, founded upon that of Henry 3, wbich also crected crffices of registration for the
preservation of the preference of mortgages. In virtue of this edict, mortgages registered
against property in actual possession, or after actual possession, against that subsequently
acquired, were preferred upon that property before mortgages not registered ; the unregistered
followed in the order of their dates upon any other property. The legal mortgages of
women and minors were protected and preservedl. This edict excited the displeasure of
the great, whose credit it destroyed, and so violent un outcry was raiised against it, that
it was revoked in 1674; thus the clandestinity of mortgages remained the comon law of
France, and publicity existed only in certain provinces, known by the name of pays de saisine
or nantissement.

The clandestine and vicious hypothecation system above ýescribed, which has been' so
much and so justly abused in France, is fostered and protected as the existing.law of Lower
Canada. Modern France has felt its abuses and bas entirely rejected it ; she has boldly
and lionestly proclaimed the triumph of publicity. In 1795 a change was accomplished ;
by a law of that year, officers were appointed in every arrondissement, who were charged with
the registration of mortgage titles, and the existence of the mortgage was made ta depend
upon the usage of this formality. In 1799 another law was made, which may be considered
in almost every particular as the basis of the present French code upon this subject; its
fundamental principles vere publicity and speciality ; it preserved the formality of registra-
tion required by the law of 179.5, and subjected every mortgage creditor, cven vomen and
minors, to the formality of registration for the security of the preference of their legal mort-
gages. The French code, at a later period, establisbd similar principles; it secured legal
mortgages arising from tutelles and niarriage conventions, without registration, but com-
pelled the husband and tutor to effect the registration of these mortgages, under the penalty
of being deemed stel/ionataires, and subjected to corporal punishment for non-compliance
with the law.
. By the preceding observations it bas been shown, that the theory of speciality and
publicity is not new; that its institution reaches ta remote antiquity ; that it was the
general law of Greece, adopted by the Ilomaus, and formed part of their jurisprudence
until the time of the later emperors. It might reudily have been shown, had it been
necessary, that it was for a long time the law of two-thirds of customary France, and
never ceased to govern a great portion of those conquests by which Louis the t 4 th extended
the Freuch monarchy ; and that it continued through the republic, the consulate, and the
empire, to the restoration of the monarchy, and the present period.

It bas likewise been shown, that the wisest of the statesmen and ministers of France,
Sully and Colbert among others, endeavoured to restore this institution to France, and it
has been seen how it was repelled by .prejudice and intrigue, and particularly by the
necessities of landed proprietors, which compelled thera to continue to impose upon the
public, and to deceive their creditors.

If some inconveniences belong to the systerm of publicity and speciality, it may be easily
shown that the same also exist in the clandestine and occult system, and tlat they are
more injurious and vicious in the latter; and finally, that the latter possesses peculiar
inconveuiences, vhich not only render it unavailing in practice, but which absolutely
destroy the esscntial objects of every legislator in establishing a mortgage system, namely,
the security of the investient.
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- The lawv at present in force in France respecting nortgage rights, is founded upon two
No. 7. general principles: 1st, that no mortgage or privilege sha lie effectual without registration ;

and, 2d, that creditors shall be satisfied with a speend mortgage, except in the cases of the
legal mortgages of married wornen and minors, and for sone petty clainis which hunanity
and the law regarding as privileges of a special nature, has exempted from the necessity of
registration ; sucli as tie legal, funeral and last medical expenses, and limited arnounts
of servants' wages, ai dehts due for subsistence.

The unknownî ancunt of these petty privileges is necessarily so small as never to cause
any difliculty; they werc exempted, therefore, from registration; but legal mortgages,
which have been nost carefiully and wisely protected, being from their nature unsusceptible
of estimation, are, notwithistanding, made public, as far as the lav can compel their pub-
licity, with a due regard to the protection of the rights of the mortgagees, by the husbands
or tutors being required to effect their registration; and these persons are subjected to
severe penalties in came of thteir renortgaging their real property without declaring its pre-
existing incumbrances. In default of the husband or tutor making the registration, the
married womnîn and ininors themselves, or their relatives and friends, or the Crown officer
or s>1hrogé tutor, may cnomplete the forniality. It is also to be observed that the parties to
a marnage contract, if of nge, and the tutor by avis le parents, at the time of his appoint-
ment, nay linit the general mortgage incurred in both these instances ; and both, nioreover,
have the right tin demand this special limitation when the property subjected to the
general mortgage is known to exceed in value a sufficient guaranitee for the charge ; when
the value of the incuribercd realty exceeds the amount of the mortgage a reduction is also
granted.

Conditional, eventual and undetermined mortgages are likewise estimated and specialized,
and an excessive estimation renders therm subject to reduction.

Finally, customary dower lias been totally abolished.
This state of the modern French law affords good security for investnients, because the

capitalist is enabled to ascertain the existence of all mortgages upon any particular pro-
perty; and although the amount of legal nortgages may be unknown, their existence beingr
ascertained, gives him ithe power of making hiniself sufficiently acquainted with their
details, tojudge with accuracy of the security of his investment.

As a purcliasr, the law authorizes him. to obtain the freedom of his purchase from
incunbrances of every kind, and even fron the legal mortgages of married women and
minors, after a publie transcription and special notification to ail the parties interested,
expressive of his intention to obtain that relief, within the time limited by lav, and
requiring then to file their claims against the purchase within that limited period.

These details have been entered into to show that no serious impediments exist to the
introduction of changes in the hypothecary systeni. of this province, and that if these
changes should be introduced, they need not necessarily interfere with old prejudices or
disturb existinig rights.

The institutions and jurisprudence of Lower Canada are not so deeply irnpressed with
a character of unchiangeableness as to be beyond the range of innovation; nor has real
property been subdivided into so many and minute interests as in older settled countries.
Not only have the inhabitants of Lower Canada been undergoing the great process of
transition, but lier laws and institutions have been constantly sutTering positive changes.

The custoni of Paris was originally established in this colony ata timne when the numflerical
anount of lier population was extremely limited ; and from that time to the conquest it is
well known that the people were governed rather by regulations of police than by any
positive and satisfactory system of lav righitly and duly admiuistered. The history·of
Lower Canada, of that period, shows that it could not be otherwise.

The Act of 1784, 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, secured,,or rather re-established the lav of the
custom of Paris in this colony ; and it is, in truth, only from that period tlat the colonlists
became capable of appreciating a settled systeni of jurisprudence, or were made aware of
the previous existence of such a system. Fron the conquest to the present time, innovation
and change have been working their silent but steady course, and have extended theim-
selves eithier hy decisions of the provincial courts of justice, or by imaperial or provincial
enactments, throughout the entire body of our jurisprudence.

It cannot be denied in principle, that laws, like more positive institutions, suffer changes
either from their inicompatibility with innovations introduced into the institutions, or
alterations produced in the habits of a people, or from various other causes; hence, the
laws which were kiown to the original French colonirts and their inimediate descendants,
were modified to accord with the peculiar circunstances of the colony, even previous to the
conquest; and since tiat time they have been more materially altered, to meet the various
changes which have been made in the political as well as commercial state of the province,
and the circunstances of its inhabitants.

.It-is idle to assert that the French Canadians are so wedded to their ancient laws, that
they require and will allow of no innovations in theni. The answer is to be found in the
constitution of the provincial legislature, in·the criminal law, trial by jury- ruies of evidence
in commercial matters, power of devising, in the judiciary authorities conferred upon
magistrates, commissioners, &c. cunz multis aliis, not to omit the ratification of title net;
ail of which are great innovations in the former state of things,.and haie not-only been
adopted, but are stil1 in practice, to the satisfaction-of the country at large.

Proceeding to the state of the provincial law, with respect- to the security to be afforded
to
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to mortgages, it vill be found to be the same vicious and unprincipled system which was
so long and so justly reprobated in France, and which did not afibrd the least security to
lenders or creditors; by the introduction of the ratification of title act, some facilities of
little importance beyond the requirements of the sheriff's sale, or décret, bave been extended
to purchasers, but their secuity has not been at all improved. It may not be improper to
mention, that the ratification of title act is a translation almost seriatim et literatim of the
French Edit des Hypotheques of 1771, which was fouaded upon the older edict of 1673.

The report of the legisiative council supports these assertions, and states, " That under
the existing system of law it is impossible to ascertain the freedom of any landed property,
in the seigniorial parts of the province, from incumibrances, or the extent to which it may
be incumbered ; and that the only means available to persons desirous of purchasing real
estate, are-1st, the integrity or honour of the seller; 2d, the general report respecting his
estate or property ; 3d, the proceeding of a décret for a sheriff's title by a suit at law ; and,
lastlv, the obtaining a judgment of confirmation of title under the Act for the more effectual
extinction of secret incumbrances. The two former means are evidently not to be relied
upon, and the two latter are equally ineicacious, from affording no relief against the
operation of dower, an evil which has been productive of serious injury, and which is
generally admitted to be of the greatest magnitude. The delay and expense of both these
neasures are so great that they are resorted to onliy where the real estate is of considerable
value; and it is established that even these limited means of protection are not participated
in by the inhabitants'of the country parts, from the operation of the above causes. The
two latter are in consequtence but parnally efficacious in their operation, liiited in practice
to real property of considerable value, not available to the inhabitants of the country parts,
do not free real property from the worst evil of the piesent system, and are attended with
great expense and loss of time."

(Né. 7.)
It has been asserted that the punishment of ste/lionai inflicted under the old French law

was amply sufficient to prevent fraudulent conveyances and mortgages. The experience of
Frencht jurists, and the unsuccessful atrempts to amend and correct the hypothecary
system of France, up to the period of the revolution in that kingdom, are a sufficient
refutation of this allegation.

The term as well as the crime and punishiment are all derived from Roman juris-
prudence. By this law, stellionat was applied to every kind of fraud practised in contracta
and falbe declarations in deeds.

By the French law, stellionat is restricted to a false declaration of the freedom of real
property from incumbrance.

In Rume, the punishment was arbitrary; in France, it depended upon the gravity of the
offence and the circumustances of* the transaction, and the usual punishnments were fine and
banishment, sometimes whipping and amende honorable. It was, under the old law of
France,.a crinuinal proceeding, " On poursuivait autrejbis le stellional par la voie criminelle,
mais on ne prend aujourd'hu cette voie, que lorsque le dol est accompagné de circonstances très
graves." In all cases it was punished by corporal imprisonnent. A French jurist of
eminence says, that as fraud always proceeds fron debtors, who, notwithstanding their
knowledge o. their owi itsolvency, continue to borrow and to hypothecate their real pro-
perty as long as t1ieir credit lasts and they can conceal their necessities, it appeared to him
very proper to adopt the loman practice, that is, urbitrary punishmtnts, •1 Si l'on en usait
en f-rance de cette nanièrc, le desordre ne serait pas si grand." Stellionat was therefore found
Io be ineffectual for the prevention of frauds in France, nor can it be rendered more
efficacious in this country.

By the Act of 1774 the criminal law of England was established in this province, " to
*the exclusion of every other rule of criuinal law or mcde of proceeding therein, which did
or might prevail before the year 1764." By the sane law, the custom of Paris, for the
regulation of civil rigbts, vas likewise re-established ; and consequently the criminal part
of the customary or French jurisprudence gave way to that of England. • Stellionat
forming no part of the English criminal law, and its penalties not having been enacted by
our provincial legislature, it has ceased altogether to exist in this country.

Having slown that siellionat is no part of the provincial law, and that even if it were in
force, it vould be iiisufficient for the prevention of frauds in mortgages, we are thrown
back upon the system of publicity and speciality, which has been udopted into the juris-
prudence of France as the only effective general mode of security for transactions of the
nature under consideration, and as the only means of preventing a multitude of décrets,
because arrangements with debtors would be made with greater facility vhen their debta
are known tnot to exceed the value of their property.

An objection to registration inay here be mentioned, which has been passed over un-
noticed, " That it would lead to the exposure of family affairs.". In reply, it may be
sufficient to refer to the preamble of the edict of 1673, which offers as the reasons for its
enactnent, that " By means of publicity by registration loans might be made with security,
and purchases effected .without fear of eviction from anterior mortgages, and that creditors
would- be made certain of the fortunes of their debtors, without the apprehension or
uneasiness of losing their claims." Later writers declare I That the publicity of mortgages
was considered by. the French tribunals·as the chef d'Suvre of %visdou, as the protection
and security of.property, as a fundamiental right, the use cf which had constantly producetl
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REGISTRY the happiest results, and established as much confidence as facility in transactions between
Oî:TcEs. individuals ; th-at the priniciple of' publicity and speciality is essentially a conservator of

- property, a creator of public and private credit, a regenerator of good fith and morality."
No. 7. These are the recorded opinions of inen of eminence, as well as of the principal legal

tribunals in France; and when publicity is found to be so nuch applauded in that
kingdom, where the ramifications of private interests and rights are so minute, not only
no doubt should exist against the continnance of the clandestine system, but the necessity
for that continuance should be clearly demonstrated to ullow of its protracted exisence in
this province, where real property is but little divided.

Too much space would be occupied in detailing the various powerful reasons for pub-
licity ; it May suffice to state generally, that, at present, contracting parties are not placed
on an equai footing. The borrower knows his previous engagements, and acts in bad faith,
the lender is ignorant of those engagements and compelled to trust to the integrity of the
other party. On the one hand, unincumbered property needs no concealment, vhile on the
other, incunbered property should not, in common honesty or good faith, be permitted to
deceive the tender.

The provincial public registration insinuation in the several prothonotaries' oflices, of
wills, donations and other legal instruments bearing substitutions, entails, demonstrates
that neither inconveniences nor evil arise from disclosure; and as neither complaints nor
objections have been mnade to this branch of the formality of registration, it is fair to
conclude, that it is neither troublesone nor repugnant to the habits and feelings of the
people.

As the expense of the registration of mortgages would of course be regulated by enact-
ment, it would no doubt be made as economical as possible.

It bas also been asserted that mortgages are property ; if so, an actual or a constructive
possession must have been given to the mortgagee, to enable him to be repaid the amount
of his mortgage, and then the publie have a right to demand that concealment should not
be practised nor fraud allowed, to the injury of the lender, who, secing the possession in
the borrower, is justified in concluding that the property is in him also.

The report before mentioned refers to the objectioin of disclosing private affairs, and
states, that .

" The disclosure which would be afforded by register offices is considered in general as
nost desirable, while its disadvantages would be of temporary duration, operate in indivi-
dual instances and solely affect the fraudulent and dishonest. That though it might be
productive of pain and mortification in some cases, the general good is of paramount
importance, and that the upprehensions entertained of unnecessary exposure are ill-founded
and futile; for, it is in evidence from the registrars of the counties, where the registry
system prevails, that though few transactions of any amount take place, without reference to
the books of registry, no instance has occurred in their experience since the establishment
of those oflices, of the disclosure of mortgages or incumbrances having been required
except for actual purposes of sale or loan. They also state, that great and universal satis-
faction is entertained, by ail who have occasion to take advantage of the registry, that real
estate in ail the counties has been greatly enhanced in value, transactions therein much
facilitated, and thjat its expense is trifling and no delay is incurred."

It is only necessary to refer to the exanple of Louisiana, a former French colony, governed
by a systeni of jurisprudence similar to our own, where no difficulty to the removal of
impediments in the way of publicity vas experienced, and where registration prevails, and
to the resolutions of the lHouse of Assembly adopted in 1825, mentioned in No. 3, to con-
vince every unprejudiced mind of the evil of' clandestinity and the necessity of change.

(No. 8.)

Assuming that the principle of publicity and speciality possesses advantages over that of
clandestinity, so powerful and important as to require its introduction into our provincial
system of civil jurisprudence, the question arises, in what manner or by what means this
is to be accomplished.

It has been previously stated, that aIl the property of a debtor, real and personal, is
a pledge or security for the payment of his debts, and that its value shoild be equally
distributed among ail his creditors, unless legal causes of preference exist.

Individual freedom would have been restrained and injustice committed, if in the inter-
course of civil life, a person were prevented fron entering into any engagements or making
any contracts, not contrary to good morals or to society, which his wants or inclinations
might suggest to him; and as a consequence of this personal freedom, he was at liberty to
dispose of his real as well as of his personal property in any manner he might consider
most conducive or advantageous to his interest. This freedom of disposition introduced.
the class of mortgages denominated conventional, from being founded upon the agreements.
or conventions of tie parties,

Conventions to create mortgages, according to the jurisprudence of this province, are,
entered into in deeds, actes executed by public officers, called notaries, or a notary and.witnesses, which contam an express or implied -engagement of the real property .of-the
debtor for the security of the debt. The facility and celerity. with òvhich these instruments
are conipleted, and the safeguard afiorded by the public chàracter of the notarial office, .are,
so great and at the sanie time so evident, that it would b idle to voffer any argument-in
favour of a continuance of the present form or mode of executing them, whilethe.simplicity
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of the operation, in comparison with the cuiubersome forms of other countries, precludes ItaGlSTlIY
any possible difference of opinion upon the subject. OFFICES.

Admitting the facility with which conventional mortgages are created, it must likewise -
be allowed, that it would be the extreme of injustice, to deprive any creditor of a partici- ••
pation in privileges granted to others by the voluntary convention of the debtor, because of
his unwillingness or refusai, under the influence of bad faith, to assent voluntarily to
similar privileges in favour of the unsecured creditor: hence, the compulsory consent, con-
veyed in the judgnents of competent courts of justice, has given tco tlen a inortgage
character also. This class is denorrinated the judicial.

While the voluntary und compulsory consent of the parties thus gave assurance to sonie
creditors, it was equally just and reasonable that the claims of an extensive class of indi-
viduals, who, from principles of public policy, are incapacitated fron making engagements
for their own protection, and whose interests the best and most powerful felings of.
humauity have placed under the protection of society, us well as those public rights which
the necessity of maintaining public order guarantees, should also bu guarded and preserved
from exposure to possible loss or destruction, either from fraudulent connivance or from
baser motives : lience the class of mortgages called the legal.

. These several kinds of mortgages, the legal, judicial and conventional, arc based upon
an express or implied agreement, namely. by the parties thenselves in the conventional, by
the court of justice, acting for the unwilling debtor, in the judicial, and by the Iaw, acting
for the unprotected claimant and the public, in the legal.

Considering mortgages only in respect to their effect, it nay be said with strict pro-
priety, that they are all of one kind; l'or the effect of every mortgage is to give to the
creditor a right upon the real property of his debtor, for the security of his debt; but
there are soine claims, which, in addition to the general effect of the mortgage, are enititled
to a peculiar preference froin the nature of. the transaction or debt; these are called privi-
leges, froin being founded upon the cause of the debt; they are not regulated or raniked in·
order, according to dates like mortgages, but carry a preference for their discharge, over all
other mortgages even anterior in date, and in consequence the rule prior tempore potior
jure is inapplicable to theni. Among privileged creditors, the preference is regulated by
the more or less favourable quality of the privilege, and those of the same quality concur
equally in the value of the reality. .

Mortgages und privileges, therefore, are the causes of preference which exist to prevent
the equal distribution of the debtor's property among all his creditors.

Conventional mortgages are fiom their nature and form of the same description; the
judicial, in like manner, are also substantially similar to each other; the legal are those
of married women, miuors and persons interdicted, and that of the-public against public
officers.

Applying to these different classes of mortgages the principle of publicity and speciality,
it will be obvious that the conventional, without any difficulty, admits of its application,
because the deed may be made to contain, not only the precise amount of the debt, but-
also the specific realty upon which that debt is to be secured ; the judicial, from possessing -
the character of a compulsory liquidation or determination of a certain amount, or -froni
ignorance of the debtor's real property, upon which to apply the judicial mortgage in·
general, cannot extend to the realty, and only specifies the amount of the condemnation;
and the legal, from their peculiar nature, nust remain undetermined in amount. and
unlimited to any specific realty.

Both conventional and judicial mortgages may be easily rendered determinate; the
former, by an estimation or amount to be agreed upon by the parties ; in the latter, by
a compulsory or voluntary valuation, or by a penalty in damages for non-compliance with
the.judgment.

Legal mortgages are not susceptible of determination until after the death of the hus-
band, the majority of the minor, the removal of the interdiction or death of the interdicted-
persons, and the termination of the ollice of the public servant; this class of mortgages.
must, therefore, remain unlimited in amount, as well as unspecialized as to property, becuuse-
until after the marriage is terminated, rights which, during its existence, may become -the
objects of mortgage upon the husband's property, cannot be appreciated or ascertained,
and because, for the same reason, during the existence in office of the tuto'r, curator or
public officer, their responsibility is not less extensive and uncertain, nor less difficult to
estimate at a precise amount.

.(No, g9.•
Having shown in the preceding number, that conventional mortgages-may be made to

express, not only the precise amount of the debt, but aIso the specific realty, and -that the.
judicial is limited to the specification of the actual or possible amount of·the condemnation,
while the legal cannot be made susceptible of either specific amount or realty, it is proper
to observe, that the conventional mortgage is the positive agreementof the parties,- who.always have the power of stipulating a precise ameunt, or fixing upon some estimation -or
valuation of the miortgagelaim, even it it should be conditional, eventual orundetermined;
because, individual interests would always tend to the determination of a precise- sum; for
which-the registiation might be made; without necessarily limiting the debt to the amount

.specified ; andit will readily be'perceived, that · this..accessory stipulation-would, from its
utility, become a iccessary formality of'the deed, une cauese dc style.
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No. 7.

It is also necessary that this class of mortgages should express the actual realty, that is,
the realty in possession, upon which the mortgage is to be secured, otherwise it should not
exist, because, from being' a real right, it must, at the time of the agreement, have been
based upon sone real foundation, especially as the end and final object of the mortgage is
the sale of the realty pledged for the payment of the debt.

These general pledges or mortgages of all real property, actual and future, for the
payment of debts, and which are, in almost every instance, unknown to third parties, and
whose amoiunts are very uncertain, decoy creditors into entering into negociations with men
vhose circumistances are in a state of ruin, although apparently very solvent. The credit

of debtors themnselves, by this means, not only suffers but is' destroyed, because engage-
ments are either not made at all, or at least not without security: publicity and speciality
have, for these reasons, been deemed the most efficient remedy for these abuses; and to
make that remedy as perfect as possible, the conventional mortgage should be made to
express the precise amount and the specific' realty, otherwise it should be inapplicable
to property in possession, and, without a new engagement, to that afterwards acquired.

The effect of conventional mortgages is to give to creditors a real right upon their debtor's
real property for the security of the debt, whence it must be allowed, that when 'no real
property is possessed, no mortgage could exist or have effect, and that the protection of the
mortgagee may be left to his own interest, to discover and secure hisclainisagainsthis debtor's
property subsequently acquired, if the creditor have been so uniwise as to make his contract
without sufficient actual security. Without these requisites, it would be quite impossible
to work out speciality, which is one of the fundamental bases of the hypothecary system.

Judicial mnortgages establish in a compulsory manner the amount of' the debtor's engage-
ment, either without or against his consent, and do not specialize the realty to secure the
amount of the condemnation ; their security and advantage would be illusory and totally
defeated, if a general mortgage were not allowed to the judicial creditor. Publicity, by
means of registration, should alone be required for these mortgages. As has been already
mentioned, piiblicity and speciality should be positive and rigorous conditions of conven-
tional mortgages, but publicity alone suffices for judicial mortgages, inasmuch as speciality
is incompatible with the nature and effect of a general mortgage.

Nor should successive registrations be required for judicial mortgages, because otherwise
a debtor would be always armed with unjust favour to some creditors at the expense of
others ; the first informed would be the first enregistered against subsequent acquisitions,
and rights attached to.hypothecary registration would be prizes of speed for first reaching
the register offices.

In reply to the allegation that real property not in possession should not be affected by
the real right given to the forniality of registration, it may be said, that the mortgage, and
not the inscription, atiributes the real right to the creditor; the latter is the perfection of
the former, and only insures its publicity.

The judicial niortgage seizes or attaches upon the realty, fron the moment of its be-
coming the debtor's property, and no new judgment should be reqnired to vest it. In like
manner the registration once completed should exercise its influence and produce its
effect, from the moment that newly acquired property vests in the debtor; all that should
be required of the judicial creditor, is to secure the' order. of his mortgage by a regular
registration.
- Legal or tacit mortgages are granted and established by the law without the consent of

parties or express stipulations, or they proceed from the disposition and will of the law
without any convention of parties; they are allowed either by special favour and privilege,
or in consideration of the person of the creditor or the cause of the debt; because, when .a
person does that, for vhich the law grants a mortgage, he is prèsumed to have tacitly con-
sented to the same mortgage upon his realty, which the law has established, although no ex-
press stipulation had been made; and althongh this is accomplished by a legal fiction, yet the
legal or tacit mortgage produces the saine efects as the conventional and express. So that,
as regards the law, they are considered express, and as regard the parties, they are always
deemed tacit mortgages, because they do not proceed from any act of the parties.

These legal mortgages are principaly threefold: ist, those of married women upon their
husbands' property; ed, those of minors and interdicted persons upon the property of
their tutor;. and, 3d, those of the state and of 'communities upon the property of.their
servants.

The state of dependence in which married' iwomen are placed, with respect to their
husbands, and the legal incapacity of minors and interdicted persons, have' established in
their behalf the peculiarly cogent and favourable rights which humanity and society have
united .to sanction and preserve. This very favourable consideration las giveri a retroactive
effect to the mortgageof the married worman, as far as the husband's influence over her-as
supposed to extend, namely, to thé date of the marriage contract, or to that of the solem-
nization of the marriage.

Minors and interdicted personsparticipate in these sanctions of humanity, and efficient
security;is afforded to them, by dating their nortgages fromw their pýublic guardian's entry
into.office.

Legal.mortgages against state accountants intërestihe whole state. Experience eaches
us, that no inconvenience ,can exist, in .naking the state reveques deperdent uponethe
fidelity and care of its servants, vhen proper safeguards are used, and that it is possible
for.the governient officers as well as for individuals,, ta make thëenselves acquairited :with
the property, ofthese pulic accountants, however distant- may be the situation of'their
realty frorn their iesidence. ''h~c saxneremarks apply tooficersaö comnînunitdes. a'' oth
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offer great, facilities of peculation and of escape from discovery, the legal mortgage is granted REGISTRY
against them from their acceptance of office. OFFICES.

Besides these three classes of individuals, to whom, what may be called this exorbitant -

prerogative, the legal mortgage, is granted, there are a few others which need not be men- No. 7.
tioned, inasmuch as they consist of privileges or rights of property upon special real estate.

(No. 10.)

The interests of posterior creditors and the security -of their rights are the essential
motives of the principle of publicity and speciality; wherefore, the hypothecation system
should be made to repose upon these two bases. The observance of cither one should not
relieve from the accomplishmeut of the other, because by showing to third persons the
incumbrances upon property, a knowledge is conveyed to them of the object ind foundation
of the Mortgage; and, tnough it is true that registration exhibits the nature and situation
of the realty, it is the work of the credit.or, and means should be afforded to third parties
to verify its correctiiess : this can only be accomplished by a reference to the title consti-
tuting the mortgage, whence, it must be apparent, that the requisites for the full efficiency
of the principle are, first, public registration, and, second, the specification of the amount
of the mortgage and the actual realty upon which the secuiity is to attach.

Registration applies with facility to conventional and judicial inortgages, because the
parties interested in them vill, of course, be desirous to render their security complete, by
the execution of every required formality. But legal mortgages are encompassed with
difficulty; the persons beneficially interested in them are prevented by law from employing
any proLective means for their own security, and as long as they are thus incapacitated fron
securing themselves by their own act, the omission of that act should not deprive them of
the rights and privileges which are vested in them by the law.

To require the execution of the formality of registration for legal mortgagees by other
persons, vould be futile, because their interests are not concurrent; and, moreover, this
formality might not be completed, and then the legal mortgage would exist only in name.

It should not, therefore, be made to depend upon registration, unless the most certain
precautions are offered of its being always indubitably completed; atid legal mortgagees
should not be deprived of their security by any abrupt clandestine change of their debtor's
property.

Principles should not be destroyed by the want of a formality, the execution of which,
the.persons most interested in the security, are prevented from effecting.

To give to any registration law an impression of civil justice, it is necessary to reconcile
. conflicting interests; but civil justice is averse from casting back upon the married woman,
minor, &c., the consequence of a neglect which -they had not the power of preventing.
This principle should not, therefore. be sacrificed to the wish, however laudable, of making
trarsactions more secure, and the advantage of simplifying a law nust not be purchased ai
the price of injustice.

Indeed too much simplicity in legislation is, in general, an enemy to property. Laws
cannot be made very simple without cutting the knot instead of untying it, and abandoning
many things to arbitrary uncertainty.

Nevertheless, civil iustice is the basis of law : every one is convinced that personal rights
repose upon immutable principles, whereas all respect for property is lost when it is sub-
jected to chances which transfer it with facility, but without reason, from hand to hand.
Legal mortgages have everywhere been considered as emanating from and identifying them-
selves with the engagement which produced them; this principle in the registrauon system
must be made accordant with the security of purchasers and tenders. The law, by this
ineans, would be less simple, but more conformable with the principles of civil justice.

Litft- advantage would have followed from the nmere public registration of conventional
and judicial moftgages, if information of the precise amount of the mortgage debt had not
been imparted ; wherefore, if the conventional claim resulting from the deed, or the con-
demuation conveyed by the j udgrment, be colnditional in existence or undeterminîed in amount,
both should be estinated previous to their registration: this may be accomplished without
any difficulty.

Legal nortgages cannot be rendered determinate even by an approximate estimation,
because of the impossibility of appreciating rights, vhich, during the entire course of the
marriage or the existence of the office, may become the ohject of mortgage.

All niortgages in this province are general in their effect, and only subject to the greater
or less privilege of certain creditors. fihis generality was iade a principle of law, in violent
.contradiction to the rules of justice and equity; and was based upon a legal fiction that the
mnortgage conveyed property. This, as a general principle, was a fallacy, beeause no fiction
could have conveyed what was not existing even as a right, and no conventional mortgage
could convey a real right,jus in re, where no realty existed upon vhich to found it.
. As long as debtors have no realty,* their voluntary engagements by deed should only be
considered as positive acknowledgments of debt, and never be -permitted ta precede the
.subsequently and similarly acknowledged claims of others, or the compulsory consent of
a judgment of a competeut tribunal.

The general mortgage may be maintained in effect by means of proceedings which the
.creditor is free to adopt, but the debtor's credit should not be paralyzed by excessive regis-
tration;.as realty becomes the property of the debtor, it becomes the pledge of all his
existing creditors, but no creditor could have obtained possession of real estate previous to
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ÀEG ISTRY it,.existence as the property of the debtor; the priority of debts in this respect is, therefore,
OFFICEs. quite imdifferent.

ln fine, salfe dealings are never entered into without the warranty of property- in. posses-
No. 7. sion, future property is too uncertain, and it is a well known fact, that the greater part of

notarial deeds executed in this province, specify the realty to wlich the transaction applies,
and upon which the security is establislhed. In this respect, therefore, the proposed restric-
tion ib iot repugnant to the 1h its of the people.

Conventiona niortgages should always express the special realty mortgaged, and the
judicial and the legal should be ielieved froi this necessity.

Fromi the preceding observations, it will appear,
1st. That conventional nortgages should be liable to the principle of publicity and

speciality in ail its extent.
2d. That judicial mortgages should extend only to publicity; and
3 d. That legal mortgages should be relieved from both.
The registration and specification of the conventional, and the registration of thejudicial

niortgage, convey sufficient inlormation that inçumbrances exist, specially in the former
case, and generally in the latter upon the debtor's realty.

No doubt can exist of the propriety of affording similar information of the existence of
legal mortgages; but as the niortgagees are prevented from accomplishing this object, and
are at the sane time secured against the effects of omission or neglect, the public might
obtain this information if the law were made to allow theni, their friends and relatives, or
the subrogé tutor, to iake the registration, or to compel the husband or tutor to complete
the formnlity under severe penalties, or to require the officer of the court registering the
appointment of the tutor,or the notary executng the contract of marriage, or the clergyman
officiating at the marriage, to nake the registration. By iis means the publicity of the
legal mortgage would be attained and information of its existence would be afforded to the
creditor, without injuring the rights of the legal mortgagees.

In framing any general systein of registration, regard should be liad to the remnoval of
every impediment, hich might prevent or inpede its effect.

'lie report of the legislative couneil states, that" customary dower lias been the fruitful
source of manv of the evils complained of, and thougli intended to secure a provision -for the
widow and orphan,' that its retention is not applicable to the present condition- of the
province."

An examination of the spirit of the hypothccary system discovers that the end of the
mortgage is the prosecution to sale of the mortgaged realty, for the payment of the mort-
gaged debts out of .the proceeds, and that every hypothecary creditor should be prepared
to be collocated in order for the amount of his claims.

By our law, dower is the only exception to these principles, it is not removed by décret
forcé or a judgment of confirmation of title ; and the very distant period of its becoming
open, namely, after the husband's and father's death, the conditional nature of the right
itself, the unîcertainty of the final partition of the endowed realty, and the general incon-
venience of custornary dower, render it impossible to reconcile the interests of the claimants
of dower vith the security of the purchaser or lender.

For these reasons customary dower should be entirely abolished in this cointry, as bas
been done in France for dower generally, and persons of great practical information in this
province entertaii this opinion ; among the number 1). B. Papineau, esq., a brother- of the
speaker of the Assembly, thus answers the question of the leislative council upon this
point.; " Custoiary dower is iii many cases sufficient to secure the subsistence of families,
and principally in old established countries. In a new country, whîere property is of little
value, it beconies an obstacle to its transfer, and mnay afterwards become a source of spolia-
tion. It wouîld be better to abolish it, and to insist that for the future ail rights of dower
should be particularized and specially applied, not only .by a notarial deed; but by the act of
the celebration of the maririage. The clergyman receivmng the consent of the parties, should
be required to ascertain their intention upon the subject, and insert it in the act of marriage.
There should be no dower, unless the person constituting it possesses real estate of equal
value to the dower which lie is desirous to establish." 0 This opinion may serve to show
that this innovation would not be opposed by the people at large.

(No. n.)

The changes coutemplated in the previous numbers would entirely relieve lenders:from
the apprehension of loss of their investnents by loan upon the security of real estate;- and
purchasers might also be secured, by amending the-common law as well as the act for
judgments of confirmation of title, and requiring, after a special notification to .the -parties
interested, that dower, which is the- only exception to the relief. afforded by these -laws-,
should also be made known and claimed by opposition, like ail other mortgage- clainis,
within-the allowed legal periods; in -this manner both purchasers and-lenders:would be
protected.; the former by a full nieasure of legal relief, and the latter by having such
information given to then as would- free then from the appreheosion of other-mortgages
which iniglt have been kept out of sight.

These opinions were embodied in a bill which -passed the legislative council.during-the
last session of Parliament, and were intended to be -introductory to the establishment·of
register offices in the seigniorial parts of the province. Its provisions were, ist,:naking
mortgages special; 2d, abolishing custonary. dower and particularizing ail >arriage

rights;
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riglits; 3d, requiring that dower shall be claimed upon real property sold by décret forcé, REGISTRY
sheriff"s sale, or under the statute for the confirmation of title. The bill, in addition, OFFICES.
required that the mortgage effect should only belong to deeds executed in the county of -

the situaton of the realty,. and that notaries should furnish certified statements of No. 7.
mortgages.

The last two provisions of the bill would not be required if registration were fully
established in practice, but it must be conceded that the three former, whether with or
without reEistration, are especially serviceable and necessary.

Previous to terminating this part of the subject, the testiniony of Mr. D. B. Papineau
will again be adduced, as bearing out the preceding observations. That gentleman says,

That a register would do more harm than good, if it were open without restriction to all
who, froin motives of curiosity or otherwise, would wish to consult it; but that with certain
restrictions lie did not think that any inconvenience would result; on the contrary, that
advantages would follow from its establishment." To the question, Whether it would be
productive of more good or evil to provide by law that in future mortgages ýhall be special,
and not general? he answers, " That it would be a desirable reform; if iv vere not an
isolated measure, and independent of others-quite as useful." And to the question,-whether
a county register would not afford protection against concealed incumbrance ? he answers,
" he. had always been of opinion that, with certain restrictions, such offices miglit be
useful, and that their establishment ouglit to be preceded, or immediately followed by great
alterations in ail our hypothecary systen." l'he opinion of sucli a person should go far to
satisfy the most violently opposed to registration that its introduction must be attended vith
the greatest advantage.

It is the misfortune-of this province to be prevented from enjoying, or deprived of the
advantages of mensures, by the interests of classes, by petty difficulties originating either
in the appellations of measures, or from jealousy of their introducers -or proposers. It is
time that such motives should cease; that all parties should firmly unite.in the great end
of the advancement and.improvement of the countryandlay aside every other consideration
but the public prosperity.

The introduction of capital into the-province, it is conceived, is sufficiently ·stimulating to
support even this quixotic notion ; and as the interests of the generality become bett'r
.understood, those of a class would be made subordinate, and treated as such.

Capital and its retention in the province have been .shown to be extremely .desirable;
and to effect this object it lias been established that changes or modifications must.be made
in our hypothecary law.

It is conceived that the following provisions would mneet with general approbation, and
remove every impediment:

The establishment of bureaur, or offices for the registration of deeds, in every county.
All conventional mortgages to be by notarial deeds, as at present.
Conventional and judicial mortgages to rank in order only froin date of registration.
Legal mortgages to be exempt from registration ; but for the sake of publicity, persons

not interested ta make the registration, and the husband, tutor, &c. compelled to register
under a penalty.

. Registered to rank in order of payment before unregistered, and unregistered before
chirographary creditors.

Registered nortgages only for determinate arnounts, exception as to legal mortgages.
Conventional mortgages upon subsequent acquisitions to rank only from date of regis-

tration.
Judicial and legal mortgages to be-general mortgages.
Ail registered mortgages to rank in order froni date of registration ; the non-registered

from date of the deeds.
Prescription orily from-date of registration.
Tutors to register for claims of 'their wards,,or to be accountable.
Indemnity,-&c. of married women, as at present, fromn-date of contract or of marriage..
Creditor.ofhusband and wife to rank from date of wife's marriage or contract of marriage.
Separees de biens, like other creditors.
A severe punishment for false declaration of existence or non-existence of mortgage upon

realty.
Privileges to be registered like mortgages.
Excessive registration may be reduced,if necessary,and generalregistration maybelimited.
The foregoing, more in detail, with the provisions of the bill above-mentioned, namely,

the -abolition of customiary dower, particularizing all marriage rigLhts, speciality of con-
ventional mortgages, and dower to be claimed in sales by decrét.Jorcé and ratification of
·title, would, it is conceived, .be sufficient to.insure the publicity -and spéciality so.muòh
required,.and would not be inconsistent ".with liens affecting husbands, tutors and curators,
which attach uponreal property.'-

Finally, privileges and-mortgages existing previous to the promulgation of the proposed
lawishould beregistered within one year after, otherwise to-:rank only. from the date. of
the. registration..: . •

If.registration be adopted in the manner.above-mentioned, it-will.give life and being to
public and private credit ; if not, distress and destruction must follow.

This province is agricultural asivell as commercial; capital is necessary for both, ald
legislation should facilitate the application of that capital to both these sources of national
prosperity. • •

The expectation of great profits promptly realized; the dispatch with which mnoney-trans-
-3. 6 4 ' actions
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actions are completed, the short duration of luans, the quick return of funds, the impos-
sibility of failure in engagements without dishonour and loss of credit, are powerful
attractions to embark large and numerous capitais in commerce, which would soon absorb
all, to the destruction of agriculture and the other wants of society, if, in mortgage loans,
and other real transactions, the inferioritv of these advantages is not compensated by the
facility aud solidity of the investment. c P

Real estate enters into transactions either for sales or for the security of the payment of
loans and the execution of obligations. The object, then, of the hypothecation system
should be to procure to this double species of transaction the greatest solidity, without
altering its essence or incumbering its forni.

In the proposed plan the purchaser will find security in his purchase, and facility as well
as security in freeing it from incumbrance. The seller will find the means of quickly and
without expense receiving the price of the unincumbered realty which lie has sold; he will
be enabled to pay as expeditiously, and without exp2nse, creditors to whom he had mort-
gaged the realty which he has sold. The proprietor of an unincumbered realty will enjoy
the whole of the .credit which his property will give to him, while the owner of an
incumbered realty will obtain a credit equal to the excess of its value beyond the mortgage
claims. The capitalist who is desirous to lend, or any other person contracting with the
debtor or borrower, will have a sure and infallible means of ascertaining the fortune of the
contracting party; and, above all, it will afford a certainty that lie will not be deprived of
the warranty which he bas obtained ; from all this, the necessary consequence will be, that
a man acting in bad faith will never be able to sell what does not belong to him, nor offer
the capitalist a fallacious security or credit. If the proposed plan give ail these advantages,
it would be idle to call it perfect, or to say that it would remove every inconvenience; but
it may be asserted with confidence that, in comparison with the present system of pro-
vincial legislation on this subject, it will approach nearer to perfection, and offer, in com-
parison, many less inconveniences.

To conclude, the proposed system offering more advantages, and incurring fewer risks to
proprietors and capitalists, would collect a greater number of purchasers at sales, and
greatly increase the value of the realty, by competition ; and the capitalist having a perfect
security in his loans upon realty, would be content with a less return ; a double advantage
would be the result, the first, that the wants of agriculture would be easily satisfied; the
second, that the interest of money would be reduced in proportion as the risks of the lender
are diminished.

2 Septenber 1836. Civis.

CANADA TRADE ACT.
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- No. 1.-

A MOUNT ov D mUT1ES Collected at Quebec and Motieal, fron 1831 to October 1836.

Sir, Custom's, Québec, 4 November 1836.
IN compliance with the Tequest contained in your letter of the 28th ultimo, I have the

honour to transmit, for the information of the Commissioners of Inquiry, a statement of
the duties levied at this port and at Montreal, under Acts passed subsequent to the
18 Geo. 3, from the year 1831 inclusive, to the ioth October last, in the proceeds of which
Upper Canada does not participate.

The gross produce of these duties, as shown by the statement, 37,1611. 14à.. sterling,
only 6,1871. 14s. 6d. of which bas been paid to the colonial treasurer, the remainder
havin been applied to the payment of salaries, and a part of the incidents of the two
establshments made chargeable against this branch of revenue by Treasury Order, dated
the 12th December 1825, no charge whatever being made for the expense of collection, or
for salaries, either against the duties levied under the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, or any of the
provincial lavs, a proportion of the proceeds of which is paid to the Upper Province.

I would here beg to remark that this branch of revenue is on ·the decrease, a very great
proportion, in fact all the staple articles of the neighbouring states, such as flour, beef,
pork, &c., formerly chargeable with duty under these laws, being now admitted free, nor
lias any paynent whatever under this head been made to the colonial treasurer for the 'last
12 months, the proceeds being barely adequate to meet the expenses chargeable against
them, and ' do not think that. in future the amount collected will be sufficient for that
purpose, and therefore, although in some years past a small amount has been paid in, it is
very doubtful whether in time to corne there will be again any net proceeds under ·this
head against which the province of Upper Canada could found a claim.

I have, &c.

(signîed) Ilenry Jesp, Collector.
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A STATEMENT of the DUTIES levied at the Ports of Quebec nud lTontreul, under Acts CANADA
subsequent to the 18 Geo. 3, from the Year~1831 inclusive, to the toth.October last, -TRADE ACT.
and the Charges to which they have been subject. N

Total Amount Receivcd. Paid in Salaries. Paid fur incidents. Colon treurer.

s. d. £. sd. . £. s. d. £. s. d.
37,161 14 - 31,716 13 1 224 10 8 6,187 14 6

Note.-The amount of payments apparent over the aniount of receipts, is a balance from
the year prior to the above statement.

Custorns, Quebec, 4 Nov. 1836. (signed) Henry Jessopp, Collector.
T. F. Elliott, Esq., &c. &c. &c.

-- No. 2.

EVIDENCE of Mr. Hall, Collector of Customs at Montreal, Àugust 1836.

i. Is the apportionment of duties between'the Upper and Lower Province still regulated
under the Canada Trade Act or 3 Geo. 4, c. i ig?-The apportionment is still regulatea
by the3 Geo. 4, c. 119.

2. When was the last arbitration made, and wvhen will the time come for making-
another ?-The last arbitration vas made in 1833; the time for making another, spring
1837.

3. -What has béen the portion allotted to the Upper Province under the several arbitra-
tions that have been made since the passing of the Act in 1822?-The proportion allotted
since the passing of the Act in 1822; on the first arbritration, to the best ofmy knowledge,
one-fifth; on the second, one-fourth ; and on the third and last that has taken place,- one-
third.

4. Do you know on vhat general principle or principles, the arbitrations have pro-
ceeded ?-On population.

5. Do you think that in general the award to the Upper Province has been too great or
too small ?-Too great.

6. What are the principal disadvantages of the present mode of dividing the duties ?-
The principal disadvantages are-ist, There is not sufficient data on which a just appor-
tionnient can be made; edly, It requires that a census of the provinces should be taken
every four years, which is expensive, in order to afford some data to go on, under the
present uncertain mode of dividing the duties.

7. Do you think that sufficient data exist, on which at present to make an unobjection-
able award ?-1 do not think sufficient data exist at present to make an unobjectionable
award.

8. W'as not an Act passed in the last session of the local legislature for the purpose of
collecting data ?-An Act was passed, the 6 Will. 4, c. 24, for the purpose of collecting
data.

9. Do you think the provisions of that Act sufficient, or iii what do you think the Act
defectivel-I do not think the provisions of the Act sufficient; it is defective in the
following points:-First, The places appointed for' the entry of goods exported to Upper
Canada, are inconvenient to the trade, and there is no suffcient check upon the cargoes of
the boats or carriages to ensure correct returns being given. I should, therefore, recom-
rnd the following amendments. 1st, That the boats or carriages and goods for Upper
Canada should be entered with the collector of customs at Montreal,·it being the place of
shipment; and wliere a proper check could be put to secure correct returns being made -by
the forwarders and merchants.- Second, That the statement required by the 1oth section of
the Act 6 Geo. 4,'c. 24, should be declared to by the forwarders or merchants, under the
penalty of oo ., if the declaration is untrue. in any particular. Third, In case the
collèctor should not be satisfiéd Nvith the declared value given of any goods; it shall be in
his power to detain the same until satisfactory.proof be given that the value declared to,
is correct; by the productidn of the invoiées or other documents. No statement or entry of
good. shipped on board any boat, or in any carnage for Upper Canada, shall be valid uniess
the goous shall havebeen properly describëd in such entry by the denominations, and with
the characters, according to which such goods are charged with duty. All goods loaded
in any boat or carriage not corresporiding- or ag.reeing, in aill respects, with such entry or
statement thereof, or not properly described in the same, shal be forfeited. All boats· or
carriages for Upper Cariada,- to be laden under the inspection of the-officers of customs,. on
forfaiture of the goods'vhich shall be so laden-withoutt the presence-of-an officer. Ali
goods which shall be' found laden on board aiy véssel, boat or carriage, proceeding to
Upper Canadà, Which ~shall-not havelbeen duly entered'at the custom-house at Montreal, as
aforesaid,'shall be' forfeited, together with thelvessel, boat or carriage, horses or other
cattle, in'or by which süch-godds shall be conveyed.

1d. Supposing the Act to be amended in the way you propose, do you think it would
t afford
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afford sufficient data for calculating the proportion that ought to be paid to Upper Canada,
and at vhat expense could it be effected ?-If i.hc Act vas amended in the way I propose,
I do think it would afford sufficient data for calculating the proportion that ought to be
paid to Upper Canada, at an expense of about Goo 1. to 700 1. per annuin.

11. If such a systera vere aidopted, do you think the restrictions imposed by the Canada
Trade Act on the local legislature could safely be taken off; the restrictions, I mean, whiclh
at present prevent the legislature from altering the arnount of duties?--The restrictions
might in part be taken off; so far as prevents the local legislature imposing any duties.
I do not think it wvould be safe to take off the restrictions respecting the present duties.

12. Is there any particular article on wlich you think the duty at present levied is
injurious or inconvenient?-On leaf and nanufactured tobacco and tea.

13. What were the temporary duties which were made permanent by the Trade Act;
and can you state the tines at which they would have expired, but for that Act?--
The duties collected under the 53 Geo. 3, as amended by the 55 Geo. 3, c. 2, and the
55 Geo. 3, c. 3, which. are as follows : Under 53 Geo. 3, 2 1 per cent. ad valorea on
all goods on wyhich no previouis duty vas inposed. Under 55 Geo. 3, c. 3, on Bohea tea,
2 d. per pound; on Souchong, or other black tea, 4 d. per pound; on Hyson tea, 6 d. per
pound, other green teas, 4 d. per pound . 3 d. per gallon on ail spirits or strong liquors;
3 d. per gallon on all wines; 2 d. per gallon on molasses. 53 Geo. 3, as amended by the
55 Geo. 3, c. 2, vould have expired on the 15th April 1823. The 55 Geo. 3, c. 3, expired
on the ist of iMay 1819.

14. Are the duties nov precisely vhat they were in 18e.2 ?-The saie.
15. Is any considerable portion of the trade between Upper and Lower Canada carried

on in winter ?-A very inconsiderable portion of the trade is carried on in winter.
16. Might not an increase in the vinter trade be expected under an altered system?-

I do not think any increase could take place by an altered system.
17. Could the winter trade be brought efficiently under custom-house control, the

country being in wvinter passable in all directions over the snow or ice?-I do think it
could for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity and value of goods taken from the
Lower Province to Upper Canada, as there could be no object gained in evading the custom-
house regulations.

18. In what articles does the principal contraband trade take place between the United
States and Canada, and is this trade greatest in the Upper or the Lower Province ?-The
principal articles are tea, tobacco, silks, sperm oil, and fancy goods. The contraband trade
is greater in Upper Canada than in the Lower Province.

19. What are the principal articles smuggled from Canada into the United States?-
Fine Nwoollens, carpeting, refined sugar.

2o. Do vou tliink that the balance of the smuggling trade is in favour of Canada, or of
the United States?-The balance, I are informed, is much in favour of the United States.

.21. What do you think would be the effect if trade were made much freer than it now is,
between the tvo Canadas and the United States, or made entirely free, and permission
given reciprocally by Canada and the United States, for internal navigation, upon payment
of equal dues for al ?-It would have the effect of throwing all the trade of Upper Canada
into the hands of the American merchants.

22. Without going the length of making trade and navigation entirely free, are there, in
your opinion, any relaxations in the present prohibitory system that could be advan-
tageousiy introduced 2-Great advantages would be derived, both to the Canadas and the
British shipping, if tobacco, the produce of the United States of America, imported by land
and inland navigation, could be placed on the saine footing on importation into Great
Britain, as Aimerican ashes and timber, imported in the saine manner through the Canadas,
that is subject to no higlier duty than the same articles, the produce of the Canadas.
Upwards of 15,000 hîogsheads vould be brouglit from the states of Ohio, &c.

23. Have you any reason to think that the trade between the two provinces is impeded
by any unwillingness on the· part ot the legislature of the Lower Province to make the
necessary improvements oft its lakes or rivets ?-lt does not appear to me there is any un-
willingness on the part of' the legislature of the Lover Province to make the necessary
improvements on the lakes or rivers, to ineet those of Upper Canada; as there are at present
coumissioners appointed under a provincial act of last session, and a sum of 1,ooo 1. voted
to inake the necessary surveys.

24. Do you consider the amount of duties levied under 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, likely to increase
or decrease ?-To decrease.

25. Can vou state the gross amount of duties collected within each of the last sevea
years, distinguishing the imland duties from those of the seaports ?-I can only state for the
last six years the imports by sea, from the documents in my possession.

QUEBEC AND MONTREAL.

Year eiidng 5 January 1831
-- 1832

1833
1834
1835

1836

- - 147,564
- - - - 166,629
- - - - 158,802
- - - - 177,887
- - - - 128,485
- - - 147,164

I cannot give the collection of the inland duties.
26. Will
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26. Will you give in a succinct manner, a list of the articles on vhich the duties are CANADA
Most productive ?-Brandy, gin, rum, wine, sugar and tea. TRADE ACT.

27. If trade were perfectly free and no advantage afforded to cither party, save that which -

is derived from the facility of communication, do you think any considerable portion of the N o.2.
produce of the states on the Ohio, Mississippi, &c. night be expected to pass by way of
the St. Lawrence ?-I do iot think any considerable portion of the produce of the Ohio,
Mississippi, &c. would pass by way of the St. Lawrence.

(signed) W. Hall, Collector Customs.

- No. 3. -

EVIDENCE of Mr. Jessopp, Collector, Quebec. No. 3.

Sir, Customs, Quebec, 14 September 1836.
i iiAvE the bonour to enclose my answers to the queries transmitted to me by desire of

the Commissioners of Ixiquiry, in your letter dated Montreal the 16th ultimo, together
with a return of the produce of the revenue raised under 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, in every year
since 1816; also a statement of the successive alterations that have taken place in the
duties on rum siiice 1774; with the required remarks on each, and likewise showing the
proportion of the present duty on rum, vhich is raised under Acts passed subsequent to the
Imperial Act 18 Geo. 3, c. 12.

I have, &c.
Thos. Fred. Elliott, Esq. (signed) Henry Jessopp, Collector.

&c. &c. &c.

i. What bas been the proportion of customs' duties allotted to the Upper Province under
the several arbitrations that have been made since the passing of the Canada Trade Act,
3 Geo. 4, c. 119 ?-The proportion of customs' duties allotted to Upper Canada was up to
I July 1824, one-fifth; i July 1824 to i July 1832, one-fourth; i July 1832 to this date,
one-third.

2. Do you know on what general principle or principles the arbitrations have proceeded 
-According to the relative numbers of the population of the two provinces.

3. Do you think that in general the award to the Upper Province lias been too great or
too small?--In Lower Canada the award is generally thought too great.

4. Whnt are the principal disadvantages of the present mode of dividing the duties ?-
By awarding the proportion of duties according to population, I think it probable that
Upper Canada gets a larger proportion of the duty on heavy articles, such as salt, spirits
and wine, than her consumption of these articles would seem to warrant; with the duties
on Britislh merchandize it may be otherwise, but I have no data 'to enable me to speak
more distinctly on that head.

5. Do you think sufficient data exist, on which at present to make an unobjectionable
award ?-I do not.

6. Was not an Act passed in the last session of the local legislature for the purpose of
collecting data?-A clause (sec. 10) was introduced last session of the provincial legis-
lature into the Inland Customs' Bill (6 Will. 4, c. 24,) for that purpose.

7. Do you think the provisions of that Act sufficient, or in what do you tbink them
defective ?-I do not consider its provision sufficient, because the information is required to
be given by persons who do not'of themselves possess it, " the person in charge of any
batteau, boat, &c. conveying goods to Upper Canada;" such persons, I presume; are
merely furnished by their employers wvith an account of the cargo so far only as may be
necessary for the purpose of collecting thieir freight. And because these persons are mostly,
if not ail, uneducated, and incapable of preparing the schedule, even if the necessary
information Was given them, a penalty of 40 s. for'default is also imposed, to be levied,
" with costs," on their goods and chattels, a description of property which few, if any of
them, possess. The penalty could not, even under any circumstances, be easily enforced;
many of the conductors, or " persons in charge," being Indians whose homes and names
are unknown, and others resident in Upper Canada, and beyond the'reach of the law.
L·therefore consider the Act to be wholly defective.

S. Supposing the Act to be made as perfect as the case will admit; do you think it
would afford sufficient data for calculating the proportion that ought to be paid to Upper
Canada, and at what expense could it be effected ?-I do not consider that an Act could
be made, even if made as perfect as the case will admit, that wouild afford sufficient data
for calculatingwith any degree of accuracy, the proportion of duty that ought to be paid
to Upper Canada. . If such, however, be contemplated, it appears to me that with respect
to goods going out of Lower Canada to Upper Canada, a system nearly similar to the
regulations in force as to goods coming into Lower Canada, and upon which duties are
payable, would be both the most simple and the most efficient; 1st, That the owner of the
goods, or bis agent, should deliver to the proper officer sucb description thereof as if duty
were to be paid thereon ; viz. goods liable to duty on importation, ad valorem, the
description and value thereof to be given; goods liable to duty on importation, by weight,
tale or measure, the veight, talè or measure thereof to be given; in default vhereof, or in
the event of a false description or value being given, a small penalty to attach, leviable on
the owner or bis agent, in a summary manner; the goods to be detained until the penalty,

0.3. t 2 with
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CANADA with ail costs and charges, shall be paid. •The person in charge of any batteau, hoat or
TRADE ACT. carriage, &c. to deliver to the proper officer, in duplicate, (the duplicate to be returned

- to him, signed by the officer,) a report or manifest, in writing, showing the marks,
No. 3. numbers and contents of every package and parcel of goods he has in conveyance,

as far as any of such particulars can be known to him; in default of which, or if an untrue
account be given, a small penalty to be levied on the person in charge, and the batteau,
boat, carriage, &c. to be detained until the penalty, with al[ costs and charges, be paid.
Under the above, or similar regulations, it appears to me that an account of the goods, as
nearly accurate as possible, might be obtained, and at probably very moderate additional
expense to the public; perhaps not amounting to 5oo 1. currency per annum. I conceive
it, however, to be very doubtful whether, if even such an account were obtained, it would
afford data sufficiently correct u pon which to found an award of the proportion of duty
which ought to be paid to Upper Canada, althougli perhaps it might afford an approximation
thereto. Amongst other objections which might be made to the accuracy of the account
so obtained, it may be mentioned, that the duty on spirits imported is levied by measure,
without reference to strengtli, and whiclh article I have heard it said is often, if not always,
both reduced and adulterated before it is sold for Upper Canada; so that although the
cask contains the same nuinber of gallons, it contains a less quantity of spirits than when
the duty upon its importation was paid. Care would also be necessary to distinguish
between home-made spirits and spirits upon which duty has been paid. Again as to goods
paying duty ad valorem ; the duty upon importation is paid upon the " first, *or sterling
cost," exclusive of the cost of packages, shipping charges, export duty in England, freight,
insurance, &c., whercas the value which would be given on their being sold and forwarded
to Upper Canada will include ail these, with the addition of the duty paid here, charges,
profit, &c., thus making an immense difference in addition to the amount upon which the
duty was paid. These objections and difficulties, with others which no doubt could be
stated by persons more conversant with the nature of the trade than I am, as well as the
natural unwillingness of merchants to lay open the· extent of the profits they derive fr'omn
their business, together with the inconvenience, trouble and delay which such a system
would inevitably occasion, appear to be subjects for serious consideration before the enact-
ment of any law which in its operation might tend to embarrass or check the free intercourse
of commerce between the two provinces.

9. If such a system were adopted, do you think the restrictions imposed by the Canada
Trade Act on the local legislature could safely be taken off; the restrictions, I mean, which
at present prevent the legislature from altering the amount of duties ?-If such a systein
were adopted, [ do not thinik that under the existing state of the financial affairs of the
province, the restrictions of the Canada Trade Act could be safely taken off.

1o. Is there any particular article on which you think the duty at present levied is
injurious or inconvenient ? -I am not aware of any particular article on which the duty at
present levied is injurious or inconvenient.

11. Is any considerable portion of the trade between Upper and Lower Canada carried
on in winter ?-A very small proportion of the trade witlh Upper Canada is carried on in
winter.

12. Might not an increase in the winter trade be expected under an altered system ?---

I do not consider that any change of system would increase the trade.
13. Could the winter trade be brought efficiently under custom-house control; the

country being in winter passable in ail directions over the snow or ice ?-I think it would
be difficult to bring the trade in winter efficiently under custom-house control without an
increase of preventive officers, which the smallness of the winter trade would not warrant.

14. In what articles does the principal contraband trade take place between the United
States and Canada, and is this trade greatest in the Upper or the Lower Province ?-The
contraband trade between the United States and Canada is chiefly in tea, tobacco, silk
manufactures, whiskey and sperm oil, and is carried on to a greater extent in Upper than in
Lower Canada.

15. What are the principal articles smuggled from Canada into the United States ?-The
principal articles smuggled from Canada into the United States are woollens, hardware and
refined sugar.

16.' Do you think that there is more smuggling from Canada into the United States,
than from the United States into Canada?-There is more smuggling from the United
States into Canada than from Canada into the United States.

17. What do you think would be the effect if trade were made much freer than it now is
between the two Canadas and the United States, or entirely free and permission given reci-
procally by Canada and the United States for internal navigation upon payment of equal dues
for ail ?--The trade between the United States and Canada as respects the British enact-
ments, is now nearly altogether free, the only articles of commerce prohibited beirig tea, fish,
oil and books " first composed or written, or printed in the United Kingdom, and printed
or reprinted in any other country, imported for sale." The staple products of the United
States are free when imported into the Canadas ; viz. ashes, grain, flour and meal, beef,
pork, wood and lumber, tar, rosin, &c. the duties being chiefly on tobacco, whiskey and
manufactured articles, while the products of the Canadas and ail manufactured articles are
heavily taxed in the United States. I am not aware that the trade would benefit from any
further change in the British laws, although these provinces might occasionally benefit by
a relaxatioriof the American tariff.

18. If trade were perfectly free, and no advantage to eitber party, save that which is
derived
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ýderived fromthe facility of communication, do you think any considerable portion of the
produce of the states on the Ohio, Mississippi, &c. might be expected to pass by way of
the St. Lawrence ?-The trade being already free as respects the importation into the
-Canadas of the staple products (except tobacco,) of the states on the Ohio, Mississippi, &c.
the advantages tobe derived from the facility of communication are already open to the
trade by the St. Lawrence.

19. Without going the length of making trade and navigation entirely free, are there in
your opinion any relaxations In the present prohibitory system that could be advantageously
ntroduced ?-By my answer to par. 17r it will be seen that the " present prohibitory

system" as respects the British laws, is applicable only to but few articles, and as therein
stated, I am not aware of àny change that could be advantageously introduced.

ao. Have you any reason to think that the trade between the two provinces is impedea
by any unwilingness on the part of the legislature of the Lower Province to make the
necessary improvements in the navigation of its lakes or rivers?-l am not aware of any

-cause for unwillingness on the part of the Lower Canada legisiature to make thé necessary
improvements in the navigation of its lakes and rivers for facilitating the trade between the
two provinces.

2j. Do you consider the amount of duties levied under the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, likely to
increase or decrease ?-The revenue under the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, I think is likely to
-decrease, the duties imposed by that Act being on Foreign, West India and British
spirits, the importation of which bas much fallen off; and I conceive will still continue to
fall off, in consequence of the great increase in the distillation of untaxed spirits in Upper
and Lower Canada, which is sold at a cheaper rate than the imported spirits.

Customs, Quebec, 14 Sept. 1836.- (signed) Henry Jessopp, Collector.

CANADA
TRADE ACT.

No. 3.

A RETURN of the

'PORT OF QUE BEc.

REvENUE raised under the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, in every Year
since 1816..

Y E A R. Amount ii Sterling. Y E A R. Amount in Sterling.

1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823.4

1.824
1825
1826

13,183
13,922

14,048
15,320
13,955

8,645
19.087
26,280

27,480
30,361
27,009

1827 -
1828 -

1829 -

1830 -
1831 -

1832t -
1833 -
1834 -
1835 -
1836 to the 5 th July

28,946
30,933
33,406
40,066
44,937
32,713
29,288
22,444

22,724
7,623

* 28 Geo. 3, c. 39, repealed; duty on rum from England by 3 Geo. 4, C. 119.
t Montreal a separate port. .

The increase of these duties, after passing of the Canada Trade Act (3 Geo. 4, c. 119),
is not attributable to that Act, but to the repeal by an Act of the same session (3 Geo. 4,
c. 44) of. the Act 28 Geo. 3, c. 39, which " allowed the importation of rumr or other spirits
from, His Majesty's colonies or plantations in the West Indies into the province of Quebec,
without payment of duty, under certain conditions and restrictions."

Customs, Quebec, 14 Sept. î 836. (signed) Henry Jessopp, Collector.

A STATEMENT of the ALTERATIONS in the DUrirS on Rum since 1774.

1788.-The Act 28 Geo. 3, c. 39, 'was passed; "An Act to allow the importation of
rum or other spirits from His*NMajesty's .colonies or plantations in the West Indies. into
the province of Quebec, without payment of duty, under certain conditions and restric-
tions." Repealed by 3 Geo. 4,c. 44 &.119.

18eg.-The Act 49 Geo. 2, c. 16, was passed ; "An Act to allow the importation of
rum and other spirits fron the island of Bermuda into the province of Lower Canada
without payment of duty, on the sane terms and conditions as such* importation may be
made directly fromn His Majesty's sugar colonies in the West Indies." Repealed by
3 Geo. 4, c. 119.

1811 .- The Act 51 Geo. 3, c. 48, was passed; "An A ct to permit rum or other
spirits, the' produce of the British colonies in the West ladies, to be imported into Lower
Canada from' Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and the Islands of Cape Breton, Prince
Edward and*Newfoundland." Repealed·by 6 Geo. 4, c. 1115.
. 0.3. t 3 . The
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CANADA The duty on rumn, under the 14 Geo. 3, c. 88, now remains as at first imposed in 1774.TIIADL ACT. I am not aware that anv material change in the trade between Canada and the West
.3. Indies vas produced, either by the repeal of the 28 Geo. 3, c. 39, or by the duty of 6d.

per gallon imposed by the 3 Geo. 4, c. 119, on ruin from England; the trade in question
appears more to be recgulated by the state of the markets than by the rate of duty. A very
small proportion of the prescnt duty on rum, is raised under the Acts, passed subsequent
to the 18 Geo. 3, c. 12,

For the three years prior to Montreal being a separate port, average 2,475 1. sterling.
For the five years since Montreal became a separate port,.average 503 1. sterling.

Customs, Quebec, 14 Sept. 1836. (signed) Henry Jessopp, Collector.

EDUCATION.

No. i.-Sir J. Kepnt·s Despatch on Education, 21 December 1829 - - - - p. 150

No. 2.-Extract of a Despatch from the Earl of Aberdeen, dated ist January 1835, on a Reserved
.3ill for the Encouragement of Education - - - - - - - P. 155

No. 3.-iesolutions and Report of Committee of the Legislative Council on Education, 15th March
183G6 - - - - - - - - - - - P. 156

--No. .-

Sit J. Kempt's DESPATC on EDUCÂTION.

Castle of St. Lewis, Quebec,
Sir, 21 December 1829.

EDUCATION. IN obedience to the commands conveyed to me in your Despatch, No. 73, Of the
3d of September last, I have the honour to transmit to you herewith a Return (No. i.) of

~O 1- the places for the instruction of youth of the Protestant and Roman Catholic persuasion,
in this province, and of the funds by which they are supported.

The Protestant institutions for education consist, as you will observe, of the two grammar
schools, onc at Quebec and one at Montreai, and of a seminary lately established.at
Chanbly, under the auspices of the Lord Bishop of Quebec, where, in addition to the
ordinary course of classics, yonng men are instructed in divinity preparatory to taking
holy orders. The institution is, hovever, entirely of a private nature, and solely supp orted
by the students attending it. There are also some academies in the towns of Quebec,
Montreal and Three Rivers, where instruction is given in the classics, though the course of
study is probably not carried so far as at Chambly. These are altogether private, and of
course depend upon the scholars for their support.

There are six Roman Catholic seminaries or colleges in the province, including the two
establishments that are under the direction and principally maintained by the funds of the
seminaries of Quebec and Montreal; these two bodies are possessed of considerable estates,
though not hy their endownent specially appropriated to the purposes of education, and
those of the latter in particular, as you are aware, are of very great value.

Of the four oiher ioman Catholic seninaries, only one, that at Nicolet, lias been erected
by letters patent, and al four are principally supported by voluntary contributions, or by
the price paid by the students for their instruction.

Of all these seminaries, both Protestant and Roman Catholic, the two grammar schools
it Quebec and Montreal alone rcceive any permanent assistance from the public funds.
The school at Quebec, as shown in the return, receives an allowance Of 200 1. a year, and
90 1. for the rent of a school-house, front the funds accruing froin the estates heretofore
belonging to the late order of Jesuits; that at Montreal 200 1. a year, and 54 1. for the rent
of a school-house, from the same revenues. The course of instruction follnwed at both
those schools is explained in the return.

A landed estate to the value of io,oooI·, and a like sui in money was bequeathed by
the 1te Mr. M'Gill, of Montreal, in the year 1811, for the establishment of a college in the
neigôbourhood of» that city, but the validity of the bequest having been disputed by his
relatives, and other obstacles that were explained i rny Despatch, No. 108, of the 5th of
Noveinber last, have hitherto prevenited this design from being carried into effect, although
the college Wvas incorporated, by a Royal charter, in the year 1821.

The only funds in the province, independent of the legislative appropriations for ele-
nentary schools, from which any aid is given for the promotion of education, are the

revenues arising fromi the estates heretofore belonging to the late order of Jesuits, and this
nid, as already stated, is confined to the two Royal grammar schools at Quebec and Mont-

reaL.
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real. By an account made up to the 1oth of November last, the gross revenue of these EDUCATION.
estates, for the year ending on that day, amounted to 1,8841. 4s. i1 d.:

£. . d. No. .
*The authorized charges for management and collection - -- 544 17 6
Allowances to grammar schools, retired allowances, authorized

salaries, &c. - - - - - - - - -. - 980 10 2 3

£.1,525 7 7

Leaving only a balance of - - - £. 358 17 3 i

From which the building and repairs of mills, and other expenses that must be incurred for
the improvement of the estates, are to be-defrayed, and there are no other revenues in the
colony at the disposal of Government which could be made available for the purposes of
education.

The Protestant and Roman Catholic seminaries, above mentioned, and the academies
alluded to, being the only institutions in Lower Canada where the classics or the higher
branches of learning are taught, the information which is furnished respecting them may
be probably sufficient for the object you had in view in desiring to receive a return of the
places for the instruction of youth in the province. But as it may be satisfactory to you to
be informed of the provision made for the maintenance of the common elementary schools
in the country, I have added to the return a statement of the schools of this description,
under the direction of the Royal Institution, and of those that have been established in the
country under an Act passed in the last seasion of the provincial legislature, " for the
encouragement of elemeutary education ;" and I have annexed thereto two papers,
Nos. 2 and 3, explanatory of the system under which they are established in the return,
a list of elementary schools in the towns of Quebec, Montreal and Three Rivers, for which
special appropriations were made in the last session of the legislature, and the amount
granted to each.

The paper, No. 2, is a memorandum respecting the Board of Royal Institution, showing
the time of its foundation, the objects for which it was incorporated, and the principles
upon vhich it has been conducted. I have every reason to believe that the rules therein
stated, as having been laid down for its guidance, particularly the regulations to prevent
any interference with the religion of the children at the several schools, have been strictly
atteuded to, but, nevertheless, it cannot be denied that the Royal Institution has never been
viewed with any cordial good will by the Roman Catholic part of the community.

A proof of this feeling may be found in the reluctance with which the Roman Catholie
bishop acceded to the arrangements first proposed in the year 1826, (No. 2, page 5,) for
a division of the Board into two distinct and e7ual committees, consisting respectively of
Protestants and Roman Catholics for the superintendence of each of the schools of its own
persuasion, and in his refusal to accede to a modified arrangement when legal difficulties
were fouînd to exist that rendered the plan to vhich his assent had been obtaned imprae-
ticable. The Protestant Dissenters are also by no means favourably disposed towards the
Royal Institution, and the Act passed for the encouragement of elementary education in
the last session of the legislature, by which the superintendence of the schools is entirely
confided to trustees to be annually chosen by the inhabitants of each parish, being exceed-
ingly popular in the country, and schools having been established under it in every part of
the province, I have no very sanguine expectation that the provincial allowance of 2,ooo i.
per annum hitherto made to the Royal Institution for the maintenance of schools under
its direction will be much longer continued.

The paper, marked No. 3, is explanatory of the provisions of the Act passed in the last
session for the encouragement of schools in the country parishes.

I have, &c.,
(signed) • James Kemipt.

P. S.-It may be necessary to mention that the two grammar schools at Quebec and
Montreal, that receive an allowance from the Jesuits' estates, were established in the year
1826. Three gentlemen having arrived from England in that year, appointed by the
Secretary of State to superintend them, as well as a grammar school in Upper Canada.
The authority lor the amount of salary allowed is conveyed in a despatch from Lord
Bathurst, dated 24 th February 1827.

The salary for the master of the grammar school in Upper Canada, was ordered by your
despatch of the 2d of June 1828, to be transferred to that province, but a demand lias
been lately made upon the Jesuits' estates for the arrears of his salary for 18 months prior
to that period; the claim is correct, but the estates are at present unable to pay it.

J.-K.
The Right Honorable Sir George Murray, G. C. B.,

&c. &c. &c.

0.3. 8
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(i.)-RETURN of the INsTITUTIONs for the INSTRUCTION of YoUTH in Lower Canada.

P R O TEST A N T.

COLLEGE, or SCHOOL FUNDS by which Supported. R E M A R K S.

i.- Royal Grammar
School, Quebec.

2. - Roval Grammar
School, Montreal.

3.-Seminaryat Cham-
bly.

i.- Scninary of Quebec

-Semiiary at Mon-
treal.

- - 2ool. a ycar, and gol. a year
for the rent of school-house, paid
from the funds accruing from
.lesuits' estates, under an autho-
rity from Lord Bathurst, dated
24 th February 1817.

- - by the rules of the foundation
20 free scholars are to be admitted.
There are also at present 11 who
pay for their tuition, - all day-
scholars.

Ternis for those under 12 ycars.
of age, 81. per annum; for those

above 12 nnd under 13, iol. per annum; for those above 13,
121. per annum.

The French and English languages are taught; and the course
of instruction in the classics, &c. is the same as in the grammar
schools in the United Kingdom.

- - cool. a ycar, and 541. a year - - by the rules of the foundation
for the rent of school-house, from 2o free scholars are to be admitted.
the funds arising frorm the Jesuits' At present there are 15 scholars
estates, under an authority from also who pay for their education,-
Lord Bathurst, dated 24th Fe- all day scholars. Termas of in-
bruary 1817. struction for the higher branches,

iol. per year; for the lower, 8!.
The course of instruction is the same as in the grammar-school

at Quebec; and this school is in possession of an extensive ap-
paratus for experiments in natural philosophy.

Contributions of students - - 1 - - a private institution lately esta-
blished under the patronage of the

Lord Bishop of Quebec. The rate for board and tuition, accord-
ing to the age of the student, is fixed at 401., 501. and 75 1. per
annuin; for day-scholars, at 15 1. and 2o 1. per annum.

There are at present 17 boarders and nine day.scholars. Instrue-
tion is given in divinity, as well as in the same branches of learning-
as arc taught in the best institutions of the same description in the
United Kingdom.

Those students who pay 751. per annum arc young men study.
ing for holy orders, and others finishing their education. It is pro-
posed to reduce the termas paid for tuition in this establishment.

C A T I 0 L I C.
- - uo revenues specifically appro- - - the seminary of Quebec is at
priated to the purposes of educa- presant attended by 188 students.
tion, but is possessed of the fol- The termes paid for tuition and board
lowing estates: The seigneury of arc 171. 1 os. per annum; for tuition
Beaupré, 15 Icagues in front by only i l. per annun. Children,
6 leagues in depth, on the River whose parents are unable to pay
St. Lawrenco, below Quebec. for their education, are instructed
Seigneuries of Isle aux Coudres, gratis.
Isle du Cap Boulé, Coulanges, The instruction consists of the
St. Michel, Sault au Matelot (in usual course of classics, English.
the town of Quebec), Iled Jesus and French literature, mathema-
(in district of i\lontrcal). The tics, &c.
precise value of these estates is The seminary of, Quebec was
unknown, but by an avien and erected by letters patent of the.
denonbrenent, made nany years Fréncli Crown, dated in April 1663.
ago, it was computed at 1,2491.
a year, besides large contributions in grain, and the lods et
ventes on mutations of property, which, in the fief of Sault au
Matelot, containing about i 8o bouses in the town of Quebec,
may probably amounît to a considerable sun. Tie seminary vas
stated to be in debt to a large amount, the beginning of the
present year.
- - the serminary is in possession of
the folloving estates:-

Seigneuries of the Island of
Montreal, St. Sulpice, Lake of the
Two Mountains. The value of
these estates is unknown; by an
avien and denombreinent, made
many years ago, it was calculated
to be about 2,oool. a year, besides
large contributions in grain, and.
lods et ventes on mutations of
property, which, in the seigniory
of Montreal, comprehending the
whole of the town, must amount
to a large sum.

- - attended by 260 students.; the
ternis paid for board and tuition.
per annum, are 211..; paid for
tuition only, 1l. 15s. .

The course of instruction is the
saine as ut the seminary of Quebec.

The ecclesiastics öf St. Sulpice at
Paris were authorized ta establish
a seminary at Montreal, and alloir.
ed to hold the Island' of Mon'treal
in Mortmain, by letterspatentofthe-
French Crown, dated in May 1677.
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COLLEGE, or SCHOOL. • FUNDS by whicb Supported. R E M A R K S.

CAvHoLic-continued.

3.-Seminary at Nicolet

4. - Seminary at St.
Hyacinthe.

5.-Seminary at Cham-
bly.

6.-College of St. Ann contr

EDUCATION.

No. i.

- - principally by the contributions - - the number of students, or the
of individuals, the amall landed price paid for tuition, not known.
property in the neighbourhood, of The course of instruction is stated
which it is possessed, being stated to be the sane as at Quebec. The
to be of very little value. seminary of Nicolet was crected

by letters patent, dated 1oth De.
cember 1821, and by that instrument is authorized to acquire
property to the amount of 2,500. currency. .

- - by a smalr property possessed
by the Rev. Mr. Girouard, the
proprietor, and the contribution of
individuals.

Received a grant from the legis-
lature in the last session.

- - contributions of scholars; re-
ceived a gratuity from the Legis-
lature of 250 . last Session.

- - no return made of the number
of students, or the price paid for
tuition.

The course of instruction is un-
derstood to be the same as in the
other seminaries. Application was
lately made for the establishment
of this seminary by letters patent,
but refused.

- - a private seminary, under the
direction of the Rev. Mr. Mignault,
Roman .Catholic rector of Cham-
bly.

ibutions of scholars - - - - a private college situated on the
south of the St. Lawrence, about

6o miles below Quebec, established this summer. The course of
instruction is intended to be the sane as at the other semi-
nanes.

ELEMENTARY ScnooLs attended indiscriminately by Protestants and Catholics.
Under what Authority. Frum what Funds Supported. R E M A R K S.

Royal Institution, 78 - - an annual appropriation of - - for an explanation respecting the
schools. 2,ooo 1. from provincial legis- Royal Institution, see Paper, No. 2.

lature.
Provincial Act, 9 G. 4, - - contributions of scholars and - - for an explanation respecting

c. 46, 191 schools. funds appropriated by the Act. these schools, sec Paper, No. 3.

The following elementary schools, established by different societies in the towns of
Quebec, Montreai and Three Rivers, received also special grants of money from the
provincial legislaiure in the last session; the-provisions of the Act 9 Geo. 4, c.46, are
explained in Paper No. 3, extending to only those in the country parishes:-

Montreal British and Canadian school - - - - - -

Montreal National Free-school - - - - - - -

Trustees, Quebec, British and Canadian school, to build a school-
.house, and support of the School - - - - - -

Trustees, Chapel of St. Audrew, Quebec, to build a school-house -
For a school-house at Three Rivera - - - - -

Quebec Society of Education for past claims, to build a school-h'use,
and support of it for the present year - - - - - -

Quebec National school - - - - - - - -

£. s. d.
300 - -

200 - -

550 - -

400 -

500 - -

683 10 -

too - -

(2.)--MEORANDUM respecting the BOAnD Of ROYAL INsTITUTIoN, established by the
Provincial Act, 41 Geo..3, c. 17.

Tax Royal Institution is established under an Act of the Provincial Legislature, passed
in the year 18oi, entitled " An Act for the establishment of free-schools, and the advance-
ment of learning in.this province."

By this Act, the person adninistering the government of the province was empowered to
erect a corporation, under the titie of "The -Royal Institution · for the advancement of
learning," and to this corporation the management of all achools and institutions of
Royal toundation in the province was to be committed.

The steps pointed out by the Act for the establishment of schools are as follows:-
T.'Ihe majority or a certain number of the inhabitants of any parish or district are

required to present a petition to the person administering the government, praying that
a school may be established therein.· His Excellency then appoiuts commissioners, who,

0.3. . U fix
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EDUCATION. fix upon a piece of ground for the erection of a school-house, vhich, when completed, is
conveyed to the Royal Institution: a schoolmaster is then appointed, and a salary assigned

No. 1. to him.
Under this Act schools were at different times established by the several governors, but

until the year 1819, without any regular system, and at a great expense to the province.
By a return made in the year 1818, the number of schools in the province was stated to be
37, attended by only 1,048 scholars, and maintained at an expen v to the public of
2,883 1. 1 os. sterling.

Up to that time the Royal Institution *had never been regularly established ; but on the
8th of October. 18î8, an instrument issued, under the great seal of the province, appoint-
ing certain persons therein named, to be trustees of the schools of Royal Institution in the
province, and by subsequent instruments issued on the î 3 th of Deceiber i8i9, 2oth July
1822, 27 th June 1823, and 17th November 1824, several other persons were added to the
members originally appoined.

The Lord Bislop of Quebec was named the principal of the institution, and the Board
of Trustees being appointed, drev up rules and regulations for the management of the
schools, which received ilie sanction of the local government.

By these regulations the regular superintendence of the schools was provided for as
follows:-

The school wvas placed under tie inmediate inspection of the clergy of that religion
professed by the.inhabitants of the spot, or when the inhabitants might be of different
persuasions, the clergy of aci churel had the superintendence of the children of their
respective communions.

A regular superintendence of the schools was also assigned to visitors named by the cor-
poration (one of whon to be the clergyman of the parish or township, according to the
rule above described), who were to report to the corporation, every six months, the number
and progress of the scholars, the conduct of the master, and generally on the state of the
school.

The schools of the Royal Institution have hitherto been supported by an annual vote
of the provincial legislature of 2,ooo 1. currency.

In the year 1826, it was suggested by the Royal Institution that considerable advantage
might be expected from a different constitution of the board, and it was proposed that
a further number of Roman Catholic members should be added, for the purpose of enabling
the board to divide itself into two distinct and equal committees, consisting respectively of
Protestant and Roman Catholics, for the separate and exclusive superintendence respec-
tively of the Protestant and Roman Catholic schools.

This proposed measure was announced to Lord Bathurst,. then Secretary of State, by
Lord Dalhousie, in a despatch dated 27thl May 1827.

To carry the plan into effect, the resignation of some of the Protestant members of the
board was obtained, and after some negotiation with the Roman Catholic bishop, the neces-
sary details being arranged, the attorney-general of the province received orders, on the
13th of August 1828, to prepare the necessary instrument for carrying the arrangement
into effect by revoking the commissions under which the trustees were appointed, ana by
appointing the same persons trustees, with the exception of those whose resignation had
been obtained, seven in number, and in whose stead the Roman Catholic meibers were to
be appointed.

The attorney-general having, in proceeding to execute these orders, examined the Act
under which the Royal Institution was established, reported his opinion that no such instru-
ment could legally issue, the power of the Governor being limiteid by the terms of the Act,
after the appointment of the first trustees, to removing them, if he should thini fit, and to
appoint successors to those who should be so removed, or to any who might die or resign
thiir trust, but tiat the Act gave him no power to add to their number, and that, conse-
quently, the several letters patent issued subsequently to the 8th October 18î8, by -which
successively it vas intended to increase and. enlarge the number of members of the Royal
Institution, could not be considered legal.

Under this view of the matter, the only persons legally members of the Royal Institu-
tion were the individuals named in the instrument of the 8th of October r84,8, and it
became therefore impossible to carry into effect the plan fur the two committees in the
manner originally proposed.

The Roman Catholic bishop having declined to accede to another proposal, by which
two committees might have been formeid, but consisting of a smaller number of persons, it
became necessary to make an application to the legislature to revise the Act of 1818, that
borne additionai trustees might be appointed.

With this view a message was sent to the Provincial Parliament on the 13th February
1829, recommending the subject to their attention, but the session having approached to
a close before anything was determined upon, the consideration was postponed till the next
session, and the usual sum of 2,oool . currency appropriated for the schools of the Royal
Institution for the year.

Number of schools under the Royal Institution on 1st July 1829, waS - 78.
Number of sciolars - - - - - - - - - 3,772.

J. K.
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(3.)-MEMORANDUM in Explanation of the Provisions of the Act 9 Geo.4, c. 4;, for the EDUCATION.
MANAGEMENT of ELEMENTAIRY EDUCATION.

IN the last Session of the Provincial Legislature, an Act was passed (9 Geo. 4, c. 46),
intitled " An Act for the management of elementary education," which, as regards schools
established in the country parishes, is to continue in force for three years.

By this Act an allowance of 2o1. a year is granted to the teacher of every sehool in the
country parishes, not being under the Royal institution, that may be attended by 2o scho-
Jars; and, in ail cases, when 20 pauper children may receive instruction àt a s·chool, a further
gratuity of 1 os. for each child, to the number of 5o, is allowed.

A sum of 2,ooo L. a year is also appropriated by this Act towards the erection or purchase
of school-houses, one-half of the price of any building for this purpose being paid by the
government, provided such half should not exceed 50 .

By the 4h section of the Act, it is required that five persons should be annually elected
by the inhabitants of each township, seigneury or pari5h, as trustees under whon ail sclools
therein established, since the passing of the Act, are to be placed.

To enable the inhabitants of any place to receive the allowance granted for a school-
house, it is merely required that the full price paid for the building should be certified by
·the trustees; a certificate from the trustees is also required as to the correctness of the return
made half-yearly by each teacher of a school, and upon these certificates the gratuity
allowed by the Act is immediately paid.

Schools in the country parishes, established prior to the passing of the Act, are not re-
quired to be placed under trustees, but are entitled to the allowances granted by the Act on
the certificate of the proprietor. Allowances have been paid ùnder this Act in the present
year.

J..K.

- No. 2. --

EXTRACT froim a DEsIPATcH fromn the Earl of Aberdeen, dated ist January 1835, so far No. 2.
as, it relates to the Reserved Bill " for the further and permanent Encouragement of
Education."

IT is not without the deepest concern that His Majesty finds himself under the necessity
of postponing bis decision on the bill for the further and permanent encouragement of
education. . Deeply impressed with the extreme importance of the object in view, and
anxious to encourage, by the utmost exercise of his authority and influence, the growth
of sound learning and religious knowledge in every part of his dominions, and especially
in a province vhere those advantages are so essential to the right use of the extensive
franchises and political rights enjoyed by every class of society, Ris Majesty could not be
-induced by any slight motives or ordinary difficulties to defeat, or even to delay the
establishment of a system devised by two branches of the legistature for the attainment
of that great end. In the present case, however, the impediments vhich present them-
selves are neither few nor inconsiderable.

1 do not adopt an opinion which appears to have been entertained by some personi in
the province, that this bill is objectionable because it creates corporate bodies, thus caling
on the Governor to concur in a measure not contemplated by his commission or instructions.
It is, indeed; true that His Majesty has not thought it necessary or expedient to delegate
to yo.ur Lordship the prerogative by which Ris Majesty himself can incorporate voluntary
societies for. various general or specific purposes; but the motives which have forbidden
the transfer of this power to the Governor of Lower Canada, in his executive capacity,
have no application whatever to acts to be done by him in bis legislative character. The
Constitutional Act of 1791 confers on the Goverior of the provinces, as a member of the
legislature, powers large enough for this purpose; and although the same Act enables the
Emng to instruct the Governor as to the exercise of those powers, yet Ris Majesty bas
not. hitherto found, and does not now perceive any reason for fettering your Lordship's
discretion to assent to any bills which may be tendered to you for the erection of corporate
bodies in the province.

Neither am I disposed to attach any real importance to the unlimited power which this
bill would confer of holding in mortmuain rentcharges of any amount for the objects of
the proposed corporations. With the changes whiclh time bas introduced in the state of
society and public opinion throughout Christendonm, have passed away the greater part
if not ail of the solid reasons by which our ancestors mere induced to 'ontend against the
immoderate growth of ecclesiastical and collegiate foundations; and maxims which might
be just and useful in the densely peopled states of Europe, possessing territories of com-
paratively narrow extent, would be altogether delusive if transferred tu the continent of
North America.

But I observe that the bill imparts a corporate character to every institution in the
province, which at the date of its enactment may be possessed of any lands devoted to
the purposes of education. It is not, as far as i perceive, requisite iliat the whole of the
lands and revenues should be devoted exclusively to this purpose. It must therefore
remain a matter of conjecture rather than of certain knowledge, what is the number or
wh0iat. the nature of the associations which nay be able to avait themselves of this privilege.

0.8. u · It
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No.a.

It is even possible that private partnerships or private families, or even iudividuals, may,
since the first publie notice ofthis measure, have qualified thcmselves to assume a corporate
character, so soon as the bill slall have passed, on the very easy condition of appropriating
eight acres, or even a smallerquantity of land, to the purposes of education, to be conducted
by theniselves. Improbable as I admit such an abuse to be, the mere possibility of it
appears to nie to demonstrate the necessity of a careflul revision of this measure.

Further, the bill contains no single clause or enactment respecting the constitution or
the mode of government of the corporate bodies il would create, nor any provision sub-
jecting them to any visitatorial authority, not any declaration of the liability of the charters
to forfeiture by the judgment of the courts, even in case of the most flagrant abuse of
of their powers. lI the absence of these usual and indispensable restraints, it is difficult
Io exaggerate the danger of the perversion of this law to purposes entirely renote from
the design of its atihors.

Again, the permanent line by which.all existing and ail future institutions for the educa-
lion of youth are to be distinguished froin each other, merits peculiar attention. The one
would be corporate bodies, capable of acquiring property without limit, and of transmitting
and delending it without ditiiculty; the other would labour under ail the disabilities and
disadvantages of' voluntary societies. The liberal and tolerant spirit of the legislature of
Lower Canada is so directly opposed to every narrow principle which would foster peculiar
religious opinions by exclusive civil privileges, that the possibility of so injurLous a con-
struction of their motives lias probably nlot occurred to theinselves; yet 1 fear that the
Protestant minority of the province, watchful as they nost properly are agaihnst the
sligltest encroachment oi their religious liberty, might conplaim, or surmise that titis
retrospective legislation vus intended to confer an undue advantage on the Rouan Catholic
miajority of their fellow colonists. Tiiey iniglit yield to the subpicion that the language
and the literature of France, and the religious institutions derivei from that kingdomu, had
been the objects of partial regard, and that existing sclolastic foundations were preferred
to those which might arise hereafter, because the first are principally under the control of
the LRoman Catholic clergy, and the second mny be expected to flourisi and expand witi
the influx of a new population from Great Britain, and witlh the increase of British capital
and settlements in Lower Canada. Your Lordship vill, i arn sure, concur with myself, not
only in reprobating as unjutst any suppositions of this nature, but iii deprecating as impolitic
an enactnent which might but too readily give birth to them in minds strongly excited by
party spirit, whether national or religious.

Finally, the terms of this bill are so chosen, that I apprehend they would terminate the
question so long in debate, whether the corporate character asserted by the priests of the
seminary of St. Sulpice really belongs to them or not. The decision of that question in
favour of the seminary vould involve consequences which every Canadian, whatever his
national origin or religious persuasion, would alike have reason to deprecate. Such are,
the necessity of holding a great commercial city upon a feudal tenure so strict as to prevent
the foundation of quays, mills, wharfs and warehouses, and the improvement of buildings
dedicated to commerce, which would otherwise have been multiplied, the consequent retar-
dation, and perhaps the ultimate prevention of that commercial greatness and prosperity
which might be ensured to the city of Montreal by its naturai advantages in the absence of
these artificial restraints ; the dedication of a vast toritory to purposes nov become in a
great measure obsolete, and for vhich, to the advantage of every class of society, other
public objects of the sanie general character miglt be substituted ; and the necessity of
contin"uallv recruiting, by aliens introduced front France, the members of a corporation
which ought to be identified in the highest possible degree with the irterests and fèelings,
not of the Frenchu inhabitants of a foreign country, but of the Canadian people. 1 do nôt
overlook the clause which secures the rights of the Crown, but neither do I think that it
vas neant or could be construed in such a sense as to obviate the consequences I have

mentioned. The pretensions of the St. Sulpiciens and of the Jesuits to a corporate
character in Lower Canada should have been expressly mentioned as claims with which the
bill did not in any sense interfere.

Notwithstanding these objections, His Majesty cannot so far overlook the importance of
the great object to the advancement of which the measure is directed, as to adopt any
decision unfavourable to it. His Majeity earnestly trusts that a further bill will be passed
by the two Houses to obviate the difficulties I have pointed odt; and in that event His
Maiesty's assent will be given with the highest possible satisfaction to the present as well
as to any such supplementary enactmnent.

- No. S.-

REsOLUTIONS and REPORT of Comnmittee of the Legislative Council on Education,
15 March 1836.

No. 3. R EPORT.-The Comnittee to whom was referred an Act, intituled " An Act to repeal certain
Acts therein mentioned, and to provide for the further Encouragement of Elementaiy
Education in this Province," respectfully report to your Honourable House:-
THAT in the execution of the duties entrusted to them, your committee have thought it

desirable to enter into a general view of the objects which the legislature has htad in view in
former measures of the same description, and of the results which have ensued from the
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system hitherto puirsued; and they have proceeded te consider the reports of the com- EDUCATION.
mittees of the House of Assembly on education and schools for several years past adopted
by that house, and the appropriations made by the legislatur.e of this province for the No. 3.
encouragement of education, with a full sense of the importance of the subject, and of the
peculiar difficulties with which it is at the present moment encompassed.

For several years the legislature has recognized the necessity and expediency of provid-
ing means for the support and encouragement of the education of the people of this pro-
vince, and Parliamentary grants have been at various times most liberally made for those
purposes. But the committee cannot conceive it to have been the intention of the legis-
lature to perpetuate this expenditure, nor to do more than lay a foundation on which the
people of the province should gradually be enabled to raise a system of education te be
supported ultimately, at least in great part, by themselves.

In pursuing their inquiries, your committee have avoided as much as possible the con-
sideration of ail extraneous questions. Their sole object bas been to consider the principle
upon which it is expedient to grant public money in aid of general education, and the best
manner of applying that principle.

After the most anxious deliberation, your committee are of opinion that the present
establishments for the support and encouragement of elementary education, though abun-
dantly numerous, are inadequate as a permanent system of general education; and their
insufficiency, your committee have reason to believe, is very imperfectly supplied by the
liberal legislative nids which have been granted for several years past for their support.
They regret to be compelled to state, that the benefits anticipated from that legislative
assistance have not been at ail commensurate with the hopes and expectations which
induced the legislature to make such bountiful appropriations of the public funds for this
object.

The measures relating to this important subject have originated in the Assembly, and
their operation having necessarily attracted the peculiar attention of that body, your com-
mittee have been induced to examine with particular care the results which have been
developed and brought under the consideration of that house.

Your committee find, that by the report of the committee of the House of Assembly on
education of the 15th day of March 1831, adopted by that house, it is stated, " The com-
mittee being persuaded that it is the vish of the house to continue for some time longer
the encouragement afforded by its former liberality in ail cases where the petitioners show
hy their contributions that they are zealous in favour of promoting education and know-
ledge, recommend certain appropriations. They cannot, -however, but regret that they
have had in evidence, that in several instances too much dependence has been placed in
legislative aids, and in some cases to a degree which has relaxed the exertions which were
formerly made. They cannot too strongly impress on the house the mischiefs which would
result from sucli a dependence. That upon the present system in a few years the payments
for education alone would absorb a sum about equal to the amount of the whole net
revenue of the province, upon an average for the last ten years. They recommend that
the provision for elementary schools should not be abolished· hefore a better system could
be introduced. That among the enormous sacrifices made by the legislature in favour of
education, they consider the abuses and corruption which uniformly attend the lavish
expenditure of public money as the most pernicious. Education itself suffers in the esti-
mation of the public. False ideas are spread among the people that education is rather an
object which concerns the community than themselves individually, and it is undervalued.
To draw the money from the people by taxes, to be restored te them for those purposes,
after undergoing all the diminution of the expenses of collection, management, repayment
and vaste, would soon impoverish them, without effecting the object in view se well as
they cari do it themselves with legal facilities and moderate public aid and superintendence.
That the elementary education of the people is, however, effected in the cheapest way in
common schools. That it'becomes a conmon concern of the localities, and the common
expenses ought, like any other unavoidable expenses, te be provided for in common."

That by the report of the committee on education and schools of the House of Assembly
of tbe 25th January 1832, it is stated, " That the present state of the funds of this pro-
vince, as well as the increasing applications for public money in faveur of particular locali-
ties, rendered it necessary for the committee to lay down certain rules for their guidane,
with a view te an impartial discharge of their duty, to the reduction of the expenditure,
and a warning te the public that less reliance than heretofore must be placed in aids fron
the general funds, and more frorm the localities immediately interested. Among the rules,
whichî the committee formed, the first was, te grant no new allowances excepting on the
most urgent grounds, but rather te diminish those already granted."

That by the first report of the standing committee of education and schoois of the
House of Assembly of the 23d February 1833, adopted by that house, it is stated, "-Your
committee regret that the applications during the present session for aids for education,
and purposes connected therewith, have been nearly as numerous and great in amount as
in the previous session; the extraordinarv efforts which were made by the legislature in
a prosperous state of the public funds, have wisely spread abroad the idea that the expenses
of the education of. youth were te bc defrayed out of the public-revenues. The present
state of the public funds will, however, force a return te more correct notions and practie,
Your committee cannot conceive that it will ever be considered expedient te drmw mgney
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EDUCATION. from the industry of the people by an expensive process, to be returned to them in greatly
diminished amount for objects for which they can at once apply it more certainly, more

No- 3. equitably, and with greater economy under their immediate control"

That by the second report of the standing committee of education and schools of the
14 th January 1834, adopted by the louse of Assembly, it is stated, " Your committee,
acting upon the rules which were laid down for the guidance of the education committee
in their report of the e2d January 1832, have in no instances increased the allowances
made last year, and they regret that present circumstances have appeared to them not to
warrant a greater reduction at present. Your committee trust that the time is not far dis-
tant when the whole country wiil be persuaded that it is much better to trust to themselves
for the discharge of the duty of affording useful instruction to their offspring rather than
depend upon legislative appropriations."

That by the first report of the standing committee on education of this the present ses-
sion, adopted by the House of Assembly, it appears, that 4 the said committee thought it
right not to make any new grant except in cases of urgency, and to diminish as much as
possible those made in former years." They state, " that the liberality of the legislature, far
from having stimulated the efforts of the members of institutions connected with education,
appears, on the contrary, to have paralyzed them." They also state, " although the number
of the school districts fixed by the law appears to your committee to be extremely liberal.
and in some places more than proportionate to the population, new demands for new dis-
tricts have been made in great number. It is to be remarked, that these applications do
not, generally speaking, come from places which appear by their population to be entitled
to a greater number than that now allowed them, but, on the contrary, from places where
the proportion of the number of school districts is four times greater than sone others.
The single fact that a school district is asked for a place in whicl there are only three
families vill be sufficient to satisfy your honourable House of the necessity of- examining
applications of this nature with the most scrupulous attention. Your committee have come
to the determination to recommend that, for the future, the number of school districts in
each county be regulated by its population."

Your committee beg leave to state, that notwithstanding the foregoing reports of the
committees of the House of Assembly on education and schools concurred in by that honour-
able House, the number of school districts is by this bill considerably augmented, and
the public expenditure for this object, which has already reached the amount of 150,000 1.,
is very greatly increased, as nearly 40,000 1. currency will be required annually fbr four
years ensuing to cover the appropriations specified therein. Your committee, while express-
ing their concurrence in the propriety of assisting education in its progress, at the sanie
time fully coincide with the general tenor of the reports above alluded to, that its support
by the people themselves would be more effectuai in its results than under the present
system of lavisli expenditure, which even for so desirable an end will ultimately lead to
apathy and indifference.

That the system of management proposed to be continued, and in some points extended
by this bill, if persevered in, must lead to consequences which your committee cannot but
regard as productive of evil consequences. The direction and superintendence of the sums
appropriated by this bill are entrusted in effect to the county members of the House of
Assembly. This power your comnittee consider to be an object of extreme importance for
good or for evil, as the persons in whose hands it is placed may be influenced on the one
hand by a pure sense of duty, or on the other by the opinion or feeling of party, or by
other improper motives. Your committee think it necessary to pointout the powers, as con-
tained in this bill, upon which they found their apprehensions that some abuses may result
from its operation.

ist. The certificate of the trustees, by means of which the schoolmaster is to'be paid, is
to be transmitted to the county member.

2d. The certificate of the qualification of masters of the superior schools, by means of
which they receive their salary, is to be transmitted likewise to him.

3d. The, county member is to make the pay-list of the county schools and masters, by
means of which the masters' sàlaries are to be paid by the receiver-general.

4th. All alterations in the school districts are subject to the approval of the county
members, or may in some cases, as provided by this bill, be made by them of their own
authority'

5th. Large sums of money are to be intrusted to them for distribution as rewards of
excellence to scholars.

6th. The county member is to demand, recover and receive all sums of money"remaining
unpaid from former appropriations of sums for prizes, and for this purpose may require the
assistance of the law officers of the Crown.

7tb. The elections of .trustees of schools by heads of families are fo be transmitted to the
county member.

8th. They are not required to support by vouchers their account of monies intrusted to
them as are other persons.

9th. They are among the number of school visitors.
toth. Finally,
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10th. Finally, these powers of the county members " shall, in case of a dissolution of EDUCATION.
Parliament, continue to be vested in them until their successors shall be elected, any law to
the contrary notwithstanding." Nu. 3.

Your committee believe that your honourable House will see in these provisions sufficient
grounds for the apprebension they have expressed, that abuses rnay result from the opera-
tion of the measure.

From the experience of past yearu, as well as froin the appropriations made by this bill,
your committee apprehend that liberality may at last degenerate into prodigality, and the
object sought for be as far from attainment as before. Under these circumstances, your
committee suggest the propriety of suspending ail furtber appropriations until some general
effective system of education can be judiciously planned and carefully executed, whereby
the provincial revenue will be relieved froin so heavy an annual demand upon it, and the
people be influenced to take a more decided interest in the prosperity of institutions for
the education of themselves and children.

Independently of these general considerations affecting the Merits of the measure, your
committee conceive that there are others growing out of the particular circumstances ofthe
finances of the province, ivhich demand the serious attention of your honourable House, they
think it necessary to point out.

That your honourable House resolved, on the 6th day of March instant, " That it was
inexpedient to concur, during the present session of the provincial Parliament. in appro-
priations of monies to a greater extent than will leave in the public chest a sum equâl to
the discharges Of the sun of 30,519 1. 4 s. 2 d. advanced and paid out of the fudas of the
United Kingdom, by His Majesty's order, for the support of this government and the
administration of justice in this province, and of the sun Of 83,445L. S s. 11 d. still due
and owing to the judges and other officers of His Majesty's government in this province,
employed in the administration of justice therein, and to other servants of the Crown
and individuals as therein mentioned, for which sums no appropriation or provision bas
hitherto been made."

That as your honourable House bas already concurred in Acts for the appropriation of
nearly 12,ooo L. for the encouragement of educationin this province ; that as no act providing
for the sums of money mentioned in the preceding resolution bas hitherto been sent up by
the House of Assembly for the concurrence of this honourable House; and as your con-
mittee conceive that the state of the provincial revenue, due regard being had to the pay-
ment of the sumas above mentioned which remain unprovided fer, will not warrant the
increased appropriation required by this bill, your committee urge upon your honourable
House the propriety of proceeding no further with the bill, intituled "An Act to repeal
certain Acta therein mentioned, and to provide for the further encouragement of elementary
education in this province."

In pursuance of the views hereinbefore expressed, your committee bave adopted certain
resolutions on the subject-matter referred to them, which they submiî, with this their report,
to your honourable House.

Ali nevertheless huinbly submitted.

.Committee-room, 15 March 1836. (sigued) P. M'Gill, Chairman.

RESOLUTIONs.

i. Resolved, That the profuse liberality with which grants of the publie money have
been made during the last seven years for elementary schools in this province, amounting
at the present period to upwards of i5o,oool., has induced the inhabitants of this province
to rely too much upon public aid, and to relax in their own exertions for the support of
schoo s for the education of their children.

2. Resolved, That the appropriations which have during that period been annually made
by the legislature for that object have been sufficient to lay a foundation for the establish-
ment of a systen of elementary education, to which it now becomes the duty of the legis-
lature to require the inhabitants of the province to contribute more largely by their own
voluntary exertions, and with their own means.

3. Resolved, That it is inexpedient that the public revenue sbould any longer be charged,as it bas been during the last seven yeare, with nearly the whole burthen of maintaining and
supporting popular education, and that grants for this purpose should either be confined in
future to places where, from the poverty of the inhabitants, no effectual exertions can be
made by then for this object, or be regulated in ail other cases by the extent of the con-
tributions of the inhabitants of the country.

4. Resolved, That the systen of management heretofore established by the Acts forencouraging elementary schools bas been inefficient for the purpose intended, bas led to
waste and misapphication of the public money, and has a tendency to generate other abuses.

5. Resolved, That it is expedient in any future measures which may be adopted by the
legislature for the encouragement of elementary schools, that a permanent and efficient
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EDUCATION. system of regulation should be adopted, either by the organization of a central board or by
-- boards in the several districts, or by some other mode of general, uniform and steady super-

No. 3. intendence, by which the course of instruction may be more effectually ascertained and
directed, and the expenditure of the public money be more usefully applied and more effec-
ýtually checked than by the plan hitherto pursued.

6. Resolved, That in addition to these considerations, the present state of the publie
finances, and of the demands upon them, renders ,it more especially necessary to prevent the
large expenditure which must ensue if the bill now before the Legislative Council, intituled
" An Act to repeal certain Acts therein mentioned, and to provide for the further encourage-
ment of elementary education in this province," should become a law, and that it is
therefore not expedient that the Legislative Council should now proceed further upon the
said bill.

Legislative Cobncil, Tuesday, 15 March 1836.
Ordered, That the said bill, as received from the Assembly, vith the said report and

resolutions agreed to by the House, be printed in both languages.

Attest,
(signed) Wm. Snith, Clerk, L. C


